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PREFACE.

THIS work was originally undertaken in consequence of many applications received by

the publishers of “The Book of.Poultry " for a companion book on Pigeons. In such

circumstances the editor of the former work sought the assistance of Mr. Robert Fulton

in the compilation of the first edition of “ The Book of Pigeons.” At that period, now

over twenty years ago, probably no man in England had a more general knowledge of

pigeons than Mr. Fulton. He and the compiler of that edition did their best to

provide as full and trustworthy a treatise on matters columbarian as was needed by the

pigeon fancier. The one was able graphically to represent the views expressed by the

other, with such introduction and occasional comment as to present to the reader not

only a work of abundant practical use, but also so written as to rivet his attention by the

grace of its language and composition; indeed, there is no doubt that much of the

success attendant on the first edition of this work is due to the scholarly manner

in which Mr. Lewis Wright enlisted the interest of the reader in its ooening

chapters.

In addition to the very valuable information supplied directly by Mr. R. Fulton,

whose name must ever remain most prominently connected with “The Book of

Pigeons,” the two collaborateurs were greatly aided, as the reader will discern, by such

well-known authorities on pigeon culture as Messrs. \»V. Ludlow, F. T. Wiltshire,

George Ure, ]ames Montgomery, Frank Graham, S. C. Betty, P. H. ]ones,Harrison, the Rev. W. Sergeantson, and lastly, Mr. H. P. Caridia, all of whom to a

greater or less degree contributed materially to the contents of this work in all of its

editions. Some few of these good fanciers have left us at the time when I have been
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called upon to revise, rearrange, and very considerably to add to thei_r valuable work in

the present edition; others, happily, are with us still.

The lapse of time between I874 and 1894 is of itself a suffieient reason for a

revision of our subject ; but in order to justify my present undertaking it behoves me

to say, that as the first edition was undertaken in response to a publicly expressed

demand, so have I also entered upon the task of revision and enlargement in response

to numerous applications for the same. The first absolute request, on behalf of the

publishers, came through Mrs. Alexander Comyns, the Editor of T/ze Feat/zerca’ W01’/a’

—to whom I am also indebted for mutual arrangements concerning the necessary

illustrations, the ideal proceeding from the able pencil of so popular an artist as

Mr. \V. Ludlow, supplemented by others drawn by Mr. A. F. Lydon faithfully

depicting some specimens not so wholly faultless. Not only have I had occasion to

add much additional matter of general interest to this work, but Iihave found it

necessary also to rearrange subjects dealt with by former writers and my predecessor

in the editorial work of this book. I trust I have assisted the reader by remodelling

tfe matter placed before him in both a systematic and up-to-date fashion, at the same

time giving greater prominence to varieties of pigeons which have either been produced

or considerably improved within recent years.

I desire, further, to crave the reader’s attention to the much-needed standards of

popular varieties, most of which I have compiled after close‘y studying the properties

of the breeds under review, though for some few I am indebted to the officials of

Specialist Clubs, through whose ready permission I have been able to present the reader

with the Standards issued by their authority. The clubs to which I am under this

obligation comprise the Antwerp Club, the Norwich Cropper Society, the Homer

Club, the Nun Club, the Owl Club, the Scottish Long-faced Tumbler Club, the

Tippler Club, and the Turbit Club, to all of whom I am deeply indebted for kindly

assistance given to me in supplying authentic information for the well-being of the

fancy in general.

Personally, I am further indebted to a few good “ pigeon folk" for valuable con

tributions to this edition of our work. Among the chief of these are Messrs. john

Day, joseph Firth, john Frame (of Belfast), \V. Marsland, and Mr. M. F. Smyth.

Acknowledgment is also owing on my part to Messrs. james C. Lyell, the author of
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“ Fancy Pigeons," and Richard Woods, the writer of the monograph on “ The Dragoon

Pigeon,” for permission to make use of certain passages from the same. Finally, I

have to thank Mr. S. H. Lewer for the able assistance he has given me in carrying the

work through the press.

As for my own share in the work, I will only commend it to the generous

acceptance of all my fellow-fanciers in the pigeon world.

VV. F. LUMLEY.

NE\VCASTLE-ON-TYNE,

_?'anua1'y 2 3m’, 1895.
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CHAPTER I.

THE PIGEON FANCY.

|,‘,ill_ HE “fancy” for Pigeons, as it is called, stands on a different footing

- in many respects to the propensity for keeping Poultry; though

time was—and not so very long ago either—when even a poultry

  

not worse. Still, poultry might be always considered as more or

less useful; and in early days many a man was thankful to take

never got-—far too precious were they for that) as a reason for

keeping the rare and costly birds in which his heart was so bound

up. But such reasons cannot be alleged for keeping pigeons.

Doubtless such things as pigeon-pies are not utterly unknown,

by no means to be despised; but any pigeon-fancier would scom to pretend that he kept and

bred his birds for such a destination as that. And hence, later even than his poultry-fancying"

brother, he has had to put up with sneers and insinuations about the “ low” character of his

pursuit, which could only have arisen from utter ignorance of what that pursuit really is, and what‘

it is that gives to it such a strange fascination.

What it is, is very simply and easily stated. It is the cultivation and pursuit of ideal beauty in"

its highest forms; it is the constant effort to approach a standard of perfectionimpossible of

attainment; it is progress, ever approaching completion, yet never completed, towafds a beautiful

shadow which ever and anon seems within reach, yet which is never grasped. It thus presents all

the encouragement of success, with all the stimulus of failure; all the satisfaction of good work

well done, with all the desire for greater perfection yet to be accomplished. We have heard

poultry-fanciers laugh—nay, we have laughed ourselves-when their pigeon brethren have claimed

for their pursuit a higher character, but there is truth in the claim; for the very combination of

utility with beauty in fowls forbids the fancier ever forming an extreme ideal. Hence the reason

why fowls which approach what is called perfection are plenty, while pigeons are so few. The

one fancier seeks such development as he can get, consistent with his birds remaining useful to

him; the other follows his ideal alone, untrammelled by any sublunary considerations whatever.

And, hence,‘ we find in the pigeon-fancy a numerous body of strictly amateur societies for

fancier was apt to be fought shy of, as being eccentric at least, if

refuge in the eggs they laid (but which his wife in those times

and, if you happen to make one of the first storming party, are

1
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promoting pigeon-breeding, which have their own private shows, at which only members can

compete; while the enthusiasm of poultry-fancicrs has not been sufiicient to maintain similar

societies, except for a while in the solitary case of the Sebright Bantam, which is strictly

analogous to the pigeon in the very points we are here considering.

Such statements and comparisons as these may perhaps provoke ridicule, but if so, most

unjustly; for in their truth lies the secret of the engrossing interest of pigeon-breeding to those

who follow it, and the reason why, if a man become fond of pigeons at all, he becomes so wry fond

of them. In them lie the reasons why such stupid prejudices as we just now mentioned are

wearing away, and some of the busiest and best of men are becoming pigeon-fanciers, under the

ever-increasing pressure of the battle of life in which they are engaged. They need—they crave—

for something which shall aflord them relief from their cares ; recreation for their \vearied minds—

for the mind, far more than the body, needs it in these days; interest and enjoyment for their

leisure hours ; and they find all in the pursuit we are considering, which answers most exactly in

all these respects to the culture of flowers. Like the florist, the pigeon-fancier seeks to develop

what he calls the “ beauties" of his pets; and artificial as his ideals are, they are scarcely, if at all,

more so than those of the gardener. No one feels surprised that men should love flowers. We all

understand, or rather feel that, next to the great fountain of mutual love and sympathy, they are

God's great healers for the overwrought mind; and when we hear some “man of might" relate

how, in a time of terrible crisis and strain beneath which he well-nigh sank, he believes that, under

God’s mercy, his brain was saved by his pelargoniums, we only smile with a smile that carries

no ridicule upon it, as we remember what, at some other time, a rose or a dahlia has been to us.

But natures are not all alike. Some of us cannot have flowers ; some of us want more return than

flowers can give. We would have their beauty ; but we crave for an eye that can meet us, a pet

that will welcome our approach, and show that our regular visit is joy to bot/z. If only the

beautiful flower it has cost us so much money, and thought, and time, to produce—if it could only

turn round at our coming; if it could acknowledge gratefully the refreshing shower we bestow

upon it ; if it could meet glance with glance, to show us that it shared the joy of every meeting—if,

we say, a flower could do all this, then it would answer, in nearly all respects, to a Fancy Pigeon.

To the true fancier his pigeons are just such beautiful, rare—1z'm'11gflower.r.

VVhatl a smile again! There is no need, for what we have been trying to convey has been

felt by the holiest and the best of men; and it will startle many to find how the very bird

which forms our subject matter has been identified with even sacred history from the earliest

times. It may surprise them to speak of Noah, though they will not forget the dove which

returned to the ark; but the fact so simply mentioned, that the patriarch "put forth his hand,

and took her,” shows that it was a tame dove,’ although the unwillingness of nearly all pigeons to

settle in a new home prevented her from finally returning to the vessel which could never have

assumed that character to her.* We need not mention the place of the pigeon in sacrificial

law; but we may again ask whether the exquisite lines in Psa. lxviii. 13 could have been written

by any one who did not well love and study these beautiful birds, the more so when we compare

them with Psa. lv. 6, in which the final clause about being “at rest" shows especially an

intimate acquaintance with the strongest instinct of pigeon-nature. Indeed, from the time when

' \\’ilkinson relates a curious legend of the Arabs respecting this bird. They say that “the first time it returned with the

olive branch, but without any indication of the state of the earth itself; but on its second visit to the earth the red appearance of

its feet proved that the red mud on which it had walked was already freed from the waters ; and to record the event Noah prayed

that the feet of these birds might for ever continue of that colour, which marks them to the present day." \Ve hardly need add

that by "dove," almost throughout Scripture, the Common Pigeon is meant. '
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St. ]ohn—if it be not a beautiful myth—petted and toyed with /12': tame dove, down to the

present, this gentle “fancy” has furnished relaxation, health, relief of mind—all, in fact, that we

mean by “ recreation”—more than anything else except the kindred passion for flowers, to those

who have bornevthe deepest and most sacred interests of man upon their hearts. How many

clergymen thus keep pigeons we should be afraid to say, and it is indeed diflicult to ascertain,

since most of them, naturally enough, do not exhibit; but there are many of them: and thus does

a kindly “ Wiltshire rector," long known to us and many of our readers, describe his first beginning

as a pigeon-fancier :—

“ I was a very little boy, when, having in my possession a much-studied juvenile volume,

containing a history of fancy pigeons, a digest of old Girton's work, but with illustrations far

superior, my imagination was often taxed as to what the real birds could be like—for in the

pictures some seemed to have hoods, others very long beaks, others, again, very short ones; some

had blown-out breasts, and others very extensive tails. Well, I wondered and wondered how the

living birds looked, when to my surprise and delight my wonder was fully satisfied. It happened

thus: I was born in a country town; therefore, living in a street, neighbours’ gardens were only

separated by walls, and the roofs of buildings in one garden were visible from another. One

morning my eye was attracted to an outbuilding of our next neighbour, for its roof was covered

with pigeons resembling the pictures in my book. While in London he had been smitten with

pigeon-fancying; he was also a great poultry man, specially attached to Black Polish. Thus

smitten, he had brought back several hampers full of good pigeons, for he was regardless of

expense when his fancy was concerned, and as a stay-at-home man he delighted in pets. Here,

then, were almost all the then-known varieties of fancy pigeons. As yet Germany had not sent us

her ‘ toys.’ On this morning our neighbour had let his birds out for the first time, and there they

were bowing, cooing, strutting, pouting, or simply preening and sunning themselves on the long

thatched roof of his stables, the south side of which he had covered for the birds’ convenience with

hurdles, whose broad and wide-apart bars made them good perches. What a sight this was to a

bird-loving boy! Here were, feathered and alive, true fancy pigeons. Soon I learned the names

oi each variety by comparing them with my book. Many visitors came to our neighbour to see

his wonderful pigeons, for such had hitherto been unknown in that far-away fen town. The result

was, his example was speedily followed, and a perfect pigeon furore set in. Coach-loads of birds

were brought from London by other tradesmen, or the young ones were bought as soon as ready,

and in difi'erent parts of the town were fitted up many pigeon-lofts. Old Girton was bought and

studied, and several persons became adepts in the fancy; pairing, exchanging, selling their birds,

not satisfied until they obtained still better stock.

“ This was in the year 1837, and during that and the five following years, while the furore

generally lasted, I never knew so many valuable birds kept in one small town. That sight on that

morning made me in heart a pigeon-fancier. How I longed‘ to possess some ; but how was it to be

managed? To keep pigeons flying with a neighbour's stock 100 strong, and only ten yards

distant, was clearly impossible; but when a boy sets his heart upon anything difficultics soon

vanish. We happened to have an unused building, tolerably large and high, having no ceiling,

and, best of all, with two sides of lattice-work, so it was light and airy. But how get the consent

of the one boys call, I fear irreverently, ‘Governor?’ I dreaded a talk, for I might be cut short by

one severe reply; so I wrote a note, an early effort of penmanship; I sealed it—by-the-way, in so

doing I scorched the paper—and then I laid my note with a trembling hand on my father’s desk

in the surgery (for he was a doctor), where he would be sure to see and read it just after he

had dined; for I knew even then that ‘a. hungry man was an angry man,’ but the same man is
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a good easy soul when toasting his toes comfortably after a good dinner. Anxiously I watched

through a glass door the opening of that note and the reading it, for stay in the room I dared not;

but I saw it caused a smile, and took that as a good omen, although, of course, the paternal

pocket and corn-bin would of necessity have to be drawn upon My stratagem succeeded, and

after a little banter about my scorching the letter, I had a hearty ally in the one to whom I

addressed it, and who then and after saved his boy from much sin by allowing him to fill the

garden of the old house at home (bless its old roof-tree and the venerable one whom it yet covers)

with many pets—Bantams, Hawks, Plovers, Rabbits, and at length Pigeons."

Yes: clergyrnen have always had a soft place in their hearts for this sort of thing. We

think of one as we write, known as an occasional and successful exhibitor of—let us see'—Nuns,

of course ; what else should they be ? Another keeps and sometimes shows Fantails ; but by far

the larger number have their pigeons round them because they feel the want of t1zem—that want

which lies so deep in the human breast. Thus does another clergyman, George Crabbe, write

of the pigeon and other kindred fancies-—he is writing, by the way, of a tradesman’s family in

the busy town :—

“ True pleasure hails them from some favourite source,

And health, amusement, children, wife, or friend "

With life's dull views their consolations blend.

Nor these alone possess the lenient power

Of soothing lg]: in the desponding hour.

Some favourite studies, some delightful care,

The mind with trouble and distresses share ;

And by a coin, a flower, a. verse, a boat,

The stagnant spirits have been set afloat.

0 O 0 0 0 O

Oft have I smiled the happy pride to see

Of humble tradesmen in their evening glee,

When of some pleasing, fancied good possessed,

Each grew alert, was busy, and was blessed.

\Vhether the call-bird yield the hour's delight,

Or—ma.gnified in microscope—the mite ;

Or whether Tumblrrr, Cropperr, Carr1':r.\‘ seize

The gentle mind, they rule it and they please."

It would indeed be hard to put the whole matter better than Crabbe here expresses it.

Well he understood the power of such pursuits to “soothe life ;” to artfully drive out of the mind

for a season trouble and distress; to “set afloat the stagnant spirits." And well, too, did he

understand that the mind accessible to such influences must be essentially a “gentle” one; far

away as such an assertion is from the ignorant scoff we used to hear, and for which we can imagine

no reason beyond the fact that in every generation many fanciers have been artisans. But this

bad old spirit is passing away: men are coming to recognise, as Crabbe did, the “gentle"

character of such pleasures, and that even a working-man, so far as he manifests such tastes, and

loves to cultivate such beauty as he can, is raised by it, and made by so much a better man.

He is in the way to learn the grand lesson, that only by patience and perseverance can we ever

attain the highest good; and he is preserved from many dangers by his love for the beautiful

objects of his care. This last fact is not the smallest benefit, to many, of our "Fancy;" and

many illustrations of it occur to us. We well remember on one occasion the warm-hearted

manner in which we were received at a country house by a motherly lady whose son we had been

the indirect means of leading into the kindred poultry-fancy, and expressing to him our sense of
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it. considering that “ fanciers" are apt to be regarded rather as nuisances in a mild way by mothers

in general, “ Ah," said the young man, “you don't understand". I never cared to drink ; but just

for society and to pass the time I used generally to go down of an evening to the village

tavern. SinceI had these fowls I am always home to see after them, and she is glad enough

to have me, and you, and fowls and all." Very similar to this is the following, told by the

“Wiltshire Rector” whose own testimony we have already quoted. On a visit to Scotland, “ my

Scotch host,” he says, “ told me that once, wanting a particular variety of pigeon, he heard where

he could procure one. He found a very humble home, but a tidy, middle-aged, motherly woman.

The birds were kept in a little pantry, opening into the living-room. He was bidden to wait a few

minutes, as the owners, the woman's two sons, would soon be home from the foundry. A

neighbour in passing noticed the woman sweeping up some sand which had blown into the room

from the pigeon place, and said, ‘I wonder, mistress, ye bother with they doos’ (doves). ‘Ay,'

replied she, ‘ no bother to me, for they bring the laddies sune hame at night.’ No sooner said than

the ‘laddies’ came in, two stalwart, grimy sons of the forge, who preferred their birds to the public

house or the idle corner. Yes, to enjoy them, ‘ the laddies came sune hame at night.’ ”

We could add melancholy instances of what has followed when the strong natural craving for

some such occupation and relaxation for the mind as we are speaking of has been unwisely

thwarted ; but one shall sufiice, which came to our knowledge during a recent visit to Birmingham.

A young man, very fond of pigeons, had married, and still endeavoured to continue his harmless

“fancy.” His wife, however, set herself determinedly against them ; scolding at him incessantly

for the time he “ wasted ” on them, and almost openly insulting every pigeon friend who came to

see him, till at last not one such cared to call at the house. At last she carried her point, and in

despair the pigeons were given up. But the lad missed too much the old interest and occupation :

he took to drink, and far worse ; and at the time we heard of it, the unhappy wife would have gone

down on her knees could she only, by those pigeons she had so hated and opposed, have recalled

her husband's lost love, society, and character.

In mentioning such a case as this, we would not be misunderstood, as if the one fault excused

the other ; neither would we wish to convey that all men need to keep pigeons, or to grow fruit, or

to cultivate flowers. These things are not the highest even of recreations; and there are still

nobler minds, who find in change of work all the rest they crave. Such minds will care for

themselves while caring for others. But men differ; and there are multitudes who do need, and

who would be in every sense better——better in body, mind, and spirit—for some such "gentle"

pastime as that with which we are now concerned. Some have no taste for books; and many

who have would be infinitely better for almost anything innocent which took them rather more

away from those loved companions than otherwise. Only a few weeks before these words are

written, we were interested to encounter in a well-known pigeon haunt an esteemed “ minister”

among the Quaker body, come to seek information as to obtaining certain of the pretty German

Toys. Some might have been surprised to see a. “ministering Friend " on such an errand, but we

were not; any one, in fact, who observed the pale intellectual face, and who knew as we did that

the owner of it had not long since been ordered entire rest for a while from all business cares, and

as far as possible from all mental effort, would have felt the entire fitness of the quest, and the

truth of what we are trying to convey. It is curious, but true, that thorough fanciers generally live

to be old men ; strange it is not, to all who know what human nature is.

And here we would conclude this chapter, but that some would ask us, How about those

disreputable characters whose sole ambition is to “fly” pigeons; whom you see lounging about

with pipe in mouth, or strolling off to the customary mile-stone to "toss" their favourites, or ior
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hours together in a dormer hoping to entrap some stray bird which, when caught, is not really

worth one-tenth of the time it has cost ? What can you say about them ?

We could find many things to say about even “them.” We could say, first, that even such

"low" occupations are in reality higher and better than the amusements at brutal Hurlingham,

where delicate ladies and high-born gentlemen will spend t/zrir hours in critically watching pigeons

mangled for wanton sport and for lack of something better to do. We might say with equal truth,

that it is better than dog-fighting or cock-fighting, which were formerly the sports such men as we

are speaking of would have been engaged in, and that so far, it is an actual step upwards and

a clear benefit. This will be more clearly seen some years hence, and would have been already,

were not many of the “flying clubs” so mixed up with various public-houses; which keeps “flying”

as an amusement much “lower " than it would otherwise be. As a proof of what we state we need

only go over to Belgium, where it has been remarked that “ every fourth man is a pigeon-fancier,”

and every occasion of public competition is attended by vast crowds interested in the results.

“ Flying" is there common to all ranks ; yet the Dutch are not generally accounted a dissipated or

eckless people; and there are signs, as we have already said, that in England also the pursuit is

rapidly assuming a most elevated character._ We will, however, readily admit that we cannot at

present call most of these common pigeon-flyers “fancicrs " in the true sense of that term. But we

shall do all we can for them, too, nevertheless ; and we hope many of them will be tempted to read

these pages. If they do, we hope to lay hold of them by the common bond of an interest in

pigeons; and that thus they may, by the beautiful examples \ve shall place before them, and

the plain instructions we shall give, be made fanciers in reality; and acquire along with a true love

for the birds, that love of /tome which those birds so strikingly show, and which is perhaps the

greatest want in English artisan life.

In seeking, then, to expound thoroughly and practically every branch of the Pigeon Fancy, in

the certain hope that by so doing we shall largely promote and extend it, we have the fullest

conviction that if our object be in any degree attained, it will be an almost unmixed benefit. We

know not, indeed, whether we may ever hope to see in England such a sight as many travellers

have described with delight after visiting Venice. There the pigeons are the pets oi the whole

city, and any one guilty of shooting a bird would be looked upon in a light which would do the

Hurlingham folk of both sexes some moral good to realise. But the grand sight is at two o'clock,

when a bell is rung in the great square of St. Mark, and all the birds come down to be fed in such

numbers that the air is darkened by their wings. Fear is unknown to them; and whenever a

visitor purchases one of the little bags of “ feed" which are offered by children on every side, he

or she—the ladies especially take delight in this sccne—is literally covered by the birds which have

seen the little transaction, and are eager to share i_n the feast. It is a. pretty spectac1e—too pretty,

we fear, ever to be an English one; for our insular habits and ways want that quick glow of

feeling that can alone give it birth: we may hope, but perhaps never expect, to see such in this

country. But we do hope to see the day when every booby will not seek to shoot the stray

pigeon that crosses his path; or if he does, instead of boasting of it as a smart thing, may keep

the fact concealed for very shame. We hope to see pigeons better understood, and as a consequence,

better loved; and to this end, and with the desire to carry the love of them into many English

homes, we commence our efforts towards an extension of “ The Pigeon Fancy."



CHAPTER III.

HISTORICAL AND LITERARY.

TIIE Pigeon Fancy is of very old date, as might be shown by many extracts from the classical

writers. These, however, have been so often quoted that we shall not go over the well-trodden

ground again, or air once more those extracts which have so often done duty before that they must

really stand now in some little need of rest. We will only remark that both Varro and Columella

speak of prices being paid in their time for pairs of “ good birds " which will bear some comparison

with those given even now; while Pliny, in discoursing of what must have been a veritable “ mania”

in his day, states (see Lib. x. 5 3) that “ many are mad with the passion for these birds, and build

towers for them on the tops of their roofs, and will rclalz I/ze brig‘/1 bre'edz'1zg and aucezrlry of mc/1

[how natural this reads to a fancier l] after the ancient fashion. Before Pompey’s civil war,” he

continues, “ Lucius Axius used to sell a single pair of pigeons for four hundred denarii,” which, at

the usual value of 7§d. for each coin, would amount to £12 18s. 4d. With this single extract,

however (which we take for its singular appositeness from Mr. Dixon’s “Dovecote and Aviary”),

we pass to fresher and less trodden fields, seeking rather to illustrate the strange hold these

fascinating birds have kept on some of the best minds in all ages, by various allusions scattered.

throughout our own English literature.*

And to take first the most gigantic of them all—Shakespeare was evidently a close observer,

if not an actual student of pigeons. It is indeed difficult to avoid the conclusion that he was at

heart, if not in practice, a fancier, his intimate knowledge of them comes out in so many different

ways. Thus, he alludes as follows to the mode in which they feed their young :—

" CELIA. Here comes Monsieur le Beau.

Rosnuuo. With his mouth full of news.

CELIA. \Vhich he will put on us, as pigeons feed their young.

ROSALIND. Then shall we be news-crammed.”

A: Yau Lil-e ll (Act i., Scene 2).

So again, in the same play (Act iv., Scene I) :—

“ I will be more jealous of thee than a Barbary cock pigeon over his hen. "

Which may be taken, by the way, as collateral if not strictly historical proof of the great antiquity

of the Barb. Such allusions as these, it is true, only prove a general acquaintance with the birds;

but when the great poet makes Hamlet say

“But I am pigeon-liverecl, and lack gall

To make oppression bitter,”

'° For these extracts, and for the particulars regarding the older pigeon writers, we are almost entirely indebted to notes (chiefly

in MS.) collected throughout many years’ reading by the Rev. Alexander Headley, Hardenhuish Rectory, near Chippenham. He

will be already known to many as the "\Viltshire rector” of the preceding chapter, in which the quotation from Crabbe is

from the same kind hand. VVe only wish “our chaplain ” could have strung his own notes together in his own way; but as this

could not be, under the pressure of more important duties, we have gladly made the best of the materials so kindly placed

at our disposaL
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he shows a knowledge—however acquired—of the singular physiological fact that the pigeon, like

the horse, has no gall-bladder.‘ Again, one of his inimitable comparisons is

“ As patient as a female dove,

When that her 5-olden amp/pt: are disclosed."

Now pigeons. unlike poultry, will readily leave their eggs before hatching, if disturbed ; but very

rarely when once the beautiful little “ golden" young claim their care; then, as the same close

observer elsewhere says, even “doves will peck in safeguard of their brood.” It is rather significant,

therefore, to find that Mr. Hotten identifies the old inn at Brentford which still goes by the name

of “The Three Pigeons,” and the sign of which (taken by permission from his curious “ History of

Signboards") forms the tail-piece to this chapter, as “ being in all likelihood one of the few haunts

of Shakespeare now remaining.” He shows that “it was kept at one time by Lowin. one of the

original actors in Shakespeare’s plays, and is often named by the old dramatists." Thus

" Thou art admirably suited for the ‘ Three Pigeons ' at Brentford."

The Roaring Girl.

Or again, as in Ben ]onson’s Alc/zymz'.rt—

“ We will turn our courage to Brentford,

My bird of the night, to ‘ The Pigeons.'"

“The Three Pigeons" was, however, we are told by the same authority, a far from uncommon

sign for taverns in old times, and was also employed by others besides innkeepers. Bacon, the

famous hairdresser immortalised by the Spectator, lived at the sign of “The Three Pigeons," in St.

Clement's Churchyard, so late as I740, when he cut the boyish locks of Pennant; in I663 it was

the sign of a bookseller in St. Paul's Churchyard ; and in I698 of john Newton, also a bookseller,

over against Inner Temple Gate.'l'

Passing away from the great dramatist, allusions showing not only notice of, but a genuine

delight in and appreciation of pigeons crowd thick and fast upon us. The pages of poets,

divines, philosophers—all classes bear out our remarks in the last chapter, and show that in all

alike the best and most gifted have shared our love for these beautiful birds. Crabbe we have

already quoted from. A little before he wrote, there wrote thus from a little Buckinghamshire

village to the Rev. W. Unwin, another refined poet and gentleman, known to all English-speaking

folk as the “ gentle " Cowper (note Crabbe's “ gentle mind”). “ I have," says he, “ eight pairs of

tame pigeons. When I first enter the garden in the morning I find them perched upon a wall,

waiting for their breakfast, for I feed them always upon the gravel walk. If your wish should be

accomplished, and you should find yourself furnished with the wings of a dove, I shall undoubtedly

find you amongst them. Only be so good, if that should be the case, to announce yourself by

some means or other; for I imagine your crop will require something better than tares to fill it."

Dr. Doddridge too—revered alike by Churchman and Dissenter—in one of his letters, gentle and

playful as Cowper's own, writes to a friend: “ You know I love a country life, and here I have it in

perfection. I am roused in the morning by the chirping of sparrows, the lowing of kine, the

bleating of sheep, and the cooing of pigeons." And Mary Russell Mitford, writing to Mrs.

Browning—that highest and most gifted of all female poets—thus discourses on the same theme.

“I love to see my tame pigeons feed at my window, and the saucy hen tap at the glass if the

casement be shut. She likes to come in and sit on the innermost ledge of the window-sill, and

listen, and turn her pretty top-knotted head to this side and that while I talk to her. This

' This same curious fact is also alluded to by old Fuller.

+ Hotten’s “ History of Signboards," pages 218-rq.
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pleasure I owe to you, having taken to the home-loving, domestic pigeons as a rustic imitation of

your doves; and they blend well with my flower-garden.” This passage carries one back

irresistibly to poor Mary Queen of Scots, who, in a letter dated I 574, thus writes to a friend

abroad : “I beg you to procure me pigeons, red partridges, and hens from Barbary. I intend to

endeavour to rear them in this country, or to feed them in cages as I do all the small birdsl

can come by—a pastime for a prisoner."

We must not, however, linger in the tempting fields of English literature, and a few more

quotations must suflice. Thus does Tom Hood-he who sung the “ Song of the Shirt ”—connect

pigeons with a /1ome:—

“ No dog wm at the threshold, great or small ;

No pigeon on the roof-no household creature

No cat demurely dozing on the wall

Not one domestic feature.”

And how exquisitely does Tennyson, in “The Gardener's Daughter,” bring in the habits of

pigeons to illustrate the play of feeling he is describing ! '

“ \Ve spoke of other things : we coursed about

The subject most at heart, more near and near,

Like dour: about 0 dovecote, wheeling round

The central wish, until -wz rattled there."

Tennyson had evidently watched the dovecote with an observant eye, for the delight the

inmates take in basking in the sun—especially the morning sun-had not escaped him. Thus he

writes in his “ Princess :"——

“ Back again we erost the court

To Lady Psyche's : as we entered in

There sat along the forms, like morning dorm,

That sun their milky bosoms on the thatch,

A patient row of pupils."

Whether Pope ever kept fancy pigeons is uncertain; but from his known acquaintance

with old john Moore, the first authentic writer upon them, to whom he addressed the curious

lines quoted by-and-by, he must have known much about them. A contemporary of Pope

john Gray—certainly had “an eye" for their beauties; for in his “Epistle to the Earl of

Burlington " he writes :—

“ Then Tumham Green, which dainty pigeons fed,

But feeds no more, for Solomon is dead.”

To which is added in a note, “ Solomon was a man famed for keeping pigeons." But farther back

still, going back in our gossipy review beyond our oldest pigeon-writer (Moore), midway almost

to that gigantic genius with whom we began, we may make just two extracts from dear, garrulous,

we fear most unprincipled, but certainly most entertaining, Samuel Pepys, who must assuredly have

been sent into the world for the express purpose of keeping a diary. In the first, speaking of the

effects of the Great Fire of London, he clearly proves the existence of pigeon-fanciers—ay, and of

“dormers " too-—even in those days; for he writes, “Among other things the poor pigeons, I

perceive, were loth to leave their houses, but hovered about the windows and barbuies till they

burned their wings and fell down.” In the second, dated September II, X661, he writes the

following, which will go to the very hearts of all cat-plagued pigeon-fanciers : “ To Dr. Williams,

who did carry me into his garden, where he hath abundance of grapes; and he did show me a dog
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that he hath do kill all the cats that come thither to kill his pigeons, and do afterwards bury

them, and do it with so much care that they shall be quite covered, that if the tip of their tail

hangs out, he will take up the cat again and dig the hole deeper, which is very strange: and he

tells me that he do believe he hath killed a hundred cats." A dog of this breed would fetch a

fabulous price nowadays. ’

Further extracts would fall flat after this; so with Pepys for a bo/me ban:/1:, and only a

passing reference to Dickens’ introductory chapter to “Barnaby Rudge,” we will pass on at once

from allusions to pigeons in general English literature, to the few remarks it seems desirable to

make upon those writers who have specially treated the subject.

The first of thesc—at least the first of whom any record now remains—was John Moore, who

published in 1735 “ The Columbarium." This work is now very scarce, only two or three copies

being known to be in existence; but it can be seen in the British Museum. Moore was an

apothecary, described as living “ at the ‘ Pestle and Mortar,’ in Lawrence Poultney's Lane, the first

great gates on the left hand from Cannon Street, who formerly lived at the ‘ Pestle and Mortar’ in

Abchurch Lane, London.” His book contains some sixty pages; and it is remarkable, and no

small testimony to the accurate knowledge of the author, that it not only formed the basis of

nearly every other work since published, but that his descriptions are found generally accurate even

at the present day, with the exception that most points are now somewhat more developed, so that

the Carrier's face, for instance, is now longer than Moore described it. There are, however, no

directions in Moore in regard to matching for breeding; some observations on the general

management of pigeons and mere descriptions of the varieties then known making up his work.

It is also to be noticed that in this early work the Almond Tumbler is dismissed with a brief

description of a few lines.

Moore, as his book shows, was evidentlyan educated man; and even his prescriptions for

diseases, though most of them are now discarded, are fully abreast of the general medical

knowledge of the time. He was a celebrated character in more ways than one, being, as appears,

the proprietor and inventor of a worm-powder which had great success and notoriety. It was in

this character that Pope addressed to him ten stanzas of verses, by no means uncomplimentary in

expression, if indeed they may not be taken to show almost a personal acquaintance and friendship.

One of these stanzas is somewhat too coarse for quotation, but another—the last but one of the

ten—was transcribed by the “Gentleman's Magazine” in the following short notice of Moore's

death, which is by this brief obituary record fixed as occurring in I737, only two years after the

publication of his work. “April I2, Mr. John Moor, of Abchurch Lane, the noted worm

doctor. He will now shortly verify Mr. Pope's witty observations, viz. :—

‘ O leamed friend of Abchurch Lane,

\\'bo sett’st our entrails free,

Vain is thy art, thy powder vain,

Since worms shall eat e’en thee.’ "

Next to Pope's “learned friend "—a style of address which may occasion some curious

comparisons—comes the unknown author, or rather editor, of “ A Treatise on Domestic Pigeons,"

published by C. Barry, Fenchurch Street, London, in I765. We call him the editor, because his

"Treatise ” is chiefly a reprint of Moore, without acknowledgment. His work is dedicated to

John Mayor, Esq., and is therefore quoted by Eaton, in his reprint of Moore, as “ Mayor." It has

thirteen wood engravings, which Moore had omitted, stating that as he found good “ icons" (by

which queer name he calls them) would cost more than he could afford. he would not employ bad
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ones : and we confess that those in the “Treatise " rather commend his judgment than otherwise.

The “ Treatise" is not however entirely reprint. In place oi the few lines of Moore, it devotes a

whole, though short, chapter to the Almond Tumbler, and refers also to a “Standard " for this

breed published as a separate print for sixpence. It also notices for the first time the kindred

varieties of Baldheads and Beards, and the Black and Yellow Mottles. The so-called “ Lace"

Pigeon-the absurdity of which name must hence be charged upon the “ Treatise ”—and the Frill

back are also described for the first time, and there is a fuller description of the Owl. The most

interesting point about the “ Treatise," however, is the evident advance in favour and popularity of

the beautiful Almond Tumbler and its various short-faced relatives.

After the “ Treatise,” and we believe only a year or two after, came the “ New and Compleat

Pigeon Fancyer," by Mr. Daniel Girton, of the County of Bucks. The British Museum Catalogue,

it is true, gives as the probable date 1800; but adds a mark of doubt, and there is very strong

circumstantial evidence to show that it must have been much earlier. It is stated on the title-page

to be “printed for Alexander Hogg, of 16, Paternoster Row ;” and as we have the dates of Bibles

and other works issued by this publisher at and soon after 1763, and we also find a fancier named

Girton referred to by name both in Moore and the “ Treatise," we regard it as almost certain that the

date could not well have been later than I 770. However this may be, the work in question for a

long time furnished the standard book on pigeons for all fanciers, and many editions were printed,

which are still in request. Countless other books, not worthy of separate mention, are based upon

more orless full extracts from Girton. He reprints most of the illustrations from the “ Treatise," and

in his notes on fancy pigeons follows that work; but gives a tolerable amount of new matter on the

practical management of the pigeon-loft, and also describes two new varieties, called the Chinese

Pigeon and the Smiter. The demand for, and the frequent reprints of this work, show conclusively

the rapid growth of the pigeon-fancy in general popularity; and an incidental proof of the same

fact may be found in a singular allusion to it by Southey, in “The Doctor." In that curious

work, in the chapter on “ Onomatology, or Names," Southey speaks of the many names given to

the numerous varieties of fruits, and then proceeds as follows : “ Hath not Daniel Girton, of Bucks,

in his ‘Compleat Pigeon Fancyer,’ wherein he points out to the gentlemen of the fancy the foul

marks and real perfections of every valuable species of fancy birds and toys which in his time were

bred in England, France, and Holland: hath not Daniel Girton, I say (though Boswell thought

that a sentence so formed as to require an ‘I say’ to keep it together resembled a pair of

ill-mended breeches, and candidly acknowledged the resemblance in his own—the sentence I mean

he was penning, not the breeches he wore), hath not Daniel Girton, I say, particularly enumerated

in his title-page among the varieties of such fancy birds, ‘ Pouters, Carriers, Horsemen, Dragons,

Croppers, Uplopers, Pouting Horsemen, Fantails, Chinese Pigeons, Lace Pigeons, Tumblers,

Runts, Spots, Laughers,Trumpeters, Jacobins, Capuchins, Nuns, Shakers, Helmets, Ruffs, Finikins,

Turners, Barbs, Mahomets, Turbits, Owls, Smiters ?’—concluding the imperfect enumeration with

an ‘ &c.'” In this “ old breeches " sentence two things are to he noticed : first, that in the

enumeration of names Girton's title-page is followed word for word; and, secondly, that the

mention of “ Toys" is conclusive proof of Southey’s having read the inside of the book as well.

The next work was an original one, and is a still further testimony to the growing popularity

of the Short-faced Tumbler, being entitled, “ A New and Compleat Treatise on the Art of

Breeding and Managing the Almond Tumbler.” Of this work two editions appear to have been

published, and a copy of the first edition, by the kindness of our friend the “ rector," lies before us

as we write. It is “printed for the author by W. Williams, No. 35, Chancery Lane, London,

price 5s., 1802," the second edition being published in 1804. It is anonymous, but is stated by
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' tinuing his own proper signature, he devised the ingenious one of “ De-la-Mer."

Eaton to_ ‘ae written by a gentleman named Windus, a “Solicitor, Southampton Buildings,

Holborn.” This is a thoroughly practical work, fully up to the breeding knowledge of that day;

and the coloured steel plate of an Almond given as a frontispiece, though most modestly spoken of

by the author, is much the best representation of a pigeon which had yet appeared. It was

evidently drawn and corrected with the greatest care; and it is therefore interesting to observe

that in this early portrait the flights are not carried, as at present, below the tail.

From the date of this treatise on the Almond Tumbler, there seems to have been a long pause

until I851, when two books appeared. “The Dovecote and Aviary" was published ‘by Murray,

its author being E. S. Dixon, who is also known as the writer of “Ornamental Poultry."

Mr. Dixon was a scholar and a gentleman, besides being a most lively writer to boot; but he was

no genuine pigeon-fancier, and wrote much more from a naturalist’s point of view than any other.

His book is accordingly of little or no value to the fancier, but the charms of its style are very

great; and it is no wonder that much of its substance and that of another work by the same

author should have been reprinted in a cheap form, under the title of “ Pigeons and Rabbits." This

little work is stated on the title-page to be by E. S. Delamer ; but this appears to have been

merely a singular nom-de-plume adopted by Mr. Dixon, when, residing by the sea and discon

In the unabridged

work published by Murray we find, as far as we know, the first mention of the Archangel Pigeon.

Far different was the book, or rather books—for there were two of them—published at the

same time by Mr. John Matthews Eaton. Dixon was, as we have already said, a gentlemen and a

scholar, but no fancier; Eaton was assuredly no scholar, but a most thorough fancier. First in

order was his treatise on the Almond Tumbler, followed immediately by that on fancy pigeons

generally. The first of these was simply a reprint of Windus, with additions and numerous notes

of his own; the second book, besides this, contained a reprint of Moore's book (which is thus

preserved to us almost exactly in its original shape), with comments from “Mayor," Girton, and

also by himself. Although therefore gross plagiarisms, if judged by the title-pages, they were not

so in reality, the copied works being honestly enough avowed in the text itself. To both the

Almond Tumbler and the first edition of the larger work was prefixed a coloured steel plate of

an Almond as frontispiece, which represents a standard bird of the present day; but in 1858 a

second edition of the larger work was published, which contained much additional matter (chiefly

in the shape of notes taken from Mr. Brent), and additional coloured plates, all which were

drawn by an artist himself a fancier—Mr. Wolstenholme. Some of these plates are exceedingly

good—-especially the short-faces; but others, such as the Pouter and the Carrier, are far from

satisfactory. As for the text—by which we mean Eaton’s text, or his own original notes—it

simply defies description. Illiterate, rambling, often ungrammatical, and always ill-arranged, we

yet never knew any one begin reading them without going right through to the end, such a

strange charm is there in the author’s odd but enthusiastic observations. One of these, in which

he says, “I am not aware there is anything under the sun that you can imagine or conceive

that is so truly beautiful and elegant in its proportions or symmetry of style as the shape

or carriage of the Almond Tumbler (save lovely woman)," has been too often quoted not to

be well known: but it is only a sample of many others; and he breaks off continually in the

most diverting way to make either queer remarks. or to mention subjects quite unconnected

with his own. Thus, in one place he tells us “all he knows” about bees, which consists in a

humorous relation of how he once got severely stung through looking for the sting in the

proboscis, and carefully guarding that quarter, when, of course, the insect improved the shining

hour by using the real weapon to good purpose; since which, Eaton says, "whenever I see a bee l
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am lost in wonder and astonishment at it." Near the end of his work, again, he iak

following quaint remark (which we may heartily commend in spite of its quaintness) ‘fivill a

you nothing whether the author thinks little or much upon the subject, provided you do not think

for yourself. If you have never thought before, and the perfections or imperfections of the fine

properties of the Almond Tumbler cause you to begin thinking, the Fancy will be a blessing to you,

for you cannot think hard or deeply on the Almond Tumbler without thinking on more important

matters, which may lead to the salvation of your soul ;” going on from that to a really religious

exhortation of twelve lines, which—odd as it is in such a place—-is quite seriously meant, and

hence far above ridicule. Part of it we may add, perhaps. “Should you," he says, “give up

attending the house of God through your hobby for pigeons, give your pigeons up at once."

“Happy is the man that forsakes his vices, and becomes an enthusiastic admirer of the Almond

Tumbler!” is the extraordinary sentiment—borr0wed, we believe, from Moore—which concludes
the work of John Matthews Eaton. i

Mr. Wolstenholme also engraved for Eaton six lzfc-size coloured portraits of pigeons. Most

of these are grandly done, and some, such as the Carrier and Short-faced Tumbler, can hardly b _

improved upon as standards even now; but the Pouter is again bad, and evidently neither Eaton

nor Wolstenholme understood this variety at all.

With Eaton the older writers on Pigeons may be said to conclude, and we come fairly into

modern days. Since 1850 several small works relating to special breeds have found their way

into print. Amongst these, those of the Tumbler genus have again found exponents in the

Rev. James Lucas’ “Pleasures of a Pigeon Fancier,” and Mr. George Smith's “ High Flyer's

Guide.” Both works are full of interesting and practical information. Mr. Lucas writes in a

pleasant tone, illustrating his subject with poetic grace and anecdotal recitation. Mr. Smith's

little work gives to the world the experience of an enthusiastic fancier, in so far as the flying

powers and peculiarities of the pigeon are concemed. The title-page professes to instruct the

reader “how to breed and train Tipplers, Tumblers, Rollers, Cumulets, and cross-breeds.” A

perusal of the book fully justifies such an undertaking. “The Dragoon," from the pen of a.

specialist—Mr. Richard Woods—stands out par excellence as the best essay on any distinct

variety of the pigeon tribe we ever have read. Every chapter teems with the soundest advice

and most vivid description of the subject under review. Yet another variety is dilated upon in

“The Show Homer." This pigeon, though of comparatively recent introduction into the fancy

circle, has made marvellous strides in popular favour. In his work on the subject, Mr. Victor

Woodfield gives a graphic idea of points of interest. Besides these sketches, standards of most

leading varieties of pigeons have been issued by the National Peristeronic Society, and by

specialist clubs which have come into existence within the last few years. These will in due

  

course be placed before our readers. The principal modern contribution to pigeon

literature is, however, contained in larger and more complete works written by three

prominent fin-de-siécle fanciers. Each is full of information, and written by men who

have spent a lifetime in pigeon culture. We refer to them in the order of publication.

First, we have “Fancy Pigeons," by Mr. James C. Lyell. It is now some years since this

book was issued ; indeed, we note that it has been widely used as a text-book by press writers,

and Columbarian lecturers. Much of the most interesting information contained in it relates to

pigeons of Asiatic and Oriental breeds. No book on Toy varieties excels this publication, which

has now reached its third edition. It is true that Mr. Lyell writes in a decidedly dogmatic style,

but in so doing he gives vent to that clearness of description so necessary to the maintenance of

the characteristic features of separate breeds. The following is the title-page of this work :—
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cy eons. Containing full directions for their breeding and management, with descriptions

every knan variety, and all other information of interest or use to pigeon fanciers." Truly this

bill of fare is extensive and inviting ; but not more so than is the realisation of interest and profit

experienced after the reader has digested its contents. Next to appear was “ Pigeons: their Origin

and Variation; their Housing and Management,” a minutely descriptive work on each variety of

the pigeon race, written by the rcviser of the present edition of this work. Here again the

would-be fancier is ofi"ercd practical assistance, from the erection of the elementary dove-cote to

the minutest details regarding the distinctive points of every known breed of pigeons. Finally, we

have a concise and valuable contribution to the same store in Mr. Richard Woods’ “Practical

Guide to Successful Pigeon Culture.” All these works are within the reach of everyone, and we

therefore refrain from further comment on them ; but a Chapter on Pigeon Literature would have

lacked completeness did we not give a place to contemporary as well as to deceased writers on

pigeons.

szcx or “ "rm: Tunas masons.”



CHAPTER III.

THE PIGEON LOFT.

THE peculiar habits of Pigeons have, of course, to be studied, in considering the accommodation

to be provided for them. Unlike fowls, they pair and bring up their o\vn young until old enough

to feed themselves ; and unlike the majority of birds, they breed so often and so rapidly throughout

the season, that the hen generally lays and commences to sit again before the young ones are able

to dispense altogether with parental care, which is accordingly continued to them by the cock-bird,

who is in this and other respects “a perfect model" of a father, and who attends to the young

while the hen broods over the new eggs. All this will be more fully described in our next chapter,

on the General Management of Pigeons; and we are only so far concerned with it here, that it

may be clearly seen how the very nature and whole habits of the birds demand for each pair a

 

  

Fig. r. —-NESTING Boxes.

do:/Ne breeding-place or nest-box. This rule is in fact universal: from the largest “dovecote,"

tenanted by scores of the commonest pigeons, to the most carefully planned accommodation for

the most valuable birds, a double nesting-place for every pair of breeding birds is the fundamental

condition for their comfort and thriving.

Such nesting-places admit, of course, many variations in construction, and we will describe

first of all some of the best arrangements known to us, and of which we have learnt the advantages by

experience during many years. One is clearly represented in Fig. 1, which shows three of these

breeding-boxes, each of which is two feet wide. These are meant to be set on t/zc ground ,- and the

hole by which the birds enter is eight inches from the floor at the bottom, and is furnished with

a small landing. From the centre of its lower side runs a low partition, dividing the nest-box into

two boxes of a foot square; and along the top of this partition is nailed a strip of wood three

inches wide, to furnish a perch or landing between the boxes, the partition thus resembling in

section the letter T. The two compartments will then be used in the following manner :--\\/hen

the first pair of young ones are old enough to be left to the care of the father, the hen will

go over into the other (in which the owner should take care to have provided another nest-pan)

and lay her eggs there. She will then be able to sit quite undisturbed while the cock feeds the
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young ones; and these latter not being able to see the mother on account of the partition, will

remain in their own nest-pan quite contented until they are able to get upon the division ; by which

.time, as it is eight inches high, they will be quite able to manage for themselves. But in a common

nest-box, where there is nothing to hide the mother and other birds from view, it is constantly

found, that no sooner has the cock gone away after feeding them than they try to get to the

mother, and often get out of their own nest-pan before they are strong enough to get back again.

It matters little whether they manage to get into the mother's nest-pan or not ; for if they do they

teaze and unsettle her so much that her own eggs are probably spoiled, and if not they probably

die from being exposed. For although the cock will do his best, and will probably sit upon one

and try to keep it warm, the other is almost sure, if both are out, to crawl into a corner out of his

reach, and be found dead ; while, if one remain in the nest, it is quite impossible for him to cover

both. Sometimes the hen will come off to assist by covering the other, but the result of this too

  

B

is that her own eggs are destroyed. All this is prevented by the arrangement we have figured

and described. The lids of the boxes are hinged, to admit of lifting up either for cleaning, or to

examine if the hen has laid, or for other purposes which do not need explanation. The lids should

be of a good slant, to prevent the birds resting on them.

For all highly-bred pigeons, these or any other kind of nest-boxes should, if possible, be upon

t/ze ground, as breeding upon shelves ofl" the floor often causes much mischief. If her nest be

placed high, a highly-bred hen, when on the point of laying, will often be unable to fly up to it ;

and if the cock should see her in this predicament, instead of helping her, he will, in his anxiety to

drive her to nest, peck at her until she lays upon the floor, unless the owner should happen to see

and lift her up to her place. Again, the hen frequently becomes weak for some days before

hatching, so that she cannot get up to her eggs in time; and the young ones, from being chilled,

either actually die in the eggs, or are too weak to break the shells. VVe have known multitudes of

young pigeons die in the shells in this manner, and as there is nothing apparently to account for it,

it has been a mystery to the owners. Very often the cock is blamed, especially if rather an old

bird, simply because no other cause can be thought of ; when the real fault has been in the

arrangement of the loft, which obliged the hen to fly up to a height beyond her strength. Again,

when the breeding-boxes as commonly arranged are too high from the ground, it often happens
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that when the young pigeons are old enough to come out of their pan, they fall on to the floor,

when they are pretty sure to “come to grief," either by breaking their legs with the fall, or, if they

escape that, from being attacked by the other birds in the loft, which are often most spiteful to such

unfortunate youngsters, and peck them in a frightful manner.

Strong-flying breeds, many Toys, and the commoner hardy pigeons generally, need less care

in this respect. For them it will be sufficient to fit up shelves a foot wide and a foot apart, as in

Fig. 2, the shelves being separated by the partitions A and B into breeding divisions about three
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Fig. 3.—GENERAL Lorr.

feet wide, and boards, C D, a foot wide being nailed perpendicularly over the ends, to form shelters

or screens for the nest-pans. Even in this case, however, it will be better to provide movable

partitions about eight inches high, with which to enclose the nest entirely when the hen leaves the

young ones, for the reasons already given, and also to prevent the young ones falling off the shelf

on to the floor. We prefer these partitions to be movable rather than fixed, as they are only

needed at the times specified, and their removal gives less trouble in examining the birds or in

cleaning at other times, and also gives to each division more the appearance of a single /zome,

which is very desirable, to avoid the intrusion of other birds. If slanting boards be fixed to the

front of the shelves, as shown in the figure, and more fully described in speaking of Fig. 4. the

2
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accommodation for such strong-flying breeds will hardly be susceptible of further improvement;

but, for the reasons given, is not suitable for the "high class" fancy birds.

The best general plan we can suggest for a moderate-sized loft, suitable for keeping any of

the “high-class" pigeons, except Carriers and Pouters (which require somewhat special accommo

dation, to be fully explained when treating of these varieties), is shown in Fig. 3, which represents

a loft about fourteen feet square, and containing arrangements of the most perfect kind for eighteen

breeding pairs of pigeons. The nest-boxes are of the kind already described, and are upon the

floor as there recommended; at the back, over the nest-boxes, are six pens for matching birds,

which will be further described in the next chapter, while the sides of the loft, and the back wall

over the matching-pens, are fitted up with perches, the construction of which is more clearly shown

in Fig. 4. They are contrived on a plan described some years since by Mr. Noye, of Birmingham,

slightly modified, and form the very best perches for all kinds of pigeons except the two breeds

already mentioned, the provision for which will be treated of in the proper place. They are formed

  

Fig. 4.—PERcnEs.

by nailing on triangular brackets fastened to the wall, or to perpendicular uprights fixed to it,

boards ten inches wide, planed smooth on the upper side, so as to secure them in a slanting position,

as represented in the figure. On the top edges of these boards are nailed or screwed, in a horizontal

position, slips of wood about four and a half inches long, by two and a half inches wide, with the

corners rounded off to prevent injury while flying. These strips or perches must be not less than

ten inches apart, so that one bird cannot possibly peck at another whilst perched ; but of course

the total number of perches must depend upon the size of the loft and the number of birds it is

meant to accommodate, and there should not be many more perches than there are meant to be

birds. The boards catch all the droppings, and prevent any bird soiling the plumage of the one

underneath it or on the floor, while the slant prevents them from being perched or walked upon.

It gives a little more trouble in construction if the perches are fixed in a separate length of wood,

fixed rather above the slanting board; but it saves a little trouble afterwards in cleaning, as a

scraper can then be drawn with one sweep along each board. This was the plan adopted by

Mr. Noye, who used round perches instead of flat; but the pigeon not being a perching bird, and

its feet only adapted for flat surfaces, the fiat strips here described will be found preferable.

The best nest-pans are those made of rough earthenware, of the shape shown in Fig. 5. The

size for ordinary pigeons is eight inches across; for Carriers, Pouters, and Runts, ten inches.
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They should be sufficiently heavy to give no fear of overturning under the weight of the birds

perched upon them. For lining the nest, nothing can equal good pine sawdust. Straw, hay, or

matting always harbour vermin ; but if only sawdust be employed in the pans, and also kept to the .

depth of an inch over the whole floor of the nesting-places, while these last and the nest-pans

themselves are well painted with good oil paint, there will be hardly any trouble from insects at

all. Sawdust should also be spread over the whole floor of the loft, to the depth of at least haif an

inch. This depth is necessary, because if spread too thinly, directly any of the birds rise to fly, or

even flap their wings, they will blow it all into places on the floor, besides causing it to enter the

eyes of other birds, and thus producing inflammation ; but if kept half an inch deep none will rise, _

but all will lie “dead " on the floor. Strewn in this way, nothing is so \varm to the feet of the pigeons,

nothing keeps them so clean, and nothing gives so little trouble; for unless far too many birds are

crowded together, it is only necessary to use a rather fine garden rake once, or at most twice, a

week over the top of the sawdust, to remove all the droppings, and have the floor nice and ,clean

again; while it will only be needful to renew the sawdust itself once in every five to eight weeks,

according to the number of the birds. \/Ve are, as before, supposing the loft not overcrowded;

  

Fig. 5.—I\' EST-PAN.

if there are too many birds the sawdust must be renewed oftener. Such use of sawdust on the

floor and in the breeding-boxes is a szzrepret/entz'1'e qf insect r'cr1/12'/1, unless the loft itself be put

up so roughly as to give the insects harbour in the walls. This is easily prevented by smoothing

all inside work off, painting the nest-boxes and pans, and occasionally white-liming the interior of

the loft itself. Ticks, lice, fleas, &c., are dreadful torments to pigeons when allowed to accumulate,

which is always the case if the droppings are allowed to remain in heaps, as is so often the case ;

and many fanciers will hardly believe that they can be so easily set at defiance by such simple

means. \Ve can, however, state positively that such is the case.

If sawdust cannot be had, the best substitute is good gravel. Even this will be found some

check upon insects, though it will not prevent their appearance; but it is very far inferior to the

sawdust in all respects. \Ve hardly need state that the sawdust, when finally removed, makes

capital manure. The droppings themselves if sifted clean, are generally gladly purchased by

tanners, and also by florists, who soak them in water to employ as liquid manure.

\Vhether the plan here described, or any other, be adopted, the loft should if possible

front to the south, as pigeons always thrive much better with a southerly aspect; and if it

can be managed should open into an aviary, or "flight,” as pigeon-fanciers call it, enclosed with

wire-netting. This is not absolutely necessary if the loft be tolerably roomy, well-lighted, and

amply ventilated without draught; which last is highly important, for pigeons are nearly all

perfectly hardy as regards cold, and will care for themselves as regards rain, but are tender

at least high-class varieties—in regard to draught. But if an open flight can be given, say

for six, nine, or twelve feet out in front, it will be much better; in which case a moderate-sized

window to the loft will be sufficient, and there may be two holes cut in the doors, four and a
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half inches wide. and furnished with small landings, to give ingress and egress to the pigeons.

These holes should either be furnished with traps, or be so shaped that they can be exactly

closed by a small stone fountain placed on the landing. For the aviary two-inch mesh will be

sufiicient, and the larger space that can be afforded the better. Whatever the space be,

however, it should be furnished round the sides only with shelves or boards a few inches wide,

and placed a few inches from the wire, in order that the pigeons may not damage their tails

in turning round. We say round the sides especially, as it is very foolish and unadvisable to have

any perches crossways, or anywhere in the middle; such would not only prevent the birds

making the most of their space, and having a good fly from one end of their enclosure to the other,

but we are certain, from many observations, that the birds striking against such obstacles in their

flight is a frequent cause of wing disease. The floor of the aviary must be kept as clean and free

from any dampness as possible, especially as the bath will always cause some water to be spilt;

hence it is best either laid in gravel or concrete, or asphalted 3 and it will be all the better if it be

covered over, and only open at the sides, as this both keeps ofi' much wet, and also the power of the

scorching sun, which spoils the colour of many breeds. Pigeons. are, it is true, very fond of the

sun; but if the sides are open, and furnished with boards for perching and promenading as we

advise, they can always have this at pleasure, without sufi'ering from that scorching light which does

the mischief. It is only the paler-coloured reds, yellows, and duns which thus suffer from the sun,

becoming not only still paler, but mottled in colour all over the body, giving a. very unpleasant

and blotchy appearance. If the colours be a good sound dark red, or a really deep and rich

yellow, or a dark dun, and the same shade throughout (that is, both shoulders, rump, and thighs

all one shade of colour) the sun will not injure them at all.

In a town, however, the aviary will need not only covering, but even protecting at both ends,

only leaving the front open, whatever colours be kept. If not, it will be almost impossible to keep

the birds clean ; for in the morning especially the soot will drift or fall into the aviary and cause

all the plumage to become dirty. Now good plumage is of great importance; for many judges

-are so partial to it that they will even pass over really fine quality for fine condition ; and if the

.aviary be covered in both on the top and sides, the city fancier will find that he is able to keep his

birds in almost if not quite as good condition as his country rival, which will abundantly repay

Ihim the cost of a properly-constructed aviary.

The best actual arrangement of a loft adapted for a variety of birds which we have yet seen, is

that fitted up for his own pigeons by the late Mr. ]ames Wallace, of Burnbank East, Glasgow, by

"whose kind permission we give the plans and drawings shown in Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and II,

which have been prepared for us can amore by Mr. Matthew Stuart, another well-known member

of the fraternity. The arrangements difi'er in many respects from those we have already given, and

for that very reason may prove the more fruitful in suggestiveness, being the result of the thought

and experience of a fancier of thirty-five years’ standing. The building was not specially erected,

but is in reality the attic of a dwelling-house, though we have represented it as if put up in a garden,

for the sake of effect. It is equally applicable to either, but perhaps the upper part of a house is

most suitable, as the peculiar arrangement of the aviary or flight round the roof gives the birds

plenty of air and exercise, perfectly secure from either thieves or vermin.

From the perspective and working drawings, the arrangements of this loft will be readily

understood without detailed references. The total length is forty-seven feet, the width of floor

eighteen feet, and height of ceiling six and a half feet. On entering the door at the end, the pens

are right and left along the whole length of the loft, as shown in the interior perspective view

(Fig. 6). There is both a lower and upper tier of pens, and the loft contains thirteen lower and
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thirteen upper pens on each side, each separate pcn having a clear floor space of three and a half

by four feet, which is amply suflicient for all breeding purposes, and also to give any pair of birds

plenty of room during confinement. The transverse section (Fig. 8) shows how the pens are fitted

up; and it will be noticed that the floors of the upper pens are six inches below the tops of the

doors to the lower pens, so as to allow the upper floors and nests to be cleaned or scraped out by

only opening the under doors.

The fronts or doors of the pens facing the middle hall or passage look very neat, being made,

as shown in the longitudinal section (Fig. 10), of yellow pine spars one inch wide by three-eighths of

an inch thick, and each half of the door is made to open outwards, to allow free access for cleaning

or examination. The holes by which the pigeons enter are placed nine inches up off the floors, so

as to prevent young birds getting out of their own pens before they are able to fight their way.

Each of these holes is nine inches high by six and a half inches wide, which allows of a water

fountain standing on the outer shelf when required, to serve the double purpose of confining the

birds when desired, and giving them water whenever so confined and debarred from the general

fountain in the loft. The entrance-holes to the upper nests are, as will be seen, not placed over the

under holes, but over the solid portions of the under doors, in order to prevent birds which are

resting on their landings dropping excrement upon the under birds.

The nest-pans are set on the floors of the pens, as shown in the plan and transverse section

(Figs. 8, II). They are each provided with a movable screen made of pine wood, shaped in plan

like the letter |_. This arrangement keeps the birds from leaving their eggs on the approach of a

stranger, which they would often do if exposed. If desired, the nest-pans can be sunk, say two

inches, into the floors, so as to allow the squeakers to get easily back to their nests when they have

left them, which they often do in search of food from the old birds.
There are two shelves, as shown in the transverse section, which run the whole length of the V

loft, at the same height as the landings of the upper pen holes. These shelves are six inches wide,

and are supported six inches clear of the pens by quadrant iron brackets. There are also two

tables or promenading boards or shelves, of the same width, down the centre of the loft, at a height

of three feet, supported on 5-inch iron legs. Between the ends of these tables is a clear space

of six feet, in the centre of which is placed a board for the food, which is immediately under the

principal roof-lights, and is raised three inches clear of the floor.

The whole loft is most thoroughly ventilated from the roof windows, care being always taken

not to open them so as to cause a draught; and the walls, floor joints, and roof timbers are all

covered with boarding, and every angle of tables, &c., rounded off, so as to prevent any damage

from a pigeon coming against a sharp corner, which is not to be found throughout the whole loft.

Coming now to the outside, the exterior perspective view shows clearly how this is fitted up as

a flight or aviary, having pine framing covered with galvanised wire-netting, of a mesh fine enough

to keep out the sparrows. There is a platform all round the lower part of the roof, about a yard

wide, to allow the pigeons plenty of walking space, and this is furnished with old lime and gravel.

And higher up the roof, on the slates themselves, and running all round parallel with the platform,

are two resting-boards, one above the other. Along these resting-boards are fixed blocks, six inches

high, and about four and a half feet apart, which is found necessary owing to the bad habit some

over-bold cocks have, of claiming possession of the whole shelf and sweeping everything before them.

They are also beneficial in giving a quiet rest to a breeding pair ; for when a cock is driving his hen

to nest he will not allow her to rest unless some plan of this kind is adopted. By paying attention

to little arrangements of this kind, the fancier will have much fewer barren or “empty” eggs.

Opposite the front window is a bath, four feet by three feet, and four inches deep, which has a
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Fig. 6.——I.\"l‘ERIOR VIEW.
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jet of fresh water continually running into it. It is made shallow purposely, or some birds. such as

Short-faces, would get drowned. A block is also placed in the middle to prevent this, and for the

birds to get on when leaving the water.

Right and left qf the entrance doors, and the other end under the window, are fitted up with

smaller boxes or nests about eighteen inches square and two feet high, having sparred or lath

fronts to match the other doors in the loft. Altogether there are seventy-six breeding-boxes or

nests round the walls, and a clear space for birds flying about, besides the outer flight, of forty-three

by ten feet. Throughout the loft are a number of neat little feeding-boxes or hoppers, with sloped

tops, and wire to prevent the birds scattering the food. The entrance door is glazed at the top, in

order that observation may be quietly made of how the birds are behaving when left alone. There

are always a number of ill-behaved cocks that will persist in going into their neighbour's pens, and

generally smash the eggs in the milée that ensues. When caught at this, a day or two’s confinement

to their own pens does good; and these are so large that even should the hen be sitting, no

inconvenience will result to the pair.

In concluding our description of this excellent loft, for which as well as for the drawings we

are indebted to the kindness of Mr. Matthew Stuart, we should state that what we have described

is only the " fancy” or show loft, which does not occupy nearly the whole extent of the attic. At

the other end of this is another loft for the feeders, which is arranged much the same as the fancy

loft, but in a plainer style, as visitors are rarely shown into it. And midway between the two is a

room eighteen feet square, in which are kept show-boxes, nest-pans, water-fountains, oak barrels

fitted with iron rims for food, &c. This room is also furnished with a large show-pen, placed on a

table in the centre of the room under a skylight, and a few chairs, “for the purpose of enjoying a

private view,” or arranging matches for the breeding season. How often those chairs have had to

be renewed Mr. Wallace has forgotten to inform us; but it is very evident the Glasgow fanciers

rather enjoy looking at their pigeons, and it is perhaps better on the whole for the loft to be in the

attic than on the ground floor!

In the admirable loft here described, the objects we have before mentioned are secured, but in

a different manner, more space being at command. Here also the young birds are prevented

from falling on the floor or being attacked by others, and quietness in breeding is thoroughly

secured; while the large size of the pens, enabling any pair of birds to be secluded at pleasure

without detriment, is of the very greatest advantage. Where an attic can be given up large enough

to carry out such a system, it will be difficult to excel Mr. Wallace's arrangements generally; and

the plan of the aviary outside the roof, in particular, is the very best we have ever met with, the

birds being perfectly secure from any danger except rats and fire.

For pigeons which are allowed their liberty, or are “ flown," as it is called, less care is needed

as regards the internal arrangements of the loft, the birds being stronger and hardier, and passing

much of their time in the open air. The breeding-places for such birds we have already mentioned.

and it is only needful to mention the arrangements for giving the birds ingress and egress. In all

pigeon-flying lofts, these consist of some kind of wire cage, called an “area," fixed at its open side

to an aperture in the loft, and furnished round the other sides and end, or sometimes only on one

side, with hinged doors, which can either be lowered like drawbridges, to form a landing, or closed.

Such an area is perhaps found in its greatest perfection of arrangement in what is known as the

“Spitalfields dormer,” shown in Fig. I2, and of which any number may be seen, with slight

modifications, in that celebrated pigeon-flying locality. All round are the trap-doors, which in

these Spitalfields affairs are connected together, so that they can beclosed instantaneously by one

pull at a string; and if a stray pigeon lights on any one of the doors, he is a “gone” bird—for the
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truth mustbe told, that the object of many (we do not say or mean all) of these Spitalfields

contrivances is as much pigeon-catc/ling as pigeon-flying. In the stand behind the area will remain

hour after hour, flag in hand, many a Spitalfields fancier; and if, by dint of food, and flag, and

decoy birds, he can induce one stray pigeon to alight, up go all the doors, and the prize is bagged.

The bird is probably worth a shilling, and is sold for ninepence the same evening (for as it would be

off again, it is no use keeping it), and such a prize is thought worth the best part ofa day's work !

“True it is, and pity ’tis ’tis true." We have, however, nothing to do with the questionable uses to
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Fig. iz.—A SPITALFIELDS DORMER.

which such a “dormer“ may be put (except, of course, to condemn them); it has its many legitimate

uses. and, as the best general arrangement for flying pigeons, must have a place in these pages.

On each side of the trap-door in front of this Spitalfields area will be observed what are

called “bolting-wires." Theseiare simply little swing-doors, composed of a few wires fixed into

the little roller which serves as the hinge. The bottoms of these wires, or of the door, rest against

the inside of the frame of the area, or of a small slip of wood, so that the door will open inwards,

but not outwards. The need of such an arrangement is obvious: without it, the owner must either
stay on the watch till all his birdsireturned, or some of the last must be shut out, to fall a prey to

thieves or cats; but these bolting-wires enable late stragglers to come in after all is shut up for

the night, while they do not allow any pigeons to leave in the morning until the owner pleases.
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The same kind of area, on the top of a loft or house suitable for flying pigeons, is shown in

Fig. I3. It is drawn from an actual example erected entirely of wood at the bottom of a garden,

and can be readily put up in such a situation at no great expense. Inside are wire pens

on each side, which serve well as breeding-places so long as the doors to them are left open, while

they give the power of confining any birds as desired. Shelves fitted up as in Fig. 2 may be
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Fig. I3.—DI-ITACHED House AND AREA FOR Fu'1.\'o Pmeons.

substituted if desired, or one side may have shelves and the other the wire pens. Such a

construction may indeed obviously be varied, to meet individual wishes or requirements, in a dozen

different ways ; but we give it as an actual example, well adapted for the general purposes of the

pigeon-flier.

Rats often give great trouble in a pigeon-loft, and many of them might almost be termed

“ good fanciers," they so invariably select I/re best. It is worth while taking some trouble to prevent

‘them coming in at all; and as they almost always do their preliminary gnawing at the angle of
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the floor, this can generally be done by nailing all round a strip of zinc or tin about twelve inches

wide, shaped like an L, so as to cover six inches of wall and six inches of floor. A trained cat is

also of service ; but the training must be so constant and watchful before pussy can be trusted not

to do a little poaching on her own account, that very few fanciers can boast the luxury. Cats,

however, are kept out with comparative ease, and none but pigeons allowed to fly should be in any

danger on that score.

Every fancier should have in his loft one or more “sick pens," or cages in which ailing birds

can be confined at once on their ailment being discovered. No sooner does a bird appear ill than

the others will begin persecuting and pecking it—especially if Carriers are kept, which are the most

spiteful and vicious of all pigeons—so that if hospital pens are provided it will be the means of

saving many lives. These pens should be in sight of the other birds, and not away from them;

for a bird thus confined in sight of his companions will keep up his spirits much better and make

a quicker recovery than if shut up alone. Such wire pens as are shown at the back of the loft in

Fig. 3 will answer this purpose very well ; and as the pens in which diseased pigeons are confined

are not, with the sole exception of the mysterious new disease called small-pox, liable to become

infected and communicate disease to others, they may be used as matching pens, or for other

purposes if required.

And this mention of sick pigeons leads us to remark finally upon a point, the importance of

which we have become more and more convinced of every year. We have described the best

arrangements known to us for the interior of a loft (with the exception of some special breeds to be

separately treated of in their place), but, however perfect these may be, they will not keep away

disease if the birds be at all overcrowded. Few can speak more feelingly than ourselves upon this

point, or have a right to speak with more authority. We have been compelled to keep more

pigeons than our judgment would approve of, for greater or less periods, during many years ; and

when we state that at such times, if prolonged for more than a few weeks, all that care and

experience could do have not been able to avert the penalty, and that we have ere now lost, in a

wonderfully short space of time, hundreds of pounds‘ worth of valuable birds, we trust no further

testimony will be needed. And especially, unless the birds are allowed to fly at large, let the

amateur strain every point to provide, if possible, a good flight or aviary. Pigeons must have some

fair amount offlying exercise to keep them in really good health and condition, be it in aviary or at

large. The inside space is not half so important as this ; healthy birds do not require much room

inside the loft if they have plenty of exercise outside, as witness the hardy dovecote birds, which

have no shelter beyond their own breeding-place in the dovecote. But open-air exercise is vitally

important to enable the birds to get appetite and properly digest their food, and even to properly

disgorge it for their young ones. This last assertion may surprise many; but we repeat, most

emphatically, that want of flying space is the chief cause of young pigeons being badly fed and

needing artificial aid. Again, it is impossible to keep birds with the same gloss and tightness of

feather in a small overcrowded space as when they have ample room for flying exercise, which will

also be found to cause much fewer barren eggs, and to give the young birds a far more bold and

stately appearance or “ carriage," especially in the case of Carriers and Dragoons.

We should not have said so much upon this point, had we not observed that, with the increase

of the pigeon fancy, there had been far more cases of disease within the last fifteen years than were

ever known before; and some of these, diseases which were previously unknown altogether. In nine

cases out of ten we have known these last to have occurred in lofts where the flying space was

too confined, while we very rarely find disease amongst birds which are allowed to fly at large.

At no very distant period, in fact, fanciers, both in town and country, used to allow all their birds
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liberty, both high-class and common pigeons, and it was seldom they were then troubled with

disease; but of late there has been such a vast increase in the number of fanciers that this has

become impossible, owing to the strong pairing instincts of the birds. Hence town fanciers

especially have had to do their best with the space at their command, and we have seen pigeons

kept in a place hardly large enough for a pair of canaries, so strong are the attractions of the

“ pigeon-fancy." In such cases, let the birds be flown if possible; if it is not possible, exhaust every

contrivance of ingenuity to give the very largest flight or aviary that can be managed, and keep very

feiu bz'ra’s. There will be no loss, but gain every way in this; for we have repeatedly observed

that one single pair of birds turned loose by themselves in a loft, will bring to maturity in one
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Fig. l4.—IMPROVED DOVECOTE.

season about three times as many young ones as any one pair of birds in a crowded loft belonging

to the most skilled fanciers of our acquaintance, while all these young ones will be stronger and

finer birds. The show condition of these few birds will also be infinitely better, and this goes a

very long way in exhibition, since it is very seldom indeed that the best quality and the best

condition are both combined. If they are, triumph is certain ; but it more commonly happens that

those who have the really best birds keep them far too crowded, and will not spend money upon

a really good loft; while those who have the best and most spacious lofts generally possess only

middling pigeons.

It is most desirable, if it can possibly be managed, that every loft should be, if not perma

nently divided into two compartments, so constructed as to be capable of being so, in order to

allow of the sexes being kept separate during the colder months. \/Vith common or flying pigeons

this is not so necessary; but the more delicate kinds will often, where this precaution is neglected,

go on breeding much later than is advisable, to the serious injury of their constitution, perhaps so

much so as to cause their loss in moulting. For dis-matching birds which are badly paired, and

for countless other reasons, such division of the loft will be found highly advisable in all cases

except such as afford, like Mr. Wallace's, the same facilities in other ways.
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In regard to accommodation for pigeons which are kept merely for food, or dovecotes as they

are called, we say nothing at all about pigeon-houses on poles, such as are often seen, except

emphatically to condemn them as unfit for use. Let the wind blow from what quarter it may,

some side of such miserable dwellings must be exposed to it ; and thus all in turn have to suffer

from a vicious plan which has no single merit, being no more ornamental than useful. A dove

cote fastened against a wall is less open to objection, and may easily be so contrived as to give

amply suflicient shelter for hardy birds. It should be fixed to the south wall of course ; and each

breeding-place, which forms the home for a pair of birds, should be so arranged as to give the

greatest possible shelter. The ordinary pattern of dovecote, so well known, answers fairly well;

but for these purposes nothing can exceed the plan of nest-box shown in our Fig. I, substituting

for the small landing-places before each entrance a broad ledge running along the whole front

of the dovecote, furnished in front with slanting boards for the purposes already described, and

which also serve as roof and shelter for each tier of cells. A portion of such a dovecote will

then appear as Fig. 14. There should be a good slanting roof over all; and the birds when not

breeding will perch upon the slip of wood which forms the top of the partition between each half

of the breeding-place, or in fine weather remain outside all night. The upright partitions between

each breeding-place and the next are not absolutely needful, but the cote is better with them, as

they tend to prevent other birds intruding, and also give more shelter from side winds. If the

front of the lower part of each breeding-box, at A A, be hinged, so that it can be opened for

cleaning or examination, it will be more convenient ; but this is by no means necessary.

For erecting detached pigeon-houses or lofts of any kind, what are called match-boards, or

boards planed smooth on one side, and with a tongue on one edge fitting into a groove on the

other, are the best material. Three-quarters of an inch is a convenient thickness, and if well

painted outside before the boards become swelled with wet, will be found quite sufficient. Similar

boards of a less thickness may be used for partitions and nest-boxes; and by using material of

this kind very neat-looking places may be quickly put up, with little trouble or difficulty, by any

one who can use a saw, hammer, and nails. The roof may be felted, covered with galvanised

iron, or tiled; but if tiles are used, the rafters should be match-boarded on the under side, to

prevent draught. Ventilation must, however, be thoroughly provided for.

Further plans of pigeon-lofts or aviaries, for special breeds, will be found, as already

intimated, in the chapters on Carriers and Toy Pigeons.

  



CHAPTER IV.

FEEDING AND GENERAL MANAGEMENT or mcnoxs.

GOOD food is of the very first importance towards success in keeping and breeding pigeons, not

only for the sake of the old birds, but still more on account of the young ones; for it is often found

that if the food be bad these latter will die, even although the old birds, by exercise and a strong

constitution, remain in vigorous health. Old worm-eaten beans, or such as have many with a

l-ittle hole in them, should especially be avoided, as also should those very old shrivelled beans

which look nearly black from age. In such food the inside part is nearly gone, and unless the

birds are extra strong, the fancier will find his birds “ sick,” as it is called, not being able to digest

their food. Small, full, plump-looking beans should be selected; and the same general remark

applies to tares, except that these being naturally smaller, the large full-looking ones should be

chosen, which seem to be all good, and not merely the skin of the tare left, such as we have seen

given to pigeons, but on which, though the old birds may just manage to live, the young ones

cannot be reared without heavy loss. Next come good grey (or dark) peas, and in the breeding

time no food can surpass these, as old beans are often too much for the young ones to digest.

During this time, therefore, say from March to the end of August, there is nothing better as a

diet for the old birds than good grey peas, tares, and small maize in equal parts, on which they

will rear their young well. From the time the birds are separated, on the contrary—say from

the end of August to the end of February-—we have always found it best to change the diet to

such good old tick beans as we have described, finding that in the cold weather they do best

with a diet rather less laxative than in the summer months.

We would particularly caution the amateur not to feed his fancy pigeons on maize during the

winter months, as such is very apt to cause severe scouring, emaciation, and finally death. Wheat

should also be avoided in the cold weather, for unless birds are well accustomed to it, they generally

go wrong when wheat is given them. Even a little is often bad ; but like the maize, in the warm

weather it seems to suit them well. Hempseed, if sound and good, they are very fond of, and it

is very beneficial at times, especially in cold weather, or given as a relish and not as regular

food. It is, in fact, a stimulant, and to be so regarded. If a bird appear low-spirited, nothing will

cheer it up more than a little good hempseed mixed with some dry raw rice. Particular care

should be taken that all hempseed given to pigeons be fresh and new, old seed being most

l injurious, and often causing illness.

The feeding here described is what we have found most suitable for pigeons generally; but

the small, delicately-formed Short-faced Tumblers could not swallow beans, unless they are coarse

specimens, or the beans unusually small. These should therefcre be fed during the winter upon

small grey peas and tares, with occasionally a handful of canary or hempseed, or millet seed;

while during the breeding season the fancier may add with advantage some raw rice or old wheat.

Having spoken of the food itself, we proceed to advise how it may be given if hoppers are

used. Various patterns are in use, the principle being the same in all; but the best in our
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opinion is one we have had made and in use for years, and which is shown in Fig. I5. It is

made so that the top slants and overhangs the feeding-trough, and is also furnished with a wire

above the ridge, in order to prevent the food being soiled by birds perching upon it. The feeding

trough extends all round, and this is equally important in a large loft, as many birds are spiteful

(this is especially the case when sitting or feeding young ones) and will not allow others to feed

near them. If there be but one small place at which to feed, such a bird appears to take a pride

in standing there, and driving away all others; and very often a hen bird coming to feed in a

weak state (either just before laying, or after, or before hatching) has to be content with a very

scanty meal, when she more than ever requires an ample diet. Especially if a hen is feeding

young ones, she is thus prevented from eating nearly as much as she needs, and would have taken

were she unmolested. All this is prevented by having the feeding-trough extend all round.

Finally, the trough is covered or protected with wires about two inches apart, to prevent the

pigeons scattering the food right and left with their beaks, which they take a perverse pleasure in

 

 

  

Fig. :5.--Fizemuc Horrsn.

doing, wasting more than they eat, unless thus guarded against. The wires allow plenty of room

for a bird to put in its head, but no more. If the birds are fed by scattering the food on the floor,

as some recommend, there will probably be some left after they have done feeding. This should

be swept up, and placed in a dry wooden box for use on some future occasion, in order to prevent

its being picked up after being out a night or being moistened and swollen by rain; for food,

however slightly decomposed, is injurious to pigeons which have been accustomed only to a

well-preserved dietary. Of course, hardy birds, flying constantly at liberty, are free from the

requirement of such caution. It may be taken for granted that these will not consume food

unsuited to their needs.

The feeding-hopper here described is meant to be made of zinc, but except as regards security

from mice and rats, will be equally good in any other material. Should mice infest the loft, they

may be effectually defied, as regards the food, by slinging a board say six inches from the ground

by four smoot/z wires at the four corners, and standing the hopper upon it. It is of some importance

to see to this, for independently of the great waste of food when the mice “get to it," food mingled

with their excrement and the shells they leave--“ mousy" food—is another fruitful source of that

severe obstinate “scouring” so much dreaded by the pigeon-fancier. For the same reason, all

food should be kept in bins or chests, either made of iron or lined with tin or zinc, wherever mice

are likely to abound.

For each of these feeding-boxes there are pro: and cons, but, after all has been said and done,
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the method of Mother Nature is undoubtedly the best—z'.e., ground feeding. For this most cogent

reasons can be given. The'most important is here set forth. The chief cause of hoppers and

feeding-boxes having been so generally resorted to is want of time to feed birds by hand—casting

the food on the ground or floor at certain fixed hours—but in order to acquire success in pigeon

culture, as in everything else, order and regularity must be heeded ; and time should be found for

that which is the most important function in the day as far as the birds themselves are concerned.

Feed them well, moderately, and at regular hours, and in the long run not only will they be them

selves the better, but much time will really be saved which it was thought could not be found, or

at least ill-spared. Some of the most successful pigeon-fanciers of the present day have never

had a “hopper” or a feeding-trough in their lofts, and would grieve to be obliged to introduce

either. The following is one most important reason for recommending ground feeding rather

than the use of boxes. Few animals are so subject to the effects of contagion as the pigeon. If all

birds in a loft are fed out of “hoppers,” it will soon be observed that sickly members will constantly

be pecking over the food supply, picking up and dropping the grains in peevish fashion. Such a

bird may be suffering from roup, canker, or other ailment. Each grain so picked up and attempted

to be swallowed returns into the hopper, tainted with saliva or moisture more or less injurious.

It is readily devoured by another bird, and in nine cases out of ten the natural result follows——an

epidemic of roup, canker, and so forth.

In “Pigeons: their Origin and Variation," in dwelling on this point, the present writer says :—

“I never use either a ‘ hopper’ or feeding-box. I believe much disease is spread by a sick

bird picking up food and dropping it back into the hopper or box, whence it is picked up by

another, who thus becomes subject to a like malady. I think ground feeding wholesome, and the

complete consumption of one lot of food before another is supplied both tends to increased healthy

appetite in the pigeons and saving of waste to their owners. I have—at least, I make—time to

feed my birds three times a day—-at seven a.m., noon, and six p.m. I always find them obedient

to the ‘call’ of the well-known ‘rattle of the tin’ and whistle of him who delights in a timely

manner to supply their needs. If ‘hoppers’ or boxes must needs be resorted to, make a point of

emptying them at least every other day, or they will soon become the nurseries of all kinds of

grubs and injurious insects. Feed from hand to ground, say I, and always mix a little salt with

the food as you litter it.”

It will be observed that by the ground-feeding process all evil arising from stale food, either acci

dentally remaining in the recesses of the hopper or continually refused by the consumers, is avoided.

Also over-feeding and gorging, to which some birds are addicted, is prevented; while the active

motion of birds, while exercising their limbs in search of food, tends to exactly the opposite result,

inducing good digestion and securing vigorous health.

Carriers and Barbs, however, especially when aged, and Trumpeters, as well as occasionally

pigeons with malformed mandibles, require hoppers for feeding purposes.

We have been thus careful to guard the young fancier against mistakes in feeeding, and we

would also lay stress upon what we shall say regarding clean water and other kindred points,

because the digestive system of pigeons is very diflicult of regulation by any drugs in the

pharmacopceia. It is possible, though often very diflicult, to stop purging; but if the bowels

become confined, we believe we are not going beyond the truth in saying that there is no aperient

which can be depended on with any certainty. Were it otherwise, many valuable birds would have

been saved; but under the circumstances it becomes doubly important to avoid such disturbances

of the system as make remedial measures necessary.

As a rule, pigeons are best without any green food. No doubt birds at large get a portion of
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green meat, but any attempt to give this in confinement, as some do, often causes more harm than

it can possibly do good. Some people seem to be always trying how many things they can give

their pigeons, and we rather wish to guard against this. But one exception may be made, in

favour of lettuce, hung up so that the birds can reach and peck at it, but not thrown on the ground.

All through the breeding season this will be found of great advantage, but neither it nor other

green vegetables should be given except at that time.

Fig. 16.-IN Us!-:. Fig. I-71-READY FOR Use.

  

Clean water to drink is of equal importance, foul water being by many fanciers thought to

cause canker and other evils. Figs. I6 and I7 represent the best drinking-fountain we have been able

to contrive, in the position for filling, as well as when in use. It is best made in zinc, as glass or

stone will often crack in frosty weather, while zinc will stand any temperature, and can be easily

cleaned by shaking about inside some water and clean gravel when required, which will be very

seldom if the water be renewed every one or two days as it ought to be. The top is made in two

pieces, in the shape of a cone, to prevent the pigeons perching on it, or any dirt from falling in.

  

Fig. I9. —GRAVEL-BOX.

The top or apex of the cone is removable, in order that when taken off the fountain may be

reversed, and stood upon the plane of section while being filled, which is done through the hole then

seen in the bottom, which after filling is closed by a cork. Fig. 18 is an earthenware fountain

made in two parts for cleaning. The ordinary stone fountain, with a hood over the drinking-pan,

will answer well in a small loft ; but the one here figured is best.

One of the most effectual preventatives of disease is a good supply of clean water, both in the

fountain and in the bath, to be presently described. Some fanciers have their loft so fitted as to

3
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provide a continual running stream of water, and of course such, wherever possible, will supersede

both fountain and bath; but very few can afford such a luxury, and a good fountain, kept clean,

will answer all purposes.

Besides food a-nd water, pigeons require a supply of gravel, with which should be mixed some

old mortar. The best mixture is composed of good coarse gravel, old mortar roughly pounded,

and some soft loamy earth or mould. Unless pigeons are supplied constantly with this, they

speedily begin to mope about and become very loose in feather. The best receptacle for it

is a box shown in Fig. 19, made with the slanting cover so frequently mentioned by us in connection

with other fixtures, in order to prevent any birds perching on the top soiling those below. The

opening in the side should be about four inches off the ground, so that the pigeons can get their

heads in when standing on the floor; and if there be an opening and slanting lid both sides, so

much the better. Instead of gravel, some fanciers prepare a salt-cat, as it is termed, for which

various recipes have been given, some of them very offensive. Others give salt in a pan

separately; but salt does not suit all birds, some being so fond of it as to take hardly anything

 

 

  

Fig. 20.—-BATH FOR INSIDE L01-‘r.

but salt and water, and becoming nothing but bones and feathers—a condition very diflicult to

remedy when once it is established. On the \vhole, what we would advise is a mixture made as

follows, by measure :—Two parts sharp gravel, one part loam, one part old mortar pounded, and

one part coarse salt. This should be mixed together dry, and put in the box, when the pigeons

can hardly take more salt than is good for them, and will be kept in fine condition. \Ve have for

years used this mixture for our own pigeons, and can confidently recommend it as equal or

superior to any salt-cat that can be manufactured.

Pigeons clean themselves by constantly washing in water, not by rolling in the dust like

fowls; and require the continual enjoyment of this luxury to keep them in health. Fig. 20

represents a bath so contrived a; to enable the fancier who has no open flight or aviary to

keep it in the loft without wetting the floor, a sloppy mess being very injurious both to health

and condition. It is made of zinc, about four inches deep, and has double sides, so as to resemble

one pan within another. The sides are also furnished with stays, to prevent them bulging out

with the weight of the water. The use of this arrangement is obvious ; the birds in washing splash

terribly, and the outer wall catches the water splashed out of the inner, and saves it going on

the floor. To the many who are obliged to keep their birds confined in a room we can con

fidently recommend this pattern of bath ; but for those with an outside aviary it is needless, and

the inner pan alone will be sufficient. A brick should be placed at the side for any small or
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weakly birds to step upon when leaving the water, as without this aid some would be unable

to do so. We have known more than one beautiful Short-faced Tumbler drowned for want

of this precaution.

Some recommend that the bath be only allowed two or three times a week ; but we

unhesitatingly say that it should be constantly afforded the pigeons; the water, unless always

running, which is best of all, being frequently renewed. This is the more necessary, as the birds

will often drink out of it as well as bathe in it. And we would here remark that the bath, or the

use made of it, is the very best general z'na’icator as to the health of the pigeons. As soon as any

bird leaves off bathing, it is a bad sign; and though nothing else should be observable, that bird

should be very carefully looked after, in order to discover at the earliest possible moment what

is wrong. And, on the contrary, as soon as you see a bird that /za: been unwell go into its bath

again, you may make pretty sure it is all right, and that it has “tumed the corner" towards

a good recovery. \Ve have noticed this so often, that we give it as a sign very nearly if not

quite infallible.

Fancy pigeons generally show an inclination to mate together some time in the month of

February ; but much depends upon the temperature, as in very severe weather they will sometimes

show no signs of doing so until March, whilst if it be mild some birds, if allowed, would go to nest

in January. This, however, the owner should in all cases prevent, by keeping the sexes separate,

for several reasons. In the first place, though it is possible the young ones may be reared, and

if the weather keeps mild throughout they will in that case make wonderfully strong early birds,

still the chances are many against it. But still more, though the young be reared, the result is

likely to be the ruin of the constitution of the hen; for if she is what is called a free breeder, or

lays her eggs fast, before the season is over she becomes so weak as in many cases to become

ruptured, and in other cases barren, when she is of course valueless. The cause of this is not only

the excessive laying—indeed a young and rank hen will often lay, like a fowl, whether she be

mated or not—but the cock-bird continually driving her to nest and teasing her while in her weak

state, which causes her weakness of course to increase, until the ovary gives way, and she becomes

what is called “down behind." A most singular fact is, that we have often noticed the mate of

such a hen to become similarly affected, in which case he is commonly said to be “gizzard

fallen;” but having dissected many birds in such a condition, we can state positively that the

gizzard has nothing to do with it, but that the part affected is a portion of the intestines. We

never knew a cock breed in such a condition; and though we have occasionally known a hen

do so, the progeny of such birds could not be expected to have any but a weakly constitution.

In any case, it is much better to get even only three or four pairs of eggs in a season, hatched

at a time when they are likely to become strong and healthy birds, and preserve the constitution

of the parents also for next season. \Ve have known some persons, by what is called “ pumping"

a hen, or breeding from her as long as possible, obtain eight or nine pair of eggs from her in one

season; but we have seldom known more than half reared, and often some of these would have

crooked breast-bones, which is a great fault as well as a sign of weakness. And as to the hen

herself, she is, as already stated, if not entirely ruined, seriously debilitated for life, so that none

of her after progeny will be as vigorous as they ought to be.

It is a pretty sight to see Pigeons at liberty when “ courting," and few have described it so

pleasantly as Mr. Dixon. “ They begin," he says, “ to go together in pairs, except while associated

with the flock at feeding-times; and when they are resting on the roofs, or basking in the sun, they

retire apart to short distances for the purposes of courtship, and pay each other little kind atten

tions. such as nestling close, and mutually tickling the heads one of another. At last comes what
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Is called ‘ billing,’ which is in fact a kiss, a hearty and intense kiss: as soon as this takes place the

marriage is complete, and is forthwith consummated. The pair are now united, not necessarily

for life, though usually so, but rather durante bone placito, so long as they continue to be satisfied

with each other. If they are Tumblers, they mount aloft and try which can tumble best ; if they

are Pouters, they emulate one the other's puffings, tail-sweepings, circlets in the air, and wing

clappings; while the Fantails and Runts, and all those kinds which the French call pigeom

mondains, walk the ground with conscious importance and grace. But this is their honeymoon

the time for the frolics of giddy young people. The male is the first to become serious. He

foresees that ‘the Campbells are coming’ better than his bride, and therefore takes possession of

some locker or box that seems an eligible tenement. If it is quite empty and bare, he carries to

it a few straws or light sticks; but if the apartment has been already furnished for him, he does

not at present take much further trouble in that line. Here he settles himself, and begins com

plaining. His appeal is sometimes answered by the lady affording him her presence, sometimes

not; in which case he does not pine in solitude very long, but goes and searches out his careless

helpmate, and with close pursuit and a few sharp peeks if necessary, insists upon her attending

to her business at home. Like the good husband described in Fuller's Holy State, ‘ his love to his

wife weakeneth not his ruling her, and his ruling lesseneth not his loving her.’ And so the hen

obeys, occasionally, however, giving some trouble; but at last she feels that she must discontinue

general visiting and long excursions, and enters the modest establishment that has been prepared

for her performance of her maternal duties. A day or two after she has signified her acceptance

of the new home an egg may be expected to be found there. Over this she (mostly) stands

sentinel till, after an intervening day, a second egg is laid, and incubation really commences, not

hotly and energetically at first, as with hens, turkeys, and many other birds, but gently and with

increasing assiduity.

“And now the merits of her mate grow apparent. He does not leave his lady to bear a

solitary burden of matrimonial care, while he has indulged in the pleasures only of their union.

He takes a share, though a minor one, of the task of incubating; and he more than performs his

half-share of the labour of rearing the young. At about noon, sometimes earlier, the hens leave

their nests for air and exercise as well as food, and the cocks take their place upon the eggs. If

you enter a pigeon-loft at about two o'clock in the afternoon, you will find all the cock-birds

sitting—a family arrangement that affords an easy method of discovering which birds are paired

with which. The ladies are to be seen taking their respective turns in the same locations early in

the morning, in the evening, and all the night. The older a cock-pigeon grows, the more fatherly

does he become. So great is his fondness for having a rising family, that an experienced unmated

cock-bird, if he can but induce some flighty young hen to lay him a couple of eggs as a great

favour, will almost entirely take the charge of hatching and rearing them by himself. We are

possessed of an old Blue Antwerp Carrier who by following this line was, with but little assistance

from any female, an excellent provider of pie materials, till he succeeded in educating a hen Barb

to be a steady wife and mother.”

So far Dixon. It is, however, very seldom that the real pigeon-fancier can let his birds mate

up themselves in this natural way ; he wants to control their unions to suit his own purposes, and

this he is able to do by the strong instinct of fidelity when once paired, and which indeed often

gives him some little trouble when he wishes to undo a previous injudicious match. If a single

pair of pigeons can be turned into an empty loft nothing further will be required ; but as this can

seldom be done, the “ matching-pen” shown in Fig. 2r will be found in constant demand early in

the season; and in fact several are requisite for a good-sized loft. It consists simply of a large
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wired pen, with a sliding wire partition in the middle, which can be withdrawn as soon as the birds

appear to have become kindly disposed to each other. There is rarely any difliculty with regard .

to the cock, unless the cage be in sight of a hen with which he has previously been paired, or

what occasions more difliculty still—with which he has paired himself. In that case the old mate

must be removed before he will pair again; or still better, a piece of white calico be drawn over

the front of the pen to hide the other birds, while still affording light inside it. But the hen is

often less tractable. If the birds, after being two or three days in the pen, do not seem to agree,

‘which may always be known by the pretty curtseying and bowing of the female in response to the

strutting and cooing of the cock, the partition should be withdrawn; which will soon settle

matters, unless the hen should prove—as she sometimes will—mistress of the pen, and beat or

drive the cock away. In that case, the hen should be put by herself in a nearly dark pen, where

she can hear but not see any of the other birds, and kept thus for several days, a little hempseed

  
 

 

  

 

  

Fig. 21.-—MATCl{XNG PEN.

being given her every day. The cock should meanwhile be kept in the matching-pen, and also

have a little hempseed. He will thus become at home in the pen, and when the hen is returned

after her confinement in the dark, she will, in almost every case, find her master, and submit to

him with a good grace. After the birds have been mated three or four days, they may be turned

into the loft without any fear of the marriage being dissolved.

Whenever it is desired to dis-match birds and make other arrangements, which will often

happen to an experienced fancier, who may perhaps have acquired since the first mating a better

cock for his favourite hen, which he accordingly wishes to substitute for her present husband, the

proper mode of procedure is to let the hen lay her two eggs, and then immediately take her away

both from them and from the cock. She should be kept apart from all male company for at least

eight days if her first pair of eggs, a fortnight if her second pair, and three weeks if later in the

season, in order that she may have a proper rest before laying again. After this she may be

re-matched, and as soon as she has thoroughly accepted her new master, the pair may be returned

to the loft in the usual manner. Most pigeons lay in from eight to sixteen days after being

mated, some being what are called much “freer breeders” than others. If a hen does not lay

within three weeks of mating, she should be separated from the cock for about eight days and then

returned to him, which will usually produce eggs; but if after repeating this treatment two or
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three times there are still no results, no further attempt should be made to breed from her that

_ season, not only to avoid wasting the services of her companion, but with a view, if possible, to

recover her strength sufliciently in time for next year.

It is very necessary to avoid having odd or unmatched birds at liberty in the loft during the

time the other birds are either mating or breeding. If there be but one such bird in the loft, be it

male or female, it will be sure to cause disturbance amongst the mated birds, either by getting mated

to some bird yuu have had great trouble to get mated to your wishes, or by causing continual

fighting, resulting in many broken eggs or dead young ones. All odd birds should therefore be

either kept up in pens or in a loft by themselves during the breeding season. For the same

reasons, three or four pairs of newly-niated birds should not be turned into the loft together. If

they are, there will certainly be quarrelling, as two or more pairs will want to take the same nest

box, which will often be the cause of pairs getting unmatched, and re-mated in a manner which is

not desirable. To avoid this, each pair as they are mated should be turned into the loft singly, when

they will select one of the unoccupied boxes, and go on quietly. It is very rarely necessary, if this

plan be pursued, to adopt any measures for inducing a pair to take to a proper nest, supposing

there be one at disposal ; but if any trouble be anticipated, any kind of a cage of lath or wire may

be fixed to the front of the breeding-box, and the birds then confined for a few days in sight of the

rest of the loft, till they have got thoroughly used to their new abode. We can hardly remember

an instance, however, where such a plan was necessary, unless the breeding-places were so numerous

and so much alike as to puzzle the birds. In this case the plan we prefer is to make some

distinction at the entrances : thus, a half-brick may be placed at one hole; and passing the next,

something else at the next alternate one, by which the birds will readily learn their proper

breeding-places.

One more caution must be added in regard to mating the birds. It frequently happens that,

on account of proved sterling qualities, it is desired to breed from an old pigeon as long as any

fertile eggs can be obtained from him; and this can only be done by matching him with a very

young hen. Such a pair will frequently breed well ; and we have had fine strong young ones from

an old Barb over ten years of age, which had won many prizes. But it is in such cases particularly

needful to avoid having in the same loft any lively young cock with a strong voice," for if this be

the case, the young hen will frequently leave her eggs to reach and pair with the young bird,

even though he be already mated, and thus all the owner’s plans are liable to be frustrated. For

although pigeons as a rule pair with great fidelity, exceptions are by no means rare; and cases

have been known in which a cock has mated with two hens, and even assisted both in hatching and

rearing their young ; while we once possessed a cock which, though he never aided them in family

duties, regularly paired with no less than jive hens. This case being so very remarkable, we took

particular notice of it, and can vouch for the truth of what we state. To the naturalist such

instances are particularly interesting; as showing that, under some circumstances, pigeons might

possibly become gregarious, like poultry.

We have spoken already of the evil effects of weakening the hen by over-breeding; but

there is another cause which has much to do with the abundance of small weakly hens as compared

with cocks. The two eggs which a pigeon lays are almost invariably cock and hen, the cock being

almost as invariably the first one. When the first has been laid the hen generally sits upon it

with more or less steadiness, in consequence of which this egg usually hatches many hours before

the other, and on account of the really enormous rapidity with which the young pigeon grows, it

is considerably larger by the time the second egg is hatched; and having more strength, gets far

more than its share of nutriment, the other being proportionately starved, and not unfrequently
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dying altogether; while if it lives, it is stunted and weakened, and very likely grows up with a

crooked breast-bone, and imparts a weakly constitution to its progeny in turn. To prevent this,

some “dummy” eggs should be kept at hand; and as soon as the first egg is laid it should be

taken away, and the “dummy” substituted until the second is laid, when both may be given to

the birds, and will be hatched nearly at the same time. For these dummies the eggs of common

pigeons answer well, and may be boiled hard to prevent their breaking; but as pigeons never

eat their eggs as fowls do, a breakage is of little moment. Some fanciers use dummies made of
ivory or bone. i

Such small hens as we have been speaking of are not of nearly the same value for breeding

purposes as a fine large bird ; for even when—as is the case of Barbs and most Toys—great size

is a defect for the show-pen, the strength of constitution denoted by size (as a rule) is of the

greatest importance. Small weakly hens are often very troublesome with their first eggs, and if

the owner is a beginner, and does not see the signs of distress, frequently perish ; but with proper

care this may be avoided. A young hen should always be watched after going to nest; and if

she appears evidently ill and weak, and cannot lay her egg, she should _be taken in the hand,

and a few drops of oil dropped from a bottle into the vent, or a quill-feather from one of the birds

be dipped in the oil and introduced a little way, turning it gently round a few times. The hen

should then be placed where the cock cannot reach her; the best plan being to return her to her

own selected breeding-box and shut the cock out; well supplying the whole box with sawdust,

in order that the egg may not break, even if the hen lays it when not in the nest-pan. The oil

will generally cause the egg to be laid without difliculty ; but in bad cases a capsule of castor-oil

should be given internally as well. Should even this treatment fail to enable the hen to get rid of

the egg, there is still one chance left ; take the hen and hold her lower parts in water as warm as

she can bear without pain, or in the steam from boiling water. If this does not effect the purpose,

the case must be regarded as hopeless. In the event of the egg being laid, the second will

usually follow without difficulty; but the hen should be kept from the cock for at least a week

afterwards, in order to recruit her strength; for loving as her mate may be at other times, it is most

singular that, when in such a weak state as we are now speaking of, he will often peck at her

so fearfully, in his anxiety to drive her to nest, as in some cases to lay the brain bare. In the case

of small weakly hens, therefore, the owner should always be on the watch to guard against this

when necessary.

About the end of August the sexes should be separated. We are aware that many young

birds are bred in September; but as a rule, these young ones very seldom survive many seasons,

owing to its being always so late in the year before they begin to moult. Very few seem to have

noticed this ; but we have seen so many birds die when moulting in the winter months, that we

have frequently made inquiries, and have almost always found that they had been bred late in the

season. The parents are also somewhat weakened, as already mentioned ; so that all considerations

alike should lead the pigeon-fancier to be content with a breeding-season beginning and ending

within moderate limits.

HATCHING AND REARING.

The period of sitting among pigeons is eighteen days, reckoning from the day on which the

second egg is laid, for one day intervenes between the first and second egg being produced. Some

times, if the parent birds sit very close, the young are hatched on the seventeenth day in summer

weather ; not unfrequently, however, the period of hatching is delayed to the nineteenth or

twentieth day. The breaking of the shell is the result of a twofold action on the part of its inmate,
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both the beak and claws taking part in the performance. If the tenant of the shell be healthy and

robust, and all goes well, it will issue forth a full-blown squab (as pigeons are termed from the first

to the twelfth or fifteenth day of their existence) in the course of the night following the day on

which the cracking of the shell is first observed ; for directly the squab has succeeded with its beak

in making a crevice in the shell, the tiny limbs begin to assist in the process of extrication from con

finement. The action of the feet and claws has a double influence on their possessor——in the first

place, by aiding extrication from the trammels of the shell ; and in the second, by the effort so used

the greater portion of the internal organs are drawn into the body. On the other hand, if the

creature to be born be of weakly constitution, these efforts are so slight as to be of but little service

in assisting the beak movements, and unless some artificial assistance is rendered, the weakling will

be found dead in the shell twelve hours or so after the first appearance of hatching has manifested

itself. Very short-beaked pigeons, such as Tumblers, Turbits, and other short-faced Frills, are

especially liable to such a mishap. It consequently behoves the fancier to be on the alert; for if

precautions are not taken, it will be found on examining the dead squab that the yolk-like sub

stance, which should eventually be drawn into the bowels, instead of being absorbed into the body,

is protruding from the navel and attached to the inner coating of the skin found between the shell

substance and the body. This is the most serious evil that can happen to pigeons when

hatching. Happily, a simple remedy is at hand to meet it. Mark well the spot where the shell is

cracked; then, having ready a small basin of fairly hot water, immerse the egg in it, being careful

to keep the cracked part just above the water, lest any should find its way into the shell. Hold

the egg thus for two or three minutes, with a short interval between each immersion ; then replace

the egg under the sitting birds, renewing the operation in about two hours’ time should satisfactory

progress not have been made by its inmate towards extricating itself. In order to assist further

to this end, and to give additional stimulus to the expected arrival, refresh yourself with a glass of

hot spirits and water, in which a little sugar has been dissolved ; then, by means of a soft feather,

place a few drops of the saliva from your own mouth on the beak, observable just under the open

place in the shell. Almost in an instant the mandibles will be observed to open, and the squab

will gently suck in the little tonic thus placed at its disposal. Repeat this operation once or twice,

according to requirements, always replacing the egg under the covering pigeon each time. Be

mindful that you do not remove both eggs at once ; your doing so may lead to the birds deserting

the nest.

There is but little doubt that the morning after these precautions have been taken the squabs

will be hatched all right; if not, a little further help may be given by gently chipping the shell

all round its widest circumference. At the same time, be very careful that you do not pierce the

inner skin covering, causing it to bleed. Should a flow of blood set in, the squab will die of

exhaustion. It is a fact that many of the best specimens of valuable varieties have

safely been brought into existence by the treatment——or, rather, precautions—here related.

Much of the foregoing is gathered from “ Pigeons: their Origin and Variation," wherein,

alluding to the process here recommended, the author says :--“I may state here that some of

the best pigeons I have recently bred have either partly or entirely been brought into safe

existence by this mode of operating, including the well-known blue Turbit, ‘ Tom Thumb.’ ” We

mention this bird, as it will form the subject of one of the portrait illustrations in a future

chapter.

But besides mishaps to the eggs of pigeons at the time of hatching, owing to the causes

already dwelt upon, there are other matters to be considered as to their eggs. How is it to be

known whether these are good, and how shall they be dealt with should any unforeseen event occur?
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It is not possible to state whether an egg has in it the germ of life until it has been under the

process of incubation for’ some time. In deciding as to this point, we find valuable information

and advice given by Mr. J. C. Lyell in his book, “Fancy Pigeons.” On the subject of“ nesting"

he says :—“ When the eggs have been sat on for three days, it may be determined almost surely

whether they are fertile or not. When held against a strong light, the heart, and blood

vessels branching from it, of the embryo squab will be clearly seen in a good egg. When no

such appearance is visible, the egg is bad, or, as happens occasionally, it has not been sat on

closely, if fertile; but in such a case, another day or two should determine whether it is good

or bad. In a week a good egg is quite opaque when held against the light, and becomes of a

blue colour.”

Again, as to accidents to the eggs, we cannot do better than quote the plan advised by the same

practical fancier:—“ Should a newly-laid egg get chipped by the claw of the old bird, or by other acci

dent, so long as the skin beyond the shell be not broken there is hope for it. A good thing to mend such

a flaw is the marginal paper round sheets of postage stamps, a piece of which the fancier should

always keep in his pocket. Early in the season thin-shelled eggs are often laid, and such generally

get broken before being long sat on. Should the fancier find his hen pigeons laying many eggs

without shells, or with thin shells, it is time for him to attend to their supply of old lime and gravel._

Sometimes a good egg will get much indented a few days before it is due to hatch. So long as

the skin below the shell be not broken, the indented shell may be carefully patched up with

gummed paper, and the young one will often be successfully hatched.”

But it is wonderful how difficult it is in some cases to destroy the life-germ. Cases are

numerous in which tender-hearted fanciers, not liking to have to destroy poor little creatures

hatched from the eggs of valueless birds that have been used only for sitting purposes, have pierced

the eggs through two or three times with a needle and replaced them in the nest, to find, to their

surprise, in due course, healthy and strong squabs hatched to the day. If it is desired, therefore,

to destroy life in an egg, the best plan is to subject it for a minute or two to the scalding effects of

hot water. They may then safely be used for nest-egg purposes.

Frequently questions are asked in the Fancy journals as to the time pigeons’ eggs may be kept

between their being laid and being sat upon. In this respect we have found a marked difference

between the time allowed to lapse with the eggs of fowls and pigeons ; and this, we think, may

easily be accounted for by the course of nature. A hen will lay a course of fourteen, eighteen, or

twenty eggs in a hidden place, and yet each egg will, if sat upon at the same date, produce

chickens at the expiration of the twenty-first day or so; but let it be noted, the pigeon lays but

two eggs, and then commences the process of sitting at once. In due course, both eggs hatch

simultaneously.

As a rule, it is found that the sooner pigeons’ eggs are allowed to commence the process of

incubation after being laid the better; certainly, not later than five or six days. Further, as to the

time during which they may be allowed to remain uncovered after incubation has once commenced,

this is regulated by the stage which has been reached. In the early days, eggs may have become

cold, and remained so for twenty-four hours, and even more, and yet not be injured ; but as the date

of hatching approaches, even one or two hours of desertion by the covering bird may cause the egg

tenant to perish; though even within twenty-four hours of the time of hatching, we have known

marvellous instances of the vital power of squabs being preserved, even though the egg may have

been stone-cold for a few hours. More than once we have taken dummy eggs from a nest and

placed them on a window-sill exposed to a hot sun, from whence after a day or two we have

had occasion to take and replace them in a nest for dummy purposes, and to our amazement they
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have unexpectedly produced young pigeons when least desired—a proof indeed of the power of

vitality in germ life! '

Of all newly-hatched birds a pigeon is one of the most helpless. It cannot stand, it cannot

peck, it cannot even see; but is entirely dependent upon its parents or its owner, and it is

therefore provided for by Nature in a most singular manner. The “pigeon's milk,” which has

pointed so many a joke, is no myth, but a veritable existence; the fact being, that as the time

for hatching approaches the crops of both old birds secrete a soft substance closely resembling

curd, which forms the sole food of the young pigeons for some days, after which its quantity slowly

diminishes, and it becomes gradually mixed with the grain more or less softened, till by degrees

the young pigeon is thus introduced to hard food and can feed itself. This “soft food," as it is

called, is pumped up by the old ones with a sort of vomiting action, and the little pigeons have just

sufficient sense to feel about for the bills of the old birds, into which they insert their own, and are

thus fed; they will feel in the same way for the finger if held to them. It is singular, but true,

that the beak of a young pigeon being thus almost entirely intended for a kind of suction, is much

tlzicker and larger in proportion to the body than in after life, besides being of a soft and fleshy

character. It looks immense at first in proportion to the bird, but gradually shrinks and hardens.

If all goes well, the young pigeons grow amazingly: at a rate, in fact, which we believe to be

unequalled by any other family of birds, and throwing the growth of chickens entirely into the

shade. When hatched, the average weight is about half an ounce ; but Mr. Dixon found by

experiment that one of this weight weighed on the sixth day four and a half ounces, on the very

next day five and three-quarter ounces, on the ninth day eight and a quarter ounces, and at the age

of one montlz twelve and a quarter ounces, somewhat heavier than one of its parents. If we com

pare the size of an ordinary chicken at one month old with that of its parents, we shall see the

vast difference in growth; which Mr. Dixon ingeniously accounts for by the fact that the young

pigeon makes no exertion all the time, but does nothing except to grow, and has also “the assistance

of two dzgertions in addition to its own." However this may be—-and he is probably right—it may

be taken as a rule, that unless you can “ almost see” a young pigeon grow, something is wrong-—

it is not thriving as it ought to‘ do. If the parents are any strong hardy sort, such as Dragoons,

Antwerps, or even most Toys, this will rarely be the case; it is only necessary to see that the

old birds have all they want, and everything will go well, t/zqy taking all the trouble and responsibility

of rearing off the owner’s hands. But it has been found by experience that the more highly-bred

varieties are “ bad feeders,” and that in very few cases can they be trusted to bring their young up

to maturity. Hence the practice of employing “ feeders," or nurses, which are necessary to all

fanciers of the “ high-class " varieties, and to which the young are transferred when a few days old

to be reared, only being left long enough with their own parents to “feed off the soft food,” which

" would otherwise make them sick, and cause the hen to be much longer in laying again than if

allowed to feed young for a few days. Common Long-faced Tumblers are very favourite birds

for feeders, and so are Homers ; but nearly any common hardy pigeons will do, the kind being of

much less consequence than a tame and quiet disposition, and readiness to take to fresh young

ones without suspicion. These qualities are to a great extent hereditary, and are so valuable to a

high-class fancier, that we have known several who bred their feeders almost as scrupulously

as their fancy pigeons, and would not accept ,6 5 each for some of them (though utterly

worthless in any fancy point of view), so valued and trusted were they for rearing the more

prized specimens.

The young require to be left with the old birds, in general, from six to eight days, in order to

relieve them of their soft food, when they should be shifted to the feeders. But in shifting one
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caution is very necessary, viz. : not to shift to old birds which have hatched before the young ones

it is desired to rear. Should this be done the young will in all probability perish, through the food

now supplied being too “ hard," or too far advanced for them, in conformity with what we have

already explained as to the gradual change in its character, by increasing mixture with grain, which

the young cannot digest till the proper age. On the contrary, should the feeders have hatched

three or four days after the breeding-birds it will be all the better, and do the young a great deal

of good, since nothing brings on a young pigeon so well as this extra allowance of soft food; and

if the fancier has an extra good pair of birds, but rather small and weakly, he can adopt no better

plan for increasing the size of the young than by arranging for a shift to birds that have hatched

a. full week later, and which will thus give the young an extra week of infant diet.

Another caution may be necessary. We have seen how easily, in the case of most pigeons,

the young ones may be “shifted " at almost any time desired within a fortnight ; and pigeons will

also readily take to and sit upon other eggs than their own : but it will not answer to give to any

pair eggs partly hatched, unless laid at the same time as their own, and therefore due to hatch

at the same date. The reason is obvious ; the eggs hatching before the ordinary time of incubation

is expired, there is no soft food ready for the young, and they must therefore perish. One day or

perhaps two does not matter; but success when the shifted eggs have been sat upon more than

this is very doubtful.

If the shift takes place within ten days or a fortnight of hatching, it is well to give the common

squeakers to the old birds whose young have been removed. Being of a hardier nature, they will

often live, although the food is “by rights ” too hard for them; but even should they only live a

few- days, it will greatly assist the old birds in thoroughly feeding ofi" the contents of their

crops. If there is only a few days difference in age, they will often be reared till large enough

to come in useful for pies ; if not, they may be killed or otherwise disposed of.

If there are, however, no feeders ready to take the young ones when required, and they

evidently need better feeding than their parents can give them, they may generally be saved by

the following plan :--With one of the small coffee-mills grind into meal a mixture of Indian-corn,

grey peas, and tares, which mix up with boiling milk and leave to soak all night. Supposing the

natural food to have failed, as is probably the case, at about a fortnight old, feed the young ones

upon this, warm, for a week or ten days, by means of a kind of spoon going off at the tip into a

sort of tube, and which is easily made with a bit of “tea-lead ;” or still better, from a small india

rubber syringe with an ivory nozzle, which is the most perfect implement of any. At the end of that

time soak grey peas and small beans all night in water, and feed on these three times a day, always

soaking them for a little while in warm water before feeding, in order not to be so cold, which is

often found to disagree with the young birds. This_will seem a great deal of trouble to some, but

a very enthusiastic fancier cares for nothing if he can only rear a fine bird; and some of the very

finest Carriers we have ever seen were reared in this manner from a fortnight old. Not that

anything can quite equal the natural food of the parents; but it may be useful to know, that even

should their food fail, and no feeders be ready to take their place, the young may still be reared

to become fine birds if only the parents continue to sit upon them and give them warmth. If they

fail in this also, refusing to sit upon them as well as failing to feed them, then it is useless to make

the attempt, unless the fancier can contrive some kind of “artificial mother," such as is used for

chicks. We have never tried this in the case of pigeons ;_ but can see no reason why it should not

succeed, in case of necessity, in saving the life of a good bird. However this may be, warmth

somehow is as necessary as food, and without it it is useless to try.

Artificial feeding to a less extent is often necessary, or at least very beneficial, on other
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occasions, which the fancier can only ascertain by carefully watching his birds. Sometimes a pair

of strong young ones will take all the soft food from the parents in a very few days ; when they

fall off and become so weak for want of it, that the parents hardly attempt to feed them at all.

In all such cases the young should have their crops filled every night with the artificial soft food.

when they will soon become stronger, and the old ones will take to feeding them again. Directly

they do this the artificial food may be left off. Later on, say at about three weeks old, when the

soft food is entirely gone, and the old birds give the young ones nothing but grain which has been

soaked in their crops, it will often happen that the crops of the young are badly filled at night;

in which case the young birds should be crammed every night till the crops are tolerably full with

the soaked grain as before directed, always putting this into warm water before administering.

Such treatment will keep the young ones from falling off in condition. Again, it frequently

happens that one of the two young ones—-usually a hen, as we stated a little while back—-is a

great deal smaller than the other, especially if the first egg has not been taken from the hen as

advised by us. If the difference is great, the strong bird is apt to get the lion's share of the

food, being more clamorous; and hence the little one dwindles still more, and ultimately perishes.

But if in such cases the small one gets a few nights of this cramming—soft or hard according

to its age—it will grow rapidly till both are equal in size; and thus two fine birds may be reared

instead of one.

All such operations should be performed with especial care not to frighten the old birds.

If these are disturbed carelessly at night, the hen is apt, if wild, and especially if a Carrier, to fly

off, and not go on the birds again for hours. When such a case occurs, the hen should be caught

in the dark, and replaced gently in the nest-pan; but to avoid it, the light should be kept at a

good distance, and the hand, well warmed, gently and stealthily introduced under the bird to

abstract her young one. The beans and peas being rather swelled, the crops are soon filled, when

the birds should be returned in the same way. The easiest way of feeding is to put a gutta-percha

ring, about a quarter of an inch aperture and the same in thickness, over the point of the upper

mandible, which serves as a gag to keep it open, when the peas and beans are easily slipped in the

opening behind. Many fanciers put the beans in the mouth, and put the beaks of the young ones

to it, which is a very easy plan. Some folks would perhaps shudder at this, but for our part we

cannot sec that there is anything about it more offensive than a young lady teaching a pet canary

to take food from between /zer pretty lips. However, it is perfectly optional either way, and we

are not ashamed to say we have reared plenty of birds by both the methods we have described.

Another useful plan we have often employed, when the old birds did not appear to feed their

young sufiiciently, and these were accordingly ceasing to make satisfactory progress, is to give the

old birds a good feed of rice boiled in milk in the evening. At first there is often a little difriculty

in getting them to eat it; but once this is got over they are inordinately fond of it, and will eat

such a quantity as to ensure their young ones a plentiful supply. Oatmeal cake broken into

small pieces is also good for them. We have seen a marvellous difference worked in a few days

by this method; but it is only suitable when the food of the old birds only partially fails, and

cannot be depended upon altogether. Such expedients are also useless in the case of birds—

such as high-class Barbs—the conformation of whose beaks places meclzanical difficulties in the way

of feeding their young after a certain age.

As soon as the young birds are able to leave the nest we have described, they will usually

be able to peck for themselves. Whether they want food given to them, besides what they pick

up or obtain from their parents, must be ascertained by feeling their crops at night. These ought

to be fairly full of grain, and should be filled artificially if needed; but by degrees less and less
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of this will be necessary, till the young birds are entirely independent. But soaked beans and peas

must always be used, both to make them easier of digestion and to supply the place of drinking,

until the young ones are able to satisfy their owii wants. Pigeons brought up by hand are much

longer in learning to feed than those which are fed by their parents in the natural way.

\'Vhile the young pigeons are growing, their nest-pan should be cleaned out from time to

time, and clean sawdust substituted. This should not, however, be done too often, and the

same care must be taken to avoid startling the old birds as we have already spoken of in

relation to other matters.

As soon as the young pigeons are fairly independent, it will conduce greatly to success if they

can be turned into a separate loft or compartment of their own. Some old birds are very

tyrannical over the as yet weakly youngsters; but birds all of the year, especially if all of one

variety, are much more peaceable, and it is always found that they thrive much better if thus

kept to themselves. Tiresome as nearly all pigeon diseases are when once contracted, it is

fortunately true that the birds are little liable to any of them, if only given room, air, and exercise,

with fair attention to cleanliness and gravel, as well as food. We repeat, therefore, let the

beginner, more especially, follow our advice in keeping few birds in proportion to his space, and we

assure him again that such a plan will save him numerous anxieties and troubles, and of itself go

far to ensure his possessing at least a fine and vigorous stock, which, so far as their “condition "

goes, will be the envy of many a brother amateur. Especially, if he can allow his birds to fly at

large, let him do so; he will then have less trouble from disease, and stronger and liardier birds

than he can ensure in any other way.

  



CHAPTER V.

PIGEON-HOUSE msncrs.

IT is a common notion that pigeons and lice must necessarily be fellow-tenants of a loft or

cote. The same association between vermin and filth might as reasonably be considered a matter

of course as regards any other animal, neglect and carelessness being also present. Naturally,

pigeons are clean animals to the very letter of the word ; hence, doubtless, their position in the list

of subjects fit for sacrificial offerings in token of cleansing efficacy under the Mosaic ritual.

Together with the blood of lambs, “ two youngpzgeorzs " are mentioned as being offerings meet for

presentation by those seeking purifying assurance and grace. Away, then, with the theory that

the pigeon must needs be the agent for the conveyance and spread of vermin! But to entirely

annihilate such an imagination, it behoves true pigeon-fanciers to do all that in them lies to insure

their pets against such a calumny by using every effort to banish these torments, with the evils

generally attendant on their presence, from the pigeon-loft. We readily admit that pigeons are

subject to lice--and lice of more than one kind. Of all these we propose to speak in this chapter.

Insects to which the pigeon is liable are of two sorts, totally different in their modus w"z/en/12'.

First, there are those which live on the bodies of pigeons; and secondly, those found within nests,

lockers, cotes, &c. \/Ve shall first deal with the latter. These, again, are of two distinct species—the

flea and the mite. In one respect they are at one—z'.e., in the torment they occasion to the pigeon.

T/zeflea is generally discovered in the nest, warmly stowed away at its base, when not out on an

excursion busy sucking the very life-blood of young squabs. They do little or no harrn to adult

birds, beyond driving them away sometimes from a nest which happens to be very numerously

inhabited by them. It is probable that the female flea lays its eggs in the material of which the

nest is composed, especially if straw or hay be its composition, both of which, we may here state_

are most unsuitable materials for pigeons’ nests. The warmth consequent upon the pigeons sitting

in due course hatches these ovarious deposits. The best means to prevent the advent of the flea

is to keep a good sprinkling of Keating’s or similar powder as a lining at the bottom of all nest

pans and boxes, and to now and again spread a little benzoline or turpentine over the sawdust on

the floor and in the lockers of the loft. After a pair of squeakers have left the nest, destroy the

same, and carefully clean out all nest-bowls and boxes, washing them in a weak solution of carbolic

before replacing them in the loft. When these precautions are duly observed, the visits of the flea

will be like those of angels, few and far between.

T/zc mite is an insect of a totally different genus. Its constant appearance in one loft, and its

continual absence from another, indicate other causes for its presence than the existence of pigeons

in the same place. We have kept pigeons continuously in one particular loft, and the birds therein

have been in association, either in the aviary or when at liberty, with another set of pigeons

inhabiting another loft; yet every summer, during the breeding season, the one loft has been

infested with mites, if left neglected, and the other, without any means being used to prevent their

advent, has never been even visited by one of these creatures, even though birds from the infected
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loft may have been transferred to the other. This is, to the writer, a conclusive proof that mites

are not indigenous to pigeons, nor necessarily exist where pigeons dwell. Their presence in the

nest-pan is only to be found when the young pigeon is hatched,up to the period of its being able to

shake off its unpleasant and tormenting attendant by the use of claws and beak; but so long as the

squab is unfledged and helpless, once attacked by these innumerable tormentors its sufferings are

untold, and frequently cause its death. No part of its body seems free from assault ; but the por

tions more generally assailed are the ear-holes, the depression in the skull between the eyes, the

base of the neck, below the wing-joints, and under the thighs. The best way to prevent (and

prevention is everywhere better than cure) injury accruing to squabs from the inroads of these

insects, is by anointing now and again their bodies with a little sweet-oil or fine lard. Mites like a

dry, warm platform; an oily, moist surface is to them perdition. There is no doubt but that

immediately squabs become fledged the time has arrived for the mite to betake himself with his

legion of companions to some crack or crevice, there to remain dormant until the arrival of a fresh

set of squabs. Accordingly, it behoves the fancier to paint carefully every locality of this kind with

carbolic, and to wash out all boxes and pans most carefully.

At rare intervals another insect appears in the pigeon-house. Its presence, however, is rather

the result of accident than from any particular partiality for the blood of the pigeon over that of

any other animal. I allude to the tick. The tick is a lazy but persistent tyrant. To whatever it

attaches itself, thereto it adheres until, satiated with blood mercilessly drawn from its victim, it

betakes itself to fresh pastures. It is of the same species as the abominable animals which attack

sheep, dogs, and other quadrupeds. We believe the tick’s presence is due to a chance visit to the

loft of a curious flat-looking fly, in shape somewhat like a spider. In very hot weather one of

these may be seen skipping on the bodies of adult pigeons and quickly hiding among their

feathers. These ticks, from whatever cause they may proceed, usually fasten themselves on

squabs in the nest-pan, frequently causing their death, and certainly retarding their growth. The

only remedy in this case is constant watchfulness and observation. Daily make a round of inspec

tion. Should the tick be observed, a sharp pair of scissors will soon assist you in terminating its

existence, to the intense and instant relief of the poor suffering squab. We have not known the

ticks to fasten themselves to the skin of full-grown pigeons.

Next in order we have that section of insects which appertain more properly to and live upon

the body of pigeons only, and which cannot exist on any other birds. These also are of two totally

separate kinds. First, those found nestling in and creeping along the webs of the feathers; and

secondly, those found crawling and running over the skin of the pigeon. The latter is called the

“pigeon louse ;" the former are known under the appellation of “_ feather lice.”

Feat/zer /ice are insects natural to the pigeon, and, if not allowed to increase unduly in

numbers, necessary companions in life to the bird. They are of two shapes, though both of one

and the same genus, difl'erently formed in order to pass along the differently-shaped feathers

covering the several parts of the pigeon’s body. Those observed crawling between the webs of the

larger flight and tail-feathers, when held up to the light, are of a long, most fragile structure, very

thin in substance. Those on the remaining and smaller feathers are oval in shape, shorter and

wider in body, but also very flat and thin in substance. They are found under the neck feathers, and

on those on the chest, rump, and thighs. Both these sorts of insects live on the downy fluff at the

base of the plumage, close to the skin, and also on the dusty bloom on the surface of its feathers.

By devouring the under flufl' they afford means of ventilation to the body of the pigeon, at the

same time relieving it of unnecessary warmth when hot weather sets in. Thus feather lice prove

themselves accessories, rather than the reverse, to the healthy existence of the birds on which they
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live; but should the old adage prove true in this as in other cases, that “it is possible to have

too much of a good thing,” their numbers can easily be reduced by dusting a little powdered

camphorated chalk into and under the pigeon’s feathers. This will sufficiently reduce the stock,

while leaving as many as may be required to carry out the operations which unerring Mother

Nature considers necessary for the well-being of her children.

We now come to skin insects. These we condemn and abominate one and all. They are

the result of an unnatural or weakly and deformed state of existence, denoting either a want of

careful attention to the requirements of the rules of cleanliness on the part of the fancier, and

weakness of constitution, or a malformed beak and too-heavily-wattled nostril or eye-cere in some

pigeons. The most common of skin insects affecting our subject is the pzgeon louse, a dis

agreeable creature, the outcome of fancy breeding, unknown to the pigeon in its wild and

uncultivated state of existence. This filthy insect is the most general, and consequently the

worst, of plagues to which the pigeon is exposed. In size, when full grown, it is about the

dimension of a small pin’s head, and of almost the same shape; in colour it is of a dull pale

brown hue, rather darker when well full of blood sucked from the body and blood-feathers of the

pigeon. In its early stage, and when the squabs are but a few days old, it is of a pale-yellowish

colour, corresponding with the hairy covering of the squab, making its presence all the harder of

detection. The pigeon louse’s powers of locomotion when on the skin and under-feathers of the

pigeon are truly wonderful, rendering it a diflicult task to capture it. Its destruction must there

fore be effected by artificial means. We know none better than to liberally sprinkle with Keating’s

powder the under-covering of the feathers on the stomach, the vent, the base of the neck (all

parts diflicult of access to most pigeons in dressing themselves), and at the roots ofthe large

flight and tail feathers. After such a dose has been administered, keep the pigeon for a short

while in a small space wherein it cannot well shake itself, then take it in your hand, and, holding

it over a sheet of paper or useless piece of linen, carefully rub the feathers up the reverse way.

The insects will fall off the bird in vast numbers, and be easily destroyed in the fire. Others use

benzoline oil, by means of a camel-hair brush, painting the under parts already named very

sparingly with the same. This is also efficacious in its result, but this plan must be carefully

practised, for if too much benzoline be used it will blister the skin and greatly pain the bird.

The pigeon louse lays its eggs at the roots of the small feathers around the neck and over the vent

of the pigeon. They are, by means of some sticky adhesive substance, tightly stuck to the shafts

of these small feathers, and can only be removed by plucking off the feathers to which they are

stuck; but this can safely be done, as the feathers will have fully re-grown in about three weeks.

A somewhat similar insect, butplong in shape (like a canary seed), is occasionally found at the

base of the neck. It is a sluggish creature, the progeny, we believe, of a rotten feather. It can

easily be discovered and destroyed by occasionally doing that which, even though the pigeons may

have, apparently, no insects, it is always a good plan to do from time to time—viz., dusting a

little powder of one of the kinds already named into the feathers of the pigeon.

One more insect, and we shall leave this unsavoury but most necessary subject for cogitation.

Frequently pigeons, otherwise in the best of plumage, are found quite bare on the parts just over

the wattle. The feathers seem to be broken or eaten off, and do not re-grow until the autumnal

month. This is caused by an insect which emerges from the nostrils of the pigeon which has not

been kept in a cleanly condition, and by its creepings and crawlings on the outskirts of the nostril,

while sucking the moisture around the same, so irritates the pigeon as to cause it, by constantly

scratching the wattle, to break off, and eventually to lay perfectly bare of feathers, the parts named

already. The cause of these insects is filth, dust, and other matter having accumulated in the
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nostrils—a species of louse is the outcome. This variety is called the crab-louse. It exists in

a cluster with many of its fellows. If its presence is suspected, take a small piece of sharpened

wood, or a fairly thick darning-needle, insert this into the nostril, and draw out any accumulation

of dust or other matter that may be therein. Spread this out on a piece of blotting-paper, and if

the crab-louse be present therein, you will soon observe a number of small specks, like tiny crabs

crawling in side-way motion over the surface of the paper. These can be consigned to the fire,

and the pigeon will be well rid of an irritant tormentor. And not only do these creatures cause

the bareness of plumage we have alluded to, but, if not removed, sometimes the irritation they

cause to the pigeon is so great that the nostrils become inflamed, cold sets in, and frequently croup

and other diseases follow. Therefore we repeat as to this and other kinds of insects: Let the

fancier be on the watch for them, and, by careful attention to the rules of cleanliness, endeavour

to prevent the necessity of having recourse to the various remedies we have mentioned.
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CHAPTER VI.

BREEDING AND EXHIBITING.

WE would strongly advise all who wish to begin pigeon-keeping, to consider first of all with some

little care concerning the variety they select. For pigeons differ so very greatly, and some of

them require such different management from others, that perseverance seldom holds out in the

case of a breed not really admired; whereas, if one or two varieties are selected which are really

“fancied." so great is the charm of the pursuit that the owner will probably get more and more

attached to them the longer he continues, and if he has any judgment, or any tolerable “ eye" for

the birds, is almost certain in time to produce good specimens, at least if he has commenced

with any stock of decent quality. But above all, let the new beginner avoid keeping too many

varieties; as such a course almost always causes disappointment and ultimate abandonment of

the pursuit, and if it does not, at least results in a continual “chopping and changing,” which is

both a hindrance to success and a sad enemy to the pocket. Moreover, those who begin in

this way hardly ever attain a sound knowledge of any pigeon; and when they do happen to

possess good specimens, most probably are not aware of the fact unless informed of it by

some more skilful friend.

On the other hand, by commencing with one, two, or we will allow even three varieties to

which the fancy really inclines, the owner may hope in a short time to become at least fairly

acquainted with the points of the birds for him"self, so as to be able to see at a glance the slightest

“ standard" fault either in his own birds or those of his friends, and to know for himself their real

value. Once as far on as this, the fancy has “got” him ; for we have noted again and again that

nothing pleases a young fancier more than being able to point out to some skilled friend that /zzlr

bird is faulty in this or that point, of which his own bird is possessed in a superior degree. To see

and know such a superiority in any one important point gives a great deal of inward pleasure, and

from that time such a one usually takes more interest in his birds than ever, and begins to study

the various other points in a way which he did not before. In order to attain such a discriminating

knowledge, it is of great service to belong to some one of the various private societies established in

different parts of the kingdom for the cultivation of pigeons; but if this be impossible, we would

strongly advise the amateur to attend the first and every other public exhibition known as likely

to be a good one, and there take particular notice and give careful study to the winning birds,

picking up as much as he can from any more skilled friend or other fancier he may be able to

meet with; as such free viva 2/ace comments in presence of the birds, although often grossly

coloured, and, indeed, perhaps scarcely ever to be depended on as giving the fair merits of the

specimens, are of wonderful efficacy in bringing to light the most minor and hidden faults, and

are thus most useful to an inexperienced breeder. By thus noticing the best birds, and all that

can be said against them, the young beginner will find he has gained a great deal which it is

difiicult to pick up in any other way.

Some may think us too narrow in the choice we have allowed. We do not say it is impossible
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for an amateur to widen his range later on; but we do say, and wish our opinion to be so

expressed that it may not possibly be mistaken, that after long observation we consider it

z'm/>o.r.rz'o/e for a young fancier to become in any moderate time a good judge of a lot of different

varieties; and we have also seen again and again, that when a man keeps what he knows little

about, his interest is likely soon to become as little as his knowledge. ¥Vhat we wish is to add to

the real pleasure: of those who read these pages, and to give a wholesome change of thought

and interest; and this can only be thoroughly enjoyed by such of them as shall be capable of

appreciating the beauties of a perfect or nearly perfect specimen. We will go further, and say that

we never knew one case of an amateur fancier who kept a large number of varieties, and was at the

same time a competent judge of them all. The nearest approach to an exception was in the case

of a late much-respected fancier, who kept many toy pigeons, and whose stock certainly never was

surpassed ; but it should be added that he had the services of an equally well-known and respected

dealer, Mr. Ovens, who had a standing commission to look out for him, and thus kept his stock up

to the mark. An extensive dealer, in fact, is the only man who can, in our opinion, attain a

thorough knowledge of nearly all the varieties; and for this the reasons are very obvious. Every

bird he purchases is bought with the design of selling at a profit, and thus he adds a little to his

knowledge with every bird that passes through his hands; while every mistake, whenever he makes

one, is brought home to him at once in the most practical and convincing way by the pecuniary

loss. For this reason nearly all large dealers are good judges--that is, they know perfectly well

which are the best birds at a show, even when self-interest may hinder their acknowledging it ; but

as this work is not intended to make successful dealers, we have given what we know to be sound

advice ; to which we may add that we have known scores of cases where a young fancier began by

sticking to one variety, wisely chosen, and, by giving proper space to a few birds of good stock, has

in a very short time made his mark, and attained such a position that the older fanciers, and even

men with unlimited money at command, learnt to dread competing against him. Such a course is

easier now than formerly; as in old times amateurs had scarcely any opportunity of comparing

their birds together, whereas the numerous shows now offer every facility in this respect, and give a

great advantage to the fancier of the present day over his predecessors. Indeed, we have often

wondered at the progress made by our ancestors, seeing that all writers upon pigeons hitherto have

carefully abstained from giving any hints on the most important points concerning the judicious

matching of birds. It must have been uphill work indeed in those days; and it will give us

pleasure if we are able in any degree to smooth the path for others, which we shall endeavour to

do by explaining every point of breeding and management as far as we can, but especially those

points which bear upon the first producing, and then maintaining, a first-class strain of birds.

Perhaps here we may be allowed a few brief words concerning our qualifications for such a

task; partly because some may question it, and partly because it will further elucidate the various

means by which competent knowledge is to be attained. We say some may question it ; because

it is generally supposed that dealers are not breeders, and know little about breeding, and our

own occupation is well known. But we have bred Carriers, Pouters, Barbs, Tumblers, Jacobins,

Turbits, &c., which have gained against all comers the first position at the most celebrated shows;

and few “ breeders" can perhaps boast of more success even in the way of breeding prize birds.

But we have obtained still greater knowledge of this part of our subject by taking particular notice

of the quality of the progeny whenever we have supplied good birds to amateurs, and especially

when, as frequently happened, we supplied breeding pairs and the matching was left in our own

hands. In cases too numerous to mention we have also been applied to for birds expressly to

match with other birds already possessed; and in all such cases, when the bird on one side or
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the other was of good quality, we have taken especial note both of any particular progeny and of

the general produce, and are not going beyond the truth in saying that birds thus mated by our

advice have produced many of the very best specimens exhibited. We have also made mistakes,

and met with disappointment; and in many such cases have been allowed to supply another bird

and to watch the next produce, which has or has not come nearer the mark. We have also, at

many different times, had the privilege of seeing the studs of nearly all the amateur fanciers in the

kingdom, and never missed an opportunity of seeing how their birds were mated, or of noting the

progeny of those which we had fancied would produce the best offspring. This has not been the

case during a short time only, but has already continued during a moderate lifetime, having been

almost trained to be a fancier by a parent who was a fancier before us, and a good one too; who

knew all the points of horses, poultry, pigeons, rabbits, and many dogs, and who was seldom

content to keep for long a third-rate specimen, if a first-class one was to be had. In this way we

were literally brought up to become a fancier ; and having, from the nature of our occupation, seen

more of the evils which undoubtedly do attach to such pursuits than most men, and knowing fully

the very worst side of the matter, we alfirm deliberately that the advantages and benefits in most

cases far outweigh them, and that a wise parent has cause to rejoice when his sons show a decided

pen:/zanl for any such pursuits as we are here concerned with. It is to help such young beginners,

and to smooth away such of the difliculties as may be removed from their path, that we purpose

freely to impart all that we have acquired during our long experience, keeping back no secrets

whatever, but doing our very best in every way to impart the conditions and means of success.

As we shall go fully into the details of matching under the different heads, we will only add

here our advice, to begin if possible with really good l2z'ra's. We do not mean that it may not often

be proper to keep at first a few quite common pigeons, just to get a little into their ways and

habits. If pigeons have never been kept before this_is sometimes advisable; and the same birds

will afterwards come in useful as feeders. But when the fancy itself is taken up in earnest, we

would far rather advise even one thoroughly good pair of breeders, and two or three pairs of

feeders to rear the young to the greatest advantage, than several pairs of mediocre stock. A good

stock, bred with judgment, will always pay its way, barring disease, and often leave a very fair

balance; while pigeons are, on the whole, less trouble to attend to than poultry, on account of their

feeding from a hopper and rearing their own young. It is notorious that once let a fancier

become noted for the quality of his birds, and he can command a good price for only a middling

specimen, as experienced breeders well know that it is not always the best birds which produce the

best progeny. Two first-class birds mated together sometimes produce mere trash to look at; but

this very trash may subsequently produce wonderful specimens; so that a good judge will often

give more for a pigeon he knows to be bred from first-class birds, even if it is not much to look

at, than for a much better-looking bird he knows nothing of; in fact, a good fancier will not cross

his strain with any bird, however grand it looks, unless he knows something of its breeding. It

appears, in fact, as if pigeons had an especially strong tendency to throw back to the grand-parents,

so that in some strains bad and good generations seem to alternate in a most curious way. But

this can be got rid of by degrees and with care; and a strain which has bred grand birds for three

generations running becomes exceedingly valuable, and is eagerly sought after. For further

remarks on breeding, and for details, we will refer to the following and subsequent chapters.

As soon as the amateur knows his birds to be pretty good, we strongly advise him to exhibit

in good company. We do so, presuming that he knows he has no real chance of winning. If he

has, so much the better ; but even if not, it is still of importance to him to see his o\vn best

specimens in close proximity to the best birds of the day, that he may compare them, and learn
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thus both their good points and their deficiencies. This is especially the great benefit of the

private Societies. If the pigeons have space, air, and exercise, they will almost always be in good

condition and hard feather, and will need no special preparation beyond careful cleaning and

dressing of such parts as wattles, 8zc., and such more special treatment as will be freely spoken of

when we come to the different varieties, even including such “dodging" as can scarcely be called

honest, perhaps, but which must be treated of in its place. White birds will, however, often require

washing, which should be done with good white soap boiled in water with a little soda, washing the

bird thoroughly and rinsing it well, afterwards drenching it with a very weak solution of borax,

containing a little honey ; it should then be kept in a tolerably warm place in a basket to dry.

Pigeons shown in pairs should be separated about two days before the sho\v. They will then,
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Fig. zz.—Box 1-"on Pouraxs.

when put together in the show-pen, in their pleasure at again meeting each other, play up to

one another in a lively manner, and show themselves off to the best advantage; while if left in

company as usual, they will appear when in the pen much more listless and tame, which is a

great drawback.

The birds being got into the requisite condition, it is of course important to get them to the

show in good order, much of which depends upon proper package. The nature of this will depend

a little upon the kind of pigeons exhibited. Fig. 22 represents the best kind of box we are

acquainted with for sending Pouters to be exhibited, made to contain six birds, though the number

of compartments may of course be varied, and one or two boxes of various sizes should be kept

in store, as to a constant exhibitor it is of much consequence to save carriage. As made for six,

the box should measure z'n.rz'a'e 25 >< 16 inches, by 9 inches in depth, and is divided into six

compartments by partitions. It will, however, be noticed that each pair of compartments is divided
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slantwise, and not rectangularly, so as to make each much wider at one end than the other.

This will be found to fit nicely the body of the bird, the shoulders of course going in the wide end,

which quite prevents it from turning round, keeps it in position, and prevents it breaking or

spoiling the flight-feathers or the tail. The bottom of each compartment should be well furnished

with wheat-straw cut short, to prevent the bird from soiling its plumage; or clover chafl‘ is excellent

for the same purpose. Each compartment has a separate hinged lid, with a small fastening at the

other end, so that when one bird is put into its place it remains secure while the others are being

attended to. \/Vhen all are in place the outer lid covers the \vhole. The arrangements for giving

air must be particularly studied. There should be half-inch holes all round the box, and also in

the separate lids ; while, to make these last available, half-round pieces are cut out all round the

top edges of the box, as clearly shown in the figure. These holes are not only for ventilation,

which is of course necessary, but to keep the birds from soiling their plumage by their own

breath, as it has been found that when confined in a box where there are not plenty of holes to
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Fig. 23.—BASKET FOR Pro:-zons GENERALLY.

carry it off, the whole plumage gets quite wet, and so dull and soiled as to be unfit for exhibition.

Such a box as the above answers all these purposes, and will be found excellently adapted either

for sending to exhibitions or for despatching birds upon approval to intending purchasers.

Fig. 23 represents a basket to answer the same purpose for other varieties of pigeons. The

only difference that need be made is, that when Fantails are exhibited the inside of each

compartment ought to be lined with cloth. so as not to break the tail-feathers, which are else

very apt to get into the interstices of the wicker, and thus get either broken or twisted, which quite

spoils one of the chief beauties of a Fantail, whose appearance depends almost entirely upon the

condition it is in. For this reason some Fantail fanciers use a box instead of a basket; but the

lined basket is in our opinion the best, besides the important fact that it is so much lighter in

weight, and therefore costs much less for carriage. We show our basket also as constructed in six

compartments (which for an average exhibitor is a very convenient number), and the same

construction will suit well for every variety except Pouters, with only some difference in the size.

For Carriers or Runts this should be 32>< I3 inches, and 8 inches deep, but for other varieties

it should be somewhat smaller. If to the two straps shown be added one in the middle, or a short
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strap joining the two others, such a basket can be carried any moderate distance with ease and

convenience.

Fig. 24 represents a box of somewhat different character, which is in frequent use amongst

members of private Societies, for the purpose of conveniently carrying their specimens in the hand.

It is so constructed as to effectually prevent the passer-by from having any suspicion of what it

contains, no holes being visible except under very careful scrutiny, in order to avoid the great

annoyance of other people endeavouring to stare in and observe the contents of the box. It is an

especial favourite for carrying Carriers or Pouters, and for this purpose should measure inside

I5 X 8 inches, and I3 inches deep. As will be seen, it is divided into four compartments

inside, the perpendicular partitions being arranged diagonally, as in the Pouter-box shown in

Fig. 22 ; and the lids of the lo\ver compartments lifting up with a hinge, and when put down, after
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Fig. 24.—Box FOR CARRYING PIGEONS.

the bottom birds are inside, forming the floors of the top compartments. The same size will also

answer well for other varieties, each compartment holding in that case a pair, unless in the case of

Runts. Air is given by eight holes, a quarter of an inch in diameter, in the bottom of the box,

which stands on four knobs, so as to raise it a little from the floor, and thus admit air through the

holes; and there are also holes in the middle and top lids, while finally the outside lid is made

with a deep moulding all round, through which other holes are bored in such a manner as to be

almost invisible. In this way, without being perceived, there is a free but moderate circulation of

air through the whole from bottom to top, which both gives the birds plenty to breathe, and

prevents any dampness from the condensed moisture. These boxes are often made to look so

neat and handsome that they might be supposed to contain valuable instruments or other property,

and thus enable a gentleman to carry his own pigeons without exciting any annoying curiosity.

Other forms of boxes and baskets are in use ; but from the foregoing, any reader will be able,

if he pleases, to contrive one for himself. We need not say that for a single pair of birds any

good simple box, with a few holes cut to give ventilation, will answer the purpose, except perhaps
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in the case of Pouters, which really require their box to be fitted to them ; but where several pairs

are exhibited, it saves much money for expense of carriage to have the whole contained in one

well-contrived package.

Many valuable birds perish from exhibition, on which subject we should like to say a few

emphatic words. We do not refer only to birds which are too often shown, and suffer accordingly;

no doubt this is often the case, but each amateur has the remedy so far in his own hands, and if h'e

commits the fault deserves the punishment. But apart from this, at verymany shows there is

neither proper food, proper food-vessels, nor proper attendance. Indeed, with regard to some

breeds, it is not too much to say that this is the case at the majority of shows, in spite of the

promises so freely made that “every care will be taken of the specimens." For instance, it is

well known that good Carriers and Barbs cannot see to feed on single grains——the eye-wattle

obstructing the sight; and times without number we have seen fine birds of these breeds return

from a two-days’ show wit/zout /raving‘ tasted food, through proper tins not being provided.

At many shows where there were men engaged to look after the birds, we have found them

utterly neglected, and fed and watered the whole ourselves, which we can state distinctly was the

only feeding they ever received; and far more, Carriers especially, die in this way—that is, from

s/zeer starvation at shows, and its after consequences—than from over-exhibition. Besides this,

improper food kills many ; and many birds reach home violently purged from eating the food which

has been, according to the usual plan, thrown into the pens and become soiled by the excrements,

the owners never suspecting the real cause. The remedy is very simple, and we would strongly

advise all owners of really valuable birds to refuse to ex/zibit, however tempting the schedule, unless

they know the committee of the show will carry out the few needful measures. These are, to

provide a meat-tin and a water-tin for every pen ; to furnish the meat-tins with a mixture of good

sound old grey peas and tares, which will suit all birds, whatever their previous diet may have

been, and which cannot be said of other food ; and to have these tins, for Carriers and Barbs, fixed

inside the pens. This last is highly necessary, as the heavy wattles prevent them in most cases

from putting their heads through the wires to the outside ; but for other varieties the outside is the

best. No more than this is required; and if a committee find such simple elements of good

management burdensome, they have no business to hold a show. If those who do carry out such

regulations would announce the fact, we feel sure they would soon find the benefit of such a course;

and others who did not would soon find themselves compelled by want of support to adopt better

management.

Finally, we may just say a word on the proper way of handling or holding a pigeon. This is

with the breast across the palm of the hand, the head towards the little finger or body of the

holder. The legs should be allowed to pass through between the first and second fingers, when

the thumb can be brought over the back, and will hold the bird perfectly secure. In catclzinga

pigeon, the best way, if possible, is to get the hand over the back, with the forefinger in front of

the neck, and the thumb under the breast
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CHAPTER VII.

PIGEON TERMINOLOGY AND omom or FANCY PIGEONS.

BEFORE proceeding to give descriptions of the leading breeds of pigeons and their sub-varieties, it

will be interesting here, now that Columbarian shows and criticisms occupy so much of the time

of fanciers and the journals devoted to the fancy, to dwell for a short while on the terms used to

denote the points and features of pigeons generally, and more particularly of certain high-class

birds. In the first place, we have the organs common to all pigeons ; then the special points of

excellence or peculiarity appertaining to distinct breeds.

It is customary to speak of the “skull” of the pigeon rather than of its head. This

portion of its being plays in the pigeon so important a part that, unlike the term used to

describe the same part in the generality of animal creation, it receives a distinguishing charac

teristic in being described as its “ skull." The importance of this appellation will become

more and more apparent when we come to particularise more minutely on the different shapes

and sizes of the same. The skull of the ordinary pigeon is rather oval than round in forma

tion, and when covered with its feathers presents no angularity in profile, viewed from any

one aspect ; but how varied has not its shape become in separate breeds now existing! Probably

in no section of the animal world is there a more remarkable variation in skull formation to be

found than in the pigeon.

Nearly as much may be said as to the shape and size of its beak. The beak of the common

pigeon is proportionate all through; not so that of the separate varieties produced by artificial

breeding. So we find the beak described, according to the necessary qualifications of the several

kinds under criticism, as being either “long,” “ short," “thick,” or “thin,” each qualifying term

denoting a point of excellence or the reverse. The upper and lower portions of the beak are

termed “mandibles,” and it is remarkable that, with the exception of one or two varieties only,

the lower mandible in pigeons should be quite straight. An exception is found in that most

remarkable of all pigeons—the Scanderoon—whose under mandible is completely bent, almost

in semicircular form, as is also the upper one. The smooth, fleshy substance over the nasal

openings of the pigeon next demands our attention. Its variations are indeed many. It is termed

the “wattle.” In the common pigeon this substance measures about a quarter of an inch in

length, less in width. It is very smooth and even—almost to glove-like closeness. But behold

the transformations to which it has attained when we view the enormous excrescence surmounting

the beak of the English Carrier, for instance! In alluding to this organ, the unlearned are wont

to speak of it as the “nose;" the tutored fancier goes into raptures over the excellences of the

“ wattle."

Again, so remarkable are the variations of the frontispiece of the pigeon’s skull that no other

term can be found by the fancier to describe its fore part than that ascribed to the same feature

in man—z'.e., the “face;" so we find different birds spoken of according to their varied frontal
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formation, as being “ long," “short,” or “medium-faced,” with further distinctions according to

fulness, length, and height thereof. For example, a stout, fairly lengthy face is called “ barrel

headed ;" an elongated, evenly thick face is called the “ muzzle ;" a tall, bold forehead is dis

tinguished as the “frontal ;” while a low, elongated, narrow face is termed “snaky,” as in the

Magpie. As different specimens excel in one or other of these points, according to the require

ments of the standard of the breed to which they belong, so is their value proportionately

enhanced.

Yet another important feature is centred in the skull. I allude to the eye and its surroundings

particularly. We have the eye-lids, but who would talk ofa pigeon’s “eye-lids” that has any

knowledge of matters peristeronic? The eye-lids of the pigeon are as diverse as the blending

colours of the rainbow, while equally in harmony with the requirements of varied beauty. Let

us ever bear in mind that the fleshy circles around the pigeon’s eyes are not its eye-lids, but in

pigeon vemacular are termed its “ eye-cores.” In some varieties these are as large in circumference

as a florin, while in others they are as thin almost as the finest thread. Again, as to the colour

of the eye-ceres, in some varieties it is esteemed greatly if of a coral-red hue, while in others it

cannot be too dark or too light.

Lesser portions of the skull have also particular appellations. The mouth at the immediate

partition point of the mandibles is termed the “ gape,” the fluffy projection of small feathers on

each side of the face, just below the eye and extending to the covering of the ear-holes, are called

the “cheeks,” and the top of the skull the “ crown."

The anatomical divisions of the remaining parts of the pigeon’s body may, indeed, be more

numerous and bulky than those of the skull, but, except in the case of two or three breeds—such

as the Pouter and Fantail—their variation is not by any means so remarkable ; consequently, their

terminology will be described in fewer words, and be proportionately more readily understood

by the reader.

The feathers embellishing the neck of the pigeon are termed “hackle.” From the base of the

neck to the middle of the back we have the “saddle.” The portion of the back just below the

shoulder-blades to the commencement of the larger tail-feathers is spoken of as the “ rump." In

common with their ornithological fellows of all races, the feathers covering the whole of the

pigeon’s shoulders are termed the wings,” but of these the ten longer and secondary-sized ones are

its “ flights,” respectively designated “ major” and “ minor.” The breast-bone is called the “ keel.”

In every variety this should be as straight as an arrow from the front to its extremity.

In all pigeons except those of the Pouter tribe the crop is of normal size and in keeping with

the rest of the body structure; but Pouters and Croppers, as their nomenclature implies, have a

peculiarity—z'.e., a large development of skin below the throat down to the chest. This is

capable of wonderful distension, and is termed the “globe.” It may here also be remarked

that some pigeons have a slight projection of stretched skin, covered with feathers, commencing

just at the throat and extending about an inch in a downward course, but in no way connected

with the crop. This is the “ gullet.” It is, as a rule, a feature found only in pigeons of very short

and thick-beaked formation, such as Owls, Turbits, and other short-faced frilled varieties. The

other remarkable physical peculiarity is that of the carriage of the tail. The Florentine and Fan

tail are examples of this. The latter not only carries its tail in an erect fashion, but has three

times as many tail-feathers as other pigeons, and is spoken of according as these are displayed in

an extended circle, as having a tail well “spread.” With these allusions to the terms used by

pigeon-fanciers in relation to their fancy, we close these introductory remarks to the origin and

variations of Fancy Pigeons.
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ORIGIN OF FANCY PIGEONS.

The origin of fancy pigeons has been a subject of endless meditation and not a little

controversy. Many authorities have been content to ascribe their existence to one common

source—the Blue Rock. We do not share this opinion, and that because there is most satisfactory

evidence from the natural habits of that bird that domestic pigeons cannot possibly have pro

ceeded from it. Nature in her functions is ever true to herself. The laws of Medes and Persians

are as nothing compared with those by which she regulates her own constancy and invariableness.

She may bend, but she will not change. By scientific skill the varied beauties of which she is

the custodian may find an almost endless field for expansion and diversity, but the natural instincts

she has allotted to each section of her creatures she jealously guards, and suffers them not to be

diverted from the several channels into which she has appointed that they shall flow. We

venture to believe that our subject owes its present condition to the following causes:—(I) Crosses

between several wild columbarian breeds still in existence, and (2) to breeds themselves now

totally extinct. It is a known fact that wild pigeons, the aborigines of different parts of the earth,

vary as completely from each other as do now some of the different established fancy varieties;

yet if left undisturbed, they go on breeding from generation to generation, like producing like

without the slightest distinction. We have examples of this both in the Blue Rock and dove-house

pigeon. These have been natives of the greater part of Europe for untold years, but they now

remain, even to the colour and shape of every feather, if allowed to breed in undisturbed fashion,

just what they were centuries ago. As with their appearance, so also their habits. The true Blue

Rock, though it is believed occasionally to have been found inhabiting isolated and disused old

buildings, such as lofty towers and ruins, generally frequents cliffs on the sea-coast; certainly it

has never become domesticated, and never will become so. On the other hand, the dove-house

pigeon (as its very name denotes) has always been so. However, before launching forth into the

description of the many different varieties to which pigeon culture has brought the pigeon, it will

be interesting to the reader to possess some definite information as to the properties of the Blue Rock

and dove-house pigeons. Though much resembling each other in physical points, these birds are

very dissimilar both in plumage and habits. They are decidedly separate breeds, if not actually of

distinct species.

T/ze Blue Rock is so called on account of its clear blue colour, taken in conjunction with its

habitual location—the rocky ledges of cliffs, where it is wont to make its dwelling-place. In size

this bird measures from the tip of the beak to the end of the tail about thirteen inches; its width

across the shoulders is about three inches and a half; the beak is jet black in colour and

very slender, measuring about three-quarters of an inch in length ; the wattle is white in colour,

very small, and exceedingly. fine in texture. When the bird is in healthy condition it should

exhibit a beautiful powdery bloom. The eye-cere is very fine and quite black in colour; the iris

of the eyes is of a bright-red tint; the flight and tail-feathers are rather long; the colour of the

feet and legs is rich coral, with very black claws; the neck is of medium length and thickness,

carried well upright; the head is rather oval in shape, full on the crown, but stopping at the

juncture with the wattle. The whole appearance of the bird denotes activity and determination.

Its colour is, as we have implied, in keeping with its name—blue, as regards the greater part of

the body, the only exceptions being rather dark flights-—two distinct black bars across the lower

part of the wing-coverts, and a black bar running across the tip-end of the tail. The hackle is of

a deeper blue shade than the other parts of the plumage, and reflects forth, according as it may be
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viewed in different lights, a great variety of rays, varying from the richest purple to the most

dazzling green. Only across the rump is the blue plumage so pale that it almost approaches to a

white shade. So far the Blue Rock seems to present every feature in keeping with the claim

ascribed to it as the progenitor of fancy pigeons in general ; but this claim is demolished when we

come to consider its habits and natural instincts. Fancy pigeons, from the most exalted varieties

to the variest cross-breeds, are not only all capable of domestication, but are truly prone to such a

state of existence. The Blue Rock is absolutely of an opposite nature. It will not even abide

where man is, much less submit itself to the trammels of domestic life. Again, the domestic pigeon

is a most free breeder; indeed, will breed, with a very short relaxation during its moults, all the

year round. The Blue Rock lays but two pairs of eggs each season. Further, should a pair

of eggs laid by these pigeons be obtained from their nests, and be set and hatched in a loft by

domesticated pigeons, it is a known fact that the young so reared will, when fully fledged, be not

long on the wing before they desert their place of adoption, and betake themselves to neighbouring

ruins or lofty buildings, which in turn, at the breeding season, they again forsake, and doubtless,

finally, if it were possible to individualise them among so many all of one appearance, join a flock

of their own kith and kin on some sea-bound cliff.

Writing on this subject, the author of “Pigeons: their Origin and Variation,” says :—“ The

leopard cannot change its spots, neither will the instinctively wild and shy Blue Rock pigeon ever

cast aside its abhorrence of the wiles and fetters of domestication. Rather will it adhere, despising

all the enchantments of ‘dwellings of cedar painted with vermilion,’ to the ‘ cold gray crags’ around

which it delights to soar together with its numberless fellows, from sunrise to sunset,'only alighting

now and again, as one in a shoal of feathered creatures, on the stony rock, to give to the space

on which they rest the bright blue tinge of their plumage, and thus take from the rock their name,

while conspicuously giving colour to the same by their dazzling appearance. Such are the blue

feathered pigeons which take from the ledges of their homes their time-honoured name—Blue

Rock.”

The other native pigeon which, unlike most of the Dove species, is not arboreous in its habi

tation, is the Dove-house pigeon. There is no doubt that this appellation was given to it in distant

ages, before pigeon-fancying held any position in these isles, to distinguish it from the Blue Rock,

the other platform pigeon, such distinction being peculiarly appropriate, because of its being the

only then known native pigeon capable of being domesticated in a manner similar to the domestic

fowl. This is the true stock-pigeon from which most of the Toy varieties are descended. In head

and beak the Dove-house pigeon closely resembles the Blue Rock. If anything, there is a slightly

greater elongation in the face of the former; the eye is of a deeper red colour, the wattle very

fine in texture and fully small, both it and the eye-ceres being rather fuller than those of the

Blue Rock. In bodily proportion the Dove-house pigeon is small—a little smaller than the Rock

—-but its principal point of distinction, as far as the outward appearance goes, is in its plumage.

Its colour is of a deep, dull slaty-blue shade, every feather on the shoulders, back, and rump being

marked with a black patch, more or less large: this is termed “ chequering." The head, hackle,

belly, thighs, and vent are of one whole slaty tinge. The flight and tail-feathers are shorter and

more tightly fitting than those of the Blue Rock. Unlike the latter, the Dove-house pigeon is a

very free breeder, a good parent, is passionately attached to its home-dwelling, and is capable of

being made very tame and sociable. Indeed, this pigeon can lay claim not only to being a very

good Homer itself, but also is, without doubt, the humble parent of all homing pigeons.
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CHAPTER VIII.

TIIE CARRIER.

HOW this variety of pigeons obtained the name by which it is known is by no means certain. By

the various anecdotes he gives, Moore seems to have thought that it was this pigeon that used to

be employed as a messenger, which is certainly not absolutely impossible, since no doubt its points

were not so highly developed in those days, and its near relation, the Dragoon, is a very fair

homing bird. In other words, it may be that the name was given when the bird was little better

than a modern Dragoon, from which it has been bred up since into the high-class Carrier ; and it

is indeed perfectly certain that considerable development has been made since Moore's time, since

he describes the beak as an inch and a half long, much shorter than would pass muster now. But

the greatest difliculty about this view is, that the eye-wattle, which is the principal obstacle in

the way of the bird's “ flying " at the present day, is by no means a difficult point to breed,

and seems to have always existed, since we have any record, in a very high state of perfection.

Thus, besides the descriptions of the bird in old pigeon writers themselves, we find Lord Orford, in

his “Voyage Round the Fens" (now very rare), making the following remark: “I observed in

going to Deeping a man in a one-horse chaise, with large warts round his eyelids, much

resembling a Carrier Pigeon.” The date of this work is I 774; and it proves, therefore, that

so much as one hundred years ago the Carrier was heavily wattled round the eye, and not in

this respect like a Dragoon.

Some enthusiastic fanciers think the name was bestowed on account of the noble “ carriage "

of the bird, which stands and walks like the “king of pigeons,” as he is universally admitted to be.

This is an attractive theory; but, alas ! candour compels us to state that no student of the English

language can believe in it for one moment, since at the date when the name must have been given

it could not possibly have been bestowed for such a reason, and even now would be grammatically

and etymologically incorrect. Perhaps on the whole the first theory is the most probable, in spite

of its difliculties ; but however this may be, nothing annoys a genuine Carrier fancier more now

than to hear his pets confounded with the “carrying” pigeon, which he scarcely considers, we fear,

as a “ fancy” bird at all, and which from /zi: point of view is indeed not so, though it is as strictly

bred for other qualities ‘as are his own cherished specimens.

The modern Carrier is indeed of all pigeons, except the Pouter and the Barb, the very least

adapted to “ carry" messages, the development of wattle round the eye and upon the beak hindering

the sight so much as to quite incapacitate it for such employment, notwithstanding the fact that the

flight muscles are the most powerful of all varieties. The young birds, indeed, before their wattles

are grown, can fly powerfully, and if let out at liberty from the first will continue to fly round their

house with much freedom, and be better for the exercise ; but if they are let out for the first time

when come to maturity, the sight is so much obstructed that they are quite timorous, and soon

become lost. Common birds, in which the wattles are less developed, can of course fly pretty
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well; and some which might more properly be termed stout Dragoons have been trained to fly

fair distances ; but these are not such birds as we have to consider here.

Few pigeons are so fascinating as the Carrier, when once thoroughly understood and

appreciated. First of all, there are so many points or qualities, or “ properties,” as the old fanciers

called them, required to make a model bird, and which in combination (for any one of them,

except a good beak-wattle, can be obtained with comparative ease) are so difficult to obtain, that

no one has ever yet possessed a perfect bird, and very few have obtained specimens even

approaching perfection. Secondly, from this cause high-class birds are so exceedingly valuable

that they are usually in the possession of men of means—the very aristocracy of the pigeon-fancy

—which of itself has an attraction to many ; though we have also known poor but skilful breeders,

by perseverance and judgment, beat the best that money could produce, the very difficulty adding

to the charm. Then, again, there are so many attractive points to be seen, even in an imperfect

specimen, and so many striking attitudes to be observed in a bird of good carriage, from whatever

point he may be viewed—he looks so bold, wild,‘ and daring—that it is no wonder he has so many

admirers. We have heard it said that, whether he breeds them or not, "no one is a true pigeon

fancier who does not admire a Carrier;” and it is at least true that nearly all pigeon-fanciers,

whatever their own favourite pigeon be, do give a lingering examination to the Carrier pens.

There are three stages in a Carrier’s life, in all which, if it be really a fine specimen, it

challenges admiration in its own way. The first is when the bird has attained the age of about

six months, an age which to many is especially attractive, and when many a young beginner

imagines he has become possessed of an almost perfect bird. This agreeable delusion very possibly

lasts to the age of nearly ten months, when the beak-wattle begins to break out, and too often so

irregularly, or more on one side than the other, or in some other way it is not desired to do, that

the owner, if a good judge, sees at once his chance is gone. There are, in fact, endless faults in the

formation of the beak-wattle alone, which too often vex the most experienced breeders, and dash

to the ground all their hopes of a favourite bird. The second stage is from the age of eighteen

months to two years, when the bird, having so far matured well, begins to give promise of what it

should be, yet is by no means fully developed in all Carrier points. Even at this stage too many

disappointments await the amateur; for not unfrequently, even when the bird has shown a well

formed wattle so far, it ceases at this time to grow, and becomes hard, thereby in degree spoiling

the pigeon as a show bird. These disappointments chiefly occur with the smaller or late-hatched

birds, which, if of good stock, will often go on to develop a large well-formed eye-wattle, but

comparatively seldom a good beak-wattle, which is rarely found well-developed except in a large

strong bird, with a stout beak, small beaks not seeming able to grow it. In such cases, especially

if the parents are good-eyed birds, the chief growth in the young ones seems to go into the

eye-wattle, which often becomes what is called “fieshy-eyed,” and besides looking too heavy for

the rest of the bird, is very subject to inflammation and to those excrescent growths called

“ spouts," to be hereafter described. Such eyes are also far more subject to colds and other

diseases. The final stage is when all the foregoing have been safely passed, and the bird has

fully matured, which is from three to four years old. It is then that all his properties are fully

developed, and he shows what the Carrier ought to be—not perfectly, for we have never seen a

perfect bird yet—but in such fair degree as he is capable of. He is now complete, and all that

is required is to watch over him, to breed him with judgment, and to show him with care.

To breed and rear Carriers to the greatest advantage, and to avoid dangers which often cause

the loss of valuable birds (as we have again and again witnessed), they should have somewhat

different accommodation from other pigeons ; in fact, their domicile should be expressly arranged
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as a Carrier-loft. This arises from the facts that the variety is more quarrelsome and spiteful than

all others; that its sight is much obstructed, so that the weaker specimens are often attacked before

they know their danger; and, finally, that the eye-wattle, when peeked or injured in such quarrels, is

peculiarly liable to become inflamed and develop canker. How many valuable pigeons have been

lost in this way it is hard to estimate, but very many to our personal knowledge. It is also worthy

of note that Carriers being more liable to running or cold in the eye, which may at any time assume

a virulent form (either canker or otherwise), the more apart the birds can be kept the better.

Isolation, then, is what is required, with ample space, yet freedom from draught. And, first

of all, the [7676/£83 should be especially adapted for them, Fig. 25 showing the construction we have

found to suit them best of all we have tried. It is in the form of a frame, made of boards five

inches wide, and dividing the whole range into compartments, each of which should measure nine
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inches wide and twelve inches high. Along each range is fixed, on both sides, slips or narrow

boards inclined at a bevel, as in the perches already described, and for the same purposes. Each

of these compartments forms the perch for a single bird; and it is strange to see how immediately

and naturally they take to these conveniences as soon as provided for them. Every bird almost

at once learns to know his own perch, and the owner can catch him at night in a moment, knowing

exactly where to put his hand upon him. A bird will defend his place against all intruders, and

should another pigeon in his absence take possession, there is an immediate quarrel over it; and

here the benefit is found, for there being only room for one the dispute is soon settled, and the

parties are unable to do each other any serious injury. The partitions also prevent any domineering

pigeon from looking along the whole row, and also from sweeping along it. as he otherwise would,

to clear it of all other occupants. All continuous fighting, in fact, is in this way entirely prevented,

so far as the perches are concerned. A further advantage is that no bird can get its plumage the

least soiled if perched in this manner, which we can most strongly recommend on all accounts as

saving an incalculablc amount of trouble and loss in breeding and keeping Carriers.
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Fig. 26 shows a loft generally resembling that given in Fig. 3, but specially arranged for this

variety of pigeon. Around the walls will be seen the perches just described, which must be placed

at some little distance from them, in order that the birds may not injure their tail-feathers when

turning round. The only other noticeable difference is that not more than three of the nest-boxes

shown in Fig. I are arranged in one row. The reason of this is, that the sight being so much

obstructed by the wattles, Carriers are less able to distinguish objects and positions than other

breeds ; and if too many places resembling each other are arranged in one row, a bird is extremely
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likely to make a mistake and go into “ the wrong box," the consequence of which is an immediate

fight, to the destruction of the eggs or young, and often the serious injury of the old birds, as

Carriers generally fight till quite exhausted. If, however, only three apertures be in each row,

the birds can scarcely mistake the middle and right and left ones for each other. Hence,

even allowing all four sides of the loft to be occupied, we cannot advise any one to breed

more than twelve pairs of Carriers in any one loft, however large; and if possible to keep much

less in each compartment, even only three or four pairs, it will be all the better. The most

successful Carrier breeders of our acquaintance have done best when only breeding the latter

number in each room or even one pair, when a compartment could be given to it.
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For another excellent plan of a Carrier loft, shown in Figs. 27, 28, 29, 30, we are again indebted

to Mr. Matthew Stuart, of Glasgow. This building is intended to be erected against a garden wall,

and to have asouthern exposure. The plan as here given shows six breeding compartments, but

could of course be either extended or diminished according to the requirements or pecuniary means

of the fancier. There is also a spare compartment at one end for keeping food, &c., which should

be lurnished with a good food-chest in three or more compartments, and lined with tin or zinc

to keep away mice and rats. There is also a large table in this compartment, on which to place a

“show” pen, or to perform any necessary operations. Each of the other six compartments is

divided into an inner and an outer apartment, the size of each being 6 X 4 feet. These are

divided from each other by a partition of wood with a glass door in each, which keeps the birds

warm and comfortable in wet weather, and yet afifords light and heat. In regard to the partitions

between the six pens, one half of the section represents this as formed of solid wood, the other

of wire-work. Either may be adopted, the wood being of course warmest; but we consider the

wire preferable, as where it is adopted the owner can see all the interior and all the birds

almost at a glance. All the doors should be made with an India-rubber spring, so as to open

and shut both ways.

The foundation of such a house should be concrete or asphalte, the latter being best, as it will

entirely keep away rats. There is ventilation at the back, through the wall, which can be open

and shut at pleasure. And the dotted line in the plan, and a in the cross section, show a stream or

run of water through the whole house, just inside the inner flight, which, where it can be managed,

will add greatly to the comfort and health of the birds. Where it is adopted this water-run

should be raised about two and a half inches above the floor, to prevent dust and dirt getting into

it, and should be covered with a piece of wood neatly fitted just at the doors, where the birds pass

over. In each of the six compartments three pairs of Carriers may be kept, and if the fancier can

afford to keep only two, or even one pair in each, so much the better. If more length of outer

flight can be added, so much the better also, as nothing keeps the birds in health more than a good

fly, especially while young and growing. The inside compartments should be match-boarded, so

as to keep warm and free from draughts, as many good birds have lost their sight entirely from

percliing for the night near a comparatively slight current of air.

Many, probably, will be inclined to pooh-pooh such plans as we have here given, and to boast

how they have kept their pigeons in a place “ which only cost them" so-and-so. I/Ve are not in the

least arguing that these or any other plans must be adopted to keep Carriers successfully ; and we

know full well that poor mechanics, with almost no accommodation, have kept them with credit.

Care will do wonders ; and, as we have before said, where only few birds are kept, this of itself

takes the place of nearly all our other precautions. But we do say that the dangers and difficulties

we have pointed out are real ones, which have to be encountered by the Carrier fancier, and the

means of doing which we have therefore endeavoured to point out. It is wisdom to guard against

them, and thus avoid trouble; and some ot those who boast what common places they keep their

birds in, would find, as a matter of simple calculation, that the price of two or three of the really

good ones they have lost by keeping their Carriers as if ordinary pigeons, would have more than

covered the cost of proper accommodation ; while it would have also enabled them to show their

other birds in better trim.

With regard to the general management of Carriers, it is only needful to add that they rank

among the pigeons known as “bad feeders,” so that the owner requires a proportionate stafi" of

feeders or nurses. On account of their size, the best nurses are the stronger pigeons, such as

flying Antwerps or common Dragoons. We have known cases where the birds wrre flown, in

5
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which they brought up their own young ones well, proving that the bad nursing is not owing, as in

the case of Barbs, to mechanical-difficulties, but chiefly to the artificial condition in which they

are generally kept. Few can, however, run the risk of letting valuable birds fly, and feeders must

therefore be provided. As a rule, the Carriers themselves will feed the young well for from eight

to ten days, when they should be transferred to their foster-parents. A few will rear their young

even in a loft.

Passing now to the consideration of the Carrier as an exhibition bird, we have great pleasure

in giving, first of all, the following excellent article by Mr. F. T. Wiltshire, who is well known,

not only as a successful exhibitor, but as one of the very best breeders, and also one of the keenest

judges of a Carrier at all stages of its life. In only one point do we take any exception to his

remarks-—namely, in the opinion he expresses that the Carrier has lately deteriorated. It is true

that very lately an immense number of the best birds have been lost, either by death or

exportation; but our opinion still is that the fanciers of the present day, owing to the oppor

tunities they have of comparing birds at exhibitions, are now become so much better judges of

what a Carrier should be, and there are so many breeding them who are more or less qualified

to do so, that the young birds now coming on will, when matured, be nearer perfection than ever ;

and we think this will be the opinion of nearly all who have carefully examined some of the

young birds bred by Messrs. Montgomery, Heritage, Heaton, Ord, Hammack, Mr. Wiltshire

himself, and others. It is true that an unusual number of good birds have died, and that fine

old matured birds were never so scarce, which will account for the opinion expressed; still, if

the young ones now maturing should live and thrive, we expect to see a better class of birds

than ever. But without further preface, we will now give Mr. Wiltshire’s own description of

the points of a good Carrier.

“ My opinion of a Carrier is that a full-sized bird should measure from seventeen to seventeen

and a half inches in length from the tip of the beak to the end of the tail ; but a young bird is very

seldom seen of such dimensions until after the first moult, when the tail-feathers grow nearly an

inch longer than the nestling feathers. With regard to the shape, a long thin neck, of uniform

size, running almost to the shoulders, is a great feature, and adds much to the beauty of the bird,

especially if nicely cut under the beak instead of having a gullet similar to the owl, which

imperfection I have noticed has of late made great progress. The shoulders of the wings should

be even with or slightly in advance of a full chest; and the body long, but not heavy, standing

on a pair of stout long legs, without exposing the thigh-joints as with the Pouter. The carriage

of the Carrier (which many fanciers consider identical with the shape) should be perfectly

upright, the legs and neck being stretched to the utmost tension; the head being well set, with

the beak pointed out straight, and the eye in a line with the ball of the foot. By comparing a

bird wrtn a pair of short legs with one with the contrary, the advantage in favour of the latter

will be readily discernible.

“The beak is a very important point, and the good old-fashioned box-beaks are rarely seen. I

am quite content if in my young birds the cocks measure one and three-quarter inches in length,

and the hens a trifle less; with age the beak lengthens a little, but birds of the measurements I

mention must be considered of more than average merit. A few are to be found to exceed them.

The beak should also be thick and perfectly straight, and what is termed ‘boxed,’ by which I

mean both mandibles closely fitting, and the lower, if inverted, appearing almost similar to the

upper. I have had birds with beaks two inches and upwards in length, but they have been either

thin or the upper part has been formed of an unusually large quantity of horn. As I have before
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said, ‘box-beaks’ are very scarce, and it is only in young birds that the beak properties are

particularly noticeable, as when the wattle becomes developed with age many imperfections then

become hidden from observation.

“ The beak-wattle is, I consider, one of the most, if not the most important property, and the

most diflicult to obtain in perfection; it is, in fact, the principal feature which distinguishes this

variety from all other kinds; hence the bird cannot well be called a Carrier in the absence of the

point by which it is identified. I have never yet heard any fancier complain of his birds having

too much beak-wattle, although remarks are loud and frequent to the contrary ; and as it does not

arrive at maturity until the bird is quite three years of age, it is easily understood, considering the

high breeding and other ills more particularly incidental to this class, how few attain to perfection.

“ The correct formation of the beak-wattle I have always considered to be as follows :—The

back of the upper part, nearest the head, to commence about one-eighth part of an inch from the

outside circle of the eye, nearest the beak, and to rise gradually forward until the highest part is

nearly in the centre, somewhat similar to the head of a cauliflower. To this should be joined a

second or smaller wattle, almost similar in shape, falling forward to the tip of the beak; and good

old fanciers insisted upon a t/zird, in continuation, still less in size, which was termed the rose. The

under part, called the ‘ jew,’ or ‘ jew-wattle,’ should be in shape something like to the upper, but of

less extent ; and when perfectly formed the whole presents a grand appearance to Carrier fanciers,

who but seldom differ in opinion on this point when they see an extra good bird.

“ I do not like the upper part of the wattle to be formed of one piece with a smooth surface,

but prefer it in several divisions, the whole fitting together and presenting a uniform appearance.

With regard to size I do not consider it of so much importance as proper formation ; and although

I have had birds with wattles exceeding four and a half inches in circumference, yet I should have

been infinitely better contented had they been half an inch less, but possessing the other points

Ihave mentioned. A bird with a wattle tilting well forward is not likely to be crowded in the

eyes, and, further, it has the appearance of being longer in the beak than one with the highest part

of its wattle at the back, and touching the eye-wattle.

“ Some few years since a strain of Carriers existed having as much wattle on the lower as on

the upper mandible. Some of them did not look particularly attractive, although very useful for

stock purposes ; they, however, are now very rarely seen, and I do not know of one Carrier at the

present time I should call ‘well-jewed.'

“ I consider the ‘ beak-wattle’ takes precedence in importance to the ‘ eye-wattle,’ in

consequence of the greater difficulty in obtaining it in perfection, and the length of time which

elapses before it is fully developed; whilst I have seen birds with the eye-wattles grown to

excess at fifteen months of age, which have become utterly useless before the wattle on the beak

had time to mature; hence my reason for thinking that which is most difficult to obtain should

be the most important.

“ The eye-wattle I regard as an adjunct to the beak-wattle ; and although a bird with a mean

or small eye (however good the beak-wattle may be) is not generally regarded with much favour,

still I consider this property ranks secondary to the other for the reasons stated in my remarks on

the beak-wattle. The flesh of the eye-wattle should be perfectly round, and in diameter nearly the

size of a florin, and evenly laced, somewhat like a dahlia ; without spouts, and rolling well over the

head, thus greatly conducing to the narrowness of the skull so much admired. The eyes of

the birds of late years appear more fleshy than formerly, and consequently more liable to ‘spouts ;’

and we now seldom have an exhibition without signs of the treatment of skilful operators being

apparent in the eyes of the majority of the birds. I have a great fancy for those having what are
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known as ‘ diamond eyes,’ that is, the flesh of the inside of the eye shaped like a diamond. I am

of opinion they are more heavily bred, and with age generally make the stoutest pigeons.

“The skull of the Carrier should be flat and narrow, but the narrowness is in a measure

governed by the size of the eye, which, if of full growth, and properly formed, would roll over

the head; and I have seen birds whose eyes have so nearly touched as to render the top part of

the head almost invisible. I do not look upon the skull as of so much importance as the three

preceding properties, although a bird with a very wide skull has not an attractive appearance.

“ The correct colours are a brilliant raven black, a soft golden dun, a sound bright blue with

black bars; and a few years since were some excellent white birds with bull eyes, which I regret

to say appear to have now become almost extinct.

“ To assist the colour in pairing birds, a black cock with a dun hen, or 1/ice vcrsa, is considered

the most desirable mode of proceeding, the result being generally that the young blacks are

cocks and the duns are hens ; to this in a measure I attribute the present scarcity of black hens.

At the same time, I think the colour is much improved by pairing in this manner; otherwise I

fear the blacks would soon become sooty or blue black, and the duns alight washed-out colour,

and in both should not be surprised to see signs of a bar across the wings, infallible signs of the

hardness of the feather.

“ For brilliancy of colour, I consider no birds equal those in the West of England, but I fear

Fig. 31.

they have there become very scarce; and the fanciers, in their anxiety for colour and symmetry,

have sacrificed other and more important properties.

“ To Blue Carriers I have not given much attention, but they appear to me far inferior to the

Blacks and Duns in head properties, although I have noticed the majority are large in frame and

long in feather. .

“To remark generally, I consider this variety has greatly deteriorated within the last few

years; and where I have formerly seen many first-class birds in one loft, it is now almost impossible

to find one. The cause I attributechiefly to the numerous exhibitions held in all parts of the

United Kingdom, which greatly distress the birds, and soon cause their death. These exhibitions

have also been the cause of numerous persons (who are utterly incompetent to manage their stock)

becoming purchasers at enormous prices, solely for the pleasure of gratifying their desire to

win prizes. The birds are repeatedly shown without the slightest regard to their constitution,

which is often thoroughly destroyed; and even if they still live, their produce are miserably

weakly birds without size or strength, possessing none of the vigour which characterised their

parents when young."

After some years, it may be stated that since this opinion was expressed, a decided revival has

set in, and that now some of the best Carriers ever bred are to be met with in more than one

loft. We will now proceed to describe the features in detail, illustrating our remarks by the

diagram of points given on p. 71.

The first point in order is the beak ; or, as many fanciers term it, the face. This, in a good

Carrier, must possess three “properties,” viz., length, thickness, and a proper shape ; and is one of
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the most difficult points to get approaching perfection. It must be long and straight, and not

only long in actual measurement, but should appear even longer than it really is ; though this to a.

great extent depends upon the proper shape and setting-on of the beak-wattle. In measuring the

length of face or beak, two modes are in use, the little implement shown in Fig. 31 being used in

both. It consists simply of a scale three inches long, divided into eighths and sixteenths of an

inch, and with a sliding stop or index, which can be fastened by a screw. In using it, the end of the

beak is put against the stop, which is adjusted till the free end of the scale coincides with the other

point of measurement. This is with most of the London fanciers, and some others, the nearest

edge of the iris of the eye, or inner edge of the eye-wattle ; but this mode of measurement is very

objectionable. It is fair for most young birds, but most unfair to many good old birds, in which

the eye becomes sometimes so open and wide, that though really very long-faced, they would lose

at least an eighth of an inch in measurement against a close-eyed bird. The only fair mode for all

birds, therefore, is to measure from the point of the beak, at A, to the centre of the pupil of the eye.

This mode of measurement, we are glad to see, is coming more into favour of late, and it ought to

be that always employed; hence it will be understood that all measurements referred to in this

work will be reckoned from the centre of the eye. It is, however, very seldom measurement is

required, for, as previously observed, what is of more importance is that the bird appear to t/ze qye

to be long in beak, &c., compared with its other proportions; and the rule is only to be applied

in those exceedingly rare cases in which birds appear so evenly matched that it is really

needed to determine their respective rank. For example, a bird that is large and coarse will often

measure a deal more in length of face or beak than an almost perfect model of a bird ; and the

same remark may be applied to length of neck, as a coarse large bird, that has really no length of

neck in fair proportion, might measure longer than a fine symmetrical bird. The chief beauty of

a Carrier, in fact, in the eyes of good judges, does not lie in the extraordinary development of any

one point, or of several points, such as beak-wattle or length of face; but in the symmetry, or

proper proportionate development, of the various points throughout the whole bird. In regard to

actual length of face, a bird measuring one inch and seven-eighths from the point of the beak, A,

to the centre of the eye is certainly very good in this respect, and if over this so much the better.

Such a bird, measured in the London style, to the front edge of the eye, would, in most cases, be

one inch and three-quarters; but those well-known to London fanciers as “diamond-eyed birds,”

in which the eye-wattle, instead of being round in the inner circle, forms a corner at front and back,

would often lose fully three-sixteenths of an inch as compared with the centre measurement, which

is, therefore, as we have said, the only mode fair to all birds.

But length alone is not sufficient for a good beak. It must be thick and massive, and a proper

shape, which is straight, close-fitting, and blunt or heavy at the point, the lower mandible, C,

showing as much substance and being nearly as long as the upper mandible, B. It is these latter

qualities together which form the much-desired “ box-beak ;" and perhaps nothing pleases a

Carrier-breeder better than to find any of his young ones possessed of this desirable quality. It is

quite an easy matter to breed long-faced birds with what are called spindle-beaks, or with the upper

mandible nearly twice as heavy as the lower, and curved so as to show an open space between

them, and often projecting and curving downwards. It is also easy to breed thick straight beaki

with short faces; but the difliculty is to get the length with the straight, massive, close-fitting

beak. And this is not merely a “ fancy" point; for the spindle-beaked birds, owing to the dust

getting in between the mandibles, or perhaps from the mouth being kept so dry, are very subject

to canker in the lower mandible. Old Carriers of good quality may grow thus, if care is not

taken, when necessary, to cut the upper mandible back to the lower one. Sometimes the upper
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mandible of such birds will get broken also, either by accident or disease, or, more frequently

still, through being tampered with to endeavour to improve its appearance; for some people of

the scheming sort, when they have such a bird otherwise pretty good, will hold the beak in hot

water, or squeeze it into a half-boiled potato for some time, by which it becomes soft and can be

straightened. By this means the bird is made to look and measure well, and is quickly sold;

but soon afterwards the upper mandible generally breaks off. After two or three months

the upper mandible will often grow again, but is generally twisted and deformed, after which

the bird is almost useless even to breed, as it can neither pick up small seed or gravel, nor

preen itself properly, but huddles about in obvious discomfort and misery. We have seen birds

measure as much as two inches and three-eighths from point of beak to centre of eye, but they

were old birds, with such spindle-beaksas we have described, and with about three-eighths of an

inch of the upper mandible projecting over and beyond the lower mandible. We have also

seen birds free from this defect fully two inches in face, but these too were birds which had

been manipulated in the nest-pan by their owners to straighten the beak. This is done on the

fourth, fifth, sixth, eighth, and twelfth days, the beak being gently straightened by the fingers

on each of these days, by which it gains an eighth of an inch in length, and sometimes more.

But in every case of this kind we have ever seen, though length of beak was gained, the shape of

the wattle was spoiled, the bending upwards at the point of the upper mandible, with the pressure

downwards farther back, stopping the growth of the middle portion of the beak-wattle at B’, which

never develops so full and round as it should do and would have done had Nature been allowed

to take its course. Now this very portion of the wattle is just what is the most difficult to breed

of the proper figure; therefore fanciers will do well to avoid such methods of making a long beak.

There are, of course, many birds so tampered with that never would have had much more wattle

than a heavy Dragoon. These are those most frequently operated on; and as there are generally

a number of persons willing to purchase what they think middling specimens of Carriers at a

moderate price, and who do not k_now what the points of a Carrier are, the neighbourhood of

London especially swarms with these “ made” birds, as they are called. But very seldom have we

known any really good fancier tamper with his birds, knowing as he does that a really good bird

cannot be improved by it, but that what he gains in beak he will lose in wattle ; and knowing, also,

that meeting as he does with good judges, he could not show such a bird before one without

being detected.

We have had pass through our hands more Carriers than probably any one else, and can

safely state that to the present time we never saw but one bird with a good honest box-beak that

measured two inches from the point to the centre of the eye. This bird was bred by Mr. James

Montgomery, of Belfast, and was not only such a great length by measurement, but looked a great

deal more. This, as we have tried to explain, is what should be sought ; and a bird only moderate

in actual length, but which is of such fine proportions as to deceive the eye and look long, should

be considered superior to another bird which has more, but appears to have less. And the birds

which show best in this way are those which have a good length of mandible in front of the beak

wattle. Birds in which the wattles come close to the point of the beak are not only inferior in

appearance, but especially if heavily “ jewed," as it is called, that is, if the under wattle comes too

far forward, though such are often exceedingly valuable for keeping up certain points in breeding,

are liable to the lower mandible shrivelling up into almost nothing; in fact, few such birds reach

the age of three years without suffering in this way, or becoming cankered. The farther, therefore,

the jew-wattle is back from the point of the beak the better.

The very best box-beaks will scarcely ever remain perfectly close-fitting after the age of three
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years. Generally even earlier—say about two years—they become less so, if left alone ; but may

be preserved much longer if the portion of the upper mandible which overhangs the lower one

be cut off level and carefully pared, so as to enable the mandibles to close together. Even a bad

beak may be improved in this way, which is considered legitimate by most fanciers, and adds

greatly to the comfort of the bird. It also keeps the mouth from becoming so dry, and prevents

dust from collecting in the ‘lower mandible, as already mentioned.

Lastly, a massive, straight, well-formed box-beak is not only good and attractive in itself, but

it is a good guarantee to the fancier, if in a young bird, that in due time the bearer will develop

the highest and most rare of all the properties in a. Carrier in a reasonable degree. \Ve refer to a

good beak-wattle, which we have next to consider.

Some profess not to consider the beak-wattle in a Carrier as of so very much value, but these

are generally those whose birds are deficient in that point; and we can safely say we never knew

any one possessed of a bird really good in this point who was not very proud of it, and who did

not breed as many young ones as he possibly could from the bird while in his possession. The

reason of this value being placed upon it is its extreme rarity. We have seen many birds with

good beaks, and still more with good eye-Wattles; but a bird with a perfect beak-wattle—that is,

which it was not desirable to alter in some point or other—has never yet come before our eyes, and

in a long experience we have not seen more than perhaps twenty birds which even tolerably

approached the standard shape as shown in the diagram; and a great portion even of these had

undergone certain alterations to suit the views of the persons possessing them. If one part of

a wattle is too full, it is very easily removed; but so far it has puzzled every one to add any.

Should this latter degree of skill ever be arrived at, we shall no doubt see plenty of Carriers

perfectly shaped in the beak-wattle.

The first year a well-bred bird very often has the promise of a perfect wattle, and it may even

retain this, and begin to “break ” all that can be desired the beginning of the second season ; but

as the three portions of the upper wattle marked in our diagram B’, B”, and B"' begin to form, in

almost every case faults begin to appear. In most cases the front portion, B’, appears to stop

growing, while B" will come out a great deal too full; or the largest portion, B'", will come up so

full by the end of the second season as to appear three times the size of the middle portion, B", and

thus show that “dent " or depression in B’ and B’ which is so often seen in Carriers, and spoils

the look of the wattle completely. Again, the back portion, B”, which ought to arch or tilt nicely

away from the skull towards the beak, often grows highest at the very back towards the skull,

which used to be called a peg-wattle, and looks clumsy and bad. And even when all these points

are obtained in profile, too often when looked at from the top there is a great deficiency on the

right, left, or both sides of the wattle.

In a properly-shaped wattle, the three portions, B‘, B’, and B"', ought to rise, nicely proportioned,

one above the other, each being well filled out or rounded on the top. There are lots of Carriers

not possessed of the three portions of beak-wattle, and which only show B’ and B"', more especially

those that have had their beaks tampered with in infancy, as already described. The formation

should resemble that of a cauliflower, and not be in smooth masses like putty; and the back

portion, B"', should be well arched, so as to keep it forward and free of the eye-wattle. In a good

wattle, the highest part will stand up nearly half an inch above the top’ of the skull, and if well

curved away from it looks much higher. The freer it is from the eye-wattle the better, as it both

shows the shape of the beak-\vattle to greater advantage to be clear of the other, and also gives

the appearance of a longer face.

The wattle on the lower mandible should be somewhat similarly formed; C’ being small,
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almost like a small pimple, C” being about double the size, and C" about double the size again.

VVhen the beak is close, both upper and lower wattles should appear as if united. We may here

remark that C", although it appear as being attached to the lower mandible, is not so, but is a

part of the upper beak-wattle which hangs down over the lower mandible, and will be seen to be so

when the beak is opened. Many birds even at mature age do not have sufificient upper beak

wattle to show the appearance of the three portions of lower beak-wattle, C’, C", C”, but only show

the two portions C’ and C". Those showing the three portions are generally heavy-wattled birds,

and those with two portions large fleshy-eyed birds, which never show enough of beak-wattle in

comparison to the amount of eye-wattle. The lower is less full than the upper, and seldom so

wrinkled ; but it is a curious fact that if the upper wattle be well shaped the lower will be so too.

The whole, when properly shaped, bears a considerable resemblance, with the beak, to a boy's

peg-top, whence many fanciers call it a “peg-wattle ;” but as this very word was used by Moore

and others to denote a Dragoon-like shape, pointed in front and peaking up behind, we prefer to

call it a “peg-top” wattle. The circumference in a really first-class bird, when in his prime at

three or four years old, should be four inches, and even three and a half inches is good, providing

the wattle be well formed. Four inches is extra good in measurement, though we once saw at

Birmingham three cocks together, of which one measured four and a quarter, and the others

just over four. The most extraordinary birds in this point we have ever seen were one bred

by Mr. George Ure, of Dundee, which measured fully four inches and three-eighths, and another

we once measured in the possession of Mr. Wiltshire, which reached the same. But only one of

all these could be considered as nearly approaching perfection in proportions and shape, which are

of more value than even size of wattle.

Besides the “ peg-top ” wattle, there is another recognised type known as the “ walnut-shaped "

wattle. In this, instead of the three distinct portions, there is one roundish mass only; and if

this is symmetrically shaped, nicely arched away from the skull, and well filled up all round,

especially in the front part, with a good cauliflower surface, it is at the present time even more

valued than the shape before described; but it is also more rare and difficult to produce.

This kind of wattle will be seen represented in the plate of the Black Carrier. We may

remark here that many of our plates represent birds portrayed especially for this publication, a

limited licence being allowed to the artist in the improvement of a feature here and there;

further we would remind the reader that, while a combination of perfect features is seldom

if ever seen, every single point may be and has repeatedly been attained as represented; it is

the combination of every good point in one specimen that causes the difficulty. Hence we

have preferred to supply such deficiencies where required in otherwise almost perfect specimens

portrayed.

A Carrier never reaches perfection in its beak-wattle till the age of at least three years, and

sometimes it will go on improving up to six or seven. This is more often the case with late-bred

or weakly-reared birds; and it is a singular fact that the best of these will often produce young

ones that show hardly any signs at all of the high-class parentage from which they were derived.

Such birds Mr. E. L. Corker, to whom we were first indebted for a sound knowledge of Carriers,

used to call “ birds with the breed z'nsz'a'e,” and they will not unfrequently produce again young of

surpassing quality-—that is, if they /awe “the breed " inside, on which all of course depends.

The next point is the eye-wattle, the chief property of which is regularity of build. It

should be of a pale flesh-colour, covered when in health by a white bloom. It should be thin in

substance, though there are many thick and fleshy-eyed specimens to be seen. The diameter in a

good cock should be an inch and an eighth; it should be circular. and equidistant at all points
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from the pupil of the eye, the most prevalent fault being a \vant of width behind the eye, which is

called being pinch-eyed. The outer circle, G, should be regularly indented all round, and the

inner lacing, F, runs about midway between the circumference of the wattle and the eye-ball,

but this depends upon the eye of the bird. In some the wattle is built so as to appear like

two small rings placed at each side of the head, and when come to maturity standing up above the

skull ; and this class of eye-wattle both looks best and is best, being generally more evenly built,

more regularly laced all round, more lasting in shape, and less subject to inflammation. The

other class of eye-wattle is what we have already alluded to as the soft or fleshy eye, and has

many admirers among Carrier-fanciers, especially those who /zave had but few bird: ;>osse'.\".rz'ng it,

and therefore have not had to mourn their loss—for few of them ever live to a mature age. The

reason of this is, that birds with such eyes are very subject to colds, which result in inflammation.

This class of eye-wattle is, however, most attractive in young birds under twelve months old, on

account of being so soft and regular in build; but as the second season comes on the top part

becomes much thicker, and inclined to roll over the top of the skull, which looks well when viewing

the bird in front, and makes it appear to have a narrower skull than it really has, on which account

some people “assist” the eye-wattles to come even closer together by a few stitches, plaster, or

even by cutting out a strip of the skin from over the centre of the skull, and then bringing the

edges together by stitches. Such trickery will often make a bird appear to have even a suspiciously

narrow skull, but it quite spoils all regularity in the eye-wattle, and can always be detected by a

good judge at a glance. We do not think we ever saw a bird with this class of eye that possessed

a good beak-wattle ; and when even the best of them is penned in the same pen with a well-wattled

bird, it will look like a hen compared with it, these fleshy-eyed birds having always a feminine

appearance. In fact we have often and often, with others, been defrauded of prizes justly

due to us for hens, because these feminine-looking cocks had been shown as hens, which is a

weakness with some exhibitors, even of some who have such good birds they really could

afford to show honestly.

We have said there should be a white bloom upon the wattle, but this is not generally found

upon birds which have their liberty, these being subject to a tinge of red in both eye and beak

wattle, caused by exposure to the air. Such exposure also checks in some degree the growth of

the wattle, and makes it harder in character; and birds so kept always take longer to develop the

wattle than others kept free from cold and well sheltered, which encourages wattle. In our opinion,

the pinky cast, being a natural result of liberty, should not count against a bird; but some

judges are so fond of a white wattle, that birds which have been flown require a little treatment

to please them. This is easily given by carefully washing the wattle, and then dusting over

it a little violet powder ; then, a few hours before sending to be judged, gently rubbing the wattles

and blowing all the loose powder off. If the powder be put on three days before being sent, it can

hardly be detected; and this expedient will allow a red-wattled bird to be shown successfully.

But as the very same birds, if kept up in a small place, and kept clean, will need no touching, we

certainly think the simplest way would be for judges to lay less stress upon merely whiteness of

colour in the wattles of good birds. A white wattle, however, certainly looks more showy; and

we do not know that there is much fault to be found with the use of a powder-puff, which certainly

stands on a different level to some other “ dodges" we shall have to mention.

The greater the diameter of the eye-wattle the better, if accompanied with regularity in build

and length of face suflicient to carry off in effect the size of the eye-wattle. This latter point of

excellence is common enough in birds under twelve months, but it is rare under eighteen, as most

birds after that age will be found to have become much thicker over the eye than beneath it,
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especially those of the fleshy-eyed sort, or which do not show that evenly-wrinkled appearance, or

lacing, which looks so well. An eye-wattle, well laced, is in fact not only much better-looking in

itself, but much more likely to keep the true shape, and less liable to inflammation.

The diameter of eye-wattle should not be less in a fully-matured bird than we have stated, and

we have had birds with a great deal more, even as much as an inch and a half in diameter. But

none of these immensely-wattled birds, according to our experience, have ever had enough beak

wattle or length of face to carry off the enormous quantity on the eye, or have had the fine thin

texture that is so much valued. A bird, in fact, which at twelve months old measures three

quarters of an inch across the eye-wattle, an inch at eighteen months, and an inch and an eighth

at two years, has as much eye as most birds have yet been seen with, combined with the other

requisite head properties to set it off ; and we have never yet seen one case in which these dimen

sions were exceeded but what the eye and beak-wattle were what is called crowded together. To

remedy this, some cut off a portion of the eye-wattle, and even of the beak-wattle; while others

cut the beak-wattle at the root, and then by continually working it towards the beak, as the

wound heals, cause it to tilt more forward and retain the desired position if properly done; but,

besides the pain, such doctoring gives more trouble than it is worth, or than most fanciers care to

take. A little simple cutting off,_however, though it will never make a bad bird appear good, will

often so improve a really good one, and make it appear so nearly perfect, that very few can resist

the temptation.

The skull of the Carrier should be as narrow as possible, and of the same width throughout

from front to back. The upper edges of the eye-wattle, looked at from above, will then appear

as two parallel lines, and the measurement across the skull, taken at the points D and E, will be

alike. Should a bird be to any considerable degree broader at E than at D, and another bird

shown against it be alike in width at those points, though not so narrow at D as the first bird,

the latter bird is the best-skulled. There are lots of birds the top of whose skulls almost resemble

the letter V, the width of the back part, at E, being nearly double that of the front, at D, especially

at mature age; and this form of skull is the worst of all, being most difficult to breed out of

a strain. It is also the distinguishing point between the skull of a Carrier and of a Dragoon.

This narrow skull, however, though a most important property, is sometimes made too much

of. Some judges are so exceedingly fond of this one point, that we have seen birds with bad beak,

bad wattle, short face, thick gullet, short neck, Dragoon-shaped body, short flights and tail, and

so low on leg as to appear quite deformed, because they had this one point of narrow skull, beat

birds that possessed good box-beaks‘, well-formed wattles, long face, good gullet, fair eye-wattle,

long thin neck, good shoulders, and symmetrical in body all over, and which were very fair in

width of skull, though not so exceedingly narrow as the winning bird. Such judges know nothing

of a Carrier, and in several cases the very narrowness for which they have rejected birds good

all round we knew to have been fraudulently produced in the manner already described.

Another important point is the gullet, the extent of which is shown by the bracket I. It

reaches from the back of the under beak-wattle to the commencement of the neck proper, and the

thing desired about it is that it be well curved inwards, so that the dept/z of the head, measured

from the top of the skull, at E, to the gullet, be as little as possible. This is one of the most

beautiful points in a good Carrier, and without it a bird can never look first-class, however fine in

other points. When possessed, it makes a bird appear longer in the neck than it really is ; and in

fact, however long the neck may be, if the gullet is full it can never look well. Some birds are

so full in the gullet as to almost appear to have a dew-lap, which we have known removed in

the same way the throat is “dubbed” in a game-cock. Such a strain is almost hopeless, the
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fault being so persistent that it is nearly impossible to breed it out. A well-formed gullet

also improves the apparent length of face.

The neck should be long, and slender throughout its entire length. If the neck be measured

at all, the measurement should be taken not only from the back of the head, at H (level with the

eye), but also from the gullet, at E, to the shoulder, K ; for a bird which appears long if measured

only from the back of the head, will appear short if it is full in gullet. But, in reality, we do not

consider length of neck a property which can be measured, except, perhaps, in very rare cases, or

in such as are so evenly balanced to the eye that the judge really wants something to give as a

reason ; but, as a rule, the bird that appears to have the longest neck is to be considered the best

in this point. Shape of the neck is also to be considered; for it must not only appear thin and

snaky when viewed from the side, but still thinner when looked at in the front. The neck should

also appear to “come small from the shoulder," or look nearly as thin at the shoulder as at the

gullet. This is often seen in young birds, but few show it when three years old ; and, indeed, very

few even of the best birds show this feature quite so perfectly in later life as when from twelve

to fifteen months old.

A fine neck, though not nearly so difficult to breed as good wattle or beak, is perhaps the

most attractive amongst all the properties oi a good Carrier. For you may have a bird good in all

points but this, which is short and thick in neck ; and if such a bird is penned by the side of one

only middling in other points, but which possesses a long, thin, well-shaped neck, the latter bird

will look the “ race-horse” and the other the “ cart-horse " style ; especially if, as is generally the

case, the longer-necked bird has the longest legs as well. We of course suppose old birds shown

against old ones, or young against young. It is also of importance to showing off the full length

of neck that the bird carries its face or beak fully level, or even slightly pointing upwards, which

gives the last finish and grace to a good neck and head, and makes the whole look bold and

upstanding, which a down-faced bird never does.

The shoulders of a Carrier should be wide, in fact, the wider the better, in reason. They

should project or stand well out, so that a line or rule held across the front of the breast stands

but little in front of them. It is better if, in measuring across from L to M, there be between the

shoulders a slight hollow or depression, which sets ofl' the neck and whole body; whereas some

birds carry the butts of their wings in so close that the shoulders appear rounded, which is termed

by fanciers being “hog-backed,” and looks very bad.

The wings should be well tucked up, so as to show but little depth from K to N, and show ofl

to advantage the form and length of the thigh. If the bird carries the wings loose from the

shoulder, it veils the thigh, and causes the body to appear too low on the legs; but some good

birds will show this fault when out of condition.

The thighs of a Carrier should be muscular and nicely rounded, covered with soft, short

feathers. The length is to be measured from N to the front part of the hock-joint, R ; and this should

give a good length. Some birds are not only short in this part, but badly formed, showing a

projection at the hock behind, and far too much of an angle in the front. When this is the case,

however fine the neck and upper carriage may be, the bird never looks well, and cannot stand

tall and upright, but is said to “squat.” Some acquire this fault in the nest-pan; but in others

it is congenital, and if so it is a serious fault in a strain. A good straight thigh, coming down

tolerably perpendicularly towards the hock-joint, is almost sure to carry with it a thick,

well-shaped, and well-set leg, which measures well from R to the sole of the foot, S. \Ve can

conceive of a Carrier being too long and upright in thigh and leg, but such a bird has never

yet come before us.
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The flights and tail, measured respectively from the ends of the wing-coverts at O to P and Q,

should be as long as the bird can carry well ; that is, so that the thighs and legs be long enough to

carry the body so upright that the tip of the tail just touches the ground. Nothing can be more

out of place than a bird with more tail than he can carry, almost as long as a Pouter. We have

seen birds which measured eighteen inches from the point of the beak over the head to end of tail ;

but we have never seen one yet more than seventeen inches that had thighs and legs to carry the

tail well. Indeed, it is very obvious that a bird with a tail of exaggerated length cannot stand well,

as the tail touching the ground must tilt the head down ; and though good length of flight and tail

is a great recommendation, we have seen some birds which were really prevented by too much of

it from standing so well as they would have done if they had less; at least, on the floor. The

end of the flights, at P, should reach nearly, but not quite, as far as the end of the tail.

The colour most prized in a Carrier is black, which sets off best the colour of the wattles; but

dun is little inferior. There are also blues, but the most marked advance of late years has been

in whites, of which no good ones had for some time been seen, but which are now to be had of very

fine quality. The beak is most prized if flesh-coloured, or flesh-coloured with the upper mandible

stained with black on the top, which is quite as valuable. A black beak is not nearly so much

esteemed ; still, it is so easily got rid of by crossing with duns, and the black-beaked birds are often

so good in other points, that this is not to be regarded as very important, and a well-shaped black
beak is infinitely preferable to a badly-shaped light one. I

Considering the whole, and arranging the various properties according to the difliculty of

producing them, and their consequent value, we would rank then, thus :—1. Beak-wattle. 2. Beak.

3. Eye-wattle. 4. Neck. 5. Legs and thighs. 6. Narrowness of skull. All the other points are

comparatively easy to produce. Colour should, however, come after length of tail and flights.

But, as we have before said, it is the zu/zole that is to be looked at, and nothing has done the pigeon

fancy so much harm as the widely-different ideas according to which birds are often judged ; a bird

being unnoticed at one show and given first prize at another, even by the same judge, who will run

after one point on one occasion, and another at another, till all but old breeders, who have an

opinion of their own and know their own minds, are inclined to give up in despair of ever learning

what a Carrier should be. One of the best Carrier-breeders whom we ever knew—the late Mr.

Colley-—was driven out of the fancy in sheer disgust by the ignorance and changeableness of such

men; and while on this point, once for all, we would suggest that in asking for the services of

a judge, he should be asked what varieties he considers himself a competent judge of, and not

be requested to arbitrate on“ any more. This would tend to produce some little feeling of

responsibility, and, we sincerely believe, remove much of the evil complained of.

In the breeding of Carriers, the great thing is to know how to mate the birds together; and

this we will now endeavour to explain, illustrating our remarks where necessary by diagrams of

heads drawn from living birds which at one time or another have been actually matched up in our

possession ; so that the inexperienced reader may see, on the one hand, how a very faulty bird may

be so matched as to produce valuable stock; and, on the other, may know the class of birds which

rarely or never comes to any good, and may be, with a saving of time, discarded at once.

First of all we may take the two heads in Fig. 32, A representing the cock and B the hen.

Looking then at the cock, A, we see at once that he was a bird possessing a very large beak

wattle, coming very nearly too to the desired shape both above and below; but what we have

already described as “down-faced." It is, indeed, very seldom or never that a Carrier possessing

such a quantity of beak-wattle as this bird had comes to the end of three years without becoming
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down-faced, the very amount of wattle weighing it down gradually, especially when, as is almost

always the case, there is a good heavy beak as well. The beak-wattle again, it will be seen, is far

too much in comparison with the eye-wattle, which is small and irregular in shape. Now such

birds are often discarded by breeders on account of the great want of eye-wattle, and are indeed

valueless for exhibition; but we have seen lots of them, falling into the hands of those who knew

their value, produce such stock as fairly astounded the very persons who had cast them off. Such

birds, in fact, are some of the most valuable a fancier can have ; for by showing so much wattle on

the beak they prove that they are well bred, their fault being that they show too much on one

place and too little on another. No fancier, then, should cast aside as of little value a bird which

has a large amount of beak-wattle, merely because it is deficient in eye-wattle, even though that

deficiency, as it usually does, makes them appear broad and round in the skull as well. This

  

Fig. 32.

last is, however, deceiving; for it will often be found that if the eye-wattle were more developed,

so as to come up to the top of the skull, the latter would really seem narrow; but even if really

wide-skulled, such birds are still valuable, if possessed of good massive beaks, and when mated

to hens which possess those points the cock is deficient in. And both cocks and hens of this

description are on the average the most easy to procure.

Such a bird as we have now described is usually a large one; and this also is so much the

better, since Carrier hens as a rule are too small, and large cocks are needed to throw strength

and vigour into the progeny. And as large birds, which grow these large beak-wattles, are usually

early-hatched ones, the bird is also likely to be a good length in flights and tail. It is, in fact, rarely

that a good large-framed Carrier is not long in flights and tail, unless hatched late in the season

(in which case, indeed, he is unlikely to be large at all). Late-hatched birds do not moult their

quill-feathers the same season, which the early-hatched ones do; and even in after life, however

well cared for, rarely get the same length of feather as early-hatched birds. Hence, it will readily

be seen, though few amateurs ever think of it, that to breed together two birds both hatched late

in the season is almost of necessity to breed for short flights and tail ; so that it is desirable

to avoid this when possible, though length of feather is so much easier got than head and beak

properties, that we would not wish an inferior bird to be used solely‘ on this account. Conversely,
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by breeding from birds hatched early in the season, length of flights and tail may be recovered

when lost.

Having thus described the cock represented, we will now consider a class of hen to mate with

such a one in order to produce first-class stock, for which purpose we give the portrait B, also taken

from a real bird. The beak in this head will at once be seen to extend for some distance in front

of the beak-wattle, which makes the face appear very long—even longer than it really is—and the

bird will also be seen to have apparently a great deal too much eye-wattle compared with the

beak-wattle. Looking at the beak-wattle particularly, the first portion, marked B’ in the diagram

(page 6!), will be seen to be well formed ; but the second portion, B”, is much too small. This is the

great fault of this wattle ; but in addition it will be observed that the last and largest portion, B"',

seems all of a piece, standing high up, and not nicely indented in the build. On the lower

mandible the first portion of wattle, C’, will be seen to be well back, the advantage of which, both

in appearance and in freedom from tendency to canker, we have already spoken of. The second

portion, C", is very similarly formed, and, like nearly all lien Carriers, there is no third portion

visible, the upper wattle not being developed enough to appear as if attached to the lower. Again,

a good clear space will be seen between the eye and beak-wattle in consequence of the smallness of

the latter. But the most conspicuous feature in this hen is the great size of the eye-wattle, which

is of the class we have previously described as a “ fleshy-eyed ” one, and so soft in texture as to

easily become what is known as “spout-eyed," the substance becoming so overgrown as to get

wrinkled into a doubled fold or “spout,” which both irritates the eye and causes a watery discharge,

and itself collects and carries such discharge off, whence the term is singularly appropriate. lf

such spouts are neglected, the discharge is apt to so increase as to form a kind of fungus or matter,

and actually to corrode the corners of the eye; but this should never be the case. The eye should

be carefully washed from time to time with warm water, and gently dried by dabbing with a soft

silk handkerchief, after which the eyelids should be touched with some perfectly fresh (unsalted)

grease. This will for a time prevent such an eye from becoming dangerous; for example, if the

bird is breeding, it will keep it from leaving its eggs and young with the pain and annoyance, and

suffice till more effectual measures can be taken: but this should be done on the first favourable

opportunity by cutting ofthe superfluous growth in the manner to be presently described. We

are aware some consider such treatment wrong, and say that such birds are not fit to be

kept: but all who breed know their value, and we do not hesitate to say that we hold a totally

difl'erent opinion, and consider it perfectly legitimate to perform an operation which gives little

pain, and enables the bird to live for years afterwards in comfort, which it could not otherwise do.

Neither do we consider it fraudulent to show such a bird, since the operation is perfectly open and

honest, and manifest to the eye of every good judge ; who can therefore deal with it as he pleases.

A badly-bred bird never requires it: but we would earnestly advise every fancier to do it at once

on the very first appearance of a defined spout ; since, if done carefully and properly in early life,

very little suffices, and the bird will never require treatment afterwards.

A bird of this kind almost always appears very narrow in skull, owing to the growth of

eye-wattle; but however this may be, this great growth of eye-wattle, as is readily seen, makes up

the great deficiency in the head A, and is in nearly every essential point the class of head needed

to mate with him. Hens of this class, again, are as a rule better formed in the gullet than those

possessing more beak-wattle. It is, in fact, very rare to see a good Carrier hen with a very good

beak-wattle; and if extra good in this point they are almost always heavy in gullet. Again, there are

more hens of this class with finely-shaped, long necks than can be found among the large-wattled

hens; and this too is of great value to breed with such cock-birds as shown at A in Fig. 32, for these
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nearly always become rather heavy in neck as they mature. Even if the hen be not extra good

in neck, if her gullet is good, there is a great likelihood of obtaining progeny with fair necks from

such matching as we have described ; and if not, we would then select one of the best-shaped birds

in this particular from the progeny to breed from again, giving the preference to a male bird, from

whom the shape and carriage are principally derived. This is especially the case if the cock is not

over two years old, and the hen from one to four years old; and we take this opportunity of

saying that, if a strong, healthy bird, we prefer in general breeding from a hen at three years to any

other age, mated to a cock bird of one-half the age. If the birds be both strong and unrelated, we

would not, however, be over particular about age ; but a breeder should never cross from a bird

weakly or unhealthy, however good, as one such cross may ruin the most promising strain.

We will now consider another pair of heads, represented by C and D in Fig. 33. The first

head, C, is that of a hen at nine or ten months old, and such as, if all goes well, is very likely to be

  

Fig. 33.

the produce of the two heads shown in Fig. 32, and we give it as the type of what a first-class

hen Carrier at that age should be. The first thing to be observed is the shape, length, and

thickness of the beak; the shape being nicely proportioned, so as to look the very utmost length

possible, and thus deceive the eye. This will be seen on measurement, by which it will be found

that in actual length it is nothing extra, being only one inch and three-quarters to the centre of the

eye ; but the fine shape causes it to look a great deal more, and this is just what the fancier should

aim at, and is of more value than a greater actual measure which does not look so long. If

measured in the London style, such a bird will often lose in measurement when older, owing to the

expansion of the inner circle of the eye-wattle, though if measured to the centre of the eye it is

the same as when young, or even longer, owing to the growth of the beak; and this is another

example of the unfairness of the London style of measurement. The apparent length of beak is

also partly owing to the beak-\vattle not coming too near the point, which we have spoken of

before. Looking again at the beak, it will be seen that the lo\ver mandible has as much substance

as the upper, or very nearly so, and is of the same length, while the two mandibles close nicely

and closely together, causing the line dividing them to appear very nearly if not quite a

straight line. This is the well-known, always coveted, but so seldom seen, “box-beak" of the

6
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Carrier fancier. One great advantage of such a beak is that it always grows the beak-wattle much

fuller and faster than a bird with a spindle beak. Nearly all Carriers, with age, become more

or less faulty in this point, and show more or less of what is called being spindle-beaked; and

we may lay it down as an invariable rule that if a Carrier—hen or cock—does not show this

point of excellence when young, it will never show it, the beak being a point that always

deteriorates with age, but never improves.

Considering next the beak-wattle of this bird, it will be seen that at the back it arches nicely

off towards the beak, away from the eye-wattle, so as to prevent the two from becoming what is

termed crowded together when the two wattles become developed, but leaving a space between

one and the other. The more space is there to be seen the more attractive does the bird look, and

one thus formed never becomes crowded together unless it is a very extra beak-wattled bird, when

it may probably become so between the bottom part of the upper beak-wattle and the eye-wattle.

Even in this case, however, such a shape as here represented will keep the upper part of the wattle

free of the eye-wattle, and the higher the wattle the more space will thus appear; and thus the

more beak-wattle there is the longer in fare will the bird appear, which is not the case if the wattle

be badly shaped, so as to crowd upon the eye-wattle. Some fanciers, whatever the shape of the

wattle may be, never allow it to become crowded, but prevent this by cutting olf a portion, which

they consider improves the appearance of a bird in the same manner as dubbing a game cock. As

a rule, a bird really bad in this particular is not improved very much by such an operation. As to

the morality of it we will say nothing save this—we have heard many, and known many more,

express their disgust at such proceedings, and at “improving” birds in such a manner, who did not

know lzow to do it; but these same people, almost without exception, as soon as they /zad learnt

how, lost their scruples; and we have seldom known one who knew how to improve a.- bird who

did not do it when he thought it required. We have seen a man hold up his hands and shrug his

shoulders when told how another had thus assisted a bird a little, which lze never would have

thought of doing had he not been told ; and we have known a bird from this very man's loft, which

we had seen with our own eyes to possess an exactly similar imperfection, mysteriously lose it

before his appearance at the next show. We will, however, say that these things are as often as

not overdone—-often done when they would be far better let alone, and still oftener overdone when

a very little would have been far better; for it is like altering an ugly face—it may be ugly, but if

you try altering any single feature you are apt to make it worse instead of better.

Another fine point in this head is the regularity in build of the eye-wattle. It is round, with .

the eye in the centre, thus showing the same amount of wattle all round. This good quality is

rather the rule with young hens under twelve months, though not so with young cocks, which are

very apt to fail behind, or be “ pinch-eyed," as it is termed ; as are most hens after the age we have

named, and especially if they have the best class of eye. This is the wattle t/zin in substance;

which, if regular in build and nicely laced, looks so well, gives so little trouble, and causes a bird to

look thin in cheeks and narrow in skull. The thick, fleshy-eyed birds, on the contrary, while far

less likely to become pinched behind, become at last so thick that they make the bird appear thick

in the head and cheeks, like a Barb, the wattle hanging over the eyes also, which fault, when owing

to this cause, of course increases with age. It is singular, but true, that hen Carriers are not

generally either so narrow or so well-formed in skull as the cock birds, that is, if good ones.

There are some of the little, thin-beaked hens that have the one good point of narrow skull

and nothing else; but amongst good birds the cocks are mostly narrower in skull at three

years than hens at the same age.

Another good point in this head is the formation of the gullet, which curves well from the
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back of the lower mandible to the top of the neck. This adds as much to the appearance of

length of face as the well-formed beak, and without it really great length of face can never

appear. Such a curve shows a small distance from the gullet to the back of the head, or, as it may

also be reckoned, to the nearest edge of the eye-wattle. Without this point, however good

otherwise the head may be, it will never appear a very long-faced bird.

In the companion head, D (Fig. 33), we represent, at the age of twelve or fifteen months, a

young cock which we may call the brother of the head C, and such as we have seen bred

-or something very near it—from two such heads as shown in Fig. 32. We say “very near” it,

because we do not pretend that we have been able to obtain for portraiture a bird quite so

accurate in every point, but have improved upon the actual model a little, in order to show what

we could consider an all but perfect young cock at that age, so that the young breeder may know,

when he gets a bird approaching such a model, the value of his specimen. But we have seen 2/cry

near it, indeed ; and, with such slight improvements, this head too is a portrait. It will be seen to

resemble the preceding head, C, in the shape of the beak, being, however, as a cock, rather longer,

and showing rather more substance in both mandibles, and the same general remarks will apply to

it. \Ve have purposely shown this head at a rather more advanced age, in order to convey an idea

of the manner in which a first-class wattle first “breaks out” at the change from the smooth

appearance presented at first, and shown in the preceding head, but which in a cock would of

course represent a bird rather younger, say at six to eight months. There are lots of young

Carriers which show the desired shape of wattle in the early stage, but when this stage arrives, in

which the three different portions of wattle clearly seen in this head, D, begin to break out or

appear, it is always an anxious time. The first portion, nearest the beak, will often not show

enough fulness, and sometimes (though not so often) too much ; but the middle portion, B”, is the

greatest difficulty of all, as we have before said. If a bird at fifteen months old does not show this

middle portion of wattle properly it will never do so later, this part being the slowest to grow in

later life ; but, on the other hand, if the front and back parts, B’ and B"‘, be scanty, they often will

become fuller, and cause all to appear proportionate. Hence it is no disadvantage in a young

Carrier for this middle portion, B”, to be too much developed, but rather the reverse, as the bird is

then almost sure to come right in the end.

If the fancier has a young bird with this class of beak-wattle and "a good beak, he has attained

the most dgflicult points; and we may add that we never have met with such a wattle but the under

wattle was good also. As a rule, indeed, the lower wattle very seldom is badly formed in com

parison with the upper. We may go further, and add that when the first portion of under wattle,

C’, is much too large—say three times the size of C" or C'”—and even if, besides this, the upper

wattle be faulty, if the beak be good, such a bird is often of the greatest value for breeding with a

thin or spindle-beaked hen; for such a bird, thus “ heavily jewed,” as it is called, is rarely seen

without a heavy under mandible, which is of the greatest value with such a hen as supposed. We

never yet knew one case where two spindle-beaked birds produced good beaks ; but we have known

many in which such over-jewed cocks have been bred with some of the worst spindle-beaked hens

we ever saw, and have produced very extra beaks indeed. On the whole, in fact, we would prefer

to mate a hen faulty in this point with a bird thus heavily-jewed, than with a perfect beak-wattle,

even though accompanied with a perfect beak; our experience being that such a bird will often

produce in one cross what a perfect bird would take two years to accomplish, so far as regards

quality of beak. Other points of course must be considered on their own merits.

Looking again at this head, the length of face will appear wonderful, almost as if no Carrier

was ever seen so long. This is, however, not so ; it is only a fair length of face for a bird. of good
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quality, for measurement will show that it is only one inch and seven-eighths from the point of beak

to centre of the eye, which has been frequently surpassed for length alone, but seldom in birds

with other qualities combined. The appearance is owing, as in the former case, to the length of

beak in front of the wattle, and the fine build of the latter, showing a good space between the

upper part of the beak-wattle and the eye-wattle. We need not go over this again in detail, and

we only refer to it in this example as proving still more conclusively to those who are all for

mere measurement, and will not be satisfied without it, that such regularity of formation is of far

more value than mere dimensions. Of course if a bird possesses both these qualities and extra

measurement, so much the better; but one reason for thus representing the heads of these birds

full size has been to s/tow fanciers the great value of due proportion in every point, and that it

is not wonderful dimensions that are needed to attract the eye of a good judge, or to make an

almost perfect specimen. We have here represented all that a good judge would wish for at the

age stated, and have had and seen others in the possession of birds closely resembling all these

heads, which are not impossibilities, but only fair dimensions, owing all their attractiveness to

symmetry and due proportion.

This bird also, like the hen, is remarkable for the perfection of its eye-wattles, being the same

in diameter and thickness all round the eye, and evenly and beautifully indented or laced. These

perfections are much more rarely seen in cocks than in hens, as was previously remarked ; the male

birds being strongly inclined, as they grow, to fail or become “pinch-eyed ” behind or under the

eye, while the top and front part, on the contrary, become too full. To avoid this, many fanciers,

before showing the bird to any one, with the finger and thumb pull and work the lower part of

the eye-wattle down, in order to increase the apparent surface of the faulty part. Some dislike the

fault so much that the scissors are brought into play to remove a portion at the top, or front,

in order that what is left may appear more symmetrical. The operation is, if performed when

young, often beneficial; for by cutting off a portion towards the front, where it is too thick and

large, it not only removes this, and helps to preserve the desired space between the eye and beak

wattles, but during the few days the wound is healing the growth on that side seems to be

suspended, and to be thrown into the side which is faulty. This, however, depends chiefly on the

fault being discovered and operated upon sufficiently early, and before growth has ceased. The soft

fleshy wattles we have already mentioned are much less likely to produce these irregular eye-wattles

than the thin, hard-textured ones; and yet it is a singular fact that most of the best beak

wattled birds are hard, and apt to be ragged in eye-wattle, similar to the head A, in Fig. 32.

Such raggedness of texture increases with age ; and hence will be seen again the great value of the

large fleshy-eyed hens to mate with the heavy beak-wattled cocks.

The gullet of this bird will also be noticed, adding, as in the hen, to the apparent length of

face. In this case it looks even better, or nearer the eye-wattle, than in the younger hen ; but this

arises from the eye-wattle itself being shown as in a more developed state. It looks so full, indeed,

that some fanciers would at first sight call it a very large eye-wattled bird; whereas the eye

wattle is simply the fair average size for a good pigeon, being just under one inch in diameter.

We do not represent a wattle larger than this advisedly, though many have such, because if the

bird has an eye-wattle too large in comparison with his face, it appears too crowded upon the beak

wattle, and gives the face the appearance of being shorter than it perhaps really is, which is just

what we want to avoid. Later on, the size increases somewhat, as we shall presently see; but

we have never, even when thus fully matured, ever yet seen a Carrier with length of face and

shape and form of beak-wattle to carry off to advantage more than an inch and aquarter diameter

of eye-wattle ; and we have seen many with more, which had to have a portion removed by their
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owners to make them appear to the best advantage. \Ve therefore prefer an inch and a quarter to

an inch and a half, and if regular in build and lacing have no hesitation in saying it sets ofl' a bird

to more advantage than the larger size. \/Ve have seen birds with as much as an inch and three

quarters of eye-wattle, but their other qualities were very poor, so that an extra large eye-wattle

alone is no sign of a good bird, though it may sometimes be valuable for breeding.

Although the bottom and hinder portions of the eye-wattle are those which, as a rule, are

most deficient, the top part also has much to do with the value of the bird. We have seen many

with a great deal of extra substance at the top, standing up above the top of the skull, which

look for a time very well ; but the wattle as it grows will often drop, and instead of rolling

over the skull to make it appear narrower, rolls over outwardly, so as both to make the

wattle itself appear ragged and the head wide. Such a bird as here represented, however,

though of the regularly-formed and soft class of eye-wattle, shows a tendency rather to lean

inwards, and as it grows such a wattle will tend to roll over the skull itself, and thus add to its

apparent narrowness.

The formation of the eye-wattle in a Carrier, though it grows in size afterwards, is complete

as regards build at the age of twelve months. If at that age, therefore, the back part appear

pinched, or the bottom part irregular, the fault will be sure to increase rather than diminish

as the bird advances in age. It is quite common for fanciers to remark, when looking at a young

bird thus faulty, "Oh, it is only a young bird, and will soon make up ;" but if the fault be in the

build, it will not "make up,” but retain the fault as long as it lives, unless the owner takes

such steps to remedy it as we have ‘already spoken of. Hence it will readily be seen that

a bird may have a very large eye-wattle, and still be a bad-eyed bird ; and it is far preferable to

have a moderate-sized eye which is well-built, and remains so without assistance, than a wattle half

as large again, and of irregular build.

The lacing of the eye-wattle, which is so beautifully regular in this head, and when thus

perfect sets off the eye-wattle to such advantage, begins to appear in young cocks of good quality

at the age of nine to twelve months ; but birds not so well bred do not show indications of it until

two and sometimes three years old, and many of them not even then. Hence these “half-and

half " birds, as they are called, always look best at the age of six or seven months, and often

at that age deceive even good fanciers who have not seen the parent birds from which they were

bred. Nay, we have often known one of these small and smooth-eyed lzens bought to introduce

into his loft by a good fancier, under the representation (and belief on his own part) that she was

only six months old, when in reality three years! Such a class of birds is especially to be avoided ;

and as constitution comes far more from the hen than the cock, we would strongly recommend

every one never to purchase a diminutive hen at all, unless from actual personal knowledge he is

assured that her parents were large and strong, and that her want of size is the result of circum

stances and not from constitutional weakness. It is the more necessary to explain the quality and

youthful appearance of these small smooth-eyed birds, because there are always a number of

persons who breed chiefly for sale, and who care little about their stock if they can only get it

cheap, and it will produce what they desire; and as they know their birds look best at four to

six months old, they always endeavour to sell at this immature age, before the real quality can be

discovered by a novice. Such young birds are easily bred enough, and being thus moderate in

price, are largely purchased by beginners; indeed, we might say that perhaps three-fourths of the

so-called Carriers in the fancy are such “half-and-half” stock; and up to the time at which we

write, we have never at any time known of more than fifteen cocks, and about the same number of

hens, being in existence at the same time which deserved to be called first-class, or in a fair degree
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approaching perfection. There is, therefore, an ample field for any patient and persevering fancier

to produce as many as he can of this fascinating pigeon; and if breeders would only abandon this

wretched “ breeding to sell" system, and breed from fewer birds of their best quality, we should

soon witness such collections as have never yet been seen. There has already been great improve

ment, as we remarked some pages back; and what a few have already done by adopting this

system, and by carefully matching their birds, is proof of what can be accomplished. It is to

promote this state of things that we go so much into detail ; and though what we here lay down

may be needless to some, who already know all that we could tell them, and there is ample room

for difference of opinion on many points, so that we cannot pretend that even what we do give as

general rules are perfectly correct in every case or in every point, still we do hope to teach many

what it might otherwise take them years of very unsatisfactory experience to acquire.

We will next follow the same pair of heads to full maturity, and refer to Figs. 34 and 35 as

  

Fig. 34.

representing the same birds at their best development. Fig. 34, then, represents the young cock,

D, at the age of three years, when the beak-wattle is fully developed. The first thing to be said

is, that if the beak-wattle be of the desired shape at eighteen months, as in D, there is no fear

of its becoming unshapely afterwards. Few have been seen so well formed as this without being a

little trimmed off or altered; still, we /zaz/e seen a few quite as good in shape, and even more in

diameter, which had never been trimmed at all, and the figure is, therefore, no exaggeration in that

point. \/Ve cannot, however, assert that we ever yet saw such a wattle as represented here, with a

beak so good as here shown, since, at the age of three years, when matured, however good the beak

may have been, it will have shrunk and curled a little as age comes on, so as to show more or less

space between the mandibles, and so lose the solid, close-fitting appearance. This, we say, is the

present experience ; but we do not believe even this point to be at all an impossibility, and as we

have already stated that in our judgment great progress has very lately been made in the improve

ment of the Carrier, we do expect yet to see better-formed beaks in old birds than any yet shown.

Still, we must see them first before we can represent them as positively attained, but in the hope

of what may be done we confessedly show an ideal beak, that it may be seen what the standard

of perfection is. In judging between two birds in this point, we need hardly say—as it necessarily

follows from what has been said already-—that should an old bird show a beak even a little better,
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or merely as good, as that of a younger bird, the old bird must be considered a great deal the best

in this point, after making due allowance for age. Thus, if one bird be a year older than

another, and have a beak as good, the older of the two must be credited with the points

for best beak; or, again, if of the two birds competing, and looking at the first glance

about equal. one have evidently a manufactured or improved beak. while the other is genuine,

the genuine beak must of course be given the preference. A judge—if he is anything of

a judge——who has once been shown a few “made” beaks by a skilled breeder, can almost

always detect them afterwards, except where a very skilful operator, whose bird already had
algood box-beak, has taken a notion to make it perfectly straight, in which case it is hard to detect

it. It can indeed be hardly detected until at least eighteen months old, when it can often be

seen in the deficiency of the second portion, B" (page 7i), of the upper beak-wattle ; but in the case

of hens, which seldom show this portion of wattle, it can hardly be detected at all. But hens

as a rule are also straighter in the face ; and it is so very seldom a good fancier who has a fairly

well-formed beak cares to meddle with it, from fear of spoiling the upper wattle by the operation,

that in a beak really heavy and good, the possibility or probability of an operation having been

performed need give little concern unless the signs of it are clearly apparent. We have seen

a spindle-beaked bird which measured as much as two inches and five-eighths to the centre of

the eye, having been thus straightened, and the upper mandible projecting three-sixteenths of an

inch; but the produce of this bird was entirely valueless, although he was bred with a hen of

much better quality than himself. This being almost always the case, no value whatever should

be placed upon an obviously “ made" beak. The “ made" beaks have, however, one advantage

when carefully done, viz., that the mandibles keep close and straight so long as the bird lives,

so that it is not teased by dust or air getting in between the mandibles.

The beak-wattle in this diagram of the full-grown cock will appear at first sight to be

of extra dimensions; but this is not so, for actual measurement will show it to be really less

than many birds that have been actually seen, or than some which are to be found at the present

moment. Very few, however, we must say, have quite such a good shape and build ; and we would

strongly advise any one possessing a Carrier cock with a beak-wattle at all nearly resembling this,

to keep and breed from him till he has enough to spare, before being tempted to part with him.

We are fully aware that some birds with the best-shaped wattles will not always produce the

same wattle as they themselves possess. Much depends upon the hen, and even with a good

hen they will sometimes throw plain-looking offspring, no man being able to assert that such and

such birds will produce a certain result. But the best specimens are likely to produce the best;

and when such a class of bird as this does produce young not so good as was expected, even these

are not be despised, and are eagerly caught up by the “old hands," who know well enough

that their produce often reverts to or resembles the nearly perfect grandparents. If there were

too much certainty and ease in breeding, all the charm of it would be gone, and there would

be no room for the time, and patience, and tlzoug/zt, which successful breeding demands. The

circumference of the wattle here represented was three inches and three-quarters only, which

we have stated to have been surpassed; and though on the paper it would appear to be more,

this is entirely owing to the good formation, which is such as a bird should possess to be

considered first-class; while in proportion as any actual bird comes near it, its wattle may be

considered good.

On comparing this head with the representation of it at a younger stage, D in Fig. 33, the

latter will be found to appear longer in face, although both are in reality the same. The reason of

this is that the younger one, having so much less beak-wattle, allows more space to be seen
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between it and the eye-wattle. We have, in fact, scarcely represented the eye-wattle so large as

it really is, finding that the efi'ect on paper, when drawn of the exact dimensions, though by rule

correct, gave a false effect and conveyed a false impression. The eye-wattle, here drawn one

inch in diameter, was in the actual bird an eighth larger, but when drawn that size produced

such a really false efl'ect that it had to be reduced. In regard to the texture and build of the

eye-wattle we need not add to our previous observations on this bird, the fine gullet of which

will also be recognised.

In Fig. 35 we similarly represent such a head as C in Fig. 33, supposed to be fully and

perfectly developed in all points, so as to represent a really good ideal hen. The age is supposed

here to be four years, as it is seldom, if ever, that a hen becomes so developed in a less space of

time. It is, indeed, very rarely that a hen, however well bred, can be seen with a beak-wattle so

fully developed and so well formed as this, but we have had a few very nearly approaching it in

  

both points; and one bird in particular, which once belonged to Mr. Wiltshire, and which was

known amongst his acquaintances as the “eighteen bob” hen, on account of the ridiculously low

price at which she had been picked up, came so very near the drawing that we may fairly say it is

no exaggeration, except somewhat in the perfection of beak, which, as we observed in speaking of

the cock, can rarely be found at mature age so straight, massive, and close-fitting as we here show.

Hens, however, come nearer to perfect beaks than cocks as a rule, and we quite expect to see

better beaks in old birds than any yet shown. Another grand Black hen, which came fully up to

our diagram, was the property of Mr. F. Crossley, of Yorkshire, and we never remember her being

exhibited without winning. We have had, as already remarked, several others in our own

possession closely resembling it ; and as for Dun hens, we have had and seen many of that colour

which far surpassed this drawing in all but beak-wattle, and indeed possessed measurement which

could hardly be believed without seeing the birds; but as a rule Duns are not so perfect as

Blacks in shape and fine proportion, so that we cannot remember seeing a Dun hen so fine in

these points as here shown.

On a closer examination of this mature hen’s head, the texture of the wattle of the upper

mandible will appear finer, and showing the three divisions, B’, B", and B"', less full and projecting

than in the cock bird; but still the same formation of the three portions can be traced, and the

finish at the back part of the last portion, B'", is even better, if anything, than in the preceding head.
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With the exception of these diflerences, the upper wattles are very similar, and the greatest

difl"erence will be found in the wattle on the lower mandible, which, as we have already explained,

very rarely shows the three portions, C’, C", and C"', so distinctly as in the cocks. The cause of this

we have also mentioned, though this diagram will explain it more fully. It lies in the fact that the

last portion of wattle, C"', really grows upon the upper mandible, but hangs so low over the lower

mandible as to appear to belong to it; and hence the hen, being almost always a little less

developed, rarely has this portion of wattle so large as to come down low enough to give this

appearance, but even in the best birds almost always appear as in the figure. We might go further,

and add that it is very rare to see hens with more than the two portions, B’ and B" (omitting the

middle portion, B"), on the upper mandible, and C‘ C” on the lower. This is owing to so many

fanciers being fond of what they call “ a pretty little hen ;” but when they see one with all the

making of a grand bird, they are apt to exclaim, “ Too coarse l" and, if their own property, often

part with it. But these very “ coarse” birds, when mature, will often cause the very people who sold

them to “ wonder where they came from,” little thinking it was from their own loft. The “ pretty"

hens, on the contrary, we never yet knew to improve to any such degree as to be unrecognisable;

but, on the contrary, they look their best at eighteen months to two years old; whereas those

grand birds so foolishly termed “ coarse " go on improving till four, five, or even six years of age.

They are also, as a rule, fit to breed all that time, whilst the “ pretty," delicate-looking hens, reach

their best and cease breeding too, generally, in one half the time. A hen is also, of course, naturally

inclined to develop less than the cock, so that more under-wattle than here shown is very rare.

We have seldom known a fancier breed so many grand Black Carrier hens as the late

Mr. Everet, of Brighton, who obtained some of Mr. Corker's best stock at a time when the latter

had the best stud of Carriers we have ever yet seen in any one man's possession. Mr. Everet kept

this strain some years, and bred as we have stated; but, singular to relate, during this period he

bred but few particularly good cocks. The best of this stud ultimately found their way back to

the old neighbourhood by passing into Mr. Wiltshire’s loft, and we were interested to find that the

strain still retained its distinguishing property, being the best we even yet know of for breeding

good Black hens. The strain of Mr. Colley, of Sheffield, to which we have before referred,

possessed precisely similar peculiarities relating to the opposite sex, being so far as we know

unequalled for producing fine cocks. As regards Dun Carriers, for at least the last thirty years

no one has been able to equal the breeders of Plymouth, from which neighbourhood the best

Duns we know of traced their origin. One hen in particular, bred by Mr. Squire, was the most

wonderful Dun hen we ever saw; and Mr. Holman and other Plymouth breeders have also produced

grand birds. We have sometimes thought this may be accounted for by the fact that Duns have

generally wattles considerably softer in texture than the Blacks, and that the warm and rather

moist atmosphere of Plymouth causes a better development. There has been so great a

demand for such hens by those who knew their value, that the stock in that neighbourhood

has been sadly weakened, and has been transferred to Sussex and Hampshire lofts. The

Blacks bred in Plymouth were usually of a raven depth of colour, and the Duns very rich and

soft. The hens as a rule had wonderfully good eye-wattles, good length and shape of beak, fine

long necks, and stand well on their legs; their most usual fault being the want of a well-shaped

beak-wattle; and when this class of bird is mated, as we have described, with a bird having large

beak-wattle, but faulty in eye-wattle, the very best results are often produced, the great difficulty

being to obtain bat/z wattles good in one bird. It is scarcely too much to say that the Plymouth

blood has had a share in nearly all the best Carrier strains of the present day.

The eye-wattle of this hen's head will perhaps appear at first sight rather large, but this too
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is an ocular deception, for measurement will show it to be less in diameter than the wattles of lots

of hens which are to be seen. It is, however, as large as could be placed on such a head without

crowding the two wattles together, which would cause the whole face and head to appear short;

so that we see again how a well-built eye-\vattle not of extraordinary size, well placed and

combined with the rest, gives most perfectly that appearance which is so much admired. The

gullet will be found much the same as at an earlier age.

To have a thorough idea of a good head, however, a front view is also needful, and this we

give in Fig. 36, which represents the cock bird looked at in this direction, at the mature age of

four to six years. We put the age loosely, because, as we have before observed, some really good

birds take much longer to develop than others; but the diagram will show pretty well how the

beak, beak-wattle, eye-wattle, and skull will appear relatively in a really good bird. The length

of beak in front of the wattle appears here as in the side views before given, but of course little of

  

the under wattle can be seen; it can, however, be readily perceived that it is well formed, and

“comes up” well to that on the upper mandible, so as to appear almost as if in one piece. It will

also be seen that the sides are well filled out, so as to preserve very nearly the same “peg-top"

shape as appears in the side views ; and we hardly need remark to any one who knows anything

of Carrier pigeons, how very rare it is to find any wattle so regularly filled out all round, and

showing both sides alike, with no dent in one part or excess in another. Excess is easily removed ;

and hence a bird which has enoug/z in its least developed part, and only fails by too great

development in some other, can readily be made all it should be by a little amputation ; but for

defect there is no remedy, even for the most unscrupulous fancier.

The eye and beak-wattle may appear to a careless view crowded together in this diagram, but

this is only from the point of sight bringing the beak-wattle partially in front, and thus hiding the

space between the two wattles; the view being drawn from one of the same heads as the side

views before given. This view, however, shows the thickness of the eye-wattle much more than

the side views can do, these last appearing thin as in a young bird; whereas we have never or

hardly ever seen a bird possessing such a grand beak-wattle as here shown, fully developed, which

did not after the third season become thick and more or less ragged in the eye-wattle as well,

which only this front view can adequately represent. Some fanciers, it is true, never allow the
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eye-wattle to appear thus thick and ragged, but as soon as ever it shows any inclination to

become so, remove all the offending portions, which is by them termed “smoothing” the eye

wattle. Such an operation certainly makes the eye-wattle more attractive to look at, and also, by

reducing it in thickness from the outside, makes the skull appear narrower; but it can generally

be detected by a good judge.

As here represented, the wattle rolls inwards over the skull, so that the two come nearly close

together. Some might suppose the back of this skull to be wide, owing to the middle of the two

eye-wattles coming so close; but it will be seen on examination that there is the same space

between them at the back of the beak-wattle, in front, as at the back. Examination of a good

bird will show an inexperienced amateur what is meant by this, and what we wish to convey by

this equal width of skull. Vl/e could have avoided this appearance by showing the skull of a

younger bird, but this would not have conveyed a proper idea of full development, when the top

  

Fig. 31.

or middle portion of the eye-wattle has attained its full growth, and approached the nearest

together.

We have thus endeavoured to show in detail what should be looked for in the head of a good

bird, at different ages, and the stamp of birds that may rationally be expected to produce it,

even if faulty themselves. It will readily be understood that to some extent the imper

fections of the parents represented in our first pair of heads may be reversed in the two

sexes, breeding from a cock resembling the hen, and a hen resembling the cock; but such

birds are so much rarer that this is not of practical importance, the heavy beak-wattles

nearly always appearing on the cocks. VVe shall be prepared to find that, while many will

agree with what we have said, others will more or less disagree, for all fanciers do not

think quite alike; but we do not think very much exception will be taken, and we can

assure inexperienced amateurs, that if they can breed or otherwise procure birds whose heads

nearly approach those we have now represented, that they have succeeded in obtaining what

hundreds have been seeking, and what the best and most experienced breeders will most value.

But we will next endeavour to show what kind of birds should be avoided _or discarded, as not likely

either to come to any good themselves, or to produce anything worth keeping if allowed to breed.

Such birds should be no less carefully studied than the preceding, since the introduction of one

such into a good stud would (and often does) cause results which may be regretted for years ; and
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birds are far more abundant and more easily procured which resemble in their faults the one now

to be described than which approach in merit those we have given as models. In Fig. 37, then,

we give such a head, and will endeavour to specify its many faults, and the reasons why they

are so pernicious.

Firstly, although a young bird at the age of four to seven months, when the beak should be at

its best, it will be seen to be what is termed hooked or spindle-beaked, especially in the upper

mandible. Not only so, it has not nearly so much substance in the lower mandible as in the upper,

and although at an age when both should be alike in length, the upper mandible is longer than the

lower and overhangs it considerably. When such faults as these are seen in a young bird they

will only become worse and worse with age, and all the “ dodges ” in the world cannot give such a

beak the appearance of a good one. This is, in fact, the class of bird (though perhaps most of them

are hardly so bad as this) that generally undergo manipulation of the beak while in the nest;

but though this may so far succeed as to give some appearance of length of face, the shortness

and little substance of the lower mandible alone, apart from other signs, reveal the trickery to

every good judge.

The next great fault to be noticed is the formation of the beak-wattle, which is not only low,

but flat from front to back, showing no inclination to rise at either the middle or back part, while

yet what there is of it comes up square at the back, without any inclination to arch forward

towards the beak. The only place where such a. wattle as this ever becomes well developed is at

the part which overhangs the lower mandible; and the older such a bird grows the more

unsightly does it become in the eyes of a real fancier, making the skull appear lag/zer than the

beak-wattle, than which nothing can more disgust a good Carrier judge. This fault, once imported

into a good strain of birds, will take a lifetime to “breed out” again, and cannot therefore be too

sedulously avoided by any one who has reason to set any value upon his stud.

The bad form of the gullet will also be noticed: and if this fault be visible in a young bird,

which looks its best, it is sure to become worse as time goes on; and such is one of the most

unsightly faults a Carrier can have; for, as we have already explained, however good it may

be in other points, if it is full in the gullet it can never appear to have a handsome, long face.

Finally, though the eye-wattle of most young birds is pretty regular in build round the eye,

this one will be seen to be ragged and quite irregular, even at such an early age.

Each and all of these faults, though they may not be more conspicuous, or even so much so,

as some others to a careless eye, have this peculiarity, that they become worse or more apparent as

age comes on, never by any chance becoming less so. Birds which manifest them should therefore

be discarded.

Before dismissing the question of good and bad heads, it may be as well to add a few words

respecting what fanciers call a “walnut” wattle. Instead of the three portions B’, B", and B"’, this

form of wattle exhibits a tolerably regular walnut-shaped formation; the chief point in which is

that, like that we have been describing, it arches nicely away from the eye-wattle and leaves a

clear space, as we have so repeatedly described. A wattle of this class should be matched with a

good peg-top wattle, when it may be expected that the young will resemble the parent of the same

sex.

The next point on which it is necessary to say a few words is that of breeding for colour. In

breeding Blacks, the general experience of Carrier breeders is, that if this colour is constantly bred

together the metallic brilliancy is lost; and hence most prefer to breed a Black cock with a Dun

hen. But to get satisfactory results both Black and Dun must be of the proper shade. Some

Blacks are so bad as actually to show an appearance of bars, with other traces of having been
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at some time crossed with the Blue; and there is also what is called a “ hard" Dun, which has

an almost bluish shade, and which has the peculiarity of never altering by exposure to the sun, on

which account some fanciers rather like it. Unless for some extraordinary points in other respects,

which cannot otherwise be obtained, it is not well to breed with such colours as these; but the

deep metallic black, and what is known as the rich, “ soft” dun, will always produce good colours.

Still, we would never advise any one to lose such points as good beak or beak-wattle, eye-wattle,

neck, or legs, for such a point as colour; for while it takes a lifetime to get some of these near

perfection, the worst colour can be bred up to a good one within three years. Even change of

food will often work a wonderful improvement in the colour of Blacks, faulty specimens of which

will generally be found to improve in colour on being fed upon old tick beans, especially if they

have previously had none of such grain.

It is better in most cases, if it can be done, to breed a Dun cock with a Black hen, colour as

well as shape seeming to be most derived from the male bird, and constitution from the female.

This is, however, often very ditficult; for as most fanciers breed Black cocks to Dun hens, the

progeny is, in nine cases out of ten, also a Black cock and Dun hen, which is the reason why there

are so very few good Black hens, and so many Duns. It is very desirable this state of things

should be altered; and if the breeder can pair a Black hen with a Dun cock, both mature and

about equal age, he will probably get Dun cocks and Black hens. Another way to get Black

hens is to pair a young Black hen, say fifteen months to two years old, with either a Black or

Dun cock five or six years old, if strong and vigorous; by which means it is often found the

majority of birds are hens.

But in all these cases, as will be seen, the first thing is to get a Black lzen, the larger and

stronger the better. Unfortunately, very few seem to know, or at least to follow, the plan we have

pointed out, of withdrawing the first egg and substituting a nest-egg till the second is laid, but

leave the first in the nest; whence the first bird hatched, being so many hours older, gets most

food, and the second, usually the hen, is more or less stunted. By hatching together this is

avoided, and still more if, by providing two pairs of feeders, the young hen can have the full

nutriment from a pair of birds. In this way, and by a little forethought, it is generally possible

to obtain one or two fine Black hens, when all the rest is plain sailing.

It is curious that most of the largest and heaviest-wattled Black Carriers are bad in colour,

not only of the plumage, but also of the beak. This adds to their coarseness of appearance,

which often causes them to be condemned; but to the breeder they are almost invaluable. Their

colour is soon improved by the soft Dun, as already stated, and they are so large and generally so

strong in constitution as well, that they furnish the very best of material for a loft.

These birds bring us naturally to Blues. It is often found that when one of these blue-shaded

Blacks is crossed with a good Black, the produce is one bird either black or dun, and the other

blue. When this is the case, such a Blue is sure to be what is rather rarely seen in that colour,

well barred with distinct black, and is most valuable to a breeder of Blue Carriers. These black

bred Blues are also more likely to develop plenty of wattle, being from birds which, as a rule, are

far more developed in these points than the Blues themselves. The usual plan, with at least many

breeders of Blue Carriers, is to cross with the Silver; but we would far rather advise a breeder, if

his Blues are of a good sound colour, to cross a fine large hen of this bad, or bluish-black colour,

with either a Blue or Silver cock. This will always be found to answer; for even if the desirel

shade of colour is not produced at once, a second cross back to the Blue will do it; and, meantime,

the Black hen will have thrown more wattle into the strain than could be got by three years’

breeding of the Blues alone. Both the best-coloured and the best-wattled Blues we have ever
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seen were produced by this style of cross. To improve mere colour of Blues, Silvers are perhaps

best, but we have never seen these so good in either beak or eye-wattle even as the Blues. Hence

the progeny, though they make nice long-looking birds at the age of eighteen months, and

some of the hens have been seen very fair in beak and beak-wattle, never, as regards the cocks,

become developed to any great extent in these latter properties; and Silvers should be therefore

restricted to improving colour alone. The worst-coloured Silvers have often the best head

properties.

nnotner method of improving Blues when they have become what is called “ too fine "—that

is, when they show too little of wattle points—is to cross a very light-coloured Dun hen with

a Blue or Silver cock, preferring the Blue. Should the produce not be the desired shade, then

re-cross the ofispring in the same manner, which scarcely ever fails. Sometimes a Chequer will

appear, in which case pair the Chequer with a Blue or Silver, when the produce will not

unfrequently be a fine blue-rumped bird, which is rarely to be found, comparatively, of the mg/zt

shade of blue. It is comparatively easy to breed dark rumps when the body-colour looks as

if black soot was mixed with it, but the clear bright blue, both in Carriers and Dragoons, is

generally found combined with a white rump, and such birds are thought of comparatively little

value. Still, we would by no means despise a good Blue Carrier, whose only very evident fault

was a white rump; for if a bird be so good all over that it needs handling him to see his defects,

as is the case with a white rump, such a fault is only to be taken into consideration when points

are required to decide between two birds. Again, we should never allow a bad, sooty-coloured

Blue, merely because it was blue-rumped, to gain the points of colour over a well-coloured Blue

that showed the white rump. But if we find a fair Blue, with blue rump and clear black bars,

such is to be regarded (so far as colour alone is concerned) far before a white-rumped bird.

What we mean by a fair or good blue, is a. clear colour like the Blue Dragoon, perfectly free

from black or sooty tinge. We regard this freedom from black stain as far more important than

white rump, for all blue pigeons have some white feathers; it is only to lift the wing and they

can be seen at once.

Blue Carriers are very handsome birds, being, as a general rule, longer in face, and also longer

in feather than the Blacks and Duns. This gives them a very stylish appearance, in spite of their

slight deficiency in other head properties. They are also of a stronger constitution, and therefore

less liable to disease, and there is usually less trouble in rearing their young; why we know not,

unless it is that the colour is a more natural one. There have been marvellous strides made

lately, and some few Blues are now to be seen very little behind the Blacks, even in the higher

properties; and as this has been done almost without any encouragement at shows, we hope now

that some few exhibitions encourage them, they may be bred up to the same standard as the

Blacks. A good Blue Carrier would certainly be one of the most attractive of all the varieties of

pigeons, if it could be produced equal in all head points to Blacks and Duns. Here is an opening

for an enthusiast.

The White Carrier, till very recently, seemed nearly to have died out, from some unaccountable

cause, as about thirty years ago there used to be grand specimens exhibited. \/Ve remember

two hens in particular, which we saw in the possession of Mr. Carrol and Mr. Corker, that have

seldom been surpassed in head properties by either Blacks or Duns. We believe both these were

bred by Mr. Potter, to whom many of the best birds bred in after years owed their origin.

He had a grand stud of both Blacks, \/Vhites, and Duns, and it was a sad loss when he retired, in

consequence of being robbed of t/ze w/zo/e of/zzlr stock, which so discouraged him that he had not the

heart to begin again. The birds thus heartlessly stolen were probably all killed, for none of them
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were ever seen afterwards but once, when they were offered to a well-known dealer, in Club Row,

London, who recognised them and refused to purchase, after which they were searched for, but

never discovered. Since then we have never seen but one really good VVhite Carrier, and even that

was not quite pure white, though nearly so. It was bred by Mr. Volckman, who, by the way, bred

that season the three most extraordinary Carriers we ever yet knew one man breed and rear in the

same year; one of them being black, one dun, and the other the nearly white bird we are speaking

of. All these birds were the narrowest in skull and largest and most regular in build of eye-wattle

we have ever seen. The Black, a cock, before he was eighteen months old, won first at Birmingham,

Manchester, and Halifax, each time under a different judge ; and the Dun, a hen, won nine prizes

and four cups. The head of the White, a cock, was so remarkable that at the age of two and a

half years the eye-wattle was as iarge as a five-shilling piece. We may also add that the same

gentleman once took a fancy to breed Yellvw Carriers, and made more progress towards his object

in one season than we ever knew to be made before ; so much, in fact, that we regret he gave it up.

Yellow Carriers could easily be produced from Yellow Scanderoons, Yellow Dragoons, and Dun

Carriers, especially if a Yellow Scanderoon cock could be procured.

The White we have here referred to was bred from a large splashed, almost white cock, mated

to a soft dun hen. The produce of these birds were some light Mealies, one Dun, one Black, and

the White bird in question. The white-splashed cock, we believe, was bred from one of the heavy,

old-fashioned White Dragoons, mated to a heavy-wattled Carrier. This shows that, as with most

other birds, white is the most pre-potent colour; and, indeed, it is always found that when birds

are once obtained all white, they are much less likely to throw back to different feather than any

other colour. So that no matter how bred, if a bird be once obtained pure white all over the

body, with a beak pure flesh-colour and free from black spots or dark stains, and, above all, what

is termed “bull-eyed,” or both eye-balls black and free from specks of red or orange, there is no

more difficulty in keeping up a strain of white birds. As long, however, as there are any ticked

or coloured feathers on the body, stains on the beak, or light specks on the eye, the progeny will

be likely to be more or less splashed; but by steadily selecting the purest-coloured, this may

gradually be weeded out till the desired pure white be obtained, after which, as we have said, there

is no more real difficulty. In thus breeding up for any scarce colour, it may be necessary to breed

together near relatives. In such a case it is much better to breed parent and oflspring together

than brother and sister; but we would not shrink from even the latter in case of need, though care

should be taken not to repeat such a mating in the next generation.

This White cock of Mr. Volckman’s came afterwards into the hands of Mr. Wiltshire, who mated

him to a pure white hen, a little better than a Dragoon, and obtained thus several pairs of pure

Whites, which some fanciers would have called first-class Carriers, even if Blacks or Duns; they

were not, however, up to the mark in all points, though they showed what might be done, and what

a promising field is open to an enterprising fancier.

We may suggest another plan which we believe would produce very fair White Carriers in

about three seasons, which might afterwards be perfected. There are numbers of White Dragoon

cocks to be had, showing too much length of face, and too much eye and beak-wattle. If such a

bird be mated to a w/life-runzped Blue Carrier hen with a long face (this length of face is necessary

to counteract the Dragoon blood), and as good in flights, tail, and all other Carrier points as can

possibly be had, the progeny will be very likely to be more or less white; and if the hen be a

light-coloured blue so much the better. Those nearest approaching to the desired colour should

be mated to Silvers of good quality ; and some of these various crosses will be sure to produce one

or two all-white birds. To obtain fresh crosses and keep up the strength of blood, the fancier
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should further look out for Dun-piea’ or Black-pied birds. If the tail and flights of these are white,

so much the better ; but it matters little, and there are lots of Blacks and Duns to be found, really

good birds, with a deal of white on both the belly and round the vent. These birds are generally

well-bred, being as a rule the produce of good soft-eyed Duns or white-beaked Blacks; and by

matching them with the Whites the stoutness of breed may be kept up, and by these means we

feel assured that in a few years a fine strain of White Carriers might be produced. We are glad,

however, to observe at recent exhibitions a marked improvement in the stamp of Carriers of this

colour, a state of things due principally to the skill and energy displayed in their production by

such patient and persevering fanciers as General Hassard, C.B., and Mr. George Carvill, of Lewes ;

one young cock bred in 1892 by the latter bids fair to revive honours for the White Carrier.

In all breeding for rare colours, it is best to select the cork of the colour desired, and to let

him be a young and vigorous bird, in order that the produce may tend to “ take after” him rather

than the hen. There are other crosses that might be tried for Whites, but we think the Blue far the

most promising : first, because we know it to produce White easier than other colours; and,

secondly, because, as a rule, Blue hens are larger in body, longer in face, flights, and tail, and of a

stronger constitution than Blacks and Duns. Some would put the White Dragoon first to the

Black or Dun-pied birds ; but for these reasons we would far prefer the Blue cross first, and then

putting the nearly white birds thus produced to the pied birds.

A fault not nearly so much looked to as it should be in breeding, is want of leg. A bird

standing low can never look well, however good; and we would advise any one to get rid of such a

bird, unless really extraordinary in some other points which he needs. If this be the case, by

mating the short-legged cock with a strong young hen, straight and tall “ on her pins,” the fault

may be greatly improved ; but care must be taken to select the ages, so that the hen be the most

vigorous of the two.

In fact the ages of the breeding pair, both absolute and relative, have much more to do with

the character of the produce than is generally supposed. T/ze same bira’: will notproduce t/ze same

young‘ at dzflerent ages. We have often noticed that the progeny of two young birds bred together

never attain a proper development of wattle, however good the parents may ultimately become.

Many fanciers breed two handsome young birds together for the sake of getting the fine shape, and

they get their wish; but the produce preserve their “fine " looks to the end, and always look

young, never fully developing, and often showing no more wattle all their lives than they attained

at nine months old. To keep a proper balance of points, therefore, it is best to breed from a

matured bird on one side at least; on the other hand, except for some particular object, it is

equally undesirable to breed from two Carriers that are more than three years old ; for after that

age the very weight of the wattle causes them to lose their free upright carriage, and often become

more or less down-faced; and these faults tend to appear in the progeny, though these latter

certainly do develop more weight of wattle in a given time. Again, while in case of equal age it

is generally found that the cock has most influence upon both the colour and form of the produce,

yet if the cock be much older than the hen, this rule will be reversed. This must be carefully con

sidered in breeding, for colour especially, since it will be seen that the same bird will breed a

different colour when put young to an older mate, to what it will do in later life with a younger

mate. So much is this the case, in fact, and so strongly does the progeny of pigeons tend to

follow the more vigorous bird, that we have known many cases where a cock of five or six years

old, mated to a fine young hen, has produced a pair 0f/lens, while a young cock with a hen almost

on her last legs as regards breeding, has produced a pair of cocks.

Another point necessary to keep in mind is that excessive development of wattle (and
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this remark applies equally to Barbs and Dragoons) being an artificial point, and needing vigorous

growth to keep it up, all wattled breeds require more frequent cro.rslng than others. We have

known many fanciers who started with really good stock, who by neglecting this consideration

have found their birds dwindle down in head points in spite of all they could do, they could never

tell why ; while in other hands the very same strain, judiciously crossed, has produced marvellous

birds. A well-known good breeder can almost always exchange a bird as required ; but in any

case, we have no hesitation in saying from experience that most breeders require a cross every

three years or thereabouts, to keep up the strength of blood. Of course, there are some who have

such an exlensive stud that they do not need this, having enough different strains of their own to

give them all they want for a long time ; but even these will do \vell, whenever a handsome young

cock or a fine large hen offers, to secure it for the irrfprovement of their stock. Such a bird will

always pay for keeping a few months, and as it is very seldom they can be got just when wanted,

it is best to secure them whenever they “turn up." More especially should a good large hen

be thus snapped up “on sight.” Vile are more and more convinced that the weak point in the

Carrier fancy is the want of such birds, and that, if breeders would pay more attention to their

hens, and especially if they would study, by getting them /latched toge//zer with the cocks in the

way we have pointed out, and giving a promising hen squab alone where possible to a good pair

of feeders, to rear their best hens fine and strong, we should see a vast improvement in the general

carriage, size, and constitution of Carriers, and might soon have a race of birds that could rear their

own young, though it is not advisable that first-class Carrier hens should be allowed to do so.

We hardly need urge that birds should never be bred from while in a diseased state. This

would apply to all pigeons, but especially to so highly artificial a bird as the Carrier. Canker in

the mouth or ear, the disease called “ small-pox," disease of the lungs (known by the panting and

croaking of the bird), wing disease, and gout in the legs, are especially to be avoided, as birds

bred from in this state are almost certain to impart the disease to their progeny. Disease of the

lungs, indeed, for most obvious reasons, should discard a bird altogether; but most of the others

can often be cured, though it is doubtful if even then some constitutional taint is not imparted to

the offspring, and any one who has a strain which he knows to be free from disease will do well to

be very cautious what birds he crosses from, lest he impart to them what he can hardly ever

afterwards t/zoroug/zly get rid of again.

The more general diseases of pigeons will be treated of separately ; but there are some which

are either peculiar to Carriers and other wattled birds, or at least to which they are so much more

liable than other breeds, that it will be useful and appropriate to treat of them in this chapter.

And, first, to speak of the wattle itself. We have already mentioned the peculiar risks to

which it is liable, from fighting, from draughts, and from overgrowth; any or all of these leading

to inflammation and discharge, which, if not properly attended to, soon becomes matter, and

finally often degenerates into obstinate canker, which sometimes extends to the ear, the worst

place of all. The thick, fleshy-eyed birds are most subject to these contingencies, and a constant

watch should be kept upon them. In any case of injury, the first thing always to be done is a

very gentle bathing with warm water, pressing, but not rubbing, a very soft sponge against the

injured or inflamed part and then squeezing the water out, after which the wattle should be gently

dried with an old silk handkerchief in the same way, and then anointed with perfectly fres/t grease

(z'.e., neither salt nor rancid; fresh lard answers well, and oil will do if nothing else can be had).

For actual injury, a little zinc ointment instead of the grease will help to heal the torn part ; but in

all cases, when the immediate symptoms have passed off, the wattle should be carefully examined

to see if there be a “ spout-eye." This arises from a good growth of wattle, naturally tending to

7
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form into a spout or fold under the eye, and which frequently occurs of itself as the wattle grows ;

but when the tendency exists, the “spout” itself often owes its immediate origin to another bird

pecking at the \vattle, and thereby causing injury and inflammation, which swells the part and

causes the wattle at once to form a spout to carry off the discharge What is meant will be seen

in the head B, Fig. 32. A cold will also cause it ; but, as a rule, most heavy-wattled birds become

spout-eyed sooner or later merely from the growth of the wattle, which by degrees presses on the

eye-ball, thus causing some degree of irritation and watery discharge. As the wattle still grows,

it must form into a fold somewhere, and the discharge running down causes this fold to appear at

the lower side to carry it off. As it is the very best birds which show this tendency, we cannot at

all agree with those who would discard them. \Ve certainly have seen a very few large-eyed

Carriers which never had spouts ; but they are 1/cry few indeed, and many which are thought such

have simply been operated upon in early life, as we have already advised. VVe do so openly, as

we do not wish to lose the sight of nearly all our best birds; or think it wrong to perform an

operation which enables the subject to live in comfort afterwards instead of misery. On the

contrary, we would have it performed early, which in most cases permanently saves further trouble,

.as there is no longer any loose projecting part for another bird to catch hold of and drag at, which

is perhaps the most frequent cause, and often produces such severe inflammation as to cause actual

loss of sight. Excision of spouts also preserves a bird as a breeder; for in bad cases the constant

discharge from the eye weakens the bird so much as to cause a sickly progeny. We should not

have said so much had we not heard the operation spoken of as if a fraud, which we distinctly say

it is not; we openly and avowedly recommend and practise it, and enter into the matter here

"that the proper mode of procedure may be known to all.

First of all, the bird to be operated upon should have the whole side of the neck on the

affected side well oiled or greased, as also the shoulder. This is not so much to prevent any blood

that may fio\v adhering to the plumage, but in order that when the bird rubs the wounded part on

the shoulder, irritation may be avoided and the part get a fresh anointing, which will tend to heal

it. If this is not done, the dry plumage will not only irritate, but may even re-open the partially

healed wound, and when well the grease is easily washed off. Next the legs should be tied with a

piece of soft rag, after which a piece of cloth should be rolled round the bird at the shoulders, so as

to keep it still, or, what is best‘ of all, a stocking with the foot cut off may be pulled over the bird.

The proper instrument to use is a pair of surgical scissors, shaped like ordinary nail-scissors, but

with curved blades, by which the blades can be got close to the eye without pain/z'ng at it. Before

-cutting, the spout should be drawn away from the eye, and the inside very carefully examined.

The inner surface will generally be found studded with small red points or nodules, which

cause the irritation, and these must be so mastered that every one of them may be removed, by

cutting away the spout a little beyond them. It is necessary to be sure of this, because if any

-of these little pimples are left, it will never make a good cure; and, on the other hand, there is

not very much fear of cutting off too much, as it is wonderful how the gap fills up and heals, so

that the worst cases are well and healed within a week, while we have known some, in which the

eye-wattle was thin in texture, to be healed in two days.

The scissors should be dipped before using into Condy's Red Fluid, which will tend to prevent

the wound both from bleeding and festering. As soon, also, as the spout is cut off, a small sponge

should be dipped into the fluid and held against the wounded part with a gentle pressure, repeating

the dipping for a few times, which will be found soon to stop the bleeding, and is to be continued

till this is effected. As soon as the flow of blood has ceased, a portion of zinc ointment is to be

placed on the mp part of the eye-wattle, above the wound, so that the heat of the eye may cause
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it to gradually melt and run down on to the wounded place, which will keep it soft, and prevent

the wounded part and the edges of the eye-wattle sticking together. This must be watched, for if

suffered to occur it is not only likely to cause the wound breaking out afresh, but may cause the

formation of matter inside the closed lids, which greatly endangers the sight of the eye. If zinc

ointment is not at hand, fresh butter or lard will do ; but the ointment having a cicatrising effect is

much the best, and by a little care all danger of the eyelids sticking together is easily avoided.

Till the bleeding is stopped the head should be held downwards, so that no blood may run into

the beak of the bird.

When all flow of blood is stopped and the ointment applied, the bird should be placed (still

bandaged) in a narrow box or basket for a few hours, till the wound is a little hardened. The

place should be only just wide enough, so that it cannot twist about, which might open the wound

afresh. After this the stocking should be slipped off backwards, or the bandage undone, and the

legs untied, re-tying them in such a manner that the bird can just walk in his pen, but not lift

either foot so as to scratch the eye, which he otherwise might do. Next morning another portion

of the zinc ointment should be placed on the wound itself, and also applied all round the eye

wattle and on the shoulder of the bird, so that if he rubs his head it may come in contact with the

ointment. In avery few days all will be right and sound, and the bird will be relieved of a

permanent annoyance or suffering at the expense of very little pain.

If it be found that the operation is not quite thoroughly done, but that any of the irritating

pimples are left, the wound should be allowed to become quite healed before anything more is done,

when the slight further portion required may be removed. If both eyes need operation—unless

they are so bad that to operate on both at once might be too much for the bird—it causes least

sufiering, and gets the whole over at once, to remove the spouts from both, and then with a needle

to pass a silk thread through the root of each eye-wattle, where they roll over the skull, tying it so

as to draw the eye-wattles nearly together over the skull. This will quite prevent the upper lids of

the eye-wattles closing upon the wound below, and hasten the cure materially. VVe hardly need

say that care should be taken to remove the thread as soon as its purpose has been accomplished.

Before leaving this subject, we may remark that for all wounds and injuries to the wattles zinc

ointment is the best application we are acquainted with.

The foregoing mode of treating spouts in the eye-wattle naturally leads us to the worst, most

prevalent, and most troublesome of all diseases prevalent among Carriers, though it is not peculiar

to them, as it attacks all pigeons possessing wattle round the beak and eye, the Barb being as

much subject to it as the Carrier. \Ve refer to canlcer. This assumes various forms; but we know

for certain that nearly all, if not quite all, cases are caused by either cold or irritation in some form

or other. In the few cases where no such direct cause can be traced, we believe it to arise from the

birds being bred from parents which were cankered ; as we have noticed several times, that though

such parents may not always infect their young while in the nest-pan (which however they

generally do), the young are almost certain to develop it at some period in later life. It is these

/zereditary cases which are worst, and indeed often incapable of cure; but nearly every bird which

is attacked from cold may be cured if taken in time.

Canker in the ear is first to be traced by the swelling of the part, after which it may assume

either of two forms. The worst is when the ear actually discharges offensive matter. In this the

treatment is to bathe, as hot as the bird can bear, with water in which some soap and soda have

been boiled, squeezing a sponge gently against the ear, but on no account rubbing it. In such

operations the bird's head must be so held that the water cannot run into the mouth, which might

occasion sores there also. This bathing must be done every day, and, if a mild case, will be
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sufficient to cure it If not, a pencil of lunar caustic should be procured, and gently inserted, like a

gimlet, into the ear—that is, turning it round as it advances, till it reaches the bottom of the cavity.

Then the ear should be carefully dried, and solution of gutta-percha, warmed into a fluid state,

dropped in till the cavity is filled, and pressed with the finger so as to adhere to the edges of the

aperture. The ear should then be left till the plug drops out of itself, which it will do in time, and

in many cases the canker, being thus protected from the air, will be found to be cured; or if not,

it will often assume the other or “ dry" form within a few weeks after, after which recovery is

pretty certain. After thus passing from the moist into the dry form, it must not be touched or

treated in any way, as it will then cast itself off in one mass of indurated matter; but care should

be taken to give the bird only the soundest and best food. This touching with caustic, and

subsequent keeping from the air, has been the most successful means of stopping the discharge

of any we have tried; but we would in all instances try bathing first, which if persevered in

often leads to good results.

In the other form the swelling is not so bad, and the ear remains dry, what matter there is

visible being hard and flaky. All that is necessary in this case is to mix some fuller‘s earth with

water rather thin, and paste or fill the ear up with this, by means of a brush, every two days.

This will soften the matter and enable it to be detached, and heal up the place, by protecting it

from the air. Some cases of this kind will be better within a week, and others will take months ;

but it cannot be forced, and except when there was hereditary taint, this form of the disease has

with us always yielded in time. The dry form of canker will indeed often get well if left alone, with

sound good food and air; and, in fact, if nothing goes wrong we believe it always will; but at any

time the cold air may irritate the ear, and cause the other and worst form of the disease to come

on, which the fuller’s earth prevents. It also absorbs any little moisture, and seems to have a

slight healing effect of its own. Slight cases may sometimes be cured by giving two capsules,

three times a week at night, of castor and cod-liver oil.

Canker often appears in the inside of the lower mandible. When thus occurring, if not too far

gone, it is generally easily cured by cutting off the tip of the tongue, which in these cases is

usually found abnormally long, and by its constant irritation and movement against the delicate

surface causes the malady, which, if unchecked, will sometimes cause the mandible to break quite

off. The length that should be cut off is generally about an eighth of an inch, and the amputation

gives no pain, the part being horny and devoid of feeling. The tip of the tongue having been

removed, the cankered part must be cut out, and, if a severe case, a hole also cut clean through

the lower mandible at the place. The wound is then to be washed with Condy’s Fluid, after which

a caustic pencil is to be turned round inside the hole, and applied to the whole of the wound. It

will rapidly heal, while the hole, as soon as it has fulfilled its purpose, will also fill up and become

as solid as before. A more troublesome case is when the canker breaks out at the soft part of the

jaw, when the irritation caused by the continual opening and shutting hinders recovery. In this

case, the part should be thoroughly scraped, all the corroded matter being either cut or scraped care

fully ofl', when the wound is to be painted by a camel-hair brush with oil of vitriol, and the bird put

into a small box or basket, with a gag or ring upon its upper mandible at least a quarter of an inch

thick, so as to prevent the opening and shutting of the beak, and consequent flow of saliva diluting

the vitriol. It is best, for this reason, to give each dressing at night, when the bird will remain

more quiet, and the vitriol will act upon the seat of the malady till morning; when the pigeon can

be set at liberty till night, at which time another dressing of the vitriol should be applied. Some

use caustic, but we prefer vitriol in this form of the disease. Slight eases may often be cured by

the application of lunar caustic, or even"of common black ink.
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Sometimes canker will come out at the side of the eye-wattle, or at the top or back of the

skull. In such cases it is best to let it “come to a head" and break out of itself, when it almost

always comes out externally in one hard solid mass, which finally separates, after which the bird

recovers, and is troubled no more. If it be the eye-wattle that is affected, frequent bathing with

warm water will hasten this natural process, but it should not be lanced as long as there appears

any hope of its breaking out on the surface of its own accord. Such an operation frequently

causes it to assume a more violent form, and spread all over the skull ; whereas, if left alone, this

form of canker rarely fails to make a good cure of itself.

Sometimes young Carriers suffer from canker in the mouth while in the nest-pan, from either

a diseased state of their parents, or from these latter becoming disordered in their crops through

unwholesome food or water. In such cases the best plan is to tie a piece of sponge on the end of

a stick, and sponge the mouth of each affected bird with a strong solution of salt and water. Some

use alum, but we prefer the salt. If not too far gone, three or four applications of this kind will

generally stop this form of canker, and is in itself good for the birds besides.

The worst form of canker in pigeons is what has received of late the name of “small-pox,"

owing probably in part to the time which elapses before the terrible nature of the malady is fully

apparent, and partly to its virulent and contagious character. It seems to occur most frequently

just before the bird goes into moult, from which we incline to the opinion that the primary cause

is a stagnation of the blood. This is to some extent confirmed by the fact that birds are also

frequently known to develop it when confined, and also after removal to a new place, where they

are fed upon different food to that they have been accustomed to previously. Foul water, or a bath

allowed to remain stagnant, will also cause it, and so will overcrowding, or want of ventilation.

The first symptom is a red pimple upon the edge of the eye-wattle, or sometimes on the beak

wattle, which resembles a small red wart. This gradually swells, and becomes a tumour filled

with matter in a nearly solid form, which if opened appears full of roots, resembling sinews, but with

little pus or other fiuid matter. This terrible disease is the most infectious of all we are acquainted

with; and should a bird affected with it fight with a healthy one, or even perch beside it, it is

almost certainly communicated. which will often also occur if the healthy bird be placed in an

infected pen, unless the latter has been purified from the contagion. If allowed to run its course,

the whole wattle becomes affected and swollen to a frightful extent ; but this should never be the

case, and if taken in time, it can almost certainly be cured.

Directly the first pimple is seen, the bird should be placed in a pen alone, the pen being

well sprinkled with Condy’s Red Fluid, which if repeated daily will prevent any infection being

communicated by the pen to other birds. The part affected is first to be cut off, and liberally, so

that every particle of diseased structure be removed, and the cut show only healthy growth. The

wound should then be well washed with the Condy's Fluid, and afterwards thoroughly rubbed all

over with lunar caustic, for which a “caustic pencil" is best. Should another place break out after

the first has been thus treated, which is very possible, apply the same treatment immediately. After

the operation, give the bird two capsules of castor oil, and entirely change its food for a while.

This treatment we are happy to say scarcely ever fails, though we lost terribly by the disease until

we had discovered it. It is the only treatment we have found to have the slightest effect; but we

can say positively that treated in this way it may be mastered with ease and certainty, and we

have by this method saved at least some hundreds of cases. _

Should the disease break out, as it sometimes will, inside the mouth, it is to be treated in the

same way, first bandaging the bird, and placing on the upper mandible a small but thick ring of

india-rubber to keep the mouth open, while the scissors or lance are used to cut off the infected
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parts. The bird in this case will have to be hand-fed while the wound is healing, using soaked

beans and peas, and rolling them in gravel before giving, to assist digestion. Pills made of boiled

rice and bread, similarly rolled in gravel, are also excellent food for birds in this or any other

diseased state which requires hand-feeding, as is also a drink of good milk. We should also

advise the whole inside of the loft, wherever this disease occurs, to be well sprinkled with Condy's

Fluid, to prevent infection spreading, which it is otherwise very likely to do. Great care is required

not to handle healthy birds after treating diseased ones, without first washing the hands in some

effectual disinfectant.

We next have to consider what is so well known as “wz'n_g' disease.” The original cause of

this has been a puzzle both to us and many others. From its sometimes appearing suddenly in

what have previously seemed most healthy birds, we have thought that, at least .ro1m"!z'1m’s, it may be

caused either by fighting, or by striking the wings against some obstruction. It does appear that

in lofts where sharp obstructions abound the disease is more frequent than in others; but many

cases appear to arise from constitutional causes, and to be of a scrofulous character. It appears

in the form of a soft lump or tumour, usually on the shoulder-joint of the wing, which, if it be

opened, is found to consist of matter of a cheesy consistence. If treated at an early stage it can

generally be cured, as follows :—Strip off a few feathers round the place, and by means of the

ordinary glass, get a leech to fasten on the part. As soon as the leech drops off, the place is to

be held under a cold-water tap for at least five minutes, after which a piece of soft string or tape

should be tied round the shoulder close to the root, and then crossed round the outer flights, so as

to form a sling, and keep the wing from getting into a hanging position. This is especially

necessary, for if it be neglected, even though a cure be effected, the wing often remains useless, and

if a cock, is useless both for show -or breeding; while a sling prevents this, and if all goes well

with the cure, preserves both the use and carriage so well that the effect of the disease can hardly be

detected. The place should be held five minutes under the tap every morning for at least a week. i

and afterwards touched with citron ointment, which will usually make a good cure.

Another very good mode of treatment for wing disease is to paint the place every day with

the strongest spirits of turpentine, using a camel-hair brush. This is to be continued until the

swelling has disappeared. Some lance the tumour, but this we have hardly ever known to

produce any good effect, and even if it does, the bird can never fly, and the wound can always be

seen. In all cases the bird should be confined, since attempts at flight only irritate the part, and

make recovery longer than it would otherwise be. \Ving disease should always be treated as soon

as it is clearly apparent, for when of long standing it seldom can be cured. \/Ve may add that it

generally, but not always, prevents either sex from breeding till the cure is effected.

A somewhat similar disease is known as gout in the legs, but is chiefly to be found in birds of

mature age. It is also as a rule, amongst even these, confined to birds bred late or of weakly

stock. The symptoms are swelling of the legs about the joint; and a flannel bandage soaked in

spirits of turpentine, and renewed every day, will often cure if applied early; but later on, when

the swelling has developed into hard excrescences like warts, we believe there is no cure. This

disease we believe to be hereditary.

Other diseases, to which the Carrier is not especially liable, will be found treated of elsewhere.

JUDGING CARRIERS.—We have already hinted briefly at the inconsistencies in judging

which are so frequent in this variety of pigeon. \Ve say in this breed ; because while in pigeons

generally the judging is by no means so uniform as at most good poultry shows, it is in the

Carrier especially that decisions, flatly contradictory, at times provoke a fancier almost past
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endurance. Almost every judge seems to differ; and not only so, but we have repeatedly known

the very same judges judge the very same birds, as nearly alike in condition on the two occasions

as could possibly be, in a totally difi”erent manner; and not only Mr. Colley, but others we could

name who would have been an honour to the pigeon fancy, have been driven out of it by such

ignorant and contradictory awards. This state of things causes at times much ill-feeling and

unjust suspicion ; for if a young beginner is thus unjustly disappointed, he is often apt to dispose

of the bird cheaply to some one who knows its value; and if the new owner—especially when a

dealer—wins with it at the next show, as is very likely to be the case, it is at once said that he

has “got the bird up," and thus deceived the judge. At times perhaps a little “ improvement"

may have been effected; but very often this is not the case, the bird being shown in the precise

condition in which it was purchased. We have known a judge describe to a loser the sort of

Carrier he professed to admire, and when this exact pattern was put before him pass it unnoticed,

yet give it first prize the next week; and we have known such a one, when charged with the

inconsistency, state that the bird was either not the same or had been altogether transformed,

when we have knawn it to be in precisely the same condition as when shown before.

The chief cause of these ridiculous vagaries is, no doubt, that having no thorough knowledge

of the variety, the judge is led away at one show by some fine property, and at the next by some

other. Thus, at one show there is a bird with an extraordinary beak-wattle, and his eye being

attracted by that, the bird wins. At the next, the first that “ happens” to strike his eye is another

with beautifully narrow and regular skull and fine eye-wattles, with perhaps good neck and

carriage; so, though the first bird is there, this second bird wins. And so on. No doubt there are

cases of collusion, if not of actual fraud ; and no doubt also, many judges, if they remember a bird,

will sometimes make really erroneous awards to preserve consistency; but, as a rule, we believe

the case to be pretty much as we have stated, and to be the result of honest ignorance.

The drift of our general remarks has already been to insist on the Carrier being judged, not

by any one point, however extraordinary, but as a w/zole; and to lay stress upon the general
harmony and just proportion of all the points in any given bird. This one principle will nearly l

prevent such gross errors as we have alluded to ; and it now only remains to give what we consider

the proper relative value of different points or properties in estimating the show rank of a bird,

with such remarks in explanation as may seem proper.

POINTS IN JUDGING CARRIERS.

Beak: length, 2 ; shape, 2; thickness, 2; colour, 1 . . . . . . . 7

Beak-wattle: shape and form on upper mandible, 6; ditto on lower, 2; circumference,

2 ; texture, 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12

Space between eye and beak-wattle . . . . . . . . . .

Eye-wattle: regularity of build all round, 3; diameter (without manipulation), 3 ;

softness and texture, 2; lacing, I . . . . . . - . . .

Skull: narrowness, 3; flatness, I . . . . . . . . . . .

Gullet: well curved in . . . . . . . . . . . .

Neck: length, 3 ; narrowness (especially near shoulder), 2; thinness (from side to side), I

2

Width and flatness of shoulders . . . . . . . . . . .

Width and fulness of breast . . . . . . - . - - . .

Length of flights and tail . . - - . . . . . . . -

Length and form of thigh . . - . . . . . . - .

Length of leg (considered both from side and front) . . . . . - .

Colour . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . .

"§|»w-I~»nn<7\b=-¥‘O
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It has been impossible to derive these values from any recognised judging ; there being none

such, uniform enough to be of service, accessible for examination; but we have carefully tested

them practically, both upon birds we have considered correctly judged, and the reverse; and

can aflirm that they do, practically and really, represent what our judgment would be between

competing birds.

It will be seen that we have differed from the values given by the late “National Colum

barian Society,” which attached the greatest number of points to eye-wattle, whereas we have given

that priority to beak-wattle. We can only say that the “ National Columbarian Society's " values, if

applied honestly, utterly failed to give satisfaction in practice to most good judges or fanciers of

Carriers. All such practically lay the most stress upon beak-wattle, as we have done, being

most difiicult to produce, and the longest in arriving at perfection. We should have allotted more

than two points for space between the eye and beak-wattle, but that we found it held out practically

too much encouragement to an artificial production of this point, and we have desired in our scale

not only to afford sound material for judging, but to guard against a bird artificially got up having

too much chance against another. In this very case, for instance, the two points allowed for the

clear space are suflicient in the case of genuine birds ; and yet, although in the case of a genuine

bird competing against an “improved” one, the latter might gain either one or even both the

points for this property, the genuine one having both wattles crowded together, yet the genuine

one, if really the best, would more than gain the lost points in size of wattles, as it takes a

considerable quantity cut off to make the desired space; and if a bird can stand this, and yet have

enough left to show large and well-formed wattles, he is probably really the best, and ought to win,

as regards beak-wattles. The same remark may apply to narrowness of skull, to which we should

have given somewhat more value, but that we found on application to certain “doctored”

specimens, it gave them an unfair advantage. We mention these things in order to show that

the scales here given, though not formed from recognised judging (since there has been none),

have really been carefully tested in every practicable way. judging would, however, give more

satisfaction if the public could always feel assured that the birds" were judged, and not their

owners; and it is only when the judges are compelled to state what values they have given for

each property, that some of them will be able to convince careful students that they have no

favourites among the exhibitors.

As we have often said, and shall always think, a judge who cannot give his reasons is no

judge at all.

The values we have given to length of legs and thighs we have found by constant experience

to be necessary. It is for want of due stress on this property that we see so many bad-carriaged

birds; and we have preferred to divide “carriage,” as too indefinite, into its component parts,

which can in this form be much easier judged and estimated.

In all judging by such a scale as this, the judge should carefully estimate what he thinks that

point actually deserves, as compared with a bird supposed to be perfect, and deduct one or more

poi-nts accordingly. This will be the easier, in that the real judging will almost always be found

to lie between a few specimens, which are readily picked out by eye even from a large class,

without attempting to judge the whole by scale. The few selected for honours, on the contrary,

however the judge may proceed, should be most carefully compared; and the best plan we are

acquainted with, whenever the class is large, is to have a large pen or cage of at least three feet

square, at the height of about four feet from the ground, and mounted on wheels so as to be readily

moved. In this cage two birds at a time can be placed for comparison, point by point; and if

committees would provide such a pen for their judges it would really save much time, and enable
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these latter, when asked, to give at least their reasons for any particular award. Such a plan has

been in use for some time at the best Scotch shows, and the results of it fully warrant us in

recommending it for more general adoption. Indeed, we are not going beyond the truth when we

say that, in any case of at all good competition, it is absolutely z'mpo.rsz'ble to judge Carriers

properly except in actual juxtaposition, and judging in any other circumstances is a farce. But let

a judge see two birds of high merit side by side; and whether he judges by any scale of points or

not, he is at least compelled to form some definite notion as to zv/zy he prefers one bird to the

other ; and it is both for his comfort and his credit that he should be able to state these grounds

for his decision to dissatisfied or inquisitive competitors.

The above, then, are the conclusions we have come to during many years’ experience, as to

the points of a perfect Carrier, and the relative value of the various properties. We have been

urged to modify them, so as to make a total of I00 points. \/Ve would gladly have done so, but

that such artificial symmetry must have been attained at the expense of what we have found and

believe to be the real comparative values according to good judging, which it will be our object to

present throughout the present work, as most likely to be of practical use to our readers.

On the following page we summarise the full notes of the high authorities already quoted,

and the views of present-day fanciers, in a Standard Description of the English Carrier, and thus

close our allusion to that breed of fancy pigeons to which by almost universal accord has been

ascribed the title “ King of Pigeons.”
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STANDARD DESCRIPTION OF THE ENGLISH CARRIER.

O00

Head.-—-Long and narrow, running on as straight a level as possible from the base of the wattle to the back of

the skull, yet displaying the slightest indentation in its centre in its longitudinal extension. Measure

meats-—( 1) Lmgtlz—from the tip of the beak to the back of the skull, 2} inches at least. (2) Widt/1—

from inside fold of eye-cere to eye-cere, Q inch—being equal in measurement at front and back of cere.

Bea|<.—Long and stout in both mandibles, shooting straight away from their juncture up the gape and pro

portionately thick to the very tip, the mandibles closing tightly. Colour—of a light fleshy hue with dark

longitudinal streaks in blacks and blues, the streaks being light hom colour in duns; in whites of a

pale fleshy colour devoid of any streaking. Measuremenl of face and beak—i§ inch in hens and not

less than 2 inches in cocks, from the pupil of the eye to the tip of the beak.

Waff|8.—Rather round than oval in shape. Size, as large as possible, even in surface rooving, and propor/tionately

balanced from side to side ; that on the under mandible scarcely showing any separation from that on

the upper one when they are closed; the upper section tilted slightly forward from the front of the

skull; the lower section very gradually bulging away from the jaw. T/re circumference of the wattle

should be greatest at its centre, from whence it should gradually and almost imperceptibly blend with

the beak at its inner extremity. The colour of the wattle should be of a powdery white tint.

EYe$.—-Deep red in iris, except whites, which should be black or “bull eyed.”

EY6-C6T8.——Circular and wide, evenly radiating at an equal distance from the eye. Fine, well laced, but firm in

texture, rising slightly above the level of the head and quite parallel in structure both at the front and

back of the skulL T/ze mlour of a pale, leather-like tinge, displaying but little of the powdery tint visible

on the wattle. T/re dz'men.rion.r should be proportionate to sex and age ; in adult cocks as wide and circu

lar as a florin ; in adult hens a degree less ; in young birds not less than a shilling, increasing with age.

Neck.—Lengthy and slender, rather straight and erect, and well cut away at its juncture with the throat onwards

to the under mandible, and absolutely devoid of gullet.

Body.-1. C/zesz'—wide and full, but not projecting to the front.

2. S/mu1ders—-wide and flat, showing muscular power.

3. Back— long and straight, sloping from the shoulders towards the rump, and showing a slight hollowness

rather than the reverse.

4. 14/Yng éulls, to protrude slightly beyond the chest.

5. Breast-be/re long and straight, showing a moderate depth of keel.

Legs and F66f.—Stout, muscular, and long, both from thighs to knee joints, and from the latter to the instep.

Tlulglzs thinly feathered to the knee joints; thence to the tips of the toes, the legs and claws, free of

feathers—rlaw.v firmly set, spreading well out from the ball of the foot, nails of the same colour as the beak.

Flights and Tai|.—Long in shaft and moderately wide in web. The flights should be carried on a level with

the body and be closely tucked up, resting over the tail, the latter should form a continuous slope in

continuation of the back and rump, and be carried quite clear from the ground at its extremity.

SiZ8.—Large, measuring as nearly as possible 18 inches from the tip of the beak to the end of the tail in length,

. and 4} inches across the widest part of the body—z'.e., from shoulder to shoulder.

Cal'I‘iag8.——Erect, upright, and sprightly 3 in observant attitude.

PIumage.—With the exception of flight and tail feathers all the plumage should be short in feather, fitting very

close and compactly to the body, especially on the neck, head, and shoulder coverings.

CO|0Ul‘$.—I. Blacks—-ebony shade with deep green lustre.

2. Dun.r—of one shade all through from head to tail.

3. BIue:—sound but clear tint ; dark on rump, showing distinct wing and tail black bars.

4. W/u'te.r—milk white, displaying a “ satin-like ” lustre on the hackle and breast.

N.B.—In estimating the value to be allotted to the beak-wattle and eye-cere, age and sex must be taken into

account. As a general rule, the Carrier pigeon is at its best between 3 and 4 years of age.—W. F. L.
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C H APT ER IX.

THE POUTER.

THE Pouter Pigeon was our “first fancy," and we have never lost our partiality for it. When

about nine years old, it was the fancy of a parent, and of a friend who soon after “came into the

family" by marriage, and who will be known to almost all old Pouter breeders as the late Mr.

James Miller, of Glasgow. Hence we literally “grew up" in the Pouter fancy; and even now, if

really compelled to keep one variety, this would be our selection. The_birds we sa\v in youthful

days made an indelible impression upon us ; and we have often noticed that many breeders have

carried this feeling so far, and retain such avivid idea of the first birds which aroused their dormant

tastes, that although these may have been really very middling, they will often declare in after

days that they“ have never seen birds which come near" to those they thus saw in early life. Such

are apt to forget that when these paragon birds were seen they were really not aole to judge fairly

of their various properties; and in actual fact, we have known opinions of this sort expressed by

‘ good fanciers, not quite so old as ourselves, respecting certain birds we had perfectly well known

personally, and which had been very middling indeed. However, the Pouter early seized hold

of us, and we really had every opportunity of seeing good ones, and were brought up in a

good Pouter school.

As to the origin of the Pouter we shall say little. Probably the Dutch Cropper had most to

do with it; but then, where did the Dutch Cropper come from? All we shall say is, that we

believe the modern Pouter and the Runt have also much in common, if, indeed, they have not

descended at no very distant date from one stock; and the Runt still makes almost the only

available cross. It is well-known that the late Mr. Samuel Bult, a good Pouter fancier, crossed

his birds with the Runt. We saw the very bird; and as it was mottled or splashed, and had a

crest, many would not believe he ever crossed with it ; but we did, as we could see the Runt blood

plainly in the shape of the head and wattle round the eye, and also the form of the back, \vant of

crop marking, and bad carriage on the legs. By this cross he got length of feather and limb,

but had to breed carefully after to get back the true Pouter markings and shape, in which, however,

he succeeded, and bred some very fine Blue-pieds. Another gentleman well-known to us—Mr.

Hayne, of Croydon—also made good progress by a cross with the Runt, crossing a Blue with

a Blue. The Blue Pouter being rough-legged, this cross produced three well-marked Blue-pieds,

all of which fell into our hands. - One of these half-bred Runts was a winner of eleven first prizes

and several cups, the first being at Birmingham, and changed hands several times, winning in all

until he came to be shown at Glasgow. This was against our advice, as we had expressly counselled

the owner, if he wished to keep up the bird's character as a winner, not to show him in Scotland,

where they knew a Pouter too well ; but he did, and the bird was passed over as being—what we

must say he was to a good Pouter fancier—“ an ugly brute." Bad as he may have been, however,

the progeny of this very bird are still to the fore, and some of our best breeders are breeding from

his descendants now. Another case we may give is the crossing of a Silver Runt with a White
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Pouter by ourselves, the result being three splashed birds, and one cock nearly white, all four

fair-shaped birds.

This latter bird sometimes moulted (perhaps he had a little assistance; but he really

needed very little, and it was impossible not to draw a little hard on the feather that had no

business to be there) pure white, and won us several prizes as a White Pouter. We give these

instances to show how very close the relationship almost certainly is, since otherwise birds fully

half-bred would not come so near the desired model.

The Pouter is the most familiar of all pigeons, which may be one cause of its popularity. It

likes to be talked to, and allows itself to be stroked or handled ; and will fly on to the shoulder of

its master on his return with evident joy, even from the top of the house. This familiarity of

course depends mainly on the breeder, and the bird ought to be familiarly dealt with from

infancy; indeed, if the fancier wishes to gain prizes he must have his birds tame, and responsive

to the well-known call. Of all sights in the pigeon fancy, we think the most attractive is that

which may often be seen at the leading Scotch shows, when several of the best birds are put

into the large show or judging pen by the judges for comparison, and stand together showing

themselves off. VVe cannot but think that if this privilege and pleasure were allowed to

exhibitors at all large shows, it would advance our pursuit more than anything else, and perhaps

bring back the Pouter fancy to its original home.

We say the old home, because there is not the slightest doubt that we owe the cultivation

of the Pouter to the silk-weavers of Spitalfields, who brought this pigeon to perhaps as great

perfection as was ever reached ; in which, indeed, they had an advantage in the greater number of

them who bred and cultivated it. When, however, the ruin of what was called the “heavy” trade

in London occurred, these poor weavers were unable to afford the keep of their pigeons, and their

best birds fell into the hands of a few Scotch fanciers, but for whose efforts there is no doubt we

should not now have a Pouter worth looking at. Amongst these Scotch fanciers there are four

especially to whom it is hardly too much to say we owe the preservation of our bird. Foremost

of these were the late Mr. James Huie, of Glasgow, and Mr. George Ure, of Dundee, who

bred the Pouter pigeon for considerably more than forty years. Mr. Huie, having frequent

occasion to visit London, had special opportunities of selecting birds; and not only often supplied

Mr. Ure from birds he thus selected and brought home, but occasionally sent birds to Edinburgh

fanciers. The late Mr. Wallace, of Glasgow, also kept up a collection of Pouters for over thirty

five years, besides being the oldest fancier of pigeons generally throughout Scotland. And finally

we may mention the late Mr. James Miller, also of Glasgow. He cared for Pouters alone, and to

him many of the present fanciers owe nearly all they know, while he was certainly the best judge

of a Pouter we ever yet met with. Many others have been good supporters and skilful breeders

of this grand pigeon; but to these four belongs the chief credit of taking the bird from the old

Spitalfields fanciers and handing it down to the present generation. At the present time we do

not know one single fancier in England who has not obtained his birds from Scotland, whence the

bird is sometimes called the “ Scotch" Pouter; but it is undoubtedly of English origin. It is to

be hoped the bird will be again naturalised in London; and with many others, we deeply

regretted the retirement of Mr. Volckman from the list of Pouter breeders, in which he at one

time seemed likely to take the place of Mr. Bult. Every one who had seen the collection of

Pouters he used to show at the great meetings of the Philo-Peristeronic Society, must afterwards

have sadly felt the absence of this fine variety, without which no show can be considered complete;

and it is a subject for congratulation that of late Mr. Gresham and others have restored to

London circles this grand bird.
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In entering upon the consideration of the Pouter pigeon, we cannot do better than com

mence, as we did in the preceding chapter, with a full and critical description by one of its best

and oldest breeders, Mr. George Ure, of Dundee, to whom we are indebted for the following

exhaustive article :—

“This bird, Moore says, was originally bred by crossing the old or Dutch Cropper and

Horseman together. He is, no doubt, a good authority, but I must confess I never could see how

such a cross could produce a bird like the English Pouter. There does not appear to be a trace

of the Horseman left in the modern bird, though there might have been when Moore wrote his

excellent work, in I735. The Horseman could not add to the length of limb or feather, and,

in place of adding to crop, would tend to do away with it. The same may be said of slendemess

of girth round the shoulders, but it is possible he might assist in marking, as we frequently read

of Pied Horsemen, though this would go but a very short way in making up such a noble bird.

“ I think, however, the Pouter may be accounted for in a more natural way. From all I can

leam, the Spitalfields weavers were very skilful breeders, and whatever they took in hand they did

well. Pigeons in particular were great favourites with them, and, of course, received a large share

of their skill and attention. They also bred poultry, canaries, and small dogs, and all with

success. Some were florists, and here they also excelled ; in fact, fanciers in general owe a great

deal to them. Moore says it was the blood of the Horseman that caused them to rump. This is

the only thing like proof of such a cross, but it is quite possible that this fault may have been

transmitted by the Dutch Cropper. As Moore does not speak from his own personal experience,

but only as a sort of hearsay account of such an origin, I am inclined to think that the improve

ment had been made by the Spitalfields fanciers solely, by careful selection and skilful matching

of the Dutch Croppers. The latter birds I remember to have seen a few of a long time ago, and

they appeared to want little but length of leg to make fairly good Pouters. In those days I

should think that no one but a genuine fancier kept pigeons. They had no open shows as we have

now, almost every week, so there was nothing to induce the spurious or ‘showing’ fancier to go

into them. They had their private clubs, where they met to exhibit their old ‘cracks’ or the

young coming ‘wonders’ that were to knock the old ones off their perches ; and I am not sure

but these were the right sort of shows after all. There was less vexation to the exhibitors and

less tear and wear to the exhibited, as they would only have to be carried along a short way in

the careful hands of their owners ; whereas now they have often to travel hundreds of miles, and

all the S/l0'ZU is knocked out of them, and the life also, if often repeated.

“As to the origin of the Pouter, it is now impossible to settle it in a satisfactory way, so it is

useless to speculate further upon it. The bird, however, is beyond question one of the very finest

of all the fancy pigeons ; in fact, if those who tell us that all our fancy birds are derived from the

Blue Rock are in the right, thenI would say he is at the very top of the whole, as no bird has been

bred showing such a divergence from the original type as the Pouter, and therefore no bird shows

the amount of bnzcdi/lg which it does. This is apparent whether we look at the extraordinary

length of limb, the wonderful crop, the great length of feather, or the thin girth and lightness in

hand (this last is a sure test of a well-bred bird, for no highly-bred Pouter carries much flesh) ; and

in addition, the lovely colours and beautifully-arranged markings all combine to form a most

beautiful and striking-looking bird. They are also very gentle in temper, and easily tamed, so as

to show when called upon, when properly treated. But then it is a bird that requires both skill

and patience to breed, and, therefore, comparatively few now breed them. ‘They are so trouble

some,’ they say. This, to a good fancier, is one of the strongest inducements to go into them (for

any one can breed duffers, ‘ comparatively speaking, as Eaton says). Failures, of course, will be
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common, but they will be amply repaid by now and then producing birds which are the talk of the

fancy. It has often struck me as something very much to be regretted that the London fanciers

have allowed this grand bird to pass out of their hands. It was in London, beyond a doubt, that

he was first brought up to a very high state of excellence ; and I question if at the present day we

are equal to the fanciers of fifty or sixty years ago. In some points, I believe, we beat them—in

length of feather and in weight, but we have too much of both. We fall short of the elegance of

their birds, and also in the correctness of marking, which they appear to have attained with more

certainty than we have. When the Short-faced Almond became the fashion, the Pouter would have

become as extinct as the Dodo (a pigeon also, as naturalists tell us), had the Scottish fanciers not

taken him in hand. They, however, took to him kindly, and have stood by him; and though I

will not say that they have raised the bird higher than ever has been done before, still they have

done a good deal, and are still improving him, so that I do not think we can be much behind

the best period.

“Colour and marking were the greatest failings for a long time; this arose from their

having but few birds in Scotland to breed from, and therefore they mixed all sorts of colours

together. This produced, no doubt, fine handsome birds, but the colours too often wretchedly bad ;

and as to the marking, sp/as/ling would be the best description of it. A craze also for long birds

came into fashion, which produced ugly Runtish birds without corresponding length of 1eg—very

well described by an eccentric Glasgow fancier as the ‘level style,’ since they could not get upright.

Nothing could have been thought of worse than this, as the Pouter is essentially a bird of shape or

form, with elegance of carriage more than of colour and marking; after that get as much of

leg and feather as possible, but they must go together. This pernicious standard had such a

hold at one time, that judges would decide the prize solely by the tape-line. A better taste is now

gaining ground, and it is to be hoped will continue. Many of the so-called ‘Champion’ birds not far

back were only Pouting Runts. The custom of showing Poutcrs on a block or pedestal in the show

pen is good in some respects, but it often assisted those long brutes in getting prizes, as they had

space to let their long tails hang down ; but when the system of the large show-pen was introduced at

Glasgow, a good many years ago, the tide began to turn, for when put on the floor of the pen a bird

of good style an inch shorter in feather and not longer in limb would stand higher. The tail of the

long one is always in the way, and he can't look easy, do what he will. This arises from his length

of feather being too great for his legs, and also at times from the legs being badly placed.

“Length of leg is the most valuable property in a Pouter, that is, if they are well-shaped

legs; for there are long legs that look short, or are wiry, or frushed or sprouted in place of being

covered with short downy feathers——‘ stocking legs’ we call them in Scotland—\vith long feathers

on the toes. Some call them ‘grouse legs,’ but this is not a good description, as the grouse has no

long feathers on the toes, which makes the leg appear short. Length of leg is the property

hardest to attain of any, but when got gives such a majestic appearance to the bird that I place

it first. Birds over seven inches are very rare, though we /I647‘ of plenty above that length. I

have very seldom got above seven, though I have had them seven and a quarter inches, and once

a red cock seven and three-quarters, but then he never could walk, in fact, could scarcely stand,

and generally sat on his knees, so I had to kill him. Not one Pouter in twenty has legs that can

carry gracefully over eighteen inches of feather. Seven inches will carry a bird of eighteen

and a half or three-quarters well, and seven and an eighth or a quarter a bird of nineteen or

nineteen and a quarter inches. It over this length, then he loses in carriage, as he cannot get

upright nor move about with elegance and freedom. The legs should be placed close together,

narrow-thighed, not wide and straddling ; the knee-joint as high as possible, and not too
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much shown or bent, as then they are ‘cow-hocked.’ Neither should the leg be too straight, as

then it looks loose-jointed, a very ugly fault. The feet ought to be turned a little out and the

knees in, so that the bird in a front view looks a little ‘baker-kneed.’ \/Vith such legs he is

certain to walk gracefully, a sure mark of a well-bred Pouter.

“Next to limbs I am inclined to place slerzdemess of girt/t ,- it is a sure mark of a well-bred

one, and a bird good in this respect is sure to have other good properties besides.

“Crop comes next. Birds really good in this are very scarce, many of the very long

feathered birds especially showing very little of it. Others have it long and rising up at one side,

which is very unsightly. Some, again, overcharge it, which makes them uneasy and lean back

on their tails, and twist themselves from side to side. Others have a large crop, which they

never fill, hanging down as a useless empty bag. The well-formed crop should be as globular as

possible, running out or ‘pouting’ with a graceful curve all round, and showing a little, but very

little, at the back of the neck; if too much, the feathers stick out, which looks unnatural. It

ought to be full and round, well raised in front, so that the bird's beak is partly hid in it. A bird

with this form of crop will show with ease and grace, and can discharge it at pleasure. Hens have

the crop, but in a less degree. Their style of showing is also a little different from the cock’s, as

they move about with a quiet gracefulness with the tail spread, so that a really fine hen is fully as

attractive to the fancier as a cock. There are hens now and then to be seen with crops as large

as cocks’, and they will strut about as if they wanted to be taken for one. Such birds always put

me in mind of some strong-minded lady advocating ‘woman’s rights.’ I don't like them, as I

never saw any good of them. They are often barren, or if not might as well be so, for they

neglect their family duties and go gadding about in a way that must vex their mates sadly, as they

want constant looking after.

“ Length of feather is the next property. This has already been touched upon when speaking

of the limbs, so little more need be said. It is a property that should be regulated by, or wait

upon, the length of limb, as it is not so difficult to attain ; so that good length of limb being got,

feather can be very soon got if required.

“ Colour and marking form the fifth and last property, or two properties thrown into one. By

neglect and unskilful matching, these have suffered much (I shall speak of them here as two

properties). Blues, I think, in colour, have suffered less than any of the others, and perhaps Reds

most ; the latter, in nine birds out of ten, scarcely deserving the name, the deep glossy blood-red

being exceedingly rare, and it will take a deal of time and trouble to restore it ; but some of our

best fanciers are trying hard, and no doubt will succeed. Reds are very often grand birds in every

other respect. Blacks have lately improved in colour. Yellows I am sorry to see not so good in

colour as some years ago—it is a diflicult matter to keep up this colour, as it has a strong tendency

to degenerate into the faded washed-out sort of hue. This is a colour which was almost lost about

fifteen or twenty years ago, nothing but hens were to be got, and they were very poor, little of the

Pouter beyond the marking. By crossing with Reds (the only possible cross) they soon got better,

but for a time all the Yellows were /lens, the breeding cocks being all Reds. Vllhen a few good

yellow cocks were got, it was then easy. Very soon Yellows almost equal (in a few instances quite '

equal) to any of the other colours were produced. In bringing this about, however, the writer

injured to a considerable extent the very best strain of Reds he ever sa\v, by using for breeding

some of the Reds bred for from the Yellows; the colour of the Yellows improved, while that

of the Reds suffered, and to a certain extent their form or shape also. The Yellows were at

one time so much in demand that about the beginning of the Glasgow Shows £25 was offered

and refused for a cock, and a young pair sold for twenty guineas, prices then thought enormous.
1
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They are lovely birds when good, and it is to be hoped fanciers will see that they do not go

down again.

“ Colour and marking, though by no means the most valuable properties of a Pouter, give a

great deal of trouble to the breeder. They could soon be got alone, but then all the more

essential points must be kept up ; for what would a good fancier care for a Pouter, however perfect

in colour and marking, if not well up in the higher properties? It will be apparent, therefore,

to all intelligent fanciers that it is a very diflicult matter to breed a bird with a fair proportion of

all the properties together; but, as before observed, this very difficulty should stimulate, not

discourage, breeders.

“The standard colours, as they are called, are black, blue, red, and yellow, pied. They all

have their admirers, and are all very beautiful ; still, I believe a majority of fanciers will give the

Black-pied the highest place, the contrast of colours being so great when they are of the rich glossy

black, which shows the better the stronger the light it is placed in. They have, however, in other

respects serious drawbacks, being generally heavy birds, and short in limb, though often long in

feather. In marking they are often faulty, and in one respect it may be said always so, that is,

they have foul legs ; a Black-pied, well-marked otherwise, with clean thighs being indeed a

ram a1/is. Some, however, have been bred lately with clean legs, and also thin in girth and light

in the hand, and of course this can be done again with more ease and certainty, until the fault is

the exception instead of the rule as at present. Another blemish to which these birds were

subject was the ‘ snip,’ as it is called in Scotland, or white patch, or blaze on the forehead. Nearly

all the best birds had it twenty years ago, and many had the ‘ring-head,’ a worse blemish still ;

now it is a rarity to meet with either, though the best bred birds will ‘ throw back,’ and at times

produce one or other, and, curiously enough, birds having these blemishes are in general very fine

in all other respects. The foul thighs, however, remain, and as this fault appears to have beaten

the old fancier, we cannot expect to see the last of it for years to come.

“Blue-pied have preserved their colour on the whole better than any of the others, whether

by greater care having been bestowed on them, or by the colour being more easily kept—the

latter I think most likely, as they have, like the others, been crossed with all colours. A fine, well

pied Blue Pouter is a grand bird, the beautiful black bars being a property none of the others have;

and when they are ofa jet black, and well defined, they add greatly to the beauty of the bird.

“ Red-pied were, until these few years back, very fine birds, many of them being of the deep

blood-red so much valued, but now so scarce, and they had in general fine. limbs and clean. Now,

however, foul thighs seem the rule, and the colour may be described as ‘ bad and worse,’ very few,

indeed, being really fine in that respect, and it is high time breeders should direct particular

attention to this.

“Last, but not least, come the Yellow-pied. They are lovely birds when nearly up to the

standard, but, as before remarked, this colour was nearly lost. At one time, I believe, it would have

been impossible to have found a dozen fairly good Yello\vs in Britain. They were short in feather,

and often with heavily-feathered limbs—more of the Trumpeter style than the Pouter, though marking

was good, and sometimes the colour also. They had very little crop, and were short in limb, and

in place of a rich deep yellow it was too often only a pale straw-colour, with a chequery or

dappled appearance. There is nothing to assist the breeder but Reds, and they now unfortunately

want assistance as well.

“After the four stazrzdard colours, the Mealy beyond a doubt deserves the next place. The

colour is a long way behind the preceding, but they have always been noted as being

generally handsome birds ; thin in girth, long in limb and feather, with fine carriage, so that with
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the exception of colour they have oftener come nearer the ideal standard than any other. They

are, so far as can be judged, as old as the standard colours, and it is now impossible to say how

they were first produced. The best, I am inclined to think, are those with blue blood in them,

though they are produced by other colours. Some have recently written strongly against them,

and other of colours, but it is a mistake. We cannot do without them, and, besides, a fine Mealy

is a very good-looking bird.

“ Chequers come next. They are, I think, originally the result of matching Blues and Blacks

together, but this is a mere guess. Now, however, they seem to be more allied to the Blacks.

They are often well-marked birds, with cleaner thighs than the latter, though with a tendency to

the same fault—heaviness of style-—of the Blacks. Those with blue blood in them are not so

valuable, as they will neither improve the colours of Blues nor Blacks.

“ Silvers I have seen, and bred some, but all were poor in quality.

“Whites I place last, though no doubt many will differ from me in this. They, however,

want the great beauties of colour and marking, which, besides, give so much trouble to the breeder

that they must, in the estimation of every genuine Pouter fancier, hold a secondary place. A

White, when fine and perfectly clean, is certainly a beautiful bird ; but it is only country fanciers

who can keep them in good condition, and this is another thing that tells against them. Birds of

this colour (though properly speaking it is not a colour at all) ought to be produced better than we

generally see them, there being nothing but the shape of the bird to attend to. Legs in particular

have of late years got too short, while the other points are often very good, but this fault destroys

in a great measure the beauty of the bird.

“ I had nearly forgotten to notice the Sandies. They are very useful birds, though the colour

is the worst of all, but they are nearly always handsome in shape and of good style.

“ Having noticed all the colours, I will now say something of matching, though on this

I dare say many will differ from me. I only give them as the results of my own erperimce, which

now goes back a longer way than I care to state.

“ T_o begin with Blacks. If birds of this colour were in general long in limb and light or thin

in girth, they would require no crossing with other colours ; but as they are too often the reverse,

the Sandies and Chequers are the best to bring them up in these properties, and to assist in giving

clean thighs. When properly selected, the number of Blacks produced will be largely in excess of

either of the two ‘off’ colours. A pair of Black and Sandy birds will often breed pairs of Blacks;

and the colour does not suffer as in crossing with Blues or Yellows, and I may add Reds also, as

these have now too much yellow in them, and the latter colour agrees worse with black in Pouters

than any of the others.

“ In breeding Blues again, Mealies are used something in the same way as the Sandy and

Chequer birds with Blacks. They give a nice soft blue, and correct foul thighs, and often assist in

giving shape and style.

“ As to Reds, they certainly have lost colour more than any of the others; and it is not easy

to say how this is to be regained. Breeding with Yellows (in my own case, at least) I think has

been the principal cause of the deterioration in colour, and also of the foul limbs. Crossing with

Blacks will not do it, as the Reds have now too much yellow blood in them. I can see no way but

to make a judicious use of the few good-coloured birds now to be got.

“ Yellows, as already mentioned, are falling off, and I confess I cannot take upon me to give

advice as to how they are to be improved in colour. Matching with sound Reds appears the most

likely way; but last season I put a very sound-coloured Red cock with a rich Yellow hen, and it

was a failure so far as colour, the young being of a very pale straw-colour, though not chequcry.

8
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“ \/Vhites, I think, have fallen back a little the last three or four years. They have plenty of

feather, but they want legs, and many of them have a ‘woody look. The remedy for this is to breed

with strong but handsome Splashes, paying attention in particular to length of limb. Few

marked birds will be bred if the Splashes are properly selected.

“A word or two on marking may not be amiss. A bird good in this property has a finished

look about it very pleasing to the fancier’s eye, but very few are faultless. The rose _oz'nz'on is now

very rare indeed ; I have very seldom been able to get it-—the ugly ‘ bishop wing’ too often coming

instead. The ‘bib’ is another great beauty when large and well-defined, but here again the

‘swallow throat ’ too often comes in its place ; clean thighs, also so desirable, are a constant source

of anxiety and trouble. To get rid of the brown or kite bars on the wings of the Blue-pied is

another of the minor difficulties that trouble the Pouter breeder. The black bars are certainly

beautiful, and every breeder would like them, but very many fine birds are bred with the kite bars

—birds too valuable to throw aside, so they are used to breed from. The red or orange eye is

the correct colour, but like the last it is a small fault, as bull or black eyes are often found in

birds good in all other respects—I never paid much attention to it myself.

“I will only now make a few remarks that may be of service to the young fancier. In the

first place, I would advise por.rez1ora1zce,' without this it_ is useless to try breeding Pouters, or,

indeed, any other of the higher descriptions of fancy pigeons. One will try it for a short time, and

finding he docs not breed prize birds at once, give up in disgust. ‘They are a lot of plaguy

brutes,’ he says; and then he goes into Antwerps, or cloud-::l1'moe1's, or some sort that requires

nothing but food and water. Another, of better material, when he finds he does not get what he

expected, says, ‘ I must be wrong in some way; it has been done by others, and I should like to do

it also;’ so he thinks it over, and changes his mode of matching, or gets a bird or two that he thinks

will assist, and tries again ; and very likely he will make a hit, or gain a step in advance. He may,

however, fall back a little now and then, but is on the whole advancing, and he will soon see that

what he at one time thought impossible or nearly so is not very far off, and as he goes on finds he

has in a general way hit the mark. Some begin by selecting the very finest show or prize birds ;

but this is not necessary, and, besides, it is not in the power of every one, as such birds are now very

high in price. Let him, above all, get well-bred birds from an old well-established strain, birds

whose blood will tell in breeding, though they may be faulty in some properties. It has been well

remarked, by one of the old writers, I think, that ‘a good fancier will rather have the castaways or

weeds from a good strain than better-looking birds of which he knows nothing.’ The truth of

this remark every old fancier must have experienced, as some of the most perfect birds ever bred

have been from parents that to all appearance were most unlikely to yield such results. This,

however, is only when they have good blood in them, or are ‘well come,’ as we say in Scotland.

Birds of this description can always be got at a reasonable price, within the reach of most

young fanciers.

“Another error of beginners is that they will only have young birds. Pouters, I am convinced,

do not breed fine young birds till three years old, and will go on till eight or ten, and I have bred

very fine ones from birds even older.

“Some think it is absolutely necessary to keep a loft full of feeders or nurses. This,

however, is not in the power of every one, and my experience is that they can to a great extent

be dispensed with, for many Pouters rear their young well, and beyond a doubt it does them good,

and they thrive better and live longer if allowed to do so. I have never kept feeders specially for

my Pouters, only sometimes making use of my Fantails when I find a pair are careless of their

young. If nurses, however, are kept, the Pouters ought to get young to feed for as long as they
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will, to keep the hen from laying too soon. Some also think it necessary to separate the birds

during winter; this I never had suflicient accommodation to do, though I have tried it to a

small extent. The result has been that I would not do so if I could. The birds keep in better

health and spirits together, and if all nesting facilities are removed, there will be little or no

attempt at breeding.

“As to food, old but well kept tares and beans, with a limited supply of Indian corn, is the

feeding I use, with a little hard old wheat when feeding young. Old grey peas are also good, and

I have used white peas at times. Avoid hempseed as you would poison. Give plenty of old lime

rubbish and gravel, and once or twice a week a little coarse salt, and water to bathe in about as

often. Gorging is a nasty habit with some birds, those with large crops in particular being subject

to it. The old cure of the stocking is the best, penning the bird for a day or two after with a

limited allowance of Food and water. This is the only disease (if it can be called so) peculiar to

Pouters, the others are shared in alike by all the varieties, and my experience leads me to believe

that pigeon diseases are, if serious, very seldom cured.

“ It is not often Pouters can be flown, but where this liberty can be given it is beyond question

an advantage, only they should not get out in a high wind or on a very wet day. The well

bred light birds fly well, and seem to enjoy it. Another thing I would caution young fanciers

against is, when they breed a very fine bird, not to over s/zow it. Twice or thrice in a season is

enough; many fine birds have been lost to the fancy from this error. A genuine fancier, by which

I mean a ‘ breeding’ one, does not care for showing much.

“Before closing, I should like to say a word or two about what I think an error in judging

Pouters—in England, I believe, more often than in Scotland-—that is, in giving prizes to Whites

in a class for all colours. Unless Whites are a. very long way indeed better than the pied birds

they ought not to be placed above them; it is so much more difficult to breed a fine pied bird,

and so much more beautiful when of fair quality than the VVhite, which is deficient in the beautiful

properties of colour and marking. No one that has kept and bred Pouters will make this mistake,

and it is only those who have done so that are fit to judge them.

“There is a wide field for the Pouter fancier, and, however able and skilful he may be, he is

not likely to reach its limits of improvement in a lifetime. There will always be some little bit

that wants looking to, and so keeps his energies from flagging. There is very little hope for a long

time that he can sit down and say, ‘ There is nothing more to do.’ To those, therefore, who are

pigeon-wards inclined, I would say, ‘ Take up the Pouter;’ it is a fancy mine that has not been

worked for many years so extensively as it ought to have been, but it will amply repay the

re-opening to every intelligent, persevering fancier. May their number soon be legion!

“ In conclusion, I would say to the jaded and worn professional or mercantile man with over

worked brains, and to the working man with toil-worn body, ‘Go into the pigeon-fancy, even if

only a single pair can be kept.’ The higher classes of birds require an amount of mind to breed

them well not to be despised by the greatest; and the cares and anxieties are so diflerent from

the cares and worries of life, that they forget them all when they breed a first-rate bird-especially

if it be a Pouter.”

In our own remarks upon this pigeon we find it most convenient to begin with the crop, as the

point which gives the c/zaracter to the whole pigeon, though we fully agree with Mr. Ure that it is

not the most important property. All pigeons have some power of inflating the crop, or globe

as we would prefer to call it, which is seen in nearly all the cock birds when “playing up"

to their hens, just as the Pouter himself makes the most of his when in the same circumstances,
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inflating it with conscious pride and pleasure. Some of the Scotch fanciers call it the “blow ;"

and though, as we have said, not the most important point, or the hardest to obtain, still

no bird can be a Pouter, however good in all other points, which has not that peculiarity well

developed which is the type of his race; and it is the first and most striking property of the

pigeon. The young bird begins to show the form of the globe or crop at the age of three or four

months, and, strange to say (for, generally speaking, the males show all properties more and sooner

than hens; and, even in this case, the cocks show most of it when full grown), very often the hen

birds begin to show it before the cock birds. Some young ones will show the crop at first all on

one side, which looks very bad, and is called being “tight-cropped." Such a bird appears as if

choking, and if it remains so is of course worthless; but they will often grow out of it. What is

desired in a fine globe is to be as round as possible, to project well out in front and all round, and

just show a little fulness be/rind also, below the back of the head, which adds a great deal to the

appearance of smallness of girth. The bottom part of the crop should stand out suddenly away

from the breast, like a large bubble. The actual size should correspond with that of the bird ; for

some have globes really too large for the size of their bodies, and such frequently become what is

called “crop-bound," which causes a great deal of trouble, and often death. Such a fault also

makes the bird unable to stand properly, from being over-balanced, so that it may even fall

backwards. Greatly as a fine globe is to be admired, therefore, excess is not to be sought, nor is

more to be valued than the bird can have thorough control of; and in our plates we show the form

and size we consider a good Pouter, in “good show," should be possessed of.

Next we will take the shoulders, or rather size round them, which is called the “girth” of the

bird. Smallness in this is sought for, and is one of the handsomest and most attractive properties

in the bird. However grand the bird may be in other points, if thick and wide at the shoulders

the fine effect they would have had is lost. In order not to lose this and the preceding property

of crop or globe, some fanciers never allow a good show bird to feed young ones, as this causes the

globe to become loose and disordered through the shaking and pumping up of the soft food, while

the shoulders also become slack and hanging, adding to the girth of the bird.

Smallness of girth is the property of next value to length of limb; because, if a Pouter be

thick in girth, the form of the globe cannot be properly seen, since the sudden bulge out of the

globe at the bottom depends upon it. The more length of body the bird shows from the bottom of the

crop to the thigh-joints, the more effect is given to the slimness in girth of the bird, for if the crop

comes down nearly to the thigh, it makes the bird inevitably appear thick, whereas we want to see

it bulging out suddenly from the slender body. If the globe be what is termed oval-shaped, or by

others tight-cropped, that is, not projecting sufficiently in front, this fault will also take away by

absence of contrast from the appearance desired. Another feature necessary to the smallness of

girth appearing is the concave curve in the back just below the globe; and without this curve

behind, and the sudden bulge in front, neither slenderness in girth nor the true form of crop can be

properly seen. When a bird is faulty in this feature behind, it is called by fanciers “hog-backed,”

and is one of the most unsightly faults a Pouter can have, quite spoiling the fine, straight sweep

down from head to tail—a true “line of beauty "—which all breeders so much admire.

Slenderness of girth will also depend very much upon the way the bird carries its wings,

especially at the shoulders. Some are loose-shouldered even from the nest-pan, which always

makes them appear thick ; and not only so, but owing to the flights being carried so low and veiling

the upper part of the thighs, causes them to seem much shorter in limb than they really are. This

fault is often seen in hens which have been weakened, through their owners, in their eagerness

to obtain stock from them, taking from them too many eggs in one season; and, as we have
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before remarked, it is also liable to occur from feeding young ones. If, therefore, the fancier

possesses birds of fine shape, and wishes to keep them so as long as possible, he should let the

hen hatch and feed as few young ones as possible, and only allow them even these for eight or

ten days to feed off the soft food, transferring them then to other feeders. Nothing more surely

puts a fine Pouter out of shape than free breeding and rearing. For this reason, while Mr. Ure

is correct in his statement that a staff of feeders are not absolutely necessary, we strongly

recommend them, and they should be of the strong and vigorous kind, such as large Dragoons,

common Antwerps, or other large strong birds. Some of the bastard-feathered Pouters, or other

coarse and strong products of the loft, will often be found, from their tameness, better feeders

than any others, and in this variety it is especially advisable to obtain by care a thoroughly

reliable staff of good feeders. We have hinted at this in our general chapters; but in the case of

Pouters especially, we may say that this point is of nearly as much importance to success as getting

a good stock. Nothing is more provoking to a fancier than to see he has got a grand young bird,

and then have the conviction unwillingly forced upon him that he will never be able to rear it.

Perhaps more have “given up” Pouters owing to vexatious—we were going to say heart-breaking

—disappointments of this nature, than from any other cause ; and as it is hard enough to rear a

good bird of t/zis variety, even with the tamest, gentlest, and strongest feeders, all who begin

breeding them will do well to spend a deal of trouble on their staff of nurses.

Next we come to the most valuable and most difiicult to attain of all the properties, viz., the

form and apparent length of leg. We are aware that some prefer an extra long leg, no matter of what

style, to one of less measurement, although the latter may be nicely formed, and look to the eye a

great deal longer. We would simply ask, of what good is a quality that only appears under the rule,

and cannot be seen if no one has a measure in his pocket? We put length of leg first in value among

all the properties; but we do most earnestly protest, as will every skilled Pouter fancier, against

what has very much been the rule with English judges of this pigeon—giving prizes to mere

measurement. No Scotch judge would think oi deciding in such a manner; yet in England we

have ourselves frequently won prizes with half-bred Runts which no ordinary hand could get round,

being not only so wide and thick at the shoulders, but so deep in the breast, as to weigh nearly

double what a Pouter should be, but which “ measured" well in length of limb and feather. We

have sent such birds, knowing what the judges would require, and desiring for our own sake to

meet their ideas ; and we have often had in the same class with these half-bred Runts really good

Pouters, showing to the eye a great deal more length of limb and feather, much finer in globe and

marking, and in fact three times the birds all over that the others were; yet found them passed over

because showing a little less in mere measurement. We are glad to say that of late English judges

and fanciers have shown more signs of conforming to Scotch ideas on this subject, and of con

sidering the form and style of the birds more than their mere length. We go so far as to say that

the rule should never be used in judging Pouters, unless either to determine a disputed point as to

which bird is the longest in feather and limb, or when two birds are so nearly on a par in general

appearance and qualities, that some tangible reason must be song/zt for making an award. In

measuring length of limb, the thumb nail or blade of a pocket-knife is put close against the upper

joint of the thigh, where it forms a kind of notch or opening, and the length then taken to the end

of the middle toe-nail stretched fairly out to full length, but not so as to hurt the bird. One

objection to mere measurement is, that a long or short toe-nail may make an eighth of an inch

difference, while not the slightest importance to the real value of the bird.

It is very difficult to judge Pouters correctly as regards this, or indeed any other point—nay,

we would almost say that it is nearly impossible to judge Pouters correctly at all—-in the ordinary
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small pens of a show, if there are several good birds competing. The reason is that the best birds are

never thus seen all at oncr in their best or show form. A large pen of not less than three feet square

should, or rather must, be provided, as we have already said is done at the Scotch shows, in which

the best birds can be placed together for comparison, when they will begin to “play up" to one

another, and their points can be seen, if at all in show condition ; and if not it is the exhibitor’s own

fault, and he deserves to lose. Many birds are very sulky at first in a strange place, and perhaps

for a day or two would never show at all ; but if penned with a hen in good showing order, almost

any cock will draw himself together and show off; so that such a large pen soon brings out the

real quality of the birds. The breeders of the birds often do not require this, knowing so well

all the properties of each; but for a strange judge, this is the only way of arriving at a correct

decision. In the small pens, if a bird long in feather be seen standing pretty high up on its block,

and in good showing order, it is sure to- catch the judge's eye and be “booked for a place."

Another bird, come some distance, will be seen “in the sulks," standing on the floor oi his pen, all

down, and showing no style or crop at all ; on account of which he is passed over. But put these

same birds into the large pen with a rank hen in pretty fair show-trim herself, and all is changed.

The fine bird that looked so immensely long while standing up on its block, directly it is put into

the level pen appears too short in leg for its length of feather, and its tail sweeping the ground

causes it to stand low, when the more showy he is the easier is the fault now seen ; whereas, the

poor, despised, sulky bird, directly he sees the hen, if a really good one will pull himself together,

brighten up, blow out his crop, and at once manifest his superiority, his length of leg enabling him

to stand tall, which is one great beauty of the Pouter. By length of leg, then, we do not mean

mere measurement, for we have had birds that measured seven inches and hardly showed six;

but a form and position of the limb that both looks long to the eye, and enables the bird when on

the level floor to stand tall and upright without being tilted forward by his tail. Of course, some

thing in this depends on length of tail or feather, but quite as much on the form of the limb.

The most important part of the limb in a Pouter is that from the sole of the foot to the knee

-or hock-joint. The longer this part appears the better, and it is this upon which the effect of the

limb chiefly depends ; and no bird short in this portion, whatever the length oi thigh above may be,

can ever have the appearance of a long limb. Every Pouter breeder of a few years’ standing knows

this very well, and we think even novices will see it for themselves after a careful examination of

the proportions in our coloured plates, which show the pigeon purposely in various positions. The

whole leg should appear as straight as possible, with only enough bend at the hock-joint to give a

nice easy effect. Some birds show so much bend at the joint, that this alone makes the shoulders

low, and the whole bird to appear too “level” in carriage, similar to the Runt ; therefore, straight

ness, or absence of much bend at the joint, is an important property.

The next portion of the limb, or the thigh, should show just enough fulness for its outline to

readily appear clear away from the body. just proportion here is greatly admired, too much

spoiling the appearance of slimness in girth, and too little showing no shape in the limb. Some

thing also depends upon the amount of slant or bend, the thighs of some birds coming down

almost perpendicularly from the shoulder, and of course away from the body. The effect of this

is to make all the “ length " of the bird appear be/zind the limb, which looks particularly bad ; and

such a bird, however fine in globe and other points, can never appear well except on its block, when

its tail can hang down and allow the bird to straighten its back, and so bring the body more “into

line” with the too upright limb. Birds with this style of limb often measure very well, but almost

always look short, and never show much shape in the thigh. To see the proper shape of his limbs

a. Pouter must be seen on the ground, or in a large pen, when, if a good bird, it will still enable
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him to stand up and look tall when in show, and to carry his globe well, with the tip of the tail

just touching the ground. In such a position the head should appear in as nearly as possible a

perpendicular line drawn from the sole of the foot.

The leg or limb of the Pouter should be covered with soft downy feathers like those of a

moor-fowl, with just enough at the hock to hang nicely over. The feet have longer feathers,

which should be set so thickly as to allow no bare spot on the toes to be seen, and should curve or

spread rather suddenly out from the feet like the base of a column. This is the perfect style for

the show-bird, but there are also “thin-legged” birds, in which the feathering is deficient, and

others in which it is too profuse, forming often vulture-hocks. These last are said to be “too

rough,” or “too heavy in limb," or to be “ rough-legged birds." Both these kinds of feathering are

found most useful in breeding, the thin-legged birds being generally of fine and symmetrical shape,

and when mated with the rough-legged ones producing the very finest specimens so far as regards

this feature. We will presently enter into the matching of various birds, with regard to limb, with

illustrations to explain our meaning. As Mr. Ure has explained, the legs should stand close

together; the closer they 'are the more slender does the bird appear, showing off what style

he has to the best advantage. Wide-legged birds are also mostly crooked in the breast-bone,

and nearly all such are wide across the shoulders and loose in their flights.

The limb is the most valuable property in the Pouter, on account of the great difficulty in

breeding and rearing it. It is this property chiefly that makes the Pouter the most difficult to

produce approaching perfection of all the pigeon race; and all other properties can be produced,

and the birds possessing them reared, with at least comparative ease. But no sooner do you get a

really grand-limbed bird in the nest, than your difficulties, so far from being ended, are only fairly

begun. The legs are almost as soft as jelly till the age of three weeks; and being so long, in

spite of all care, the least cold is liable to render them powerless, which if it occurs at an early

age is hopeless of cure. Again, if the bird should get one leg outside the pan, and get the

least twist or strain while in that position, it is almost certain, from the extreme softness of the

joints, that the limb will become more or less deformed, and if the bird be a cock, he is then

useless either for showing or breeding, though a hen may be used to breed from. Besides these

and similar chances, good-limbed birds, like all long-legged animals, are almost always liable

to great weakness in the legs, which, at the best, does not pass off till the bones are set. The

short-legged birds are easy enough to rear; but directly you have really got a fine long-limbed

bird, the chances are many against rearing it. Perhaps it is hardly too much to say that the

r/cry best birds ever bred (as regards this point) have never reached maturity; and it is no

wonder that many who began to keep this pigeon have given it up in sheer despair, for no variety

gives so much disappointment and anxiety to produce as a really good Pouter; so that any one

who has kept on with them like the four we have already named, has a good right to be considered

a ge1zuz'1zefam:z'er, since otherwise he would never persevere amidst the many cruel disappointments

his fascinating pursuit must occasion him. Truth to say, however, we know of but few ot/zen‘

who have similarly “stuck” to one pigeon. \Ve know many who have done good service; who

bred them even earlier, and who still admire them; but who have given them up at different

times, though they have begun again (a fact which speaks curiously both for the pains and pleasures

attending this pigeon) ; but we know '1/ery few who have steadily kept them without intermission

for such a length of time.

The next property of the Pouter is length of flights. These should be so long as to come

nearly to the end of the tail, and fold up closely, so as to look fine and narrow. This point adds

much to the slenderness of appearance and general style, as the higher a Pouter carries his flights,
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the better does he show off his length and style of limb; but there are lots of short-flighted birds

As a rule these are either bred late, or the produce of pigeons bred too long without a cross

a plan which always produces weakness, of which want of strength in feather is one sign. Birds

bred and kept in too confined places are also apt to become short in flights and tail, so that

the more liberty can be afforded them the better. Pouters allowed to fly are always better on

the average in these points—length of flights and tail—-—and not only so, but the wings are

clipped close up to the body, adding to the slenderness of girth and sprightliness of appearance

generally. Short-flighted birds are often what we have already described as “hog-backed," or

convex instead of concave in the back. which gives a coarse Runtish look. This fault in

the back is also found in birds which have extra deep breast-bones. This last is often a

blot in extra-large early-bred cocks; and all birds bred from a cross with the Runt are sure

to possess it.

The last general property of the Pouter is what is termed “length of feather," on which we

need add nothing to what has been so ably stated by Mr. Ure, with whom we thoroughly agree.

This length is measured by stretching a tape from the point of the beak over the head to the end

of the longest tail-feather. In breeding, whatever produces length of fiights—such as early

hatching-—will also produce length of feather in some measure. VVhen birds were judged on their

blocks this property could not fail to be exaggerated, but, as already pointed out, putting them to

“ show " upon the level, wherever practised, must produce a just balance between this property and

length of limb.

In regard to colour, we have nothing to add to the exhaustive observations of Mr. Ure, with

whom we fully agree; but it may be well to describe more particularly than he has done the proper

markings of a standard Pouter, or, as old Moore terms it, the way in which he “ ought to be pied."

The head is coloured, and in fact the whole neck, back, and crop, except a crescent-shaped band of

white coming round the front of the crop, the points or horns reaching up within a short distance

of the eye, but by no means going round or meeting at the back of the head. Should it do so,

the bird has the foul marking known as “ ring-neck.” The bib, or coloured patch coming down

from the throat and forming the upper edge of the half moon, should be well defined; and in its

absence, or if white appear in place of it, the bird is “ swallow-throated.” The colour with which

the bird is pied extends in Blues and Blacks all down the back and tail, and to the end of the

wing-coverts on the wings, except a few white feathers on the shoulders, which are desired as

nearly as may be to fall in a small circular patch, which is then called the “ rose-pinion." This

is, however, very rare, a few white ticks being considered good, if clear of the edge ; if the white,

however, runs out in a patch to the edge of the wing, the bird is “ lawn-sleeved,” or “ bishopped,"

as it is more often termed now. Blues should be barred with black across the wings and tail,

‘as usual in all blue pigeons. Red and Yellow-pieds have generally white tails—recently, how

ever, specimens have been produced red in colour, with very sound red tails; no doubt all Pouter

fanciers will prefer such, as keeping up the proper standard by which birds should be pied. The

flights are pure white; if not, the bird is said to be “ foul-flighted;” and the legs and thighs also

must be pure white, any colour making a bird “ foul-thighcd.”

Besides the perfect standard colours, there are those known as Mealies, in which the same

colour prevails, but of a much duller and more powdered appearance. A Red Mealy is often

termed a “Sandy " in Scotland; and what is called there a Silver-Mealy is little worse than a

softer shade of blue, with brown, or what are called by Pouter fanciers “ kite” bars. These Silver

Mealy birds are very beautiful, as well as valuable for breeding; and not a few would be well

pleased to see them elevated to the rank of a standard class. Mealies, Sandies, and Chequers are
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usually called “ off-colours,” when their markings are correct; but if birds have snips, ring-necks,

foul thighs, or faults of that kind, they are said to be “ mis-marked.”

We agree with Mr. Ure in preferring above all other colours the Black-pied, both for the

striking contrast of colour, the rarity of birds which really present a good raven black, and above

all, the extreme few which are to be seen with clean t/ulg/zs. They appear at shows ; but we speak

of birds which are clean in their natural state, or oejfore the owner has weeded out the foul feathers

which more or less disfigure most of the birds. There is also the snip, or white mark just above

the beak, which the same gentleman has mentioned. Few, indeed, are the birds free from these

various faults ; still they have been seen, and we have now to state how such have been bred. We

refer, of course, to birds good in other respects also, since we have seen lots of the little Dutch

Pouters quite free from foul markings; and by sacrificing the other standard properties it is easy

enough to get any colour desired. But all the good Black-pied Pouters we have actually known,

free from foul feathers on the thighs, were produced in the following manner :—

A good-coloured Red-pied cock was mated in the first place to a Black hen of raven colour,

the latter as usual being foul-thighed ; the Red cock, on the contrary (as is usual with Reds), was

clean-thighed, and the produce of this cross were chiefly Red cocks, and what are called in Scotland

Sandy hens, but which in England are termed strawberry-coloured. Some other English fanciers

call them Mealies ; but this latter term is only properly applied to birds with bar: on t/Le wing, this

being the distinction between the sandy and mealy birds as understood by regular Pouter breeders.

A Sandy hen of this produce, clean-thighed (and Sandies thus bred are seldom otherwise), was

matched to a fair-coloured Black cock, and the produce of this latter cross were the only perfectly

marked and clean-thighed Blacks we ever saw. We knew all the circumstances, having ourselves

supplied the Black hen and Black cock for the experiment, and the Red cock being the

property of an old Pouter fancier, Mr. Van, late of Winchmore Hill, near London. He bred two

pairs in this manner; and these two nests, as we have said, were the only genuine Black-pied

Pouters perfectly free from foul marks, and good in other qualities, which we have ever met with.

No doubt, had this gentleman persevered, he would have acquired the most valuable stud of

Black-pieds in existence; but owing to a removal he gave up the fancy, and his stock coming

into our own possession, has been the foundation of the best Black-pieds even of the present day.

We have often urged others to try the same cross, but so far no one seems to have had the patience

for a plan which demands more than one season's breeding to obtain what they desire, however

certain in its results, which we have every confidence of. We would, however, say that the Red

cock must be of a deep and rich colour, as well marked as possible, and free from foul feathers,

which is by no means easy to obtain. \Ve prefer the cock to be red and the hen black, on account

of the almost impossibility of finding a good-coloured black cock free from foul markings, it being

necessary.to start with clean thighs on the cock's side. Were it not for this we should prefer for

the male bird to be black, though there would also be the difliculty of finding a really good-coloured

day red hen, which is another pigeon very rarely to be seen. On the whole, therefore, the plan we

have given is the only practicable one. Its success arises from the fact that the Sandy of the first

cross being already half-bred black, and almost always free from foul marks on the thighs, is nearly

sure in a fair proportion of her progeny to throw some birds with both desired points. Should the

produce of the first cross be 602‘/z Sandies, the Sandy cock may also be bred with a good-coloured

Black hen, and if with his own mother all the better and the more likely to succeed. It is a curious

fact, however, that the similar cross of father and daughter—viz., the young Sandy hen to the old

Red cock, very seldom answers, and should never be ventured upon unless the breeder cannot help

himself, the produce being generally half bad Reds and half Sandies; and as these latter, though
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similar in colour to the other, have only one-fourth black blood, they are of little use, and only

trouble the breeder who desires to obtain Blacks. As a general rule in crossing colours, in fact, it

may be laid down that it is always best to breed only with crosses that possess /zalf-and-/lalf the

desired blood, which can almost always be depended upon to produce one or the other colour good.

There are other methods employed for breeding Blacks, but so far as our experience has

extended, they have not produced birds free from foul marks. For instance, the cross perhaps

most usually employed is that of the Blue and Black together; but we have never yet seen one

good-coloured bird from this cross, nor free from foul thighs. Still, this method produces fine

large birds, and answers well for the improvement of size and general properties only. When

Blacks produced in this way are kept till their third season, their colour greatly improves,

and sometimes becomes at length really lustrous and good. \Vhen bred from at this age, the

produce is better than before the colour had become good ; so that we do not altogether

condemn this method of breeding, more especially when no other seems open. It will not be

too much to say that far the great majority of the Black-pieds at present exhibited are birds

thus bred, and whose thighs have “ moulted ” a little before being shown.

Another method of breeding for Blacks is to match a Black cock with a Mealy hen well barred.

We much prefer this to the Blue and Black cross; as, owing to the colour being so soft, it seems to

give way to the Black more readily, especially if (as we also recommend with the Blue) a young

Black cock be put to a Mealy hen two or three years old. As the object of all these crosses is to

produce clean thighs, it is obvious that either Mealy or Blue must not be faulty in this respect,

and in all cases the Black cock must be of a deep raven-black colour. If he is not, it cannot but

be expected that such Blacks as are produced will be of a nasty sooty or bluish black; or, as is

often the case, will show two bars of better black than the body-colour across the wing. Sometimes

a chequer is produced, however ; and when this is the case such birds are valuable for re-crossing

with black, especially if they be clean-thighed. In that case it matters little whether they be

cocks or hens ; if mated to good-coloured Blacks the produce will nearly always be a good colour,

and if clean-thighed, whatever the colour may be, there is the probability of a good bird.

Occasionally there are found amongst Blues birds with a slight chequer through the blue; and

as these are generally clean-thighed, we would recommend such a bird, if procurable, to cross with

Blacks. Even should the slightly-chequered bird be a cock we would not hesitate to try the

experiment, choosing for him a hen younger and more vigorous than himself, which we have

already seen causes the progeny to resemble her rather than the male parent ; though, as a rule, it

cannot be doubted that colour follows the cock, and we would in general prefer in crossing for the

male bird to be of the colour desired. But this cannot always be done, and it is well to know what

may be done in case of need for want of better materials.

In all the crosses we have named, the one great object is, by some clean-t/zz_'g/zed cross, to get

rid of the foul thighs which naturally disfigure the present Blacks. The Red is the best cross, on

account of that colour being universally found to cross best with Blacks, and even to add a deep

lustre to the colour, while blue has a natural tendency to impoverish it. The Red in Pouters

is also more free from foul marks on the thighs. Still, even by the latter crosses mentioned

we have known many birds produced which, though not clean-thighed, came so very near it that

the few foul feathers were scarcely seen, especially when they came to be exhibited ! \Ve hardly

ever knew a fancier who—-in this variety at least—when only a very few feathers stood in the way

of a fine black bird, hesitated to remove them ; and, singularly enough, one or two who were a little

“ backward” in this sort of thing would have the offending feathers removed by ot/zers, in order

that they might be able “honestly” to say “t/zey had never touched the bird (to improve it) at alL”
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In fact, it has always been looked upon as next to impossible to breed good Black-pieds free from

foul feathers ; so that most fanciers have been fully content when they produced birds with so few

as to be removable without leaving any indications which could catch the judge's eye. \/Ve know,

indeed, of no one who at present ofiiciates in that capacity but is so well aware of this difficulty,

that unless the removed feathers are so numerous as to be plainly missed, he never dreams of dis

qualifying for them, and no exhibitor ever anticipates being passed over for a feather or two in this

breed. Many yet think that Black-pieds really clean cannot be breed, and by the latter crosses we

are not sure they can; but we do assert that by the method first described we have known really

grand Black-pieds bred, which were, really and honestly, perfectly free from foul feathers, and by

this method only. No doubt there are others who will declare that they have also bred such ; and

perhaps by other methods. If so, we do not doubt their word in the least, but we only pretend

to give our own knowledge, and this method is the only one we ever knew to produce them ; and

we are perfectly sure that if fanciers will have but the patience and perseverance to adopt it, we

should soon see at our shows such an array of the grand Black-pied Pouter as never yet gladdened

the eye of any Pouter fancier.

Black-pieds are very often finely marked on the globe, and also upon the shoulder, or what is

called “well-pinioned ;"-markings which are difficult to get in some other colours. Each colour

has its peculiar difficulties, and why in Blacks it should be so exceedingly rare a sight to see a

clean thigh we do not pretend to explain.

The next colour we will mention is the Blue-pied. Its markings in general are similar to

those of the Blacks, Reds, and Yellows (except that, as mentioned, Reds and Yellows have

generally white tails) ; but it has one more property additional which gives it an advantage over all

the standard colours—viz., besides its own proper blue colour it possesses the black bar: upon the

wing. \/Vhen these bars are brown, or what are called “kite-bars,” it indicates too much Mealy

blood. The Blue-pied is generally of a more strong and vigorous constitution than the other

colours-which is true in fact of nearly all blue pigeons, owing probably to its being the natural

wild colour--and such is no doubt the reason why more specimens which deserve to be called

nearly perfect are found in this colour than any other. This is obvious, since the comparative

ease with which they are reared—we say comparative ease, for even they are hard enough

makes them more plentiful, and gives more room for choice. Hence it is chiefly in this colour

that birds of wonderful dimensions are found—such as nineteen and a half or twenty inches—and

with length of limb to show off to advantage such length of feather, which have rarely been found

so combined in any colour but Blue-pied. Many have passed through our hands not less than

seven and a quarter inches from the joint of the thigh to the end of the toe-nail, fairly measured,

though few looked quite so long; and we have had birds that measured what we have said, and

which actually looked less than others which only measured six inches. Our views on this point,

and against judging by mere measurement, have been already expressed.

In breeding Blue-pieds there is less difficulty than in Blacks, Reds, or Yellows; this being

a colour which breeds true, as being a natural one. If both birds are well marked, or nearly

approaching the markings already alluded to in previous remarks, nothing more is necessary so far

as colour is concerned. If one bird, no matter which, has too much marking—say too heavya bib-—

while the other has too little, this also will do; as will too much with too little pinion-marking.

But one matching is to be especially avoided——namely, putting together birds bot/z “too gay,”

or with too much white marking on the bib or pinions, or both. From such a cross is almost

sure to be produced a lot of birds foully marked with white. or even almost whi‘.e, as might be

expected. But bearing these points in mind, and keeping a proper balance of colour, either by
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having both birds right, or one rather too light with another too dark, this breeding of Blue

to Blue is the correct and best method of breeding Blue-pieds, provided only birds good

enough both in colour, limb, girth, and crop can be so selected, not too nearly related in

blood. This last is the real difficulty, since the Pouter must be kept vigorous by sufficicnt

change of blood, owing to its long limbs; and the number of good Blues available is at present

so limited. Pouters kept at liberty, however, will only need one cross to about three crosses

which would be necessary were the same birds kept in confinement.

If a good Blue hen of the proper points and dimensions cannot be procured, we would

advise the selection of a fine Mealy hen. Of course, we mean a Mealy of the silver tinge,

with good brown bars, and if with a black beak so much the better. Such a Mealy hen

will often produce longer-feathered birds than if a Blue hen of the very same dimensious was

bred with a Blue cock. Nine of the very best Blue cocks we have ever seen were bred in

this way from a Mealy hen, all but one of them being bred in Scotland, the other being

bred by Mr. Gresham, of Sheflord, who is not only a good breeder, but one of the best judges

of the Pouter pigeon we have ever met with. On the other hand, nearly all the best Blue

hens we have ever met with were bred from a pair, both Blues. VVe do not like so well the

cross between a Mealy cock and Blue hen, the Mealy being generally so much more vigorous

in constitution that the progeny is too apt to take after the off-colour; still, good birds may

be got from this too, only we would always, where possible, in such a case, let the Blue hen

be young and strong, and mate her with a Mealy cock twice her age, in order to give the

Blue a greater chance of predominating over the Mealy in the progeny, since no one wants

Mealies if he can get Blues instead.

The Mealy Pouter has been much decried of late, while others, as we have before remarked,

would fain have it made a standard bird. We must say that we should prefer to breed Blues

from Blues on both sides, whenever there are enough good Blues for a breeder to pick and

choose the necessary stock from them; but that time is certainly not come yet, and we fear

it will be some time before breeders can do without the Mealy. Many English fanciers dislike

Mealies extremely, and the late Mr. Bult sold on more than one occasion such birds, which,

passing through our hands into those of others who knew how to use them, bred some Blue

pieds which were long remembered for their extraordinary quality. The great drawback to

Mealies is their being so much lower in price, which causes them to be used ‘EU/l€7'£ ting’ oug/zt

not to be, viz., to cross with Reds and Yellows. When a Red or Yellow from such a cross

falls into the hands of a fancier who has a good stud of pure-bred Reds and Yellows, it

makes terrible havoc with it; producing all sorts of odd colours, such as red chequers, dun

chequers, and mealy-barred yellows, which very naturally makes him ever afterwards dislike

the very name of a Mealy. They are, however, most valuable for breeding with Blues, Blacks,

or Whites; and we know for a fact that the first good White Pouter ever seen in Scotland

was produced from a middling White cock and a fine Mealy hen. These being facts,

while we must say we do not much admire the colour ourselves, yet we cannot but speak as

we find it of a bird which has done so much for the improvement of the Pouter pigeon, and

point out how useful it may be to the breeder of Blacks, Blues, and Whites.

The Mealy is of various shades, but, as a rule, approaches what is often called by fanciers

of other pigeons the Silver-dun colour. Often again it is near the colour of a Silver Dragoon;

and the best types of it, sometimes called the Silver Mealy, are to all intents and purposes

rather light Blues, but with brown bars. Such birds are especially valuable for crossing

with Blues.
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We have next to consider the Red and Yellow-pied birds, treating the two together, because, I

while they have certainly been a great deal too much crossed and mixed up by breeders, there

really is a natural relationship between the two colours which cannot be ignored. We are

sorry to have to say that both colours have for years lately almost “gone to pieces,” especially

since the late Mr. James Montgomery, of Belfast, gave up breeding this pigeon ; for we seldom knew

any one produce so many and so good Red-pied Pouters as he did. We think he bred in two seasons

more first-class birds of this colour than we have ever seen elsewhere in the possession of all the

fanciers combined ; and no one who remembers the collection of Reds he once sent to the Glasgow

Show will ever forget the sight. Nay, were we to extend our statement one year more, and say three

seasons, we might go so far as to say that he produced more first-class birds of all the colours than

we ever knew before or since to be bred in the time; and though it is only just to state that he

bred from birds procured from the veteran breeders——Messrs. George Ure, James Huie, and others

—and was also assisted by the advice of Mr. Matthew Stuart, of Glasgow, there is no question but

that to obtain such results in all directions he must have employed extraordinarily good judgment,

as well as been favoured with, no doubt, some little measure of “luck ;” for which reason we gladly

give a few pages farther on /zzlr method of breeding for various colours, and can but express our

deep regret that he so soon left the Pouter fancy for other varieties.

In breeding these birds, the common plan has been to match together a Red cock and a ‘

Yellow hen, when almost invariably the produce is the same; indeed, we might almost say it is E _

never otherwise unless the cock is aged and the hen young and vigorous, when, as we have so often

remarked, the produce taking after the most vigorous parent, will sometimes be both Yellows.

Whenever this is the case, the owner will do well to keep such a pair breeding together as long as

ever they will produce young in this manner; because the almost universal rule makes a great ‘

scarcity of Yellow cocks. We do not indeed think we ever knew above six really good Yellow

pied Pouter cocks to be in existence at any one time among all the fanciers of the United

Kingdom; and we might say the same of Red hens, and for the very same reason; that colour

from this common method of breeding almost always throwing to the cock's side. Hence there is

ample room in the Pouter-breeding world for enterprise and skill, were it only to produce these

two rarities—Red hens and Yellow cocks—of equal quality to birds which are to be met with of

the opposite sexes in the same colours.

We do not, however-—and chiefly for the reason that it produces such partial and unsatisfactory

results—at all approve of this method of breeding ; besides which, we have never known it produce

such rich-coloured Reds as the proper method, which is as follows :—It will be easily observed that

Red Pouters are never so rich and true in colour when young as after they have attained the age

of three years, while some will even improve until five or six years old. It will also be found on

careful observation, that on the average, and with few exceptions, birds thus malured in colour

produce much better-coloured young than these very same parents did before their own colour.

became fixed. Nearly every good-coloured Red we ever saw we have known to have been bred

from birds of mature age ; and we cannot, during the whole of a very long experience, recall three

instances of such birds being bred from parents in their first or second season. To breed good

Reds, then, the breeder should breed from parents not less than three years old, if possible, and
pair two Reds together instead of a Red and a Yellow. As aireally good hen of this pigeon, however,

often ceases breeding (especially if not carefully husbanded and looked after) at the age of three or

four years, she must often be bred younger; and to make up for this the cock may be older;

indeed, we would not be particular about his age so long as he is able to fertilise the eggs. In this

way really beautiful Reds may be produced if anything like decent materials can be got to start
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with. We admit this is at present difiicult ; but as the difficulty attaches to getting good

Reds at all, all the beginner in this variety can do is, by patience and perseverance, to lay hold

of the best to be had.

Two Reds thus bred together often produce a Yellow ; and when this is the case that Yellow is

almost always a great deal better colour than if bred from the Red cock and Yellow hen, or vice zwrra.

Hence, after a breeder has once got a fairly good strain of Reds, he will soon be able to get the

right cross for his Yellows ; such a Yellow, bred from Reds on both sides, being much more valuable

to cross either with Yellows or Reds than the usual half-bred bird; and, if a cock especially, is the

very best matching for Yellow hens that can be. As we have already seen, it is the getting of such

a good Yellow cock that is the great difficulty in breeding good Yellows, and this is the best

method of obtaining such. In breeding Yellows, the same observation as to ages of the birds

applies as in Reds. If young birds are bred from, the colour produced will be pale and washy;

whilst those very same parents, kept till their colour has deepened and matured, will produce young

much superior in tone.

We believe this was the mode adopted by Mr. Ure in breeding Yellows. He tried for many

years to breed Yellow cocks, and never could succeed until he finally obtained a Yellow cock from

us, and one which has rarely if ever been surpassed. But having obtained this one cock—the

grand difiiculty——he easily bred more fine Yellow Pouters of both sexes than have been bred by all

other breeders we ever knew together. We have had many of this strain in our own hands, and it

rarely failed to come to the front in competition. The difliculty is simply the Yellow cock to

commence with——that is, not a pale washy buff, but a good, sound, deep-coloured bird.

Should the breeder find that, in spite of all he can do by breeding from sound-coloured birds

of mature age, the colour of his Yellows really is falling off, he may then cross with the Red to

advantage; but even here such a;>ure1y-bred Red as we have described will be found far superior

to one of the common stamp. The deep Yellow bred from such Reds, if one is obtainable, will be

the best cross of all ; but one caution is necessary. The Reds bred from such a cross of the Red

on to the Yellow should on no account be bred back to t/ze Reds. That is what has so nearly

ruined the Red-pied Pouter, as we have already seen. They should be kept to breed back with

Yellows, for which they are often well adapted, or bred together, so as not to contaminate the

Red blood.

In Red and Yellow-pieds, more particularly, when once a breeder has got a strain which breeds

tolerably true and produces good-coloured birds, he should be 1/cry careful, before introducing

"fresh blood" into his strain, to ascertain that the birds really are bred from Reds or Yellows. A

careless selection-—and especially if the new stock has been bred from a Mealy—will often cause

years of regret. If a fancier has obtained possession of three or four pairs of any colour in

Pouters, however, he will be able to go on at least five years without a cross, by carefully matching

according to the other rules we will hereafter describe. The most will depend upon his hen birds ;

it being size and strength that suffer first in this breed; and without much care in this respect

great degeneracy will soon be apparent. This has been especially proved by experience in the

case of these very colours. \Ve do not believe that the old London breeders who have been

before referred to ever had such grand birds in the Blacks, Blues, and \Vhites as the best Scotch

specimens now. We know, indeed, that Mr. Ritchie, of Glasgow, brought from London over forty

years ago one pair each of these three colours, the best which could then be had (as he had special

opportunities of procuring such), and we have been often assured both by himself and others who

saw these birds, that they would certainly bear no comparison with those of the present day. But

with Reds and Yellows the case is different ; and from many inquiries and facts that have come to our
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knowledge, we believe that these colours were particularly excellent, and have never been surpassed.

\/Ve find reason also to believe that they were very plentiful round and in London. But lately, by

such injudicious breeding as we refer to, and will presently more particularly describe, the birds

were not only allowed to dwindlc down sadly in size and length, but became very scarce indeed.

Still these degenerated birds had good blood in them ; and no sooner were they properly mated or

crossed than they showed their “breed ;" and we once purchased the stock (and a pretty good

stock too) of a fancier, whose whole loft was bred from a pair of “cast-offs" from the degenerate

stud of a London fancier—-a publican in Spitalfields—-all whose stock were Red and Yellow-pieds.

Not only so, but at a sale some more of this same man's stock passed into the possession of

Mr. Bult, the celebrated London breeder we have before referred to; and from these crossed with

what he had, /ze bred the only really good Reds and Yellows he ever had, having previously turned

his attention to Blue-pieds or \/Vhites. At the time of purchasing these small but handsome Reds

and Yellows, Mr. Bult had great doubts of producing much good from them ; and it was in fact our

having sent the same stock to Scotland and being able to speak as to its produce, that chiefly

determined him, and was the means of an acquaintance developing into a friendship, so that we

knew more of his stock than probably any one else did.

This gentleman was also reallyfond of both Splashed and Grizzled Pouters, some of which he

termed “Almond-feathered." \Ve could not agree with him there, never having seen one of the

birds he called such with what constitutes the true Almond feather, viz., I/zree colours, particularly

the yellow ground. Those he thus termed were scarcely possessed of more than two colours——

black, and a kind of grizzly white—and we never saw a really Almond-feathered Pouter; but as

the same variety of colours that produce the almond-feather are found in the Pouter, we believe

that such could be bred without any extraordinary difliculty as regards feather alone. The Pied

Pouter being, however, as it is, so very hard to produce with fine points and good colour combined,

the additional diflflculty of almond-feathering would make such a stupendous task that we do not

envy any one who sets it before him; and we question much if, even supposing the feather

obtained and on good birds, it would appear to suit the pigeon well. Still, if any one desires

a fancy which is certainly possible of attainment, yet of difficulty hitherto unapproached, we

recommend them to breeding Almond-feathered Pouters.

The breeding of Whites gives less trouble than any of the standard Pied varieties, for the

simple reason that the difficulty of colour and marking is done away with. Hence it is only right

and natural that W'hites should occupy but a secondary place in the eyes of true Pouter fanciers,

who find their delight in vanquishing the difficulties of the Pied colours. Some would even put it

after Mealies and Chequers, but we think they should stand at least on a par ; and in a class where

both competed, and the prize was given for “ the best Pouter," we would certainly give it to the

White, if at all better in properties than the Mealy. We have granted that the Mealy-barred is a

most useful bird to the breeder, perhaps the most useful there is, breeding back to any colour from

which it sprang, and also for breeding Blues with a Blue, Whites with a \Vhite, Black-pied with a

Black, &c. Still, no one breeds them purposely, if he can produce the proper standard of Pied

colour instead ; whereas Whites are bred for, and therefore should, in our judgment, stand a shade

higher. But we think with Mr. Ure, that it is often ranked too high. To many judges there is

nothing more attractive to the eye than a White Pouter in good plumage; and if such a one has

never been a breeder, so as to know the difficulties of breeding Pied birds, he is very apt to let this

fancy for mere “pretty looks” run away with him. \Ve grant that if a White has longer and

better-formed limbs, better crop, is better in girth and feather, &c., it may fairly be given prizes

over even a Pied, because these points do make it a “ better Pouter ;" and though the Pied bird
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be ever so good in colour and marking, which are no doubt hard to get, yet, if deficient in these,

however attractive to the eye of a Pied fancier, it must be pronounced not equal in what corzstilutes

the Pouter form. But should the Pied bird be as good, or even pretty nearly as good as the \/Vhite

in these points, unless it be very bad in its superior points of colour and marking, it certainly

is superior to the White, and any judge who lets his fancy put them on a level, does great injustice

to the difficulties of the Pied breeder.

The breeder of Whites has, in fact, two difficulties less to contend with than the breeder

of Pieds. He has neither to strive as the latter has to get his colour good, nor his 1narkz'ng good

both, as we have seen, difiicult enough. In the case of the Blue he has almost three less, since

he has no bars to look after either, which in birds crossed or bred with Mealies are so apt to come

brown or “ kite-barred.” The \'Vhite is also naturally more hardy than any of the Pied varieties

except perhaps the Blue ; and, finally, perhaps no other colour in Pouters is naturally so inclined

towards the much-desired slendemess of body. The greatest difiiculty in breeding them is to get

the proper shape and apparent length of limb, and a well-shaped crop, and to keep up the size,

which the very tendency to slimness has a propensity to diminish. Whites are seldom seen

with so much apparent length of limb as the Pied varieties, partly owing to their strong constitution

causing them to be, as a rule, long in feather, which dwarfs the other dimension. But besides this,

in White Pouters the leg is very apt to spring from too near the shoulder, which also makes the

limbs seem short and injures the carriage. Very few Whites are free from this fault except such

as have been descended from crosses with the Mealy, Blue, or Splash birds, which greatly improve

the apparent length and setting-on of the limb. Of all these, however, the best cross is with the

brown-barred Mealy, which seems to give way or breed back to the VVhite after crossing sooner

than any other. In such crosses the Mealy should, of course, be the hen, and if possible have

a white, or rather a flesh-coloured beak. If the beak is black, this will cause more trouble to

get rid of than the colour of the plumage; besides which, it is always accompanied with an

orange-coloured eye. It is not only that these are considered false colours or blemishes in them

selves, the proper colour being black, or what is called “bull-eyed,” but the stain of black on the

beak or of orange in the eye show that the bird is not yet bred pure w/zit: with any certainty ; and

as such it ought not to be allowed to compete in a White class. So long as they remain, Splashes

are liable to occur; but scarcely ever from birds purely white in body, and having the beak and

eyes correct, which hence become valuable signs.

The first cross of Whites with any of the colours we have named will sometimes produce one

White and one Splash, but more frequently Splashes. We have often got one \/Vhite and the other

only slightly splashed; but the Splashes of such a first cross being recrossed on the White, will

infallibly produce Whites. ' In crossing with Reds it is easy to choose a flesh-coloured beak, as

we have spoken of for Mealies, and so with Yellows; but with Blues it is difiicult. Still, some

Blues are to be met with which have the under mandible of the desired colour, though the upper

be black; and these should be selected. The cross with Blue-pieds will produce the white

plumage as soon as the other crosses, unless the Blue be of a sooty or chequered colour; but such

a cross gives much more time and trouble to obtain eye and beak right; until which time the

stock cannot be relied upon. Being the natural colour of pigeons, the Blue is probably pre

potent, as Darwin calls it; which is indeed borne out by this cross often giving a deal of trouble

from a grizzled colour in the tail; but still this is the cross which as a rule produces the best

limbed birds. In all these crosses, as a rule, it is best to let the cock be white; but if the

breeder has obtained anyhow a fine Splash cock, he may be matched with White, and will very

speedily produce fine Whites.
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All the crosses we have given for breeding Whites have been adopted with success; and we

have known even Blacks crossed to produce Whites in three generations. It is thus the best

\/Vhites are bred, and it is simply because the colour is so very easily obtained that we put it last.

But it has its difiiculties, arising chiefly from its tendency to delicacy of form. This always tends

to diminish the limb ultimately; and a cross now and then, as we have described, not only

improves the size, but also the fault in setting-on and carriage of the legs which we have alluded to.

A cross also causes the offspring to be more easily reared, the crossing giving more strength and

vigour, according to the usual and well-understood rule.

Of what are called “ off” colours and markings we need not say much, having already spoken

of the proper use of Mealies and Chequers, &c., and described the proper markings of the standard

Pouter. We are inclined to think that it would advance the cause of Pouter-breeding were there

at most leading shows a special class for Mealies and Chequers, as we believe such a class would

often encourage men of small means to enter the fancy, by showing them that birds possessing all

the essential properties of the Pouter could be obtained for a comparatively small sum. It would

also in many cases provide a market for what older fanciers are very willing to part with. Really

fine specimens in all points are so scarce and valuable that no man of small means can start

breeding with them ; nor, on the other hand, can such often afford the time to visit the studs of

eminent breeders ; but a show where such off-coloured specimens are to be seen would offer the

opportunity desired. The question of “ mis-marked” birds is a more difficult one, because it is by

no means easy to define the term. There is no doubt whatever that it is not Pouters strictly

correct in marking which, when bred together, most frequently produce the best show birds ; yet

so far as any bird departs from the show standard, it is so far “ mis-marked.” Often have we put

into the hands of amateurs such birds, at a comparatively trifling price, and had to pay at a very

different figure for the produce of them; so that we are aware from actual experience that it is

quite possible for fanciers of little means to acquire birds at prices within their reach which shall

amply repay them for breeding. Nay, it is continually found that when a good Pouter is produced

from a Splash or other mis-marked bird, it is so fine in size and form as to make it the envy of all

other fanciers ; from which facts, and especially the fact that many humble fanciers, if they are to

purchase at all, must purchase from such a stock, we do think a class for even these has its place,

and would do much to assist the Pouter. We say assist the Pouter itself, because the more

breeders and stocks there are, the wider and better material is there for even the high-class breeder

to work upon. But, on the other hand, it is to be remembered that when such extra-good size

and form as we have spoken of are obtained by breeding from a mis-marked or ofi'-coloured bird,

or when a breeder uses one in hopes to obtain such a result, it is not berause the bird is mis-marked

or off-coloured, but simply because there is in the faulty bird such properties of limb or feather, or

size, or such vigour of constitution and “change of blood," as the breeder needs, but cannot get in

any standard bird at /ti: mmmand. Were there plenty of standard birds, and those good enough

in what he wants, he would prefer t/mm to the mis-marked or off-coloured ones most certainly.

Such considerations will help to keep these undoubtedly valuable birds in their proper place,

neither to be discarded, nor recklessly bred from and encouraged, but used judiciously in

the present state of the fancy, in hopes of the time, should it ever arrive, when breeders may have

such ample crosses of the standard colours at their command as not to need the foreign element.

Only where birds are expressly shown for form, limb, and feather, or for such special reasons,

do we think such birds should be allowed to compete on anything like equal terms with

the standard colours.

Of course, mis-marked birds especially tend to perpetuate their own faults. This is not to be

9
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wondered at, since even well-marked parents will often produce horrible mis-marks, though this too

is often owing to the very fact that there is such mis-marked blood as we speak of in the ancestry.

Still, by patience, if the birds are of really good stock, there is a great probability of such birds

throwing some young of good quality, which puts the pleasure of breeding within the reach of

many who could not otherwise afford it, if they will only have patience to wait for a few seasons.

Thus, if the breeder has a bird with too much marking on the crop and too little on the shoulders,

he must try to procure another with as little marking as possible on the crop and as much as

possible on the pinion, which will, at least, tend to correct it. Again, and coming more nearly to

strictly “mis-marked” birds, some Pouters are nearly all white, showing little of the ground

colour. To match these a bird should be selected, if no better choice can be aflbrded, with little

or no white on the crop and pinions. Such birds are often, if not always, foul-marked on the legs

and thighs; but this the other bird, being so “ gay " as it is called, tends to correct, and will

generally make the progeny much more clean-thighed, and not unfrequently quite so. So again,

a bird will be seen with far too much marking on the pinion, so as to come out in a patch to the

edge, or what is called “ lawn-sleeved ” or “ bishopped." Such a one, crossed with another having

as little marking as possible, or even none, will often breed something very nearly right. Of

course we cannot say this is always so ; were such the case, mis-marked birds would be almost as

valuable as standard ones. There is a vast difference and a great element of doubt in all such

experiments; but still, by care and patience, much may be done in time to build up a stud in this

way from very unpromising materials.

Some foul marks, however, give unusual trouble. Such is the ring-neck (the half-moon

meeting round the back of the neck), or the snip-mark over the beak. These will often appear

to bafile all attempts to breed out, though we have known birds with each fault most uiiaccountably

breed progeny all free from the foul mark during the w/tole of one season, and then the following

season, paired precisely the same, breed all with the detested fault again. The only way to get

rid of them is continual crossing back to birds which, whatever ot/ter faults they may have, are free

from either of these; and it is a curious thing that birds with these two particular faults are often

so remarkably handsome in other points that their owners cannot help trying all in their power to

get progeny from them free from the foul marks. It is also curious that they are oftenest found in

the variety which is hardest to breed in other respects—the Black-pied—from which we believe it

has been attached to that variety since its manufacture, and longer than most of us would believe.

As will be remembered, it was chiefly to get rid of foul-niarkings we advised crossing with the Red,

which is seldom much troubled with either snips, ring-necks, or foul thighs; and we feel well

assured that judicious crossing with good Reds will be found the best way to get rid of these

troublesome markings.

We do not know that we can add more upon breeding for colour; but after the greater part

of the foregoing was first put in type we received the following paper from the late Mr. james

Montgomery, of Belfast, whom we have before alluded to. In one or two points he differs from

us; but as regards the main part of this subject it will be seen he agrees, and his remarks are

valuable as condensing into a few sentences the main principles we have tried to lay down. His

success in breeding for colour particularly, combined with unusually fine development, was so

remarkably brilliant for the short time he remained in the Pouter fancy, that such a summary of

the principles on which he acted is particularly valuable.

"The Pouter I consider the grandest of all fancy pigeons. The Carrier has been termed the

‘King of Pigeons;' but I would say the cock and hen Pouter are the gentleman and lady of
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the"fancy—not only from their size, but from the elegance of their form, their graceful carriage,

and their ‘showing’ qualities. They are more social in their disposition than any other. When

well trained they take delight in being talked to, and seem anxious to answer you. The hen,

when in high condition, will show herself off to her admiring friends, and strut about, seeming to

say, ‘just look at me; am not I the lady all over?’ I had a Red hen once that would ‘ show’ to

me the moment I went into the loft, clap her wings, and fly up on my shoulder.

“Form is the grandest characteristic in the Pouter, and is the first thing to be studied by the

young fancier. Although there are at present five standard classes, yet the form in all is alike,

and is consequently the most important to understand completely. The legs should be set

close, and well back in the body. The bird should stand erect on them, showing the full length,

stripping them well. The girth or waist should be very slender, with crop springing sharply out

from it, showing about two inches and a half of waist. The crop should be large and round, not

ovei' crammed with air, but filled so that the bird can move with ease and use it freely; as some

Scotch fanciers would say, ‘ Like a bladder on the point of a stick.’ When on a block, in a pen,

the tail should drop below the wing, in the fashion of a Belgian canary. When ‘ playing,’ the cock

should be able to pluck up his legs sharply, like a high-stepping horse, and move about with ease.

Keeping this in view, I think nineteen inches as long as any cock should be. I have never seen

any longer that had the action I like. Seven inches in limb and nineteen inches in feather I

consider the proper proportions of a good bird. When we can breed them seven inches and a half"

or eight inches in limb, it will be time enough to try for twenty or twenty-one inches in feather.

“ I fear much injury has been done to the Pouter fancy by the too frequent use of the tape

line by judges. The bird should look the thing; better to have a 6%-inch limb, well set and

shown, than seven inches with the bird as it were curtseying on its legs, and the wing drooping

so as to cover half of them.

“ I shall not go into a minute description in detail of each of the five or six properties as they

are termed, as I know they will be ably dealt with by Mr. Fulton, but confine myself to the subject

of breeding, giving the result of my experience. Pedigree I put as an essential to good breeding-

that is, birds bred from ancestors of the properform, and true to colour. If you do not know the

breeding or strain of the birds you breed from, you cannot calculate with any certainty on the

produce you may get. I would here advise all breeders to avoid the idea of breeding c/lance birds.

No breeder of horses, cows, pigs, dogs, or poultry acts on the clzance system ; why not the same in

pigeons? No true fancier, or scientific breeder, wishes to travel over the ground laboured through

by his predecessors ; his business being to avail himself of what has been accomplished, and try to

climb the ladder of perfection one rung higher. There is a great opening for some fancier to

establish a pure strain, good in form, and true to colour—birds with pedigree. Any one who can

accomplish this has his fortune made, so far as the Pouter fancy is concerned.

“As to details in breeding. Get the eye made up as to form, then mate up your birds of best

form in each colour, seeing at the same time that they possess the necessary qualifications for

mating ; as regards feather, rose, moon, bib, &c., with limbs suited to throw the right thing. As

your birds may not be all you could wish in each of these points, you must act on the principle of

counteraction, say, mating a rough-limbed bird with a stocking or grouse-limbed one, a large moon

with a small, and so on. Match Blues with Blues, and in no case introduce blue into any other

colour. It destroys the brilliancy of Blacks when crossed with them, and is destructive to perfect

colour in Reds and Yellows when crossed with them. Introduce blue into your Reds, and I will

give you twenty years to breed it clean out.

" Blacks as a rule should be bred together, but if a cross is really wanted, then cross with Red,
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using the produce according to the way they strain, breeding Blacks back to black, and Sandies

back to red. Sandies may be bred back to black, but I prefer the other course.

“ Reds, again, as a rule breed together, but, if, necessary, they may be crossed with Blacks as

above stated.

“Yellows should, if of a good rich colour, be bred together. When a cross is needed use

Reds, which will improve the colour of your Yellows, but the produce is unfit for breeding except

back to Yellows, as the introduction of the yellow into your Reds has a great tendency to spoil

the shade of red.

“ There is no difliculty in feather with Whites, except on limbs, so form alone requires your

care. \Vhites do well to cross with any of the pied colours, having a tendency to get rid of foul

thighs in the produce. In breeding the birds from this cross, care should be taken to select the

birds with least splash in them for breeding back to Whites, and the reverse in breeding back to

the caluurs from which they have been produced, care being taken, also, not to match them up to

.any other colour than that from which they are descended. This cross is not so desirable in

yellows as in the other colours, as it may tone down the yellow. I am aware this cross will take

more lime to get your birds from it well up again to the standard pied colours, and therefore do

;n0t recommend it strongly.

“I do not enter into the question of breeding Mealies and Chequers, as I feel quite sure that

in the breeding of the five standard classes to perfection, there is room enough for the exercise of

the talent of the best and most ardent fanciers, and in my mind these are not required for that

purpose. I am aware that some old and good fanciers, whose opinions I am bound to respect,

differ from me on this point.

“Be sure to select birds of sound constitution to breed from, and avoid those with ‘snips,'

‘lawn sleeves,’ ‘ring-necks,’ and ‘swallow throats.’ In fact every fancier should breed from the

most perfect birds he can procure, as regards both form and feather. I would say to a young

fancier-, begin with one colour, and when you have produced birds of the right stamp, then you

»can increase your colours or classes as your taste and circumstances permit.

“I understand many fanciers allow their Pouters to feed their own young. I never did so,

although for many years I matched up from thirty to thirty-six pairs. I gave all their young ones

"to feeders—allowed to fly, and supplied with plenty of sound food, principally peas and beans,

and occasionally a little Indian corn or wheat.

" I wish to impress on all fanciers who intend to show their Pouters, the necessity of ‘training ’

them -well.‘ After they have got fairly through the first moult, commence training such birds as

you intend to be shown. They must be so penned as that they cannot see any other bird ; they

must be taught to keep their block in the pen, and frequently talked to and handled, to make them

familiar, so that they will ‘show’ when any one approaches their pen. Do not allow them to

‘learn the habit of pecking at your hand, as this spoils their showing. The best bird in a class may

be passed without notice if not well trained. Pigeons, like other animals, have got tempers ; and a

sulky, bad-tempered bird will never be a winner in a show-pen, and I question the propriety of

breeding from such birds, as they transmit this peculiarity as well as others."

We have now to consider the breeding of the Pouter in reference ‘to other points; and the

first remark it seems needful to make is, that very seldom are good exhibition cocks and hens

produced from the same pair. Few amateurs, probably, ever think at the commencement of their

career about carefully selecting a pair for the production of cocks and another for hens; but most

endeavour to procure a nice handsome pair, just nicely feathered on the legs and feet, and expect
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them to produce progeny like themselves. Against this is the fact that most of such fine parents

are bred in the manner we presently describe, to one or other of which types they therefore tend to

revert. However, we admit it is often found that breeding together such specimens, both slender in

body and nicely feathered, does generally produce progeny more or less resembling them in these

points; but it is too often found they are of mu:/1 /ass .rz':e'. Even if this is not found at first, when

the progeny is again crossed with birds of the same stamp, the deterioration almost invariably

appears, accompanied in many cases by thin legs and feet—-we mean both thin in bone, and the

feet thinly covered with feather. The flights and tail also tend to become shorter, so as to

resemble an Austrian Pouter in size. This was the system of breeding that prevailed in London

 

when we came to reside there in 1852, and the result was the ruin of the breed there, so that

in no loft but that of Mr. Bult could we see a single pair of really good Pouters. All had become

so small and thin-legged that only here and there might an odd good bird be seen ; and the sole

reason of this was the aversion of the London fanciers to birds too heavy or “ rough " in leg-feather.

Not only was size diminished, but constitution also ; and the fact that this was only due to the want

of proper crossing is proved by the other fact we have already mentioned, that having purchased

many specimens and sent them to Scotland for the breeders there, these very same birds, having

“ good blood" in them, which only needed to be properly crossed, produced in Scotland some of the

finest specimens which have ever been seen. The reason of this appears to be, that the Pouter being

a long-limbed, and—-like all such animals—a somewhat weakly bird when young, a light and

delicate specimen seems to want a dash of coarser material to supply the framework on which its

own stamp of beauty may be impressed. Heavy feather is itself a sign of such rough vigour, as is

also great size. There is one case, and only one, in which cocks and hens of the desired stamp of
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girth and leg-feather, such as we have endeavoured to show by the leg-feather in Fig. 38 on the

last page, may be bred together. It is where the breeder can obtain a real cross of the same

stamp nearly every season to keep up the strength of blood. He may do this if he has a very

large stud himself, though we doubt if any one has such large enough. In this case such

a plan of breeding will do very well, and produces birds very uniform in leg-feather and other

points, and excellent up to a certain point. \Vere the stock of good standard Pouters large enough,

we are not sure this might not be the best way; but as it is, with the limited stock available, this

plan is not, even in the most favourable circumstances, that which is likely to produce extraordinary

birds. The produce will be good—often very good-but is seldom out of the way in dimensions ;

and a “wonderful ” Pouter is hardly ever thus produced—at all events, not nearly so often as by

other methods of mating.
Before, however, going into these, it is necessary toidescribe more particularly the variations

which are met with in the feathering of the “ limbs.” First of all is the “ thin," or spindle-legged

bird, which is more or less wanting in feather, so as to show part of the feet, and even of the

shanks. This may be carried so far as in Fig. 41, or it may be in less degree, only showing a few

bare places on the toes, as in Fig. 39. Next comes the proper show limb, as already described, in

which the shank is nicely and smoothly covered, and the toes also well-furnished with handsome

spreadzhg feathers, so as just barely to show the toe-nails. In perfection, this class of limb should

be just softly covered at the hock, to attain which many birds are plucked or trimmed before being

exhibited. Then there come what are called “too rough" limbs—by others called vulture-hocked—

in which both thighs and legs and feet are profusely furnished, the hock-feathers more or less

projecting. This fault also may be in various degrees, from a comparatively slight excess, as

shown in Fig. 40, to the regular “rough ” limb in Fig. 42. The first class will admit of being

shown, and even a rough limb often looks well from the front, but a side view of the pigeon always

makes it appear short-legged, however really long it may be. The long feathers are also very

troublesome when the bird is sitting upon eggs, and often cause brcakages; and we have also

often seen them cause the cock to stumble when courting his hen, which much disconcerts him.

For these reasons, such rough-legged birds of both sexes should always have the long feathers

cut short during the breeding season, which will be found to prevent numerous cases of both

broken and barren eggs.

There are two general remarks that apply to matching up any description of limbs. The

first is, to avoid if possible breeding from any bird, but at all risks never to breed from two birds,

which are short in the lower joint of the leg, from the hock to the foot. It matters not how long

the whole limb may be, if this part be short it can never appear a good length; and as it is the

hardest feature to obtain in the limb, on no account must it be sacrificed in both parents. \Vithout

it a bird is nothing, since it never can possess the upright and graceful carriage which is the beauty

of the Pouter, and cannot look even decent, except for a few moments at a time, on its block, when

its tail can hang down below the level of its feet. And the other is, never to breed from two

birds, and if possible not even from one, which shows the fault we have already noticed as

rather frequent in White Pouters, viz., the thigh appearing to start from the shoulder, or close to the

crop, with all the apparent length of body be/zind the limb. Such birds also cannot stand erect

except upon a block, and the farther the insertion of the thigh be from the bottom of the crop, or

the greater “length of waist" the bird has, the better. It is sometimes difiicult to judge of this

point, at the moment when examining a bird for choice, on account of his refusing to "blow," and

especially if he be three or four years old. In that case the bird should be taken in hand, and by

putting the beak in the mouth, the crop is readily inflated, when the precise form can readily be
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seen ; and this plan may also be adopted at any other time when a sulky bird won't “ show "-—as_.

for instance, if a judge suspects a bird to be a good one, but cannot “wait his lordship’s leisure,”

yet is willing to give him a chance. Some people think it injures a bird to inflate his crop for him

in this way, but this is simply ridiculous; and it is convenient as showing at once the precise size

and shape of the crop.

Coming now to details, in mating for cocks there are various good matches, depending upon

the amount of leg-feather; but in either case a male bird is to be selected as slender in girth, long

in limb, and fine in shape and carriage as can be procured ; in fact, in all but the precise amount

of leg-feat/zer, as fine in all show points as possible. He should not be more than two years old,

and if less so much the better, unless the amateur is breeding particularly for colour, when he must

select his ages accordingly; but as regards the points now considered, a cock not more than two

years old is to be preferred, mated with a large strong hen not more than four. Such a bird may

have limbs just correct, in which case he will breed well with a hen possessing just a shade too

much, for the reasons already given. She must, however, be quite free from vulture-hocks. But it

will be even better if the cock be a trifle short of foot-feather so as to show a part of the toes, and

just a little spare even on the leg, such as is represented in Fig. 39. Such birds are often very

handsome indeed in shape, with fine long limbs, and extra slender bodies; and if mated with a

hen possessing limbs like the accompanying Fig. 40-—seen at once to be rather too thick and rough

in feather, with a slight tendency to vulture-hocks—will generally be found to produce young with

fine thick-stocking limbs.

Cocks are often found with still thinner legs, showing more of the toes, and some portion of

the shank bare, but still with fine long limbs and handsome shape. These should be mated with

a large strong hen of the decidedly rough or vulture-hocked type. Such matching is shown in

Figs. 41 and 42, the one bird supplying what the other is deficient in ; and this not only in leg

feathering, but in other points. For as the cock is very long and slim in body, he imparts this

quality to the young cocks from him, while the large coarse hen keeps up the dimensions; and as

a thin-legged bird is generally short in flights and often in tail, so the rough-legged one is mostly

long in feather, and supplies these deficiencies also. The most extraordinary Pouter cocks we

have met with have been bred from such a cross as this last ; and the secret of its superiority lies

in the extra or rough feather being a sign of strength and vigour, which are absolutely necessary to

produce an extraordinary Pouter, since a bird, however beautiful and shapely, is not extra fine if

at all small. These large, rough, strong hens, therefore, add to the fine figure and limbs of

the cock more leg-feather, greater size, and length of flights and tail; thus often producing a

grand bird.

For breeding hens the rules we have given should just be reversed, choosing fine, slim, long

limbed hens, but in this case taking more care to have them as large as possible, more or less thin

legged, and matching them with cocks proportionately rough-legged. In either case, the sex not

bred specially for most often tends to be rough-feathered, and is then most valuable for re-crossing

in the same way.

In this manner have the finest Pouters been produced ; and as Pouters with too much or too

little leg-covering are of much less value, and if either feature be far from the standard are almost

valueless for exhibition, such mating puts the breeding of fine birds within the means of many

who otherwise could not enjoy the pleasure. It is perhaps the reason why, even more than in

other varieties (for it is more or less common to all) there are two classes of fanciers ; those who in

this way, by skill and patience, produce the most extraordinary specimens, and find an intense

delight in doing so; and others, with ample means but less time, who are willing to purchase such
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at very high prices. We have heard these latter sneered at as being “ not real fanciers ; ” but such

is by no means true. Many of them would be practical breeders had they only more time; but

not having this, they gladly pay large sums for the produce of those who have; and the very fact

that they can thus appreciate the fine qualities of an unusually good specimen shows that they

have a. real right to the name. Each class of men assists the other; for we know very well that

many breeders would not persevere as they do, were it not for the opportunity of an occasional

7 sale at a high price to such discriminating amateurs; not only for the remuneration it gives them

for their time and trouble, but it is a real pleasure to such a poor man to have the produce of his

skill and patience thus appreciated by a real judge. It is as great a triumph for him, in its way,

as a victory at a great show; and encourages him to persevere in his harmless hobby, as well as

furnishes the “ sinews of war" for doing so; while it likewise furnishes a kindly intercourse between

class and class upon a common ground, which is to the advantage of both parties.

Some fanciers are more partial than others to rough-legged birds, on account of their frequently

fine dimensions. They are also often very fine in crop ; and though sometimes subject to be

rather thick in girth, are not unfrequently almost all that can be desired except for the rough

feather. Hence they are very often plucked or trimmed; and certainly if done with judgment

a. little thinning out does improve the look of such a bird tremendously; but a very keen eye can

generally detect the operation through the loss of that beautiful smoot/mess of feather which

distinguishes a naturally good leg. The shortening of the feather during the breeding season we

have already spoken of; but these rough-legged birds being so frequently extra fine in crop are

rather liable to become loose and hanging. They are also subject when old to become gorged

with either food or water; and when in either condition, being more clumsy in stepping than

stocking-legged birds, are rather apt to pierce the crop with the toe-nail, which, if not immediately

seen, is apt to prove fatal. The preventive of such accidents is to fix a small pellet of gutta-percha

while warm on to the points of the middle toe-nails.

If we add that, the rough-legged birds being generally rather more bent at the hocks, the

thin-legged one must not show much bend there, but present a nearly straight joint, we shall have

said all that need be laid down concerning breeding in respect of limb. The necessity of avoiding

a pair both of which omit to show a good length of waist from the bottom of the crop to the set-on of

the thighs, has been already insisted on. This beauty is often seen in small birds, but seldom in

large ones. We have also alluded to the necessity of having on one side at least a good length of

flights. No matter how fine otherwise, a bird with short flights never has a “ finished" look. To

avoid this, some fanciers are in the habit of plucking both flights and tail-feathers from the birds

while quite in their infancy, for the purpose of getting the extra length of the second set before

the natural time, and thus inducing the spectator to believe, seeing the bird in its nestling-feathers

otherwise, that when it moults it will be a. wonderful length; a hope never realised. But against

t/zi: dodge we earnestly warn our readers, for the feathers never seem to grow quite in their proper

place after such an operation. The outer flight-feathers especially are almost sure to come with

either a slight twist, or to appear more loose, as if not nicely and tightly folded up and properly

lapping over each other. There is most likely to be actual twist in small birds; but even the

larger ones lose in this nice and tight-looking “fit” of the feathers. The only case where we

would pluck the flights is when a feather, as sometimes happens, seems to grow double from one

root—a malformation which is singularly more apt to occur with good birds than bad ones. Such

a feather should be plucked, of course, in hopes that it may grow again of a right shape ; and it is

also sometimes advisable to pluck a tail as a medicinal measure; but otherwise all plucking of

quills is to be avoided.
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In keeping Pouters especially, the more space that can be devoted itio them the better; as if

closely confined they are apt to become loose in feather, and mope about in awkward attitudes,

very different to those of birds which have liberty to fly and flap their wings. So important is’

this, that when space is unavoidably limited, the amateur will do well to throw at least two-thirds

of it into his flight or aviary, and so arrange it as to make the flying space as long as possible. A

house or loft six feet square will do nicely for six pairs of Pouters. It should contain one or two

matching-pens, which ought to be, if possible, five feet ofi” the ground, as a Pouter likes best to be

looked as it were in the face when visited by his owner; but on the ground will also do, only it

occupies floor space. All breeding and nesting-boxes should, however, be on the ground, unless

they are on the floor of largish pens, as in Mr. Wallace's loft. If proper nesting-boxes cannot

conveniently be provided, a nest-pan may be put close by the wall, with a piece of board leaning

in front of it. The use of sawdust we have already advocated, provided the coarse dust can be

obtained; the fine “ mill” dust is, however, useless, flying up with every movement of the birds.

The more common pigeons or feeders the breeder has at command, the better will be his chance

of rearing fine young ones ; for though many Pouters will feed pretty well until three weeks, very

few will rear altogether; and we have also already stated the evils of allowing large-cropped birds

to feed for more than ten or twelve days. No better kind of breeding-boxes can be given than

those figured on page I4 ; but for Pouters they should be larger—not less than three feet wide

(z'.e., the double box), two feet deep, and eighteen inches high, with the partition and entrance eight

inches off the ground. The sawdust should be put so deep in these boxes as to nearly reach the

edge of the nest-pan, which will both avoid many broken eggs, and in case of a young one getting

out of the nest-pan before it has strength to climb, will enable it to get back again without difficulty.

By thus filling up the box nearly level, the legs are also much less likely to get outside the pan

and become dislocated, or deformed, or chilled, which not unfrequently happens when this

precaution is neglected, and of course spoils if it does not lose the bird.

Mr. Montgomery has alluded to the importance of training the Pouter; and we can fully

confirm the truth of his hint that birds as tame as possible should even be selected to breed from.

The young birds should be accustomed to being taken in hand from a very early date, when they

should be talked to and petted, so as to lose all fear of the human form. But to prepare them for

being exhibited to advantage something like regular “training” is required. The birds should be

placed singly in pens about eighteen inches high, sixteen inches wide, and say twenty inches deep

from back to front, with a small block of some kind in the centre, about four inches square and

five inches high. The half of a. brick will answer for the block, or so will a small flower-pot placed

bottom upwards. Food and water-tins should be so arranged as if possible to hang outside, or

otherwise so as to prevent the bird from fouling them, which would cause disease. Two or more

pens should be placed in a row, so as to admit of a sliding division between two, in one of which

a cock and in the other a hen may be placed. The oftener the owner can visit the birds the

better; and on each occasion he should call to them with a peculiar call, something like “/we, /mp ;

/we, /mp." Others make a sound more like “/maie, /z0oz'e;" and on each occasion the sliding

partition should be withdrawn, so as to allow the two birds suddenly to see each other. This will

make each bird show its best, as they can hear each other, though they cannot see, before the

partition is drawn, and the very instant this is done they will generally put themselves into the

best and most striking attitudes. By doing this on each occasion, they will soon learn, every time

the owner goes near or speaks to them, to expect to see their mates, and will begin to fill their

globes and strut about with delight, unless in the case of a very few sulky birds, which can never

be seen to advantage except now and then while at liberty. But especially, as Mr. Montgomery
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has said, never point the finger at them or allow them to peck at it whilst in the pen, which they

will readily do if allowed; as such will quite prevent them from coming into show, and almost

ruins them as exhibition birds. The voice is all that is required, and is very soon associated by

them with the pleasure they derive from seeing each other, so that at the well-known call they

will put themselves into show. Some birds derive a little assistance from snapping the fingers, or

gently waving the hand backwards and forwards at the same time; but pointing the finger causes

nothing but mischief. VVhile the birds are thus penned it is best to avoid having any others in

sight, or it may cause the imprisoned bird to spend its time trying to get out, which also spoils its

attitude. If you have one familiar hen, it is also a good plan to train her to stand on your hand,

and thus show her in front of a pen containing cock birds. This will set them all into fine show,

which should of course be accompanied by the call, and is an excellent way of training Pouter

pigeons.

Pouters, like Carriers, have ailments to which they are especially subject; and one of the

most common is that of over-gorging, as is natural from the extra development of crop. One

means of prevention is to use a hopper, so that the birds can at all times feed at pleasure; since if

fed by hand they of course become /umgry, and are then more liable to the mischief in question.

The usual treatment for this complaint has already been mentioned—viz., to draw the bird through

a stocking with the foot cut off, tail first, so as to squeeze the crop well up, and then hang it up till

the food has left the over-gorged receptacle. But the best plan is to employ a narrow box or

basket, little wider than the body of the bird, and sixteen or eighteen inches long. Then pack the

bottom with chaff or cut straw, or a piece of cloth, so as to keep the crop well up opposite the

aperture where the food passes into the stomach, and adjust the cover so that the bird will have

little or no room to move. Before the bird is placed in this hospital it should have two capsules of

castor-oil, when the lid should be fastened and the box placed nearly but not quite upright for

twenty-four hours. Should not the food then have at least partially left the crop, give a drink of

milk with another single capsule of oil, and gently knead and work the contents of the crop so as

to soften and loosen it, after which replace as before for another twelve hours. In cold weather

the box must be placed near enough to the fire to be comfortably warm, or serious results will

follow, but in warm or temperate weather no such precaution is needed. Occasionally, when a

bird has become very badly gorged, and has remained unnoticed for some little time, the full crop

will feel quite cold and hard, and the bird will be hardly able to stand, but tumble over when set

upon its feet. In this case the best thing is a drink of warm milk mixed with cod-liver oil ; which,

if the bird cannot drink, should be poured down its throat through a small funnel, using not less

than half a teaspoonful of oil; after which it is to be put in the box as in the other cases. If there

is still little result—which is easily seen by the action of the bowels—some more warm milk should

be given with some jalap, which will generally effect the desired relief; but even this will some

times fail when the bird is filled very hard, and has become quite cold before being attended

to. In that case the only mode of saving its life is by an operation, which is, however, attended

by little risk when properly done, except so far as the pigeon may have lost strength or health

beforehand, or the gorged crop may have already developed a tendency to mortification, in which

case little can be hoped for. In most instances, however, the operation is simple and successful

enough.

The first thing is to cut or pluck off all the feathers near the incision, so as to see clearly

what is done ; after which a free incision should be made across the crop, near the bottom, in which

position the wound shows least trace afterwards. Cut cleanly through both the outer skin and the

crop itself; and after emptying the crop thoroughly, wash the inside with warm water, after which
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the sewing-up has to be done. Now upon this, supposing no tendency to mortification to already

exist, all success depends. Each skin must be sewn up reparatzly ,' and the inner or true crop is

best done with a close and fine stitch; it must, in fact, be so done that neither food nor water

can escape. It must not be sewn “over and over," as most try to do it. Such a stitch fails.

because the cut edges are not brought together, but the inner surfaces of the membranes; which

take a long time to heal, if they heal at all, and even then always leave the wound twisted or

drawn. On the contrary, the stitches should pass “under and over " each edge of the wound,

piercing from the inside and then passing over the outside to the inside of the o1/zer edge of the

wound, in the way tailors mend a rent which is in sight, and has to be repaired as neatly as

possible. Such a stitch keeps the skin in place, with the cut edges in opposition, in the best

way for uniting; and if all the tissues are healthy, healing is easy and rapid. After the crop is

sewn the outer skin should be sewn up in the same way, but need not be quite so finely done.

Each seam as finished should be smeared with Condy’s Red Fluid ; and the bird is best operated

on if drawn up to the shoulders into a worsted stocking with the foot cut off, so as to keep it stilL

The first meal after such an operation should be a drink or feed of lukewarm gruel, made rather

thick so as not to pass through the stitches, and the bird should, of course, be kept quiet and on

rather short allowance till it is supposed to be healed. The operation appears severe, and

perhaps is so ; but we have been utterly astonished on several occasions, when performing it both

in our own loft and for various friends, to see not unfrequently the imprisoned bird put himself

into “show " and play up to a hen when in sight the very next morning ; from which we should

not suppose the feeling in either inner or outer skin was very great. We have also had fowls after

the same treatment walk about the next day and appear to enjoy themselves just as usual, though

in other cases they have appeared to mope and be in some distress for two or three days.

Some Pouters have the crop always hanging loose or pendulous, which looks very bad. This

often occurs from a bird having been over-gorged two or three times, and thereby stretched the

crop too much, so that it does not properly contract again. Such a bird can never properly fill its

globe, and never looks well or healthy, wandering about evidently in discomfort. The cause of

this is, that the crop hanging down below the discharging orifice, the food never entirely passes

out, but remains in the lower part till decomposed, as is proved by the offensive smell which can

be only too easily perceived at the beak of the bird. This can be remedied by a very similar

operation to the foregoing; but in this case a piece must be cut entirely out of each skin, in the

form of a crescent, so as to reduce the surface and make the crop and skin smaller. This, too,

must be done across and near the bottom, and the success of the operation as regards showing the

bird will depend on the careful judgment with which the size and shape of the excised piece is

calculated. If this is correctly estimated, and the operation well performed, the bird will be

entirely restored to health and spirits, and, if a fine specimen, become again fit to show.

Wing disease is to be treated as in the Carrier, and so with canker in the ear if it attacks a

bird; but it rarely does attack Pouters, and when it does, seldom in a virulent form. It more

often appears on the skull; when it is best treated on the “ let alone" system we have already

described, except that in Pouters the mass of diseased matter sometimes seems to break the skin

with difficulty, in which case a puncture should be made. When the diseased matter is finally

extruded, the wound left should be carefully cleansed with Condy's Red Fluid by a bit of sponge

upon a piece of stick, after which it ought to be touched with a caustic pencil, and the cure will be

speedily finished.

The most dreaded of all diseases in the Pouter is what is called by many the “ wasting"

disease, but which we believe to be truly consumption. We consider it to be about as hopeless of cure
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as that scourge of the human race called by the same name. It can often be alleviated, and a bird's

life prolonged. Occasionally there do appear cases of real cures; but as a rule it is hopeless; and

there not being the sacredness in this case which of course attaches to human life, we doubt if

recovery is much to be desired, since it would probably result in handing down the diseased

constitution to others. The only treatment we have ever found at all generally successful is the

administration of cod-liver oil floated on milk; but it only deserves to be called a palliative. The

symptoms are a rapid wasting away, more or less accompanied by panting or other signs of

disease of thelungs.

There is another disease, not altogether peculiar to Pouters, but which seems to attack them

more than others, carrying off many birds every season. That it is one development of a cold is

certain, and it has a character in some respects resembling influenza; but beyond that we can say

little, nor has it any definite name—many people knowing it simply as “the head disease." It

chiefly attacks young birds just previous to, or during the process of moulting their nestling

feathers; from which it has often appeared to us very analogous to distemper in the dog. The

symptoms are profuse discharge in the nostrils, and often in the eyes, the former being often filled

with matter of a gelatinous consistence, though at first the secretion is watery. Sometimes this is

so plentiful that the poor bird is nearly choked; and with these symptoms is almost always

conjoined considerable disorder of the bowels, shown by the droppings being of a green and slimy

character, and the bird refusing to feed. We are sorry to say we can give no specific cure, having

repeatedly found that the course of treatment which seemed to cure one pigeon had not the

slightest efl'ect upon another; but we have followed all the following methods of treatment, and

have found each at times beneficial. We hardly know which to advise in preference; but it will

be seen that we chiefly depend on assisting the bowels to carry off what we believe is a general

inflammatory condition of the whole system, and would upon the whole try the various modes of

treatment in the following order. We would put the bird as soon as it was noticed in a warmish

pen free from draught, giving to drink half a pint of water in which half a tea-spoonful of Epsom

salts is dissolved, and no other drink till all this had been imbibed. Feed on tares, rice, a little

old wheat, and oatmeal cake broken small. On the third day cease the salts, but if the bird has

not taken it put a pinch down its throat. Some get better with this simple treatment, as shown

by the discharge decreasing, returning appetite, and the droppings assuming a more healthy

character as soon as the salts have ceased to act. Others are entirely unaffected; and in that

case we would give jalap—say half an ordinary jalap pill—every second day for a week. This

will often succeed when salts have failed. The next expedient will be to give two capsules

of castor-oil every second day for six days, with milk to drink instead of water, the food in any

case being as before stated; but if the bird will not eat, make some pellets of rice boiled in milk

mixed with oatmeal, and give say ten the size of a bean twice daily, rolling them in fine gravel to

assist digestion. In all cases, if the motions assume a more healthy character it is a hopeful sign ;

and more especially if the bird, after having refused its food, begins to feed. A little hempseed

sometimes assists this return of appetite; but should be given sparingly and only of the newest

and best quality. \/Vhen all the preceding means fail, we have sometimes known success follow the

free use of sulphur; feeding the bird on pills made as before directed, but with the addition of one

fourth part powdered sulphur. In any case, should the bird be attacked before it has moulted its

tail, or if an old bird, the tail (but not the flights) should be plucked; when the sudden impetus

given to the circulation of the blood, through the growth of the new feathers, often assists the

cure. In most cases, if the droppings entirely lose a green and slimy appearance, and regain a

firm and healthy character, the bird recovers.
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In all such or other cases, where the nostrils appear filled with discharge, especially if of a

thick gelatinous character, the head must be bathed every night with water as hot as can be bome,

after which both nostrils should be tightly squeezed between the finger and thumb till the bird

sneezes, when the matter will be ejected and breathing restored. It is well in such cases to dress

the head with butter, which will tend to prevent the discharge from becoming hard. Some relief

from these discharges may often be obtained by giving a pill in which some cayenne pepper and

sulphur have been mixed.

The liability of young Pouters to weakness of the joints we have already spoken of. Vile know

of but one remedy for this, but it is in many cases effectual. That is to wrap round the limb a

woollen rag soaked in good whiskey (we think the Scotch best, of course). The rag should be

soaked afresh at least once a day for a week, after about which time it should be removed. The

best way to put the rag on is to roll it round three times and then sew it, which keeps it in place

much better than if tied.

Pouters sometimes get their crops over-gorged with water, if deprived of it for any time. This

is easily remedied by putting the finger into the beak to keep it open, and then holding the bird

upside down, when the water will drain out. Sometimes a bird will get its crop too full of air, so

as to be beyond its control, and cause evident discomfort. In that case also, opening of the beak

and a gentle squeeze of the crop will give instant relief. Often, again, a bird will seem “ sick," as

it is termed, leaving little in the crop. The simple remedy for this is to nearly fill the crop with

warm water, kneading it about gently, so as thoroughly to wash and cleanse it, and then drain it

out again as just directed.

We strongly advise Pouters to be separated after the breeding season. One of the best

breeders we know does not do so, but he and others would find far fewer barren hens if they did.

We know by experience that leaving them together, especially if there are any young cocks in the

loft, often is the cause of hens becoming \veak or “down behind ;" and where this is not the case,

is the reason of their laying much later in the season, and also causes thin-shelled eggs.

We have found it very beneficial with all pigeons, but Pouters especially, to hang up a cabbage

or lettuce every week, from March to December, for them to peck at. It should be hung at such a

height from the ground as just to allow them to reach it. They will only eat what is good for

them, and it is the best prevention of disease generally we have ever known.

Many Pouters are more or less extensively trimmed up before exhibition ; and without in the

least defending such practices, which no doubt verge closely on fraud, it is only right to point out

what is commonly done, if only that exhibitors who refuse to practise such improvements may be

able to detect birds which have been tampered with. We must, however, state that many of the

judge: are really to blame for this state of things. We have frequently seen really grand birds

shown in a perfectly honest and genuine state (beginners often do this), and passed over without

honour for an almost solitary foul feather, while the prize has been bestowed upon a bird far inferior

in every essential point, merely because it was free from foul feathers—a freedom, be it remarked,

often obtainrd in t/mt 1/my bird by lrz'1nmz'/lg. In this way we have known many a man forced

into trimming, who really did his best to avoid it; and such results would not occur if judges were

more guided by the really good points, instead of pursuing the vicious plan adopted by some of

them, of merely looking for fault: on whose account they may pass over the birds. Such can

always be found; and the natural result of such judging is that by degrees exhibitors——the most

unscrupulous beginning and the rest gradually following—do their best to remove faults before

showing their birds. This would be avoided were judges to bear in mind Mr. Ure's excellent

remark that “ colour and marking do not make the Pouter; they simply finis/1 it.”
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A \Vhite Pouter never requires any trimming at all, unless it be of the vulture-hocked class,

in which case it is quite general to remove some of the superfluous feathers which project from the

sides of the legs and feet. The best plan of doing this is to cut them off close to the root or skin,

which will stop them from growing again the \vhole season, until moulting-time arrives; whereas,

when plucked, they not only quickly grow again, but -frequently come twisted and ugly in shape.

Some of the vulture-hocked birds, when skilfully trimmed, will appear nearly an inch longer in limb

than before they were touched. The necessity of trimming hocked birds before breeding we have

already spoken of.

Pied Pouters may of course need the same hock-trimming, which is so general now as to be

almost recognised like the “dressing” of the faces of Spanish fowls; but they frequently require,

besides, the removal of more or less feathers from one or both shoulders, in order to make the

pinion,-markings both alike, or to make too much white into a respectable approach to the “ rose."

The bib and half-moon on the crop have also very frequently to “lose” a few feathers here and

there, in order to make the shape and line of demarcation between one and the other as uniform

and correct as possible, few birds indeed being quite satisfactory naturally in this particular. There

are also stray foul feathers to be removed from the thighs if they exist ; and finally, there is often

a little trimming done on the breast, so as to make the line across between the black above and

the white iower down a nice sharp one. In one or the other of these ways many a really good

Pied Pouter has to undergo a great deal of “ alteration” before it goes to a show.

The colour itself is often “doctored" a little. Black-pieds are so often of a nasty bluish shade

that some use a little oil to improve it. This is done by touching the black feathers lightly with

a small piece of sponge dipped in oil, and then squeezed out, too much showing at once what has

been done. After the sponge, the feathers are rubbed with a piece of cloth ; but special care must

be taken not to touch any of the w/zite feathers, or they are soiled, and detection is certain. Some

use goose-fat in the same way, others prefer spirits of turpentine ; but the best method of all, in

our opinion, is to rub some grease overa plate, and then hold it over the flame of a candle till it

becomes quite black. This rubbed on well but sparingly, whilst warm, is the best expedient, and

lasts the longest, of all things we have tried.

We know of no method of improving Reds or Yellows but what are so very easily detected

as to be best avoided. Some wash Reds in buttermilk, but we never could discover any improve

ment after the process. Reds, Yellows, and Whites are of course much improved by being washed

when dirty. It should be done with rain-water, in which a small piece each of soap and soda

have been boiled. When cool enough, the bird is to be quite immersed in this, and held for some

time, until the plumage is well saturated, when it must be well washed with more soap and

a piece of sponge, leaving the head till last. The legs should be tied, to avoid struggling, and the

beak carefully kept out of the water. When clean, the bird should be rinsed, and then totally

immersed in enough water to cover it, in which is dissolved at least two tablespoonfuls of borax

and honey—the regular “baby-mixture" kept by all chemists. The bird should be just stirred

once up and down in this, which will cleanse out all the soap and make the feathers dry “ sound,"

so that the bird will not appear as if just washed. It should be wiped after with a soft cloth, and

then put into an open basket and allowed to dry in a warm room, but not too near the fire.

The “snip” on a Black-pied Pouter is sometimes dyed, by first wetting the place and then

rubbing it with lunar caustic. The dyed place is, however, never so black as the rest of the body ;

and we never knew any case of dying such faulty spots in either Blacks or any other colours which

could not be easily detected, as they deserved. We say as they deserved, because the dying of an

actually mis-marked bird stands upon a worse footing than any other kind of trimming.
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JUDGING POUTERS.—Our ideas as to the proper judging of Pouters have already been

pretty fully expressed, so as to leave little need for more than the scale of points which we have

drawn up, after the experience of many years. Before giving this, however, it may be well to give:

with the aid of a diagram, a more detailed analysis of the various points, which will be more

clearly seen when thus illustrated.

In the annexed diagram, then, H, the head, should be small in proportion to the body. The

line A D, from the eye to the centre of the feet, shows that when posed in its best position, one is

perpendicularly over the other. C shows how the crop, when inflated, should slightly rise from the

front of the beak, C’ the best fulness of globe to look well, and C" the chief point of all in crop

properties, viz., the sudden angle or dent between the crop and the body. No matter how large or

well-filled the crop may be, it will not look well without this point is good; and nothing also so

much sets off any merit the bird may have as regards smallness of girth. C" shows the slight

fulness caused by the crop behind the neck; B B and H M show the proportionate sizes of the bib

and half-moon, which are most preferred.

The space from the angle of the crop at C" to the insertion of the thigh at T should be as long

and straight as possible. This, with a good angle at C", as already stated, sets ofl' the slimness of

the pigeon, and is what many specimens are deficient in. In most birds the crop comes so low

down towards the thighs, that these latter almost appear to spring from the crop itself, when, no

matter how long the limb may be, it can never look well. But with a sharp curve at C", the longer

the waist is from C" to T, the more slender and upright will the bird appear in the pen. The girth,

G G’, should be as small as possible; and closely connected with excellence in this particular is the

hollow curve in the back, B E. Birds not showing this are apt to appear hog-backed, which quite

spoils the look at a side view, beside increasing the girth materially. P shows the marking on the

pinion to be as nearly as possible of a rose or circular character. The depth or breadth of flight,

T E, should be as little as possible. Some birds when old become loose in the wing or shoulder,

which not only makes the shoulder appear deep, but by hanging down over the thighs, apparently

shortens the length of limb. In this point young birds which keep their flights tightly clipped up

are almost always better than old ones; and the oftener and longer Pouters are allowed to feed

young ones the worse are they apt to get in this particular, and the longer will the line T E become.

The length of thigh, T T", should of course be as great as possible; but the most diflicult point of

all is a good length from T" to L, which may be called the leg. The longer this joint is the more

slender will the bird look, and the more upright will it stand. At L is represented the style of

foot-feather which is so admired. At L F is shown the proper length and shape of the flights, and

at L T of the tail, in a properly-proportioned bird; too great length here, as we have so often

remarked, can only tip the bird forward and prevent its standing upright unless upon a block.

Of course no Pouter ever remains long in the position here portrayed. He is always

changing, and only for a brief moment can any given attitude be seen. But this applying to all

attitudes alike, we have chosen for our diagram that which best shows, in our judgment, the most

typical qualities of the bird. If a good one, he is graceful in all.

And with this diagram before us, we will once more repeat what we have so often implied or

stated—and what, in our opinion, is the very essence of all good judging of this pigeon—that the

best Pouter is not the bird with the largest crop or smallest girth, or even greatest length of limb,

much less of the best marking; but the one which best presents such a combination, in fair

proportion of all good points, as toproduce, in an accomplished fancier, an impression of general

harmony and unity in the whole. Even an artist, who had never seen the pigeon, will see much

beauty and grace in the well-balanced and harmonious curves here represented; and it is the

10
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nearest approach to such ideals, as a to/zole, that constitutes the best Pouter, and should receive the

judge’s award.

It now only remains to add the standard description we have compiled, based on the points

of excellence generally recognised as requisite, and Mr. Fulton’s scale of points :—

STANDARD DESCRIPTION OF THE POUTER PIGEON.

no - »~-——»

Body. I. The shape to be of wedge formation, lessening gradually in width from the shoulders to the stern.

2. The s/mulder: to be flat at the sides and compactly tucked in at the butts.

3. The back to be narrow and elongated, showing a slight concave depression in its centre from the

base of the neck down to the rump; the latter should be very straight and narrow.

4. The brzaxl-[zone running from the base of the crop to the stomach should be very straight and long,

withal very shallow in keel.

5. The sz'ze of the whole body trunk to be comparatively small when taken in conjunction with the

length of the neck, limbs and wings, and tail feathers.

NeCl(.—Long and very straight, when not hidden from view by the inflation of the crop.

Crop. —Globular, carried well to the front of the neck, showing a slight inflation at the back of it; rising slightly

at the upper part at the front, and decidedly projecting outwardly from the breast at its base, manifestly

giving display to the slenderness of the girth of the body.

H6ad.—Dove-shaped—i.e., rather oval and small—displaying a decided “stop” over the wattle, and proceeding

thence in a slightly elongated arched formation over the crown of the skull to the base of the cranium

behind. Rather narrow from side to side.

Beal(.—Straight, both mandibles being slender, the upper one slightly overlapping that below. In colour as black

as possible in blues and blacks, deep horn colour in reds, and of a pale pink hue in whites and yellows.

Wat‘ll6.—Very fine in texture, small and oval, displaying a white surface.

C8r8.—-Very thin in substance, and dark in colour in blues, blacks. and reds, slightly coral tinted in whites and

yellows.

LlmbS.~Lt-ngth about 8 inches in cocks and 7 inches in hens ; well set back from the crop, and closely joining

each other viewed frontways ; showing a slight inward slope from the upper part of the thighs to the

knee-joints when viewed sideways, but from these downwards to the instep very straight in shin bone.

The thigh and shin bones proportionately long and slender.

Fe6l.——The sole of the foot should rest firmly on the ground, the claws being gracefully andtevenly spread, giving

the semblance of being ready to assist in grace and action of“ step.”

Ey6S.—Blood-red and observant in pied coloured birds; black or “bull-eyed ” in whites only. The line of

demarcation between the iris and eyeball being very clearly defined.

Flights very long in shaft and wide in web; the minor or inner flights should be proportionately long and fit

closely to the sides of the body, while the major ones should be well tucked in and carried well up to

the body, so as to give full view to the upper part of the thighs, and thence gradually and almost

imperceptibly sloping downward proceed on a level with the tail, till when nearing its ends they should

rest just touching each other almost at the tip of the tail feathers.

Ti-1ll.—I.ong in feather, closely folding, and on a straight line with the back,just escaping touching the ground at

its extremity.

Limb and FOOT Feathering.——The thighs should be very sparingly furnished with feather covering. This

should be slender in substance and of a very silk-like texture. The shanks should be closely and evenly

covered with tightly, gracefully fitting feathers, gradually increasing in size on approach to the instep,

and eventually assuming a rather lengthy and more substantial substance in those covering the claws,

even to the concealment of the toe nails, presenting a stocking-like appearance.
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T06 N3llS.—-Black in blues, blacks, and reds ; flesh-coloured in whites and yellows.

Car‘riage.—Erect, a perpendicular line existing from the ball of the eye to the sole of the foot.

ACiiOh.——Graceful, active, and sprightly.

C0lOUI‘$.——Blue, black, red and yellow pieds, and whole whites.

Markings.—Pied birds : clearly defined crescent on the crop, the horns reaching to about an inch below the eyes

on either side ; from eight to twelve white feathers evenly distributed in “rose ” fashion at the shoulder

butts of the wings; ten white flight feathers supported with smaller ones of the same colour at their

base in each wing, and white body from a clean cut line encircling it just about the centre of the waist.

lllack, blue, and red pied birds should also have dark tails corresponding with their body colours,

the blues showing a black bar at the end of the tail.

MR. FULTON’S POINTS IN JUDGING.

Head : shape and smallness . , _ _ _ , _ 1

Bib: size and shape . . . . _ . , , , _ , _ 3

Half-moon. or crescent-shaped markings on crop . , , . . . , 3

Globe or crop : size, 3 ; shape, 3 . . . . , _ , , _ , , 5

Girth: smallness (G 0’), 3; length (c" T), 3 . , _ , _ _ _ 6

Pinion-marking, accuracy of . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Ilollow curve in back (B E) . . . . . . . . _ . . . 1

Thigh: length and shape . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Legs : length from foot to hock . . . . . . . . . . . 4

,, closeness together . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Foot and leg-feathering . . . , , , , , , , _ _ _ 1

Flights: length and shape . . . . - - . . . . 3

Colour . . . . . . . . . _ , _ _ , _ 3

Marking across the belly. . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Cleanness of thigh . . . . . . . . . 3

Colour of eyes in all pied varieties . . . . . . . . . . . i

46

For White birds all the points for colour and marking to be omitted ; and if Broken-eyed or Orangeeyed it cannot be shows

as a pure While.
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CHAPTER X.

PIGMY POUTERS AND NORWICH CROPPERS.

FROM what was said in our last chapter as to the probable descent of the English Pouter from the

old Dutch Cropper, it will not surprise the reader to learn that there are still to be found on the

Continent many birds of the same ancestry. Some of these birds are very peculiar-looking, but

pretty, the German and Dutch fanciers having bred them chiefly for curious colours and markings,

as they do their many pretty “ Toy" pigeons, and in the process letting all the Pouter

properties go except development of crop. As the result of these aims in breeding we have

pigeons with good globes, and sometimes, but not often, long feather; while, on the other hand,

the limbs have suffered greatly. Some of these Dutch birds, in fact, have been seen with well

developed crops, but lotally bare legs! On the other hand, some of the colours are really very

pretty in their way, the wing-markings of the Turbit being not seldom found, also white bars

instead of black, besides some of the more peculiar markings of the Toys.

Not being common or popular in this country, we can only say of these foreign Pouters that

they generally breed fairly true to colour, and are in most cases hardy, and fully able to rear their

own young. They are not, in our opinion, ever likely to be much cultivated in a country where

the true Pouter-fancier keeps up the standard of a much higher class of bird, but may have their

place as curiosities.

It is otherwise with those pretty birds variously known as Austrian Pouters, Pigmy Pouters,

and Isabels. It has been attempted to affix these different names to slightly different varieties;

but considering all to be the same class of bird, and only differing in colour and marking as do the

various colours in the standard Pouter, we think it highly desirable they should all be known under

one name, and select that of Pigmy Pouters as the simplest, most English, and most appropriate.

What is generally known as the “ Austrian" variety is a slender bird, resembling all over an

English Pouter, but with thin leg-feathering, or what is known as being “ wire-legged." This fault,

indeed, often makes them appear even smaller in girth than they really are, but decidedly detracts

from their appearance. Some fanciers have partially remedied it by careful breeding. Those

again which are now more commonly known simply as “ Pigmy Pouters," are certainly our

favourites. They have been probably bred from the Austrian, and their leg-feathering has been

got to resemble that of their larger standard brethren. When this is correct, and the birds have

good globes, good limbs, and slender girth, their boldness of outline shows to great advantage, and

they appear real Pouters in miniature. Lastly, the birds called Isabels resemble the roughest

limbed Pouters, many of them being quite vulture-hocked, and, singularly enough, like the standard

birds, these rough-limbed ones are generally the longest in flights and tail, and have better crops

than the thin-legged ones. This is interesting, as showing that the diminutive birds are subject to

the same laws of breeding as the standard Pouter, and that their variations are to be studied and

matched in the same way.

Of course, as regards any of these varieties, the more they resemble the standard Pouter in all
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properties the more they are prized. We have seen some specimens as handsome and perfect in

general properties as most standard birds; and one bird in particular which we have seen,

belonging to Mr. Tegetmeier, was not only the best of its class which has come under our notice,

but was as handsome a little Pouter as we ever saw. This gentleman has, in fact, done more to

improve this particular class of birds than all other fanciers in England put together, and we

believe has bred nearly all colours. We have, however, often wondered that although nearly all

colours have thus been bred, no one in modern times, till very lately, had ever seen a Pigmy

Pouter pied like the standard varieties. We say in modern times, because Mr. Tegetmeier has

interpreted Mr. John Eaton’s account of Sir ]ohn Sebright’s Pigmy Pouters as meaning that these

birds were so pied. Eaton certainly says they preserved “all their elegant properties; " but we

are by no means clear he meant to include marking, and, if it were so, it is wonderful that no trace

should now remain of such an attractive stock; but as we have already stated Mr. Tegetmeier

to have bestowed unusual attention on this variety, he may have good reasons, apart from

Eaton’s account, for believing that Sir John really had vanquished the difficulty. Since the

publication of the first edition of this work, we are pleased to state that Captain Hill, a \vell

known Pouter fancier, has succeeded in breeding-a Black Pied Pigmy Pouter, nearly perfect in

marking, besides being a model of a Pouter all over. It was shown at the Crystal Palace

Show of I880, not for competition, the owner being one of the Pouter judges: but such was

the admiration it excited, that the price of a good horse was refused for it. Other tolerably

well-pied Pigmies have also been bred during the last year or two by Captain Hill and one

or two others; but the one mentioned is far the best.

, As to the origin of these birds, our own impression is that they have been bred partly by

dwarfing the old Dutch Cropper, and partly by crossing these with the German Toys. Its source

in larger breeds is made certain by the results of a cross, for we know of a case in which a very

extra small Dutch Cropper, crossed with an “Austrian” Pigmy Pouter, produced birds which could

not have been distinguished by mere size from ordinary English-bred Pouters. In fact, without

any crossing at all, there is no diFfi:ulty in breeding them larger and larger every year; the

problem being rather to keep them small enough--a fact which, as in the case of Bantams,

conclusively proves a larger parentage.

The most common colours in these attractive little birds are Blacks and Blues ; next Whites,

Reds, and Duns ; and those called Isabels are of a cream colour, with bars across the wing-coverts

as in a Blue-pied, but white instead of the ordinary black bars. This is one of the features which

makes us suspect the cross with some of the Toys, being common to many of these; and it

certainly looks very pretty. In no single case, however, until the birds shown by Captain Hill,

have we yet seen a Pigmy Pouter having the “standard” marking on crop, pinion, &c.; and

we repeat our opinion that this marking, now it has been produced, must “beat all."

Pigmy Pouters look well at large, flying about easily, with their crops distended. They

should be judged by their approach to standard Pouter points, but the smallest bird should be

most prized, instead of, as in the standard Pouter, the finest and largest. The principal dis

tinction between them and their larger namesake is that while the Pouter should have long

flight and tail feathers, those of the Pigmy should both be fully s/zort, and, except when playing

up, the tail feathers should be closely folded. The tips of the longer flight feathers should

terminate at least half an inch from the end of the tail feathers when resting on them.
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THE NORWICH CROPPER.

ONE other pigeon of the pouting genus demands consideration at our hands, and that not only

because of its connection by name and locality with one of the oldest of English cities, but also in

that it is the “merriest” of all the known members of the pigeon race. The Norwich Cropper

is essentially a fancy pigeon, and once it has obtained a hold on a fancier's affections it is never

discarded. This is more than can be said of many other varieties ; and not only is our subject the

merriest of pigeons, but we hesitate not to say that it is also the most sociable in its intercourse

with human beings. As its name implies, the crop is this pigeon’s most important point, taken

in conjunction with its bodily structure. The crop should be of globular formation, very evenly

balanced on all sides, slightly inflated at the back of the neck and rather raised in front, the

beak just resting lightly upon it; a beautiful finishing touch to the crop is found in specimens

possessing a faint seam running downward from the spot where the tip of the beak rests to about

the centre of the globe. As with the Pouter, so with the Cropper: the pout, when inflated, should

project from the waist at a rather sudden curve. The crop should be large, but withal propor

tionate in size with the dimensions of the rest of the body. A long or a narrow crop is regarded

as being very objectionable. The waist—or, as it is generally called, the “girth ”—should be

slender, and fairly long from the base of the crop to the point at which the legs are set, giving an

evenly balanced appearance to the body. The legs should measure from four and a quarter to

four and a half inches in length, and should be straight and closely set, the claws appearing slightly

raised from the floor, thus adding materially to the sprightly and erect appearance of the bird.

If viewed sideways, the limbs should present a slight backward slope from the top of the

thigh to the hock joint. When standing erect the head should be so carried that a perpendicular

line might be drawn from the eye to the ball of the foot.

Unlike the Pouter and the‘Pigmy, the Norwich Cropper should be free from foot and limb

feathering; some votaries, indeed, like to see a very fine edging of feathers running down the

side of the legs and along the centre foot claws. \/Ve prefer clean legs, as the permission to

introduce foot feathering is certain to lead to endless trimming. The back is small and flat at the

shoulders, lessening in width towards the rump, and slightly hollow below the shoulders to the

rump. The rump should be narrow, the tail feathers being broad, of medium length and closely

folded, being carried just off the floor. The wings are close set to the body, rather narrow at the

shoulder ends, neatly curving towards the flights; these should be carried well over the tail, in

length extending to half an inch from the end of the tail, and just resting over it on either side

—that is, the ends of the flights should not cross each other. As with other pouting varieties, the

head of this bird should be narrow, evenly arched from the rise of the wattle to the back of the

skull. The eyes are full and bold, and bright red in all colours, except in whites; in these they

should be of a very dark claret hue. The substance of the smaller body feathers should be fine,

silky, and close-fitting. In colour and markings the Norwich Cropper resembles the Pouter—black,

red, yellow, and blue pieds being greatly esteemed. Whites and cinnamons are also considerably

cultivated. Besides these, there are many off colours, but these we would relegate to the breeding

loft, the best known being duns, livers, cloths, creams, strawberries, and dark-tailed whites. \Ve

append the Standard for this pigeon as issued by the Norwich Amateur Society.
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STANDARD FOR THE NOR\VICH CROPPER

issued by t/ze Norwic/z Committee, under t/ze azls/>z'ue: of t/ze Norwic/z Amateur Society.

oni——--*

H88Cl.—Small in proportion to size of body, narrow with a nice curve from front to back, slightly fuller in forehead

especially in cocks.

B8al<.—Medium length, slim, upper beak slightly curved at tip, very small fine wattle.

Eye.-—Rather bold, with cere very fine and thread-like.

Cl‘0p.—Size, large. Shape, globular and evenly curved, coining out from waist in a rather sudden angle, rising full

at top so that beak lies flat upon it; a slight indent or seam down centre from tip of beak a great

improvement.

BOdY.—Shoulders small, fiat, and light to body. Back——narrow, short and hollow. Run1p—narrow, straight and

smooth. Breast—narrow, straight, and very little keel. (jirth—narrow, tapering sharp to vent.

Wlng$.—Medium length, close to body, yet well defined, carried well up to show upper part of thighs and waist.

End of flights resting on tail, and about ‘Q inch from end.

Tall.—Feathers broad and close-fitting, rather long, so as to be carried just clear of the ground.

Limbs set on well in centre of body, not too high up as if running into crop, straight as viewed from front. Thighs

slender and close-feathered. Legs clean or very slightly feathered down on middle toe. To measure

about 4} to 4% inches from inner setting on of thigh to ball of foot.

AC'tiOn.—-Free, showy, merry, and graceful, with an easy upright appearance, perpendicular from eye to ball of foot.

Body-feathers.—SmalI, silky in appearance. fitting very close, so as to look hard or tight-feathered.

COl0UI‘.——Preference for standard colours. Yellow, red or cinnamon, black, blue (rose wings), and white.

Mar‘l<lngS.—-Neat white crescent on crop, with a good chuck or bib coming below end of beak. Rose wings

consist of a few white feathers dotted on the shoulder, white primary flights and body clean cut. Clean

thighs.

Tall.—In black and blues same colour. Yellow and cinnamon white tails.

Ey6$.—-Red or orange in black and blue, but sloe eyes in the white varieties.
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CHAPTER XI.

"rm: ALMOND TUMBLER AND rrs SUB-VARIETIES.

THIS pigeon has always been looked upon by most fanciers as the best and chief of all the varieties

of the “ Short-faced" Tumblers. At one time, indeed, it was almost looked upon as t/ze"high

class” pigeon of all, ranking even before the Carrier and the Pouter, but this we cannot agree with

for several reasons, the chief being that tAl_1g_be§t7Almond will only grernain what should be for at

pm/ostgtwo seasons, while a Carrier, if a good specimen, looks well as long as it retains health

and vigour. A Pouter also, with care, will retain its standard qualities during its lifetime; but

the Almond, as we have seen, not only requires a certain time to bring it to perfection, but

after a very moderate further time becomes again unfit for exhibition.

Even amongst the short-faces we do not ourselves regard the Almond as ranking first. Though

we appreciate it as much as any——having, indeed, good cause to do so, even from a business

point of view—still, for somewhat similar reasons to those just advanced, we regard another

variety—the Black Mottle--as standing above it. We do so because, while quite as difficult to

breed to points and feather (this may be questioned, but we shall make our words good in the

proper place) as the Almond, if not, indeed, more so, as we consider it is, the Black Mottle retains

its beauty, like the Carrier, from the nest-pan to the end of its days, while even more attractive in

appearance both to the fancier and non-fancier, and at the same time less delicate and diflicult to

rear. \Ve therefore would rank the Black Mottle first in order, and the Almond as fourth in rank

of the high-class pigeons; but still, as its admirers are more than those of all the other varieties of

short-faces together, we must adhere to the fashion, and take it and its varieties first.

Vl/hat has always struck us as being very remarkable concerning this pigeon is the fact, that

while its admirers and breeders are so numerous and enthusiastic, we have never yet known—-let us

say six—even of the best fanciers and breeders, who could agree as to what was the correct standard

of the bird regarding its colour. All the old breeders, and most of the younger generation also,

will, it is true, if asked, state that the ground-colour of the bird “should resemble that of the

Almond," from which it is said to derive its name. Without questioning one assertion or the

other, we say that very little is to be gathered from such an answer, and have often thought it a

great pity that young and inexperienced fanciers should use so little of even their own limited

judgment, and swallow so readily all that is told them by their older brethren, many of whom seem

to take some sort of mysterious delight in telling their neophytes a great deal of nonsense.

Especially we would beware of a man who began by telling us there were no birds to be now seen

equal to those /ze had when he was young in the fancy. But to return to our point: Ask such an

old “chip” what the ground-colour of an Almond Tumbler s/zould be like, and ten to one the

answer will be, “ The same colour as the shell of the almond." Hundreds of times have we heard

this reply given ; and it is to all intents and purposes useless, for the simple reason that there are

many shades of colour to this “ shell of the almond.” Some, to be more definite, will say that the

ground-colour should be that of the z'u.rz'a'e of this shell of the almond, and we have even heard it
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said that the colour of the kernel of the nut is the correct thing. Few will agree with this last, since

the kernel shows generally a reddish tinge, which scarcely any one would desire his birds to

resemble. The next—the inside of the shell-—is no better, if not worse, being of a pale yellow, or

what pigeon-fanciers call a “ mealy " colour. Finally comes the outside of the shell, which is to be

seen of various shades of colour. Most generally, when fresh and smooth, this, too, is of the pale or

mealy shade, but in old nuts, the shell of which has begun to moulder away or become crumbly, is

seen a deep rich, but not reddish yellow colour_, which we give as our idea of the propergroundffogr

the Almond‘ Tumbler; and if, as we do not question, the name was so derived, we take it that

these old nuts were what was intended. There are, it is true, so very few birds seen of this

rich yellow ground, that we do not wonder there are so many different opinions about it;

almost every one of the many fanciers of Almonds saying and believing that /ze has got the

correct thing. But if we are correct in our idea as to colour, we are not going too far in

saying that we have never seen, first and last. more than about twenty birds of the proper or

best shade of colour, and much less than this which, in addition to their correct feather, possessed

in a good degree those other points or properties which constitute a good short-faced pigeon.

Of course, we give this as our opinion, and we have already admitted the great differences that

exist. Our experience is, that scarcely any breeder of Tumblers will ever acknowledge that his

birds are not of the most desirable shade of colour, even when he knows and has previously

acknowledged (apart from his own birds) the correct shade. Indeed, there is so much difference of

opinion on this pigeon, that even the fortunate possessor of the precise shade he most covets has

comparatively little pleasure or satisfaction from it, since he can so seldom get others to acknow

ledge that it is right. Often he will be told, “Yes, it is very nice, but nothing to what I have

had." Old breeders especially will often make such remarks; but it will then usually be found

that they were never remarkable for possessing birds of any particular merit, since a real fancier

who has produced such best knows the difficulty of it, and is most willing to acknowledge such

merit whenever brought under his notice. The most truthful statement we ever heard made

regarding the Almond was of a very different type. \Ve cannot remember the exact words, but

they were uttered some years ago at the annual dinner of the old Columbarian Society, meeting

in London, by the late Mr. Esquilant, one of the oldest and most respected members, and were to

the effect that whereas, in his younger days, it was a rare sight to see as many as three Almonds

in the Society's pens at one time, and even these would now be considered as wonderfully “plain”

in all points, it was now nothing extraordinary to see forty or fifty fine birds at one of the

meetings of the Society, all superior, especially in head, beak, and carriage. To the truth of the

last remark we can testify, though we do not pretend that all these were of a good shade of colour,

the prevailing taste of the members of that society having always, within our memory, been for

head, eye, beak, and carriage. We believe this taste has perpetuated itself naturally; for each

new member of the Society who became attracted to this class of bird, on seeing the style usually

shown at the Society's meetings, would naturally become struck with it, and be led to emulate the

wonderful head and beak properties he had there for the first time beheld. The Society's meetings

have made many good fanciers in this way, and it is a well-known fact that its president has done

more for this particular class of pigeon than any other individual yet known; nay, we might assert

that Mr. George Chapman, to whom we allude, has bred more Almond, Agate, Splash, and Kite

Tumblers than any one else in the United Kingdom ; and although a few other breeders have at

different times bred specimens of a better shade of colour, even these were in almost every case,

directly or indirectly, on one side or the other, descended from his strain of birds.

We do not mention this fact idly, but in connection with the further fact (which we can vouch
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for) that Mr. Chapman kept and bred from the same strain of birds for upwards of thirty years!

Some will hardly credit this; but it simply shows both the adaptability of the Almond for close

breeding, and what can be done by careful and judicious management of one stock. Had this

great breeder crossed occasionally, no doubt he would have produced better coloured birds than

he usually bred (at least to our fancy), as we have ourselves frequently put birds of his strain into

other hands to be so crossed, which then produced all that could be desired by any one in Mr.

Chapman's strain. That, however, is not the present point; we mention his experience for the

lesson it teaches, and because within our own knowledge the fact that he had so bred for such a

length of time, has led several into a fancy for this variety, who otherwise would never have

dreamed of it, owing to what they had heard or believed of the difliculties in breeding and rearing

the Almond Tumbler.

No pigeon being of a more artificial character than this, or more indebted to sedulous care and

cultivation for many years, it is right to mention a few, to whom modern fanciers are much indebted,

for having persevered with it during many years, and handed it down from the earlier breeders to

our own day. In London, Messrs. Jayne, Esquilant, Joyce, Towndrow, Gillett, and Merck, have been

staunch supporters of the Almond, and also Messrs. Baird and Hills, of Cambridge, and Mr. Hallam, ot

Birmingham. Few Scotch fanciers seem to have had any particular liking for this variety : we only

remember Mr. Matthew Stuart, of Glasgow, Mr. Marquis, of the same city, and Mr. McKenzie, who

resided in Ireland. \/Ve do not remember a single Irish fancier who ever kept Almonds for any

length of time. We know of no locality, perhaps, where this pigeon has ever been more generally

fancied than in the neighbourhood of Newcastle-on-Tyne. Several of the best breeders and judges

of Almonds, who have visited the Newcastle shows, have had good cause to remember such visits,

as regards their own special pets. We may also mention that there also have we found the best

arrangement of Almonds we have ever met with, dividing them into the two classes which every

breeder understands so well. At Newcastle, these are termed the “long-faced " and the “shaped”

birds; the first being birds bred alone, or chiefly, for colour and feather; whereas, the really short

faced bird, as bred by what are called “ head-and-beak fanciers," is called the “shaped ” bird, on

account of its beautiful form and carriage. Owing possibly to this greater exactness of definition,

we have found less disagreement among these Newcastle fanciers as to what an Almond should be

than in any other locality we ever visited, especially than in London; and must say that in

general we have never listened to ideas we could more fully unite in than those expressed in free

conversation by our Northumberland friends. NVe were particularly struck by their general

freedom from bias, not seeking so much for any one particular good point, but requiring a. bird

to be really good all over before they would admit that it was a. good one. And there is no better

test of a " good fancier” than tlzat, as any one who is constantly buying and selling has good reason

to know. Last, but not least, we must mention our old friend Mr. Fielding, of Rochdale, who was

never known to be without Almonds for nearly a quarter of a century, and knew what a bird should

be as well as any one we ever met.

We will now proceed to give our views as to what an Almond Tumbler should be, and the

comparative difliculty in producing each point.

I.——COLOUR OR FEATHER.

The first and perhaps most valuable property, since from it is derived the very name of the

bird, is the colour. As we have already remarked, there are so many different shades of colour that

few understand the proper one; and we have even known many people who have made so little

observation of their own upon the colour of their birds, that they believed them always to
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remain the same shade of colour. But this is never the case, the best specimens of Almonds only

retaining the standard colour for two seasons, and even this only when it is the correct shade

'~ we have described, viz., the rich yellow of the shell of an old nut, when it has begun to crumble or

moulder away. Even from the age of three months, the young cock, which we will first describe,

ought to show this desired shade of ground-colour, from the neck downwards towards the tail;

shoulders, rump (we have before remarked that the rump of a pigeon is the lower part of the back,

near the tail), and thighs all being of the same s/zade of colour. The greatest difliculty in this

particular point of ground-colour is to breed birds with the rump the same colour as the shoulders,

it being rare to see a bird which is not of a mealy (lighter) tinge on the top of the rump, while

others are mingled with mealy and white on the same part. \Vhen this last is the case the bird is

what is known as splashed on the rump, and is only fit for stock purposes, not being admissible

in the show-pen as an Almond, unless all the other birds against which it is shown happen

to be deficient in the same respect, or there is so little white that a moderate “ plucking "

prevents its being seen. This greatest difficulty, then, being supposed to be overcome, the

rump should be of the same rich yellow ground as the shoulders. Before it moults its nestling

feathers the rump will be all of one colour, unless splashed with white ; but when it moults—say,

about five months, amongst the new yellow feathers will be seen small ticks of rich black. When

these are evenly distributed, the feather or plumage of the bird is said to be “well broken ;"

and the deeper the ground-colour the more and the sooner, usually, will the black feathers be

seen. A bird with much of these black ticks is said to be “strong in feather ;” and here, too, is

a difliculty, many of these ticked feathers being often of a bluish or dun colour, which spoils the

beauty of the whole bird.

Next come the tail feathers, and these, belonging to what are called the “standard ” feathers

of the bird—that is, which must be properly marked or broken for the bird to be a standard

Almond-—-we show in the plate of Almond feathers, which will greatly assist both the eye of

the reader and his understanding of the various technical terms. Each “standard” feather in

an Almond—and these feathers comprise the tail feathers and ten flight feathers in each wing—

must show three distinct colours. The foundation is the rich yellow ground, already spoken of,

which should in the tail feathers extend from the root to about two and a half inches from the

tip; there is no exact limit. Then we like to see a bar or splash of white somewhere about half

covering the remaining space, which sometimes appears almost like a white bar across the tail,

but so much regularity is rare. This white is intermingled with black splashes, and the larger

the bar the longer will the bird retain a “standard " character as regards his tail. Then the

last portion, or tip of the feather, should again show the yellow ground, and the nearer this is

to the body colour the better is the bird as regards his tail. Black does not appear so distinctly in

the nestling feathers, but as the young cock moults his tail the patches of black appear mingled

with_ the white. It must be clearly understood that no particular pattern is expected of the different

colours, either that in our plate or any other: hence there is no exact style of marking in

Almonds, as in other “birds of feather," both in poultry and pigeons ; and it requires one skilled

in what really is required to appreciate perfection, since there is nothing for the general or

ignorant eye. All that is desired is, that each “standard " feather s/zou/d show the three colours

in something like fair proportion, and as distinct and sharp as possible, one colour shading

insensibly into another not being so much valued. In the flight feathers the arrangement of the

colours is even more irregular and uncertain than in the tail; but the qualification for a

“ standard” flight is still the same—that each of the feathers shows the t/zree colours as sharply

and distinctly as possible. If they do this, the bird is a “standard” Almond, however those
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colours may be distributed or marked on the feather itself. A feather may, however, have the

three colours, and yet not be a good one, as they may be so run into each other as to be more of a

grizzle than what a standard feather s/wuld be. Such a grizzled feather we would prefer only

yellow and white, rather than a grizzle of three colours.

The tail of a good Almond is seen at its best at the age of about eighteen months. Many

birds which are Z00 deep in colour have their tails best at nine months; but, as a rule, these birds

being so strong in feather, lose all or nearly all the white during their second moult, and thus

lose the property of a “ standard" tail. \/Ve may say, indeed, that according to almost universal

experience, a too deep-coloured or strong-feathered bird loses this point in the second moult ; so

that, on this ground also, the soft rich yellow colour is infinitely to be preferred, as not only

looking best in itself, but retaining its proper shade for a longer time, the strong-feathered bird

only remaining a “ standard " for one season ; for when it has arrived at the age of two and a half

years, at which it has become nicely spangled on the shoulders, and looks well t/zere, it will be

found to have lost the white, and to have only two instead of three colours in most of its flights and

tail feathers, thus losing its “standard quality.” Besides this, such a bird at the same period will

have become far too dark to look well from the head to the shoulders, and also on the breast.

In a bird of the correct soft yellow ground, on the contrary, it will be found that the head, neck,

and shoulders remain nearly the same shade, for one season more than the darker shade, besides

being through both far more beautiful to the eye, as the black-spangled feathers with their green

lustre, intermixed with the yellow ground, make a most attractive picture.

But the greatest advantage of the yellow ground is, that it not only thus keeps for a season

longer the proper colour on the head, neck, and shoulders, but also over the body, flight, and

tail, and will sometimes be found to retain even perfect “standard” flights and tail for two

seasons ; which, as we have seen, the dark birds never do. We have even known one or two birds

keep the standard colours in flights and tail for t/zree seasons, though we must say this is

exceedingly rare ; but we have never seen a. single strong-feathered bird that remained a

“standard” Almond for more than one season. In making this statement, we do not refer to

the Long-faced Almond, but to the Short-faced Tumbler alone. Some of the mealy-feathered birds

will also retain the three colours in flights and tail for three seasons ; but as the mealy feather is

to be carefully avoided for many reasons, we do not treat upon it here. No breeder wi:/ze: for a

mealy-feathered Almond, although such will come even from the best stock; when they do thus

come, our advice to the breeder is, as soon as possible to exchange it for another, or at all events

not to breed from it with any expectation of getting from it yellow-grounded birds.

The yellow ground, then, is to be infinitely preferred on all accounts. In the first place, it is

rarer; in the second place, it looks better; in the third place, it retains the “standard” colour in

flights and tail for a much longer time; and lastly, it keeps very nearly the same colour after the

first moult, until after two seasons it finally moults too dark. Some of the strong-feathered birds

look exceedingly well on the shoulders for several seasons, when their spangling looks very

attractive; but the tail and flights at the same time will more resemble those of a Kite. Owing to

this progress in the feather, as we may call it, we have often been puzzled to decide when even a

good-coloured Almond looks its best; because, at the period when it is perfect in tail and flights,

which is generally at about eighteen months old, it is rarely or never properly spangled with black

on the body. At this period, unless the bird is of remarkably good carriage, the beauty ot the

“ standard” feathers (especially the flights) is not seen until the bird is handled, and these standard

feathers opened out, so as to show their properties. On this account, perhaps, upon the whole,

much as we admire a perfect tail and flights, we rather prefer the bird a season later, when the tail
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and flights are less perfect (being darker), if the body feathers are of a sound yellow colour, and

well and regularly spangled. Our reason is simply this, that if the beauty of the bird can only be

seen when it is handled, it can scarcely be called beauty; since, after all, the full beauty of the

Almond in ot/zer points can only be seen in the aviary or the pen, carriage especially totally

disappearing when the bird is held in the hand. After all, however, it is a matter of taste; and

may well be left to the fancier’s own choice.

We think, in fact, that this matter of taste should be allowed more weight than some judges

are in the habit of giving to it. For instance, though we have explained what is needed to make a

standard tail and flights, we do not think an exaggerated value should be placed upon it, having so

often seen birds which looked perfection in the pen, but when the flights and tail were spread out

would show, perhaps, om: Kite feather (all black, with a fiery glow on it) in the tail, or one or both of

the flights. Very often that Kite feather, instead of spoiling the beauty of the bird in the pen,

actually improves it, especially if it be the fourth or fifth feather of the flights. The bird appears

beautiful all over. and no fault is to be seen until it is handled and the feathers spread out.

Another bird, perhaps, is a standard bird in flights and tail, but of a mealy ground-colour. It then

is a “standard,” but its only beauty is this marking on tail and flights, which can only be seen in

the hands. Now, certainly, we think that the beauty which appears at all times is of more

importance than that which can only be seen while the bird is held in the hand. We would apply

this rule to any faulty colour which appeared in the pen, since surely one or two faulty feathers,

which need searching for, are not so bad as faulty colour all over the entire body, which is

always seen. Besides this is the fact that the one bird will very probably produce valuable progeny

quite free from the foul feathers, while the other is far less likely to produce birds of good

ground-colour.

Referring to the colour of the Almond cocks, we consider that a bird at about eighteen months

old should possess at least standard flights and tail, but need show little or no spangling on the

body. At the next stage we desire to see the proper shade of ground-colour, at the age when, upon

the whole, we think a good Almond cock looks his best, viz., at two and a half years. The body

then is spangled, but the white will have nearly or quite disappeared from the “standard” feathers.

We must say that at no time have we ever seen a bird with a really well-spangled body which has

retained at the same time the standard colours in its flights and tail; birds rather lighter some

times will. We have heard fanciers say they have had birds well spangled at over two years which

still retained their “standard properties;” but in every case when we came to see the birds we

found it was simply imagination, chiefly on the part of those who did not know correctly what a

standard bird was, and were pleased to be shown where they were mistaken. Lastly, we shall

picture a bird at four years old. It will by that time have assumed a somewhat deeper and darker

shade of colour all over, especially on the hackle and breast, and to a lesser extent on the wings;

but the most marked change will be in that the white parts in the flights and tail will have dis

appeared, and given place to the black and the darkened ground-colour, now approaching almost

to a mahogany tinge.

Thus we have described what we regard as the proper shade of feather colour, first in the young

bird, following it to what we think its best age, and finally to the stage when it must retire from

competition of any severe character as too dark. In doing so, after what we said at the com

menccment, we hope it will be fully understood that we do not dream of expressing views which

every one will agree with. Far from it; in the face of the many opinions we have alluded to, it

would be presumptuous to hope that we could unite all fanciers in one and the same view. Still,

as we have had in the course of our experience to study the wishes of some hundreds, both of
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exhibitors and judges, as regards the question of colour, we think those who breed to what we

have said, if they succeed in attaining it will be on safe ground, and will have little cause to

regret it. We must, however, say that no one must expect to lay separate fizat/zers of an Almond

upon paper and expect them to resemble the reality in life. The feathers thus loolced at will

appear totally different ; and what is here aimed at is to convey, as far as possible, a fair

idea of the appearance of the whole bird in life. In comparison single feathers will appear very

dull and cold.

We have next similarly to consider the Almond hen.

said of her as of the cock, as to possessing standard flights and tail. We have often /zeara’ of such

birds being seen; but having had more Almonds in our own hands for examination than any one

else we know, and many of them, as regards mere strength of feather, being quite as showy as most

four-year-old cocks, we say without hesitation, that we have never yet met with such a thing

as an Almond hen which possessed three distinct colours in the flights and tail. When we see

such with our own eyes we will believe in it, but not till then. Certainly we have several times

been shown birds that were termed standards, but on careful examination, feather by feather, they

invariably proved far short of what had been stated. Sometimes a hen at four years old (being

naturally lighter-coloured, they take longer to get properly broken in feather) will be seen with a

standard tail, but the flights will only have two or three standard feathers on one side and perhaps

four on the other. Some will show the desired three colours on one feather and only two on the

next, while the third is, perhaps, nearly all white. The nearest we have ever seen to a standard

Almond in a hen, has been to show the three colours in the first I/zree flight feathers of each wing,

and this is all we ever expect to see, though why it should be so it is hard to say. It is, however,

all that is needed to make the bird look perfect to the eye in a pen or aviary, and whenever we

find a hen possessed of this much we feel more than satisfied, as these outer_ flight feathers are all

which can be seen when the hen is showing off to the cock. Let her be ever so good in carriage,

the hen seldom drops her flights so low as the cock does, so that even if she be faulty in the fourth

or fifth flight feathers, it is never seen until she is handled.

We are of the same opinion with regard to the hen as the cock, with respect to the shoulders

breast, rump, and thighs being all of one shade or colour, before the period at which she, like him,

becomes broken or spangled in feather. If she has a mealy-coloured rump in infancy, she, like

the cock, will never improve in this respect, but will show the variation in shade as long as she

lives. Some persons attempt to persuade novices differently; but we never yet knew a single case

of an Almond Tumbler of either sex with a mealy-coloured rump, which afterwards became of the

right shade of colour. On the other hand, we never knew a single instance where the rump was of

the right colour, but the bird was of a good sound colour all over, and never failed to become well

spangled when the proper time arrived. Birds of the mealy ground-colour, even when afterwards

they become darker, are nearly always found to retain a mealy edging to the feathers of the

shoulders, as if each feather was laced with a lighter colour, which looks bad. _

The colour of the Almond hen changes also at three different stages of life, in the same

manner as we have described with regard to cocks, the spangling gradually increasing while

the white decreases in the same way ; but we may here add that the nearer the hen can be obtained,

both to the ground-colour and spangling of the cock, the more she is valued. This, of course,

must be considered according to her age, and we have seen a few birds which could hardly be

distinguished from cocks ; but it is rare to see what may be called a well-matched pair of

Almonds. The reason is simply that, owing to the lighter colour, it takes a hen nearly double the

time to acquire the same depth of colour and spangling as a cock; and the breed being so delicate

In the first place, the same cannot be

11
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in constitution and hard to rear, many die before they reach the age-four or five years--which

it usually takes before the hen is so perfectly spangled. There are, in fact, very few hens which

make up into nice matches for good cocks at any age, the mealy ones least of all. The class of

hens which usually become well broken in feather are those which, after casting their nestling

feathers, show both yellow and white, with some signs of black, in their flights. If these feathers,

especially the first six flights, show some signs of break of feather, the fancier may in due time

expect a good hen; but if these flights show no break cf feather, and the centre quill be all of a

white colour, showing no trace of black, such a feather will never become properly broken, or show

more than the two colours of white and the ground; and in nearly every case—as far as our

experience extends we may say every case, but we do not pretend to know quite everything—will

also never become well spangled on the body. Hence, it is the presence of some proportion of the

Kite or dark feathering in the flight feathers which is to be sought as the indication of future good

spangling; and the more of it is intermixed with the other two colours in these early flights the

sooner will the body become spangled. The hen being naturally so much lighter, it follows that

there is not nearly so much danger in her case of getting too much strength of feather, the

difliculty rather lying the other way. It must also be understood, that while a hen not broken

enough in feather may show too rnuch want of spangling to be a good show specimen, it does not

at all follow she must be of no value. She may have the very same blood as muelz darker-looking

cocks, and be most valuable as a stock or breeding hen. We simply mention the marks of future

show birds, that those entering this fancy may know when any bird is likely to prove an exhibition

specimen (which may very likely breed too strong-feathered cocks), or a good breeding hen. Often,

again, Almond hens will be seen having a large patch of Kite-coloured feathers on some part of

the body, which is of course a “ foul" mark, and makes the bird unfit for close competition ; while

others will be met with showing one or several of the flight feathers on one wing alone of a solid

l\'ite-colour, which also is foul marking, and excludes a bird from close competition, unless shown

expressly for head, beak, and carriage points alone, in which they are often very superior. But

either of these classes of birds are most valuable for breeding.

CARRIAGE.

\/Ve come next to the carriage of the Almond Tumbler; and though we are quite aware

it is n»t so diflicult to produce as either colour, size, or formation of head and beak, we

have always noticed, from the first day we ever did notice this pigeon, that there is no point

about the bird so strikingly attractive as good shape and carriage. Colour requires a skilled eye

to appreciate it; size is to the uninitiated no point of beauty at all; and even head and beak

require some conception of the fancier's ideal to understand; but if the bird has really good

carriage, as represented in our accompanying illustrations, it is strikingly beautiful to all eyes.

On the contrary, the finest specimen of any variety of the Short-faced Tumbler, if it does not

possess good carriage, or—as it is called by the Newcastle fanciers—if it be not good as a

“shaped. bird," it does not look well either in the show-pen or the aviary, and its good points

can only be understood and seen when it is taken into the hand. We consider, therefore, we are

quite justified in ranking as an essential property that which is so striking to the beholder,

be he fancier or not a fancier at all. For example, let six birds be placed in a pen which show

nothing in shape and carriage, and another which is fine in this particular. \Ve care not who

sees them; he will at once select the one specimen as t/ze bird out of the lot, the most attractive,

and the best bred. Should the six birds be even grand in head and beak qualities, and good

in colour, while the other bird is very middling in both, still the well-shaped bird will appear
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superior, and even—so deceptive is general symmetry in leading the eye to suppose symmetry

also in detail—appear actually better than the others in head and beak, in which it is actually

deficient!

This point is apt to be less esteemed, because it is less difficult to breed than the others.

Indeed, if the amateur once becomes possessed of birds with good carriage, there is very little

doubt of the progeny having the same good quality; while, on the other hand, if his birds

are deficient, and are descended from others which show the same fault, it will be rare for him to

obtain a good-carriaged bird. This quality, then, is one of the most surely hereditary—that is, if

once you get it you can pretty easily keep it, which is not so true of the others. Still, we must

confess, much as we admire head and beak, we would prefer a bird of only middling quality in

these points and of super-excellent carriage, to another with the most extraordinary head-points

and no carriage.

\/Vhile saying this, we are mindful of the fact that of late years a vast improvement has taken

place, and we can unhesitatingly congratulate the Short-faced Tumbler fancy on one decided

advance. There is no doubt that a lax state of things existed not long since in this particular

branch of the pigeon fancy, and that a system of artificially “making” the heads of this variety

was very generally resorted to ; indeed, so common was this supposed to be, that many who would

have been ardent votaries of the Short-faced Tumbler discarded the breed entirely, rather than lend

the slightest countenance to the cruel practices in vogue. The fact that the heads of these pigeons

might be manufactured, tended to detract from the value attached to the skull properties, and pro

portionately increased that ascribed to colour and carriage, which are always natural ones, not

capable of being artificially acquired. It is only of late years that while carriage has retained all

its importance as being a chief point in the Short-faced Tumbler, the unique properties appertain

ing to its skull (called, on account of its very peculiar formation, “ knob” in pigeon language) have

obtained an equal importance in the estimate of true fanciers, and in all but Almonds and Black

Mottles certainly have a right to priority over colour.

The proper carriage of the Almond Tumbler is with the head thrown far back in a saucy

manner, so as to show to the utmost the broad and prominent chest. The fuller the chest appears,

so much the better. Then the flights should trail or hang down, and the more they do so the more

do they show both their own colours, those in the tail, and on the rump; whereas, a bird of bad

carriage conceals either the perfections or the faults in those important parts. Shortness of leg is

connected with good carriage, but is described separately hereafter.

THE HEAD.

We come next to the head, which most fanciers consider the property of most value in short

faced Tumblers. This point has enhanced in value, in proportion as the practice of manipulation in

the nest-pan has ceased. The first essential point in a good head is height of skull, which shows

off well either in a front, side, or three-quarter aspect, from whichever point it may be viewed. The

skull must also be wide, but proportionately so with the other dimensions, for some heads are

too wide for their height, and it is only those possessing a good height which can show a nicely- '_

rounded top. The front of the skull must form a good and sudden “stop,” as it is called—that is,

the frontal should rise perpendicularly, or at right angles, from the root of the beak; not sloping

backwards. Finally, the length from front to back of the skull should be as short as possible.

Some birds have a kind of projection at the back of the head. This adds to the apparent size of

the head, but spoils its appearance completely, and looks bad, making the skull appear long.

The head should be full at the sides. Very many birds do not show this sufficiently, and
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in that case ncver look so “ finished” as when the eyes are full and almost projecting, which makes

the head look round on the side, as well as at the front, back, and top. The flat-cheeked birds

look mean by the side of a full, rounded, bold head of this kind.

Birds too broad in head are often also very fiat on the crown. Such are called by fanciers

"square-headed" birds, from the bad appearance they present, and especially on account of the

flat and square look of the front of the skull. A high-skulled bird, on the contrary, as it becomes

two or three years old, generally acquires a “set” forward of the feathers on the forehead, which

makes it appear actually to hang over the beak, and adds much to the apparent shortness of

face. Such birds also nearly always have another point, which is greatly admired in the head

of short-faces, namely, fullness of muff, or the feathers on the cheeks below the eye projecting

like the muff on a Polish fowl or a whiskered Bantam. This is a grand point, and makes the head

look larger than it really is, either in pen or aviary.

The head should be proportioned to the size of the body, a large head being preferred.

Of course no one can expect to see the head of a small bird equal to that of another with

larger body; but should the head of the small bird be equal, or nearly so, to that of the larger one»

its head is to be considered the best, unless it has been tampered with. This point needs care,

or a pigeon may win the point for size of head unjustly, merely because it is altogether a larger

and coarser bird than the other. And in all cases the form of the head must be considered

before mere size.

The form of the skull being by most fanciers considered of such primary importance, it was

very customary, as already implied, for a class of fanciers to acquire by skilful manipulation such

shaped skulls as satisfied the generality of judges, and in proportion as these were rewarded by

receiving prizes, it being well known by what means such heads had been acquired, was the

head the less esteemed as being of primary importance. This was one of the reasons why we

expressed a wish that less value were set upon this property as compared with others which could

not be improved ; and, as the matter now stands, the breeder's difficulties are great. We may be

asked whether we would not prefer a bird of good carriage, with its head well “ made-up" into a
first-rate showiform, to a plain natural head? \/Vell, there is one purpose for which we would

prefer it—or rather two~—t0 sell it, or to s/zow it; but for breeding purposes we would infinitely

prefer the honest-headed bird (that is, of course, if we knew it to be so) whose best and worst

qualities we could see, whereas, we cannot say what the “ made" head would have been had it been

let alone. Many will say that a really bad head cannot be made a really good head, or at least

cannot be made larger. It is true that as regards most of the improvements we have hitherto

spoken of in this work, a bad point cannot be made really good. But this case differs; and we

can assure our readers that the head can be made larger, broader, higher, and of the proper shape.

We know it from experience, and could easily describe the manner in which it is done; and still

further, this is a case of improvement which cannot possibly be detected. No judge can say

p0sz'lz'r/:1)/, as in most other cases, that a head has been tampered with; and hence he is not

warranted in disqualifying it. All practical breeders know by experience what we state, and few

beginners but what are startled by the progeny from some of the wonderful-skulled birds they

have purchased turning out very different from the parents. This has to our knowledge dis

couraged many who would have remained in the fancy had they only happened to begin with

honest-headed birds. Still, it is the fact that the progeny of some of the best of these would not

compete successfully if untouched, and it was but natural that a mode of satisfying it by other than

the process of patient breeding should have obtained a hold on less persevering votaries than those

now amongst us.
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THE BEAK.

The beak of the Almond should be whitish, or pinky-white, similar to the colour of the finger

nails, though it is not common to see the beak of the cock a perfect colour, his being usually

correct in the lower mandible, while the upper is more of a Vandyke-brown, or even sometimes

black. This is, however, a comparatively unimportant point, only to be weighed in close competi

tion, as we would not object much to any bird unless both mandibles were black, or what is called

a Kite-coloured beak. This is a great fault, as it gives a coarse appearance, however good otherwise

the bird may be, but it is only found in the hard-feathered birds, or those which are too deep in

ground-colour. The grand points in the beak are the size and the shape; as a bird may have an

exceedingly short beak, and yet it may be bad. The kind of beak most esteemed, but also most

rare, is known as the Goldfinch beak. When perfect it resembles that of the bird from which it

takes its name, on a small scale, and, if not too long, adds much to the fineness of the head. But

some of the Goldfinch beaks are so long that they become wry-beaked, one of the mandibles

crossing the other. Such a beak must always be kept trimmed with the scissors, so as to be as

close-fitting as possible, otherwise the bird, being unable to preen itself properly, will soon swarm

with vermin, and become cankered in the lower mandible. Hence birds having Goldfinch

beaks at all long must always be well looked after, and attended to on the least sign of the beak

becoming wry, and on the whole we prefer as the safest form of beak that which more resembles

the half of a barley-corn. This class of beak being shorter scarcely ever requires attention, and

always looks well; and if the skull be high, short, and good, it shows as well as anything the

beauty of the Short-faced Tumbler. The upper and lower mandibles should be of about the same

thickness, close-fitting, and straight. There is a kind of beak to be particularly avoided, namely,

that in which the upper mandible appears much more massive than the other one, hanging, as it

were, a little over it, and showing a hook or curve downwards at the point, something like the beak

of an Owl Pigeon. No matter how short such a beak is, it never looks well, giving a coarse

appearance to the head at best, and in addition, being nearly always accompanied by a coarse

wattle, which is about the worst fault that can be found in a Short-Faced Tumbler, giving beak and

head altogether a common coarse look which every fancier will refuse to look at. This fault

is rather apt to be hereditary, so that we advise all our readers carefully to avoid either a coarse

beak or coarse wattle, unless they particularly require the bird for the breeding of colour only, and

on that account are willing to run the risk.

Length of face is measured from the front of the eye-wattle to the point of the beak. We

decline to give any standard of length, as others have done, knowing well that such is deceptive,

and that a bird may be really very short in face, and yet measure rather long. This depends

chiefly on width of skull; for it is obvious that in a very broad-skulled bird the “bevel” to the

point of the beak will make a great difference in length of measurement, so that a short-faced bird,

if broad in skull, might really measure longer than a quite common-faced pigeon. The best-faced

pigeon is that which would appear shortest if the skull were supposed to be cut in two longi

tudinally, and the length measured on this ideal median line.

THE EYE.

The eye of the Almond should be white, or as many fanciers term it, " fish-eyed." The

more the white shows round the pupil of the eye, the more attractive does the bird look. Some

of the darker birds have a reddish shade, which gives a fiery appearance; while other dark birds

have little or no white, but are what is called cloudy-eyed, which looks nearly as bad as being
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black or bull-eyed. Sometimes this cloudy appearance will come from the bird catching cold in

the eye when young; if so, it scarcely ever gets better, but always has a watery look, and the eye

will often be found closed up in the morning ; while, not unfrequently, a small cataract will form,

which ultimately causes complete loss of sight. On this account, a pure white eye is not only to

be valued as pretty to look at, and as a desirable standard point, but as a sign that the eye is

sound and healthy, and not liable to disease.

A fine large white eye adds much to the appearance and size of the head, especially if the

eyes stand out prominently from the head, as they should do. Some birds have so little of the

wattle or skin round the eye, termed the eye-cere, that it can scarcely be seen. This is generally

accompanied by a small eye, which makes the cheek appear flat. On the other hand, a conspicuous

eye-cereis generally found along with a full and prominent eye, which makes the whole head or skull,

if properly shaped above, appear as round as a marble. This is the proper shape of the head ; but

no one must expect to see it fully developed until eighteen months old. It will improve in size

much longer—even till ten years old, if the bird live so long—but if not of good formation at

eighteen months old, will never afterwards become so.

Much as we admire a nice white eye, still we would never compare it to any of the other

properties of standard value in importance, were we judging Almonds.

LEGS AND FEET.

The thighs of the Almond should be so short as not to appear, and the legs also as short as

possible. This property can hardly be exaggerated, as the shorter on the leg a bird is the more

beauty of carriage does it show, trailing its flights low down like a Sebright Bantam, and thus

exposing to view the back, rump, and tail. In a bad-carriaged bird, the three standard colours

cannot be seen in the flights and tail without opening them. But a bird with short legs and good

carriage walks, when aroused, nearly on tiptoe (the feet, too, should be as small as possible), and

thus, hanging its wings, and showing the mixture of black, white, and yellow in the standard

feathers, exhibits the last and finishing beauty of the Almond Tumbler.

\/Ve have now to consider the breeding of this fascinating little bird ; but it is first necessary to

mention and describe the various colours which occur in breeding it, and which are used again

in crossing. Probably the Almond was first formed by crossing and combining these various

colours. At all events they are of constant occurrence, and when properly “Almond-bred " birds,

are as valuable in breeding Almonds as Almonds themselves.

First, we will take the Red and Yellow Agate Mottles. Many of these in their nestling

feathers appear to a careless eye precisely to resemble in marking a regular Black Mottle ; and we

have known many such purchased by amateurs, who thought they had obtained a fine cross for

their breeding of Mottles ; of which, as they will be treated of in the next chapter, we only need

say here that a Mottle is a bird of the same colour all over, except a rose of small white spots on

the shoulders of the wings, and a. V-shaped spangling of white feathers on the back. But every

time the Agate Mottle moults it shows more and more white, so that such a purchaser's hopes are

soon blasted, and not seldom in such cases the seller has been reproached for having trimmed the

bird, whereas, all that was wrong was the purchaser, and perhaps seller also, not knowing the

difference between a true Mottle and an Agate Mottle which is Almond-bred. Yet this is readily

to be seen. Though at first sight the Agate in its nest-feathers may show all the colour of a true

Mottle, if the flight and tail feathers be opened, the quill of the feather will be found either

altogether or in places white, or nearly so, and the colour of the feather itself will be seen to be in
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places a little grizzly towards the centre, especially in the flight. Often also there will be a feather

nearly all white in the tail or flights, besides the white markings on the body. Such a bird it is

which so often deceives inexperienced amateurs, and is termed an Agate Mottle. Briefly, it is a

bird which possesses more white than the true mottle feathers. On the other hand, the true Mottle,

when the flight and tail feathers are opened out, shows the feathers, both in the quill and the web,

of a sound, distinct colour, be it red or yellow, the quill being free from white and the web from

any grizzle.

There are also met with a lighter class of Agates, which are nearly all white, and sometimes

even all white. In the latter case the birds seldom have pearl eyes, being more generally black

or bull-eyed, and being thus, can hardly be called anything but White Almond-bred Tumblers.

There are again what are known as whole-coloured Agates, red or yellow ; which are

frequently confounded, by those who do not know the diflerence, with whole-coloured Reds or

Yellows. There is, however, just the same difference between the whole-coloured Agate and the

whole-cdloured Red or Yellow, as between the Agate Mottle and the true Mottle. On opening out

the quill-feathers of the wing and tail, the true whole-feather has the quill and web of the same

sound colour as the body; while the whole-coloured Agate will have the quill nearly white and

the web a little grizzled. We point out these differences because they are important to those who

wish to breed sound Reds or Ye/laws

Next we may describe the Splash or splashed bird, which is termed by some the Almond

splash, and by some are even called Almonds. The difference is however great, and lies in this,

that the ground-colour, instead of being yellow as in the true Almond, is mixed with too much

white, and the break of the feather nearly all black, so that the bird is short of yellow. The tail

and flights also, instead of showing the three colours, have in most of them only the black and the

white, with perhaps an Almond feather here and there only. Some of these splashed birds appear

beautiful Almonds from the head to the rump, but there the true Almond ground ceases, and the

want of yellow on the rump, and the too much black and white in the tail, betrays the Splash. Of

course these birds are often most valuable for the breeding of well-spangled Almonds.

There is in the next place the Dun; and it is very singular that nearly all the Dun short

faced Tumblers are hens. In all our experience we do not think we have met with half a dozen

cocks of this colour. \/Vhen these birds are of the shade known as Golder: Dun, they are most

valuable for breeding from. These Golden Duns are such birds as are of a much lighter shade—in

fact a pretty good yellow—on the breast, compared with the darker dun of the body. Some of

these Golden Duns are slightly mottled on the rump ; this we prefer to those showing no white.

Next to these is the red or yellow Whole-feather. These, to be true, must be of the same

colour throughout the whole body, and especially on the rump ; and it will in fact be found that

if good in colour upon the rump, there will be little the matter anywhere else upon the body;

though, as we have said, this outward appearance is not sufficient, and no bird is really a Whole

feather unless the quills of the tail and flight feathers are the same colour as the body.

Finally, there is the Kite, perhaps the most useful colour of all, especially when of the right or

best colour, for there be Kites and Kites in Almond-breeding. To outward seeming, these birds

are what most would call black; but there is a bronze lustre, or as others call it, a red or fiery

glow over and through the black, which makes the true Kite-colour. This is especially noticeable

close to the quill feathers; but if all over the body so much the better.

All these colours are produced, more or less, in breeding Almond Tumblers. and are used in

breeding them, grand specimens having been produced with every one of them judiciously mated.

Of course, one or other of them may have been bred for several generations, red from red, and so
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on, in which case they are of far less value; but when Almond-bred birds, they are of the greatest

use. No doubt the Almond was produced by combining them all, though how, and when, and

where, no man can now say. All we can do is now to give our advice in pairing. It will be readily

understood, after what we have said, that perhaps a larger element of real c/lance enters into the

breeding of Almonds than of any other pigeon. No one can speak with certainty, or say that such

a pair of birds, mated with the Un.SlI sedulous care, will breed thus and thus. All we can do is to

say what we have known produce good results, and may be expected to do so again. But, above

all, much depends upon what each bird was bred from,‘ and we are supposing each, in the following

remarks, to be bred from Almonds. Again, if the produce of any pair be really good of either

sex, and especially if those which are Almonds be of good colour, carriage, and head properties,

we strongly advise never to separate a pair which has been thus proved to “ hit " well, so long as

they will breed, or continue to breed thus satisfactorily. No one, again, must expect to see pairs

of Almonds in the nest, but must be satisfied with one in most cases. 'We have known pairs of

Almonds produced through a whole season, but it is very rare indeed to breed good cocks and

good hens from the same pair—that is, good colour as well as head and beak. On the other hand,

should a pair fail to produce what_the breeder desires ; for example, should he get no Almonds, or

if he does, find them poor and mealy in colour; then, if the cock be a choice bird, we would not

advise losing the whole season with him, since if the first pair be Almonds and of a bad colour,

the rest are nearly certain to be the same, though they may be excellent in every other property ;

but by all means in such a case we would re-match the birds otherwise and try again ; for it will

be found needful to seize every chance in Almond-breeding of obtaining what benefit is possible

from any particularly good bird.

The most usual, and a very old plan of breeding Almonds, is to breed an Almond cock with a

Kite hen, and many first-rate specimens have thus been bred, particularly exhibition cocks ; since, as

in most other colour crosses, the progeny are very likely to be the same, or still Almond cocks with

Kite hens, though in some cases the reverse happens. Then to breed Almond hens we would, if

possible, and for the same reason, reverse the process, putting a good Almond hen to a Kite cock.

This is now seldom done, but is one of the best matches we know for breeding what is so rarely

seen and so difiicult to produce—an Almond hen of good sound colour all through the body. Of

course, in these and all other matches, the breeder will get, and must expect, a large proportion of

other colours, such as Red and Yellow Agate Mottles, Red and Yellow Agates, \Vhole-feathered,

and even Duns. The cross between Almond cock and Kite hen is rather too dark to repeat often.

It sometimes happens the breeder has a strain of birds so valuable, both for its own properties

and its power of transmitting them, that he is anxious to breed from them without a cross. In

this case each parent should be crossed with one of its own progeny the following season. It

the cock should be of a rather deep colour, and the young hen a Yellow Agate, Agate Mottle, or

Splash, either would be a good match; and if a Whole-feathered Yellow, or even a Golden Dun, so

much the better; but on no account a Kite, which, for obvious reasons, is unsuitable for the darker

or very sound-coloured Almond cocks, breeding often too dark, especially when of the same strain.

For a sound-coloured hen we would recommend a similar cross with one of her offspring of the

same lighter shades, and we have known both breed remarkably well.

The cross above mentioned between a Kite cock and Almond hen is not easy to procure, as

good Kite cocks are always scarce to be got; but we like it much, and when the Kite has

plenty of the bronze it makes the progeny almost always of a fine rich ground-colour. if

they happen to be Almonds. We know no cross so likely to produce good hens ; and,

in fact, all hens bred from this cross—be they Agates, Splashes, Yellows, Duns. or what
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not--we would consider as most valuable for breeding, if of fair quality in other points, even

though they might grow a trifle coarse. Hens should, in fact, if good in head and beak, never

be too hastily condemned for this fault, as they often very foolishly are. Our reason for this

advice is that nearly all the very small Tumbler hens are bad breeders, some laying but few

eggs, others small yolkless ones, and others again being too weakly to lay at all, but dying

egg-bound, unless relieved. Others again only lay a pair or two during a whole season. If,

however, the hen be of good size, she can be depended on to lay six or seven pairs of eggs, without

at all affecting her health for the following season, while her offspring will give far less trouble in

rearing, and be as a rule a more vigorous class of birds. The young bred from small weakly hens,

as is well known, give the greatest trouble to rear, and even when reared cannot stand the least

exposure. Again, the offspring of weakly hens never look so close and tight in feather as those

derived from strong birds. \Ve would, however, on no account breed from such a strong hen with a

large cock, as the progeny would infallibly be oversized; but, as the finer points come most from

the cock, and constitution most from the hen, we would, so far as possible, choose a small, handsome

cock of good carriage, and put him with a strong, motherly hen, with a view to getting fair-sized

birds of a vigorous constitution.

We will again suppose the breeder has an Almond cock, which has become too dark for the

show-pen. Such a cock makes a fine match for either an Agate Mottle, a Splashed Agate, a

Splash, or even a Dun. A bird in his prime of feather we would give either an Almond Splash

hen, or a whole-coloured Yellow Agate free from white feathers. This last is a match we are

particularly fond of, not unfrequently producing pairs of Almonds in the nest, and often of

splendid colours too.

Take again an Almond cock too mealy in feather, but which it is desirable to breed from.

We would advise matching him with a Red Agate whole-feather, if such can be obtained ; if not,

then a Red Agate Mottle, the less white about it the better. If such could not be obtained, we

would match him to a Kite hen, and the more of the Kite or bronze tinge she shows on tail

and flights the better, and the more likely will the progeny be to be of good colour. We look upon

this last as more of a chance cross than any of the others ; still, we give the best advice we can, for

the sake of such as may have these faulty-coloured birds, and wish to know what aflbrds them

a fair chance in breeding from them.

Again, we will take a class of birds which are often at command for breeding, viz., thcse which

have too much Kite blood in them, as shown by their dark and rich mahogany colour, rather than

yellow. These birds are often found in the lofts of breeders who keep breeding in succession from

Kites and Almonds, without using the lighter colours. -They are so strong in feather as to be

equal for breeding depth of colour to a Kite cock, the Kite being chiefly used either to strengthen

the colour of mealy-feathered birds, or to assist a. too soft-coloured hen. Such a. dark cock,

accordingly, makes a splendid match for a soft-feathered Almond hen, which shows no break of

feather in body, flights, and tail, of which there are always more to be had than of the desired

colour. This is, therefore, in general an easily-managed match, and will often produce birds which

will surprise the breeder, particularly as regards a real ground of the true and proper colour. The

want in the hen being break of feather, which the cock helps to supply, and both being Almonds

and Almond-bred, we have seen more birds of the rare and proper yellow ground-colour produced

in this way than by all the other crosses we know of; and we believe it was the mode of breeding

adopted by Mr. Hale, who produced more of this coveted colour than anyone else we are acquainted

with. His next fancy was the same dark class of cock with a well-spangled Splash hen, and this,

too, answers well.
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We come next to the Splashed Almond cock, which is a most useful bird when bred with hens

of any of the following colours :—First, a really sound-coloured Almond hen will in most cases

breed something good. The next to suit him will be a Red Whole-feather hen, or, still better, a

Yellow Whole-feathered Agate; but, if it can be got, a real Whole-feathered Yellow will be best of

all. If none of these hens can be obtained, we would put him with a good-coloured Kite hen; but

should the Kite be nearly black, we would not use this cross, only attempting it if the bird showed

plenty of bronze.

Next comes the Whole-feathered Yellow Agate cock. The proper hens to breed with this

colour would be, first, an Almond-splash, or an Almond if well broken or spangled in feather, or a

good-coloured Kite.

Next again is the Whole-feathered Red Agate cock. The hen most suitable for this bird

would be an Almond ; whether young or old, good or bad in colour, does not much matter, since no

cross is more apt to improve the colour of the progeny of a faulty-coloured Almond hen than the

Red Agate. So also will the real Whole-feathered Red, if bred from Almonds, and it is very

seldom the real Red does come from other parentage.

There is again the real Whole-feathered Yellow cock. This is very seldom to be met with, and

is a most valuable bird ; in fact, were there more such, there would be far less trouble in breeding

birds with the proper yellow ground, and we have often wondered that breeders have not

tried to breed a strain of Yellows and Reds, having in the Red and Yellow Agates so

nearly what is wanted. When a breeder, then, is lucky enough to get a really fine Yellow

cock, he will have little trouble, if he mates him with a well-spangled Splashed hen, as the

hen will give the spangling, while the ground will come from the cock. No bird would, of course,

suit this class of cock so well as a good Almond well broken in feather, but the difliculty, of course,

is to get an Almond hen well spangled, which is necessary, for which reason we put up with the

Splash. The reason of this we have already hinted at; it is simply that an Almond hen rarely

becomes properly spangled till from four to six years old, and even more rarely ever breeds at such

an age. She might, if let alone, perhaps ; but in most cases, when any amateur is fortunateenough to

possess such a hen, he sends her to be exhibited, and then, if successful, all chances of her breeding

are gone. Hence we see very few Almond hens of the proper colour to breed with a Yellow cock ;

since, by the time they have got the colour, their breeding days are over, and most of such birds

fall into the hands of the great exhibitors and dealers, showing being all they are then good for.

It is needful to be plain about this, and we repeat distinctly that no one in purchasing must

or can expect an Almond hen to be a breeder, if she has become in feather what she is expected to

be in order to gain honours. We know there are occasional exceptions, but they are very few.

What we say is an almost universal rule.

Some fanciers we have known match up two good Almonds ; that is, a cock and hen each fit
for competition. We will not aflirm it is so in all cases, but we canwstate with confidence that

when this is done, the result is very seldom at all satisfactory, the progeny being generally either

light-coloured Agates or Splashes, or too often nearly all white. But even worse than this is the

fact that birds from such matching often come, which are what is termed “bladder-eyed.” This

singular term denotes birds which, instead of having pearl eyes like the parents, have large

projecting eyes quite black, and perfectly blind. There is, therefore, great risk in breeding birds

together. both which are really good show Almonds, and it seems as if it was necessary to have a

considerable difference in feather in order to get the colour desired. In all the various matches, it

will be seen that the one bird supplies what is wanting in the other, a bird too light being matched

with one too dark, and any bird containing only two of the three desired colours being always
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matched to another containing an excess of the third. Such a plan is the most likely to produce

the coveted but rare result of two Almonds in the nest. But one thing above all others should

be carefully avoided, and that is, breeding together two soft-coloured Almonds, the progeny being

generally Mealy Chequers, Chequered Duns, or bull-eyed White Splashes.

Red Agate-mottle cocks should be mated to Almo'nd or Kite hens, and the better the colour

of each, the more likely to produce valuable progeny. We would breed Yellow Agate-mottle cocks

to the same hens as the Red Agate-mottle, both as a rule producing very similar offspring when

mated to the same bird. But to speak frankly, the Almond is such an artificial or composite bird

in colour, that no one can say with certainty that any two pigeons mated together will produce

Almonds. "We have known many cases were birds were mated, of such a quality and matching

that the owners made sure of success, yet not one single bird came of the desired colour the whole

season, while the very same cross as regards colours, with another pair, produced nothing but

Almonds. And still more strange, to all but those who are accustomed to the lottery of Almond

breeding, the very same pair of birds the following season have precisely rer/arsed these results, the

one which had failed the year before now breeding Almonds, and the other not! That is the

reason of our laying stress not only upon what a bird is in matching, but on the actual colour it

has at that time attained from age. But even with this qualification all we can do is to state

what are the most promising matches to adopt. Of course any one who has bred his own birds

can attain much more certainty than in employing stock of whose breeding he is ignorant, as two

off-coloured birds which are in themselves a suitable match, if the produce of Almonds direct, are

much more likely to produce Almonds than when they are themselves the offspring of off-colours.

Under these circumstances, if a breeder finds any given pair produce pretty generally even

one good bird and one plain one, he should let well alone and feel satisfied, be the other bird in

the nest Agate, Splash, or anything else. But one precaution should never be lost sight of, which

is, never to breed from birds, fiat/2 of which have coarse beaks and wattles; since, if this fault once

get into a strain, it takes incalculable time and trouble to breed it out again and obtain birds with

fine beaks. No bird can look finished which has this fault, and it is one which cannot be remedied

by any art, at all events as regards coarse wattles: we have known before now some improve

ment made in beaks, though it is very difficult. It will be found difficult enough to obtain fine

beaks even from parents all they should be, without introducing coarse parentage, which we would

never do even on one side, unless the colour was so bad we could not find what we wanted in any

but a coarse-beaked bird. In such a case, if the choice offered, we would let the coarse-beaked

bird be the hen ; when, if matched with a small cock (small birds being generally fine in beak and

wattle), there will be less chance of a bad result. This is especially the case if the small cock be a

late-bred one, as it will almost always be found that the smallest, most delicate-looking, and

handsome cocks are bred after the month of June. It is comparatively little trouble to breed good

coloured birds which are large and coarse in shape: the difficulty is to get the true Almond

colours with the small and beautiful formation so much admired; and this difiiculty arises from

so many of the smallest and best birds dying in comparison to the stronger and coarser stock,

that it is often impossible to get a small bird of the colour and other points desired.

While late-bred cocks are, however, as a rule the best, and preferable even for breeding, on

account of their power of transmitting the delicate high-bred characteristics to their progeny, we

would very strongly impress upon all who take a fancy to Almonds the importance of choosing

hens which have been bred early in the season, and especially for breeding young hens. Late-bred’

hens not only never lay so well, but even when they do lay, and there are birds in the eggs, it will

often be found that they do not hatch, owing entirely to the want of constitutional vigour. \Ve can
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hardly say how often we have not heard the complaint, from one or another Almond breeder, of

“Just found another pair of fine young ones dead in the shell ;" the mishap being usually attributed

to either the parents or foster-parents having allowed the eggs to become cold, while it is rather

the sheer want of strength in the young birds to break the shell. We advise, then, to breed early

for hens; and if these birds become too large and coarse for exhibition purposes, they will, never

theless, if that be their only fault, be of the greatest value as stock-birds. If hatched not later

than May, they will moult all through—body, flights, and tail—-the first season, while the late-bred

ones often keep very loose in feather all their lives, owing to their not thoroughly moulting, or

being so long over the process. The difference in plumage alone between early-bred hens and

late-hatched ones is remarkable, and quite enough of itself to cause a strong preference for early

bred birds. Of course, for a late-bred, or small and weakly hen, we would select a strong, and,

if possible rather larger, but not too large, early-bred cock, so as to impart more vigour to her

progeny, and enable them to hatch; for breeding from both small and late-bred parents is the most

disheartening thing we know of almost in the whole pigeon-fancy, and has disgusted many who

would have persevered and succeeded, if they had only known the cause of their repeated failures

to hatch and rear the young. Of course, there are numbers of Almonds purposely bred late,

both for exhibition, and for sale to the many who admire a “pretty little bird." Such are often

eagerly purchased by people who, knowing them to be young, think they have got most valuable

breeding stock, till they find their mistake; while many dealers are very glad to sell them, knowing

their frailties, and that they will probably never produce anything to compete with themselves, and

that little or no blame will attach to them. This it cannot well do, since the birds duly lay ; and

when the eggs are found unfertile, or young ones half-formed, or fully-formed and dead in the shell,

bad sitting, or insects, or some other cause is sure to be supposed, instead of the simple truth that

the pair of birds have no strength of constitution.

Early-bred hens have another advantage, in having more strength of feather, so that they

often moult out fit for the show-pen a season before those hatched latd. Since hens are so much

longer coming to perfection, this is a very great advantage, and when added to the infinitely

greater ease in rearing through the summer season, far more than outweighs the probability of

getting them rather larger ; since it is probable that an equal number at least of small birds will

live of those hatched early as late. For breeding hens, then, we sum up our advice in a recommen

dation to choose a strong, vigorous hen, even if rather large; to correct this by a small fine-looking

cock, late-bred if necessary; and to breed in good time. To breed exhibition cocks, we would, on

the contrary, rather prefer a largish cock, with as small a hen as could be procured, and for much

the same reasons.

Many Almond breeders will, of course, say that several of their best birds have been hatched

late. We do not question it for a moment. But they are apt to forget the trouble and anxiety

the birds have been to them, and how many have perished to a few reared. VVhen skill, and

patience, and knowledge have been acquired, much can be done; but we know by long experience

that nothing is so thoroughly disheartening to a young fancier as to obtain numbers of birds and

be unable to rear them. And as we know that Almonds are not so very diflicult to breed and rear

when judiciously mated and managed, we have tried, at the risk of being wearisome, to explain the

cause of so many failures.

Another very great mistake is the common opinion that Almonds can only be bred and

reared in a warm place, where they are never exposed to the cold. On the contrary, such a place

is just what often gives nearly all the trouble, since being thus confined and kept warm, will soon

make any breed so delicate as to cause more trouble than one in a hundred will long continue to
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bestow. No breeders rear so many Almonds, and with so little difficulty, as those who allow their

birds a flight in the open air, and those few who can allow them entire liberty do best of all. No

artificial heat is required for Almonds more than other pigeons; provided the loft be only dry and

free from draughts of cold air, that is sufficient. The most successful breeders we have known, in

fact, have had but poor accommodation for their birds at night, but have made it up by attention

and giving them their liberty in the open air. Such a loft and aviary as we have already described

will answer well for Almond Tumblers, and the birds should be allowed to go into the aviary at

their own pleasure in all weathers.

But the grand point in successfully rearing Almonds is to have a good staff of feeders. We

have spoken of this in the case of Carriers and Pouters; but with Almonds it is of still greater

importance, owing to the far greater weakness of the birds, and the worse quality of the parents as

nurses. Not unfrequently there are Carriers and Pouters which can and do rear their own young—

good Short-faces scarcely ever, in our experience, the very fineness of the beak making good nursing

impossible. The Tumbler also usually gets very soon tired of what little feeding it can do, and

leaves its young in a very few days, which, of course, is death, if no other care be at hand. Large,

coarse birds will sometimes feed very well, and we have known a really good bird do so, but we

would never risk it. It is not wise or safe even to allow them to sit upon their own eggs, since, if

the hen be weak after laying, as she often is, she does not sit closely enough; and at best their

small and delicate bodies scarcely impart sufiicient heat. This is the reason that Almonds are

of;en, when sat on by their own parents, scarcely fully formed when the due hatching-time comes ;

and if so are often lost, since few pigeons, but specially few Almonds, will sit more than a few hours

after the time is expired. Thus birds are lost which really would have hatched had the eggs been

warmed by more vigorous sitters. Any fancier who wishes to do well, therefore, ought to have two

pairs of feeders for every pair of Almonds he is breeding, so that one pair or the other may be sure

of laying at the same time. It is best to match one pair of feeders about two days after the

Almonds, and the other pair two days later again, when one or the other pair will be almost sure

to come right. Then the eggs are to be transposed, the feeders hatching the Tumbler eggs

If, however, after all, the Tumblers should lay one or two days before the feeders, it will be best to

let them hatch their own eggs, shifting the young as soon as the feeders hatch, and letting the

Tumblers have the common young ones for a few days longer to feed ofl" their soft meat, which

they will do much more quickly than their own young, owing to their greater vigour. We have

heard fanciers doubt the wisdom of shifting, on the ground that they had known the common

young ones which were nursed by the Almonds live, while the young Almonds which had

been shifted died. But this arises from one of two causes. In the first place, the Almond is a

very delicate bird at best, and under any nursing dies more frequently and easily than any other

pigeon ; hence it may perish with a good feeder, but would with equal certainty, in that case, have

perished if left alone, and even sooner. The proof of this is the fact that all who have fairly tested

the matter, by trying to do without feeders, have failed in rearing any, except perhaps one or two,

with infinite trouble. But a more common reason of young Almonds dying, even with good

feeders, is the fact that they are often so very weakly as to be unable to lift up their heads to be

fed. No feeder can fill a young bird in this case, and is apt to get tired of and abandon it. There

is little chance of saving such weakly birds ; still it can sometimes be done, by making a thin gruel

of milk and fine oatmeal, and taking a little in the mouth, putting the beak of the young pigeon

between the lips. If the young Tumbler will take some food in this way, and the feeders or

parents will sit upon it for a day or two to keep it warm, until it gets enough strength to lift up its

own head in the nest for food, there is hope of it ; and if it lives long enough to be properly fed by
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the old birds, can then generally be reared. Another good food to be given in the same way is

the semi-fluid white of a half-boiled egg; indeed, we have found this most strengthening and

nourishing of all, and have saved birds by it that without would certainly have died. Birds thus

snatched from an early grave seldom make what can be called strong ones, of course; but it is

often well worth all the trouble, even if they only live a few months, in order that the breeder may

know what class of birds a pair which he has perhaps mated for the first time produces, either in

feather or other points; for very few can tell the difference between an Agate, Almond, Red,

or Splash, when in the nest-pan, until about‘ the age of three weeks. If then the young be the

first produced, it is often well worth while to save a bird even for that brief space, to ascertain the

character of the produce. Other colours can be foretold. If the beak be black it is sure to be a

Kite ; if the beak be white or light horn-colour, and the bird show no down on the body, but the

skin be bare, then it will be a Yellow: if not, a light-coloured Yellow Agate ; but for other colours

there is no certain rule till about three weeks old.* We know some experienced breeders can tell

rather sooner in general; but often even they are deceived by a bird they had fancied was an

Almond turning out an Agate or Splash. Of course, as soon as the flights and tail-feathers appear,

if there be a break in the feather—-or, in other words, if two colours plainly appear—then it

must either be an Almond, or an Almond-splash.

The class of birds which make the best feeders for Almonds are plain Bald-heads or Beards

and other clean-legged long-faced Tumblers, also 'Magpies, &c. All very heavy-beaked birds

are obviously unsuitable; but beyond this the variety is of little importance, the essential points

being good feeding qualities and a tame and confiding disposition. The last is as important as the

first, for the young Almonds need much watching, and a wild bird, though a good feeder, is apt to

fly off the nest in alarm when disturbed, and perhaps will not go on again till the young bird is

fatally chilled. The feeders should always be kept in a separate loft where possible, for fear of even

a chance cross, which would be unmistakable in its effects, much more a permanent mesalliarzce.

As to the loft, we have before said that those already described will answer well, as will any other

good plan. It is only especially necessary with Short-faces to have the nest-pans on the floor,

because the hen is the weakest of all varieties when laying, and very frequently is quite unable to

fly up to a shelf; so that unless properly accommodated, eggs are apt to be laid on the ground and

broken. We have only to add, respecting breeding and rearing, that it is as important to give the

best food and plenty of flying exercise to the feeders as to the Tumblers themselves, simply for the

reason that their soft food is then more abundant and of better quality, and that the young birds,

being so delicate, demand er/eryt/zi/lg" in their favour, except injudicious “coddling,” that can

possibly be afforded them.

We have only to add, in relation to the breeding of Almonds, that on account of the greater

' The author of the “Treatise on the Almond Tumbler," published I802, from which Eaton copied so much of his work,

gives, at page 44, the following "Marks by which to ascertain the colours of young birds in the nest: if the beak has no mark

on it, but is quite white, the bird will be an Almond. If the beak is white, and has a little patch of black somewhere about it, this

will probably be a Splash ; but should it be an Almond, it will most probably have a great deal of black about it. If the beak be

crossed on the point with :1. black stripe, or cross, rather inclining to blue, the bird will be a Black, and not a Kite. If with a deep

blue mark, it will be :1 Blue, which colour is very objectionable; and if the pair should throw this colour more than once, they

should be parted, and were they mine I should part them the first time. If with a black mark, rather inclining to or having a faint

tinge of red, it will be a Kite, and most likely a rich one. Ii with a slaty-coloured mark, it will be a Dun. If with a straw-colour,

a Yellow. If with a deeper straw-colour inclining to red, an Agate. And if with a deep red, it will be a Red, or Red-mottled

bir .” This may have been partly true at that time ; but at the present day we know many of these statements to be contniry to

fact, and we do not think more can be safely affirmed than we have said in the text above, and do not in fact see how any rules can

be correct in all cases for birds bred so variously as are Tumblers.
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delicacy of the hen, more than usual care should be taken to have all the arrangements so that

there may be as little quarrelling as possible, and that none of the hens be persecuted and bullied

by strange cocks. Such mischances may spoil many eggs, and greatly injure the hen. A good

look-out should also be kept to see if any hens appear egg-bound, a mishap to which this variety is

more subject than perhaps any other breed. And finally, the bath should be carefully attended to,

not only as regards the water being kept fresh and clean, but that there be a block or brick on

which the birds can stand ; otherwise, a weakly bird may be unable to leave the water, and get

drowned. Vt/e repeat this piece of advice, because we have known the misfortune actually to

happen.

Before being exhibited, the beaks of the birds are generally reduced by trimming, if necessary ;i

but this we can treat of most conveniently in a few words upon exhibition at the close of our

remarks upon all the Short-faced division.

The simple fact of “trimming” being mentioned, seems to some to imply that “ manipulation"

is also sanctioned, if not actually advocated. We contend unhesitatingly that there is a great dif

ference between improving the good points naturally acquirable in a pigeon, and totally altering its

physical properties. The complete transformation (as far as appearances go) of a bad bird into a

seeming good one, by cruelly manipulating its skull while in the nest-pan, can be described but by

one word—z'.e., deception ; some may assert that we have used too mild a term. In former editions

of this work Mr. Fulton minutely described the manner in which this cruelty was practised ; indeed,

he gave an illustration of an implement of torture used in order to assist in “making” the heads of

Short-faced Tumblers. We were, with others, long under the belief that specimens in any way

approaching Standard requirements could‘barely be forthcoming but by the assistance of such

artificial means. Right glad are we to be able positively to assert, and that from undoubted and

most trustworthy testimony, that typical skulled Short-faced Tumblers can be bred to as near an‘-_

approach to the requirements of an ideal standard of perfection as that which is attainable in most:

other varieties of the Columbarian genus; thus placing the skull properties of this pigeon on an

equality at all events with carriage and shape. We therefore feel justified in removing from the

pages of this issue of the work the one diagram which we know has given much sense of horror to

every lover of the brute creation; but, in order to guard against fraud, we are constrained still to

retain the description of certain signs which give strong probability, though not positive testimony,

to the fear that manipulation may have been resorted to even at the present time. Even here we

ask the reader not hastily to jump at conclusions, for, as we shall show later, in the most honest

and praiseworthy attempt to remedy some unnatural malformation, such as wry beaks, an unin

tentional, and for some time unobserved injury may have been sustained by a squab so assisted, as

\vhen it is older, to occasion signs to develop themselves which are generally detected in absolutely

“ made up” specimens.

Before returning to the opinions expressed in former editions of this work on this important

subject, the present writer feels it due both to fanciers and himself to quote some of the testimony

he has relied on in offering so hopeful a prospect to the future breeders of this beautiful variety of

pigeons.

Mr. W. H. Stone, Vice-President of the Pigeon Club, testifies :—“ It is a very difficult thing to

prove that the practice of ‘making’ the heads of Short-faced Tumblers has been discontinued by

some fanciers, as the word of those who will condescend to such a thing is not perhaps to be alto

gether trusted. That birds able to win in the keencst competition can be bred I am certain. Ii

have never in any way tampered with the head of any bird I have bred, and yet I have been able

during the years 1891-3 to breed the following, amongst others. (1) Hen, tst and Medal at the

12
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Dairy Show and 2nd at the Crystal Palace; (2) Almond Cock, Ist and Medal at Liverpool, &c.

&c.; (3) Almond Cock, Ist Dairy; (4) Almond Cock, Ist Cambridge, 3rd Palace; (5) Almond

Cock, Ist Birmingham, 2nd Dairy, 2nd Palace, &c. This, I think, proves that Short-faced

Tumblers can be bred and shown honestly with success.”

Mr. Allen Wilson testifies 1-“I am certain that the practice of ‘making’ the heads of

Short-faced Tumblers has been discontinued by some fa/*2rz'er.r at lmst. I would go a step further

and say by mo.rtfa1zcz'er_v—-indeed, I do not know of one who does this. All the years I have kept

this varietyI have never in one instance attempted it, and never shall. I have bred this season

some grand knobbed birds, especially the little Agate Hen—2nd Dairy, Ist Barnstaple, &c."

Mr. R. H. Lord testifies:—“I have never used or seen any instrument of any kind for

‘making’ the heads of Short-faced Tumblers. During fifteen years I have not only bred my own

youngsters without artificial interference, but I have visited such lofts as those of Messrs. _]ohn

Braid and Henry Hill, and seen their birds at all ages, and in good birds of pedigree the heads of

the youngsters seem perfectly formed from the first and require no assistance. I am positive there

never was a fancier in this town who ever lent himself to such an inhuman practice ; at any rate, I

can answer for myself and those I have named, and I think we have bred some of the best Short

faced Tumblers ever put in the show-pen."

VVe shall further give the testimony of those two good fanciers named by Mr. Lord, and ask

the Tumbler confraternity to join with them and all well-wishers of Pigeon culture in assisting in

the restoration and maintenance of the Short-faced Tumbler to its well-deserved designation as the

“Queen of Pigeons,” by guarding it jealously from any possible relapse into the questionable status

to which for awhile it was consigned by the greed and impotence of those who at one time

proclaimed themselves its admirers.

Mr. john Braid informs us that his experience of Short-faced Tumblers extends for over thirty

years, and testifies as follows :—-“During that period I have bred some really grand in head and

beak. Never in my life have I tried any artificial means whatever to improve them. What is

required is first-class stock and a competent knowledge of matching. I trust that the assistance

of the ‘Book of Pigeons,’ now being revised by you, will be so given as to eventually allay all

suspicion of cruel practices being necessary to breed good Short-faces, and once more to get for

them the support of influential fanciers.”

Mr. J. S. Martin, of York, one of the oldest and most successful of Short-faced Tumbler

breeders, as far as Baldheads and Beards ofthis variety of fancy pigeon are concerned, has authorised

us to add his testimony to a similar effect; we do so the more readily in that he has very recently

been called upon to judge a large collection at the 1893 Show of the British Dairy Farmers’

Association, and assures us that he could trace no definite signs of“ making" heads on that occasion.

In conclusion we give the testimony of Mr. Henry Hill, a member of the Royal Society of

Veterinary Surgeons, who testifies as follows :—“l am in a position to say, and confidently assert,

that no instrument is necessary or manipulation required to breed the best of skulled Short-faced

Tumblers. I have been a breeder for many years, and have produced numerous Short-faces for

exhibition purposes. These have secured the highest honours at the Crystal Palace and other

exhibitions, and I have never had occasion in rearing them to resort to any of these practices, the

proclamation of which has done so much to discourage the Tumbler fancier.”

\Ve could add the testimony of many other men, good and true, to what we have here given,

but these will more than suffice to, we hope, insure the end we have in view, of clearing not only

the Short-faced Tumbler fancy, but the whole of those who are votaries of Columbarian pursuits

from the greatest blot that has tarnished its fair fame.
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In order, however, to preserve the historical continuity of our subject, we reproduce the plea

which, we think, fully justified the comments made by Mr. Fulton in former editions of this work,

and to which we doubt not much is due in lessening by exposure the “cruelty " to which some

Short-faced Tumblers were at one time undoubtedly subjected. The remarks of Mr. Fulton will

also be useful as giving the chief signs of this cruel fraud.

\Ve have called it “cruelty;” and we do so because we are bound to say emphatically that it was,

and if still done it is, a cruelprocess. We have been most unfairly attacked already for stating things

that are commonly done, as though we defended and advised fraud. We appeal to our own pages. In

some cases, such as cutting away the spouts,from a wattled pigeon, where the operation is needed

for the bird's own comfort, we refuse to regard it as any fraud at all, and would have all open and

above board, and teach the young amateur how to relieve his bird with equal success as his older

rival. In other cases we have defended and recommended nothing, but simply recorded facts as to

what was commonly done; and, in doing so, we contend that the obvious tendency of making them

generally known is to facilitate detection, and thus check whatever may be dishonourable. But in

this case let there be no mistake about our feeling on the subject. We regard the process as a

cruel and barbarous one, though we cheerfully admit that the amount of cruelty varies a great deal.

If the bird have a naturally good head, being bred from good, yet honest-headed parents, it.

requires very little treatment indeed to make the head an extraordinarily good one; and if carefully

and gently done, in this extreme case it may perhaps be almost granted that there is no cruelty at

all. And we know how many will “take us up” here, and aflirm that such is the case with

all the “ really good ” heads shown, and that no such head can have been made out of an inferior"

one. We are very sorry to say we rnust explicitly contradict such a statement. \Ve have seen

and purchased birds for their “ grand " heads, which we afterwards found were the produce of

“pleasant-headed ” pigeons (a “pleasant " face or head in the Tumbler fancy is one a little better

than that of a common flying Tumbler), and we have seen the whole course and result of the

operation in many other cases ourselves, and have seen very plain heads “ made " into remarkably

good ones. These plain birds, then, require the operation so much and so often before they are

“done enough” to pass as good Short-faces, that the signs can often be detected in the finished

skull by a careful eye, and the cruelty in this case is very great. One proof of this is the simple

fact that not a few die under it, though this usually happens with fanciers who try to do too much

at a time. But when this is not the case, the bird’s life is still shortened, as will soon be found on

comparing the age attained by one severely “made” with that of any honest-headed Tumbler.

The causes for this are several, and we state the chief, as they will clearly point out the real nature

of this barbarous treatment. In the first place, the beak being bent upwards, while the base of the

skull is crushed inwards, the passage of the nostrils is partially closed, and if the bird operated

upon is of a plain type, almost entirely so. This interferes, of course, very seriously with the

breathing powers, the bird being obliged to breathe as much or more through the mouth as by the

nostrils, and even with this assistance (which is most unnatural to all animals, and has many well

known evils even in man) the poor sufferer is often seen panting, with the wings hanging loose, as

ifin the last stage of consumption. VVe have seen this often in birds not more than three years

old, which is nothing for a Tumbler, as these birds, when healthy, live to a greater age than any

other of the high-class pigeons. Further, the upward bending of the beak often causes the sides of

the mouth to be much more open than when left to nature ; and in this opening the dust and air

are apt to corrode the surface and cause canker, as already described in other varieties. Should

this happen, still worse follows; for as the nostrils are almost sure to be also somewhat affected, and

owing to the want of breathing power cannot be cleansed by the expulsion of any matter which
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may have formed within them, as is the case with a healthy pigeon, they become quite closed.

Breathing is then confined entirely to the already diseased and foul mouth, which rapidly causes

disease of the lungs, as may often be discovered on dissecting a bird which has died in this way.

The eyes often suffer also, though not always, of course. Still, comparatively few birds which

have been mu:/z operated upon will be found to possess two nice clear pearl eyes, being more

frequently seen as what old fanciers call “dull” in eye. This condition most usually, though not

always, is caused by tampering with the beak and skull ; and a bird thus affected is very often in

trouble, the eye being very apt to discharge and then get closed up, unless carefully looked after

by bathing with \varm water, and, after drying, anointing the eyelids with grease. When the

weakness comes from tampering, there is no hope of ever curing it. Of course, weakness in the

eyes is often found in birds which have not been tampered with; but it is seldom accompanied by

any watery discharge, which probably depends on the stoppage of the nostrils already alluded to,

and is pretty generally connected with more or less approach to the immensely large, and generally

black eyes, already described as “ bladder-eyes,” and which arise from breeding together two birds

too extra-good in head to be a safe match, showing, thereby, that Nature will not allow us to go

beyond a certain point in any particular without taking her revenge.

Our readers will now understand our reasons for not setting such extraordinary value upon

head and beak as many fanciers. We know the commercial value of these properties; and, if our

readers only consider how we are flying in the face of every private business interest in what we here

state, they will, at least, give us credit for honesty and sincerity in our desire that those properties

of the bird, which are really hardest to be produced, and which must be really bred in the bird, and

cannot be imitated by art, should be given higher rank than they have had, and be considered of

more value than what is so much and so extensively the result of mere manipulation. We are not

going too far in saying that at least three-fourths of the birds we see in various show-pens owe

more or less to the doctoring we describe. And hence, however we may value as a commodity a

property we find of special value, in writing our opinion as fanciers for the guidance of others, we

must say what we think; and if the result of these plain remarks shall be to change the values put

upon these respective points by most judges and fanciers, and to re-arrange them in an order which

-is more fair to honest exhibitors, and to the pigeon as nature and skilful breeding alone can make

it, we shall feel much gratification. Let no one, however, suppose we advocate birds with no head

properties. \Ve do admire a good head, and would call no bird a good short-faced Tumbler which

-did not possess a high and round skull. We would have it as good as possible; and our meaning

-simply is, that it is the placing such an extravagant value upon a point which can be greatly produced

by art, which has caused it to be so generally produced in that way ; and that by placing, as we

advocate, the chief value upon points which are even harder to breed than head and beak, and

must be either bred in the bird or not be seen at all, we shall get with least trouble and difficulty a

-better state of things. In what order we would rank the various points we will next state.

JUDGING ALMONDS.—The very reason commonly given for setting the chief value upon

head and beak in an Almond-—viz., that it is the property hardest to produce—is a complete

mistake. We have seen hundreds of nearly perfect-headed birds, but not fifty that could be called

good-feathered ones, including all we have either had pass through our hands during a long

experience, or seen at all the shows we have attended. Not insisting further on the fact we have

already treated at such length, that most of these good-headed pigeons were “ made" such, even

the far fewer birds whose heads were really and naturally good are much more numerous at any

time than good-feathered ones, and far more easy to breed. Moreover, the head has long been
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bred as good as it is perhaps ever likely to be; but there is still a wide field open to the fancier for the

improvement in beauty and regularity of feather, since no one ever yet saw such a bird—even the

best-coloured one yet exhibited—but he could easily conceive of one far betler, either in ground

colour, or regularity and perfection and evenness of marking. We therefore number ourselves

among those fanciers who think that feather should have the first place in judging Almonds.

Next we would place shape and carriage; but having sufficiently given our reasons before will

not here repeat them. We will only add the further one, that by giving prominence in judging to

points of really aesthetic beauty, which can be understood by any artistic or educated eye, we are

more likely to popularire a fancy, and obtain for it fresh votaries and admirers. We have seen the

truth of this often ; and as the proper carriage and shape of the Almond is so beautiful and saucy

looking as to be admired by almost all, as well as the skilled fancier, we would give this property

the second place.

We next value fineness of beak. What! put beak before head! Call it virtually “ beak and

head,” instead of “head and beak !” says some one. Yes, we would do so; since, however good a

bird may be in skull, if coarse in beak (which is always accompanied by a coarse wattle) it can

never look well, but must appear as a coarse bird ; and still further, following out our old line of

argument, no amount of art or trickery can“ make ” a coarse beak into a fine one. It must be

bred in the bird ; and a bird with only a fair head, if with fine beak and good shape and carriage,

will always look superior to the best skull in the world if with a coarse beak. VVe consider, then,

that these three properties—colour, form and carriage, and beak—which can orz{y be obtained by

careful and judicious breeding, should have the highest value in judging the Almond Tumbler.

The size and shape, but especially the height of skull, should come next. We would not

have it supposed we regard this as an unimportant property. Far from it ; and were it safe from

manufacture, we would not quarrel with those who put it first. It is a. grand point ; but we need

not repeat our reasons for giving it the fourth place. [See alteration.—-W. F. L.]

Next should come the eye, by which, of course, we chiefly mean the colour of it. Some would

place this property higher. Our reason for not doing so is simply that imperfection in it is no

sign of bad breeding. We have often seen specimens unusually perfect in other points, but

somewhat faulty in perhaps one eye, which might be slightly cloudy, or even both. We have seen

such passed over by the judge, and the honours given to birds faulty in nearly every other point,

but perfect in this. We shall always consider such judging wrong, for even the best eyes generally

suffer a little after the age of four or five years; and to pass birds by for failing in a point of this

kind, which can only be seen upon close inspection, which does not come by bad breeding as a

rule, and can be so easily remedied in the progeny, for birds which, while better in that, are farbehind in all the really grand properties of the Almond Tumbler, is to disturb all our ideas of what _i

judging ought to be. It is to go on the system of weeding a class by marking out all birds in

which any dzfi/lire fault can be f0und—an easy plan, well fitted for indolent, incompetent, and

captious folks, who are only too thankful when they can find an excuse for dismissing any good

bird from a class, and so narrowing the field, but little suited to encouraging the sound breeding of

pigeons. We say the fault is easily remedied in the progeny, though in this we contradict the

“Old Fancier " who wrote the “Treatise,” and who says (page 92), “A bad eye, in my opinion, is the

worst property a bird can have, and the most difiicult one to counteract.” He appears, however,

to have had chiefly in view the black, blind, or faulty eyes produced by matching too high, the

evil effects of which we have pointed out, while we refer here to want of perfection in the white.

This may be sometimes imparted by the parents, and is often also caused by the “making " of the

head ; but in either case, such a bird, if mated to a Red or Yellow Agate Mottle, a Vi/hole-feather, or
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even a Kite, will almost always breed perfect eyes if the young be not tampered with. We contend,

then, for our old principle, of giving to every point its fair relative value in judging; and unless we

arrive at this we shall never get any recognised mode of judging this bird, which seems in a more

unsettled state than all, scarcely two judges agreeing about it. Whether our remarks may produce

any greater uniformity we do not know. Many old fanciers, no doubt, will protest at being what

they call “dictated to," but this is far from the spirit in which these pages have been penned.

In what we have said as to the value of head-points, and the way they are produced, we have

simply, against all our own private interests, stated faets; and if these facts should lead to a

reconsideration of certain points, and a higher value being set upon such as are really genuine and

hard of attainment, such a result will be owing to the facts themselves, but even then no one

point must be made all in all. In the absence of such a system, the present state of things is

perfectly ridiculous as regard the judging of Almonds, each judge seeming to go by some particular

point he is fond of, and in so doing causing an amount of ill-feeling and unjust suspicion it is hard

to calculate. For example, an amateur goes to a dealer (we will frankly admit that we speak from

painful experience) and purchases a pair of his best Almonds. Then at some show, where they do

not hit the special fancy of the judge, they are passed over. He is annoyed, comes back to the

dealer, and eventually the birds are repurchased by the latter. The amateur now determines he

will only purchase actual winners at a show, and accordingly he attends the next large show

within his reach; when, going up to the winning pen with a view to purchase, he finds them the

very birds he had once had and returned to the dealer. Very likely some friend tells him he “ is

not up to the dodges of these dealers yet; that these birds are now got up to win,” &c., whereas

they are shown precisely the same as before, but under a different judge (we have known it happen

even under the same judge, but put it as “ mildly" as we can). If this is thought too strong a

picture, we go_ further, and say that in one particular case we have good cause to recollect, a certain

pen of Almonds, with the very same competitors (all habitual frequenters of shows know ho\v the

same birds will meet again and again), changed places in this wayfive times zuit/tin seven weeks,

under three different judges, so that anyone may have and show the very best pair ever seen, and

yet can have no certainty that he will win under the present system, which seems only adapted to

making exhibitors savage, since no one can at all reckon upon being successful. How many

amateurs have been driven out of this beautiful fancy by such a state of things we should be afraid

to say; we know of enough to make us feel and write strongly upon the point. We insist that no

one is able, or has any business to judge Almonds, until, whether he agree with our values or not,

he is able to estimate and compare fairly all the good and bad properties of the good birds in the

class, without being obliged to take refuge in such reasons as “this bird had a cloudy eye,” or

“this one's head was just like one that Mr. So-and-so gave first to at such-and-such a show,” or

"there was somet/zirzg strileiug about the first-prize bird,” all which we have heard alleged as

reasons for the most ridiculous awards.

Vi/e will finally give our estimate of the proper relative values, taking as our standard a young

bird of the first year. [X-Ve have added 2 points for head to Mr. Fulton's, for reasons already given.]

POINTS IN ]UDGIl\'G.

Feather: viz., ground-colour, 3 (of which reckon rump, 2, and head, breast, and

shoulders, l) ; markings on flights, 2 ; ditto on tail, 3 ; break or spangling of feather, I .

Shape and carriage . . . . . . . . . . -

Beak: shortness, I; fineness, 2; fineness of wattle, I .

I-lead: height of skull, 3; roundness, 2; breadth, I

Eye : round and white . . . . . . .

Legs and feet (shortness and smallness) . . . . . . . .

N

O0l>-N<D-J-‘~C\‘~O
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A few remarks as to the correct application of this table may be useful. In the ground-colour,

we allot two out of the three points for the rump, because we know if that is right all the body will

be, and it only remains to give the other point to the neck and shoulders, which are also important.

Thus, a bird cannot win all points for ground unless good on neck and shoulders. Bothapoints for

flights should be reckoned to the bird nearest alike on each side in the break of feather; and a

bird having a Kite feather on either of the three outside flights should lose one of the two points,

and if it had this fault on both sides should not be reckoned any points for flights, but lose both

(it must be remembered we are here considering all young birds under twelve months old,

as shown against each other). Some consider a white feather a worse fault than a Kite feather;

but we would consider them both alike. If the faulty feather was in the fifth or sixth flight we

would let it pass, especially if a white one, as it can only be seen when handled. Of the three

points for tail, we would reckon one for ground-colour, and two points for regularity and standard

quality of markings on each feather; so that a bird good in ez'l/zer point could not lose more than

two out of the three points. Thus, no bird which is good only in one colour-point could rank high,

but must really have several good qualities to make a high average for colour.

The six points for shape and carriage must be fairly estimated. This will be, perhaps, the most

difficult task, giving a bird not first-class in this property, but still having some merit, two, three,

four, or five points in lieu of six, as it deserved. We might, perhaps, divide this property, as three

points for full breast with head thrown far back, two for trailing of the flights, and one for the rise

or fulness on the rump, which gives a finished look and shows off the plumage.

The points for beak need little explanation. A beak both coarse and long will lose three

points. There would have been no need to divide the beak-wattle, but that the making of the beak

sometimes checks the growth of the wattle, and keeps that fine. We believe this is always the

reason of a fine wattle on a coarse beak, whenever it occurs ; but, as we cannot positively say it is

so in every case, we give one point for this property, which will not be enough to overpower a bird

really better in other points.

As regards the head, we must say that when we knew it to be /zones! we would give it the

same value as shape and carriage; but knowing as we do how possible it is even to deceive the

most skilful judges, we think it best to give only four, which we have found quite enough to

correctly rank the birds, while it does not allow so much advantage to an artificial bird over an

honest one. [So R. F. Two points added I894.—-\/V. F. L.]

Of the two points for eye, one should be reckoned for roundness. Some birds have oval eyes.

Such would lose one point; but an eye bad in colour should lose both points. Legs and feet

need no remark.

The only difiference we would make in the adult bird, would be to add two points more for

proper break or spangling of the body-feather, and count two points less for tail ; since no old bird

can have a really “standard" tail, and should not therefore be allowed to beat another for it by

more than one point. On the other hand, a bird two, three, or four yearsold, and showing little

or no break or spangling of feather, would lose three points for the want of this pretty property, as

we think it fairly deserves to do, since it will then exhibit this point if it is ever going to do so.

and no old bird looks well without it.

The following standard of the Short-faced Tumbler is applicable to all its varieties :—
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STANDARD DESCRIPTION OF THE SHORT-FACED TUMBLER.

O00

Carriage and Sl'lap8.——Erect and sprightly—jaunty when in motion.

_ I. Neck broad at base and very slender at the throat; short in length; arched in shape, with head well

thrown back \vhen vie\ved sideways, the head and feet to appear in perpendicular line.

2. Cites! broad, and very prominent, but not flat.

3. lVz'/zg t'0'Z/£71.!‘ rather spreading.

4.. Back slightly and rump more decidedly raised.

5. /1//itzule observant and standing almost on the tip of the toes, with the sole of the feet slightly raised from

the ground.

6. Legs short and elegant, devoid of all feathermg below the knee-joints.

Head.—1. Large and round, but withal when measured short from the front to the back of the skull.

2. Fronlal broad ; prominent and lofty, slightly bulging forward.

3. Crown well raised above the eyes, and convex.

4. Back rfxkull falling in rather shortened slope but withal decidedly convex and proportionate.

_ 5. _/aw and cheeks wide and abundantly feathered ; the “muffs ” full and blending upwards.

Beak,-1. Short, straight, and as fine as possible in both mandibles; the one closely fitting to the other, and

pointed at the tip.

2. Colour, in Almonds, Kites, and \vhole colours, of dark shade horn-coloured ; streaked with deep brown in

Agates ; Yellows and Whites, pale flesh colour.

Wattle and CeI‘e.—Small and very fine in texture, the cere being moderately finc.

SiZe.—Small, compact, and plump.

Flights and Tail.——Long and wide in web—rather spreading—the flights carried below the tail, but showing no

opening between the one and the other.

Ey8S.——Silvery and bright in iris, with jet black clearly defined pupil, large, prominent, and very round in shape ;

situated rather to the back of the skull and appearing, owing to the lofty frontal, centred low in the

head.

STANDARD COLOURS.

Almonds.-—x. Ground colour, rich, sound, and even ; in tint that of the inside of the shell of the almond nut.

2. 1lIarkz'ng.r—head, neck, chest, back of rump, and wing coverts evenly spangled with rich black

splashes. Flights and tail showing in uneven patches three distinct colours, viz., Almond, Black,

and White.

KlleS.—Black or Dun ground, the former showing a golden brown shading all over the body, especially under the

flight and tail “web feathering ; ” the latter a yellowish golden shade on some parts.

AgE1l6S.——Red or Yellow ground colour, sound and lustrous, broken by white feathers on the hackle, shoulders, and;

back, the major feathers being dark.

M0‘ltl6S.—Lustr0us, metallic green black ground from head to tail, the mottling consisting of from ten to twenty

feathers evenly distributed in the form of a rose at the pinions of the shoulders, and an equal number of

white feathers evenly distributed in V-shape on the scapular plumage covering the upper part of the

back.

Self-Colours.—sound lustrous red, deep rich yellow and ebony metallic lustred black; the beaks of the latter

should be of the deepest coal black; Reds and Yellows pale flesh coloured. ‘V F L
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CHAPTER XII.

MOTTLED AND WHOLE-FEATHERED TUMBLERS.

THE genuine Mottle has always been a favourite variety with us ; and we have often wondered at

the carelessness of fanciers in allowing materials which might so easily be employed in producing

it to pass unnoticed, or, at least, without employing them to restore birds which so many old

fanciers have spoken of-—-the Red and Yellow Mottle. We will speak of these first, as coming most

naturally after the Almond, and in fact, as we might say, /_'yirz_g" dormant in that variety, which

increases our surprise at such beautiful birds being nearly extinct. We have, before we knew

better, travelled long distances to see birds which were called Mottles ; but in nearly every case, as

we have explained in the last chapter, we found on inspection that they were simply Agate

Mottles; and in all our long experience we are sure we have not had, or seen in the possession of

others, as many as six pairs of true Mottled Tumblers : that is, of the Short-faced, of which only

we here speak; for we know several successful breeders of the long-faced Red and Yellow Mottle

who have attained a perfection in feather any Short-faced breeder would be quite satisfied to reach.

This is the more noteworthy because there are every day produced, in the course of Almond

breeding, so many birds, such as Red and Yellow Agates and Whole-feathers, which might very

easily be employed in breeding Mottles, far more than in the case of the Black Mottle, which

seems almost the only variety attempted to be bred. Some of these Almond-bred birds are so

very near the required thing as even to be mistaken for true Mottles, and shown as such

(whence the many wild goose errands we have spoken of) ; but as we explained before, on

examining the quill-feathers there is found somewhere or other the 'wlzitr—either in web or quill

of the feather—which denotes the Agate taint, and to get entirely rid of which is just the very task,

the difficulty of which gives the zest to the breeding of this pigeon. Did no one seem to care for

the pigeon itself, the scarcity we speak of would not astonish us ; but we know scarcely a fancier

of Short-faced Tumblers who does not repeatedly express his admiration of a good Mottle, and an

earnest wish to see more of them. And hence, knowing from experience how very easily they

could be bred from existing stocks, we will state clearly how it should be done.

The birds available are Red and Red Agate Whole-feathered, and Yellow Agate Whole

feathered birds—we cannot add Yellow Whole-feathers, for the simple reason that t/zqy are as rare,

we may say, as extinct, as the true Mottle itself—and the Red and Yellow Agate Mottles. The

first thing to bear in mind, in selecting birds of either colour for breeding, is to use none but such

as are of a good sound colour. This is the chief point of all; and there are lots of Agate Mottles

which it would be folly to meddle with, on account of being pale or washed out in colour, if Red,

or a mealy-coloured Yellow. To breed such birds for Mottles will be time and trouble thrown

away; but if the birds are a deep sound Red, or a good solid Yellow ground-colour, the chances

are very good. Supposing, then, the breeder has obtained a Red Agate Mottled cock of this good

colour, which has, say his head, breast, flights, tail, and rump red, and the rest, or say his shoulders

and back. white, or a mixture of white and red—if mottled like what is desired in the proper
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Mottle so much the better, and such marking is by no means very rare—such a bird should not be

mated to a Yellow, but, if possible, to a Whole-feathered Red. Failing that, we would choose a

Red Agate Whole-feather—that is, not showing any white on the surface-if possible; or if this

too is unavailable, showing as little white as possible. The reason of this matching is that the

\vhite feather is by far the strongest; and if the male bird has enough of it, it will be found that

this alone is quite sufficient to impart enough, if not too much of it, to most of the progeny; all

that is wanted in a Mottle being the rose of small white feathers on each shoulder, and the few

feathers across the back, called the handkerchief-mark, which give it its name.

The next great point to attend to is to reject every bird which has a white patch on the front

of the head. This is termed a blaze on the face; and we can say without hesitation that in

breeding for Mottles of any colour (our experience has been chiefly in Blacks, but we have seen

enough fully to satisfy. us the rule is general) one of the hardest things is to get them entirely free

from this foul mark. Such a blaze, if of any size, cannot even be removed by trimming; and

even when slight, though it can be removed so as to look respectable to careless inspection, the

plucking of even such few feathers in so conspicuous a place can easily be detected. We are not

going too far in saying that, at present, \vhen prizes are given to Mottles, the signs of such

trimming can be detected in a great number of cases; and the scarcity of feather in front of the

head is generally attributed to the birds having “ moulted late in the season,” whereas it would be

nearer the truth to say they had moulted so remarkably “ late” as the day before the show. Some

cut the feathers off at the root, so as to save trouble all the season, but the moulting season brings

back the foul feathers. In the case of Blacks, some exhibitors, who seem to think it wrong to pluck

away the offending blaze, prefer to blacker: the foul patch. For this purpose one man prefers a

little oil mixed with black varnish ; another, grease burnt over a candle; another, Indian ink ; and

others, lamp-black mixed with oil, while some use caustic ; but this latter does not become a good

black, and grease has to be used as well to make it black. A very clean white handkerchief

judiciously employed will detect most of these frauds, and they can only be attempted with

the Black Mottle; for even were Reds and Yellows plentiful enough to exercise the ingenuity

of these clever people, nothing, so far as we know-—and we think we should have heard of

it—-has yet been discovered which will successfully imitate the colour of red and yellow pigeons.

Honest people need no such provocatives to careful breeding; but we state these things so that

even those fanciers who by no means stick at trifies may see the absolute necessity of avoiding this

grave fault, which is so surely hereditary as to give infinite trouble to get rid of, if birds are once

bred from which possess it. We would far prefer a bird perfectly free from white on the

front of the head, even if it present very little indication of the marking desired on the body, since

this latter can be improved and bred up to what is desired with far more ease than the blaze can

be got rid of.

In supposing a Red Agate Mottle cock for the match here spoken of, we need hardly say that

if a real Red Mottle itself can be had it will be all the better; and, in either case, the nearer the

bird is to the desired marking on the shoulder the less trouble will there be in breeding what is

sought. If a cock and hen, such as we have described, can be obtained and matched, there is a.

very fair prospect of obtaining something not a long way off the mark the very first season. Cer

tainty of course there can be none; indeed, uncertain as is the breeding of Almonds, the breeding

for Mottles is if possible still more so, and we advise no one to commence such a task unless he has

patience to persevere through the many vexations and disappointments which he will certainly

meet with. There is one thing in his favour: Red and Red Agate hens, especially if of a good

size, are usually good breeders. But now to return to the progeny of such a match as we have
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described. Should there be a Red or Red Agate and a Mottle (or something near one) in the nest

—perhaps a cock—though it be faulty in marking, being either too light or too dark on the

shoulders, yet, if it be free from a blaze on the face, it will be a most valuable stock bird, but if it

show the blaze must be discarded, unless the fancier has no others to breed from, and no means

to purchase better. If one of the young Red or Red Agate hens be whole-feathered, and also free

from a blaze, then we would breed her with a cock resembling the father already described, or

if that fails, to the parent bird himself ; and she being, as it were, already half-bred to his mottled

marking, will be still more likely to reproduce it. If there be no young birds of such colours, we

would continue to breed the original pair till the desired colours, or something near them, were

produced, when they should be cross-matched to eac-h parent as above.

Some fanciers consider this method of breeding parents and offspring far too close breeding,

but such is not our experience. It often happens that a young bird is better than the parent, and

shows some fine point which the father or mother was not possessed of. In such a case the bird is

far more likely to impart this point to his progeny when bred to his mother, or the hen to her

father, than if matched to a fresh hen, which would probably cause a reversion to the more imperfect

ancestor, and thus cause the loss of a point which may not appear again in the same strain for

years, if at all. In breeding for marking or feather alone this principle especially holds good, and

hence it is that, when something near the mark is obtained, we would breed it back to the parent

at once. Before this can be done many birds may be produced of almost any colour—say Kites,

or especially and more frequently, Almonds, since all the birds we have mentioned are Almond

bred. There is, in fact, almost the certainty of occasionally getting an Almond—which as often as

not is a good one; but such will not of course greatly displease the breeder, since it is quite as

valuable in its way. But such birds—in which we include Kites, Splashes, or lzjg/zt Agates, as

well as Almonds—are of course not suitable for the Mottle-breeding, and must either be bred

separately or sold for Almond-breeding.

But another match may be tried with the Red Agate Mottle cock, if there cannot be found

for him the Red, Red Agate, or Dark-red Mottle, which we have described as the preferable and

proper match. This is a Black Mottle hen; or, as there are so very few of these free from the

blaze on the face, a Black hen, but if possible Mottle-bred. \/Ve would almost as willingly have

such a Black, if a proper colour, showing the green tinge on her plumage. Such a bird will be a

good match for the possible production of both Black and Red Mottles, being less likely to show

the blaze, while the body-colour would be grand, since good Black and Red, when bred together,

usually produce the best colours of any; though this is not the case when either colour is bad,

which often throws nasty Chequered Duns or Grizzles. With regard to the progeny of the Red

Agate Mottle cock, and the Black or Black Mottle hen, we would follow the same plan as we have

advised for the progeny of the two Reds, breeding any particularly likely bird back to its parent;

but for breeding Reds we would always prefer for breeding with the Black or Black Mottle hen

a cock bred from two Reds, in order to give as little chance as possible of breeding back to

Almond feather, which might otherwise result from the mixture of feather. The only exception

would be a pure Red Mottle, or a deep, clear Red ‘Whole-feather, which, however bred, may be

pretty safely bred to a well-marked Black Mottle hen as free from blaze on the face as can be

got. We say as free as can be got, since there is hardly a. bird entirely free. We doubt if there

be indeed even one, and are quite sure that if any one were to breed all at once a few really well

marked Mottles, few would believe them to be honestly so. Some may hence ask what is the

use of even attempting to produce a bird for which we can get no credit even if we succeed.

Well, we suppose credit and belief would soon come, if honestly earned, and the triumph would be
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great ; for any one who should breed a few even so good as to be capable of being trimmed so as

to look perfect, without showing the trimming so as to be detected, would do a great deal more

than we have seen except in a stray case or two, for we have only seen as yet three pairs of Black

Mottles, and not one pair of Reds or Yellows, which could even be trimmed into well-marked

Mottled Tumblers. The nearest we ever saw to a perfect Mottle was bred by old Miles Hall, of

Spitalfields. This bird, however, was coarse in beak and wattle, and though free from the foul

marking on the face, it had to be weeded a deal on each shoulder and breast before it appeareu

with the regular marking. It was bred from a Mottle cock and Black hen.

The best method of breeding for Yellow Mottles is similar to that we have described for

producing Reds. Birds are always to be selected as free as possible from foul marking on the

face, and the male bird as near the desired marking and colour as can possibly be procured ; and let

the yellow ground be as deep in colour as possible, for if of a soft or mealy tinge it will be of little

use. No doubt some will wonder we do not advocate the mating together of the Red and Yellow

Agate Mottles ; but our reason is that, both being Almond-bred, the mixing at this stage of the

two colours is far more likely to produce Almonds. Later on such would not be the case; but

the first thing is to produce a pure and true strain of Reds and Yellows which breed Reds and

Yellows, and till that is done crossing them is of little use. There should, in our opinion, be at

least two seasons’ breeding of each colour separately, before they are crossed, in order to get rid of

at least some of the tendency to throw Almond feather. Were this done, then we believe the

crossing of a true-bred Black or Black Mottle with the Red Agate or Mottle would almost

completely obliterate the Almond feather, and that the offspring of such, mated to the true-bred

Yellow or Yellow Agates, would create a true breed of Mottled pigeons, and be the best means of

getting a strain free from the blaze-mark on the face. We have seen so much progress made in

even one cross towards the desired end as fully to satisfy us of the success of such a system,

and do not think it would take more than three seasons to establish a tolerably true strain of

really Whole-feathered Red and Yellow Mottles. When once a sound and true ground-colour is

secured the grealest difficulty is mastered; as there will be far less difliculty, by crossing with

Agate Mottles, to get the marking desired, without getting the progeny splashed all over, as is

the case when crossed with the Agate too soon.

If means allow, it will be well to keep some birds breeding together for Whole-feathered Reds

and Yellows, as well as crossing the Agates and Agate \/Vhole-feathers to get Mottles. Then, ii

from the one strain a bird was produced near the desired marking, a cross from the Whole

feathered strain may save considerable time. We would, in fact, in such a case, cross both ways,

when the breeder will soon see if he is making progress; and even if the produce be not the desired

thing, he is almost sure to get a bird or two which are just what he wants for crossing back to one

or other of the parents.

When strains are got true in ground-colour, or, as it may be called, thoroughly away from the

Almond feather, we should advise crossing Red and Yellow, putting a good sound-coloured Red

(not Red Agate, but true Red) cock to a Yellow Agate Mottle hen. We would then select the

best-coloured yellow progeny, and if a hen, re-cross with the father, and if any of the cocks were

either Mottles, Red, or Yellow, crossing one of these with the mother. If the progeny were

several, and there were likely birds left, we would also pair a brother and sister; and from these

crosses something good is nearly sure to result. By thus continually crossing the best-coloured

Yellow with a Red, the yellow produced will be kept of a fine deep shade.

We cannot recommend pairing two Yellow Agate Mottles together with a view of producing

Mottles. as we have often known done. Not only is the match too light in colour, but, both being
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Almond-bred, the produce is most uncertain. The first thing is to get even a ground-colour which

breeds fairly true without going back to Almond, and then to cross the Yellow with Red. A

Yellow Agate Mottle cock with a true-bred, sound Red hen, for instance, would then be

another very promising cross to produce Yellow Mottles, and also to produce what are so

very rare—good Yellow cocks, provided the Mottle cock be not too gay in marking. Such

a result cannot, however, be in the least expected unless the hen be a true and solid Red,

not merely a Red Agate Whole-feather; but in this way, in two or three seasons, Yellow cocks

might easily be bred; and when they are obtained the work is almost done, since Red hens can

always be had. It is indeed curious that there are about ten Red or Red Agate hens to every

cock ; and the same rule holds good as regards Yellow Agates, but not as to true Yellows, which

are almost unknown in either sex. The only good Yellows we have ever seen are four: one a

hen bred by Mr. Esquilant, but how we never knew; the second was a cock we bred ourselves

in the manner here given :—We mated a deep \/Vhole-feathered Yellow Agate cock to a good

coloured Red hen, from which resulted three Yellows and two Reds, all hens excepting one

Yellow cock. All five were grand colours, but the two Yellow hens died ; the cock was so

good as to win many prizes against all colours. The third was bred by Mr. R. H. Lord, of

Cambridge, in the following manner—a Yellow cock was first paired to a whole-feathered Yellow

hen, from these was bred an Almond cock, which was matched to an Almond hen, the result being

the splendid whole-coloured Yellow hen which won the Challenge Cup at the Crystal Palace in 1891.

The fourth was third at the Palace in 1892, and was bred from a Kite cock and Almond hen. These

are proofs that good Yellow Tumblers can be bred, though many trials may have to be made

before success is attained. It will be noticed that in each of these cases the pairs producing like

results were all of different colours ; so no certain rule can be laid down as to breeding sound Yellows.

When a. strain was once formed, only good colours should ever be bred together ; and at no

time would we breed two Yellows unless both were of a deep colour, as there is no colour so soon

loses its richness as this. If one bird must be a little faulty, let the sound-coloured one be

the cock.

The shape and carriage of the Mottle should be the same as in the Almond, as, indeed, should

it be in all Short-faced Tumblers. Indeed, we believe at one time the Mottle was superior to

the Almond in this quality. This will, however, give the fancier very little difiiculty, because

all the birds which we have mentioned as materials for Mottle-breeding are, as a rule, extra good

in carriage. Inspection of any large class almost will show how superior many of the Agates are

in these points, which we have seen in the last chapter to be very easily kept up by a little care.

It is also to be remembered that, even should the fancier’s efforts so far fail that he cannot produce

Mottles to satisfy him, he will almost certainly succeed, if he perseveres, in breeding good Yellow

Whole-feathers ; and as this pigeon is as scarce even as the other, and as valuable, he has at least

one certain reward before him, even if he fails in the other. It is true none of the matches we

have suggested are certain to produce what we have given as their object, or in fact anything. A

large element of chance enters into the whole breeding of all Almond-bred birds; and not until one

or two generations of breeding have removed the Almond taint can any certainty be attained. It

is true also that meantime many disappointments must be encountered ; but in the end success as

regards Yellow and Red Whole-feathered birds at least is certain, and even this will be something

which, at the date we write, will enable any one to say he has produced something as yet almost

unknown in the pigeon fancy. There are, of course, lots of what are farmed Yellows, but not of

the true colours. In Reds there are a few of the proper colour, and these few, if well used, would

produce the true Yellows.
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VVe next come to our own especial favourite amongst all varieties of Tumblers—viz., the

Black Mottle. VVe are quite in the dark as to the origin of this pigeon, or as to how long it has

been exhibited; but the first who conceived the idea of it, and bred for it, must have had a fine

eye and mind for pigeon beauty; for in our opinion no variety of Tumbler pigeon is so beautiful

and attractive to the eye of both fancier and non-fancier. It takes an educated eye to see any

beauty in an Almond, and we know many who can never see any unless it be of the true colour

and well spangled, few of whichare to be seen; but all can see the great beauty of a Black

Mottle. True it is, as we have said, that a perfect bird, or such as we would accept for an ideal,

has new/er yet come before our eyes; but even those which have fairly approached the standard

marking are so exceedingly pretty as in t/12': respect to far surpass the Almond. When we add to

this that the Black Mottle, like all the other true Mottles, is harder to breed true to marking than

the Almond, and, above all, that it never loses its standard character if once possessed, but moults

year by year the same, preserving all its beauties, we have said enough to justify our preference

for this as the /zzlg/ms!-class bird of all the Short-faced Tumblers. For the high standard of

excellence to which they have attained of late years we are indebted to the perseverance of several

well-known fanciers, notably Messrs. H. E. Holl, G. C. Frith, and _]. N. Kidd.

And here it may be well to describe what a perfectly-marked Mottled Tumbler should be. It

will be already understood that the body-colour must be ‘sound and alike all over: in the case of

the Black Mottle a glossy raven black, free from any tinge of brown or bronze, the latter being

apt to be derived from a Kite cross, unless judiciously matched afterwards. The freedom from

blaze on the face, or any white about the head, we have already mentioned. Next comes the

marking on the shoulder, termed by north country fanciers the "rose-pinion.” The term is not

a bad one ; but such pinion marking as on a Pouter’s shoulder would not be enough to constitute

good marking on a Mottle, which should consist of a good-sized, nearly circular, or at least com

pactly-shaped patch covered by delac/zed white marking, each white mark being a single feather.

The white feathers must not run into each other, but be distinct and separate on the black

ground, to make a perfect shoulder. Next comes the marking on the back, technically termed

the “handkerchief-back.” This consists of a line of white marking or spangles, which, when

perfect, resembles the letter V, the open part -at the shoulders, and the point or apex towards the

tail. This marking appears as if on the back, but belongs in reality, as will be seen, to the wing

coverts. Some have more of it than others; while some fanciers have even asserted that there

s/zould be none, and that the birds look better without it. But we cannot agree to this, as the

beauty of the truly-marked Mottle can be seen either from a side view or from a back or top view ;

whereas a bird destitute of the handkerchief-back presents an attractive side view alone. Some

birds have far too much white, shown by spangling on the back itself; this certainly looks bad,

especially if the bird be of good carriage, which makes it even more conspicuous; but if the

V-mark be well defined, and well up towards the shoulders, it adds greatly to the beauty of the

bird. It should not be an unbroken line, but each spangle be separate, forming a dolled line, as on

the pinion. \Vhenever a bird is seen combining these perfections—a head free from any white, a

nicely mottled and not “patched " shoulder, an evenly-spangled V-mark on the back coverts, and a

glossy black ground—there is what we consider the rarest and most valuable of all the high-class

Tumbler pigeons, and what we have never yet seen without some assistance from trimming;

whereas, rare as they undoubtedly are, we have certainly seen several Almonds which, as times

go, we must call fairly perfect. \Ve believe, however, that perfect Mottles can be bred ; for, much

as the old fanciers have done, there are, we might say, fifty now to one in the old times, which

proportionately multiplies the chances of success.
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One of the commonest faults is a bad colour, it being rare to see la true raven black through

the quills of the tail and flights, which are apt to show rather a brown tinge. This is often caused

by breeders crossing a Kite hen with a Mottled cock, which is done for three objects. The first is

that Kite hens are generally much more plentiful and cheap than really good Mottles; next,

they are generally free from that troublesome fault of the white blaze on the face; and, thirdly,

they are almost always much better in head, eye, and beak properties, and hence are used to obtain

a better class of head. As a rule, the only indications in the progeny of the Kite cross are on the

top of the head and in the quills of the flights and tail, which instead of glossy black are of a

brown or bronzy colour. If the Kite hen be of the proper colour, showing little of the bronze (and

these dull Kites are generally used, being more plentiful than the good bronzy Kites so useful in

Almond breeding), it is astonishing how little the cross really shows; and the signs of it on the

head at least are very often disguised by dressing up the head with oil and lampblack, caustic, ink,

or other means, which lasts for some days, after which the natural colour reappears. It is however

when, not knowing of the cross, such a bird is bred again to a Kite hen, that the evil is found, as

the Kite blood now preponderating, the colour becomes very bad, producing mere Kite Mottles, or

Splashes, or Grizzles, in many cases. The Kite cross, therefore, only answers, and should only be

used, when employed with a purely-bred Mottle.

The greatest difficulty, as we have already hinted, in breeding Black Mottles, even more than

Reds or Yellows, is to get rid of the foul marking on the forehead ; and we will endeavour to state

clearly how we would advise any one to proceed. It is little use in this particular case making

any inquiry about the good or bad qualities of a. strain, since any birds are scarce, and no one will

admit that his are not good, while if they are, there will be plenty of other folk to depreciate them,

simply because better than their own. In this case we would go by appearances, and take such

birds as we describe wherever or from whomsoever they were to be got. First of all we would

purchase the very best Black Mottle cock we could afford or could procure, especially as free

as possible from blaze on the forehead, but quite free no one must expect. If also quite free from

Kite colour on the forehead, so much the better; but even if it should show the mark of the Kite

there, provided it were well marked as regards mottling, we would not discard it if no better

offered. Such a bird we would breed in the first place to a H17/£71 black hen, not being particular

as to how she was bred, provided only she was good in colour, and fine in the beak and beak

wattle. If good in head and carriage so much the better. We would breed two or three nests

from this pair; and if out of these there were no birds to give us a little satisfaction, we would dis

match the pair, and put the same cock to another deep black hen, or if we could not get such, to a

Mottle hen decidedly dark as regarded marking, and of course free from any Kite colour on the

head ; because, as we have said, to breed two birds with any Kite taint together is ruin to the Black.

We do not, in fact, recommend a bird so bred at all, but merely state how such stock may

be utilised, and their faults bred out again, because such are much more easily to be had, and at a

cheaper rate, while by careful breeding for two seasons, commencing as we have said with a real

Black, pure Mottles may be established from them.

If among the progeny of this first pair there was a young cock tolerably well mottled, and free

or nearly free from blaze, we would match him to a Black Mottle hen of the true colour; or if

such could not be procured, or was not within the breeder's means, then to another’ Black hen, but

this time making sure she was bred from Mottles. But the correct match is decidedly a Mottle,

because the young cock, being already half-bred Black, if matched to Black again would be likely

to produce chiefly Blacks. Then, as regards the rest of the progeny, which perhaps might not

be quite free from Kite marking, we would select the best of them, and breed with other Black
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Mottles, as we have already stated ; or, if means did not allow of that, we would match one of the

best young cocks with the parent Black hen; but taking care that the young cock had plenty

of the Mottle feather on the shoulders, so as to keep up the markings in the progeny. Similarly,

we would match the original cock, for the second season, with one of the young hens, choosing, of

course, one as free as possible from Kite colour on the head. This will provide three pairs of birds

for the second season; and in this way we would proceed, carefully weeding out as much as

possible the Kite marking, as well as the blaze, until we got what we desired.

Some may wonder we should enter into the mode of breeding from materials confessedly

imperfect, and even not pure-bred. The simple fact is that no perfect Mottle has ever yet been

seen, nor has it been proved that the Mottle is a distinct breed from the Almond. We have known

a Black Mottle and Almond, mated, produce beautifully-feathered Almonds; and, on the other

hand, we ourselves allowed an old Almond to match, according to his own inclination, with a young

Black Mottle hen, and reared from that pair three Mottles, as near the desired markings as we

ever knew bred in one season, all three being alive at the date this is written, and so free from

Kite colour that it cannot be detected without taking the birds in the hand. Hence, it appears

highly probable that such Mottle strains as exist first occurred in breeding Almonds, and were bred

together for the beauty of the markings, which would soon improve the colour and obliterate the

Almond feather ; and we see no reason to discard birds in commencing a strain because they show

a trace of the Kite : the more especially as we have often noticed that these Kite-bred birds often

have the marking more accurate than those of the pure ground-colour. The Kite cross also

imparts better head and beak and carriage properties than can usually be seen in our present pure

Blacks and Black Mottles, with the sole disadvantage of the colour on the head. Again, let

us suppose one breeder breeds from two Mottles true in their ground-colour, and produces from

them birds a raven black, but irregular in marking, and with the white blaze (almost irrepressible

by this mode of breeding) ; while another, breeding from a Kite hen, gets progeny pretty good in all

points, but showing more or less Kite in the head ; which progeny will soonest produce birds free

from all faults? We answer, that the Kite produce will easily, with judgment, breed in two

seasons young birds free from Kite; but we should be well satisfied to breed the blaze out from the

other strains in four or five. We have pleasure in bearing testimony, from careful observation at

many exhibitions of recent years, to the marked improvement in the skull properties of this

charming variety of the Short-faced Tumbler genus.

When it is not desired to cross with Kites, blaze on the face is best got rid of by crossing with

pure Blacks ; or if a pair of these, suitable in other respects, could not be found, we would employ

Mottles too dark or short of marking, black or too dark birds being those most free from this

troublesome fault. If the produce showed little or none of the fault, we would keep the birds

breeding together ; and then selecting the best, breed brother and sister of the produce if we could

not get unrelated matches for them to please us. If the first produce did not satisfy us, we would

select the darkest of them and breed to the parents, as so often advised ; and in this way the blaze

may with care be bred out of the strain.

Most of the best Mottles we know have been bred partly from Kites in the way we have

described. Of course, if there were better materials at command, we would not advise such a

course; but as the matter stands, the Kite offers assistance which can be got from no other quarter.

When a strain is formed, and good birds can be had, of course the breeding should be difi'erent.

‘We would then select a cock possessing all the properties as far as possible, but valuing them as

follows :-—First, a raven black colour, so that when the tail or flights are opened there is seen a

polish or gloss on the quills, and at least fair marking on the shoulders, with as few as possible
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white ticks on breast, belly, and neck, and no white on forehead. Secondly, good shape and

carriage. Third, fineness of beak and wattles. Fourth, a good eye. Such a cock we would mate

to another Mottle hen of similar quality, but would not keep them together if the first and second

nest proved both too “gay” or plentiful in white marking. In that case we would dismatch at

once, and mate the cock with another hen possessing less _white mottling, still carefully avoiding

a blaze face ; and if still too light we would try again with a very much too dark or even black,

but Mottle-bred hen. Even from the best of stock there will come—~at first at least—more or less

of Dun Mottles, and even Grizzles and other colours. Dun Mottles are mostly hens, but when

they occur in either sex they are by no means to be discarded, as they are most valuable for

breeding Blacks of an extra rich colour, precisely as in the case of Barbs or Carriers. We mention

this because some fanciers are very sorry to get even a good Dun, while we know such to be

most valuable stock birds, when mated to a good Black Mottle.

Another cross we should strongly recommend, when the strains are thoroughly to be relied

upon, would be between the Black Mottle and a good coloured Red or Red Mottle; but on no

account should such an experiment be tried unless the colours of both were really good, as

otherwise the progeny will be very various, and almost useless for re-crossing. And we need

hardly add, that until both strains are fixed so as to breed fairly true to themselves, any such

experiment would be worse than useless.

The standard of excellence, as far as the physical properties of Mottles are concerned, is a

counterpart of that for Short-faced Tumbler pigeons generally, as given on page I84. For Mottles

other than Black, which is the colour particularly referred to in our standard description, it should

be noted that the ground colour, whatever it be, must be sound and lustrous from head to tail, and

the mottling should agree in all respects with that given for the Black Mottle.

Mottled Tumblers should, in our opinion, be judged as follows :—

POINTS IN JUDGING MOTTLES.

Accurate markings . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9

Colour of body . . . . . . - . . . . . . . 3

Shape and carriage . . . I - . . . . . 5

Fineness of beak and wattle . . - - . . . . . - . 4

Size and shape of head . . . - . . . - . . . 4

Colour and fulness of eye . . . . . . . , . , z

Smallness of body , , . . , , , _ , , _ 2

Shortness of legs . . . - - , . . . . . . , . 1

30

13
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CHAPTER XIII.

BALDHEADS AND BEARDS. EXHIBITINO SHORT—FACES.

WE come next to another class of Short-faced Tumblers, which were for years greatly neglected

for no apparent reason, as there are few fanciers but much admire them. \/Vere it not for the

support during many years of Messrs. Esquilant, Woodhouse, South, and some others, we hardly

know what would have become of them. As regards Beards we might add the name of Mr. Esden ;

but we hardly know any other mid-century fanciers who, year after year, bred these birds; and

every fancier must desire to have the due record of those who, with little reward, have thus from

pure love preserved and handed down any variety of pigeon combining such points of beauty.

Of more recent date Baldheads and Beards have found enthusiastic votaries in Messrs. j. E.

Martin, E. Broomfield, and H. Bright, and more especially in the Rev. James Lucas, whose in

teresting little book on “The Pleasures of a Pigeon-Fancier” is to a large extent devoted to

portraying the excellencies of these two varieties of the Tumbler race.

T/ze Bald/zead.—The most valuable property in a Bald is being clean cut, as it is called; that

is, that the white on the head from which it is named should be divided from the body colour by a

sharp clean line; this line should pass just about the eighth of an inch below the eye to a little less

under the beak; when the bird is thus correctly marked it is said to be clean cut; if the white

extends lower, or at least much lower than this, the bird is described as too low cut. It is seldom

that Short-faced Balds are to be found so marked as to deserve the term lzzjg/z out being applied to

them, as it frequently is to the Long-faced variety, and often it will be found that the owners

have assisted nature by removing a few feathers on the border line, which is done so skilfully

as to make the bird appear as if clipped all round to a pattern; indeed, malicious folks might

think that from this practice the term “clean cut” was derived, for some instead of pulling the

feathers out cut them off close to the skin, which lasts till next moult. This practice is so common

that really no one can be secure without a 'z/ery careful examination—and not always even then—that

a bird he has purchased will present the same appearance after moult as when he purchased it.

The next property in a Bald is to be clean-2‘/zzlg/zed. This means that just below the breast and

above the thighs the colour of the body should cease at a sharp tranverse line running right across.

The more accurate and sharp this line dividing the colour on the breast—be it black, blue, red,

yellow, or silver——from the white, the prettier and more valued is the bird ; and from this line the

white must extend back to the vent, including, of course, all the thigh, from whence the term which

describes this property is taken. The white is supposed to be pure, and unmixed with coloured

feathers ; but here, too, we must confess that art too often is called in to assist nature, and that far

more clean-thighetl birds appear in the show-pen than were ever bred. There are really and

naturally very few good Short-faced Baldheads which have not some foul marks on the breast or

thighs in their natural state; so very few, indeed, that we may say neither fanciers nor any good

judges expect to see them perfectly free, though, if more widely bred, there is no reason to doubt

such would be the case. We say this, because there are plenty of the pleasant-faced Balds which
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i are all that could be desired in colour and marking ; but it is the good head, beak, and carriage of

the true Short-face that are so seldom, if ever, seen with perfection in feather.

The next property is the number of white flight-feathers, which should be the full ten in each

wing ; but this, too, is rarely seen in good Short-faced birds. The reader of reports of pigeon-shows,

if uninitiated, may be mystified by seeing that someone, for instance, “showed a nice bird eight

and nine,” or perhaps “nine and nine.” This means that the Bald has so many white flights in

each wing, and such a number is very good indeed, the usual average being from seven to eight on

each side, and very frequently more on one side than the other. Nine flights is, in fact, quite

sufiicient entirely to hide the tenth as well as the inner flights ; but, of course, the breeder should

aim at the full standard number, and short of it no bird can be called perfect. This is a property

no “ dodging” can imitate, as, if the coloured flight be pulled out, the deficiency is easily discovered

by counting. So also if, as sometimes happens, one of the inner flights is w/rite (which should not

be), and is plucked as being a foul feather, the gap is evident directly the wing is opened out. As

regards these two faults, however, a bird with one or two of the inner flights foul and all the outer

flights correct is far to be preferred to one with a “ short” number of outer flights, however perfect

in the inner ; since one fault is only seen when the feathers are spread, while the outer flights show

at once if more than the tenth, or at most ninth, quill, be faulty. It is also to be noticed that a.

very “ short-flighted ” bird (the term in Balds does not mean short in length of feather, but’ short or

small in the number of white flights), having too much colour, is almost always foul-thighed, and

very often disfigured by a stained beak beside ; whereas, a bird with one or two white feathers in

the inner flights is very seldom not clean-thighed, or nearly so, and we think we may say has never

a stained beak. They have, however, another drawback: having too much white in their blood,

they are generally too “low cut.” So that to get all three properties, z'.e., a bird correctly cut,

clean-thighed, and ten-flighted, together with the general properties of the Short-faced Tumbler,

is a very difficult task, and quite worthy of the most skilled pigeon-fancier.

The tail-feathers of the Baldhead should be pure white. This is not so diflicult to acquire

as the preceding properties. V

We have, however—though not often—seen all these properties, and even good colour of body

as well, and still the bird not perfect on account of bad eyes. These should be pearl. Some

fanciers, if they had all but this, would for it completely discard a bird, counting it of little or no

value if bull-eyed or broken-eyed ; but in this we cannot coincide. It is undoubtedly a great

fault, and one which should prevent a bird winning against good birds ; but to pass over a bird for

it which is fine in all other Bald properties, and give the prize to one which is faulty in flights, or"

foul-thighed, or coarse in beak, or very low or raggedly cut, is what we never will agree to, and

contrary to the general principle of judging which we carry through every page of this work.

Either of these other faults is three times more conspicuous, and ten times more diflicult to breed

out of a strain, than bull or broken eyes, though we do grant that a bad eye is more conspicuous in

a Bald, owing to the colour of the head, than in any other variety of Tumbler. Still, it is less so

than the others, and should have its fair weight allowed it and no more.

The colours of Baldheads we have already mentioned; but Blues are the most numerous,

owing doubtless to the fact that they are of more vigorous constitution. It is therefore natural

that in general Blues should be found most perfect in points, as is the case; but it is a singular

thing that the hens in Blue Balds, and also in Beards, are scarcely ever found as sound and true in

colour as the cocks. So generally true is this, that we do not think we have seen a dozen pairs

of each variety, fairly good in quality, which were a good match in body-colour. This fault can,

however, be remedied by crossing with the Silver; mating a Silver cock with a Blue hen, which
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will tend to produce good-coloured Blue hens. If, however, the produce was not to our satisfaction,

we would select one of the young hens—Blue or Silver——and breed to the father; when any Blues

produced would be almost sure to be of good colour. In this way the Blue can be improved, but

there is a risk as to the colour of the bars, which are apt to be Kite or Mealy-coloured; still, we

would risk this to get the colour on the body, since a Blue-chequer cock mated to one of these

Silver-bred faulty-barred hens will generally improve the colour of the bars, and the result is often

a bird good all over. Another mode is to breed a Blue cock to a Silver hen, the darker the bars

on the hen the better, as it is in the Silver bird's bars the danger lies. In this cross the cock

should be as dark a Blue as possible, as if light in colour the progeny may very likely be Silver,

and few fanciers breed for these if they can get Blues, unless for variety's sake. They are also

useful, as we have seen, to keep up the purity of the Blues, and likewise to get clean thighs and a

high number in flights; in fact, any shortness of flights or foulness of thigh in Blues is always best

remedied by crossing with Silver. In brief, the Silver Baldhead stands to the Blue in much the

same relation as the Mealy Pouter to the standard Blue-pied.

Next is the Black, which is and always was the rarest colour, and most diflicult to breed fully

up to the properties; all partially black pigeons, from the depth of colour in the blood, being

particularly liable to foul feather. Not only so, but the strong contrast makes every trifling fault

or foul inark so striking, that a. single foul feather in a Black is seen at once. We have seen but

few black Balds we could term good, and regret it, as, from the striking contrast, it is to our fancy

the prettiest colour of any; but, in spite of the vast increase of pigeon-fanciers during late years, we

are sorry to see that the race who seemed to find pleasure in vanquishing the greatest difficulties

by skill and patience has few descendants, most breeders being satisfied with keeping up varieties

which have already been all but perfected to their hands. We are sure good birds would be valued,

and have not the slightest hesitation in saying that we would cheerfully give a larger sum for a pair

of really good Short-faced Black Balds than for the best pair of Almonds we ever knew of; and

'by “ good " we mean no more than we have often seen, and even possessed, in the Blues.

\/Ve can add little as to breeding Blacks, there being still so ‘few Balds of this colour. We only

-say that, if we could procure a cock of good colour and well cut, but not good in Short-faced

properties, we should be inclined to cross him with a dark-coloured Kite hen, for the purpose of

improving these points, and on the chance of getting even one or two resembling the Bald in

markings ; and if we could in this way get a hen anything near the mark, we would mate her with

the father, in order to improve the Baldhead properties. If this failed, we would cross the Black

cock with a light-coloured Silver hen, by which there would no doubt be bred lots of bad colours ;

but if one hen came Black, or even better, perhaps, Dun, we would in either case match her with

the father. This plan, followed up with judgment, would, in our opinion, produce really good

Blacks. If even this match could not be got (and it is not easy always to find a Bald hen good

enough in head and beak properties), we would try breeding the Bald cock to a wholly Black hen,

no matter if Mottle-bred," adopting afterwards the same plan of matching next season the old

Bald cock to the most promising of the young hens. VVe hardly need say that, in this case, the

matching also of a young cock to the mother would be useless, since, the young bird having only

half Bald blood and the old one none, no good could result, except by some extraordinary chance.

If, however, there were more than one young hen at all promising, we would by all means, if

possible, get another Bald cock to breed also with her.

' While very unwilling to suggest anything not according to Mr. Fulton’s great experience, we should be inclined to prefer :1

Black Mottle herself, if we could get one ; because, in our opinion, the tendency to b/az: an I/1: /Ezre, if not accompanied by too

much white on the body, would facilitate the breeding back to Baldhead properties.-—[L, \\'_]
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Of course if, besides a fair Black Bald cock, we could procure a really good-coloured Red or

Yellow Bald hen, we would prefer this cross to either we have mentioned ; and indeed in that case

would have very little fear of producing some good Blacks, and getting really brilliant colour.

The Blacks from such a cross we would, if possible, breed to other Blacks, so as to improve that

colour before crossing again with Red or Yellow. As to the Red ofispring, if we had both sexes,

we would breed the best together for Reds; and if only one sex, we would match a bird with a

Yellow if we could get one. If there is no Black cock to cross with Red or Yellow hens, and we

could manage the reverse, we would certainly mate a Black hen with a Red or sound Yellow cock

until there came a Black cock in the produce, when we would cross this bird with his mother, so

as to keep the strain of Blacks. Reds and Yellows we would of course cross together, choosing the

cock of the colour we desired the progeny to be, and, of course, as soon as our stock would allow

of it, guarding most carefully against any deterioration of the colour by only breeding from the

deepest and soundest-coloured birds.

As we have already observed, the high cut birds are peculiarly apt to be foul-thighed and

short or foul in flights, whereas the low cut birds are very often unusually good in'those very
qualities. The lowlcut birds are also, on the average, better than the high cut in head and beak

properties; hence birds low cut are often the best cross for high cut birds possessing the faults

referred to. Some have crossed with the Almond for the sake of getting better head and carriage

properties, and we have known good Yellaws produced in this way, but of course many birds come‘

thus which are quite away from the mark, being what are known as Almond-splashed or Mottled

Baldheads. The proper cross is a Yellow Bald cock with an Almond hen of really good yellow

ground ; but we should far prefer a Whole-feathered Yellow Agate hen ; or, if one could be got, a.

good true Whole-feathered Yellow hen would be best of all. The first Yellow Bald hen which

came should be bred back to the father, unless the old pair—as might be—were producing such

good specimens that it was a pity to separate them. Many breeders fail here ; for in all high-class

Pigeon-breeding it may be taken as a safe and wise axiom, that when any pair are breeding really

grand birds, it is best to let well alone, and get all you can from a match you have proved to hit so

well. In that case we would try to get other Yellow or Red Balds to cross with the offspring.

Such are allthe hints we can give for producing or improving the Baldhead pigeon; and we

hope these remarks may be the means of inducing more to take up such a beautiful bird.

The Baldhead standard as regards skull and body properties is the same in all points as that of

Almonds and other Short-faced Tumblers given on page I84. The standard markings are as

follows :—Skull-white from a clear cut line running about one-eighth of an inch below the eyes;

this line should commence just below the under mandible, and proceed quite straight until just at

the back of the eyes ; here it should rise slightly toward the back of the head. Body-neck, breast,

back, and wing coverts of dark plumage; all the rest, including the ten major flight feathers and

their supports, white. C0l0m'—Blacks, deep and lustrous; Red and Yellows, sound, and of one

even shade throughout ; Blues and Silvers should have the additional point of dark, clearly defined,

black or deep dun bars. In all colours the beak and toe-nails should be of pale flesh colour.

T/ze Beard.—The marking or “beard” which gives this variety its name has been the

subject of many disputes, as to what is the really perfect type. The majority of fanciers

consider the correct marking to consist of an unbroken crescent-shaped patch of white

at the throat, below the beak. But a few of the oldest fanciers-—and we must in justice

add some of the best ones, and whose opinion well deserves to be respected—insist that this

white patch should not be unbroken, but show a small streak of the body-colour down
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the median line of the throat, thus a'z_'w'ding the white into two portions, right and left of this

mark or streak. They further affirm that this streak of colour upon the white is what was

called and meant by the “ beard," and that birds showing the patch all white used to be called by

Beard fanciers “swallow-throated.” Be this as it may, our opinion is, and we have found few to

deny, that the birds with the white or swallow-throats are most attractive and look best, while,

on the other hand, we must admit that the style these old fanciers prefer is far more difficult to get

true to marking. The difficulty of it, in fact, is really stupendous, and we have scarcely ever seen

such a bird which, in its natural state, was even nearly true to this marking, most of those said to

be so being really what are known as “pepper-faced” birds; which means that the colour showing

over the white, instead of being a sharp and clean streak, is distributed in specks mixed with white,

or “peppered " over a patch, and often much on one side ; while in other cases it is so little as to

be scarcely discernible. Some again are so heavily marked that hardly any of the white can be

seen at all, and but for the white flights and tail, and the coloured body, the birds could not even be

recognised as Beards. Such as these last are termed by fanciers “ dark-faced” birds.

Next come the flight feathers, which should be white, as in the Baldhead. The really

Short-faced birds, however, very rarely have the full number, being more inclined even than

Balds to be “short" in flights, and also more seldom alike on both sides. The dark-faced birds

more especially, as might be supposed, are liable to this, and it is common for them to have about

five on one side and perhaps six or seven on the other, sometimes even less; whereas, birds having

a well-marked white face are nearly always better in flights; indeed, such as have too much white

on the face are mostly all that can be desired in flights. The number of flights, however, is

another point upon which fanciers differ, some few contending that a Beard should only have seven

-each side, while others insist that no bird is correct unless it has eight and eight. The last,

of course, comes nearest to our views, but we cannot consider a Beard perfect in this property

unless it shows the full number of ten and ten, the same as a Bald. The only difficulty is to get

this number, which is no sufficient reason against trying to get it, since specimens with the full

number have been bred, and therefore can be bred again. Moreover, we cannot admit an

altogether different standard for the two birds, since) it is beyond question that they are at least

very closely related, and it is well known by fanciers of experience and standing that good Bald

heads and Beards bred together often produce birds of even better quality than if matched

separately; in fact, the best Beards we have ever seen were thus bred. We would, however, be

well satisfied with nine and nine, since this number would entirely hide the tenth in a young bird ;

and even eight and eight is very good ; but when it comes to laying down a standard for a perfect

bird, there is no reason whatever against saying ten a side, except the great difficulty of getting

it, which to a true fancier is a strong reason the other way.

The next property is the marking on the legs ; and here the Beard differs from the Baldhead ;

for while the latter is or should be clean-thighed, the Beard has, or is supposed to have, the

“ stockings" only white, that is, the lower portion of the thigh white, but all the rest, and the

whole under part of the body, the same colour as the upper.

The next property is the tail, which should be white; in this point corresponding with that of

the Baldhead.

The eye should be pearly white, and the skull as high in the front as possible, like that of an

Almond, though such (in an honest bird) are seldom seen. The beak and beak-wattle of course

fine. The colour of the beak of a Beard depends upon that of its body; the beak of Reds,

Yellows, and Silvers being flesh-coloured, while Blacks and Blues have the upper mandibles black,

or at least dark, though the under mandibles remain a flesh-colour, unless the birds are dark-faced,
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when both mandibles are frequently black. But in all head properties most colours in Beards are

very deficient, and the only colour we have seen at all approaching perfection in these points has

been the Blue. Even in this colour, though we have seen several cocks which were really fine

specimens (all being bred, so far as we remember, either by Mr. Fielding of Rochdale, or Mr.

Woodhouse of Lynn), yet strange to say, we never saw but one single /zen which deserved to be

called really good. The reason of this, as in the Balds, is probably the certain fact that it is very

diflicult to breed hens as good in colour as the cocks; so that there is greater difliculty still in

getting a hen which is thus good in colour and also in other properties. We do not think we ever

saw a really matched pair both for quality and colour combined; and as for other colours than

Blue, we cannot say we ever had the pleasure of seeing birds that deserved to be called more than

fair second-rate quality, judging by the same standard as is applied to other short-faces. We

hope, however, to see this altered.

It only remains, in describing the bird, to say it should be as small as possible. It ought to

be little if any larger than the Almond, though a little more length of feather may be allowed.

In breeding to improve the present Black Beards, we would pair the best Black Beard cock we

could get to a Short-faced Black Tumbler hen, and select from the progeny the best bird, which

showed the nearest markings to the Beard, to breed with another Beard. If this could not

be done, we would next season match the father with the most likely young hen; and if

another Beard cock could not be had, even match the mother to one of the young cocks

showing most of the Beard marking; afterwards proceeding in the manner already described for

Baldheads. The cross with the Black Tumbler hen not only improves the head points, but the

more important points of head and carriage, these latter being very rare indeed to see really good

in the so-called Short-faced Beards. Of course, when crossing in this manner, we would select a

bird with as much Beard marking as possible, and with as many flights white as we could get, in

order to impart as much of this, and as speedily as possible, to the Black cross ; and, on the other

hand, the colour of Black Beards being usually bad, the Black hen should be as good as can be

found in this point. A good black Baldhead would also be a good cross.

Blues, especially the cocks, being the nearest to what is desired, we need only advise to breed

the best Blue cock obtainable with the best Silver hen, and, conversely, the best Silver cock with

the best Blue hen. Each of these crosses, as in Balds, is for the purpose of getting better-coloured

Blue hens, the one cross being for cocks, and the other for hens. There is also the same danger as in

Balds, that while the colour is improved it is accompanied often by Kite bars; but when a bird

with this fault is produced really good in other points, breed it to a deep slaty or sooty Blue.

These are to be found easily, and are very often the best in head and beak qualities; hence this
cross not only corrects the bars, but usually produces good head and beak birds. I

As to Reds and Yellows, the quality of all we have seen as yet has with one or two exceptions

been poor in comparison with Blues. \Ve have barely seen a single good specimen of either

which deserved to be called more than pleasant-faced; and yet there are more means within

reach of improving them than with either of the other colours. For instance, if the fancier

has a. decent Red Beard cock showing plenty of the beard, with not less than eight and

eight flights—if ten, all the better—breed it with a good Red or Red Agate Short-faced

hen, for the improvement of head properties, and “breed back," as so often described.

If the breeder knows the difference between a “ made " and natural head, he will be all the more

likely to experience success, through making a good choice for head‘ properties. As a guide to the

amateur (not only in this object, but in all selection of Short-faces),we may note that one sign of an

honest head is that the beak, instead of appearing extraordinarily straight, or even pointing
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slightly upwards, is a little inclined to be “down-faced.” We do not apply this rule to all, as we

have seen some birds we knew to be honest whose beaks were thus, especially when the

beak is fine in bot/z mandibles; but we never saw an lzonest bird with a coarse beak and wattle

having its beak extra straight or inclining upwards; and usually, this pointing up too much

is the most general and certain sign of a “ made" head, and a beak a little down is nearly

always honest. Still, honest or not, such a Red, with really good head and carriage as well as

colour, including, of course, fine beak and wattle, is a good cross. If a Red Beard cock cannot be

got, we would match a Red or Red Agate cock to a Red Beard hen ; in either case “breeding back"

as usual. For Yellows we would proceed as for Reds, or, if proper matches could not be got in

Yellows, would cross with Reds. Whenever any good-headed Red Beards were in this way bred

they should be crossed with Blacks, which would improve the colour of each; and if the Blacks

were the ordinary stamp, this cross would also tend to improve the heads of the Blacks.

As we have said of Baldheads, so of Beards, skull and body points are similar to those of

other Short-faced Tumblers. The standard for markings is as follows :—Entire body of dark

plumage, with the following exceptions—a small white bib just below the under mandible extend

ing upward in a clearly defined line to the base of the eye-ceres ; ten major flight feathers and their

supports white; tail and tail coverts also white, and just a fringe of white feathers covering the

lower part of the upper joint of the legs ; upper mandible and toe-nails in Blacks and Blues should

be black, and the under mandible in all colours should be white.

Somewhat allied to the foregoing varieties is the Blue Tumbler. It excels in points of shape

and carriage, and, in fact, we believe the better quality of Blue Beards is derived from crossing with

the Blue Tumbler. The great beauty of this bird is the splendid colour of the body, with rich black

bars. Some are to be seen with very good head and beak properties, and really fine large skulls ;

but as a rule the head is badly shaped, being too square. The colour is, however, the grand point,

especially on the rump, which is of the sound deep colour of a blue show Dragoon ; and no pigeon

we know has a sounder or more vigorous constitution, which is more than can be said of either

Almonds, Mottles, Baldheads, or Beards, when really good ones.

POINTS IN JUDGING BALDHEADS AND BEARDS.

Accuracy of marking . . . . . . . . .

Colour . . . . . . . .

Shape and carriage

Head .

Beak and wattle .

Eye

Size (i.e., smallness)

-

"1

Nu--bat»-B-hO\

We may add that we would judge Blacks by the same scale as the above, of course omitting

the points for marking, since there are none. But in Yellow and Red Whole-feathers six points

should be allowed for colour instead of four, as the colour is so much more difficult to produce.

Blue Tumblers should be judged the same as Black. Agate Whole-feathers should have the same

points for colour as Blacks, viz., four; and Agate Mottles or Splashes, two points. Some of these

off-colours, however, vary so much that their chief value is in the breeding-loft.

We must now say a few words upon the successful exhibition of Short-faced Tumblers, and the

various “improvements ” which are more or less commonly practised before the birds appear in the

show-pen. The first point attended to is the beak, and if this appears too long, and especially if

the upper mandible at all hangs over the lower, or appears on one side, it is cut off with sharp
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scissors to the same length, and then carefully pared into a fine-pointed beak. We prefer scissors

for this operation, but some use a file. So long as no more than overgrown horn is trimmed off,

this operation causes no more pain than trimming the nails, and is absolutely requisite in a great

many birds to keep both mandibles level, without which they cannot preen themselves, and soon

become infested with vermin. But beyond this actual necessity, such trimming of the beak has

always been held allowable since Almond Tumblers were known, and it is necessary to state this

clearly, lest it be confounded with operations which are not so legitimate. Eaton mentions it

expressly as the “privilege” of an amateur; and to make birds appear as usually shown, it is

necessary, except in very rare cases indeed. We have known a very few which never needed

touching. But it is understood, and expected, that no more than dead horn be cut away, without

touching the “ quick ;” and no words are too strong for such trimming as we have seen with our

own eyes in some cases, where a poor bird, with an unusually coarse beak, has been cut down so

much that blood has dropped from the point of the beak whilst in the pen! We say we have sccn

this, or few would believe it. Such barbarity is fortunately visible to its own disgrace, and makes

the beak appear so artificial as to increase the coarse appearance it is meant to improve; but

moderate trimming, carefully done, improves the appearance of a bird greatly. Those who first

attempt it before being thoroughly used to the handling of pigeons, should tie the bird's legs with

a strip of soft cloth, which will make it keep much more quiet and steady. This trimming of the

beak applies to all the Short-faced varieties. After the beak is finished, the wattle must be washed,

soap or oil being used to soften the dirt that often is to be found hardened upon it, and then

carefully cleaned with a small piece of wet sponge.

Then comes the plumage. To this very little can be honestly done; and, in spite of the trash

that has been written by some who know little about it, very little indeed can be successfully done,

if the judge at all knows his business. When an Almond is too mealy in colour, it is possible to

put a little of the finest oil upon a soft silk handkerchief, and by passing this lightly over the bird

to deepen the colour. But in nine cases out of ten this oiling process is overdone, and if it be not

uniform all over the bird, or if too much is put on—and it is by no meanseasy to use little enough

—-detection is sure. It should always be done a day or two before a bird is shown. Stray foul

feathers are generally pulled out, and this is even sometimes done with faulty flights or tail feathers ;

but these latter can always be detected, if the judge counts them, and then entail disqualification.

But when the body-feather is not quite right—say, one shoulder perhaps well spangled, and the

other too much so—though the practice can scarcely be defended, most people pull out enough to

make the bird “look even.” If feathers could only be added with equal ease, we should soon see

perfectly-spangled Almonds.

Another important point in showing Short-faces, if the class is for pairs, is to mate the birds

for some days previously, and then to separate them one clear day before the show. Then when

they come together in the strange pen they strut and show themselves off to the best of what

carriage they have, and this point is so important in these varieties, that many a prize has been

won or lost by bad or good management in this respect alone.

The principal beauty of the Mottles being in marking, these birds have almost always, as we

have already hinted, to undergo great “ alterations” before being exhibited. Most birds are too

“ gay” somewhere or other ; and the way to succeed in the necessary “ weeding” is, not to

proceed rashly, but to remove a feather or two at once, carefully examining the effect each time,

till the bird is got as nearly as possible what is desired. If the body-colour of a Black Mottle is

not good enough, it often gets a touch-up with the oil, as already described ; but very great care is

needed to avoid greasing the white, and even on the black plumage a very little too much betrays
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its presence instantly. Sometimes, also, even good-coloured birds will be rather grizzled towards

the roots of some of the flights or tail feathers, and these we have known blackened or dyed to hide

the fault, as also the blaze on the face, from which very few Mottles are free; but this, the last

especially, is a dangerous experiment, and we have often seen the perpetrator come to grief. Red

and Yellow Mottles admit of the same weeding as the Blacks ; but we know no means of

improving the plumage, beyond the thorough removal of the “ bloom ” from the feather, which

is easily accomplished by continual stroking with a warm, moist hand. Ignorant writers, we

know, have said otherwise; and we admit we have seen many birds “ oiled ” to deepen the colour;

but never one which did not show the operation so plainly that it would be a disgrace to any judge

not to detect it.

The trimming of Beards and Baldheads is what might naturally be expected. The object is

to have sharp, clean-cut marking; and as few birzls naturally have not a few foul feathers just on

the border-line, these are cautiously removed till that line is as smooth and sharp as possible.

There are but few birds shown which do not o\ve at least a little to this operation, which is done both

by pulling out the offending feather, or—\vhat is better, since it lasts the season—-cutting them off

close to the skin ; but this is troublesome and takes more time, since each minute feather, as its

extraction is determined on, has to be carefully traced down to the root to be clipped off. The

breast or the thighs, which respectively are also desired to be clean-cut, are adjusted in the same

manner; and there are scarcely any birds which do not need the removal of at least one or two

foul feathers from the thighs. The only colour of these birds which can be improved is the

black.

Without defending any of these proceedings, with the exception of beak-trimming, we must

say that we have rarely known a man who refused or neglected to remove a foul feather or two

if he found his bird looked any the better for it; but it is diflicult to draw the line in such a

case.

The diseases to which the Short-faced Tumbler is specially subject, though serious, are few

when compared with the Carrier and Pouter. First, and worst of all, is canker, which we have

already treated of, but which in these pigeons is almost entirely confined to the mouth, and

assumes so virulent a form when neglected, that we are not sure cancer would not more correctly

describe it. We could never satisfy ourselves as to the cause of this disease. Some have said it is

foul water; but while it may be so in some cases, and we certainly would use every eflort, as before

stated in this work, to keep the water-supply clear and pure, we must still state that where this

was most thoroughly attended to we have seen the disease terribly prevalent, while in others where

the water was most foul there was no trace of it. We have, however, every reason to believe that

it is hereditary; and since very few indeed of the larger, stronger, and early-bred birds are troubled

with it compared with the smaller ones, we think it is perhaps most likely to be owing to a deep

seated scrofulous tendency in the blood owing to the notorious in-breeding of these birds, and which

naturally developes itself most in the weakest specimens.

As vve have said, the disease almost always shows itself in the mouth, and usually at the

corners, or where the beak opens. Some fanciers say that lunar caustic will cure it; but we never

could cure a case in this way, while by more severe treatment we have met with general success, as

follows :—Tie the bird's legs and pass the body through a stocking, or wrap it round in a cloth so

that only the head is exposed, to prevent struggling, for with acid a sure touch and steady hand

are required. Next get a very small india-rubber ring, half an inch thick, so small in aperture that

when placed as a gag on the lower mandible it will remain until removed ; and have ready a small
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bottle of oil of vitrol (sulphuric acid) and a small camel-hair pencil. When all is ready, first scrape

off with the blade of a penknife all cankered substance, cutting it off if needful, though the disease

should not be allowed to form so much as to need this. If in doing so the skin bleeds a little, no

matter; but in that ease hold the head down so that none of the diseased blood runs into the

mouth. Then paint over the diseased place with the acid, and apply the gag at once, and hold the

bird in the hand for half an hour. The gag, by preventing the mouth closing, not only insures the

due action of the cautery, which is not then weakened by the saliva, but causes less suffering by

confining the action of the acid to the place first touched.* After half an hour the bird may be

released, and unless the case be a very bad one, will be cured. If it is so bad as to defy this

treatment, the case may still be generally treated successfully (supposing it in the corner of the

mouth, where the majority of cases are) by simply excising the part. This operation usually

requires a portion taken away from both the upper and lower mandibles, or rather from the soft

parts at their bases, thus excising a V-shaped piece. Care must be taken to cut away every

particle of diseased growth, after which the wound is to be bathed with cold water, mixed with one

half of Condy's Red Fluid, until the bleeding ceases. After three days the wound should be daily

dressed with a little zinc ointment until cured. In all such cases, or indeed when any operation

involving pain is to be performed, the legs should be tied, and a stocking or other bandage

employed round the body to prevent struggling

Sometimes canker shows itself at the root of the tongue, in which case the only chance of

cure is in painting with vitriol ; but as in this case the saliva hinders the efficacy of the treatment,

and the suffering must be great, we do not think more than one application justifiable; in fact, if

it be not sufficient, neither are more likely to be so. In other birds, again, the disease manifests

itself in the throat; but in this case, unless allowed to go very far unchecked, it may usually be

cured. The treatment is simply to excise the diseased place, cutting it in fact clean out from the

outside. This is easily done by first plucking the feathers, then drawing out the skin with the

fingers (taking care the windpipe is not involved), and cutting out what is necessary. The wound

is to be dressed as before, and, strange to say, the opening thus made almost always closes in due

time, and there seems little risk if the bird be kept out of cold and draughts till after recovery.

It is best after such an operation to keep the bird in a small box or basket, in which it cannot turn

_;- round until the wound has begun to cicatrise, after which the zinc ointment should be continued

every day for about a week. If all has gone well so far recovery is almost certain, unless the disease

has gone so far as to taint the blood of the whole bird as it were. Sometimes canker is caused by

the point of the tongue being crooked or twisted, and this continually irritating the lo\ver part of the

mouth causes a growth to form, which ultimately becomes cankerous. When this is the case, the

crooked part of the tongue should be cut off, when the cankered place will gradually heal.

We very much doubt if the disease so well known as gout, or swelling of the feet and legs, be

not another form of the same disease of the blood that causes canker. It is almost incurable ; but

‘ The smart of such an operation must at first be fearfully intense, and many may think it would be better to kill than inflict

it, though we have the authority of surgeons for stating that after a few minutes the pain decreases. We could not do it ourselves.

Still, it may be remembered that animals have not the pain of an¢1'r:}atr'an, which adds so greatly to the sufferings of man ; and their

frantic struggles for life may be held to show that if they could choose, they might probably prefer it at the price of half an hour’n

agony. \Ve may, however, suggest that it is possible, and we may say even probable, that the strongest mrbo/ie acid might have

the same effect as the sulphuric. If so it has the advantage, that while the smart is great when first applied to wounds, the pain

very rapidly decreases ; after which feeling is destroyed altogether, and healing is promoted in a. most marked manner. For these

reasons, carbolic acid is frequently employed by surgeons in dressing wounds, and we cannot but suggest that all its properties—

cauterising, anrestlietic, antiseptic, astringent, and healing—give much promise of its successful application in this case. If so, the

difference in pain would be immense.—[Eo.]
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when taken in good time may sometimes be successfully treated as described in Carriers, viz., by

flannel bandages daily soaked in spirits of turpentine. In severe cases we have found tumours

actually adhering to the bone, and even extending up the thigh joint.* We would on no account,

ourselves, breed from a bird thus affected, and only state the most promising treatment for the

sake of those who really cannot afford or cannot procure another; as the turpentine will often

preserve a bird for a few months longer, and thus perhaps carry it through the breeding season.

Various forms of disease in the eyes are more frequently found amongst Short-faced Tumblers

than any other varieties. In nearly all alike the first observable symptom is running or discharge;

and when by this or other signs it is known the eyes have been bad from infancy, there is no hope

of cure. Where it is evidently exposure to cold which has caused swelling and discharge in and

around one or both eyes—-and the Tumbler being a delicate bird is subject to this—-the treatment

will of course be simple, consisting only of gentle bathing with warm water three times a day,

drying the eye after, and painting all round it with castor-oil. This last expedient prevents the

eye becoming closed up, and also allays inflammation, and much lessens the stoppage of the

nostrils. While in this state a bird will often refuse food, and if so must be hand-fed, for which

purpose we use peas and tares which have been soaked for at least five hours, as in cases of illness

digestion is weakened, and soaked food much assists in keeping up the strength. We also advise

boiled milk instead of water to drink in all cases of illness accompanied by weakness. When

recovered, a bird thus treated should have its head carefully washed with soap and warm water to

remove the oil, which otherwise will keep it very stiff and uncomfortable, besides looking bad.

There are also cases in which there is a slighter, but evidently persistent discharge at the back

corner of the eye, causing a few of the small feathers to stick together and project. On careful

examination an extremely minute pimple will be found, which by its pressure on the eyeball and

eyelash, causes the irritation. Could it be cut away all would be well, but it is generally too small

for this, and the only treatment is therefore to pluck out the feathers, which by their stiffness add

to the irritation, and bathe and dress with oil as in the last case. This will generally, if regularly

persevered in, gradually subdue the irritation, when the pimple will disappear and the bird be

quite well.

Another form of disease is far more serious, consisting of a real growth upon the ball of the

eye itself. It begins with a small whitish speck like a cataract, but this gradually increases till it

actually project: like a white pimple upon the iris. The pain and irritation are of course very

great, and the discharge excessive, and in this case bathing is of no use. We have heard it

recommended to blow very finely-powdered loaf sugar into the eye in such cases, but could never

find any benefit from this procedure ; and the only remedy we can suggest is to cut out a small

notch from the eyelid where it comes in contact with the diseased growth, which will prevent

further irritation, and often stop the discharge. This form of disease is most common in dark

coloured birds of the third or fourth year, and especially if they have been tampered with to

improve the skull. It is, however, not confined to these, but may be found in honest-headed birds,

though we have been surprised to find how generally it is accompanied by the dark colour to which

we have referred. Birds bred from parents with extra-good heads on both sides, if they are not

what is termed “bladder-eyed,” are also more liable than others to this disease.'|'

Finally, there is what is too well known amongst Tumbler breeders as the “ wasting” disease,

to which all fancy pigeons are in some degree subject, but these most of all. It usually attacks

9 We think it possible that painting over the place daily with tincture of iodine might eflect a cure.—[ED.]

1* Probably in the early stages, a lotion of five grains to the ounce of nitrate of silver, dropped into the eye twice a day, might

be of benefit. —[ED.]
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late-bred hens, but may seize on any weakly birds at the approach of cold weather. The first

symptoms are usually a loose, rough, and drooping appearance of the plumage, with green and

whitish excrements, the bird at the same time losing nearly all appetite for its usual food. We

cannot say we know of any certain cure, the mischief being evidently a debilitated condition

which cannot supply the large amount of blood needed to form the new plumage ; but it will not

be surprising if we say we have had most success by giving artifically-nourishing food. Make pills

of soft bread the size of peas, soak them in boiled milk,‘ and give a dozen of them every second

day, rolling half of them in flower of sulphur, and giving the rest without, and letting the bird

on the alternate days have its choice of the usual food, but adding a little hemp-seed, canary

seed, and millet as a relish. Feed thus for about eight days, and if by that time the evacuations

have not assumed a more healthy character, give about a quarter of a teaspoonful of castor-oil,

after which feed with the pills for a week more, and then cease them and give the usual food, but

always till recovered giving only boiled milk cold to drink instead of water.

A very similar disease, if not the same, is apt to attack the young birds during their first

moult, and is so common as almost to deserve the name of a distemper. The symptoms are much

alike, but the difference in the evacuations is, if possible, still more marked, and the vent may

often be seen highly inflamed, corroded, and even hermetically closed by the irritating discharge,

if not attended to. Hence the first step is to cut ofl‘ all the feathers round the vent close to the

skin, not plucking them as some do, as such would increase the already inflamed state of the

parts. To tempt the bird to eat, some wheat, rice, hemp, and linseed, may be added to its diet,

and, if it still refuses to feed, it should be fed alternately with a soaked pea and one of the bread

pills already mentioned, until its crop is about half full. Besides this, however, we would give

cod-liver oil as follows :—Boil rice in milk, and, after squeezing out all the milk possible, add

about equal parts of flour, and about one-fourth of the whole cod-liver oil, mixing it into a stiff

paste. Make this into pills the size of peas, and give six every second day for ten days, letting it

have its ordinary food besides if it will eat it, and, if not, feeding it on bread pills and soaked peas

as directed, but always cold boiled milk and no water to drink. If after a week there seems no

improvement, we would boil an egg hard, chop it up with bread crumb, and make it into pills the

same size as the others, giving four twice each day for another week, dipping them in cod-liver oil
A before administration. By these last pills we have saved more birds than by any other plan we

could devise, sometimes rolling one pill out of the four in sulphur. The object of all the treatment

is to increase the strength of the bird, while correcting the bowels; and it is generally found that

if these can be got into a healthy state before the patient has become too weak, recovery follows.

Sometimes the debility is so great that the bird appears scarcely able to carry its own tail, which

droops and appears a great encumbrance. When this is so the tail should be plucked, which not

only gives the patient more ease and freedom, but often seems to produce a really beneficial effect

by increasing the circulation of the blood, and to hasten the recovery of the bird. We have seen

this so often, and are so sure of the fact, that we should recommend the operation in all cases as

far as the disease alone is concerned ; but it unfortunately happens that an Almond tail so plucked

often comes with only two colours instead of the standard three, perhaps even of a bluish tinge, so

that we would only advise it where clearly called for. To avoid the evil results, some fanciers cut

off the tail-feathers close to the root instead of plucking them ; and this equally relieves the bird of

its weight and gives it freedom, but has not the beneficial effect in relieving that stagnation of the

blood which we believe to be one cause of the disease.

We know of no other diseases to which Short-faced Tumblers are subject more than other

pigeons. Wing-disease they are comparatively seldom troubled with.
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CHAPTER XIV.

LONG-FACED AND FLYING TUMBLERS.

BESIDES Short-faced Tumblers there are other pigeons of the Tumbler race—all showing far

more decided singularity of action when on the wing, and, therefore, much more entitled to the

appellation attaching to the name whereby they are distinguished from other pigeons than is the

case with Short-faces, which are Tumblers in little more than name. The true Tumbling pigeons

are of two types, called respectively “ long ” and“ medium ”-faced ; the latter are by far the best

of performers, but have not such regularity of markings, being valued rather for their powers of

flight than for correctness of colour or variety of plumage; the former may be termed Show

Long-faced Tumblers, and are remarkable for beauty in the correctness of their markings and

uniformity of skull formation. These Long-faced Tumblers are very popular throughout the

Fancy, and have now an extensive classification at most leading exhibitions. As implied by

their name, their principal distinguishing feature is the formation of the skull; this differs essen

tially from that of most highly cultivated breeds of pigeons in that it shows a decided break or

indentation over the wattle at the base of the forehead ; from this point the skull rises very slightly

at the front, gradually curving off towards the crown of the head,‘ showing no angularity as it

proceeds along the front over the eyes, on to the crown, or at the back of the head; but on

every side, and viewed from every aspect, a graceful, even curving of the head formation is observ

able. From the base of the forehead, just at the point where the wattle commences, a slight angle

is formed by the wattle and beak jutting out rather straight from the head. The wattle is very

fine in texture and of small dimensions. The beak is rather slender, its tip extending to a little

over one inch and an eighth from the centre of the eye. Such is the correct formation of the head

and beak of the Long-faced Tumbler. In its markings and colour it exceeds any other variety of

pigeons, the Flyers especially being various in the oddity of their feather arrangement. The recog

nised varieties, according to standard points, are Balds, Beards, Almonds, Mottles, Rosewings, and

Whitesides, besides all whole or self-colours, viz., Blacks, Reds, Yellows, Whites, and Blue or

‘Silver-barred (the latter are generally confined to the muffed-legged section). The markings of

Beards, Almonds, Mottles, and the shades of whole-coloured birds correspond with the same as

laid down in the standard for the Short-faced Tumbler; Balds and Rosewings have peculiarities

of markings not exactly similar to Short-faces, while Whitesides are not known in the Short-faced

category.

Bala’.r.—Long-faced Balds should in marking present a far smaller amount of white on the

head than Short-faced Baldheads ; indeed, a “low-cut” (or line of demarcation between the white

and dark plumage of the head) rather tends to show off the round “knobby” head of the latter.

This, however, is a disfigurement, we think, in the case of the Long-faced variety. It cannot be

too “high cut,” and thus retain for these charming birds the name most suitable to them, and by

which we prefer to designate them, z'.e., Baldpate. The correct marking of the Baldpate is as

follows :—Draw a sharp, clearly-defined line from the juncture of the mandibles, just skirting the

base of the eyelids, and slightly rising (almost imperceptibly) to the back of the skull from side to
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side; let every feather above this line be pure white, and all below it, down the front, sides, and

back of the neck, be dark. At once you are struck with the purest white marble-like appearance

of the head of the Baldpate pigeon. Its remaining markings and colour correspond with those of

the Short-faced Baldhead, except that a nearer approach to the correct number of white flight

feathers in each wing is aimed at, ten and ten being the proper number in a well-flighted specimen.

Beara's.—The standard markings of Long-faced Beards are similar to those of Short-faces, as

given in pages 197 and I98.

Ros-ewz'ngs.—-These closely resemble the Mottles in the Short-faced variety, but are seldom

or ever found amongst the latter, the sole difference between them being that the Rosewing should

not possess any white feathers on the back and the shoulder coverts, the only white plumage

consisting of from ten to sixteen white feathers evenly distributed, like the petals of a rose, at -the

butt-end of each shoulder. This arrangement of feathers is also called the “ pinion-marking.” Less

than ten small feathers on the pinions, or if too numerous and patchy in their distribution, are

alike faults to be guarded against.

Of W/zz'te.ria'es we shall speak later on, here only remarking that in their markings they are

the exact opposite of the Turbit, the whole body, except the shoulders or wing coverts, being of

dark colour, the whole of the shoulders being pure white—a white rump or white thighs being

the most frequent faults to be guarded against.

Self-Colours.—'In Scotland, as well as in the West of England, self-coloured Long-faced

Tumblers have long been held in great esteem; indeed, the standard of the Scottish Long-faced

Tumbler Club gives priority to these, and at most shows held “over the border” their classification

as regards colour alone extends to at least four kinds, namely, Blacks, Reds, Yellows, and VVhites.

\/Ve have been present at exhibitions where these number from I00 to 200 entries, and, next to the _

Pouter, attractthe greatest amount of interest on the part of fanciers. It will therefore be

interesting to the reader if we here give as minute a description as possible of each colour as

to points of excellence, as well as such as are to be avoided. In a very recent monograph on

the Long-faced Tumbler generally, written by Mr. Henry Child of Birmingham, the first chapter

is devoted to “self-colours,” by some termed “whole colours” in that the entire ground colour

should be of one uniform shade, varied only by diflcrences of lustre on the hackle and rump.

As with all parti-coloured Tumblers, the eye of “selfs” should be of the most silvery white

in iris and jet black in pupil ; the eye-cere should be very fine, in fact thread-like, but varying in

colour according to the plumage of each different kind—in Blacks as black as possible, in Reds

deep horn colour, in Yellows quite pale, in Whites as white as possible—in all showing no reddish

or pinkish hue. The wattle in all colours should be very fine in texture, and of a whitish bloomy

colour-—this adds greatly to the appearance of a raven Black, the possessor of an ebony black beak.

Again, the beak of “selfs" differs in colour according to that of the body plumage—in Blacks it

should be coal black from the tip to the root of the mouth, in Reds and Yellows as pale as

possible, in Whites absolutely white. In all colours the legs_ to the tip of the claws should be ruby

red and very clean, of course devoid of all appearance of feathering. The toe nails again vary—as

does the beak, according to the body plumage—-from jet black to pale flesh or white shades.

We shall proceed to describe these self-colours in order of priority.

l>’lack.r.—These are -far the most numerous, but also the hardest to judge, as faults of colour

and lustre are more difficult to detect than are the same in Reds and Yellows. The ground

colour should be coal black from end to end of every feather, particularly so close to the shafts of

flight and tail; the lustre on the hackle, chest, rump, and even on the shoulders, should be of a

bright beetle-green, showing no shade of plum or purple in its radiance. Let it be noted also that
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in all self-colours it is particularly desirable that the flight and tail feathers should be both short

and broad and closely folded.

Reds.-—Ol all whole colours this is probably the most difficult to obtain to perfection ; it is

true the web at the shafts of the tail and flight feathers are not prone to show white or grizzly

shades, but other portions of the body show more conspicuous traces of want of uniformity and

soundness in colour. The parts where this failure is most usual are (1) at the lower part of the

chest, and thence onwards towards the vent, all displaying either too pale or (occasionally) too dark

a shade to be in keeping with the restof the plumage; (2) the lower part of the back or rump—

here, as a rule, in Reds the tendency is to display a. pale washed-out colour, and if so this fault

extends to the larger tail feathers. What is desired in Reds above all is an even, sound red all

through—the Scottish standard says “blood red," but this is scarcely a good definition ; we would

rather define it as being of a rich golden chestnut shade, neither too dark nor too light in tinge.

Yellou/s.—These may be of two shades, either the rich golden, which we prefer, or a pale

yellow, called by some “cold ; ” in either case it is essential that one shade should extend all over

the body plumage. The fault most common, and also the most conspicuous, is a mixture of Dun

nish or smoky tinge on the rump, though occasionally the lower part of the chest also fails in show

ing a mealy shade. In Yellows the white shading of the inner edging of the flight and tail feathers

is not so observable or so great an eyesore as is the case with Blacks and Reds; therefore any

fault in soundness of rump and chest should carry greater disqualification than similar faults in

Reds and lustre points in Blacks.

Wlzz'le.r.-These should be of pure milk-like ground, the hackle and chest presenting a satin

like dazzling appearance, in some lights even displaying the faintest of green-like sheen. It is very

essential that the beaks and nails of these should be as white as possible.

Some writers speak of Blues and Silver: as “ self-colours,” but this is scarcely a correct term,

in that not only have both Black or deep Dun-coloured bars on the shoulders and tail feathers, but

the hackle plumage of Blues is of a far deeper shade, and that of Silvers partly so, than the Blue

and Silver ground colour of the rest of the body. ’ In Blues the body colour should be both clear

and sound, neither pale washed-out or dark and sooty, the bars being as wide and black as possible.

Silvers should be of a pale silvery grey colour, with very deep Dun bars.

Tz)plers.—Of late yet another variety of the Tumbler genus has attained great popularity as a

show pigeon, namely, the Tippler. We take this opportunity of giving a short description of this

very interesting pigeon, for fuller particulars directing the reader to a very excellent monograph on

it, published since we wrote our chapter on “ Modern Pigeon Literature," under the title of “ The

Tippler Pigeon Up to Date,” by Mr. Archibald F. Hepworth, of Shepshed, Leicestershire. First,

as to the name “ Tippler.” This is erroneously supposed to be derived from its turning somersaults

when on the wing ; in fact, the Tippler, though of the Tumbler genus, is not a “tumbling pigeon."

Its flights should be of high elevation and long duration. Any bird in a “ kit” subject to the habit

of tumbling or turning over when on the wing is discarded as tending to spoil a good kit. The

probable derivation of the name is due to the original flying Tipplers being birds of completely

white plumage with the exception of dark coloured tips to the end of the flight, tail, and minor

flight feathers, and a kind of like tipping to a patch of feathers just below the under mandible,

termed “chuck.” These pigeons are supposed to have been bred in Staffordshire, in the neighbour

hood of Macclesfield (hence their name Macclesfield Tippler), about sixty or seventy years ago, and

to have been the result of a cross between the Almond Tumbler, or Baldhead, and that well-known

white-bodied, very silvery-eyed, long-flying pigeon, the Cumulet In size it is smaller than the

Cumulet, but quite its equal in duration of flight. As yet its show points have not reached any
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thing approaching to standard perfection, so that we cannot speak of any specimen we have seen

as being a standard Tippler; therefore we cannot do better than here give the standard of excel

lence issued by the Tippler Club, with which we have been favoured by the Honorary Secretary of

that body. It is a very descriptive document, and will fully explain to any one interested in this

bird such points as shape, size, colour, and markings.

THE TIPPLER CLUB’S STANDARD OF POINTS.

000-»?

Head.—Round skull (not too full in front), medium faced, pearl eyes with dark ceres and a dark beak . . 5

NeCl(.—Short, stout at shoulders, tapering well up to head . . . . . . . . . . 2

Size and Shape.——Medium in size, broad chest and shoulders, strong wing butts, body well tapering

wedge shape to tip of tail . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IO

F|igh't$.—Short and broad, well over-lapping each other when expanded, sound in colour throughout in the

dark and light mottles; a foul secondary may be admissible, but will cause a broken bar and

count against it. In the light class the ten primary flights should be soundly tipped . . . 5

Legs and Feet.—Short legs, small feet (bright red in appearance), and free from feathers below the hock . 3

CO!‘lditlOl1 and General App€al‘anC6.—Carriage, sprightly and erect; hard, short, close, and perfect

in feather, flight or tail feathers being out and not well through the pen should put a bird back as

if it were a foul feather; the whole possessing a rich metallic sheen. Tail feathers should be

twelve in number . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IO

COlOUl‘ and MaI‘l<il"lg$.—Dark Mottle Class-.—-Bronze ground, leaning towards a rich chocolate brown,

with white markings ; solid coloured head, neck and chest, well and evenly marked on back and

wings, flights and tail must be sound in colour.

Lzlg/zt zllottle Cla.r.r.—Light ground, with bronze or rich brown markings, evenly mottled or

printed throughout ; flights and tail sound in colour. is

Lzglzt Cla.r.r.-—Simply a coloured “chuck, primary flights and tail feathers,” rich brown or

bronze to take the lead ; remainder of bird, viz., head, neck, body, wings, including secondaries

z‘.e., short flight feathers—back and rump, white or clear as possible.

50

We have alluded to Muffed-legged Tumblers. As regards the show varieties of Tumblers,

these are generally most esteemed if Mottled, Rosewinged, Saddle-marked, or whole-coloured,

including Blue or Silver-barred specimens. The markings of all these, except the Saddle-marked

variety to which we shall refer amongst Flyers, have already been explained. It only remains for

us to describe the foot and leg feathering of the Long-faced Tumbler, which are called “ muffs” by

most fanciers. These should consist of long, rather loose feathers projecting from the thighs to

the knee-joints. From these joints the leg should be abundantly covered with close feathers,

increasing in length and regularity of formation to the tips of the longer claws, all growing in an

outward direction at a direct angle from the body. Some exceedingly good feather-legged birds

are known to measure from eight inches to nine inches from the tip of the longest foot feather on

one side to that on the other. It is important that these feathers should overlap each other in

regular order, without any break or irregularity, being, in fact, almost as tightly and symmetrically

placed, the one over the other, as is the case with the flight-feathers. A very typical Silver-barred

bird is shown in our illustration, one of a series of excellent drawings executed by Mr. Ludlow for

the work on “The Long-faced Tumbler," already referred to.
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Before proceeding to describe the peculiar powers of flight and the performances of the

Flying Tumbler, one other variety demands our attention-—the London Beard. This pigeon is

undoubtedly the produce of a cross between the Long-faced Beard Tumbler and the Dragoon. In

its markings and colours it resembles the Beard; in the shape of its skull and the enlargement of

its nasal and eye wattles it shows a marked likeness to the Dragoon. It is also of large bodily

proportions, and strong in muscle and flights. It can scarcely be called a show or exhibition

pigeon, though it has obtained a great hold on an enthusiastic section of fanciers residing in the

English metropolis and its suburbs. Before the introduction of the flying Antwerp pigeon into

this country, the Long-faced Beard was one of the favourite flying pigeons, and is capable of
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accomplishing upwards of I00 miles with ease. If bred for flying results, as the flying Homer is—

that is, only the best performers allowed to increase the stock—-we have no doubt the powers of

this pigeon could be greatly increased. The Long-faced London Beard is generally about an inch

and a quarter in length of face, but some are an inch and five-eighths. They scarcely ever show

signs of “ tumbling,” but are generally very evenly marked. They are very hardy and prolific

breeders.

Though there is an old-established club, consisting of well-known fanciers of the Long-faced

Tumbler, whose headquarters are at Birmingham, yet this body has issued no standard of the

variety. The Scottish Long-faced Tumbler Club, however, issued one in I891 ; but it gives pro

minence rather to whole-coloured than parti-coloured varieties, and does not quite correspond with

the views of English fanciers as to length of face, shape of head, and one or two minor details.

\Ve, however, here insert it, in italics describing the slight additions we consider necessary to meet

the views of the English fancier—also giving the parti-coloured varieties priority over the whole

coloured, in that they are more diflicult to breed to standard points.
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SCOTTISH LONG-FACED TUMBLER CLUB

Standard of Excellence.

O‘.

Beal(.—Fine, and of medium length, and extending at least one inch and an eighth from centre of eye.

Beak Waff|8.—Small, and fine in texture.

COIOUY‘ Of Beak.—For Whites, Reds, and Yellows, light in colour. Blacks, black.

H8ad.—Rat/ier round, rlzowing no angularity orflatness.

EYe.—-Pearl, eye-cere very fine and light in colour.

NeCl<.—Fine, clean at gullet, well arched and of medium length.

ClIe$t.—Prominent, round, and circular.

B0dy.—Short and round.

FlightS.—VVell tucked in at the chest, and carried well up, and closing over the rump, the tail short and slightly

tapering, allowing the flights almost to meet about half an inch from end of tail.

Legs.—0f medium length, not stilty, and free from feathers below the hocks.

F6et.—Fine, colour of feet and legs red.

Cat‘|‘lage.—Sprightly, head well thrown back.‘

AlmOt‘ldS.—Colour same as that of Short-faced Tumblers of this colour.

MO’t’tleS.—Medium number of white feathers from 15 to 20, circular and rosed on shoulder, white back, marking

V-shaped and mottled.

Rosewings.—The same shoulder marking as Mottles, but without the back marking.

Bald$.—Head, high cut, clearly defined, flights IO by ro. Thighs clean.

Blue OI‘ Silver Balds.-—I-lead high cut, clearly defined. Flights I0 by lo, clear blue in colour, with broad

black bars across the flights, thighs clean.

BeaI‘d$.——Ten by ten. Beard, crescent shaped, extending from eye to eye. The lower mandible of the beak

light.

Whitesides.— W/role body round coloured except shoulder and wing coverts, wlzic/z .r/zould be pure w/tile.

Self-COl0Ul‘S.—Blacks, raven black, with green metallic lustre. Whites, clear and even. Reds, blood red,

sound throughout and free from blueness. Yellows, rich and sound all through.
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FLYING TUMBLERS.

The whole class of pigeons known as Tumblers originally derived the name from their habit

of turning a somersault backwards during flight. Eaton states that he had seen even Short-faced

Almonds tumble, and to the present day, though not common, it is not very rare to sce a coarse

Almond give an occasional tumble, showing that the tendency, though it has long ceased to be

bred for, is not yet quite obliterated. Among the long- and medium-faced birds, however, the

propensity is not universal, many never tumbling at all.

In some birds the faculty of tumbling backwards is so developed that they cannot fly a yard

from the floor without turning over, and knowing this, will sit for hours on any projecting point

they have attained, as if they dreaded to leave it lest they should tumble to the floor and hurt

themselves, as indeed they sometimes do. Birds which thus tumble in a very small space, or on

rising from the floor, are called “inside” or “house” Tumblers, and the perfection of this kind of

performance is for the bird to spring up only a few inches, and turning a quick and clean somer

sault backwards, alight again upon its feet. There are other birds that tumble many times whilst

flying round the loft or aviary, good performers repeating their peculiar movement as often as forty

or fifty times in a minute, after which they appear exhausted, and generally take a rest. Others

again—and this class of bird is admired by some—make a single somersault every yard or two

whilst flying, and scarcely dropping even an inch while doing so, but turning over so quickly as

almost to defy observation, and going on as if nothing had happened.

Besides these good performers, there are birds which have the propensity, but cannot tumble

properly, merely stopping in their flight and falling backwards. These are called mad tumblers,

and many young birds which afterwards learn to tumble well fail in this way at first, as if from

want of courage to turn vigorously enough. In such cases it often helps a young bird to either

shorten its tail feathers, or pluck a few from the centre, so as to diminish the resistance; when

the next time the attempt is made the bird may probably go over, and hence learn to be a good

Tumbler.

The propensity appears to us to be either partly voluntary and partly involuntary, or to

depend partly upon some special excitement of the nervous system, since even good Tumblers will

fly for miles without tumbling if frightened, or even if from home. We have seen this several

times; though we believe it is not the common opinion. We remember once losing a Blue hen,

and after awhile found her some five miles off, and with the assistance of two young companions

(we, too, were young then) literally drove her home by throwing stones so as to frighten her.

During five hours of this flying hither and thither, gradually approaching home\vards, the bird

showed no sign whatever of tumbling; but directly she pitched in site of her cote, she darted

inside, and coming out again instantly with her mate, began a “grand round," as if for joy at her

safe return, and tumbled, we thought, better than we had ever before seen her do. A sick bird

also will rarely tumble. That these differences in the propensity at different times are entirely

beyond the bird’s own control seems doubtful, since even a strange place will often prevent

tumbling for awhile.

The most important division of these birds, however, are the true Flying Tumblers, or, as

some call them, High-flying Tumblers, which go through their tumbling and rolling performances

while flying at large, at a great height in the air. These birds have always been greatly admired

by many whose means do not allow of more expensive birds, especially in the large towns. In

Birmingham particularly they are so largely kept and flown, that one class of performers is well

known under the name of “Birmingham Rollers ;” and, as our own experience has lain very little

among this class of birds, we are glad to give, instead of any description of our own, the following
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article by Mr. J. W. Ludlow, who has had every opportunity of observing these birds in all their

varieties, and becoming thoroughly acquainted with them.

“ The number of pigeons which come under the head of Flying Tumblers are, in regard

both to numbers and peculiarities, almost incalculable; indeed, throughout the civilised world

I may safely say Tumbler pigeons are known, and in most places appreciated, but in Great

Britain alone so great is the love of them that the number is ‘legion.’ These birds serve as a

daily source of amusement to thousands of enthusiastic fanciers of the artisan, mechanic, and other

classes of society. If confirmation of this were necessary, one need only traverse the streets of the

zhief centres of labour at mid-day, during the cessation of toil, to be convinced of the extra

ordinary interest taken in those general favourites. At a glance skyward, to any point of the

compass, will be seen the little or big investment, the ‘ all,’ in fact, of the most zealous of pigeon

fliers. I-Iere and there, in front, behind, on all sides, high and low, may be seen innumerable

flocks of these birds, going through their daily exercise above their respective habitations, each

flickering host chosen for distinct and special peculiarities, in accord with the tastes of their owner,

whose watchful eyes beneath are taking into account the merits of each individual specimen, and

the lot collectively, and holding every one accountable for its actions on return to terra firma:

some condemned to rise no more, others to receive fresh favours and honours, and others permitted

the enjoyment of another trial, with the hope of amendment, and so on. Nor is the fancy for this

variety confined only to those with the horny hand of industry, nor to those who habitually live

upon the house-tops, and prey upon the ‘ waifs or strays’ of the locality. Many, perhaps most of

our best fanciers, have had the flying ‘ mania’ ere they settled down to the more sober and less

dangerous fancy of raising birds for the show-pen. With the flying fraternity, indeed, it is only

just to say, there is no special inducement to keep their stocks year after year, beyond a real low of

I/zrm; no silver cups, no money prizes, no record of victories won, and but very few congratu

lations for sacrifices made in raising to perfection the most perfect collections of these birds. The

hobby is purely and simply prompted by a genuine fancy for the birds themselves, and a delight

to witness their eccentric acrobatic movements when on the wing. By a study of these inexpensive

birds the best rudimentary lessons are taught, and one can practice with them without the fear of

extensive loss. The little bud of a juvenile fancier first bursts forth with, probably, a speculation

to the extent of two shillings and sixpence, and Tumblers are generally the chosen ones, suiting

the funds and the tastes also at the same time. With them and others added (as circumstances

permit) the knowledge of pigeonology is gradually acquired, and I know of no fancier, to whatever

height he may have attained as an authority on pigeons, who would willingly turn round upon his

first pets, or utter an unkind word concerning the birds which formerly have afforded so much

pleasure, even though they are designated Common Tumblers.

“ As I have stated, the varieties of Flying Tumblers are almost innumerable, but the most

important may be reckoned at about thirty recognised sorts, colour and markings constituting the

chief differences amongst them. The whole family may be divided into two sections, viz., those

with darkflzg/11:, or wing primaries, and those with w/lite wings, or primary quills. Of the former

kind there are seventeen varieties; five of these are whole colours, viz. :—Blacks, Reds, Blues

(with black bars), Silvers (dark bars), Yellows, pure and rich in colour; all of which we

have already described. Then follow Rosewiugs, in Black, Red, and Yellow. These should

have from six to twelve white feathers upon each shoulder, arranged at equal distances

within a circular form, both sides alike; all else black or coloured ; intensity of black,

and purity and richness of colour, are essential points. Next come Mott/es, Black, Red,
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Yellow, the feathering upon which should be composed of a complete intermixture of black and

white, red and white, and yellow and white, interspersed with regularity throughout the entire

body. Of each sort the flights and tail are preferred entirely black or coloured, but white feathers

thereon are not regarded as a blemish. Beaks light-coloured, but streaked with dark, in harmony

with the feathering; eyes, pearl. Then, again, there are W/zz'te-sides, in Black, Blue, Red, Yellow.

In these the head, neck, breast, back, tail, and flights should be black or coloured, all else white, to

a line across the front of breast-bone. If feather-legged, these must be coloured. A rather

singular fact concerning this kind is, that the first plumage, or nest-feathers, are all dark, z'.e.,

solid black, red, or yellow, and the tail and flights, which are required of good colour, are

actually the lightest until after the first moult, when an entire transformation in them takes place ;

eyes, pearl. Bronzes should be Black or Chequered, with a brown or bronzy intermixture

throughout plumage, as in a good Kite. Grizzles should be a thorough admixture of blue,

black, and white, presenting a greyish appearance over the body, head and neck being light and

powdery, flights and tail rather of a darker colour.

“ The above-named include the seventeen varieties of dark-winged birds, of which there are

either feather-legged, medium-muifed, grouse-clothed, or clean-legged.

“ The following are the best and prettiest of the W/rite-flz,'g"/u‘ed varieties :—I. Saddles in Red,

Yellow, Black, Blue, and Silver.-——The chief points of this kind are accuracy of markings, intensity

of black, and purity and uniformity of colour; they are marked exactly as a Magpie pigeon.

Head. neck, and breast (to a line across keel) black or coloured; back and tail also black or

coloured ; all else white, pure, and spotless. If feather-legged, whether long or short, the feather

must be white, and each kind must have a clear, well-defined coloured ‘saddle.’ The Blues

should be a clear light blue, with black bars. The Silvers should be of a very pale delicate greyish

colour, with dark bars, the deeper the better; all ‘pearl’ eyes. 2. Badge: in Black, Red. Yellow,

Blue, Silver, and Chequer.—In these the ten primary flights must be white, and, if muffed-legged,

whether long or short feathers, such must be pure white from the hock-joints to their tips ; all else

black or coloured. Intensity of black and richness of colouring are important points, more

particularly upon back and tail, which unfortunately is too often of a dingy and even bluish hue. A

sprinkling of white upon the head is also observable. This is the peculiar marking from which

the name Badge is derived. 3. W/rite, of course pure and spotless throughout its plumage; the

natural colour, or rather the prevailing colour of the eye here is dark, but there are many hand

some pearl-eyed specimens which look better, and are more highly prized. 4. 0a’a'ities—Under

this distinguished title (as the name signifies) come a large number of singularly marked birds,

which, although perhaps not of very prepossessing appearance, still generally possess some degree

of excellence as fliers or Rollers above their fellows. There may often be seen Tricoloured or

Almond-feathered birds, odd-sided ones, and variously marked or mixed feathered ones. I have

seen two or three specimens of a very strange character, one of which was a perfect Red Badge

on one side, and as a perfect Black Badge on the other. Again, I remember another bird which was

a Red Saddle on one side, and Black on the other, both accurately marked and clearly defined

along the centre line of saddle; the back (beneath the saddle) and the tail was of a dark dingy

hue, showing the complete admixture of both Black and Red. Further, I have known a Badge

on one side, and Saddle on the other, both black ; in fact, such may often be seen in large flocks.

“ Having now enumerated the chief and most attractive varieties, I had better state here that

any of the afore-mentioned are to be found either long-muffed, medium-muffed, grouse-feathered,

or clean-legged. It is quite a matter of taste and sheer speculation as to which is preferable

either as show birds or as fliers ; but to constitute a good long-muffed bird, the feather should be
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good fair quills of say four and a half inches long, and resembling little wings. The term

‘medium’ length needs no further comment. ‘Grouse-muffed' are those with the entire leg and

foot-feathering of a soft feathery nature, and extending to the extremity of the toes. In all the

heavily-feathered sorts the thigh-covering should be long and profuse, not fluify, but extending

backwards, and almost crossing beneath the rump, like ‘ vulture hocks.’

“I will now give the characteristic points in the formation of these birds. I may say that

although there is no sure guide in appearance by which one can predict a good Roller (apart

from a trial), still there are certain peculiarities which enable a good judge to arrive at a pretty

accurate assumption, and, upon handling a bird, it is not an uncommon thing to hear it said, ‘ Ah !

he feels like a good one.’ This remark applies in a great measure to the narrow span around the

‘ stern ’ of the bird, and the fulness and extra weight at the front, where the chief motive-power is

wanted. The principal points of form are, width of shoulder, shortness of back, and narrowness of

rump. The size of the bird is say medium (for there is always a danger in either extreme), the

body round and plump, and the actual outline, when bereft of feathers, presents nearly a triangular

form. The head is high is front ; the beak of the ‘spindle’ character, thin and dove-shaped, though

not long, but ‘pleasant-faced,’ as they are termed. The eye prominent and of a pearly-white

colour ; neck short and of a sudden taper; breast, full and prominent; back, short; legs of

moderate length (in muffed-legged birds they are actually longer, though in appearance about alike);

feet rather small. The temperament of these birds is quiet and contented. They make themselves

happy and comfortable either high or low, in the garret or cellar (for I have known a good kit of

fliers cellar-bred), or any quarters, provided they partake of ‘liberty’s feast’ at least once a day.

They are prolific breeders, capital nurses, and are in fact the most domesticated of all the pigeon

tribe. They are also of a very hardy constitution, and will thrive upon such spare diet, and in such

a homely habitation, as would astonish those fanciers who have only bred and tried the experiment

with the more delicate kinds of our show birds. As the Flying Tumbler has been more especially

produced for his aerial performances, the various colours have in consequence been extensively

crossed, in order to obtain extraordinary flying or rolling properties, rather than the improvement

of either colour or markings; therefore it is in most cases quite uncertain, and mere conjecture, as to

what even well-matched pairs will produce, although it must be admitted of late years (since some

of these birds have been admitted as show birds), they have been more thoughtfully cared for and

matched with greater consideration to the produce of issue like themselves. Still even now most of

the White-winged ones will breed various coloured progeny of almost every peculiarity of marking.

I remember some years ago I was asked by an intimate friend if I would procure for him a pair of

pretty inexpensive pigeons, such as would ‘look pretty’ upon the lawn in front of the window.

After carefully‘ weighing over this matter, I purchased him a pair of cheap but good-looking

Tumblers, at, I think, 3s. 6d. the pair, but of their history, pedigree, &c., I was in blissful ignorance.

They were, in due course, placed in their new quarters, answered exactly their owner's expectations,

and then time rolled on. I heard only occasionally of these pigeons—how they had ‘increased and

multiplied.’ In the course of about two and a half years I was invited to run up and see a splendid

bed of carnations, and then, said my friend, you can see the pigeons at the same time. I was

amazed at the large number of the latter, and more so at the complete assortment. ‘Yes,’ said

my friend, ‘and they all descended from the pair you purchased for me, and we have added pens

from time to time to the gable of that building yonder, until, as you see, it is now covered, and we

are undecided whether to go round the corner or lop off some of the stock.’ I strongly advised the

‘lopping-off’ process, but I must confess that amongst so large a number, and some of each

colour, and of every conceivable style of marking, there was a good percentage of birds of merit so
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far as looks were concerned—muffed and clean-legged, every sort, Self-colours, White-wings, &c.

It will be seen by this little incident that there is no certainty of the issue being fac-simile,

or even resembling the parent stock. By-the-by, in order that the list of varieties I have given

may be correctly understood, I may mention that amongst a number of fanciers it has been

considered that a ‘Black Mottle’ should have a ‘lzandkerclzief back’ (think of the absurdity of

the term alone), which means a number of white feathers on the saddle. This, 1 hold, to be

quite an erroneous idea, for birds thus marked are neither perfect Rosewings or Mottles, but,

in my opinion, between the two.

“The following is a brief description of each sub-variety, and the peculiarities by which they

are known and distinguished :—

“Rollers are those which at every exhibition of their rolling powers pass through an un

accountable number of backward evolutions or somersaults, in such quick succession as to

appear like a falling ball. Most fanciers are satisfied if they come through the ‘ kit’ as a. ring,

but when they appear in a solid form, it is known their convolutions are performed with still greater

velocity. A good Roller should fairly roll twenty feet. There are lots who descend by a series

of treble or more somersaults to a greater distance, but the most perfect complete a long

descent in one spinning bout.

“ Tumbler: are such as fly and roll, frequently taking one, two, or more backward evolutions as

up they go, and at every turn.

“ Tz';7pler.r.—[ln former editions Tipplers were simply mentioned here ; but this pigeon having

of late acquired greater popularity, we have described it earlier in the chapter.]

“Mad Tumblers are those possessing the propensity of tumbling to an extraordinary, and

uncontrollable, and almost unaccountable degree, such as, if liberated, even in a room, will be likely

to strike against some object, and fall a lifeless victim to their strange habit. Such birds are no

use whatever as fliers, as they cannot rise with safety to any height, therefore are chiefly kept as

stock birds for mating with good flying birds. I may here remark that in the event of a well-flown,

good Roller once coming in contact with any object during his rolling descent, it is almost a moral

certainty that he will fall a prey to this affection at no distant time.

“ Twizzlcrs are by some fanciers thought very interesting in their mode of operation, which

action consists of a sideways spinning or pirouette movement, at the same time as the general

flock take their ‘turns.’_ For my own part, I consider this movement an imperfect attempt of

probably good birds to work well, and to be contracted by reason of a too frequent habit of practising

a lot of good birds together. Such a habit is easily contracted,'and would soon be confirmed

beyond reparation.

“Amongst the lot of Flying Tumblers, the prettiest and most attractive are Rosewings,

Mottles, Self or Solid Colours, Saddles, and Red-breasts or White-sides. Any of these, when

accurately marked, are really handsome as exhibition birds, no matter whether clear or feather

legged, and out of this group, too, may be chosen some wonderful fliers and performers ; but if the

chief desideratum be to obtain long fliers, high fliers, brilliant workers, regular and accurate

Tipplers, eccentric Twizzlers, or long Rollers, a trial is absolutely necessary; occular demonstration

alone of their capabilities up aloft can serve as a proof of their true worth. In such a widespread

fancy, in a pursuit so general, it is only fair to suppose there is often a lack of unity of thought

amongst the admirers of this breed. Some prefer the high flier, and make a selection so as to

obtain in one flock such birds only as can traverse the realms of space for half a day or more.

Others consider that a flock of high and long fliers, if even slow workers, affords the full enjoyment

which such displays can afford, if only they will ‘scrape the sky ’ for half an hour. Others prefer a
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well-chosen flight of thirty good and true acrobats, brilliant workers, composed of three-fourths

good, strong-flying, ‘ mid-sky ’ workers, and the other fourth, or say ten or twelve, long Rollers of

superlative merit as leaders. This, it is said, is the ideal at which a flier should aim, and I agree

there is some rare fun in this combination of talent. Then there are others (chiefly in Lancashire

I think) who believe the nearest realisation of merit is that of a flight of good ‘ Tipplers,’ such as

perform, in a compact mass, their single evolutions with perfect accuracy and uniformity ; such as

fly high, are always busy, and endure long flights with comparative ease. Further, there are others

who display rapturous delight with their ‘kits’ of Tumblers, Rollers, and Twizzlers, and such again

is unquestionably a singular and novel sight to persons who never before witnessed this amalgama

tion of funny pigeons. They will, upon being liberated and started up, gradually rise in a compact

body, now flying in a uniform and regular manner, steadily rising as they go, and at every turn of

about three minutes’ interval the whole lot will ‘go off,’ as it were, simultaneously, like a sudden

burst of fireworks, every bird passing through his evolutions clearly and well, and on the completion

and recovery from each of these aerial circumgyrations the disordered flight speedily re-unite. The

gaps are quickly filled up, every bird upon rallying hastening apparently to the front, with the utmost

speed, until the little band are again arranged in perfect order ; then flicker, flickering tip-to-tip in

a neat manner, and within a wonderfully small space, circuit after circuit is traversed, roll after roll

is, with regularity of time and precision of style, passed through with daily-flown and well-chosen

flights. The perfect unanimity of action which they display is matter of astonishment at times even

to their owners. The Rollers, which generally fly alone and to the front of the flight, by reason of

their extraordinary series of evolutions at each exhibition, may be seen falling through the busy

mass like spinning balls, even to a considerable distance beneath the lot; then with a strange and

dexterous movement—wings outstretched and rudder outspread—they ‘catch themselves,’ as it is

termed, z'.e., steady themselves, and, upon regaining their equilibrium, speedily ascend to the busy

company above, and describe their circles again and again. For my own part, I prefer a good

flight of thirty or forty well-practised ordinary workers, picked birds of strong flying propensities

to form the bulk, such as will rise quickly and work in order evenly and steadily as they ascend,

until a stupendous height is attained, and then maintained for two or three hours; and with such a

flock as these I prefer to put half a dozen crack, well and carefully chosen, long Rollers, with a

predilection for flying equal to their loft companions ; such as I mean are known as ‘ Top Sawyers,’

‘ Sky-scrapers,’ or ‘ Leaders,’ for at whatever altitude the common flock may reach, these leaders

will be above them, and will only descend to the bulk of the workers by one or a series of their

remarkable ‘rolls,’ such as they alone can perform. Thus they have greater space in which tc

perform their extraordinary feats than a larger number, with similar proclivities, would have when

too crowded. One thing particularly noticeable is that the best birds invariably fly in front or

above their fellows, as if to arrange for a clear space for the full exercise and development of their

peculiar yet natural habit.

“I have heard it said of birds that habitually complete their day’s fly with a long ‘roll’ of

say fifteen or twenty feet, and with a dexterous ‘stop’ within an ace of a bang against chimney

or roof, ‘Ah l he rolls with his eyes open.’ Now, although I should not like to say positively that

they do or do not roll with open eyes, still I am inclined to believe, at least, most of their ordinary

efforts are passed through with a clear vision ; yet, of course, in some of the more wonderful ‘ rolls,’

the bird becomes somewhat giddy or stupefied, on account of the rapidity or velocity at which he

revolves, and thus partially, or it may be entirely, loses his powers of vision. Still, those fanciers

who habitually fly large numbers of good performers together, well know that notwithstanding the

close and compact space in which. they all move, and the regularity and unity of action, and the
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rapidity of those simultaneous movements, that a collision is almost unknown even as an accident;

but if they ‘ performed’ with closed eyes, frequent contact would be inevitable. It is then, I think,

only reasonable to infer that as a rule they tumble and roll with open eyes.

“ Again, much speculation has been made as to whether or not this singular action of tumbling

or rolling is an involuntary one. In the case of Mad Tumblers the action is, I believe, mainly an

involuntary movement over which they have little, if any, control ; and this excessive propensity

arises from the desire of fanciers to propagate ‘long rollers’ (or other kinds which possess the

peculiarity to an eccentric degree) by mating the extraordinary ones together, and also by close

breeding, thereby obtaining progeny in each case possessing to a still more remarkable degree and

in a concentrated form the peculiarities of their parents, until they really cannot venture a foot

from terrafirma without endangering their lives by striking forcibly against any object that may

chance to be in their way. Such, indeed, are madTumblers, and cannot maintain their equilibrium

on the wing; but in ordinary or even highly meritorious birds, the habit is somewhat modified.

There is, of course, in all Tumblers a natural tendency or predisposition to this peculiar action;

but in good flying Rollers'there is a better balance of good points; there is a more healthy and

natural state of things. What (in a good healthy well-balanced natural specimen) may be a semi

voluntary impulsive action, may, by injudicious mating» or close breeding, be so converted as to be

regarded as a disease, yet without showing any external signs of disorder or malformation ; and in

birds with such physically ill-balanced properties (i.e., instinctively diseased) action is undoubtedly

involuntary, for, as I have said, their movements are so eccentric, that their perfect inability to

command or control themselves upon the wing must be apparent to any one who has witnessed

them. But those kinds which can sustain long flights and perform freely, must have control over

the natural tendency, for were they unable to exercise any such powers there would be no unity

of action in a flight of them, no simultaneous acrobatic movements such as is the case with good

fliers, but each bird would be propelled or guided by his own involuntary agency, and aerial

collisions would be of frequent occurrence.

“ In the selection of a stock of Tumblers much of course depends upon the tastes of the person

seeking them, for, singular to say, the poorest-looking ill-assorted things, when viewed in the pen

or upon the house-top, are often the best workers, and also the prettiest when upon the wing.

Saddles and Badges certainly appear up aloft to greater advantage, and their gyrations and

acrobatic revolutions seem to be more complete, and performed in a neater manner by reason of

their white wings lost to view during their convolutions, the dark body seeming in a smaller and

more compact ball during its descent when in action; but the most beautiful and interesting

collection, to my idea, is a thorough assortment of the various colours of accurately marked birds,

as they look well either within the pen or upon the wing.

“ On the training of flying Tumblers much might be said, but in reality very little instruction

is necessary. Each fancier has his own views as to this, and I may say many differ; but most who

have business occupations are obliged to conform somewhat to circumstances, and fly their birds

when they can best spare the time. Undoubtedly the best time for a long fly is early morning or

in the evening. The birds at either time should be turned out wit/tout food, and at once started ofl

upon their upward journey, and no birds put up but those which can and will fly. Care must be

taken to prevent any of the old stock, or new comers, or young birds, alighting on any elevated

position of their own or any adjoining habitation, or they will regularly cause much annoyance

and trouble in dislodging them; the greatest care in fact is required with them at first, and if

a good plan be adopted and persevered in for a short time, the birds will soon learn to conform to

it, and know full well the usual course of their daily practice. It would be of little use for me to
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describe in detail any particular style of pigeon loft, as there are so many kinds, but the most

suitable position for a flight of Tumblers is the most elevated place that can be appropriated to

their use, and this kept forflyers only, in which pen breeding is ignored. A separate pen should be

provided for the stock birds, and properly fitted up and furnished as a breeding pen, but for flying

purposes the principal object is to arrange the pen and fix upon a place from which the birds may

be easily got off to work straight away, and from which a full survey may be made of all their

movements. On page 25 will be seen a well-arranged and suitable representation of what is

necessary, and such pens are the best of places for the purpose.

“When the entire flock is well up in the air care should be exercised not to offer or display

any inducement for them to descend. Still, it is always advisable to have a small reserve force at

home, in case of a clash with any neighbouring ‘ kit,’ or in case the fliers may be drifted away by

wind, or overtaken by fog, snow, sleet, rain, or any other eventuality which may necessitate

their speedy return home. This reserve force, say a dozen, need not be fliers, but birds of a lively

yet tractable disposition, and on the approach of danger these may be liberated, one by one,

as decoys or landmarks for their truant associates. It is not at all an unusual thing for a flying

fancier to lose his entire stock once a year, especially if they are good ones, and this event is termed

‘a fly away;’ not perhaps that the birds meant to take their final departure, but were lost

on account of sudden atmospheric changes, perhaps lost in a fog, or drifted away in a gale.

“The best way to practise the youngsters is to liberate them two or three at a time, tossing

them right into the flight on the return of the kit, together with two or three old ones. This

addition will somewhat revive the flagging energies of the lot, and be the means of breaking

the juveniles gently to their duties.- Old birds do not care to fly with young ones, nor is it well

that a good flock should have frequent additions of young birds, but now and then a fresh infusion

of lively youngsters does wonders.

“The best diet is grey peas and barley, a moderate supply of barley or buckwheat scattered

to them after their first morning's fly, and abstinence throughout the day, but finishing up with a.

good supply of peas and barley after their evening's fly; and then, if time allow, they may be

permitted to peregrinate upon the building for a short time ere they are closed up for the night;

but as a rule they should be either on their perches, snug and comfortable, or else busy upon the

wing; {fly or rest,’ ‘rest orfly,’ is the motto of those fanciers who estimate the value of their birds

according to their powers of endurance on the wing, or for clearness and agility in the manner in

which they execute their evolutions.”

Somewhat allied to these birds in instinct and habits, though very different in shape and

characteristics, are the singular foreign Flying Tumblers, which have to some small extent become

recently known in England under the name of “Oriental Rollers." The only description of these

birds we have ever seen is that contributed by Mr. Ludlow, the writer of the preceding remarks,

to T/ze Faucz'er'.r Gazelle; and as that account really contains all that is desirable we reproduce it,

with the illustration by which it was accompanied.

“The accompanying engraving is a correct representation of this very remarkable species of

pigeon, which it may be truly said far excels all European Tumblers or Rollers in at least their

aerial performances, for although they cannot lay claim to our consideration as beauties, they

certainly cannot fail to attract our attention, and receive our admiration, as perfect wonders in

their acrobatic feats up aloft.

“These singular-looking and remarkable birds hail from an Eastern clime, as their name

15
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denotes, but they are by no means a numerous breed, even in the place of their nativity. The

majority, however (in their pure and uncrossed state), are to be found in parts of Turkey, Greece,

and far away into the interior of Asia Minor, at which places they are held in the highest esteem,

as ‘ top fliers’ or ‘leaders’ of large flights, which are generally a mixed or miscellaneous

composition of non-tumbling birds, above which they delight to soar for hours together.
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Fig. 43.-ORIENTAL ROLLERS. I _

"' The illustration represents a Black and an Almond-feathered bird ; the former kind, which

are perhaps the most numerous, are of a deep, glossy black, beautifully resplendent with iridescent

hues, more especially when under the influence of a bright light. This brilliant colouring is not

confined to neck and breast, but extends, in matured specimens, throughout the entire body,

similar, but in a less degree, to a good Archangel. It is somewhat singular to relate, that all the

Blacks have white, or, rather, pale flesh-coloured, beaks, with a simple tip of black upon the point

of the upper mandible. The Almond-feathered ones are not so rich or variegated as our

‘Almond’ proper, but rather more closely resemble an ‘Almond Splash ;’ the actual almond

ground tint being altogether absent in some, and more or less apparent in others, but rarely so
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rich or conspicuous; still they are pretty regularly interspersed with black and white, with the

buff tint more clearly traceable upon the neck and breast, and along the shafts of flights and tail.

However, as accuracy of markings or colour is not one of the chief characteristics of this breed, I

shall pass it over as unimportant. There are, in fact, all colours, and white included. ‘Duns’

also are to be found, and I have heard of some ‘wonderful’ performers clad in this last-named

dingy tint; but Oriental Rollers are not judged by any ‘colour or marking.’ Indeed, the best

proof of their quality is when seen at a distance. Truly the old saying may be applied to them,

‘ Distance lends enchantment to the view.’ Their miraculous acrobatic feats, evolutions, or

gymnastic revolutions in the clouds alone are enough to win the estimation of those who admire

good Roller pigeons. '

“It is now many years ago since I heard of these wonderful performers, and for some few years

I confess I longed for some of them; for as my experience in pigeonology commenced with the

‘Common Tumbler’ (as our British fliers are termed), and having kept and witnessed some

startling performers amongst such, I naturally felt most desirous of possessing such as were said

would ‘eclipse’ all I had yet seen. At length my hopes in this respect were realised; for by the

kindness of an esteemed friend and fancier, three pairs were sent over here as a present to a fellow

fancier, who thoroughly appreciates a good performer ; but unfortunately he did not, or could not,.

give them a fair trial; therefore, after a further lapse of time, I obtained them ; but from previous

long inaction they had become partially disabled as fliers, therefore could not be persuaded to

‘get up,’ so as to show me their mode of ‘coming down ;’ thus I lost the desirable sight, and

unfortunately lost the birds too; for not being used to chimneys at home, they were, in fact,

abroad with them here. One cock bird fell a prey to starvation in a neighbour's warm chimney,

and the others were lost, or died without my being able to satisfactorily realise their flying

capabilities. However, the same kind friend sent me a pair of well-tried Blacks, and to these birds

I soon gave unlimited freedom, and after the usual preliminaries of caution, I by degrees put them

to the test, and most assuredly did I find them answer to the full the extraordinary rolling

properties which I had wished to behold, and which I was correctly informed I might expect; and

I can aflirm, after ocular proof, that they more than realised my expectations. They are indeed

justly termed ‘ Rollers,’ for they unfold themselves, as it were, with such accuracy and rapidity,

that one would at times suppose them to have outdone themselves, and descending either giddy or

a lifeless prey to their extraordinary habit.

“ On reference to the accompanying representation, it will be seen that they are in appearance

also somewhat novel, and dissimilar to our English breed. The beak is not, as in most Tumblers,

of a dove or ‘spindle ’ character, but straight, and moderately thick and strong. Nor does the

head possess the high crown or projecting forehead so common amongst our native Tumblers; but

it is rather long, yet nicely in keeping with the peculiar elongated hollow back and narrow form of »

the bird ; the neck is rather short, the legs also short, and the eye of a ‘pearl’ colour. I may say

that great length and /wllawness from neck to tip of tail is a most desirable feature, and such is

(apart from a trial) one of the best signs of quality. The entire length, as I have said, should be

long, still the back itself is actually short. The birds possess an elasticity of form which is quite

uncommon, and whilst trotting about in search of food, &c., or after taking a refreshing draught,

they will raise their tails, and thus hollow their backs to a strange degree. Another remarkable

feature in them is that the little pointed oil-gland, immediately above the tail (common to poultry

and most kinds of pigeons), is not to be found in any pure birds of this breed, which is quite

destitute of this common characteristic.

“The tail also is peculiar, and quite uncommon. It is long, and composed of from fourteen to
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twenty-two feathers, sixteen being about the average number in these birds; these are arranged

equally on either side, one above another, and the two top ones, diverging a little outwards, show

a slight division in the tail, but there is not the slightest aflinity or resemblance to a ‘fan ’ tail, as

some might suppose by the excessive number of feathers, but it is a distinct peculiarity of this

breed (twelve being the normal number of tail-quills in most pigeons). The greater the number

of quills in ‘ Oriental Rollers’ the more the specimens are valued. A further singular feature

noticeable in the tails of these birds is, that occasionally two feathers may be found growing from

one quill, separating at its pithy junction as a twin feather, each rather narrower than ordinarily,

but of the usual length, and not outgrown, or causing a disordered formation of the tail.

“The foregoing simple description of the breed, together with the accompanying cut, will

perhaps convey an idea of these comparatively unknown yet very interesting pigeons; therefore

I will now just give a brief description of their exploits upon the wing. One pair of Oriental

Rollers only are usually kept amongst a number of other breeds, but the flock should be regularly

flown. No matter what kind, so that they are chosen from birds that will fly; those that fly

compactly and steadily are, perhaps, the best, but few fanciers care to keep a large number of

birds in order solely to witness the exploits of one pair of birds ; the flocks are consequently often

of a varied composition. But this matters little, for whatever the sorts may be, they are not

associates, for Oriental Rollers do not care so much about the close companionship of other

pigeons, even of the same loft or pen, and new/er mix with them or any others when flying. On

liberating the entire flock, the common habit of pigeons that are regularly flown is to gradually

commence their upward journey in a circular manner, until the highest altitude is attained; but

not so the subject of these notes. They will probably first find the highest point of their own or

a neighbouring habitation, and for a few moments perch thereon, and from this place they bolt

in a straight line, just in a similar manner as would a good Homer, with his destination in view,

and for a time those unaccustomed to their ways would be inclined to say, ‘Good-bye! Farewell,

Orientals!’ ‘All is lost now!’ &c. &c. But it is not so. Those who know them best know full

well ‘their little game,’ and contentedly await the interval. Sometimes a little town is passed

over, but usually about from five to fifteen minutes elapse between the bolt and their reappearance

mountains high, ah! and yet mounting, at which time they appear more in the fashion of

‘ Rollers,’ but still avoiding the flock entirely until the highest point is reached ; then, recognising

their own loft companions by assuming an exalted position directly above them, they follow over

them wherever they go ; and now, at this stupendous height, the fun begins. Not that there have

not been a few paroxysms already, but it is simplicity itself in comparison to what complete

revolutions are passed through when the maximum height is attained. They then fly gently and

easily, not in circles, but hither and thither, with a slight jerking appearance, and now and again

_ whizzing over and over with great velocity, until they descend to the common flock beneath, then

up again they mount, after each of these remarkable feats the pair of them seeming to be trying

to outvie each other, for they really seem each time to regain their position as it were to make

further efforts to do something on a still more extended scale; and this is the way these birds can

comfortably pass two or three hours in the realms of space. Like some of our British ‘top

sawyers,' so it is with the Orientals ; the best bit occurs at or shortly before the drop-scene. When

tired of the upper regions, and, hungry, they are ‘homeward bound,’ they then, with extended

wings—like a hawk over a mouse—appear to gauge the distance between them and home, and

then down, down they come like a falling ring, with a series of rolls, more elaborate, if possible,

than before, until at length terrafirma is regained.

"(Such are a few facts concerning these birds; but I should mention that they possess the
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homing faculty to more than an ordinary degree, and when once thoroughly settled in comfortable

quarters they are not easily to be lost, and their owners may defiantly snap their little fingers

at decoys, traps, or nets, for Mr. Oriental, though a funny looking bird, ‘is not such a fool as

he looks.’ "

The great point in training Flying Tumblers has been hinted at by Mr. Ludlow, and only a few

additional words seem desirable. We have known many purchases made of “ Birmingham

Rollers," and great disappointment expressed at the after performances of the birds or their

progeny, simply from carelessness in their management. The best Flying Tumblers in the world,

if left to fly at will, will rapidly degenerate. Each flier has his own little details of management,

which after all matter very little; the erserztzkzl point is, that in beginning to train, the birds are

only let out occasionally, say every three or four days ; and when lzungry, be it morning or evening.

The reasons for both precautions are—(1) The previous confinement causes them to fly actively at

once upon being liberated ; and (2) their appetite leads to a quick return as soon as they have had

exercise enough. They must be fed z'mmea'z'atel_1/ on return to keep up this habit : plentifully while

only occasionally flown, but lightly when, being trained, and let out in the morning, they are

going to be let out again in the evening; their full meal being in this case reserved till after

the last fly. . If of good stock, and first tossed when there are no birds about to tempt them to

“pitch,” they soon get into the lzabit of bursting off the moment they are liberated ; and this habit

must be very carefully preserved, weeding out instantly, as soon as discovered, any unusually lazy

bird, which would otherwise be a check upon the rest, and may lead them to descend with it. No

other system is needed beyond this in training Tumblers.

Flying Tumblers are not very often shown, and differ so much in many particulars that

they hardly admit of being judged by points. Purity and richness of colour, and regularity of

markings, with a good development of the necessary Tumbler points Mr. Ludlow has described,

are chiefly taken into account in judging.

Tl-IE CUMULET.

THE subject of pigeons given to peculiarity of flying performances will not be complete unless

I here give an account of one of the most remarkable of high-flyers—the Cumulet. I re

member well in my early fancier days to have been enchanted with these birds. My first

acquaintance with them was at Malines, in Belgium. I frequently came into contact there with

two life-long Cumulet breeders—both industrious, hard-working men—one on the railroad, the

other a journeyman blacksmith. Both had regular hours daily at home to their mid-day meal.

My then home was a very lofty house, and it was my delight to go on to the roof whenever I had

time, to watch these two old Belgian fanciers fly their Cumulets. One kit could always be easily

distinguished from the other, for while all the inmates of one loft were either whole whites, or

whites very slightly peppered with red feathers about the neck and head, those of the other were

ebony-black, lustrous in sheen, but possessing pure white tails. Some had one or two of the end

flight feathers also white, but all had clear white beaks and pale eye-ceres. In every case the iris

of the eye was of the brightest silver colour, and the pupil jet black, very small, and clearly defined.

Both these kits were let out almost daily at about 12.30 noon. It took them barely five minutes to

reach a height that made them appear not much larger than starlings. I have watched them for

hours circling in extended circles over their homes, never mixing one with the other. Frequently
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they have disappeared entirely from view, and never have I known any one bird of either kit to

return to its home “house-top " till sunset. In summer I have known them to be on the wing

continuously till 8 or 9 p.m., and then suddenly to come down to earth in rapid circles, and almost

instantly to enter their loft as merry and active as if they had barely travelled a mile, while, indeed,

they must have compassed many hundreds.

Through the kindness of a devoted Cumulet breeder I am able to add a brief description of

the Cumulet ; to it I direct the fancier, and I am certain that none of those who may take this

pigeon in hand will fail to find in it interest and pleasure. It is to Mr. W. Marsland, of Man

chester, that I am indebted for the following very interesting and concise account of this pigeon :—

“ The Cumulet is a pigeon remarkable for its flying powers, great intelligence, and very strong

attachment to its home, added to sundry other excellent qualities, which insure for it a strong hold

on the affections of the fancier who once takes up with this variety. Its snow-white plumage gives

it a superior aspect, making the bird a pretty adornment to the building whereon it rests—for

nature does require it to rest sometimes—-though it seems to take so much delight in soaring in the

clouds.

“ I said snow-white plumage. Yes! For the purity of the feathers is comparable only to the

whiteness of the fresh-fallen snow. Still in reality these pigeons are, as a rule, slightly marked

with red, particularly on the throat, where they very often wear a sort of red beard. I have bred a

great many birds perfectly white with the exception of this red chuck; and I think that this

considerably adds to their attractiveness.

“The eye is a special feature of these birds, being of a purer white pearl, and having a

somewhat smaller pupil, than is found in other varieties. I like the head to rise in one continuous

curve from the beak, rounded off again at the back, without any sign of flatness. The beak is long

and pinky-white; so that they have none of the appearance of the modern Tumbler, which,

indeed, these pigeons should not resemble.

“Cumulets are hardy, vigorous birds; free breeders, and the best of feeders; indeed their

attentive nursing of their young no doubt tends to keep up the remarkable stamina characteristic

of the breed.

“ Now to speak of their flying capacities. l find that they will soar in the air for from four to

five hours or even longer at a time. They do not tumble, but when in good condition wheel

slowly round and round, turning first to the right, then to the left, and so up they go, occasionally

mounting so high as to be invisible to the naked eye.

“To keep them in good flying condition, they must be confined to the loft, except when on the

wing. There should be a ‘bolt-hole’ entrance to their loft, so that they may enter at their own

will, but cannot get out until liberated by their owner. Three or four times a week is quite

frequent enough to turn them out for exercise. If the ‘ bolt-hole’ be ready for their admittance,

they will learn to go into the loft as soon as they drop, instead of staying about outside. But they

must never be fed outside the loft.

“ Being very cute, they very seldom stray or are lost, unless overtaken by a thick fog or very

heavy storm. Should one, however, get astray, he is so very knowing that he will cause the

professional pigeon-trapper to ejaculate many miscellaneous expressions of vexation as he tries

unsuccessfully to entice the bird into his trap. It is only when overcome by days of hunger and

fatigue that he will allow himself to enter a strange loft. If old birds of this variety are pur

chased, they should be strictly kept prisoners, for they are certain to wander away in search of their

former home if allowed their liberty.
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"In the nest youngsters are more or less splashed with red, especially in their flights and tail

feathers. But these coloured feathers are replaced by white ones at the first moult.

“It is advisable not to breed successively from pure white birds, as this is likely to engender a

liability to throw ‘bull-eyes.’ There should therefore be at least one of a pair either with a red

‘chuck,’ or slightly marked elsewhere with a red feather or two.

“ Homers have been crossed with the Cumulet in order to cause the former to fly higher on

their journeys, a very necessary quality in these days of dastardly so-called sportsmen. Moreover,

the strong homing instinct of the Cumulet gives additional advantage to the cross. Then, again,

fanciers of the ‘Show-homer’ have used the Cumulet to produce the essential pearl-eye in their

favourites.

“ There is said to be also a black variety of this pigeon, but it has not as yet been my lot

to come into personal contact with specimens of this colour.”

  



CHAPTER XV.

THE FANTAIL.

THIS pigeon can be traced back farther in history than many others, and there can be but little

doubt that it first came from India, whence many importations are still made ; American fanciers,

especially, frequently obtaining consignments from Calcutta. The old books upon pigeons also

employ the term “Broad-tailed Shaker" to describe the breed; and the two names seem to

us to afford strong presumptive proof that even in those days there were two schools of breeders,

as there are now; one seeking chiefly for tail above all other properties, the other rather for

that “carriage” and shaking “motion” which are the grand properties of the Northern

fancier. To consider the Scotch and English Fantail distinct, as some seem to do, we think

a great error; there being nothing to show that there is any further distinction between them

than being differently selected, and bred from specimens which showed somewhat different

points, as all fancy pigeons continually do. It is, however, undoubtedly true that distinct types

exist even at present, and that those termed “Scotch” birds appear to have sprung from one strain,

of which we are favoured with the following account from Mr. George Ure, of Dundee :—

“ To some it may appear superfluous to have an article for this strain, thinking it might have

been embraced under the general head of ‘ Fantail.’ -The bird, however, differs so widely from

all others, that a separate notice is, I think, excusable, and I shall, therefore, state, as shortly as

possible, what I know of it. A fancier in Dundee, about forty years ago, had a breed of Fantails

black Saddle-backs—of extraordinary style. After a time, not being a fancier of the right sort,

he gave up keeping pigeons, and they were sold. I was then but a youth, without the means to

buy the lot (there were other sorts as well), but I knew where they went to, and thought I would

have them some day, and by keeping them in sight and ‘ biding my time,’ I got them, I may say,

entirely into my own hands, for a few birds, scattered here and there, and ill-managed, went for

nothing. I never could learn where they came from, beyond the very vague information that they

‘came in a ship’ to Dundee. I have seen and often had the Indian Fantail, but these birds were

different from all I ever saw from that quarter, so small, and close, and tight-feathered, and with

such extraordinary action and style—the tails of the round, arched form, but fine and well

expanded. Some were so excessively ‘nervous’ that they were almost useless for breeding. One

hen I had, in particular, was over two years old before she could breed, and up to that age she had

no tail, as, from her excessive action, she so frequently rolled about on the floor, that the growing

feathers were always broken off This, with age, she got over, and bred, and I have her still

stuffed, and the only really well-stuffed pigeon I ever saw, though done by an amateur.

“In body they were so short, or, rather, round, that if divested of tail, wings, and neck, a small

orange or cricket-ball would give a good idea of it. After some time, the tails began to get

contracted or ‘spooney,’ when I got hold of an Indian bird, a peak-headed hen, and the best one I

ever saw of that breed; she was white. as most of them are. By this cross I got pure whites, which
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have always been favourites. My oldest and most esteemed friend in the fancy, Mr. Huie, got a

pair from this cross, and has stuck to them ever since, and has bred some of the finest I ever saw.

Some years afterward I got a red Saddle-back cock, I think an Indian bird, though he had no peak.

He was a bird of fine style, and I bred many fine ones of that colour and marking, and though it

is over twenty years since, they still appear now and then, as well as the original black Saddle-back,

and they are always first-rate in quality. Mr. Huie bred some of the red Saddle-backs that I never

saw excelled, so small and close in feather, with good tails and perfection of style.

“By-and-by they got spread over Scotland, but they are all from the old Saddle-backs that

‘came in a ship.’ Their small size, fine neck, head, and beak, and close feathering, make them, in

my opinion, superior to all other Fantails I have ever seen. They show such breeding, such an

almost endless variety of attitudes and motions, that a fancier can look at them for hours, while

for those with merely big orfan tails, a glance is sufficient ; you will not see more though you look

at them for a month; they are too large and coarse in body, head, and neck, though the tail is

larger, so large that in a show-pen the bird is hid under it, and it requires stirring up to show that

there is life under such a canopy of feathers. Our birds, as I have already said, must be very small,

with fine head and necks, and the breast very prominent and round. The head and neck must

be thrown back with ease till they quite fill up the back, the head resting against the root of the

tail. The motion is not merely tremulous, as in most Fantails, but is more of a convulsive heaving

of the neck and breast, and then keeping it quiet and running backwards. A good bird, when

nearly on a level with the eye, and the breast towards the observer, shows only the round breast

—the head.is quite out of sight.

“ The English fanciers’ great objection to them is that they have not the flat tail. I admit that

they have not, and will no doubt surprise and shock many when I say that I think they look fully

as well without it, that is, when they have the best form of the arched tail large and well spread

Some fanciers say, as it is the Fantail, the tail is above everything, and must be as like a fan as

possible—this I think puerile ; some fanciers I have heard say that the crop in Cropper or Pouter

was the great property, from the name. The flat tail, when viewed in front, would look very well

if the bird possessing them were well up in other points; but I contend that when looked at

in a side view or profile, the arched tail is superior, even supposing the birds equal in other

properties, which I have never yet seen the flat-tailed ones to be. There are all the signs of /12};/z

breeding in the little birds, and so much .r/row, that they must gain ground with all genuine fanciers.

They have one provoking thing about them, though it is caused by their superiority; that is, the

difficulty of keeping them in good order, from the excessive nervous action by which they spoil

their tails through backing up against walls and the sides of their pens. They require no par

ticular treatment, but one thing I have observed, that though hardy birds, and good as breeders

and feeders, when they get ill they scarcely ever get over it; they seem to go down without an

effort.

“ The Fantail is, when fine, one of the best and most interesting of our fancy pigeons, in my

opinion ranking next after the three aristoeratze breeds of Pouters, Carriers, and Short-faces, though

no doubt many will differ from me in this. India is generally supposed to be the home of the

Fantail. Ihave had them direct from friends repeatedly, and seen hundreds besides from that

part of the world, but none of them were like our Scotch birds. Many have good tails, and a few

good style, but they all look big and loose-feathered, and nearly all have the peak head, which, in

my opinion, destroys the fine head and neck so desirable in a Fantail, as, with the peak head, there

is always a mane or ridge down the back of the neck, which makes it look thick—a great fault in a

Fantail. Some fanciers say that Fantails cannot have too short legs; this I cannot quite agree
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with, as a very short-legged bird has not the freedom of action that they ought to have; their

wings get in the way and often trip them, or they get so dirty and broken as to detract very

much from their appearance. For my own part I prefer moderately long legs, but not stilry,

which would be even worse than the very short legs. I am quite sure that this style of bird is

making its way to the front, and ere long will be the favourite with all who love to see breeding in

a pigeon."

A little more detailed description of the Scotch style of bird is, however, desirable. The

principal property as distinct from the English fancy is the trembling or shaking motion, which

extends to the whole body, at nearly all times, except when sitting, and is often developed

to such an extent, as described by Mr. Ure, as to cause the birds to fall back upon their tails.

They are then said to have “ too much motion." The movement is chiefly seen in the neck and

breast. The neck is carried so far backward while in movement that the head rests nearly

on the root of the tail, so that the breast is much higher than the head itself, while, at the same

time, the pigeon struts upon tiptoe. The combination of these points is called “good carriage.”

The breast must also be broad compared with the body; the broader, in fact, the better,

especially at the upper part; and when this is right, and the bird is of good carriage, the upper

part of the breast will be about perpendicular over the sole of the foot when seen in profile.

Hens, as a rule, have more carriage and motion than cocks. Next comes the tail, which most

Scotch fanciers think of less importance. Here we consider them wrong, and reckon it

certainly the first property. A perfect tail should present nearly an entire circle when viewed

from the back, only a small gap being seen at the very bottom, which should not exceed two and

a half inches across. Each feather should nicely overlap the next one at the edges, just like a

lady's fan when opened to its full extent. Such a tail will no! be that which contains the greatest

number of feathers. Such resemble more a fan when half-closed; and here we think the old

fanciers made a great mistake in seeking, as they seem to have done, for the highest number of

feathers as a chief property. VVe have heard of forty and forty-two feathers in the tail, and we

have ourselves had birds with as many as thirty-eight; but all we ever saw as yet with more than

thirty entirely lacked the proper form and spread; too many causing the bird to show a heavy,

hanging tail, not flat, upright, and evenly balanced. The best tails we have seen never

exceeded twenty-eight feathers in the cock or twenty-six in the hen. Even laying aside the

Scotch Fan, and speaking of the coarser English bird, we do not consider any pigeon can carry

properly more than thirty-two feathers, and for the smaller Scotch bird twenty-six is about

the limit, allowing the bottom feathers to come nearly together, and the top ones to appear

nearly upright, light, and as if at the command of the bird. The root of the tail in a Scotch bird

should appear as small as if a small ring had been kept round it; and then, when the head is

thrown back to this spot, there is no back to be seen, and the tail stands up so far above the head

as to seem much larger by comparison than it really is. There is a tendency in some birds to

get the head through, and thus split the_ tail. We have known this stopped by tying the three

centre ones together, so as to prevent this, by which, in time, the habit was cured. The last

property in the Scotch Fantail is size, or rather want of it. The bird should be small, and this is

where English breeders often misjudge the Scotch fancy; for the tail being relatively so large, the

Scotch looks very much smaller than the English tail; whereas, if the size of the body also be

taken into account, the Scotch tail is often relatively quite as large as the others, though in some

strains there is a little deficiency in the length of the feathers, which, of course, governs the size

of tail. Another fault in some birds (generally cocks) is a sort of notch in the tail, arising from
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the middle feathers being shorter than the rest ; or a curious split feather, or what is better known

as a double feather, though with only one root. To remedy this, we have known the faulty ones

cut off short, and other feathers slipped on to the stumps after being dipped in glue, the operation

lasting, if not discovered, until the next moult. This fault is as often as not, however, caused

by the owners themselves. The birds which are best in motion are very apt, as already explained,

to fallback and get the ends of the feathers broken or damaged. This is, indeed, one sign of

good motion, and few good birds but get more or less so soon after moult. Then the owner, to

get a fresh tail for some show, plucks the feathers, and when this is done it is very seldom the

centre feathers will come again the same length as the rest, or as they wouldihave done if left to

moult in due course. We have seen this so often, that we warn our readers it is very rarely a bird

plucked to “ get a fresh tail " for show, is not ruined as regards the centre, even the next moult

not restoring it. So true is this, that even when the tail must be plucked as a remedial measure,

as is so often needed with young pigeons, or in the moulting season, the four middle feathers

should always be left, by which the centre will be preserved.

Some otherwise very good Fans have wry tails. If not a bad case we would advise cutting ofl'

the whole of one side pretty close to the root, and pasting a little card or something on those left

on the other side. This, by leaving all the weight on one side till next moult, will often cure

a slight case, but not severe ones. Such are generally hereditary, so that if possible they should

never be bred from. »

The beak should be fine, and with a neat curve at the tip like that of a dove. The legs and

feet small and fine, the bird standing or walking as much as possible on tiptoe like the Tumbler,

and the wings carried very low also, so as to display the tail to the best advantage. If the wings

are carried up like those of other pigeons they project through the sides of the tail, and completely

spoil its beauty and value ; but if of very good carriage the bird may be preserved for breeding by

shortening the flights just sufliciently to be clear of the tail. Some prefer to shorten a few of the

tail-feathers at each side. Of course these things are only done with young birds in their nest

feathers or during the breeding season. Some hens are indeed unfertile unless the whole of the

tail be cut quite short whilst breeding.

Such is the Scotch Fantail. Most of this strain are whites, shown with great success by

Mr. Stevenson and the late Mr. j. E. Spence, whose untimely death on board the lost Atlantic

steamer Naronie, in February, I893, has lost to the fancy one who did much to amalgamate the

English and Scotch types. The coloured birds are marked exactly like Turbits, viz., on the

shoulders of the wings only, but in Fantails this marking is known as “Saddle-backed,” though

some are wont to speak of such marked specimens as being “ Turbit-shouldered,” and this we are

of opinion is the more correct designation, the more so as of late years some grandly built speci

mens have been forthcoming which are only marked on the “saddle” of the back, and consequently

are distinctly entitled to that definition. The Turbit-shouldered Fantail is a particularly hand

some bird, and we prefer it to all others, but it is very difiicult to breed both good and true to

markings. Besides these parti-coloured and whole coloured (viz., White, Black-barred Blues and

Silvers, Yellows, Reds, and Creams) there is one other very singular and pretty variety of the Fan

tail pigeon—we allude to that called the “ Laced" Fan. This variety has the feathers loose or

deficient in webbing, the filaments being separate as in the Silky Fowl, but more transparently so.

The peculiarity of plumage is so strongly hereditary in this variety, that if but one of a pair of

birds be so feathered, the other being an ordinary Fantail hen of good style, the “ laced " plumage is

generally reproduced in the majority of the offspring. This fact is interesting as showing that a

pair is never needed to found a variety or improve the strain ; if the peculiarity be real and well

marked, one bird will do it, should it live and be judiciously managed.
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Turning from the Scotch Fantail to the English or coarser bird, we must preface our comments

by stating that of recent years so great has been the success attendant on the endeavours of an

earnest and painstaking body of young fanciers who have taken the Fantail under their special

protection, and have banded themselves together as members of the Fantail Club, that we may

almost say that an ideal of perfection has been attained, in so far as anything dependent on human

ingenuity can so be termed. The old-fashioned English bird has become almost a thing of the

past, and a happy admixture of the old English grand feathered bird with the graceful Scotch e

production has led to the settled existence of a marvellous breed of birds which never would have

been forthcoming had not most stringent methods been adopted by such worthy and true fanciers

as Mr. W. Alford, of Crewkerne, and like spirits, to abolish the innumerable deceptions with which

the Fantail fancy was plagued by so-called fanciers, who were content to simulate the reality under

the guise of a counterfeit appearance. The Fantail Club has issued for guidance the standard

given on page 242, which very graphically demonstrates the standard points of the modern

Fantail. But in order to continue the historical connection between the past and present, we

reprint the following notes on the English Fantail, supplied by the Rev. W. Sergeantson to the

former edition :—

“ The feud between English and Scotch breeders of the Fantail is of long standing, and judging

from present appearances, ‘the battle of the styles’ seems as little likely to come to an end as

ever, neither side being willing to abate one jot of their prejudices. I think, however, that if each

side were requested to write down their ideas of what a perfect Fantail should be, their theories

would not be found so very dissimilar. But in practice, the perfect bird not being, at all events as

yet, attainable, each party is content to keep on working on its own lines ; the Englishman being

satisfied with moderate carriage if he can get a perfect tail, and the Scotchman with a moderate

tail if he can get perfection of carriage. Consequently, the attempt to combine the beauties of

both breeds is not made nearly so often, or so perseveringly, as it deserves to be. One reason for

this doubtless lies in the fact that the attempt in t/re first instance is too often a failure. The

Englishman finds that his birds are losing the fine large flat tail on which he has prided himself;

the Scotchman sees his birds growing, as he considers, large and coarse, and so both throw up the

game at once; whereas if either had gone on patiently and systematically for several generations,

without expecting too much all at once, no doubt the result would have been more satisfactory.

“ Speaking for myself, I am thankful to be able to say, like the independent elector, that I am

no party man. I can see much to admire in both breeds. I have both pure in my loft, and also

the results of several attempts to amalgamate the two, and with the latter, so far, I am not altogether

dissatisfied. And here may I venture most deferentially to express my opinion that judges are

partly answerable for the present state of things. What I mean is this. I have often seen the

prizes awarded in this sort of way :—First prize, say, to a big English bird with large tail but little

style; second, to a small Scotch bird with amazing style but no tail to speak of; and third, again,

to one similar to the recipient of the first prize. Now, surely this wavering between two opinions

cannot be right. I think if judges would let it be seen by their decisions that they will not

countenance large tails without style, nor yet great style with no tail, exhibitors would soon find

it to their interest to get the coach out of the old ruts in which it has been so long labouring.

“Let me, however, get to my business, and give the description of such a Fantail as we in

England strive to produce. First, as to size—it should undoubtedly be small. Large Fantails are

nearly always wanting in style and carriage; though, at the same time, if you want the largest

possible tail you must not expect to find it on a small bird, and therefore large birds with very
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large tails are not only very valuable, but necessary at times in the breeding-loft. On the other

hand, I dislike very small Fantails, first, because they are always deficient in tail; secondly,
because they are, asia rule, utterly devoid of stamina and constitution, the least attack of illness

proving fatal; and, thirdly, because almost as often they are useless as breeders. I therefore

prefer a moderately small Fantail, small enough to show ofl' the gracefully curving outlines of the

‘ S/zaker' (as the old fanciers called this pigeon) to the best advantage, but large enough to carry a

tail sufficiently wide and flat to deserve its other name of ‘ The Fantail.’

“In describing the shape let us begin with the foundation—the feet. They should be small

and neat. Large feet are nearly always correlative with a large head and long beak. The legs

should be moderately short; if too short they cause their possessor to waddle rather than walk,

and the mincing tip-toe strut peculiar to the high-bred Fantail is lost. On the other hand, nothing

can be worse or more ugly than long spindly shanks. They almost invariably accompany a long

tall body and long back; and even when they do not, they are out of character with the general

shape of the Fantail, which should be round and compact. They should also be bright red, clean,

and free from feather. Though here again we should remember that the Indian Fantails, with

which I fancy all our best English strains (and I believe the Scotch as well) have been crossed,

often had feathered legs, as well as the turn-crown. Feather on the legs, as a consequence, will

appear at times even in the best strains ; and, knowing whence it comes, and that it does not point

to any bad blood, if it does not amount to more than a few small downy feathers on the shanks, I

do not think any the worse of the bird.

“ The body should be very short and very compact; the breast very wide, thrown up as high

as the bird can raise it, and therefore very prominent—in fact, a goodlbird, when looked at from

the front, seems to be all breast, the head being quite out of sight. The back should be short. In

some of the flattest-tailed English Fans it seems to have vanished altogether, the tail appearing

to spring from the base of the hackle. Such birds, however, often pitch the tail too forward—too

much in the ‘pot-lid style,’ which our Scotch friends laugh at so often, and accuse us, though

unjustly, of considering to be the right thing. I therefore think that a little more length than

this is desirable. I do not mean a long back, for that is one of the worst faults a Fantail can

have—in fact, it quite destroys the character of the bird. In the English breed the back is

of fair width at the setting on of the tail, which, in my opinion, allows of a larger tail, and also

gives more power of carrying it properly. In the Scotch bird, however, the back runs ofl' very

fine and narrow, like that of a Game cock, which*I cannot help thinking is one cause not only

of the want of size in the tail, but also of its being so often carried crooked.

“ The neck should be swan-like—long, thin, especially at the setting on of the head, and nicely

arched at the same point; the head, remarkably small and fine; the beak, short and neat; the

beak-wattle, very small, and covered with a white powder; the eye, dark hazel, with a peculiarly

soft, trustful expression, very different from the wild look of the Owl or Antwerp.

“ The Crested Fantails (the result of some previous cross with the Indian) have quite gone out

of fashion, and, I think, rightly so, for the turn-crown certainly detracts from the elegance and

slimness of the head and neck ; but still they are usually good in other points, especially in tail,

and therefore, though not often seen now in the show-pen, they may be very valuable in the

breeding-loft. ,

“The carriage of the head and neck is of the greatest importance. The head should be

thrown completely back, and dropped well down, so much so that the back of the head rests upon

the bird's back just at the base of'the tail. This is where English Fans almost always fail. No

matter how long and fine the neck is, if it is stuck aloft, like a Peacock’s, all the szrace and elegance
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proper to the Fantail is lost at once; and if it is carried too high and thrust back, it must be

passed through the tail, and so “split" it—that is, if the tail is as flat and well carried as it ought to

be. If the neck is not long enough to enable the bird to throw its head as far back as I have

described, at all events, the head should be dropped well down, so that the lower mandible seems

to be buried in the feathers of the breast. It is then also out of the way of the tail.

“When a Fantail is excited, or its attention is attracted by anything unusual, the head and

neck are shaken violently, jerked backwards and forwards with a sort of convulsive movement,

continued often for a long time. The Scotch are much more remarkable in this way than the

English. Some of them, indeed, are scarcely ever at rest.

“The tail is the other chief point in the English breed, and to be perfect it should be large,

the larger the better, spread out quite flat like a fan, circular—-i.e., the two sides almost meeting at

the bottom; the centre well filled up-—z'.z., not split, either naturally or by the awkward carriage

of the head. The feathers individually should be long, broad, strong, and sound in the fibre—

i.e., not showing any inclination to resemble the Laced Fantail. I rather like a little “pattern "

on the tail—i.e., the extreme ends of the tail-feathers rather frayed or fringed. Such birds are

generally of the best quality. The feathers should lie flat and evenly over one another (none

of them being set edgeways), so as to form a neat double row. In number they should not

be less than twenty-eight, but as many more as the bird can carry nicely. The Birmingham

Columbarian Society, in an article published by them some years ago, laid down forty,

arranged in t/zree rows, as the proper number; but though I have heard of such birds I

have never seen one. I once had a hen with thirty-eight tail-feathers. I purchased her

from Mr. Fulton, and I believe she had been imported from India; and I have often bred

birds with tails of thirty-six or thirty-seven feathers carried in most orthodox fashion.

In an exhibition pen the number is of no consequence, provided that the tail is well spread

and circular, and well filled up all round; but in the breeding pen a thickly-feathered tail is

of great value. In the breeding of any animal for any fancy point, if you can get that point

in excess in either of the parents so much the easier is your task. You have then something

to spare, instead of something to breed up to, which is a very different matter.

“ Well, then, having obtained a correctly-formed tail, you must see also that it is correctly

carried, viz., perpendicularly, or inclined a little forwards; but never to such an extent as to

resemble the much-derided pot-lid or an umbrella. A Fantail crawling about with its tail over

its head, and the fore-part of the breast just touching the ground, is an object scarcely more

appreciated in England than in Scotland.*

“ The wings should be carried low; the flights dropped neatly below the tail, their points just

clear of the ground. A young bird, with a large flat tail, often has great difliculty in keeping its

flights out of its tail. On alighting, the flights catch in the sides of the tail, and it does not seem

to know how to extricate them. After wriggling about and turning round and round for a few

times, it gives it up in despair, and lets them remain as they are. It is a very bad habit, for

it often spoils the carriage of the bird, causing it to stoop and creep about in an awkward

helpless way, and it also spoils the tail, the weight of the wings bending the young tail-feathers, as

they grow, out of their proper place, so that they never afterwards lie evenly. Sometimes

however, as the young bird grows older it grows wiser, and abandons the trick. It is as well,

therefore, not to condemn a young one too soon for this faultxt

' We have, years ago, repeatedly seen just such birds with prize cards on their pens; but at that time the Scotch bird was

scarcely known out of its own district.—ED.

1' We have already hinted that the flights should be shortened in such a case.
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“Fantails are healthy, hardy pigeons, unless they are bred unnaturally small. Then, as 1

have already mentioned, they seem to have no constitution; and their oflspring (if they ever

produce any) are worse than themselves. It is very disheartening, after rearing a nestling of great

promise, to see that it has almost all the points you want except one, and that is sufficient strength

and vitality to keep itself alive. They are also very prolific, though many young cocks, if they

are of very high carriage, are of little use for breeding purposes until they are two or often three

years old. They are also long-lived. I had a favourite old cock which bred wonderfully for

fourteen years, and looked then as hearty as ever, but unfortunately his life was cut short by a

mischievous cat. They require looking after in windy or very wet weather, for their large tails,

when thoroughly wet, hold so much water, and become so heavy, as to prevent their flying more

than a few feet.

“ I draft all my young ones, as soon as they can feed themselves, into a wooden house erected

for them in a corner of my flower-garden. ‘A hopper of food and a bath stand always ready for

them on the lawn in front of my dining-room windows, and there they grow and thrive and give’

no trouble. They do no appreciable damage to the garden. They are indeed fond of pecking at

succulent-leaved plants, such as Mesembryanthemums, Echeverias, Sedums, &c., but they never

touch anything else, and the little injury they do to these is amply atoned for by the amusement

they aflord as they strut about the lawn. Nothing can be more laughable than to watch a merry

young cock paying his addresses to the lady of his heart. He trips up to her with dainty steps,

and, with many a courtly bow and many a sweet-sounding coo, he tells his tale of love; then,

drawing himself up to his fullest height, he balances himself upon the extreme tips of his toes; his

head and neck, quivering and shaking, are jerked so far backwards that he can see nothing in

front of him, until by gracefully curving his long neck he gets a sly peep at her over his shoulder.

The sight is apparently too much for his nerves, for he shakes and trembles again in his excite

ment, throws himself backwards until the points of his wings rest on the ground and bend beneath

his weight, and though he would fain go forwards, he is compelled to take a step or two back

wards, to save himself from falling over completely. As soon as he can recover himself he

advances again, and repeats the performance, until he can induce the lady to go with him and

inspect for herself the abode which he has already chosen for her.

“I have said nothing about colour, for I think that the white are infinitely the prettiest, and

I have not had much experience of the other colours. The white birds ought, of course, to be

pure white, as white as the driven snow; and they will keep themselves so throughout the year, if

they are kept in a clean house, and in a clear atmosphere." '

The prevailing faults in English Fantails, next to want of carriage and motion, are a too

large head, coarse beak, and thick neck, without the elegant curve of the Scotch birds. Again,

the head is usually carried too high, so that a space can be seen between it and the back, though

we have sometimes seen birds nearly free from this fault, and, in fact, improved considerably in the

direction above suggested. In others the tail, as already said, is carried over the head, almost flat

on the back; and such birds, as regards breeding to English style, are a proper match for those

which show too much of the back, as first described.

With all the improvement we have mentioned, however, there remains a great difiference

which cannot be altogether described in words, since it greatly lies in the tremulous mation, which

the English bird has little of. Beyond that, however, there are great differences. The Scotch

bird is small and tight feathered; the English nearly half as large again, and much more loose

feathered. The Scotch tail is not more than upright; the English often is. The Scotch head is
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carried low back, at the root of the tail, lower than the breast ; the English head much higher than

the breast, and nearer the top of the tail. The balance of the body also is different, the eye of

the English bird being nearly perpendicular to the feet, whereas the breast of the Scotch is more

nearly in that position. But still the most characteristic difference is in the amount of “ motion."

There are more varieties of colour in the English bird, on account of its being stronger and

easier to breed. \/Vhole-coloured Blacks, Blues, Reds, and Yellows are seen, besides “Turbit

shoulders ; ” but accurately marked birds of the latter class are rare of good quality in either style,

and should always be allowed some points for marking in competition. There are also black

bodies with white tails, and 1/ice 1/ersd, but, as a rule, all “marked” birds are greatly behind the

others in Fantail properties. These markings are all produced by crossing Fantails with other

varieties which possess them; and the facility with which these crosses preserve the Fantail

character, rarely reverting to the other side, is a clear proof of the extreme distinctness and anti

quity of this variety. This is also borne out by the ancient opinion that Barbs would not breed

‘with Fantails ; but this has been contradicted from experience by both Mr. Darwin and Mr. Toget

meier. Still, though we cannot question their statements, there is some!/zz'/lg in the notion; since

we can aflirm that we have repeatedly attempted the cross of both Carrier and Barb with the

Fantail, but never yet succeeded in producing progeny; and we know that others have had the

same want of success.

Many of the larger, or English Fantails, are peak-crested like Mookees, and it is wonderful to

see the size of the tails in some of these birds, but they are almost always coarse and loose

feathered. Peculiar colour or marking, with the exception of Turbit-marked, we have never yet

seen in a good small or Scotch bird, the quality being lost in the cross which produces them.

"Saddles and Turbits” can be found black, blue, and red; but even these are seldom quite equal

to the VVhites, being, no doubt, originated from crosses. Peculiar markings, as regards tail and

body, are usually produced by foreign crosses. These coloured Fantails are most apt to fail

in tail, which is hollow rather than flat, and barely two-thirds of a circle, instead of nearly

complete.

The common Fantail is of vigorous constitution, and lives usually to a good age, on which

account it will bear in-breeding to any reasonable degree. VVe have known many twelve or fifteen

years old; and even the small Scotch birds are, as a rule, also hardy and good nurses. But they

have, as Mr. Ure says, the peculiarity that when they do go wrong, they generally go off all at

once; and it is another singular thing that their “ motion” seems to cease as suddenly.

The Scotch style of bird, in whole or part, is now superscding the coarser bird, even those who

used to show the English style having, as already indicated, crossed their strains with the smaller,

and thus greatly improved them. \Ve know for certain that much has been done successfully in

this way by crossing the best and smallest English Fans, with good and large tails, from good

Scotch stock that has form and motion. Messrs. Collingwood, Harvey, Lee, and Harmston, of

the Fantail Club, have adopted this plan with great success. Many Scotch birds have, undoubtedly,

too little tail, and others too much motion, but by their crossing they impart valuable properties to

coarser stock. Each variety, in fact, except unusual specimens of Scotch Fantails, does need a

cross from the other, to give the one more tail and the other form and motion. It is thus the best

birds are produced, and, no doubt, we shall ere long see the whole amalgamated into one race-—the

true British type, but with a little more tail (speaking as compared with the bulk of Scotch Fans),

derived from the English bird.

Fantails with so much motion that they cannot breed, can often be got to do so by keeping

them in very small pens. The excessive nervousness wears off after two or three years.
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In fine, so long as a true-bred Scotch Fantail has tail enough we would let well alone, tor such

is our idea of a perfect bird. But such, though to be found, are rare; the more so that the smallest

and best birds are generally bred late in the season, which we have seen has a tendency to shorten

the feather. When this begins to fail, then we would cross, breeding back to the highest type, of

course. The hens should be chosen of moderate size, the very smallest being rarely good breeders.

Some small hens do breed well ; but such are rare, and it is best to take a fair-sized hen with a

small and handsome cock.

We have seen some curious tricks in exhibiting Fantails, against which it may be well to wam

judges—-our only reason for describing such matters, since prizes fraudulently won not unfrequently

drive honest exhibitors out of the fancy. When there has been a gap in the tail we have found the

feathers sewn or tied together. When more feathers have seemed wanting, the small feathers at

the root of the tail have been cut short, so as to allow the tail to fall lower to the head, thus appa

rently shortening the back and increasing the tail by the changed proportion. Tails have also been

crimped or stumped, so as to cause them to stand flatter or more erect. But the most ingenious

system we ever came across was that of a man who applied some adhesive plaster to a round soft

ring, by which every feather was fixed in the desired position for a considerable time. On the ring

being removed for exhibition, the feathers would remain nearly in the set position, the bottom

feathers very nearly meeting. The time and trouble thus spent must have been great indeed, and

such ingenuity was worthy of a better cause.

JUDGING FANTAILS.—A coloured or marked bird, if of equal quality, should have the

preference over white, as more difficult to breed. For the rest we need only give our

POINTS IN JUDGING FANTAILS.

Head and Beak : fineness . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Body: smallness, 3; shape and carriage, 9 . . . . . . . - - I 3

Motion: continual, nervous, tremulous . . . . . . IO

Tail : size, 6 ; shape (flatness, uprightness, and completeness of circle), 6 . . . I2

Flights: position of, free from mil . . - . - - - - - - 2

40

The standard of excellence which follows is that issued by the Fantail Club.

16
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THE FANTAIL CLUB’S STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE.

POINT!»

Head.—Small, fine, and snakey.

Beal<.—-Thin, and of medium length, the upper mandible slightly curved at the tip like that of a dove.

COIOUI’ of Beak.—Whites, Saddlebacks, Reds, and Yellows— flesh colour. Blues, Silvers, and Blacks—

black.

Beak-Wattle.—small and fine in texture.

Eye.-—Whites and Saddlebacks—dark hazel or bull. Blues, Silvers, Blacks, Reds, and Yellows—pearl, lo

gravel, or orange ; the former preferred.

EYE-Cel‘8.—Very fine.

NeCl<.—Thin and swan-like ; tapering well off as it approaches the head.

Length Of NeCl<.—Corresponding with length of back, so as to enable the head to rest closely on the

cushion.

BOClY.—Slzape—small and round ; back—slightly hollowed in the centre ; length of back corresponding with

length of neck, so as to enable the head to rest closely on the cushion; rump—small, but of sulfi

cient size and strength to balance the tail evenly ; cfie.rt—-broad, round, and free from hollowness, 2°

except a slight parting in the centre ; brea.rt—round and full.

WlngS.—Set on fairly low, and very closely tucked in at the chest ; flights ot medium length and well closed 5

Cushion.—Fu1l and massive; the feathers at the back closely overlapping each other and spreading well } 6

over the tail feathers.

Tall.—Slightly concave and circular; filled with long, broad, evenly set feathers, closely overlapping each } ,5

other, and as thick as possible in the centre.

Legs.—-Of moderate length, not stilty, set well apart, and free from feathers below the hocks. } 4

Fe6t.—-Small, fine, and neat.

Colour of Legs and Feet.—Bright red. ~ } 1°

PlUmage.—Feathers hard and tight fitting.

Carriage.—(The bird should stand on tip-toes, and walk in a jaunty manner); /iead—thrown back in a I

graceful manner, resting closely on the cushion ; e/ze.rt—upright, so as to carry the breast almost 1°

in a straight line with the legs ; flzjg/zl.r—just clearing the lowest tail feathers and almost meeting at “

the tips ; taz'l—carried well up, not being allowed to drop or incline forward.

MO‘llOI‘l.—Convulsive jerking or twitching of the neck, and apparent upheaving of the chest. X0

General Appearance.-Closely built. - .__

I00

COLOURS AND VARIETIES.

Whites, Saddlebacks, Blues, Silvers, Blacks, Reds, Yellows, and Lace.

SaddlebaCl<$.—White, with coloured wings, each having ten white flights.

BIues.—Sound, bright and clear, with two broad, well-defined black bars across each wing, and one at tip of

each tail feather.

BlaCl<$.——]et black,_with beetle green lustre.

Reds and YellOW$.——Rich and sound throughout.

LaCe.—Loose or deficient in webbing, each fibre being separated.

EXTRA POINTS.

Saddlebacks.—5 for colour, and 10 for marking.

Blues, Silvers, Blacks, Reds, and Yellows.—io for colour.

LaCB.—1o for lacing.
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CHAPTER XVI.

‘rm: MOOKEE, THE FLORENTINE on BURMESE, AND OTHER “ERECT-TAILED” VARIETIES.

THE MOOKEE.

THIS pigeon is undoubtedly of Indian origin, and of-very ancient descent ; it shows every evidence

of being of a distinct and pure race. It is probably the pigeon spoken of by some of the older

writers on Columbarian matters under the name of“ the narrow-tailed Shaker,” and is very likely one

of the sources from which the Fantail derives one of its most remarkable and attractive points—

viz., the constant tremulous action of the neck, which in turn affects the carriage of both head and

body. It will be noted also that the peaks of such Fantails as have such an adornment are of the

“close fitting" and pointed style, such as the Mookee alone possesses as a standard point. Some

have contended that the descent of these birds is due to the reverse order, i.e., that the Fantail is

the progenitor of the Mookee; but this is crediting older fanciers with breeding on an inverted

principle, from the super-excellent Fantail to the truly characteristic but certainly not high class

Mookee. This we do not think for one moment possible. Mr. Lyell very plainly refutes any such

contention in the following remark in “Fancy Pigeons,” pages I23—4 :—“ It will be observed that

Moore says, ‘This Pigeon is reckoned by some a distinct species ’-—but no pigeon fancier would

reckon a cross-bred Fantail as a distinct species. So there were, even in Moore's time, some who

either knew, or had been told about the true narrow-tailed Shaker, which is the Indian Mookee, a

pigeon having the tremulous shaking neck of the Fantail, and a close, narrow tail, with the normal

number of twelve feathers.”

The following are the leading traits of the Mookee :—

Head.-—F1a:, narrow, and rather long, there being no appearance of a stop or break over the wattle like the dove

house pigeon.

B€ak.—Long, slender, and straight set from the wattle ; the upper mandible is always white, the under one varies

in depth of colour according to the shade of the body plumage ; the wattle itself is very fine.

EY8$.——Always as black as possible, and surrounded by very fine textured ceres.

P6ak.—Very close-fitting at the sides of the back of the head, rising to a tightly-shaped needle point, showing no

mane or break at its juncture with the neck passage.

N8Ck.—-Slender at its upper end, arched in shape, and gradually widening as it joins the body ; it is in constant

motion to and fro. "

Ch8Sf.—-—Full and rather prominent, with close-set shoulder butts.

BOdY.—Of medium size, and tapering from the tront to the vent, the wings resting just over the tail, which should

be moderately long and closely folded.

cOiOLll‘.—-The colour generally seen is jet, lustrous Black; Duns are not uncommon ; Barred Blues and Silvers are

occasionally seen ; Reds and Yellows are scarce.
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Mal'l<ll"tgS.—'I‘hese are important points ; the whole body (except, of course, in barred specimens) should be of one

dark self-colour, with the following two exceptions only—,’1) the two outer long flight feathers in each

wing are white, and (2) the scalp of the head is also white from an imaginary line running from the

juncture of the mandibles at the mouth through the eyes on to close under the peak; the latter being

dark.

THE BURMESE OR FLORENTINE.

THIS pigeon is one of a family of very peculiarly constructed birds of the Columbarian genus, and

as it is referred to by some writers as having a direct, though remote, connection with the Fantail,

we think it well to place it before our readers at the present juncture. Though bearing a double

name, both refer unquestionably to a pigeon of one and the same origin, namely, Asiatic. Its

chief characteristics are (I) short back, in this closely resembling the Fantail; (2) tremulous

motion of the neck, showing a similar resemblance; and (3) an erect tail, not, indeed, having more

than the normal twelve feathers, but these are wide and spreading, here again favouring the theory

that it has had a share in the production of that more popular and well-known fancy pigeon. In

some of its other features the Burmese or Florentine differs diametrically from the Fantail. It is a

large Runtish bird, long on the legs, but short both in flight and tail feathers; the former being,

however, carried slightly below the erect tail. The neck is long and Swan-shaped. The head is

of Dove-shaped formation, but rather coarser and heavier in wattle and eye-cere than pigeons in

common. In colours these birds are various, indeed we think that it is on account of those usually

found in Southern Europe having been bred to'certain fixed parti-coloured markings that the

twofold nomenclature has been given them, for while those found in Asia are generally either

whole coloured or mottled Blacks and Whites, such as are now classified at shows as “ Florentines ”

are marked in very regular and peculiar fashion, the shoulders and flights, as well as the tail and

head (to the back of the skull down the front of the throat), being of dark shades, all the rest of the

body being white in Turbit fashion. It is not improbable that from these some of the earlier

Saddle and Shoulder-marked Fantails of the present day may have had a beginning. Our subject,

however, ranks among fancy pigeons rather on account of its singularity than beauty either of

form or feather. In order, however, to accord to it all the notice due to an unquestionably ancient

production of the Columbarian race, we shall reprint here some of the notes kindly communicated

by Mr. J. N. Ludlow in an earlier edition :—

“ There are of this variety various colours and numerous kinds of markings—self-coloured Blacks,

Reds, Yellows, and Whites, Mottles or Pied in various eccentric markings. I have present before

my mind a hen bird, one of a pair I bought of Mr. Matthew Martin, of Canterbury, and which I

was told at the time of purchase were ‘imported from India as youngsters ;’ this pair I have now

had some years, and of all the birds I have had or still possess, this pair (for their singularity) were

most conspicuous, and caused the first remark (not always favourable) from any one viewing my

stock, as they would sure to be the foremost to descend and parade their ugliness amongst their

beautiful associates; indeed, although I have seen numerous birds of this kind, I never beheld a

pair with points developed to such an extraordinary degree as my pair of Mottles. The cock bird

(a very old one) would strut about my yard at full liberty, a perfect cariealure, and, poor fellow! was

a laughing-stock to all who saw him ; he is now dead, so that I keep the hen in confinement until

I find another suitable mate for her. Well now, having briefly referred to my actual experience of

these so-called ‘ Burmese,’ or ‘ Florentines,’ whose direct descent I could never trace nor ascertain

under either of those titles, I can but arrive at the conclusion that they are off-shoots of the

Leg/mm Runt, and this idea has been materially strengthened on reference to the Pigeon
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‘Treatise’ of the last century, wherein I find a description of the ‘Leghom Runt,’ which runs

thus :—‘ The Leghorn Runt was originally bred in Pisa, in the Duke of Tuscany’s dominions,

or at Pisa, in Peloponesus, and from thence brought to Leghorn, and so transmitted hither; but
the latter seems thelmost probable, because it answers the description which Willoughby in his

ornithology calls “Columba Tursica seu Persica ” (the Turkish or Persian Pigeon). It is a stately,

large pigeon, some of them seven inches or better in legs, close feathered, and firm in flesh,

extremely broad-chested, and very short in back ; he carries his tail, when he walks, somewhat turned

up likea duck, but when he plays, he tucks it down ; his neck is longer than any other pigeon, which
he carries bending like a goose or a swan; ’ andlfurther on it is said ‘in feather they are various, but

the best I have seen were either white, black, or red-mottled.’ So that if the reader only compares

notes, I think it must be agreed that they are one and the same breed, identical in every point,

excepting, perhaps, a more perfect development of the chief peculiarity, viz., the tail of birds of

the present day. ,

“ These birds will breed freely in this country, and rear their progeny remarkably well. They

do not always breed true to feather or marking, because a- reproduction of their singular shape

has been‘ the chief desideratum, therefore in colour or markings they sport in various ways.

“ All the coloured specimens should have orange eyes, the self-feathered whites have dark eyes

They are active birds (considering their bulk), and get about from place to place pretty well upon

the wing. They are hardy birds, and thrive well in this country either at liberty or in captivity,

and agree very well with any other kind of pigeon, and are not at all pugnacious, but seem a

contented kind, and at peace with others. They are no beauties, it is true, but they formed a

remarkable contrast to the others in my pen of curiosities, and created as much fun at home

as the others aroused admiration.”

OTHER ERECT-TAILED VARIETIES.

Besides the Burmese or Florentine there are several other varieties of pigeons which carry

the tail in erect fashion. In most cases the variation between them is only one caused by pecu

liarities of markings. We will here give a brief outline of such as are best known, all being in body

structure and action similar to the Burmese. The most common is

The Leghorn Runt.-—A large, short-backed, coarse-looking pigeon; its tail is carried rather‘

erect, is short in length of feathers and appears to be abrupt at the end, as if cut short rather

than being naturally so. The whole of the body plumage is, however, if closely examined, of

similar construction, fitting tightly to the skin; the legs are long and stilty in construction. The

head is oval shaped, the eyes being deeply sunken in their sockets, somewhat as those of the goose;

the wattle and cere are comparatively fine in texture. In colour some are wholly of one shade,

generally White or Black, Blues with black bars, and sundry Mottles ; but in the South of Europe,

in Italy and Malta, they have been bred to very regular and correct parti-coloured markings, the

whole body being white, except the wings, shoulders, and flights, the major and lesser tail feathers,

and the head down to a circular line drawn bib-wise across the neck, about half an inch below the

under mandible. These parts of the body plumage are of various dark colours—Blacks, Reds, and

Blue-barred being the most usual, though chequered and spangled shouldered specimens are not

uncommon. As with all the rest of its kind its chest is full and prominent, its neck long and

curved, with head carried backwards towards the tail.

The Hungarian Pl;.§'6’07l.—Tl'llS bird is even larger in body than the Leghorn Runt, but of

exactly similar shape and character; still the remarkable singularity of its markings, and the

regularity with which it breeds true to these, denote that it is the outcome of long and patient
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breeding on the part of those fanciers who have the credit of its production. These, as the name

of their protégé clearly demonstrates, were Austro-Hungarians. The colours are but two in each

bird, one of which in all is White, the other either Black (this is the most common), Red, Yellow,

or Blue. The distribution, however, of the white and the darker shade of the plumage is the dis

tinguishing feature of this erect-tailed Runtish bird. This is as follows: Shoulders and tail dark,

like the Oriental Turbit, the primaries or major flights being white; the whole of the front of the

neck and the chest down to the breast-bone is dark, the shaded feathers extending to within a little

less than an inch from the shoulder butts on either side, and thus proceeding upwards to the sides

of the back of the head and eyes, encircling these and widening over the forehead, whence the same

dark plumage proceeds downwards to the wattle, leaving a narrow band of white feathers in the

middle of the forehead, extending in a widening fashion over the crown and back of the skull down

wards to the back of the neck, until it is again intercepted by the dark shoulder coverings or

scapular feathers. As to its build it resembles somewhat the forementioned varieties, only it is not

so extremely nervous in neck and head motion, or so erect and short in the carriage and length of

its tail. The legs are very muscular and moderately long; the eye is of a fiery red hue. The

richness and lustre of the darker parts of the plumage of these pigeons are very decided; they

-create a remarkable contrast of colour, marking, and shape when mingling in a loft of pigeons, but

-they are pugnacious and disagreeable associates towards others of their kind.

No standard of points has as yet been adopted for either of the pigeons mentioned in this

-chapter, sub-varieties of which are known under the following names—" The Maltese,” “ Speckled

Hen " and “ Montenem” i eons.
I
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CHAPTER XVII.

THE DRAGOON.

IN treating of this pigeon we approach a subject which has perhaps given rise to more marked

diflerence of opinion than any other treated of in this work. A few other breeds may be found

which are to a great extent unsettled in some points; but the difference in the present case is,

that whilst in others many have been unable to fix upon any known type, or to remain consist

ently supporting it, there grew up respecting the Dragoon pigeon two very distinct schools, to

which we shall allude in due course, which at one time were so widely apart that there seemed

no hope of reconciliation ; and though this great difference has now almost disappeared, owing to

the universal adoption of a common standard, founded on one type rather than the other, there are

still people who differ much in detail as to the proper points of a perfect specimen.

The very name has been much disputed over. It is generally pronounced Dragon in pigeon

circles; and hence many have argued that it should be spelt accordingly. We have not done so

because, in the first place, both the word and its sound, so spelt, are barbarous and devoid of

meaning ; secondly, the old books conclusively show that such was not the original spelling; and

thirdly, because the kindred names of Carrier and Horseman, given by the old fanciers to birds

more or less allied—the Horseman very closely so—show beyond doubt the idea which lay at the

root of all three names alike, viz., that of a mounted messenger. Considering, therefore, that a

new and ignorant pronunciation should not be allowed to alter a word of known form and

etymological history, but rather the correct form if possible be retained to correct the pronuncia

tion, we retain the old spelling as not only the genuine one, but far more elegant; and even

further, ask our readers to assist, if possible, in restoring also in sound the true name of Dragoon.

We have hinted that not a great while ago opinion was much unsettled in regard to Dragoons,

even if no longer so. Be this as it may, a wonderful advance has been made in the pigeon itself

of late years as regards general style and soundness of colour ; and not only so, but we may go

further and say that there is not in existence another breed in which so many good specimens have

annually been produced, while both the classification and entries at leading shows have been in

excess of almost any other variety of pigeons. The grand array of gentlemen-fanciers who have

devoted themselves to Dragoon culture is so great, that it may seem invidious to mention any

one in particular; but the great assistance given to all by one fancier demands an exception

being made in this as in so many other cases. We allude to Mr. Richard Woods, whose most

minute monograph on the Dragoon is in itself a masterpiece of the specialist’s powers of verbal

illustration and graphic definition. But even here we find how insatiable is the pigeon votary's

ambition and expectation. It might have been expected that the Fancy at the close of the nine~

teenth century would have been equal to the production of an ideal Dragoon ; this seems, however,

not to be the case, for the author of “The Dragoon -Pigeon ” thus dilates in the introduction to his

monograph :—“ Rapid as have been the strides latterly made in the improvement of the Dragoon,

mu:/z remain: to be done before the ideal standard of excellence is attained.” It is satisfactory,
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however, to read at the close of these introductory remarks that, “ as time has gone on, matters

have begun to mend; increased interest in the variety tending largely to establish the present

type of Dragoon.” Thus we have the reward attendant on “something accomplished—something

done," and feel that the efforts and perseverance of the fin do siécle Dragoon fancy have not been

unproductive of one result at least, for a definite standard has been reached, in that we are in

formed by the same writer that “a keener perception on the part of the judges has led to a

greater appreciation of birds of that charming coboy appearance now so universally admired."

This we heartily endorse, for this “cobby” appearance is to our mind “the characteristic" of the

Dragoon pigeon. Yet, to preserve the historical thread of our subject, we shall allude presently

to the past as well as the present types of this pigeon.

But, before embarking on this part of our subject, it will interest the reader to know what is

believed to be the origin of this most interesting pigeon ; to this end we shall give the opinions

of one or two of the older and younger schools of writers on pigeons. The testimony borne by

Moore is not over-complimentary. Writing of the Dragoon, he curtly observes :—“ This pigeon

is absolutely and without dispute a bastard strain, being bred originally between a Horseman

and a Tumbler, and by matching their breed (oflspring) often to the Horseman they will obtain a

tolerable degree of stoutness. This pigeon is a very good breeder, and, as they are somewhat

less than the Horseman, are reckoned lighter and more expeditious in their flight for ten or

twenty miles; but the Horseman, if good, will generally outdo them at a greater length." Brent,

in his Pigeon Book, writes of our subject as follows :—“ Our Dragoon pigeons, so commonly used

in this country for flying matches, are also considered to have originated in a cross from the

Carrier with the Common Tumbler or the Rock, and, according as they are oftener bred over

to the Carrier, they become stouter and more wattled. They are rather smaller and more

compact than the Carrier, being less in all their properties, though often having much wattle,

particularly if aged. They have long been an established breed in this country, are very produc

tive, and excellent nurses.”

So far the testimony of deceased writers. Of those who have written on the Dragoon of

recent date, we first turn to “Fancy Pigeons,” wherein Mr. J. C. Lyell is far from enraptured

with this pigeon, for, after quoting the opinion already expressed by Moore, he proceeds to state

that “during the last few years the Dragoon has been extensively bred and shown, and its

popularity has been so great that, even at first-class shows, it has been encouraged with a classi

fication and an amount of prize-money out of all proportion to its merits. This pandering to

false taste in pigeon breeding culminated at Oxford Show of 1876, where Dragoons had eighteen

classes against sixteen for Carriers, Pouters, Tumblers, and Barbs combined. Wearisome discus

sions have also gone on for years over the standard of a Dragoon, and I am not aware if those

who have a place in their hearts for fancy pigeons which the Dragoon is capable of filling have

settled the matter amongst themselves yet.”

Well, notwithstanding this unwelcome reception on the part of undoubted pigeon fanciers, the

Dragoon, with or without " origin,” has won its way into the esteem and admiration of many

fanciers. The present Editor has been constrained to recognise in the Dragoon points entitling

it to the highest rank amongst its kindred, as will be seen from the following extract from “Pigeons:

their Origin and Variation :”+“ The origin of this variety of pigeons is not diflicult to trace; its

descent from Dovehouse parentage is marked (1) in its still preserved powers of flight; (2) its

chequered, blue, and grizzled plumage, for, after all, these are the best coloured types of Dragoons ;

and also (3) in its dark damson eye-cere and healthy bloom on wattles. That foreign blood has

been judiciously mixed with the home stud is, however, plainly manifest, the primary object of
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the producers having been in all probability to give physical endurance and bodily strength to a

well-known flying pigeon, the Skinnum, and for this purpose the Carrier pigeon was selected."

And, further on, “from this cross there gradually resulted larger-bodied and wider-skulled flying

pigeons than the Skinnum proper, showing a decided development oi beak and eye-wattle. A

fancier’s eye was not slow to discover in these features the possible construction of a distinct

variety, which, while retaining the ‘cobby’ and active appearance of a well adapted flying pigeon,

might also be the possessor of such artistically-developed skull features as to constitute one of the

choicest products of the numerous forms into which human imagination and determination have

moulded the Columbarian genus."

The next and latest writer on this pigeon is Mr. R. Woods, who devotes to it the mono

graph to which we have already alluded. At the close of a chapter headed “ Origin” are these

remarks :—“In spite of reputed bastard parentage, I claim for the Dragoon greater purity

of race than can, I fear, be adduced in favour of some more modern introductions. ‘But let me

not be misunderstood, for I do not claim a virginity of ‘breed’ that is unfathomable, nbthing

of the kind; what I wish to Impress upon my readers is that the Dragoon is of no greater

‘mongrel’ descent than other fancy birds. Anyway, after closely studying the subject, I am

unable to trace the present day Dragoon beyond its common ancestor, the Dragoon; and it will

not be out of place to remark here that the Horseman pigeon of bygone days and the modern

Dragoon are consanguineous, at any rate, if not synonymous. This, to my mind, is an irrefutable

fact, and one that should be well considered; for the description given of the Horseman by the

oldest writers on fancy pigeons is so far compatible with the chief characteristics of the Dragoon

that I cannot but regard the connection other than one of affinity.”

We now come to the description of the two separated types (so long adhered to by their

respective admirers), to which allusion has already been made indirectly, i.e., the “London style"

and the “ Birmingham fancy.” The late Mr. F. Graham describes the London Dragoon thus :—

“A Dragoon should be nearly as large as a Carrier, and should possess perfect symmetry,

The beak should be stout, measuring one and five-eights of an inch from centre of eye to the end,

blunt at the point, and should fit close, the lower mandible being as heavy as the top; in fact,

resembling the much-coveted ‘box-beak’ of a Carrier in everything but length. The beak-wattle

should be tilted, that is, peaked up behind, and gradually sloping down in front to within half an

inch of the point of beak. The formation of the wattle should differ entirely from the Carrier's ; it

should be all one piece, not divided in three or of a cauliflower appearance, but smooth ; and at

two to three years old the wattle should not at the highest point be above the level of the top oi

the skull. A Dragoon should be a Dragoon as long as it lives, and not become a Carrier when

getting aged ; but at the same time it should have a moderate amount of wattle. The colour of

the wattle should be light and powdery-looking. The eye-wattle I prefer as small as possible, and

circular while under twelve months’ old, though it almost always becomes pinched behind after the

age of eighteen months—not larger than a fourpenny piece—of fine texture, not fleshy, and the eye

should be large and bold, and of a watchful appearance, giving you the idea that it is ready at a

second’s notice to be off. In fact such is the case: if any of my Dragoons are caged, for comparison

or anything else, and the door is left open for a second, they make a bolt for it ; and yet at other

times they never beat themselves uselessly against the wires, but stand ever on the watch, clearly

showing the intelligence and determination they possess over any other breed of pigeons. In

describing the beak-wattle I forgot to mention that a Dragoon should be entirely devoid of wattle

on the lower mandible.
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" The skull should be flat, and should be raised above the eyes, sloping down to base of the

beak: a straight head—-that is when the skull is level with the beak—should be avoided. In

looking down the skull from the beak it should gradually widen to the back. This is a great point

in a Dragoon, as if it is all one width it stamps its Carrier relationship ; the back portion

of the skull should measure nearly twice as much as the front. The neck should be three-fourths

the length of a Carrier's, with the gullet full, and coming down to good broad shoulders; the breast

should be full, with the butts of the wings projecting in front, which should give you the idea of

great muscular power. They should not be carried close to the body, but stand well out. The

flights should be carried above, and should come within half an inch of, the end of the tail. The

legs should be set well back toward the vent, with good stout thighs, well feathered ; and from the

hock to sole of foot should measure an inch and a quarter. The entire feathering should have the

appearance of fitting like a skin. The back of the bird should be slightly hollow. The foregoing

is a general description of a Dragoon, and answers for all colours. More particulars of each colour

will be found in the following classification. Good carriage in a Dragoon must be insisted on.

“ Yellow Dragoons I shall commence with, as I consider these should head the prize list, being

more diflicult to breed to perfection. Colour should be the first thing to obtain, and then set to _

work to breed out any imperfection you may have introduced to get the desired colour. Of course,

if possible, start with perfect yellow, but this is not always to be done; and in my case, when I

first started many years ago, money would not get me what Iwanted. I purchased the best I

could, and made it my task to improve them. My first attempt was with a Scandaroon cock, very

deep in colour, and I was startled at the results. Some of the young were black, some black with

bars, and one strawberry-coloured bird, which I kept and crossed with a Yellow. The result was

splendid coloured Yellows, very hard in feather, with very little cere round the eye; but what

spoilt all was the horrible down-face of the Scandaroon, which appeared more or less in all this

generation. It took me three years to breed this out; and I should not advise another such a

cross, as there is better material to work upon now than then; but it shows what can be done.

However, I am happy to say I succeeded, as not a bird in my possession now possesses that

defect. This, however, is only one of my attempts to get colour: I also obtained birds of a foreign

variety, which, although they had very little the appearance of a Dragoon, still they had colour,

for which I have worked so hard. These I crossed with my light-coloured Yellows, and first

obtained the desired colour, and then again crossed with some large-bodied Reds which I had, the

result being perfect Yellow Dragoons, with an occasional Red ; birds of good substance, and, what

is of still greater importance, hard feathered. Yellow Dragoon fanciers should always be on the

look-out for deep-coloured birds of a distinct strain, as to breed Yellows without a. cross for more

than three generations means light thighs and rump, and a slaty tail. I have found from ex

perience that the cock bird influences the progeny in colour more than the hen bird, and that,

therefore, in pairing up Yellows care should be taken that the cock is of the desired colour, or

darker, and that the hen is big and of sound constitution, as to breed from a small or weedy hen

is loss of time. By following out this plan you are certain to breed good hens; and it has been

the exception and not the rule lately to find a good hen at any show. Yellows should have red

or orange eyes, light-coloured wattles, and a flesh-coloured beak, and the feathering should be of

one uniform deep-coloured rich tint.

“ Reds are only to be strengthened in colour by introduction of Blacks; and this should be

done very sparingly, as you are apt to get the dull shade of red, instead of a rich glossy blood red.

Once in three or four generations should suffice. Another pitfall to be avoided is the crossing of

Reds bred from Yellows, or a cross with Yellows, with Reds; this will most certainly spoil the
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very best strain of Reds. Yellows cannot improve Reds, but Reds are very useful in improving

Yellows. They should have light-coloured wattles and flesh-coloured beaks. Both Reds and

Yellows are free breeders and of good constitution.

“ Blues seem to carry off the palm in respect to number of admirers ; simply, I think, because

they are more easily bred, and because they breed truer to markings than the other varieties ; and

as long as this is the case I have found it is suflicient to please a great many so-called Dragoon

fanciers. Although the Blue classes are very large, it is surprising how few really Blue Dragoons

are shown. Some are a shade lighter on the rump, some on the thighs or breast; and but few

possess the same shade throughout back, belly, thighs, and rump, which is so essential in a Blue

Dragoon. The beak-wattle should be light in colour, and powdery; the eye-wattle should be of a

darker shade, and the inside, next the pupil, should be black; the pupil should be bright red or

orange. The bars, if jet-black and well defined, do not, at least in my opinion, matter whether

broad or narrow. The neck of this variety should be darker and more lustrous than the other

portions of the body, with the beak black and ebony-like. You cannot cross any other colour with

Blues with the effect of improving the Blues. Blacks are, I know, being used to keep up the size,

but I think this is a great mistake, as there are plenty of large Blues to cross with without going

to Blacks, which, if once introduced, spoil your whole strain. A two-year-old hen _to a young cock

will breed better birds than two young ones mated together. I would also remark that early

hatched birds, say those in March to May, are always much longer and better in feather than those

hatched later ; and on no account would I advise breeding after July, as the young birds are never

so good or strong after that ; besides, it gives the old birds a so much better chance to get through

the moult. I have been surprised to find at various shows a great many Blues with the beak

wattle more on one side than the other. I cannot say the reason of this, whether it is from injury,

or whether caused by the in-and-in breeding which I know some breeders to have followed, but

certainly it is so, and it completely spoils the handsome appearance of the most perfect bird in

other respects.

“Silvers should have dark bars—the darker the better—black if possible. The body should be

white and silver-like, not of that creamy colour which follows the brown bar; the flights, tail, and

neck a shade darker. The breast should be free from the copper tinge which is seen on so many

specimens. The eye should be orange. I strongly object to a pearl or light-coloured eye. The

beak should be flesh-coloured, and free from any dark stain. In breeding Silvers, I have invariably

found that a young Blue cock paired to an old Silver hen will produce nearly all cocks. This is a

great point, as all Silver breeders complain of the greater proportion of hens which they breed.

One fancier, who in one season had bred eighteen Silver hens without a single cock, on my recom

mendation tried the above, and the following season bred three-fourths cocks. Every second

generation Silvers should be crossed with Blues, or you lose the beautiful silver body, and the bar

becomes lighter in colour. To select Blues for crossing do not choose those with light rumps and

light-coloured beaks. This I know is the popular idea, and which nearly all the Silver breeders

have been shipwrecked on, but it is wrong. Most of those birds have already descended, on one

side or another, from Silvers, and it is more than probable from brown-barred Silvers; so to be

certain, get the cross yourself. Choose therefore the best coloured young Blue Dragoon with jet

black bars you can get, and mate him to a Silver hen not less than three years old; the Blues

produced from this cross pair again to Silvers, taking care that they are of a different strain and

of different ages. You will then have a lot of Silvers which will breed for two generations without

any further need of the Blue cross. To go on breeding the Silvers together after that would end

in those nondescripts called Brown Bars. It is the same with almost any of the colours when
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bred without a cross; they become faded and washed out, as if lacking energy. There have been

very few successful breeders of Silvers; not more, I think, than three or four; and I think the

cause of the failure has been the want of knowledge and patience. The foregoing plan is what I

adopted, and by which I obtained my present strain of Silvers, some of which have lately found

their way into nearly every Dragoon loft in the country, and two of which were claimed at the

Crystal Palace Show at the enormous price (for Dragoons) of £15 each; the one an old cock

(seven years old), still in prime condition and great vigour; the other a one-year-old bird, but of

quite a distinct strain.

“ Whites should have dark eyes, with both beak and eye-wattle as light in colour and powdery

as possible. I greatly dislike a wattle of a red tinge, whether in a white or any other colour.

Whites have been greatly neglected lately, and stand no chance in a general class; and as the

shows where there are classes for Whites alone are very few, the number of admirers are very small;

although, I am sure, nothing could be prettier than a well-matched pair of clean White Dragoons.

They breed true to colour, and with ordinary care are easily kept clean. I hope more Dragoon

fanciers will go in for this pretty variety. They also show off the other colours in a loft to better

advantage.

“Grizzles latelyare looking up a little, and quite time too, as they are a most interesting

variety, which makes one scratch his head and puzzle his brain studying how to produce a perfect

specimen. In breeding, commence, if possible, with Grizzles. A Grizzle should be blue and white

on every feather; not splashed, but well mixed, as if both colours were dusted out of a pepper

box. I prefer the blue to predominate. They should have black beaks, with bars on the wings as

black and as distinct as possible. Should your Grizzles be too light in colour, you must cross with

Blues; and if the result be Blues, cross them with birds of a distinct strain, but bred the same way;

you will then obtain some Grizzles of the true colour. I have been trying very hard the last two

years to improve this variety, and have met with fair success by following the above crosses. Perhaps

there may be other breeders who adopt another plan, and with better success than I have with

mine; but I have been unable to hear of anyone, although I have tried to get information far and

near on the breeding of this variety, but without success; in fact, there seems to be very little

known as to how to breed them.

“Although the Dragoon is not ranked among the high class varieties, still they should, I

think, come very near them. I have heard fanciers of other varieties say, ‘ Oh! any place will do

for the Dragoons, as they are hardy.’ Any place will nut do for them : they require quite as much

attention to be successful with as any of the other varieties. In fitting up a loft for Dragoons it

is not necessary that all the nest-boxes be on the floor. I have tried many plans, but the bes_t

nests are those described on page I5 of this work, Fig. 2. I should have a row on the floor, and

five rows above, and, in fact, it is as well to have as many nests as possible ; if the partitions in the

nests are movable so much the better, as they then make capital pairing cages. The nest-pans

should be half filled with sawdust, and the floor of the loft well sanded, and, as it is most essential

that Dragoons be hard-feathered, this should be done often, and as soon as the young birds are a

week old the pan should be changed for a clean one. In the front of my loft are sliding windows,

which I close at night, and during the cold or wet weather. On the outside (the cote is in the

garden) is a wire aviary, which extends aver the roof, thus allowing the birds exercise as well as

fresh air. The ground is covered with small gravel, which is raked over every morning, and

renewed every spring. In the centre is the bath, a stone four feet by two feet, which gradually

deepens to the middle; this I think much preferable to a tin or other vessel all one depth, and

being outside does not wet the floor of the loft, and it only needs brushing out to be quite clean ;
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by strewing the gravel with common salt occasionally it answers all the purposes of a salt cat. For

food use the very best, it is by far the cheapest, and get it old .' tares, grey peas, tick beans, buck

wheat; and during the breeding season I add small quantities of wheat, barley, rice, groats, millet,

and canary seed, or any other small seed, as I find those in the nest thrive better, and when out

of the nest they learn to pick up much sooner when the seeds are small, and I am a great advocate

for a variety of food. For water, I have a small cistern lined with lead, three feet by nine inches,

with wire bars all round, just wide enough to admit the head of the bird to drink, thus

preventing the birds bathing or soiling the water. The water runs in at one end and out at the

other. By this means they get a continuous supply of fresh water. This arrangement is in the

inside of my loft. I have been induced to enter into these particulars, not for the benefit of

old fanciers, but for new beginners, and for the information of those who have so often asked,

‘ How is it Graham's birds are in such condition?’ This question has not been asked only once,

but scores of times; in fact, I or my man never visit a show but we are asked it. The best

answer I can give is to call attention to the above rules; and although the strain has some

thing to do with it, it must be borne in mind that any place or any treatment will not do for

the ‘ Game-cock ' of the pigeon fancy.”

Such is a description by a well-known breeder of the modern “ London" Dragoon—we say

modern, because no doubt it is in some slight degree modified from what has been shown by some

London fanciers in past years. It will be most convenient to give next the description of a modern

“ Birmingham ” Dragoon with which we have been kindly furnished by Mr. J. W. Ludlow, who has

often written upon this subject, and has been one of the steadiest advocates of the slighter model.

“As there still remains considerable differences of opinion as to what constitutes a proper

Dragoon at his best and perfect state, it has been thought necessary to consider fully, and in all

its bearings, both sides of the question. At the present time (as nearly every fancier of the day

must know) we have two standards of this breed ; and as the Dragoon subject is not a matter that

can be determined by one or a few individual fanciers, the authors of this work, I think, have

acted wisely in permitting space in these pages for the expression of the views of each side on

this interesting subject.

“ I need scarcely say that I am not an admirer of the ‘London style,’ nor am I likely to be

persuaded of its merits so long as I am enabled to look upon such as are to me of incomparable

beauty. Both styles are of one family, and each sort are allied to Carriers; but the Birmingham

style is the farthest removed therefrom, the London type being the coarse, rough, weedy outcasts

of the Carrier loft, being too light and sprightly, or in some cases too young for show Carriers,

and yet too heavy and clumsy to be worthily ranked with the neat, light, tight, and more

symmetrical Dragoon proper, such as represents the ‘ Birmingham’ fancy.

“ Now, in deference to the opinions of my fellow-fanciers, I would not like to say one word

too much against their views or their choice. The subject after all is simply a matter of choice, but

I am of opinion that all fanciers who will calmly give fair consideration to this subject will give

an overwhelming verdict in favour of the Birmingham style. The London Dragoon, doubtless, is

a big, bold bird; the greatest fault, perhaps, is that there is too much of him. He is coarse and

overgrown, in fact is merely the rough groundwork from which a superior and more refined stock

may be propagated. Yet such birds, even to the coarsest of them, have been chosen as victors at

shows almost innumerable, though happily not by judges so numerous, but merely by a small

selection of gentlemen, some of whom have been as uncompromising in their judgment as they are

chimerical in their notions upon this subject. Thus, by the conscientious convictions of purely

17
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Utopian fancies, this beautiful variety have been drifted about ‘at sea’ for a long time, the big

bulky specimens standing the storm, I must admit, remarkably well. But after a storm we

expect a calm. That calm has come, and upon quiet reflection it will be seen the tide of evidence

goes strongly against the awards in the Dragoon classes. For the past five years they have indeed

been chosen as the ‘fashion of the day,’ and a good long day too they have had, considering their

actual merits; but such fitful fancies are now doomed to oblivion, so far as such rough stock being

typical of the élite of that body of elegant birds, the excellence of which on common ground all

must be agreed.

“I have no doubt that the admirers of the heavy style of bird will use in lieu of argument

the fact of their favourites being selected as the victors at so many exhibitions, such being the only

reasonable ground of opposition ; but in reality such is not material to the issue, for, as I have said,

there are but few good authorities (on this breed) who have been chosen to adjudicate upon their

merits; and hence the ruling ‘ powers that be’ having once pronounced favourably upon the coarse

type, must necessarily have either renounced their former opinions, been subjected to charges of

inconsistency, or else follow up and indorse at every show the objects of their first choice, whether

right or wrong. This is one of the chief reasons which have operated in favour of the heavy birds,

and been the primary cause of their recognition as show Dragoons; but such a selection has

proved a great mistake, caused much dissatisfaction and astonishment in all quarters, and also

called forth much attention with a view to its rectification and settlement; but in reply to the

almost imploring questions and lamentations of unsuccessful exhibitors their echo only is heard,

and no words of encouragement, consolation, or advice from those who, by their peculiar notions,

have inflicted the injury and injustice which is felt amongst Dragoon breeders, not a word of

argument from those adjudicators in whom confidence has been placed, but merely a bare practical

system of pronouncing over and over again the same opinion upon the same specimens. Now, I do

not complain of such fanciers for having shown their preference, nor do I question the integrity of

our chosen judges, but after a long course of experience as a Dragoon fancier myself, I do question

and marvel at their strange tastes and want of discrimination in the selection of Dragoons, and I

do also complain that from the mere fact of there being say half a dozen admirers and exhibitors of

the heavy coarse style of bird, and say three or four of our most popular judges who, although their

decisions do accord with their honest convictions, are ready to tack on the diploma of merit

wheresoever they may meet such birds, it should be taken for granted that their opinions are

absolute or incontestable, more especially as I know they are not the sentiments of the bulk of our

British fanciers, and will not bear a theoretical investigation, any more than their birds will bear

comparison with the smaller and more handsome kind, which I admit have unfortunately been put

aside for the time, and their position monopolised by the coarsest of the species. For the

power is in the hands of the judges, although they are few in number. We may have a

thousand exhibitors and double that number of breeders, but so long as fanciers are silent the

evil continues. Endeavours have been made to ascertain wlzy these inferior Carriers should be

chosen as Dragoons. Questions have been asked, discussion courted, arguments solicited, still our

judges enter not into the fray, but as masters of the post they simply remain silent spectators of

this confusion of styles which they have been the main instruments of making more confounding.

Surely, if there are any reasonable grounds why the bulky section of Dragoons should be chosen

as the better kind, we ought to have some reason for such choice, and some of which should

emanate from those whose tastes and discriminating powers are supposed to be superior to

our own.

“ These preliminary remarks are necessary to the fair understanding of the Dragoon problem.
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I would rather not have expressed them, but if not generally known they should be, in order to

show the reason why the coarse imperfect kind have monopolised the place and carried ofl' prizes

over the true and perfect variety, and why they have been tolerated so long.

“I will now enumerate the points of excellence of a perfect Dragoon of the ‘Birmingham’

type. First, then, the bird should be of medium size—not large, nor yet actually small, but the

"happy medium.’ Either extreme is dangerous, for if largeness be regarded as a point of merit

the more bulky and ponderous specimens must have the preference; whereas, most of the larger

birds will be found of an ungraceful, unwieldly, clumsy character, and a rough and coarse appear

ance all over, in accord with their bulky frames, and quite out of keeping with the chief features

of the breed. Moreover, largeness is a conspicuous feature of the Carrier, and in proportion with

his massive head and beak, but quite out of order with all the points of a Dragoon. Again, the

Dragoon, although chiefly esteemed now as a show bird, was once specially valued as the fastest

and surest English flier, and still (even in his more perfect figure) retains the flying and homing

faculty to a large extent. 'His entire configuration shows this; his points were chosen as indicative

of his aerial capabilities, and to some extent this must be our guide at the present day. Of

course, as a show bird, we must judge by appearances almost entirely, but remembering at the

same time that we are judging not merely a pretty toy, but looking for points which are indicative

of intelligence, boldness, and endurance in combination, with a neat and symmetrical configuration;

not with the ‘ fineness’ of the Carrier (which is understood to mean largeness), but ‘ fineness’ in its

literal sense—refined and elegant. Further, as the Dragoon is a flier, the larger the bird the less

capable is he of flying, especially the nearer he approaches the shape and bigness of the Carrier ;

for (as most fanciers know) such ponderous birds are often puzzled to fly from the front to the

rear of their own domicile, much less perform any feats of flying. Largeness, then, being one of

the attributes of the Carrier, the line of distinction between them and the Dragoons should be

clearly discernible, so as to be conspicuous and unmistakable; but let it be understood, on the

other hand, that smallness must not be fixed as a feature of excellence; for in that idea there is

again danger ahead, and amongst the train of evils arising from it would be that breeders would

have recourse to close-breeding, or winter-breeding, in order to keep them small, and thus raise

mere pigmy Carriers, or puny offspring of a weak and degenerated character, and by such means

lose that vigour, smartness, and boldness which all good Dragoons should possess. The medium

size, then, is far preferable—a neat, compact, and elegant form, within which is more often

embodied a vigorous constitution—since largeness does not always constitute strength or vigour,

nor is smallness always indicative of physical weakness; but in the middle size we are, all through

creation, more likely to obtain quality and vigour in perfect combination.

“The Dragoon should be of a neat, plump body, compact form, erect carriage, graceful

movements, and of a wild and nervous temperament. Although in pose the bird should be erect,

it is not that uprightness of body, straightness and outstretched appearance of the Carrier, but

presenting an outline composed of more graceful curves; erect in body, yet apparently ever ready

for a hasty departure.

“ The beak should be long, strong, close-fitting, and straight ; the distance from the centre of

eye to tip of beak should measure, say 1% inches; the mouth-line, or division of beak, running in

an exact straight line (if it were continued) through the centre of eye. The lower mandible should

be of good thickness, and not—as is often the case—hollowed out ; nor should there be any spiky

or spindle character observable, but a nice, thick, evenly-shaped beak. The warty substance

thereon should not be of the too common, large, rough, irregular ‘cauliflower,’ or ‘walnut’

character, but small, and of an elongated shape, well packed upon the upper beak, and with a fair
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and equal division line distinctly apparent down its centre. This beak-wart must not overhang

the sides, nor be lop-sided, rough, or irregular. Of course certain allowances must be made for the

sex, the cock birds having an extra supply of wart in accordance with their general masculine

appearance; still the centre division of wart, in continuation of frontal bone, should be clear and

apparent. Certain wrinklings do always appear upon the male, and with age upon both genders ;

still the original formation is preserved—tl1e wrinkles, or puckers, should all converge to the same

point upon the top and fore part of beak. The rough, lumpy, coarse, cauliflower excrescence is a

grand feature of a Carrier, and an inherent quality in them, but is a positive disfigurement and blemish

upon a Dragoon. Such a superfluity is both an eyesore to their appearance, and an impediment

to their vision, and is not at all in conformity or unison with the graceful contour of the breed.

“The skull should appear narrow; the top of head is not actually flat, but rather low and

elongated, which gives somewhat of that appearance ; the occiput, or hind part of skull, should be

prominent, as it adds to the apparent length and straightness of the head, without really increasing

it; moreover, it is a phrenological or cranial development indicative of a large brain, and, as a

consequence, a greater probability of possessing the homing faculty, and which all flying pigeons

more or less should possess.

" The eye itself should be large and prominent, and in Blues of a deep rich orange colour, with

an outer circle of deep and bright blood-red colour; the fleshy lash around the eye should be

small, circular, and of a pale powdery white colour.

“ The neck should be long and slender. The upper part, being very narrow, adds greatly to

the refinement of shape. There should be no loose or flabby skin upon or hanging from the lower

jaw, but the neck graduating nicely at its upper part into a clear curve, no matter what the position

of the bird may be. The entire neck is more acutely tapered and rounder than that of the Carrier,

and does not fall so straight, nor in such parallel lines, but descends more acutely from narrow

throat to broad breast. The upper part of back and shoulders should be broad, as denoting the

greatest strength where the actual motive power is most needed ; the shoulders standing well out

from the body, which is rather tapering. The flights and tail rather short ; the former of a sharp

pointed character, carried well up, and the tail also well raised from the ground. The under parts,

from hocks to vent, should be as tight up and as spare as possible, both of flesh and feather. The

legs should be long, and are generally at a good angle from thigh to fore part, showing an easy

and elastic pose, the thigh being prominent, and the feet of good size.

“ There are now nine recognised varieties of Dragoons, viz., Blues, Silvers (brown bars), Silvers

(black bars), Red, Yellow, Grizzle, Chequer, White, and Black. These last named have of late

been admitted into the category, and I am at a loss to know what our friends of the ‘ London

fancy’ are going to do with them. I rather imagine that they will have either to ignore them

altogether, or else chisel out and sand-paper down their model to our limits; in the misty dis

tance I cannot discern another remedy; for, what with the universally admitted big Carrier, and

their big Dragoon, I fear they will get their standard in a big muddle, for the fancy at large can

never suffer colour alone to constitute a breed, and therefore Black Dragoons cannot be reasonably

shut out of the list simply because they are black. How, then, will these two sorts of big black

warted, long-faced pigeons bear comparison? That remains to be seen. So I proceed with our

midland standard, which, so far as I am individually concerned, will remain permanent and un

alterable.

“Blues should be of a good sound colour throughout their plumage, back, belly, breast, and

thigh—all of a nice uniform colour—without showing any traces of the feather markings thereon; but

the entire body, composed as it is of smaller feathers than most pigeons, should look hard, feel tight
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and firm, and appear as though clad in a close,well-fitting skin. The neck isof course resplendent

with iridescent, vivid colours, and the beak and nails should be black. The bars should be jet

black, and decidedly narrow, as it not only greatly improves their appearance, but is in perfect.

accord with their hardness and tightness of feather. For, in all pigeons with broad bars, there will

be found a corresponding increase in the size qffeat/zer, and, therefore, a consequent looseness of

plumage, which is diametrically in opposition to the covering of a good Dragoon. I do not approve

of the white-rumped kind : such is unquestionably a blemish; and, in my numerous arguments and

writings on this subject, I am not aware that I ever upheld such as a desirable type, or considered

them so perfect in colour as those of a good sound uniform hue. Although it may be supposed that

I did prefer them, such was not the fact; but I still contend that the points of form constitute the

cardinal features of the race. We should judge them as Dragoons first, then make close scrutiny

into their colour-properties, and not entirely reject first-class white-rumped Dragoons, simply on

account of that undesirable badge, and award the prizes to mere Blue pigeons, with but little or

no aflinity or resemblance to Dragoons in make or shape whatever, as I have known frequently

done. Since that time, however, the sound, true-blue Dragoon has been produced in large num

bers, so that now we can afford, in nearly every case, to ignore the white and light-backed birds.

Therefore, I would say, as I always have said, look well to colour, and in this particular make

choice of the brightest and purest uniform coloured ones throughout their feathering, not neces

sarily to give preference to smoky-tinted ones, nor white-backed ones, but, as has been very

judiciously remarked with regard to other breeds in this work, give preference to specimens

that present a good general appearance in all points, rather than regard one or more extraordinary

features as conclusive of their superiority.

“ Silt/ers (brown barred) are of a very pale, delicate, whity-brown tint, with narrow bars of a dark

brown colour, and a band of the same tint near to the extremity of the tail. The flights, too, are

of a similar dark tone, deepening more and more towards their outer tips. The neck is beautifully

enlivened by a rich coppery-bronze colour; there should be as little green tinge intermixed as

possible, the pure coppery lustre alone being preferable. The eye should be ‘red pearl,’ z'.e., the

iris of a pearly-white caste, dotted around with specks of brilliant red, but no trace of yellow must

be apparent therein. Beak and nails flesh-coloured.

“ Silvers (black barred) are of a very pale, delicate, creamy-grey tint, the bars being of a very

deep, almost black tone; in fact the more closely they resemble positive black the more should

they be esteemed. The head, rump, and tail are invariably of a darker colour, with a bluish tinge

conspicuous on those parts ; upon the neck, too, there is a distinct green cast of colour caused by

the play of light thereon. The eyes should be ‘ red pearl.’ The beak and nails as brown barred

kind, fleshy-coloured, with a streak of brown along the centre ridge of top mandible.

“ Reds should be of a deep rich chestnut colour, and should be entirely free from variation in

shade on back, breast, thighs, and under parts, which unfortunately are sadly too often of a dark

dirty-looking shade. The eye should be of an ‘orange-red’ colour, bright and fulL The beak

and nails light flesh tint, with a streak of brown upon the upper surface.

“ Yellows should be of a deep, clear, rich uniform tone from head to tail; in fact upon every

feather, purity, depth, and richness of colour being most desirable; light, mealy, mossy-feathered

ones betray an injudicious cross with Whites, as also does the dingy back, tail, and thigh reveal the

introduction of an unwise dark cross. The neck should be enlivened with a bright, glossy, rich

yellow of a little deeper tone, and as free as possible from any other colour, as such, however

small, distinctly discloses an impure taint, whether near or remote. The eyes should be orange

red. Beak and nails flesh-coloured.
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“ Grizzle: are the produce of a systematic crossing of Blues and Whites, in which the perfect

admixture or combination of the feathering of each is clearly apparent. They are a sort of

pepper-and-salt grizzly colour; the head and upper part of neck more especially being grey or

‘ powdered ;' the flights and tail being dark externally; the quills and under-feathering w/rite; the

chief shafts of quills being streaked with dark colour; the beak and nails are generally dark, if

streaked such is perfectly admissible. The chief desideratum is to obtain the perfect amalgamation

of colour throughout, and thus produce a complete grey or grizzled aspect throughout its entire

body. Some fanciers prefer those with the darker head and neck, but I rather incline to those

with a more profuse sprinkling of white upon the head and neck. This kind is gaining popularity.

They are, by reason of numerous crosses, of a strong and hardy constitution; indeed, I have

known a first-class show bird of this sort that was the winner of a 100 miles fly against all

-competitors. This kind at present do not breed many true to type, a variety of oddly-marked

birds frequently appearing, amongst which are a good number of white-winged Blues having a

distinct Pouter-like creseent of white upon the crop, also a number of almost white birds with

~dark beaks, flights, and tails. The sort, however, are steadily improving since being raised to the

-dignity of show stock. The eye of these birds is a deep brilliant orange-red.

“ Chequers, as their name signifies, are a dappled combination of black and blue upon the back

and sides. This chequering or dappling must be regular, clear, and distinct, a sort of radiation of

markings from the bars up to the top of shoulder, finishing off at its juncture with the hackle.

Upon the breast, too, are faint traces of similar markings, but to a much less degree. Down the

back even to the rump should have the chequering well defined, though the majority at present

are minus this finishing touch. Head, neck, tail, thighs, and flights are as ordinary blue pigeons.

Beak and nails black. Eye orange-red. This kind may be either kept to itself or crossed with

Blues; other crosses should only be resorted to under special circumstances, which within limited

space cannot be defined. They may be produced of a lighter shade by crossing with Sih/ers, or

deepened in tone by the occasional introduction of Blacks, so as to meet exceptional cases. Care

should always be observed in this sub-variety, as in all Dragoons, to match, for breeding purposes,

birds with perfect properties at least between them, if perfect individual specimens cannot be

obtained; but to rigidly avoid mating two birds, both of which may be deficient of any one or

more of the essential points, but to put together either birds of a reliable good pedigree, or if an

unknown but good-looking one is at hand, to take care that he possesses desirable points to a

marked degree, the image of which you would like to stamp in your stock.

“ W/zite, as a matter of course, should be pure and spotless; eyes, dark hazel ; beak and nails,

flesh-coloured. Very frequently may be seen good-looking birds of fine style and shape, but with a

very, very faint trace of colour in the neck. Such birds cannot be regarded as any other than

Whites, still not even the faintest shadow of colour should be traceable in proper Whites, and

those possessing any colour have some time or other most assuredly been tainted by the cross of a

coloured specimen. The neck is bright and silvery, but it is, if possible, of a more pure and

attractive brilliant whiteness than the other parts.

“ Blacks should be deep and glossy throughout, and free from the too common blue black, upon

which faint bars are frequently discernible; eyes, deep fiery red, beak and nails black. In

other respects these (like all the sub-varieties) should possess the same properties of formation

herein described, and to be identically of the same general configuration, colour only being

the distinguishing mark.

Very little, if anything, need be said as to the housing and accommodation of these birds, as

these points, in former chapters, have been well considered and provided for; but I would just say
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that the Dragoon is a very pugnacious pigeon, and his long and strong beak is a very formidable

weapon when used in combat. Irreparable injury may speedily be inflicted by him upon any smaller

and more delicate kinds, and even amongst themselves; therefore ample space should always be

provided, and the several compartments, or allotted spaces for each pair, should be either

well separated, placed asunder, or else conspicuous marks made upon them whereby each pair of

birds may easily distinguish their own quarters. The Dragoon is well suited to enjoy freedom, and

if their owners live in the country, or in the suburbs of our towns, where the atmosphere is com

paratively clear and the habitation somewhat detached, or entirely isolated, there is no reason why

they should not have entire liberty, and be brought up, when wanted, lzard as a board, and

in perfect condition. My habit has always been to indulge my stock of Dragoons with perfect

freedom for at least a few of the brightest hours of the day, and although I have but few at

the present time, I have for many years kept a large stock, and been an ardent admirer of them.

“If these birds are bred and kept chiefly for exhibition purposes, rather than a pure

gratification of the tastes of their owners, extra care should be taken to keep them always in the

height of plume. Condition must be kept up, without which hopes are futile, for no matter how

perfect they may be upon a summary of points, if, from ill-health or other cause they are not in

tip-top condition, they cannot show ofl' their good qualities to advantage. Remember, too, that

a good male]: is half a win; an ill-assorted pair is at once an eyesore, and therefore passed by.

In setting out one’s plans as an exhibitor many of the pleasures of the breeder must be sacrificed,

for, as is known, you cannot do bot/z with any degree of success. As a regular exhibitor, you must

remove your birds from eggs or young to suit the shows—in fact, toss over every consideration.

This I could never do. I look with pleasure upon our winter exhibitions as they come round;

I enjoy the friendly spirit of rivalry which is aroused by them, and occasionally I join the contest;

but, as a rule, I prefer my birds at home _: and it is through the breeding season (in a well-stocked,

well-ordered stud of birds) that one acquires a thorough knowledge of the habits and peculiarities

of pigeons, which no amount of study of them at exhibitions can possibly convey.

“In breeding these birds no fixed rules can safely be recorded, for under special circumstances

an entire change is frequently necessary. For breeding Blues, Blues should be mated with Blues, as

a rule; but under this system even, if long continued, or close breeding be resorted to, there is a

natural tendency to become lighter in colour, until they approach a washed-out blue or silver tint.

In such cases a cross with a neat-made Black will, if not at once, ultimately restore the deeper tone,

and also insure uniformity of colour on back and thigh and richness of hackle. Silver: are

produced from Blues ; the lighter toned Blues more especially will frequently throw Silvers,

and by these Silvers being selected and mated to their like from time to time the colour has been

vastly improved and established. I have no doubt, however, that the majority ofgood Silvers now in

existence are rather close-bred birds. Singular to state, of the Silver variety, from seventy to eighty

per cent. are hen birds, and this, with other things, is proof of their consanguineous extraction; for

it is a fact that (in pigeons) the closer the aflinity to each other the greater is the preponderance

of hen birds. Silvers should be kept to Silvers, but may occasionally be crossed with the faintest

of Blues, and that but seldom, or the majority of the issue will revert to the original colour; the

more so because with Silvers there is a natural tendency to breed to the parent stock, the chief

objects of the cross being to intensify the ‘ bar’ and maintain the stamina of the race.

“ Reds and Yellows should only be crossed with Blacks. These may be mixed together in a

judicious manner, taking care not to infuse too much of the Black cross, or its effect will be soon

apparent in either small ticks of black throughout the body, or by a dingy back, belly, and thigh ;

but the rule should be, Yellows to Reds, and Reds to Blacks, in cases where a deeper and richer
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tone of colour is needed; otherwise, the colours may be matched together for breeding as for

showing, provided that form properties are such as required. The admixture of colours should be

gradzzally made. Black to yellow is too powerful at once, for, although useful, and actually needed,

it should be transmitted I/zroug/1 the Reds, and by this method the colours are not developed in

distinct patches, nor yet in dingy smears, but absorbed, as it were, into the body, and bursting

forth in the entire web of feather, evenly, and with richer and more uniform effect.

“ Dragoons are prolific birds, and very fair nurses too. They raise their own young as well as

any foster-parents could do; therefore such aid is not needed. It is remarkable to watch the daily

increase in the size of their nestlings, and the still more rapid growth of their beaks. It is not well

to speculate too much upon the qualities of ‘ squabs,’ for they are ‘as variable as the shade.’ There

are, however, one or two parts upon which first attention should be fixed as indicative of what

their merits or demerits may probably be when fully fledged, viz., the strazlg/zines: of head and

beak, and the colour of the feathers upon the rump and thigh as they burst forth from their bonds.

More than this we cannot determine by any positive calculation, though there are other minor

points which lead us to hope and expect that we may each day see developing new good qualities,

which time only can clearly reveal.

“Beware of malformation, such as wry breasts, crooked beak, twisted toes, or straddling gait,

as such blemishes generally arise from a physically used-up constitution; also shun the weakly,

sickly issue of an ill-assorted pair, or the produce of too young, too old, or delicate parents, or of

winter-raised young. Such birds in aloft are both unpleasing to the sight, and comparatively

useless either as stock or exhibition birds."

As Mr. Ludlow seems to admit that the “London ” style of Dragoon chiefly won at the time

when he penned his sentiments, we are quite willing to admit that the wry rough and unshapely

wattled birds we used to see occasionally shown years ago should not and do not win now; but we

must also add that we have no fault to find with the views he has expressed as to the “ Birming

ham” ideal, except that these are also by no means what was represented as the Birmingham

Dragoon of years ago. Without further arguing this point, however, and as he especially grounds

his opinions upon the necessity of distinguishing the Dragoon from the Carrier, we will proceed

now to give our own detailed description of what we consider the Dragoon should be, in which we

hope to make clear that while, as all admit, there is perhaps about one-third of Carrier blood in its

original composition, it is really distinct from both Carrier and Horseman, and that any intelligent

fancier can readily, by characteristic signs, distinguish the three. I

It is necessary first to remark that the Dragoon, like all wattled pigeons, has two periods in

its life at which it can properly be shown, viz., under one year and ovcr two years of age, the inter

vening period being one of maturing or making up. Like the Carrier, the Dragoon looks vcry

‘different at these two periods, and this is one reason of the differences of opinion, some

forming their “eye ” on the young bird and some on the old. But a more common reason we

believe to be, that like all other wattled pigeons, a pair of even good birds will produce a lot of

weeds in proportion to a few good ones. Now, in birds /zeavily wattled, the difference between

good and bad is so conspicuous as not to lead to many mistakes after a little knowledge has been

acquired : but the Dragoon being less marked in its head points, the amateur is less able to detect

the faults which a keen judge readily sees, and thinking that the young birds from his good pair

are good necessarily, and the Dragoon being a free breeder and good rearer, and giving him a large

progeny, he is very apt to get his eye falsely educated by the majority or most “ skinnum " quality

class of his birds. For we must say we believe that the Dragoon is about as hard to breed reallv
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good as a Carrier. Few have bred half a dozen specimens fairly approaching what is desired, and

it is hard work even to produce one bird in a season, which a good judge can find no glaring fault

in upon a close inspection. Such birds being thus rare. while many people do not regard the

Dragoon as at all a high-class pigeon, and therefore ground their notions more upon the average

of what they see than in other cases they would do, is in our opinion the chief reason why so many

favour the thin-faced, spindle-beaked birds, which can be bred by the dozen with little difficulty

except as regards colour. But such a thin beak is in our opinion one of the very worst faults a.

Dragoon can have. In the first place it is supposed to be a bold, strong, and powerful bird, and

though not now generally bred for flying, other varieties having superseded it, we still expect to

see traces of its old flying faculties. Now, when a young bird has a spindle-beak, it is almost sure

to be also narrow in the flight and tail feathers, and weak in the quills, showing loss of vigour, and

accordingly we generally find it is also a weak and small-bodied bird, with little substance in the

bone of the leg. Similarly, such a bird very seldom carries the butts of its wings projecting at the

shoulders, but tucked close in to the body; and finally, when we add that the most spindle-beaked

birds are mostly those bred late in the season, it will be seen we have good reasons for our dislike

of this fault, for connecting it with weakness of constitution to some extent, and for placing nearly

as much value on a good heavy beak in a Dragoon as in a Carrier, the good beak being an

indication both of other good properties and of a strong constitution.

In proceeding to consider the Dragoon in detail we shall take as our standard bird the Blue,

as of all others usually found the most perfect in points, as being in all probability the origin of

all the Dragoons, and as formerly used for flying purposes. The size we would prefer as what

may be described as “ one size less” than a Carrier. The beak should be rather short, thick, and as

close-fitting as possible, especially when young, but with age it is apt to shrivel a little, as in all

wattled pigeons. It should appear blunt at the point, and the lower mandible just a trifle less in

substance than the upper. As to absolute length we care little, as if a bird be so symmetrical as

to deceive the eye and “ look” well, we would never condemn it for mere measurement ; besides, an

extra large specimen must measure rather over an average, and a small one under. Still we may

say that in our opinion a medium-sized bird should not measure over one inch and five-eighths

from the centre of the eye to the point of the beak ; and while the mere bald rule-measure should

not be laid too much stress upon, we would certainly say that a bird either measuring or looking

long in the face like a Carrier shows a recent cross, or at least too much of that breed, and should

not be allowed to compete as a. Dragoon. No bird ought to measure over this unless a very large

one, and a hen will usually be about one-sixteenth less than the measurement we have given for

cocks. Of course a very large bird oug/zt to be longer, or it would appear actually short in face. The

colour of the beak is very important in a Blue Dragoon, as it carries with it more or less of the

whole colour of the bird. We never yet saw one with a light or horn-coloured beak, but it was

accompanied by a too light or soft colour of feather, approaching the Silver, and nearly always by

a light rump and thighs as well. On the other hand, if the beak be the proper colour--black--on

both mandibles, the body colour will be almost sure to be of the proper deep, sound shade, and

it is rare to find such a bird with light rump or thighs. Generally speaking it will also be found

that if the beak be light the colour of the eye is faulty too ; and, on the whole, according to the

standard we are laying down, we may say we 112':/er saw a. Blue Dragoon with light beak that was

good enough in other colour points for the show pen, and all the few birds—-not exceeding

perhaps twenty out of the thousands we have seen—which we have seen or had of the rare but

only correct deep bluc, had black beaks. Moreover, this is a second point which marks the bird

ofl' from the Carrier, and therefore to be insisted upon.
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The next important point is the beak-wattle, which should appear on the upper mandible

alone, lower or jew-wattle being a fault, and again to be urged as distinctive from the allied breed.

The shape of the wattle should also totally differ; for while that of the Carrier bulges out, both

in the centre portion and in various “cauliflower” excrescences, and is desired to tilt or arch

forward away from the skull, that of the Dragoon is as true a “peg” shape as possible; but

in order to avoid any ambiguity, we may describe it as large at the back, and tapering as straightly

and evenly as possible to almost a point in front ; the back not being tilted, but as perpendicular

as possible, the ideal line resembling a triangle, thusé., The actual shape is of course

not so accurate as this, though not so far from it in a young bird ; but like the Carrier, few remain

perfectly shaped after the first season, when the wattle begins to grow somewhat wrinkled. It is

apt then to become irregular and faulty as in all wattled pigeons, and perfect wattles on old birds

are proportionately rare and valuable. When fully developed the wattle appears as in the annexed

figure (Fig. 44), which is drawn of the natural size, and shows in profile what we consider a perfect

Dragoon head. In young birds the wattle varies little in shape, and is smooth and even ; and

  

Fig. 44.

hence some say the wattle never should alter from the young state. But we can only say that the

sole shape of wattle and beak that will remain thus unaltered is the thin and “skinnum ” type.

Lots of these often occur as the produce of even good birds; tlzey can be bred by hundreds, and

will remain the same type till the end of their lives; but the very fact that it is so, and that the

other type demands so much judgment and care to produce, is in our opinion a conclusive proof as

to which is really the high-class pigeon. We may add that the wattles both in the figure above

and in our illustrations are not ideals, but such as we have seen many of in actual Dragoons.

In early-bred birds the wattle will begin to “ break" before the age of twelve months, and at

about fifteen months, as in the Carrier, the style of wattle can be pretty nearly guessed. Before

it thus “breaks,” it is evenly divided into two apparent portions, by a line down the centre; and

as it grows and wrinkles it should still preserve this character, and ultimately reach such a growth

that the highest part at the back should be on a level with the top of the skull. It reaches

maturity at three to four years old, and should then measure about two and a half inches round

at the biggest part, and not more, unless in a bird very large altogether. The length should be

rather short, say three-quarters of an inch from front to back at three years, and rather less

when younger; and the length of beak in front should not exceed three-eighths of an inch, so

as not to show that property so much desired in a Carrier, viz., length of beak before the wattle.

The skull, after the age of eighteen months, should be flat, and wide at the back, gradually
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tapering towards the beak, giving a wedge shape when looked at from the top. This is clearly

shown in Fig. 45, drawn natural size from the same old bird as Fig. 44, and which also shows the

very same, and what we consider a perfect beak-wattle viewed from the top. But this wedge

shape is only seen at about the age stated and later; when young the skull always appears

rounder, or what is known as barrel-shaped. This has been another cause of error, as fanciers

seeing fine young birds known to be good, have imagined that the old ones would be the same

shape of skull, and hence have preferred those which really were so, not knowing that such were

in reality the worst of all ; whereas the very young birds on which they founded this idea, if seen

by them when mature, would be found as we represent.

While we have said there should be no jew-wattle, we must add there are sometimes slight

sign of it in large fine birds, at the base of the lower mandible. Good birds are so rare, we would

never discard one for only this fault, as it is possessed by most of the best Dragoons to be seen.

We may add here that it is diflicult to “improve” the wattle of a Dragoon much, by cutting, as is

so often done with Carriers. There is so much less stufl' to work upon, that without taking off a

  

Fig. 45.

great deal more than most wattles can afford, the places cut appear so unnaturally smooth and

free from the proper wrinkles or roughness, that any experienced judge can detect it. A little is

possible without detection ; but such cutting, as with Carriers, is impossible in Dragoons.

The eye-cere, or “lash,” as some call it, should be in a young bird smooth and fine. Here

again is a source of mistake; people being told that some young Dragoon is a “grand bird all

over,” by a known good judge, try to carry the type “in their eye ” as it is called, and think that no

bird is good unless it is the same, forgetting that the pattern they are thinking of was shown them

as a grand young bird, and not a mature one. In short, no one can ever properly understand a

Dragoon who does not understand and remember that all wattled pigeons are quite zlzferent in

nearly all /zead points at young and mature age. The fact is recognised in Barbs and Carriers;

it is often not recognised in Dragoons, and hence the mischief and the unjust suspicion, when the

judges have simply been considering young and old birds. At about the age of fifteen months

the back part of the cere begins to lose the circular shape and becomes what is known as

“pinched,” showing more of the flesh at top, bottom, and particularly front, than at the back;

it also becomes more and more wrinkled and hard-looking. If the beak be of the proper black,

the inner edge of the eye-cere is dark or nearly black also, adding much to the smartness of

the bird. The real dark eye is also generally accompanied by a darker blue and a good sound
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coloured rump. In fact, the dark or “gipsy” eye-cere is one of the most important points

in a blue Dragoon. It shows the bird is really Dragoon-bred; and such a bird rarely becomes

too heavy in eye-wattle, as the light-cered birds often do, and is also less likely to become

overgrown even in beak-wattle.

The size of the eye-cere should never be larger than a sixpence in cocks, and rather less

in hens. It really looks less on the living bird, the large bold eye occupying so much of the

centre as to diminish the apparent magnitude.

The neck appears in a young bird about two-thirds the length of that of a Carrier, but when

older it scarcely appears more than half. The shape is also quite different, the Carrier being as

thin as possible down to the very shoulders, while the neck of the Dragoon is rapidly and gradually

tapered from being broad at the shoulders to the throat And this brings us to the gullet. Several

very good fanciers prefer a large gullet, and others not. It is a point often found with good-beaked

birds of mature age, and was bred for by old fanciers, who considered this as another point in which

the bird should differ from the Carrier. When so bred, it was considered a good point; but for

our part, as it tends to prevent a bird being straight-faced, and spoils the beauty of the best

Carrier otherwise that ever lived, we cannot see ho\v it improves a Dragoon; on this point we

most decidedly and absolutely differ from old fanciers. As, however, they certainly did breed for

it, we will not here pronounce either way, but simply state our own preference for a nice clean run

under the throat. True, the throat should be what a Carrier fancier would term full, or at least

rather full; still, it should in our opinion not be so full as to spoil the nice clean curve from

beak to breast, much less show any loose skin, as is seen in pigeons of the short-faced frilled

varieties.

In regard to the carriage of the wings, the butt should stand out a little at the shoulders,

projecting somewhat prominently; in this property the Dragoon docs slightly resemble the

Carrier, but the shoulders should not stand out from the body in so decided and marked a fashion

—they should curve evenly from the juncture of the body to their extremities. As to length of

flights, these must be decidedly less ; reaching at the most to half an inch from the end of the tail,

if shorter so much the better ; whereas the flights of the Carrier reach almost to the end. In some

very early-bred birds the flights will be rather longer, and in many good birds this difference is

not seen owing to the tail being shorter. In birds with good beaks, if the flights be opened

there will be found to be great strength in the quills; but if thin-beaked not: so that, as

before observed, the beak alone is a good test of the strength of the bird. The length of tail

and flight feathers greatly depends on the time of year the bird is bred, the parents, and the

place where it is kept; as cleanliness and a good flight will increase the length of feather. These

are always shorter than in Carriers. No standard Dragoon should be recognised as such if the

flights reach fully to the end of the tail. A marked tendency to too great length of feather has

been displayed of late, but every effort is being made by fanciers to put a check to this evil.

Moreover, the flights of the Carrier cross the tail at the ends of the two longest flight feathers,

whereas the flights of the Dragoon should lie so close to each side of the tail as almost to make

the whole look as if carved out of one solid piece.

The legs ought to appear thick compared with the size of the bird, and should be set well

back so as to allow a good upright carriage of body. It is only when birds are well put together

in this way that the back can present the slightly hollow appearance between the shoulders which

gives so much smartness to a pigeon, one whose legs are too far forward almost always being

clumsy and hog-backed. If measured from the thigh joint to the hock, the length should be about

two and a half inches, and from the back to the sole of the foot about one inch and five-eighths in
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cocks, less in hens. The birds some people call the “true type” will often show as much or even

more length of thigh than a Carrier ; though this is a decided blemish, we would not make a dis

qualification of it, and condemn an otherwise good bird for a long thigh; but still it s/zould be

short, in order to keep up the distinctive build of the Dragoon.

Of the plumage, so close and hard, we need say nothing beyond recalling the description

already given, except that to look its best a bird must be both healthy, clean, and in good condition.

' The bars of a Blue Dragoon should be broad and very distinct in their outline, and of a

sound, rich, black colour. A brown tinge in these is a great eye-sore. Still we would never discard

a good bird for narrowness of the bars, provided they were black ; often, however, we see signs of

a brown shade, showing a cross with the Silvers, which those who desire really good Blues should

keep from using as much as possible.

In order to meet still further the statements of those who say that the type of Dragoon we

have now laid down cannot be distinguished from the Carrier, and to help the young fancier to

keep distinctly in his mind the proper and distinguishing points of both breeds, we will put them

in brief, in parallel columns. It will be seen that they only agree in at most three points

prominent shoulders, hollow backs, and carriage, and in neither of these do the “ Birmingham"

fanciers at all differ, they being in fact not points peculiar to any pigeon, but belonging to general

symmetry alone.

CARRIER.

Face as long as possible, not less than one inch and seven

eighths from centre of the eye.

Beak-wattle—I. On both mandibles. 2. Four and a quarter

inches round, and as much more as possible. 3. Tilted

forward, and largest at centre parts.

Beak-—-\Vhite or flesh-colour. Long in front of wattle.

Eye-wattle—Very large, not less than one iuch and one-eighth

III diameter, even or circular, and soft-looking.

Skull-—Narrow, and same width from front to back.

Gullet-Small, and clean cut.

Neck—-Long as possible. As nearly same thickness as possible

from throat to shoulders.

Breast full and wide, wing-butts projecting.

Flights—-Nearly as long as tail, and often crossed above it.

Thighs and legs both as long as possible, the thighs especially.

Back-Slightly hollow.

Whole bird - Slender, and as long as possible in feather.

Carriage—-Upright and stretching.

 

DRAGOON.

Face not exceeding one inch and five-eigl1:hs, unless a very

large bird.

Beak-wattle—r. On upper mandible only. 2. Not exceeding

two inches and a half round. 3. Not tilted, but a true,

straight peg-shape, largest at extreme back.I Beak—Black. Short in front of wattle.

Eye-wattle—Small, wrinkled, pinched behind, hard-looking ;

dark in colour, called “ gipsy-eyed.“

Skull—Broad ; very broad behind, and tapering to the front.

Gullet-—None, or as little as possible.

Neck—Moderate length, and tapering or widening gradually

from throat to shoulders.

Breast-—Full and wide, shoulder butts slightly projecting.

Flights—-One inch and a half shorter than tail, and never

crossed ; the shorter it appears the better.

Thighs short. Length of leg good, say one inch and a half.

Back—Slightly hollow.

Whole bird—Compact, and rather short in feather.

Carriage—Upright and tall.

On the other hand, taking the so-called “Birmingham” model, we think it will appear that in

every single point, except that of size (easily bred either way, and we simply prefer the larger

bird as the stronger one, and for no other reason), and rather less beak-wattle (which being

infinitely easier to breed of the proper shape, makes the bird so far more opposite to our idea of

a “high-class pigeon"), it approaches nearer the Carrier than the standard we have laid down.

The long, thin beak ; the narrow skull, of same width from front to back; the eye-wattle, larger,

thinner, circular, and fleshy; the pale beak, which, though we must admit not recommended by

Mr. Ludlow, we have far more often seen than dark beaks upon “ Birmingham ” Dragoons;

the long, thin neck; the long, slender shape of body; the long thighs; all these are points

in which the so-called “ pure "g Dragoon type resembles the Carrier and not the Dragoon.
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They are points of bad Carriers, simply “bred down" or dwarfed, and, in fact, bad Carriers

in miniature; and any who wish this type can easily breed it in the following manner:

Get a Blue Dragoon hen of a clear blue, even if of a silvery cast ; and match it to a fourth

rate or very late-bred Blue Carrier cock with a white rump. By this cross you are

almost sure to get good colour, good black bars, a nice long skewer beak, narrow skull, and

circular eye-wattle; and also another property Blue Carriers are seldom deficient in, a good

length of feather, and long legs and thighs. Any who desire them can easily obtain them in this

way. But as our own ideas of the Dragoon were derived years ago from those very districts which,

in our opinion, made the bird and then handed it down to the present generation, viz. :—London,

Manchester, Newcastle, and the districts round them; we cannot depart from the traditions which

we knew have been thus handed down from father to son.

It will be interesting to the reader here to peruse Mr. R. Woods’ opinion of the physical points

and properties of our subject. We therefore quote the following from the “Practical Guide to Suc

cessful Pigeon Culture : ”—“ Size neither little nor big, but a medium between these two extremes.

Shape—compact, plump, and cobby. Carriage—erect, commanding, and graceful. Neck—short and

thick, with atotal absence of gullet. Breast—broad, and prominent Back—flat. Shoulders—clearly

defined. Wings—str0ng, with flights carried well above the tail. Tail, as well as flights-short,

but proportionate to the size of the bird. Head—wedge-shaped, z'.e., broader at the back than front.

Skull—slightly oval in form, when viewed either from back to front or from eye to eye. Beak

-stout, but proportionate to the size of the bird, its age, and the amount of wattle it has to carry.

The lower mandible should be as stout as possible, thus forming a strong, straight, and close-fitting,

well-set beak. Beak wattle—peg-shaped, z'.e., broader and higher at the back than front, and run

ning on each side in unbroken outline to within a quarter of an inch of the tip of the upper

mandible, evenly distributed, and fine in texture. ‘ Eye-cere—in size proportionate to the beak and

beak wattle; in shape nearly circular, thin, fitting closely to the head, and showing as much lacing

as possible. In Blues, Chequers, Silvers, and Grizzles, the cere should be as dark as possible, or what

is termed ‘gipsy-faced.’ The eye should be bold and prominent, wild, and watchful; and in all

varieties except whites (in which the eye is full or dark hazel) the irides should be of a deep, bright,

rich red colour. Colour of beak should, in Blues, Chequers, and Grizzles, be as dark as possible ; in

Silvers a dark horn colour; in Reds, Yellows, and Whites white or flesh colour.” The defects

generally met with, Mr. Woods briefly describes as being “excessive length of feather, bad shaped

heads, irregular wattles, orange or gravel eyes, and pale or soft eye-ceres.”

Here is a practical description of the accepted type of the Dragoon as bred and exhibited at the

end of the nineteenth century. It will be noted that the advance in points of excellence to some

degree are found in the construction of the body—notably the shape of the neck, which should be

rather short than long, and while showing a tendency to an increase of the development of the

throat, yet a total absence of any appearance of a gullet is important. Further, though the shoulder

butts should be somewhat prominent, they should not be so to any marked degree, while the short

ness of legs should be so rather in the appearance than in absolute measurement. As to the skull,

the principal alteration from the older style has been in a more distinct attainment of the typical

wedge-shaped head so characteristic of the Dragoon, and the decided shorter beak, especially when

compared with the old Birmingham model. With greater stress placed on the formation of the

wattles an important addition has been made to the distinction between the Carrier and the

Dragoon. A properly developed eye-cere, nicely pinched at the back, gives a great finish, while

a correctly shaped peg-wattle is a culminating feature of excellence, to be seen to its greatest

advantage when the Dragoon is in its third year, after which there is a tendency to a “bunchy"
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formation, for we do not advocate a bird with a lot of either eye or beak-wattle; and we

consider and maintain that it is as diflicult to obtain a perfectly-shaped wattle on a Dragoon as

on a Carrier. There are, indeed, very few birds comparatively which we can regard as perfect, or

nearly so. The first pair of really good Blues we ever saw was shown by Mr. Jones Percival at

Birmingham, and so good were they as to make all the others insignificant. These passed into

 

Fig. 46.—BLUE DRAGOON——CUP AT Cxvsrm. Paurcn, 1874

the possession of Mr. F. Crossley, and gained more honours in competition than any pair of birds,

so far as we know, ever shown. The following season came a pair from Mr. South, which took

first honours at the same great show as Mr. Percival’s had done the preceding year ; and so good

were they that, as they never were shown together in our presence, we never could make up our

minds which were the best. VVe do remember, however, that they were so marvellously well

matched as to give rise to a strong suspicion that both were cocks, but this was proved wrong by

the birds breeding ; and singularly enough they then produced more really fine specimens than we

ever knew bred by one pair of Dragoons. Both these pairs were the true type, as here described,
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and we must confess we have seldom seen their equals as to pairs, as it is extremely diflicult to

obtain hens good enough, really, to match the cocks. But some very grand single birds were then

shown; and as some of our readers might like to see a portrait of one such we reproduce it. It

won the cup at the Crystal Palace in I874, and was, in our opinion, the best bird of his year,

but, as compared with the present standard or London style, this bird (Fig. 46) is sadly deficient,

and in fact is a nearer resemblance to the Birmingham type, as described by Mr. Ludlow, the

\vattle only excepted, which is even too high at the back to satisfy the present standard.

We have next to consider the breeding of the Blue Dragoon. Most fanciers seem to prefer

breeding the Blues and Silvers together when a cross is required, and this is the right course for

breeding Blues of the silvery tinge of colour; but this colour and this cross are nearly always

accompanied with the light rump and pale thighs, which accordingly disfigures nearly nine-tenths

of the Blues seen at exhibitions. It is also too often accompanied by a light beak, a horny colour

taking the place of the true black; and also by too light colour in the iris of the eye, which is

orange instead of the proper deep red ; and even the eye-wattle frequently shows the too light

blood also, by being pale and fleshy, destitute of the dark inner lash. This cross and its results

are, in our opinion, the reason why so many profess to regard an orange-coloured eyeball and pale

eye-wattle as the proper colour. We do not, therefore, by any means approve of breeding Silvers

to Blues as a rule, and we include in our exception both black-barred and brown-barred birds: the

only case in which it is advisable being when the fancier has got his Blues of a sooty colour, which

will from time to time happen, and in which case a Silver is the proper cross. But in general, to

breed the much-coveted deep, sound Blue, the best match is a Blue to a Blue-chequer. But the

most valuable and certain cross for breeding both the sound feather free from lightness on the

rump, black beak, black eyelash, and dark eye ; and perhaps the most convincing argument we can

use is to say that it is this match which has actually produced the very best Blues exhibited. It is a

singular thing, too, that most of the fanciers we have known to use this cross have been men who

used it simply because their means were small, and they could not aflord to get a Blue to their

liking, and thus “put up with” the Blue-chequer simply asbeing less in price; since few have

known its great value, and many are so obstinate that they will not believe it, or go out of their old

beaten track, even when told, for fear it should “spoil their strain ;” but a little experience soon

teaches quite differently. As specimens of this we may state that the Blue Dragoon, just now

figured as having won at the Crystal Palace Show of 1874, and which was declared by the then

judges to be—all in all—the most perfect specimen yet seen, together with another as good, if not

still better, in all points except upright carriage, were both bred by such a poor man, by this

identical cross of a Blue-chequer to a Blue. ‘We are inclined to think some of the old fanciers

bred this way, since they occasionally produced very sound-coloured Blues ; but the case we have

mentioned will be sufficient to show that we do not advise the cross from theory only, but from

having seen its results in many cases.

Of course all Blue-chequers are not suitable, some having white rumps as well as some Blues ;

but a blue-rumped Chequer must be found for a blue-rumped Blue, if possible; but even if the

Blue be pale on the rump, the dark-rumped Chequer will be the most likely cross to produce from

it some blue-rumped birds, from which a strain may be started. It matters not if the Chequer be

cock or hen, though, of course, as a rule, a young Blue cock to a Chequer hen will be most likely to

produce Blue cocks, and vice versa. In all cases, however, the Chequers produced from the cross

should be carefully preserved for re-crossing, as, until Chequers are more valued than at the time

we write, it is not easy to procure Chequers of the right stamp, and these blue-bred Chequers are,

of course, the very best, unless perhaps such as are bred from _/>az'r.r of dark Blues, which are better
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still. Even if any birds come from the cross with white rumps they will be most valuable for

breeding Grizzles, if the amateur’s fancy at all inclines that way; but if not, they must on no

account be bred back to Blues; for it may be taken as a leading principle in breeding this

colour, that if the white rump be once really introduced into the Blues it will be a long and

wearisomc task indeed to get rid of it again ; whereas, if a few birds be once procured or produced

of a good sound colour on the rump, there will be little trouble, with care, in preserving it.

It is worth noting, also, that Blue-chequers were comparatively rarely found with much of the

Horseman type about them, whereas, the light-rumped birds, unless of the Skinnum type, are far

more likely to be loose-textured and too coarse in the wattles. Sometimes, after crossing with the

Chequer, a sooty blue is produced. T/zen is the time, and this alone is the colour, properly to

cross with Silvers; but we would strongly urge that the cross in such a case be with the brown

barred variety, all our experience proving t-hat this is far less likely than the dark-barred to

produce light rumps, the dark-barred Silvers being too often the offspring of much too light

coloured Blues. Many will doubt this, and being guided by first appearances may consider the

dark-barred Silver the proper bird. All we can say is let them try, and they will find that we speak

from facts. But, as a rule, we would advise earnestly to keep from all Silvers until a sooty tinge

in the Blues showed it was really necessary to use them. They come often enough, as with Mealy

Pouters, without breeding for them, so that they can always be had when wanted.

This leads us to brown-barred (or rather deep dun) Silvers. They are the offspring of Blues

generally; and when once produced there is little trouble in keeping them up, as they breed true

to colour. Hence one or two pairs will readily produce what is wanted, or if not, all the crosses

required can always be obtained without difficulty. Now and then they may breed a fair Blue,

reverting to the colour whence they sprang, and these Blues may be used, but of course with

caution. I

As to dark-barred Silvers, we can add little to what has been said already. We call them

dark-barred purposely, though they are often called black-barred by people who ought to know

better; but a real black bar on a Silver was never yet seen, the colour at best being but a very

dark and deep brown. Should such ever be bred, we feel certain the birds will be found to

possess black beaks, and that the colour will be somewhat like that of a Powdered Blue Owl.

Fanciers who breed these must not expect, as some seem to do, to get Blues of the proper

colour and Silvers from the same stock. The colour for breeding Blues we have already

described, but the Blues for breeding dark-barred Silvers are the lighter shades, with often light

rumps and thighs, and not unfrequently even faulty-coloured beaks and eyes. Now and then a

deeper-coloured Blue may breed a. good Silver, but as a rule it is these light birds which breed

the best Silvers and the darkest bars, whereas they are what the Blue breeder should shun as he

would the Plague. We wished to lay special emphasis on this point; but for the rest can add

nothing to the remarks of Mr. Graham.

In our comparative estimate of the Yellow Dragoon we must say we differ from Mr. Graham.

not considering it equal to the Blue in rank for several reasons. First of all, the original Dragoon

was a flying bird, and was till lately considered the best of the flying pigeons. Though not much

employed in this way now, we believe that if carefully trained it would be little inferior to the

Antwerp; but owing to the many crosses employed to get colour we could never hear of any

Yellows that were the least use for flying purposes. Owing to crosses employed till lately it was

longer in flights and tail, and showed less of upright and graceful carriage, and was also apt

to show more beak-wattle than is desirable; and by all these defects it was by so much the less

a true Dragoon; but of late Yellows have so much improved as almost to equal some of the
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best Blues in existence—a Yellow cock, the property of Mr. A. Leith, being a model both in head

and beak-wattle and build. Other remarkable specimens have been bred by Messrs. J. H. Ross and

H. Manley, both well-known and successful breeders of sound-coloured and typical Yellows; but,

notwithstanding this, it is a fact that the requirements as to sound bars and dark ceres render the

breeding of Blues and Silvers a more diflficult feat than the production of standard Yellows, and we

venture to assert that for every Blue or dark-barred Silver seen approaching perfection there are at

least three Yellows which are nearly all that is expected. The Blue and Blue-chequer are, in our

opinion, at present by far in advance of all other colours as regards all the attractive properties of

the breed ; and hence, in spite of the special difficulties attending the Yellow, we cannot admit the

latter to an equal place.

On the breeding of Reds, Yellows, and Whites we have nothing of our own to add to the

clear directions and suggestions of Mr. Graham; but the following historical papers on Reds and

Yellows, by the late Mr. Betty, will be read with interest by all Dragoon fanciers.

“In writing of Dragoons, Red or Yellow, I would, at the onset, assign to them their definite

and due place in pigeon classification by designating birds of these colours ‘a variety of the

Dragoon breed,’ allowing to the Blue its claim to be the Dragoon typical in colour, and, to render

it bare justice, in points also. For what characteristic qualities, then, is the Yellow Dragoon so

popular among fanciers as to exhibit a striking example of the progress of pigeon culture? The

reply would be, that it is a self-coloured bird, and diflicult to breed, thus affording an additional in

centive to its production. Its colour is of many shades : prismatic, delicate, and yet so brilliant as

to be the most coveted feather in high-class pigeons.

“The Yellow Dragoon should be treated of as regards its colour, how it has been produced,

and how it is to be sustained, and as to the standard of its points. It should undoubtedly possess

the shape and proportions of its prototype, the Blue; the boxed beak with the gentle Dragoon

proclivity, its point measuring to the centre of the eye one and five-eighths of an inch--the

standard of the old Carrier. The skull should be somewhat rounded at its anterior, and flattened

and widening out at its posterior portion, so exhibiting the happy medium between the chuckle

headed old Dragoon and the Carrier, its shape, as viewed in a line from the tip of the beak, being

that of the letter V. The wattle regular and compact; the irides brilliantly red, the whole organ

bespeaking courage, strength, and vivacity. The eye-wattle, though not perfectly round, should yet

not be obtrusively pinched or imperfect in its circle, the texture not fleshy as in the Carrier, nor

smooth as in the Spanish fowl, but puckered moderately and evenly, as not to intrude its substance

and hide the orb of the eye, or detract from its expression, nor project over the plane of the skull—

giving it the appearance of a furrow-—a. beautiful feature in the Carrier, but out of place in the

Dragoon. The neck in length should be proportionate to the size of the bird, broad at its junction

with the body ; the back broad and flattened, even slightly hollowed; the shoulders not cuddled

up and hidden among the breast feathers, but standing out in bold relief, like the limbs of an

athlete, showing an attitude of never-tiring muscular and nervous energy; the sweep of the wing

graceful, and the legs not long enough to give the body a stilted look. A bird bred to this

standard would show good carriage as naturally as a racer does his paces.

“ I have thus epitomised the most salient points. in the Dragoon to insist more emphatically

upon their presence without attenuation or exaggeration in the Yellow and Red varieties.

“The Blue Dragoon is noted to have been bred from a Carrier crossed with a Tumbler, the

produce crossed again with the Carrier; and the colour is inherent in the breed. In the Yellow

variety more complications ensue to produce colour ; divers foreign varieties, the Scandaroon,
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Runt, the Yellow and Red Tumbler, the Black and Dun Carrier-—oum mullzlr alz'z'.r—have all

possibly been pressed into the service to convert the Blue into a Yellow, and may be useful in

the future to sustain its deeper tint. Now, until we can eliminate all traces of this admixture from

the Standard Yellow Dragoon, as we would separate the gold from its ore, we shall at our shows

continue to see specimens exhibited as Yellow Dragoons which more appropriately should have

been penned in the ‘ Any Other Variety Class.’

“ It has been truly stated that not one perfect Carrier has yet appeared in the flesh. Even of

Blue Dragoons how many really perfect specimens exist? Of Yellows and Reds I have not seen

half a dozen that could challenge criticism. Too prevalent is the hard-coloured eye, the skull, the

unmistakable countenance and gait of the Runt, the beak of the Skinnum, the neck, the length of

face, of feather, and of leg, and other properties of the Carrier. How many are really self-coloured

birds, and display not the rudiments of the black bar on the wing covert feathers ?

“ Time will produce more perfect birds, for the culture of the Yellow Dragoon, though it has

emerged from its infancy, is far from having attained to maturity. Some good colour has been

attained, but from varied crosses, which intrude their incongruities under the Red and Yellow

feather.

“I have succeeded in producing Yellows and Reds of average quality, from birds purchased

at auctions, with others claimed at exhibitions, or kindly placed at my disposal by my friend

Mr. South, and with others purchased from dealers; also by the aid of the foreign Runt and the

Carrier. Starting on the assumption that the Dragoon is a composite bird, I dealt with him in

detail. The first consideration was colour; and I was fortunate in securing some birds of a soft

yellow tint, though small. These mated to stoutish Reds, imperfect in colour, produced Reds with

dirty rumps, Mealy Yellows, &c., which in their turn, matched with Yellows, produced sound, light

Yellows, and an occasional good Red. The long-faced Yellow Runt was now introduced; the

first crop gave birds of a rich tint but most ugly. This drawback was mitigated by another cross

with my original Yellows and others as good as I could purchase. Thus was formed the material

of a strain, good in colour but with the faults of their forefathers apparent in them. I found the

Runt was most effectually obliterated by a Carrier cross. The produce of the Scandaroon cross

and my original strain of Red cocks were matched to two Dun hens; these bred Blacks and Duns,

one of which, matched to a Red cock, reared a sound Yellow, giving me a good step towards a

Yellow Carrier, at all events a bird valuable to control the Scandaroon element. From another

Dun hen, matched to a Yellow cock, I bred a Yellow Mealy hen of great substance. She has been

breeding with a Yellow cock, producing broken-feathered birds. With a Red cock I shall do better.

" I would observe that I have always tried to intermingle the Carrier blood with that of the

Yellow, through the medium of the Reds. In all cases it is essential to have a deep sound Yellow

as a basis, i.e., Reds bred from Yellows, and having secured one dip of the stronger feather and

bred it out again, to have done with such an admixture, breeding Yellow with Yellow for two or

three generations.

“The Yellow feather is of great delicacy, and, like many things beautiful which art engrafts on

nature, it is evanescent ; so that you cannot perpetuate beyond three generations a sound Yellow

tint, unless by the introduction of a distinct strain, the foreign Yellow, the Red, or the Black feather.

Constant Yellow breeding produces the whitey-brown thigh, the light rump, and the suspicion of

the black bar on the wing, characteristic of the Blue from which it sprang. Above all, it behoves

the fancier to be ever on the alert to secure any good Yellows of a distinct strain. Thanks to the

labours of our Yellow Dragoon breeders, there are arising various strains which may suffice to

sustain colour in our stock by Dragoon crossing only.
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“A problem connected with the Yellow Dragoon and its crosses remains to be solved. Shall

we ever behold a Yellow Carrier? I am well aware that certain fanciers in the National

Peristeronic Society are at work on the task of producing them. I trust their energy, perseverance,

and skill will result in the attainment of the greatest triumphs in modern pigeon culture ; that the

Yellow Carrier will be witnessed in my time, and afford additional matter for a future and not

distant edition of ‘ Fulton’s Book of Pigeons.’ "

As to Grizzles, we cannot do better than quote the following remark gathered from Mr. Woods’

monograph. “ Grizzles," says that experienced breeder, “ may be of various shades, so long as they

display uniformity of markings. It is quite possible to breed them too dark. Altogether a medium

between the two extremes best represents my idea of a perfect Grizzle, yet I like light-coloured

birds so long as they do not sport a superfluity of white feathers.” The best mode of starting to

breed Grizzles, if no Grizzles can be had, is to mate a Chequer (either light or dark in the rump will

do) to a White ; and if the progeny comes too light to pass as a Grizzle, as it often will, to match it

again to another Chequer, or to the parent Chequer if another could not be obtained. If the sex

of the young bird did not allow of this, we would try the too light one with a sooty Blue, but this

last we would only try when better could not be done. Grizzles have been known to come from a

pair of Blues, and also now and then to produce a Blue, whence their connection naturally with

Blues is manifest. It is singular that all properly-coloured Grizzles we now see have fine dark

beaks and dark red eyes. The cocks are generally most perfect in colour and markings, Some

advise crossing with Blacks, but we never knew this cross produce any useful result.

And here we may add a word or two to Messrs. Betty and Graham's notes on this cross of

Black with Red. It is a proper cross ; but many fail in it simply because they do not get the right

and proper Black. No one must expect to improve a Red by this cross, unless the colour be apure

and raven black ; and if it can be found, a bird combining this with a light beak. Most of those

we have seen trying the cross have used birds of poor colour, and in such cases little benefit arises,

most of the Reds bred having dun rumps and tails, and spots of dun through the body feathers.

The same mischief will sometimes come from the cross of red with yellow, and in this case, too,

the reason is the same—not using a pure and clear red. If the red bird should have even a few

white feathers—and it is singular that very beautiful red birds often have—we would far rather

chance this than breed from a red free from white with a dun rump, tail, or flights. In fact, as is

the case with Tumblers, the colour of the rump is the great point in Yellow and Red Dragoons,

and if that be right there is little fear of faulty colour elsewhere, except that very beautiful Yellows

with good rumps will sometimes show a tinge of dun on the edge of the short or inner flights.

Any faults of this kind, or white feathers, usually increase with age, so that any faulty bird

should, if possible, be crossed with an old bird of sound colour, the age being a guarantee of

thorough soundness in tint.

One good pair of Whites will start a strain, as they breed true. The want of contrast, the

fewer properties to breed for, and the comparative ease of maintaining a good type when once got,

make this colour far less esteemed by most fanciers.

A few remarks must be added on breeding for wattle properties, which will be found nearly

as difiicult as in the Carrier. The fancier who desires to succeed in this point should let no chance

pass him of securing any bird with a well-shaped wattle; for if not needed just then it soon

will be, and it is better to pay for the bird's keep than be unable to find it when it is wanted. No

one must expect that all the progeny will be like the most perfect parent ; still it is generally the

case that an extraordinarily good specimen of a Dragoon is bred from an extra good wattle mated

with a fairish one, the fine young one being like one parent and not resembling the other.
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Therefore, a finely-wattled bird is always likely to produce one or two like itself; and, of course, if

a match as good can be found for it all the better ; but this is diflicult, and hence it is rare to get

good cocks and hens from the same pair, though, if good birds of each sex can be mated, it

sometimes occurs. But even if both are good, care must be taken not to match birds, both of

which are fully developed in beak and eye-wattle, unless for some special purpose. If such be

done the progeny will probably have more wattle than is desired, as the Dragoon, like other wattled

pigeons, can readily be increased in the development of these points by careful breeding, and

would then, though as purely bred as possible, be too much like a Horseman, and unfit for

competition as a Dragoon. If one bird has as much—fully as much—as it should have, it should,

therefore, be matched to one very slightly under the mark ; and on the contrary, a spindle-beaked

kind of bird, if bred at all, should be matched to one with too much wattle, but of fair shape. We

do not like breeding from such birds as these last at all, but such a match is the only way of

getting any good from them. But there are more trifling variations from the right standard

without going so far as this; and, as we have already stated that whenever a cock measures more

than two and a half inches round the wattle, or at most_a quarter inch more, he should be no longer

considered a good Dragoon, and a little less is to be preferred, still, a trifling excess may make a

good match with a hen which, though not spindle-beaked, has less wattle than she ought.

Those who, after what we have said, still prefer the thin-faced “ Birmingham ” style, have no

such difficulties to contend with. The proper blue or other colour will have to be attended to as

by others ; but as regards beak and wattle they will have no trouble. A single pair of thin-faced

birds will breed as true as steel in this point, and give them all they want.

Some may wish to have good and stout beaks, but less wattle than we have shown, though

not altogether the Skinnum type. Such should match birds well bred, but both under eighteen

months old, and whose wattle is not, therefore, fully developed. This is the only way to preserve

a stout beak with rather less wattle, and in this way the amount of wattle may be controlled ; but

there is no point so easily lost, and so hard to regain, as the stout beak, if thin and spindle-beaked

birds be once allowed to contaminate the strain.

I

JUDGING DRAGOONS.—-We hardly know at which age the Dragoon appears most

attractive. When young it certainly has a grace and beauty of contour which to some extent it

loses later on, while at mature age it shows certain properties that age alone can develop. We

differ from no one who may prefer one period or the other; but as we have already pointed out,

when the two meet in one class, judging them fairly together becomes almost impossible, and has

led to much of the mistake as to there being “two styles,” when it has been simply young birds in

the one case, and old birds in the other. Still there is one important point to remember. Many

Dragoons, when young, show all the qualities of beak and wattle that can be desired ; but as age

comes on, and the head “ makes up” and the wattle “ breaks,” then comes too often disappointment

and vexation. One side will come too much peaked, or too ragged, or some other glaring fault

will appear—that is, in the type we advocate. The thin-faced birds can be bred by the dozen with

no difliculty, and that is the very reason we cannot consider them a correct or high type of pigeon.

But this being so, it can hardly be said that the finest young Dragoon does more than promise to

be a good one; whereas a good old bird must have been good through all his successive stages ;

and for these reasons we consider that a really good old bird should never be beaten in competition

by a young one. But with fine young birds in a class this course, too, fair as we consider it, must

give so much dissatisfaction, that all who have studied the subject will admit there can be no

really fair competition in Dragoons except in separate classes for young and mature birds. They
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require it quite as much as Carriers; and their large numbers at all modern shows leave the

authorities who neglect to provide such needful classification without any real excuse.

In giving our points for judging Dragoons, we shall take as our standard the Blue, as

containing both the most properties, and showing almost universally the highest type of excellence.

POINTS IN ]UDGING BLUE DRAGOONS.

Beak : shape, I ; colour, I ; length, I . . . . . . . . , 3

Beak-wattle: general shape, 3 ; evenness on both sides, 3 . . . , 6

Skull: flatness, I; true V-shape, 2 . . . . . . . . . 3

Eye-wattle: size, I ; pinching, I ; dark eyelash, 2; called “gipsy-eyed ” 4

Colour of eye (dark red) .’ . . . . . . . . . 1

Fulness of gullet (slight), none if possible . . . . . . . . I

Shape of neck . . . . . . . . _ , _ , _ z

Breast: width and slight projection of wing-butts 1

Back : flatness between shoulders 1

Flights and tail, proper length of 3

Feather : closeness or tightness . . . . . . . . . 1

Colour: uniformity down back and rump, 3; shoulders, I ; breast and thighs, 2 6

\Ving-bars, colour and regularity in shape . . . _ , 2

Uprightness and carriage . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Legs, shape and position of . . , . . . . . , , , , z

38

The Silver Dragoon will have the same scale, less the point for dark eyelash, which is wanting

in this variety, and two other points for colour, since, if the sides of the Silver are correct this is

enough, and four points are sufficient. The Blue-chequer requires the same scale as the Blue in

all except the two points for bars. Hence, it counts a point more even than the Silver, which may

ofl'end some Silver fanciers. But a good Blue-chequer is as hard to breed as any other, and has,

besides, a superior value for breeding Blues, and the time will come when it will be thought more

of, as in the case of Antwerps.

Yellows and Reds should be judged by the Blue scale, less one point for dark eyelash, and

two points for having no bars, leaving four colour-points for colour of body all over. Grizzles may

be judged the same as Yellows, but the colour-points must be fully deducted if the Grizzle is not

good. White Dragoons should have no points for colour (this point gives no difficulty; and,

moreover, a bird either ix white or it is not), and only two for beak, the same as Reds and Yellows.

It will also count, of course, none for bars. All Reds and Yellows should have pale or flesh

coloured beaks.

We conclude our remarks on this now recognised “high-class” pigeon by giving a standard

of points as gathered from the appearance of the best specimens we have seen and the opinions

of the most reliable fanciers we have met :—
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STANDARD DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAGOON PIGEON.

B0dY.—I. .S‘lzape—cobby and compact.

2. Nee/é—short and thick, showing no gullet ; widening downward towards the shoulders and chest.

3. Breast—wide and full, but not projecting too forward.

. SIzoulders—muscular and prominent, but withal close-fitting to the sides of the body.

Bar/é—broad and flat.

Wz'ngs—powerful and muscular.

Legs—thighs firm and muscular ; lower joint rather short.

Feel—claws firmly set and wide-spreading.

9°?'.°‘“."-F‘

Sl<ull.—1. Head—“wedge-shaped”—i.e., broader at the back than at the front; slightly convexed in profile—

z'.e., showing neither flatness nor angularity viewed from any aspect.

2. Beak—thick, but proportionately so to the size of the head, measuring IQ inch in length; mandibles

fitting closely, the under one stout and straight, the upper also stout and very slightly curved

at the tip. Colour—in Blues, Chequers, and Grizzles, black; in Silvers, grey; in Reds and

Yellows, homy white ; in Whites, pinkish white. Colour of nails to correspond with the beak.

3. Wallle——“peg-shaped”—z'.e., wide and perpendicular at its base, thence gradually sloping and lessen

ing in width to the point where it joins the beak ; showing evenly formed, shallow roovings on its

surface of very light violet bloom.

4. Cere—small but firm, and even in texture; rather fuller at the upper front of the lid than at its other

portions, displaying a slightly “pinched” contraction towards the back of the eye. Colour-in

Blues, Chequers, and Grizzles, dark damson; in Silvers, dark grey ; in Reds, Yellows, and Whites,

hard white.

5. E)/e—bold and observant. Iris, brilliant fiery red in Blues, Chequers, Silvers, and Grizzles; paler red

in Reds ; rich orange in Yellows ; and dark hazel in Whites.

SiZe.—t. Lengtl:—about I 5 inches from tip of beak to end of tail.

2. Wz'dtlt—-about 4§ inches across shoulders, tapering thence downwards in wedge shape to the end of the

rump.

Physique.—1. Carn'age—upright and bold, with limbs firmly and rather closely set.

2. Condz'ti0n—hard and muscular throughout.

Plumage.—i. Flz'glzls—powerful, wide in web, and rather short in feather, tightly folded and carried close up to

the body; tips resting over the tail, at about half an inch from its extremity.

2. Taz'l—short, closely folded, carried on a level with the back in slightly downward slope, its end quite

clear from the ground.

3. General Corzdilion ofPlumage—hard, close-fitting, and lustrous.

Colours.—1. Blue-—-deep, sound, and uniform shade throughout, with exception of a darker ground showing

metallic lustre on the hackle, and wide, clearly-defined wing and tail black bars.

2. Silver--light uniform tint throughout, with exception of deep dun lustrous hackle, and sound, deep,

clearly-defined wing and tail dun bars.

3. Red—rich and uniform shade throughout, showing a decided lustre on the hackle, shoulders, and

rump.

4. Yellow-—sound, rich, and uniform throughout, displaying a faint lustre.

5. W/iz'te—milk white, with satin lustre.

6. Clzequers—evenly chequered with distinct blue on jet-black ground on shoulders, and as much so as

possible on the rump and thighs.

7. Grizzles-—clear, pale blue ground throughout; neck and chest evenly powder laced, and wings and

rump regularly grizzled with white and dark blue texture; the same extending if possible to the

scapular, thigh, and stomach plumage. \V- F- L



CHAPTER XVIII.

THE BARB.

THIS pigeon differs so completely from all other varieties as to occupy quite a unique position

amongst its kind, in that it alone has almost a “square” skull, the formation of which is its

chief distinguishing feature. It may have had its share in the production of other varieties of

short-fronted and eye-wattled varieties, but nowhere can we trace in any other breed the traits that

could lead one to suspect that the Barb owed any descent to these. Of its origin we have not the

remotest trace on record. All that is known of it is that it is a native of the African peninsula,

and that it has been bred in England for fully three hundred years, for Shakespeare refers to it in

As You Like It, as quoted in our historical and literary notes in Chapter II. It has been

generally spoken of, written of, and considered as one of the high-class “Toy” varieties of

pigeons; but we could never understand this, and shall in this work at least give it what we

consider its due place as one of the “high-class" birds, thus_ raising these to four varieties,

viz., the Carrier, Pouter, Tumbler, and Barb. It has as many properties, and is as

difficult to produce as the Carrier: and, like this bird, it takes a long time to come to

maturity; so that after being shown as a young bird, it is several years before it is deve

loped enough to be shown again. The age of maturity may be stated as three years ; and, though

there are exceptions, any possessor of a Barb that can compete with mature -birds before that age

may be proud of his specimen. Owing to this cause, and the pigeon not being generally classed

quite so high, it is perhaps not wonderful that there are comparatively few fanciers of this variety ;

and we have almost always noticed that such as there are—-especially what we may call the

“ breeding ” fanciers—have been breeders of many years’ standing. The rest get tired and go off

to some other variety, and hence we always look upon a Barb fancier as a true lover of the

pigeon he keeps, since he cannot even be a good judge of the right class of young bird which

will grow into a fine old one, until several years’ experience, there being so many different styles

of bird.

Here we may be found fault with by some, who contend that there can be but one correct

style of bird ; but to this we cannot agree in the present case. Some prefer the smallest and most

diminutive bird they can get; others a medium size; and others, again, a fine large bird, con~

demning the others. Now, we cannot consent to class size as a property at all in this pigeon, as all

three sizes may show in due proportion the proper points of head ; and as nearly all the points of a

Barb lie in the head, we shall always consider as a good model any bird which shows a fine head

and skull in just proportion to its size. This we consider the essential point ; as, for example, an

extra large bird having only a comparatively small eye and beak-wattle, though well formed, if

shown against a small specimen all that could possibly be desired would, if both heads were placed

together, far surpass it in measurement, showing more width of skull and greater diameter of eye

wattle. Still, though some judges might thoughtlessly give it the preference on that account, it

would be in point of excellence not to be compared with the smaller one. Hence size and propor

tion is always carefully to be considered, and if this be done we would admit any size in reason.

Owing to the comparatively few who have bred and kept Barbs, however, it does happen that
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there is less difference of opinion respecting this pigeon than any others we have yet treated upon,

and we do not anticipate any serious exception being taken to what we shall lay down in this

chapter. We might, indeed, almost count the past and present Barb fanciers on our fingers, and

had it not been for such fanciers as Messrs. Hedley, Jones, Gell, Firth, Heaton, Montgomery,

Allsop, Edwards, Thornton, and the Rev. Mr. Maynard, with at most four or five more, the ‘/‘ best ”

style of Barb obtainable would have been but a sorry one. We must not forget also to give due

credit to the foreign fanciers, from whom we received this pigeon, upon whose birds the gentlemen

named have worked; for although their skill has greatly improved the foreign bird, yet, even

originally, the best of the foreign stocks were grand specimens; and when we consider that our

foreign friends have not the stimulus of competitive shows, and heavy prizes and medals, which act

so powerfully as a stimulus upon the British fancier, but that what they have done has been from

pure love of their bird, and without the advantages of public comparison and inspection of other

specimens which we enjoy, it is diflicult to resist the conclusion that their enthusiasm and per

severance must be even greater than our own. Some of their choicest productions in the Toy

varieties are really marvellous ; and should the system of public exhibition ever really extend itself

on the Continent, as we sincerely trust it may, we know not what we may not expect from

these enthusiastic cultivators of the pigeon race. The Carrier, the Pouter, and the Tumbler, were,

no doubt, brought to perfection in this country, and by British fanciers; but the Barb, though

undoubtedly improved, came to us in the main as we now have it, and it is but fair to give due

credit to those from whose hands we received so attractive a pigeon.

A great deal of the present stock, curiously enough, comes from one importation, which we

have been at the pains to trace to many quarters. They were the best foreign Barbs we ever saw,

and were the property of Mr. W. Smith of Halifax. By judicious matching he bred even better

birds from them ; and, indeed, though we have seen many better single specimens, the best

collection of Barbs exhibited by one fancier we have ever seen in one pen was that shown by him

at a meeting of the Philo-Peristeronic Society ; and still further, we have no hesitation in stating

that there is scarcely a single first-rate specimen we know of at the present day which does not

trace its descent to some of that pen of birds. In fact, at that time fresh blood was sorely needed.

Some of the best of the collection we speak of fell into the hands of the well-known fancier, Mr.

Peter Eden, and going from him to various Irish and Scotch fanciers, were the means of these pro

ducing, especially in cocks, some of the finest specimens ever seen. A further large portion—

perhaps the largest portion—of the same collection were acquired by Mr. Stevens of Barnstaple,

and through him, when he gave up the fancy, by Mr. Hedley, who is and has been the most enthu

.siastic fancier of the Barb pigeon we ever met with; so much so that we believe he must have had

through his hands more specimens than any one, not even excepting ourselves, and this is the only

case in which we think our range of experience as regards number of birds can have been surpassed.

But such was the quality of this strain of Barbs, that others again of them, coming into the posses

sion of various Yorkshire and Lancashire fanciers, also produced similar results, with this curious

difference, that while the Irish breeders who got possession of them bred the finest cocks, the

Lancashire and Yorkshire breeders produced the best hens we have ever yet seen; and although

the original collection was uncommonly good in quality, the progeny, as produced by various of

the breeders we have mentioned, became still better, showing what can be done by judicious

matching.

We are quite sure none of those who have done so much in improving and perfecting the

Barb will question either our assertion that it is as difficult to breed to perfection in points as the

Carrier, or Pouter, or Tumbler, or its title to rank as one of the high-class pigeons; while it has
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this advantage over either of the three, that it is hardier and much easier to rear. Hoping,

therefore, that many more may be induced to take up this fascinating pigeon, we will proceed at

once to consider what a Barb should be. And first of all we will present a paper, written by one
of the oldest and most steadfast fanciers of this variety we know,. the late Mr. P. H. Jones. In i

only one point do our opinions differ from his, as we will explain in due course ; but with nearly all

the following remarks do we heartily agree, as will be seen from the more detailed exposition after

wards of our own views :—

“In treating of the Barb it is pretty well known to many, especially old fanciers,'that I am

writing of a variety for which I have had a strong predilection for the last twenty-three or

twenty-four years, and I may say that I am still as much attached to them as ever, although

from force of circumstances I may not have been able to do so much with them during the last

year or two as I have done, and hope to do again.

“ I look upon the Barb as one of the most valuable and interesting of all Toys; indeed am not

sure that it ought not to rank with the high-class Carrier, Short-faced Tumbler, or Pouter, and

have little hesitation in saying, as the result of my long experience, that it is as difficult to breed

and rear a specimen of this variety approaching perfection as it is either of the above so-called

high-class pigeons. It will be observed that I use the term approae/zing perfection, and as I con

sider advisedly. I /lave seen birds of some varieties which could searcely be improved upon; but

how seldom do we see a perfect Barbi I am free to confess that during the last three or four

years I have seen a few notable instances of birds which were considerably in advance of the

ordinary run of prize-winners twenty years ago, but they could almost be counted on the finger

ends ; and if the ambitious fancier is desirous of possessing any of these choice specimens let him

ask the price, and I fancy the amount named will convince him that first-rate Barbs are not as

plentiful as blackberries in autumn.

“Some twenty years ago a few good Barbs were imported by Messrs. ]. Baily and Sons, and

the Messrs. Baker, from the French Mediterranean Ports, which served very much to improve the

strains already existing in this country; but from these importations only a few first-class birds

could be selected, many of them, the hens especially, running long and thin in face and beak,

although they had a fair development of eye, and some of the cocks were tolerably good in skull.

Since that time several breeders have paid much attention to the breeding and improving this

beautiful pigeon, so that on the whole I believe the type to be considerably in advance of what

we used to see ; but I still say that there is a wide and profitable field of improvement open to the

young and ardent fancier who will take the Barb in hand and stick to it ,' and as an old fancier I

would say to the youthful one, t/zere is the grand secret of success; make up your mind what

variety you think will please you best, take to it, and stick to it. And it must be borne in mind

that although, as I have hinted above, exhibitors will not part with their best specimens unless

at long prices, there are frequent opportunities of getting birds from good breeders, and of good

strains, at moderate prices. Strain and pedigree are of the utmost importance in the Barb. Of

course it is possible now and then to produce from inferior and obscure parents a bird showing

some good properties, but which, if bred from again, only produces disappointment and vexation

of spirit; therefore again I say go in for strain and pedigree if possible. By examining the prize

lists of the principal exhibitions it is easily ascertainable who are the persistent winners in any

given class, and to some or one of them apply, rather than pick up a chance bird here or there.

These remarks would naturally apply to any variety of stock, but among pigeons I believe they

apply with extra force to the Barb, the properties of head and beak especially requiring much
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care in the selecting and matching birds for breeding, the beak showing a great tendency to run

out long and thin, the eye to lose substance at the back, and skull to lose width.

“ I will now proceed to give my ideas of the properties of the Barb, and, as a natural

consequence, commence with the head, which should be broad, square, and massive; fiat across

the top of the skull ; the beak short, thick, and inclining downwards, forming in profile a

continuous curve from the front of.the head or skull, not appearing as if artificially bent down, but

with the bottom mandible thick and supporting the upper one. I have seen birds a few years

ago which had this dawn-faced appearance in excess, but they looked too much as if they had

been framed into shape, and did not long retain their position in the fancy, although they created

a slight sensation when introduced. The beak, in addition to being short and thick, should also

be wide at the gape ; this almost necessarily insures the head being of good and equal thickness,

and not falling away or getting narrow towards the lower part of the cheek or chop; the eye well

placed in the centre of the side of the head, not sunken, but fairly prominent, and surrounded as

evenly as possible with an ample wattle of soft, even texture, bright red in colour, standing well

out from the skull in a fully developed bird. But, although it should be soft and fine in texture, it

should still have sufiicient substance to stand up in its upper circumference without the aid of

artificial means, which have been sometimes resorted to, such as gumming and stitching. When a

Barb arrives at such an age as to require these aids, his proper place is the breeding-loft, when his

owner may do as he pleases, and not the show pen. I am aware that the full properties of a

good bird are not wholly developed until he has attained a tolerable fulness of years; but I still

maintain that when, from old age or want of condition, the upper portion of the eye begins to fall

over like the ear of a lop-eared rabbit, he is not a pleasant object to look at. A little sponging with

a zinc or alum lotion, as much for the comfort and cleanliness of the bird as anything else, I hold

to be perfectly legitimate and allowable. Beyond this we should not go. Small ulcers, which often

appear inside the bottom lid, may be carefully cut out with a pair of fine sharp scissors. The eye

itself should be proportionately large and full, ofa clear white or pearl colour, although many otherwise

good birds are bred with red or gravel eyes; but this detracts very much from the appearance of the

bird, the contrast between the white eye and red wattle being very pleasing. The beak-wattle

should be neat and fine in texture, evenly shaped, with the central division clearly defined, and nearly

white in colour, with a healthy, powdery appearance on its surface, not rough or seedy; in an aged

bird a little jewing or wattle on the lower mandible appears, and is an improvement. There

should be no appearance of gullet or dewlap under the beak, the head being neatly and cleanly

set on to the neck, which should be somewhat fine and thin, especially in hens, at its insertion into

the head ; of a moderate length, certainly not short, and expanding with a bold graceful curve to

the shoulders ; this adds much to the carriage and general contour of the bird, while a short, thick

neck, gives a coarse and heavy expression ; the chest full and prominent, and the breast-bone well

covered with muscle. The legs should be short, scarcely any thigh being shown below the wings;

the lower limb, from the knee to the toes, of a bright carmine red; the neater and finer the scales

the better. I do not like a long tail on a Barb, but the flights should be proportionately long,

reaching quite to the tip of the tail, and carried snugly and compactly, not dragging or drooping,

which I consider a fault, or sign of ill-health, or want of condition. On the whole, in appearance

I should describe the Barb as a compact, hearty, gay, a’e60mzaz're sort of bird—dear to the heart of

a fancier, and very taking and attractive to the eye of the general observer.

“ With regard to colour I would now classify them thus : — Ist, Black; 2nd, Yellow ;

3rd, Red; 4th, Dun. In former days we saw good Whites, but now very rarely. I need hardly

say that the brighter and purer these colours are the better. We now approach the important
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and diflicult question of breeding for colour. It is a somewhat generally received axiom among

breeders of all descriptions of stock that to a certain extent, ‘like breeds like,’ and this, no doubt,

is nearly true with regard to breeding for colour, always providing you are breeding from a strain

t/zoroug/zly establis/zedfor colour. For many years I had a strain of Red Barbs, the individuals of

which almost invariably bred one or both young ones with one or two white feathers in the tail,

and always on the same side of the tail ; but they were good birds, and very valuable for crossing,

as, when matched with Yellow, the white feathers very rarely re-appeared; but as long as I bred

individuals of the same family together they still showed the white feather, and I rat/zer liked it,

for I always knew I had a good stock bird, and many prize-winners can be traced back to this

strain. There are few good sound-coloured Reds to be found, many of them running ashy on the

rump, or grizzled in flight and tail; and I must confess that I do not even now know how to

eradicate this fault. I can improve Yellows with Reds, but do not know how to produce a perfect

Red with any degree of certainty. For breeding Blacks I believe, as far as colour is concerned,

no match is equal to‘ two Blacks; but as Dun hens are sometimes found very full and soft in eye,

it is advisable to use them with Blacks, and a soft Dun may be matched to Yellow with good

results if the Yellow is on the cock side; still I would prefer breeding from two Yellows if both

were sound in colour. Birds bred this way, however, are apt to run grizzly, and pale in flights

and tail, so that I believe it necessary now and then to fortify Yellows by a cross of some other

colour. I have had good birds bred from a Yellow cock and Black hen, and on one occasion,

many years ago, I bred from a single pair of birds in one season every known coiour of a Barb,

viz., Black, Red, Yellow, White, and Dun. The cock was a Red of the strain I have previously

referred to, the hen from a Yellow and Dun, but not a good-coloured bird in herself, and yet all

the young were good and sound in colour. I once also bred a bird which was nearly blue, but did

not admire it, and do not think it a desirable colour for a Barb. All the usual colours harmonise

well with the red eye-wattle, which the Blue would not. I believe I once recorded my opinion

that a good Barb cannot be of a bad colour, and, for breeding purposes, I still hold the same view,

and if I knew the pedigree of a bird, ever so bad in colour, would not for a moment hesitate to

breed from it if it possessed the properties I required. I never meant to convey the impression, as

some one suggested in one of our periodicals a short time ago, that a badly-coloured bird was

equal to a good coloured one, and it was a piece of absurdity in the writer to attempt to father

such an idea on me. Whites, as I have stated before, are not so numerous or good as they were a

few years back, and yet, for a country fancier, they are a charming variety; in towns, as with

other white birds, they are not so suitable. I have seen a few Whites with pearl eyes, which

I consider a great improvement. With regard to size I most decidedly advocate a somewhat

small and neat bird, and give my ideas of what the relative proportions of a good bird should be,

although, of course, it is impossible to lay down anything like a hard and fast line in this respect,

but the following, I believe, to be pretty nearly right for a good specimen :—Weight, I 3 ozs. to

1 lb. ; length, beak to tip of tail, 121} inches to I4 inches; inner edge of eye to tip of beak,

% of an inch; width of skull, a full inch to Ifi inch, measured between, not over the eye-wattles;

diameter of eye-wattle, I§ inch; length of limb, measured as Pouters, 4?; inches to 42 inches.

These dimensions would apply to cocks, and would be a little modified for hens, more especially

in width of skull. I have no doubt that a few birds might be found to exceed these dimensions in

head properties, but I consider the above a fair standard.

Barbs are fairly good breeders and feeders, though sometimes a very good and promising young

one will require a good deal of attention in the way of feeding by hand. The young Barb, when

in the nest, gives a pretty sure indication of what sort of bird it will be at maturity. If the callow

19
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nestling has a broad, thick skull, with an ugly, bull-dog-looking beak, although it may for a

few months after assume a somewhat plain and common appearance, yet it is almost certain to

develop into a bird of good properties. In conclusion I would say, that to the ardent and

patient fancier no better variety exists on which to exercise his skill and judgment in matching

and breeding, or which will better reward him in watching the gradual development of those much

coveted properties which gladden his heart, and compensate for many disappointments."

Such are the views of one of the best Barb fanciers ever known, whose lamented death during

the Christmastide of I892 cast a gloom over the surroundings of all pigeon fanciers.

Before proceeding to give our own views and experiences, we think that the following quota

tions from a. contribution to T/re Feat/zered World by Mr. Joseph Firth, of Dewsbury (a well-known

and practical Barb fancier), of more recent date than the foregoing notes by Mr. Jones, will be of

interest to the reader, and especially to all who desire to embark in this most interesting variety of

the pigeon tribe. As to the e/zoiee of stud, Mr. Firth says :

“ In making a start I would apply to some fancier on whom I could rely, and would buy from

him two or three pairs of birds of the best quality which my means would allow of. I would do

this in preference to picking my breeding stock up in odd birds from different sources, as it is

better in Barbs, as in other varieties, if birds from an established strain can be procured, to stick to

that one strain, in preference to mixing up birds of different strains, however good-looking the

birds might be. It may be said that to pursue this method for any length of time involves very

close inbreeding. No doubt it does, and no doubt this is one of the chief secrets of success in the

breeding of all live stock for exhibition.

“I should avoid the chubby short-faced birds, which, to an inexperienced fancier, look so pretty

in their first season; but never get much better, and cannot by any possibility grow the massive

head points which are required to make a ‘first-ranker.’ I would select, even if they looked a bit

long-faced, raw, and unfurnished, the birds with the biggest heads, always bearing in mind to have

a nicely curved profile of the skull, both back and front, and above all would not on any account

tolerate a wedge-headed bird. I would have the beak, particularly the lower mandible, as thick,

blunt at the end, and wide across the gape or base of the lower jaw as possible. I don’t want the

beak shorter than one inch and three-sixteenths from the centre of the eye to the end of the beak,

and would not object to a shade more, if the bird were proportionate in all other respects.

“ The two types of birds I am describing are easy to distinguish, after a very little observation.

With the one type, if you have to give them medicine, you can hardly get their beaks to open wide

enough to get a pill down, whilst with the other, at the same age, you can, with as little trouble,

get your finger end down.

“Though inclined to the medium-sized birds with short necks, yet knowing, as I do from

experience, the difiiculty of getting big heads on small bodies, I would not object to birds a little

over the average in size, and now and then have found it of the greatest service to make use in

breeding of these larger-sized birds, such as happened to possess the coveted head points in super

excellence.

“ The beak wattle should be fine in texture, and, in young birds, as far away from the skull

as possible, radiating and widening from the front to the back and sides; full and plump round

what I may, for want of a better term, call the bridge of the nose. It should have a fine division

down the centre. If very open down the centre, or showing an inverted V-shaped depression there,

it is in my eyes a fault, which becomes more apparent with age.”

With regard to breeding the following is Mr. Firtlfs advice :—
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“ In matching our breeding stock we must remember that, when we have done our best to

procure good birds, none are absolutely perfect, and we must carefully study how to put them

together so as to have a reasonable expectation that they will reproduce their good qualities

without reproducing their faults, which, however, are much easier to reproduce and perpetuate than

their good qualities. With this object in view, avoid matching two birds together possessing the

same faults. As an example of what I mean, suppose you have a bird which is extra good in eye

and skull, match with it a bird which is free from the defects which the other may have, even if a

little defective in the points in which the other excels. Make a special point of breeding for beak,

and beak wattle, of the correct substance and quality, which are the most difficult points to attain

in perfection in the breeding of Barbs, as skull and eye can be got by the use of the larger sized,

big-headed birds, which I have already referred to. Those with soft velvety eyes are very useful

for increasing the size and quick growth of the eye wattle.

“ After you have matched your birds with all the care you can, the result will probably be a little

‘ mixed.’ The young ones will not be all champions ; you will have, in fact, if your experience is like

that of others, a large percentage of ‘duffers,’ and for the purpose of next season’s breeding discard

all these without compunction. Do not, for the sake of breeding with all your produce, make up

the whole—good, bad, and indifferent—into average pairs—that is, matching your best cock with

your worst hen, and so on, with the result probably of attaining mediocrity, or worse, throughout,

and most likely with discouraging results as to the quality of the young produced by the experi

ment; but rather let ‘the survival of the fittest’ be your motto, and let it be rigidly adhered to.

After a very short course of weeding out, you will get your type fixed and established.”

For the production of colour the same fancier writes as follows :—

“ In matching Barbs for the production of the various colours there are no arbitrary rules, and

no one can predicate with absolute certainty what the precise results will be, but when it is known

how the parent birds have been bred, one may anticipate with some degree of certainty what the

result of matching certain colours will be. As the most popular colour is black, and there are more

blacks than birds of any other colour (in Barbs at any rate), it is very common to match two blacks

together, which in the main is all right; but when two blacks are matched together it is well, if it

can be managed, to have at least one of the pair with a clear, flesh-coloured beak, without any

black stain, otherwise there is a tendency to get the beak and beak-wattle too dark. To avoid

this danger a black and a red are often matched together with very satisfactory results, so far as

the resulting black young ones are concerned ; but the reds produced by this cross are often smoky

in colour or ticked on the body with black, and have dark or slate-coloured tails; but these

defective-coloured reds with clear beaks are often invaluable for breeding blacks of rich, lustrous

colour with clear beaks. The best coloured reds and yellows are generally bred by first matching

good-coloured reds and yellows together, when usually some good-coloured birds of both colours

are the result. Two reds bred by this cross paired together and two yellows paired together, will

almost invariably produce the desired colours in perfection. Duns are useful, and safe to match

with any other colour.”

Like most short-faced pigeons, Barbs require careful attention when in the nest-pan, and even

after they begin to walk. Mr. Firth’s experience of rearing squabr is thus expressed by him :—

“ Barbs are birds of hardy constitution, and are free breeders and good sitters, but bad nurses,

as they go to nest again too soon for the safety of the young ones in the nest; besides, from the

structure of the beak there is a mechanical difficulty, which, if the young are very wide and stout in

beak, prevents the parents from feeding them satisfactorily by the time they are about ten days old.
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This being the case, I find it useful, and, in fact, indispensable, to use feeders of the Homer type;

these have their liberty and bring up their charges satisfactorily. Some objection has been made

to the use of feeders on the ground that the young Barbs would grow too large. In reply to this

I can only say that I am of a different opinion, and I think the objection to feeders on this ground

is probably made by those who have not tried them. There are some Barb fanciers who do not

use feeders, but give the necessary assistance to the young birds by hand, feeding with steeped

grain. For those who have not the time or skill to adopt this method, feeders are the thing.”

We now proceed to give our own views, which will be found to agree very closely with those

of the two experienced fanciers we have quoted.

One of the first and most important of all points in a Barb is the beak. Some judges think

less of this point than they should; but however fine even in other head properties, we for our

part refuse to consider any bird a really first-rate specimen without its beak is good, any more

that we would a Carrier. In the mature bird it should not be more than about three-eighths of an

inch in a fair average-sized specimen from the front of the beak-wattle to the tip, and if less the

better; some of the small specimens of course will not exceed a quarter of an inch. But still,

shortness is of less importance than t/zicknrss of beak. Both mandibles should appear equally

stout, the lower looking as massive as the upper, and this is the difiicult point. It is quite easy to

get a fairly heavy upper mandible, but a thick and massive under mandible is comparatively rare.

When thus short, thick, and the mandibles equal in thickness, it much resembles the beak of a

bullfinch; and the head of the young bird shown further on represents, without the least ex

aggeration, a beak all that could possibly be desired, though on a small bird, which as a rule are

more often seen with good beaks than large ones.

The colour of the beak should be pale or flesh-colour, as in the Carrier; and it unfortunately

happens that in Black Barbs some of the best-shaped beaks are of the wrong colour. It is little

-or no fault for the upper mandible to have a dark stain on the top; but however good the beak

may be, if both mandibles be black it always looks coarse, and such birds are also much longer in

-developing their wattle properties than birds of a softer texture (for it will be found on trial that

the pale beaks are really softer than the dark ones). Still, we are no advocates for a fine bird

being either disqualified or discarded from breeding because of a black beak; this would be to

throw out some of the finest black specimens; it is simply to be avoided as much as possible, fairly

allowed for in judging, and got rid of by judicious matching—-say with a pale-beaked Dun, as we

shall speak of further on.

There is one more property about the beak: the more it points downwards, or, in pigeon

language, the more the bird is “down-faced,” the more valuable it is so far, and the shorter the

beak appears. Still, though this be an attractive property in a Barb, it must not be laid too much

stress upon, for the simple reason that, as in the case of Tumbler skulls, it admits of being to

some extent produced artificially in a bird which naturally is deficient, and if done carefully, so as

to defy detection in such birds as have massive beaks, though it can easily enough be detected if

the beak be at all thin. The plan adopted is simply this :—At about the age of four days the beak

is taken between finger and thumb (thumb under and finger on top), and gently but firmly bent or

pressed downwards at the point by the finger. This is repeated every third day for about four

times ; and if thus frequently done, with comparative gentleness, and the beak be thick enough, no

sign of the process will remain, and no pain seems to be suffered; in fact, there are but few

fanciers who do not give to the beaks of their birds a little gentle “ persuasion" of this kind.

But we have known such a wrench given that the little sufferer has died, and even cases where the

beak has broken off a day or two after the barbarity, upon which we need scarcely express our
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opinion. Indeed, we must state that while such very gentle manipulation as simply inclines-if we

may use the word—the beak to grow rather more downwards, appears neither to give pain nor to

involve any other ill-efi"ect, if it be attempted to go beyond this, though it may be impossible to

detect what has been clone, there is still a loss in other points. The beak looks shorter and more

down-faced, but the beak-wattle is neither so large, so full, or so well-shaped as if nature had been

allowed to take its course, and what would have been perhaps a fine cock, has more the appearance

of a hen, and retains the feminine look to the end of his days. If still more overdone, besides

the cruelty, there is often caused an opening or space between the mandibles, which probably

produces canker, as described in earlier chapters. For these reasons we protest against too much.

stress being laid by judges upon “down-face,” and none at all if confined to the beak alone,

since such can only be the result of art. A good and natural “down-face ” will show one

unbroken sweep over the whole head to the point of the beak, and cannot be improved saver

by such very mild measures as above indicated.

Next we come to the slrull. First, as all fanciers know, this is to. be as broad as possible from

eye to eye. But not only so, it should be of the same width both at front and back of the

eye-wattles. This is a comparatively rare point. Many are the winning birds we have seen which

do not possess it, the two eye-wattles tapering towards each other at the front, though a fair width,‘

or even more than fair width behind; but in the square width, or parallelism of the eye-wattles,

lies the chief and greatest beauty of the skull of the Barb. No matter how wide the skull is.

behind, if not at least nearly as wide in front, it will only look “ mean” and coarse, the fault being

seen not only when looked at from the front--perhaps the most attractive point of view of all for‘

seeing this pigeon—but in any other position. This equal width in front to back is both the most.

valuable property, and the most difficult to breed correct. A bird possessing it, though only of a.

fair moderate width of skull, looks wide, and is far more valuable to breed from. It makes the

eye-wattles seem as it were to rise above the skull equally on both sides; and adds greatly to the

apparent shortness of face. Moreover, it is generally accompanied with another great beauty, in.

the shape of an apparently indented note/z or groove on each side of the front of the head, between

the eye and beak-wattles, as if a little hollow had been sharply cut or scolloped out with a.

penknife. This groove on each side of the forehead is another great beauty, making the head

appear sharply “cut out,” and showing ofi' to greater advantage the back of the skull, which should

show a sort of rise or projection, giving to the whole, when perfect—very rarely indeed is all

perfect—a peculiarly neat, attractive, and “well-chiselled” appearance, which belongs to the Barb

alone among all pigeons. These skull properties—some of which seem not generally understood

cannot be too highly valued, and not the less so because no art or manipulation can either produce

or increase them, and they are accompanied by the best class of eye-\vattles.

If such a skull be valuable, it will easily be understood. on the other hand, that the tapering or

wedge-shaped skull is to be carefully avoided, not only for the native ugliness we have already

mentioned, but because it leaves no room for the beautiful indentations just mentioned; even if the

bird does possess them, which in such circumstances is very rarely the case. In fact, the eye and

beak-wattles appear crowded together, completely covering the part where the groove or indent,

should be; and though to remove this some will cut ofi’ a portion of wattle, this still looks ugly,

and moreover soon grows again.

Such a skull as last described, again, is very rarely accompanied by the next great point of a

Barb—a well-formed cg/e-wattle. This should be large, circular, and evenly distributed round the

eye ; whereas, in those birds with taper skulls, the wattle is generally far too much developed on

the front side, with much too little at the back and bottom, in fact, badly “ pinched," which makes
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the best bird in other points look coarse. common, and bad. Such a wattle at the age of three or

four years looks hideous, especially in the eyes of a good judge, and though a portion is in such

cases often carved away from the front or top of the wattle, to make the bird more presentable

in appearance, little improvement results; the bird is bad at the best, and cannot be made

a good one. But, as a rule, the correct, wide-fr0ntea', “ square" skull is generally attended with

the next important property of good and even eye-wattle, something near equally large and

equally thick all round the eye. Even of good eye-wattles, however, there are two classes. One

may be called a soft or fleshy eye, which is preferred by many, and is generally pretty regular in

build all round ; besides which, it takes much less time to become fully developed than the other

kind, which we may call, for convenience, the hard, wrinkled, or laced wattle. Still, though with

these advantages in build and time, it has its faults, being very liable to show the same formation

which is so arlmired in the Carrier (as adding to narrowness of skull), but is correspondingly

/zaled in a Barb. This form consists in being convex: in shape, or thicker towards the eye than at

the edges. At a side view this does not matter ; but from the front this makes the wattle look as

if rolling over the skull, and thus to appear narrower than, perhaps, it really is. In fact, a really

wide-skulled bird, or one which appears so, is rarely seen with such a wattle. We may, in fact,

compare the two classes of wattle to one of the old-fashioned “ dished” bone buttons. The soft

wattle resembles the convex side, making the skull wider at the eyes than at the edges of the

wattle; whereas, the other wattle resembles the dished or concave side, the eye being in the

hollow centre, and the skull, as will be readily understood, appearing far wider. The thicker one

of these last wattles is, the wider and more square does the skull appear; and when looked at from

the front, the wattles seem to “stand out" well from the skull, adding yet more to the finely

chiselled appearance of the head we have already spoken of as t/ze great point. The soft wattle

again, being so thin at the edges, appears there nearly smooth, most of the wrinkling being

towards the centre, whilst the other is regularly indented or wrinkled round the circumference.

Certainly the last class of eye-wattle is what we most admire, and which shows up to most

advantage the various head properties of a high-class Barb ; and it is also less liable than the other

to disease; the soft wattle, as in Carriers, being much more liable to catch cold, to become

inflamed, and also to form spouts, which then require removal ; and as the wattle of a Barb is so

very much thicker than that of a Carrier, in order to give width to the head, such surgical

operations, which should be performed in the same way, are in this pigeon attended by much more

risk, and give much more trouble to bring to a satisfactory conclusion; in fact, it is no easy matter

for even an experienced fancier to operate for “spouts” with complete success on a fleshy-eyed

Barb.

The hard or wrinkled wattle therefore is, on the whole, to be preferred, though it takes one

season more to develop, and, in fact, can rarely be shown genuinely with much hope of success

under twelve months old, the soft-wattled young birds looking so much more fully-developed and

attractive to the eye. Hence, a breeder who wishes to compete with young birds, even though he

prefers the same style of wattle we do, should also keep some of the soft-eyed sort in order to

produce his winning young birds. If he selects these with judgment, and especially if he can get

small birds with thick beaks, he is almost sure to succeed, since all fanciers admire small Barbs,

if only well-developed in head and wattle points in proportion to their size, which these soft

wattled ones generally are. A very large bird, indeed, even if really fine in head, looks coarse

by the side of such, and on the whole a rat/Mr small bird is preferred by all who can get them

good enough; and while, as we before said, we would discard no size, but judge by proportion,

we would give the size of a common Flying Tumbler as the happy medium which all might seek B
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for with safety, and name that pigeon because it varies less in size than any other of the proper

dimensions we know, and hence makes a good standard. If a bird be larger or smaller, no

matter; but a wry small bird scarcely ever shows a really good skull, and a very large one

looks coarse, whereas this size seems what best shows really fine properties to advantage.

To resume, then. If the fancier can obtain for matching two rather small fleshy-eyed birds,

with good beaks, they will be almost sure to produce some birds even better beaked than

themselves, or, at least, which appear so the first season; and if fairly good in eye-wattle, the

young will loo-k, at say five or six months old, so much more developed than much larger birds of

the other kind, as to be sure to win the day. The very smallness makes the bird look young and

pretty, while the other bird will look both older and coarser in comparison, and has little chance

unless judged by a very old and experienced breeder. Sometimes such an one will reverse the

decision; and we cannot in truth blame either, since both are right from different points of view.

The_one bird as it stands looks far the best, and really is the most developed for its age;

whereas, it is generally the other specimen, which cannot win as a young bird, which in the end,

when it is maturely developed, makes the finest bird. Winning young Barbs comparatively

seldom make winners in good company over three years old. Hence, we advise different studs of

birds to breed winners the first season, and such as are intended to win when old birds; and this

is, in fact, the rule adopted by our oldest breeders and exhibitors, and the explanation of many

facts and apparently contradictory decisions which may have puzzled some of our readers. The

Barb is almost the only pigeon of which it is true; and it arises from a t/zick eye-wattle, as well

as a large one, being desired in this case; whereas, the most prized Carrier-wattle, though large, is

thin in comparison.

Next we come to the beak-wattle,'which varies in its way quite as much, though less

conspicuously, than the eye-wattle. This chiefly depends on the size and formation of the beak

itself. When this is massive and well shaped, it should and does resemble, as nearly as we

can describe it, an oval-shaped bean, split nearly into two slices, and then laid like a saddle on

the beak, one half on each side. The longer. smoother, and fuller it is, and the nearer it comes

to the point of the beak, the better; and this length, fulness, and regularity can be traced in

a very young bird. It helps the shortness of face, and, filling up the profile, gives a fine

and high-bred look generally. Such a wattle is, however, scarcely ever seen but on a fine

and massive beak. When thus found it remains with little variation until two years old, when

it generally wrinkles a little; it is, however, but little, and, when properly full in the centre,

little hinders the appearance of the skull. It should allow the front edges of the eye-wattle

to be clearly seen, from a full front view, with a space between them and the beak-wattle;

and when this is the case it is rarely that fine indented groove is absent, which is, perhaps, the

best test of a really well-bred bird. Such a bird will be sure to have a thick under mandible.

Other wattles are the opposite of this, being ragged, flat in front or on top, or even hollow,

instead of convex, and spreading at the back behind, over the edges of the upper mandible, so as

to cover or destroy the space that should appear between eye and beak-wattles.

We come next to the under or jew-wattle. Some of the coarser specimens have this very

full and large; and though by itself we greatly admire such, as it causes the bird to appear

shorter in face and thicker in neck, still it has great disadvantages. Nearly all heavily-jewed

birds are much pinched in the eye-wattle, the evils of which we have already seen; and are besides,

and as combined with this, too often narrow in front of the skull. But again, the jew-wattle

is scarcely ever seen unusually full without the bird having a great deal too much at the root of the

mouth; and lastly, it is usually accompanied with a thin or poor under mandible, the growth
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of wattle appearing to absorb the substance of the beak. Hence, much as we admire a heavy

jew-wattle by itself, and as improving the shortness of face, on the whole we prefer a smaller

amount, consisting only of three small divisions resembling pimples, which we will show

by-and-by. Still, with all this, the heavily-jewed birds are so valuable as well as so scarce

that we would not have them disparaged. From them come some of the very best specimens

Otn DUN COCK.

  

and they are especially valuable for breeding /mus of the proper shape and character of beak.

It is a singular fact that breeding for extra large eye-wattles almost always produces, before

very long, beaks too fine and long in front of the wattle, especially in hens; and to counteract

this there is nothing like a cross with a heavily-jewed bird, which seems to restore both short

ness and substance at once, and also the masculine appearance, since, without some stoutness of

beak and some moderate jew-wattle, the best bird looks more like a hen than a cock.

  

Fig, 49, Younc BLACK COCK.

Finally, as regards the shape of the head, though we have already conveyed that there should

be a clear space between eye and beak-wattles, the whole should be so combined that the entire

“ face,” measured from centre of the eye to point of beak, be as short as possible, with no per

ceptible indentation or “ stop” in the forehead, but the whole front of the head and upper mandible

forming a kind of unbroken arch, or curve, into which the beak itself naturally falls, and thus

terminates it. Having now described it point by point, we give in Figs. 47 and 48 two views of such

a head, drawn very carefully from an old Dun cock, perhaps the best we have ever seen. These

views are not in the slightest degree exaggerated as regards appearance, though we have found
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measurement deceiving, a bird drawn the actual size appearing much too large all over. We

have, in fact, seen even beaks quite as thick as here drawn, though not, perhaps, in quite so old

a bird, age always shrinking it a little. We add two similar views of a young head, also drawn

from life, and, as will be seen, from a rather smaller bird, at the age of about seven months. The

beak here shown could not possibly be surpassed, and the fine chiselling of the skull in front was

as conspicuous as in the old bird. VVe could not find, at the moment, a large young head

sufficiently good for our purpose, but in all except mere size, Figs. 49 and 50 represent the head

and skull of such a young bird as would develop into the old one above, except that the beak

of the young one (a Black) is perhaps several degrees better, as regards thickness, than that of the

old one. We ought to explain that one in each of the above views is neither taken directly from

the top or from the front, but from a.somewhat slanting direction between the two.

We hope these two views and our explanations will make the points of a fine head plain to

all our readers, and also show them the class of young bird which will grow into a fine old one.

But to make our meaning still more clear, we add in Fig. 51 a representation of a bad head. The

  

head here shown is not indeed bad in all points ; such would defeat our object, since any amateur

could have, in such a case, no difiiculty. It has a good eye-wattle, though rather too convex, and a

very fair width at back of the skull. But it tapers from back to front, where it is not nearly so wide

as behind. The beak-wattle is narrow across, and the beak itself too long in proportion, as indeed

is the whole skull; and these are the points to be particularly avoided.

We have next briefly to discuss the “co1our-points ” of the head, which in a Barb have some

importance. The colour of the beak we have already mentioned; but we may here add that a

black beak generally affects the colour of both eye and beak-wattle also, and thus makes birds of

really the same head properties look far worse than others with pale beaks. Hence, colour as well

as shape of beak must be studied in breeding, in no case matching two birds having a black one.

It is also to be noticed that a dark-beaked bird is generally much longer developing its wattle

than a soft-beaked one; and when it is fully developed, never seems to show half the properties it

really possesses.

The beak-wattle, when young, is of a pinky colour, but as age comes on it seems as if covered

with fine white powder. The eye-wattle is desired to be as bright-red as possible, but some

allowance has always to be made. We have often noticed how much deeper in colour, both in eye

and beak-wattle, are the Barbs imported from abroad than such as are bred in this country, and

also that some strains produce a much deeper colour than others. As the deepest colour is

preferred, the wattles are always washed before exhibition, which produces a little deeper and
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brighter colour than is generally seen. Some exhibitors it is to be feared go beyond this, and apply

a little magenta, or some other dye, which—bar the danger of detectio_n—greatly freshens the

appearance of an old stager; and while not always easy to detect, we fancy a professional dyer

(who would be the most likely expert to call in) could throw an interesting light on some birds we

have seen exhibited. Washing is, however, not only quite fair, but should be performed at least

every fortnight on a good bird, whether shown or not, the wrinkles in the eye-wattle being very

liable to get filled up with the dust of the loft, which, if left too long, may corrode or fester the

skin, and cause canker and other diseases, which a regular washing to a great extent prevents.

Some have thought that the rich colour of the foreign birds is owing to some difference in climate,

and have considered this proved by the fact that some of the richest-coloured wattles have bred in

this country very pale progeny ; but in our opinion the cause lies in the use, by English fanciers,

of the Dun colour for breeding. We have constantly observed, that the oftener the Dun feather is

used in matching the paler will the wattle become, and also softer and sooner developed ; it is, in

fact, by this matching chiefly that the great improvement has been made in head-points, over the

standard shown by imported Barbs ; and knowing the preference of nearly all foreign fanciers for

colour, it is probable they breed for colour both of feather and wattle, and neglect the Dun.

This is borne out by the fact that while, as we have said, the Dun cross certainly does produce

pale wattles, Blacks, Reds, and Yellows, bred together, generally produce good colour, as does also

the White; hence we believe that our fanciers, while improving the quantity and shape of wattle

by the Dun, have lost colour; and as this is of less consequence than good size and shape of

wattle, we must, if so, be content.

The next point is the colour of the eye itself, or rather of the iris, which should, in a perfect

bird, be white or pearl. But here we are perhaps most likely, if at all in this chapter, to displease

many by saying that some judges lay far too much stress upon this property, and that a change in

their view of it deserves at least the most serious consideration. Many times we have seen some

of the finest specimens in all other points passed over unnoticed as worthless, on account of an

orange-coloured eye, and this we consider one of the most unjust mistakes ever commonly made

in judging pigeons. No one can say that the colour of the eye constitutes the Barb, as in no

pigeon perhaps are what may be called “structural” head-points so largely what is breed for. Not

that we would on that account have the colour of the eye indifferent, or wish an orange-eye to

compete on equal terms with a pearl eye. No one we ever met with would pretend to such

a thing; but for a bird possessing every other good point to be passed over, as we have seen done,

for a bird which possessed no other really fine point except colour of eye, is what we protest

against as simply destructive to all true breeding. It is within our knowledge that the best

pearl-eyed specimens have occasionally produced orange-eyed progeny; while, on the contrary, by

judicious matching with a pearl-eyed Red or Dun (for it is generally Blacks and Yellows which fail

in this point) the fault is very easily corrected. On the other hand, a black beak is not only far

more conspicuous and offensive to the eye, but far more diflicult to eradicate; yet we never once

knew a Barb good in all other points passed over for this fault, and indeed some of the talented

judges, who have signalised themselves in the way we complain of, did not even know a black

beak was a fault at all. Not that an orange-eye is not a great fault. Such we would consider

it, and allow a fair number of points for it; but we protest against its being considered a

disqualification, and a bird good in all other points thrown out of competition, when shown against

birds really fine in no other. If a bird happened to be faulty both in colour of eye and beak, we

would not complain, as such a bird could hardly win against decent quality, and it would be

very foolish to even breed from it; but we do consider no bird should be disqualified for either
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fault alone. Some of the very best foreign Barbs, from which the most improvement in our strains

was derived, were orange-eyed; and from this source indeed we believe the fault was derived.

There is a third colour of eye called gravel-colour, being as it were half way between the pearl

and the orange, which is, however, as offensive as orange to some fanciers; but we never knew

a bird yet disqualified for this; and, on the whole, what we think enough is to allow fair points

for eye, and then deduct all three p'oints for an orange-eyed bird, two points for a gravel-eyed bird,

and one point for an eye sometimes found which can hardly be fairly called even gravel, but is

also certainly not real pearl. It must be noted that a bird has a right to be called pearl-eyed,

provided even the inner edge of the iris be a pure unbroken white, even though outside this

there should be a little red or orange. With this allowance, the pearl-eyed bird must be very

poor quality indeed if it could not beat an orange-eyed bird, unless it was very young; and this

mode of judging would do justice to all parties, and assist judges in what is often their most

difficult task, viz., to first satisfy t/mnseh/as why they make certain awards, and then be able

to inform all competitors who asked them in a becoming manner w/zy they awarded prizes and

commendations in any given manner.

What we have now described comprise nine-tenths of the properties of a Barb; and no

matter how well-shaped in body a bird may be, if deficient in head it can never compete with any

chance. Still, there are other properties. The neck should be short and thick, the thicker the
better, as the better the bird is in this property the shorter in face does it appear. Hence the I

throat should be very full; indeed, this is where the thickness of neck should be, and many birds

owe much of their apparent shortness of face not to real excellence in that point so much as to an

unusually wide throat, especially if down-faced, when a bird so constructed hardly can look other

than short. This is the one point where we must say we decidedly differ from Mr. jones, who

recommends a rather long and thin neck, with a clean run under the throat. We can only say

that we do so, not so much from any preference, as from observance of actual facts ; for we do not

think we ever saw an unusually good bird as regards shortness of face, which did not owe much of it

to the point now described. This property does not develop much, however, till the age of at least

two years, and must not therefore be looked for in a young specimen, which is the chief reason

why these look so much longer in face when viewed in profile, as the want of thickness which age

gives to the wattle is the reason of their looking so much narrower in skull from the front. For

this reason, a bird that looks very short in face under a year old must really be something

extraordinary in that grand property. The chest is broad, and becomes broader with age, but not

remarkably so when compared with flights and tail, which should be long. A Barb may be too long

in feather, certainly, as it should be a compact-looking bird, and hence extreme length is no beauty

as in a Carrier. Still, we have generally noticed that a bird faulty in too great length is apt to

be good and well bred, while those too short in feather are mostly very small and rarely more

than very moderate quality, thus denoting late breeding. A nice, easy-looking, /zarmonious pro

portion, when compared with the short neck, is what should be aimed at. Lastly, there are

the legs, which must be short compared with the length of body and feather, making the carriage

and gait of the bird somewhat like that of a duck, in fact “waddling " considerably. These short

legs, which should be free from feathers on the shanks, are what harmonises with the entire shape

of the bird. Still, we do not think any judge, if he did find a bird with good head properties,

would lay much stress upon too long legs; and even as regards feather, though it is a fault,

still we have seen many specimens having the legs covered to the feet with soft downy

feathers, somewhat similar to those on a grouse; and in nearly every case these were otherwise

grand birds, and to our knowledge produced progeny free from the defect. Hence, too much
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stress ought not to be laid on this point, the leg of a Barb being a very subordinate member

after all.

We next come to the breeding of Barbs ; and would say, first of all, that the fancier must not

expect to rear many really good specimens unless he pays attention to providing a stafi’ of good

nurses or feeders, or can give the care required to feed by hand. Not that they are by any means

delicate; on the contrary, Barbs are hardy, and good breeders, and the commoner ones will rear

their own offspring well. But if the parents possess the much-coveted short and bullfinch beak,

and their offspring inherit the same, then, while they will feed very well from six to eight days,

after that time the shortness of the parents’ beaks, and the fast-increasing thickness of the

youngsters’, will not allow of the latter inserting their beaks into the side of the parents’ mouth,

and feeding fails. The throat or gullet also becomes closer or smaller with age, especially in

short-faced birds, which often become as small in the aperture as a Foreign Owl, and thus unable,

when the time comes for feeding with grain, to allow of its free passage. Some even of the best

specimens will rear their young well up to about two years of age, but after that time the

shortening and hardening of the beak, and shrinking of the gullet, will almost always prevent it,

the latter being seldom suspected, perhaps, and the fancier wondering, since most pigeons feed

better as they get older, why his will no longer their young. We have known fanciers even give

up the breed from this cause, Barbs being generally classed as good feeders ; but this, as we have

explained, is only so with medium-quality specimens when at mature age. The best class of birds

for nurses are, first Dragoons, from three to five years old (when they have more space at the

opening of the mouth, where the young beaks are inserted), which fill the crops of the young birds

in less time than any other pigeon, but are rather wild. Secondly, we advise Barbs themselves;

that is, the longest and largest-beaked ones the fancier can find. These can always be found in

plenty, and when long in beak, no bird can be better adapted for the purpose. Beside these,

many good young birds will make capital feeders, especially those which do not win as young

ones, but are kept on hand to grow into good old ones. Such often look far too long in beak the

first two seasons, waiting for more wattle and greater width of skull to take off the apparent

length; and while in this state they generally make good feeders. And large-headed coarse

Antwerps, short-faced or medium-faced, will also feed well. But we mention the common Barbs

in order that those who prefer to keep only one breed, and have their stock look uniform, may

know what is to be done; but no very short-faced old birds must be relied on longer than from a

week to ten days. They will generally feed for that time; and of course the young can, if

preferred, be fed by hand when they fail, as directed in Chapter IV.

The next point to be considered is of course the matching ; and first as regards the colours.

Though some other colours are more difficult to breed, the black is always, and probably always

will be, the most liked, as no other colour shows off the wattle to such advantage. If it be

desired to breed such birds as we have described, then, in Black Barbs, let first of all the cock be

the black, yet, if possible, his beak all white, or rather pale flesh-colour. We say if possible, for

such are not common; and if the lower mandible be pale, and the upper one only stained on the

top, this will do nearly as well. Put him to a hen, if such can be obtained, with a good beak;

this last being as we have seen a leading property, and to be much studied in both cock and hen,

but more especially in the cock. The next quality will, of course, be width and s/zape of skull;

and this in perfection is so rare, that at all times, when a bird of either sex offers at a fair price

possessed of the square, parallel, well-chiselled formation already described, and illustrated in

Figs. 49 to 52, we would strongly advise its being secured, if the purse allows, to strengthen the
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stud, this being the most valuable of all the properties, so that we would even be satisfied with less

substance in beak to secure an extraordinary good skull. The skull and a good beak we would

therefore look for most in the cock ; and as these points are very apt to be accompanied, say with

some deficiency of wattle behind the eye, we would look for a hen to correct this fault. One very

usual plan is to match the Black cock to another Black ; and this very often answers well if the

hen really has the points the other bird lacks; but it is so seldom we see Black hens not them

selves faulty in eye-wattle, that it is not easy to match Blacks well. If we /lad a Black hen really

good in skull, wattle, and colour of beak, she would be a capital match ; and we would even risk

the closest relationship for a really first-rate match, though not repeating it. It is, however, very

rarely indeed such matches can be found, the Blacks being more than any colour liable to the

faults both of pinch eye and dark beak. For the improvement of either or both these, then, with

a Black cock thus faulty but fine in skull, we would select a Dun hen, this colour generally having

a much softer and more regular eye-wattle, and very often also a wider and better class of skull

than the Black hens, and almost invariably white beaks. Hence a Dun hen, besides producing a.

good black feather, is almost always the best match that can be found for a Black cock. The

colour of the Dun matters little ; if it be dark she will be very likely to produce pairs of Blacks in

the nest, while if of a very light Dun, there may perhaps be both Duns; and if of a medium

shade, there may probably, as with Carriers, be a black and a dun\ in each nest, the cock in the

case we suppose being almost always the black one. Few Dun Barbs are, however, so light as '

average Dun Carriers, many being nearly black, and hence breeding more Blacks than Duns,

which is another reason why the breeder need not fear using Duns, even if he does not care for the

colour compared with Black. Most of the best Black cocks we know have been produced by this

match of a Black cock with a finely-wattled and good-skulled Dun hen. '

There are very few Dun cocks in comparison to the Blacks; but those few are, as a rule, very

good. Their superiority lies more particularly in eye and skull properties, but they are seldom so

good in thickness of beak, or have so much jew-wattle. For these reasons we would match them,

if possible, to suitable Black hens, which are more apt to be faulty in eye-wattle and form of skull,

but better in beak and beak-wattle, each supplying the deficiencies of the other, and at the same

time keeping up the desired pale colour in the beak, and preserving the beak-wattle from that

particularly unsightly fault of a black tinge. Of course in either of these matches we do not

mean that it is any use merely to match black with dun because they are those colours, but solely

to mate such properties as we have described. The great thing to avoid in breeding Blacks

together is not to match on any account two birds bot/z having black or even stained beaks.

If a Dun cannot be had, and a good Red can, by all means breed it to the Black, as all Reds

have white beaks, and will besides greatly improve the colour of the eye-wattle, which the Dun

does not. For this reason, if a Red of equal quality can be had, we would even prefer it to the

Dun, the deep scarlet of the wattle, which almost always proves soft in texture, being a point

adding greatly to the appearance of any bird. It is, however, very difiicult to get a really good Red

hen, owing to their being not much used for breeding with Blacks. The commonest fault in Red

hens is absence of the coveted form and substance of beak, and this we suppose is the reason they

are little used. \Vitl1 more Reds to choose from, however, this would no doubt mend, and as they

are mostly good in eye-wattle, we hope to see the cross more used, as the most likely means of

seeing more really good Red Barbs. It is singular that while the Barb, owing to the many crosses

of colour, “ sports" more than almost any pigeon, so that we have seen almost every colour

produced from one pair during the same season, we can hardly, if indeed ever, remember to have

seen a Red yet all over of the proper colour, there being always some variation from the rump to
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the tail, besides which the quills of the tail-feathers are almost always stained as it were with

dirty black. There may not unlikely be also a white splash or two in the tail; and we can

suggest no better means for getting rid of these faults than the steady crossing of the Black with

the Reds. To correct white feathers in the tail of a good Red, we would advise even a black

beaked Black, nearly all dark-beaked birds being harder in feather, and thus more likely to cause

the disappearance of the foul marks, and even to make the Red itself more uniform throughout

the body.

In either the Dun or Red cross, there is very little fear of getting faulty-coloured eyes, as

either colour is scarcely ever seen with the orange eye, and we might say never with a dark beak

—at least, we can never remember seeing such.

We come next to the Yellow. Many fanciers would put this colour before the Black as more

difiicult to breed, but we agree with Mr. Jones as to the comparative rank, the Black being so

much more attractive. It is also to be remembered that all Yellows of the right colour are indebted

to the Blacks for their colour, it being hopeless to breed really deep-coloured yellow birds from

almost any of the Reds at present accessible. In fact—and, as in other cases, it is facts which we

have observed that in all cases guide our opinion--all the best Yellows we ever yet met with were

bred by crossing with the Black. Of course there are birds called Yellows that are at best only a

poor mealy colour; but a true-coloured bird, the same colour on the rump as on the shoulders, is not

only a most beautiful bird if good in skull properties, but, as far as we have seen, never fails to have

a bright, deep-coloured, coral-red eye-wattle ; whereas the pale feather is often accompanied by a

pale wattle. This class of bird usually owes its faults to the poor colour of the Reds from which

they were bred. To breed good Yellows, then, get if possible a good Yellow cock, which is

generally far more easy than to get a good hen ; but endeavour especially to get one with a good

massive beak, since if this be wanting in the cock, a /zen good enough in that point to make up for

it can hardly be expected. Hence it will be best to choose the Yellow cock young and the hen

older, in order to get his beak at its best. We lay stress on this point, because, as Yellows are

very apt to fail in beak, it is the more needful to use every means in order to avoid losing so fine a

property. Then mate him with a black hen of good properties, older than the cock, by which the

yellow will be likely to predominate. At best, however, there will be very few Yellow pairs pro

duced; still there will be more yellow birds than if a Yellow hen and Black cock is employed;

though this, too, will sometimes breed many yellow birds when the hen is young and vigorous. If

the cock cannot be got with a thick beak, then the black hen must be chosen with the more care as

being good in that point; and Blacks having the best beaks of all, a good match can generally be

found. Real deep Yellows may be bred together; but though good Reds would be the best cross

of all, we cannot recommend the use of such Reds as are actually to be found at present, and

consider the Black cross far preferable. There is, however, one cardinal precaution, which is, never

to use in such a cross a black bird with a black me, as we have found such nearly always imparts

bad colours, the young coming chequered Duns and other bastard colours instead of rich Blacks

and Yellows. Some of these faulty-coloured birds are useful in breeding, especially in breeding

back to black; but there is always much uncertainty when once they get into a strain as to what

they will breed.

The cross of a Black cock and Yellow hen may also be employed. And when by careful

matching, and crossing with the richest Blacks, or otherwise, really good Reds can be had, they

also may be bred to the Yellows with benefit. Both the latter colours have the advantage over

the Black that they make up morequickly, and are less liable to have faulty-shaped eye-wattles.

White Barbs are, as a rule, much inferior to all the other colours, in all the characteristic
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points, save colour of eye-wattle, which, as a rule, is a brilliant coral red. Of late a few very

good whites have graced the show pen at our leading exhibitions—notably one or two shown by

Mr. Edwards, of St. Mary Church, but we believe these, like those of old, were the result of a

“sport” from Blacks and Duns. Pure \/Vhites generally breed true; but the other colours

are so far from fixed, that any one desiring to improve a strain of Whites could readily do so

by procuring as good a young White cock as possible, and mating him to a light, soft Dun.

Some of these light-coloured Duns are really extraordinary in head properties; and as such a

hen would probably breed, if not Whites, several birds with a great deal of white, suitable for

matching to Whites again, the fancier would soon get what he wanted; and after the pure

colour was once got, all difliculty would be over. Blacks more or less marked with white are

also to be had, and are suitable for the purpose. We cannot say, however, that in our opinion

the white would be so attractive as other colours, lacking the fine contrast which gives such

beauty to especially the Black Barb.

As regards general points" in breeding, if more wattle is desired, we would advise breeding

together of old or matured parents; for it is found, as in all wattled pigeons, that the progeny

of birds which are fully developed in their own wattles soonest develop their own. It may be

too much to say that if a young and old pair be of the same quality, the progeny of the old

pair will ultimately have more wattle; but we should certainly expect them to show it sooner.

In breeding for shortness of face and beak, the general mode is to select the smaller

specimens, by which unusually short-faced birds can soon be secured, while, on the contrary,

such will not present the widt/c of skull desired in a Barb. For these reasons it often happens

that birds extraordinary in both properties are more often produced from a small and short

faced parent mated with a fine, large, wide-skulled, but rather long-faced one, than from the

medium birds; and the crossing of one with the other is therefore advisable. A t/tin beak is,

however, to be refused at any price. The size and development of a bird also depends much

on whether one or two birds are reared in a nest, a single one reared by good feeders often

becoming too large and coarse, while, on the other hand, if a pair be brought up by poor

nurses, they will be stinted, and never become what they really might have been, well

nourished; thence, again, their real good quality may be dormant, yet come out when breed

ing with stronger birds.

The Barb being a wattled pigeon, its diseases are generally very similar to those of the

Carrier, and are to be treated in the same way. It has the same liability to canker in the

ear and about the head, and needs the same protection against draughts, and a similar watch

kept from time to time upon the condition of its eyes and eye-wattles. In good Barbs, it will

often be found that about the age of three months, when the first moult begins, is a critical

period, the bird either appearing roupy or dwindling away without any apparent cause. If a

capsule of cod-liver oil be given every other day, it will generally bring the young birds safely

through, and it is as well to do so, whether the birds appear ill or not, if the moulting time

happens to occur in chill or damp weather. Pills of tallow, given once a day for a week or

two, have somewhat the same effect.

Barbs need little preparation for exhibition. A careful washing will bring out all the

honest colour there is in the eye-wattle, and any dyeing (which is beyond doubt sometimes

practised) is at the exhibitor’s peril. Sometimes a few ragged feathers project over the out

side of the eye-wattle, and they may be removed without much wrong, as injuring neatness;

there is fortunately no inducement to go beyond this, as diminishing the apparent width of

skull. The legs, of course, will be carefully washed. We have seen some eye-wattles much cut
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and carved; but the signs of what had been done were very evident. When the birds are fed

from hoppers, the upper mandible will overgrow the under one; and this overgrowth must be

removed from time to time, not only for show, but that the bird may preen itself properly.

To attempt more is not only wrong, but will be found useless. Care will of course be taken to

get the plumage in the best condition; and beyond this we do not know of anything that can

assist in exhibiting Barbs, except that after washing the head of a black Barb, and whilst still wet,

a very Zilile butter—a mere trace—may be rubbed in with the corner of a towel, afterwards care

fully endeavouring, as it were, to rub it all off again. If there is enough used to be perceptible,

it is a ridiculous failure; but if not, the lustre of the plumage is refreshed after the washing, and

the coral red of the wattle better brought out in contrast. We do not see that this can be called

fraudulent; but whether or not, it is practised by all exhibitors. Only the head should be treated

in this way.

JUDGING BARBS.—We have already given our general views so fully, that no remark

is needed to explain the scale of points, except that all colours may be judged alike except

white. This variety should count no points for colour of body when judged as Whites; but if

judged against other colours may count them fairly, in order to make up for the difficulty in

getting head-points. That is, although a \/Vhite Barb deserves no points merely for body

colour, which gives no difliculty, it may fairly be allowed two points in judging against others;

so that if a White and Black Barb were really equal in head, the White should have the prize,

owing to the rarity and difliculty of producing such quality; so long at least as good Whites

are so rare.

MR. FULTON’S POINTS FOR JUDGING BARBS.

Beak: shortness, 3; shape, or equal fulness in both mandibles, 3 ; colour, 3 ; down-face, I I0

Beak-wattle: regularity on each side, 3; fulness in front. 2; jew-wattle, 2 7

Skull: width, 3 ; squareness, or parallelism from front to back, 4 . . . 7

Eye~wattle: size, 3 ; regularity or circular shape, 4; thickness at edges, a ; colour, I 7

Colour of eye: pearl or white round the pupil 3

Size of body . 2

Thickness of neck . . . . . . . . 1

Length of flights and tail (proper medium) . . . . . I

Legs: shape and position . . . . . . . I

Depth of colour of body . . . . . _ . . . . . 1

Plumage and condition . . . - . . . . . . . 2

42

We conclude our comments on this most interesting pigeon by giving a standard drawn up

in accordance with the views expressed in this work; and further illustrated in life by some well

 

known winners-notably, the champion Barb cock, “Black Prince," the property of Mr. S. Daw, of

Barnstaple.

6-94
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STANDARD DESCRIPTION OF THE BARB.

GOO

Skull--large, broad, and square ; level and equally wide at front and back; but displaying an indented

ridge running from the front of each eye along the edging of the skull.

. Forehead-wide and chubby, measuring one inch and three-sixteenths from centre of eye to tip of beak.

. Beak—stout and blunt at its end; in colour rather pale, streaked with black; except pale flesh colour

in VVhites.

. MoulIz—wide in gape, when closed mandibles fitting tightly.

. Watlle—full in front, but not bulgy; fine in texture, showing but a slight central division, displaying a

whitish powdery surface.

Under- I/Vallle or “ jewing”—consisting of three distinctly divided roundish warty developments, one at

either side of the gape, and the third exactly at the centre of the base of the under-mandible. .

. Cere—circular—z'.e., radiating at an equal distance from the eye on all sides, rising up well above the

skull ; equally thick and even in texture all round, and rich coral red in colour.

. E)/e—-in Whites, wholly black; in all other colours the iris bright silvery white, with a clearly defined

black pupil.

.°“:"*F'~."E°

. Ne:/%—short and thick, but displaying no gullet ; gracefully tapering in widening proportion from the

throat to the shoulders.

Back—rather wide and flat.

Br:ast—wide, full, and prominent.

S/zoulder:—closely adhering to the body, the wing butts not projecting beyond the breast.

Legs—short, stout, and firm ; free from all feathers below the hock joint.

Feet--claws well parted and spreading outwardly, with nails same colour as the beak.

Plumagef-1. Flz:gIzt.r—primaries, long and moderately wide; secondaries, rather prominent at sides, but resting

well over the longer ones.

2. Taz'l—rather short, wide in web, and not closely folded.

Shape.-Cobby in build and erect in carriage.

Colours.—r. Blaok.r—raven black, displaying a metallic green lustre.

2. Reds—rich chestnut colour, devoid of dunnish or ashy shades on the rump and belly.

3. Dun:—souncl and equally even in shade right through, whether dark or light.

4. Wlu'tes—-very pure, and displaying a satin-like lustre on hackle and chest.

W. F. L.

20
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CHAPTER XIX.

THE JACOBIN.

THIS pigeon is one of the most ancient of “ fancy” varieties, not indeed in its present splendid con

dition, but in so far as it is the direct descendant of the “turned crowned” pigeon, the produce of

very early fanciers. So long ago as the year I600 Aldrovandus writes of it under the name of

“Columba Cypria cucullata ; " he also gives quaint illustrations of sundry turn-crowned pigeons of

this description, one of which represents a bird possessing a large hood, small chain, and consider

ably foot-feathered. This appears to be the ancestor of the jacobin as at present bred, its in

termediary representatives in the fancy having been (I) the “Ruff,” a large, coarse, shaggy

hooded, and chained bird, and (2) the “Capuchin," or rather “_Iack," a pigeon showing more

compactness, but not so much feather as the Ruff. Some writers have confounded the so-called

Capuchin, on account of similarity of appellation, with a totally different breed of birds hailing

from Asia Minor, which are still called, and rightly so,“ Capuchins,” and of which we shall speak on

a future occasion, here simply remarking that with the exception of a very close-fitting shell crest

they have no other point in any way connecting them with the pigeon now under consideration,

which as now fancied has one additional feather point—i.e., the mane—not possessed by its pro

genitors, the Ruff and jack. We preface our description of this beautiful pigeon by giving the

following quotation from Moore's work :—

“The Jacobine, or, as it is vulgarly called for shortness, ‘the Jack,’ is, if true, the smallest of

all pigeons, and the smaller still the better. It has a range of feathers inverted quite over the

hinder part of the head, and reaching down on each side of the neck to the shoulders of the

wings, which form a kind of fryer’s hood; from hence this pigeon has its name jacobine, because

the fathers of that order all wear hoods to cover their bald crowns: hence the upper part of this

range of feathers is called the hood, and the more compact these feathers are, and the closer to

the head, so much the more this bird is esteemed. The lower part of this range of feathers

is called by us the chain, but the Dutch call it the cravat. The feathers of this chain ought to be

long and close, so that if you strain the neck a little, by taking hold of the bill, the two sides will

lap over each other in some of the best; but there are but very few now to be found in England

compleat. The jacobine ought to have a very short bill, the shorter the better, and a clear pearle

eye. As for the feather, there are reds, yellows, blues, blacks, and mottles ; but be the feather

what it will, they ought to have a clear white head, white flight, and white tail.”

By some fanciers the jacobin is considered the first in rank among Toy pigeons, because

of its great intrinsic beauty, and the number of properties apart from mere colour which are

required to constitute a first-class bird. This high excellence is chiefly the work of Eng

lish breeders; for though, after comparing old Moore with Mr. Brent (who spent much time

in Germany) and others, it seems to us most probable the breed originated on the Con

tinent, no one can deny the immense advance in nearly all points effected by the fanciers of

England, and we can safely say we have never seen a single imported specimen which could be
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even compared with good English birds as regards fitness for the show-pen. This arises chiefly

from the best Continental birds only being bred to the olcl type as described by Moore, where

smallness is made so much of, and no mention is made of mane at all. Hence these foreign birds

have generally nice round heads and short thick beaks—both qualities without which no bird can

be considered first-class——but are almost always deficient in hood, mane, and chain ; and surely no

thorough fancier can ever admit that two such qualities as the first, however good, and which are

easily enough obtained alone, should be allowed to compensate for the want of those special

properties from which the bird derives its very name. They give certainly the finish to a good

bird; but as the properties of a Barb or Carrier lie almost entirely in the head, so nine-tenths of

the beauty of a jacobin lie in hood, mane, and chain, which we would place in the order named.

Many fanciers, following Moore, repeat that a jacobin cannot be too small in size. We must

say at once that we consider this a great error, only to be tolerated at a time when the properties

were but half developed as they now appear; for it will be found impossible in an exceedingly

small bird to get the properties above named in any such marked degree as is necessary to present

a really striking appearance. Many say, for instance, that the bird should be as small as an

Almond Tumbler. Now, we have seen and bred numbers of such, but in no one case did we find

one with really fine jacobin properties, for the simple reason that such small birds never have

feat/zers long enoug/z to show these properties. At the most, they may look well while held in the

hand, as the feathers being so short may show much reg1.'larz'ty of growth, and thus make the hood

nice and close to the head. The feathers also forming the chain may be similarly regular, and

even meet together for perhaps half way up from the bottom ; but for the chain to meet together

even under the throat is one of the difficulties of the breeder, and there the small bird will fail, the

length of feather not being suflicient for it ; besides which the cheek-feathers projecting outwards

may keep the feathers from meeting. To remedy this we have seen the projecting cheek

feathers, or whiskers, as some call them, removed before showing, so as to allow the chain to come

-closer in front; and in some cases we have seen some of these extra small birds so good, that with

this assistance it would meet, or nearly so, and some even without it, being, in fact, all that could

be desired in chain, though this is rare. But even such birds have failed in the hood, though

pretty and close-fitting, not coming forward over the head nearly so far as is desired. And above

all, even if, as just now stated, the bird did look nice when in hand as regards these points, as soon

as liberated it would in every case—for in this point we never knew one exception—show little or

no mane, a point now so highly valued, though never mentioned in the old descriptions. All its

good qualities appear in a front view, and especially in hand, but as soon as let loose the weak

.point appears.

While, then, we would certainly give preference to the small specimens as soon as they can be

produced good enough in the main jacobin properties, we can never agree to sacrifice these for

mere size, which, after all, is chiefly a sign of too much in-breeding, and gives not the slightest

difficulty in dwarfing at any time. The jacobin, in fact, is such a vigorous bird that it will usually

bear a great deal of in-breeding, and we have produced in this way some birds nearly as small as

Foreign Owls, and which showed very fair jacobin properties for their size; but when put beside

really grand medium-sized specimens their inferiority was apparent at once. In fact, we reached

the views we have now expressed through experience. Knowing the good constitution of the birds,

and the little difiiculty in rearing, we wondered at the few good specimens, and began to try what

we could do ourselves. Like most other fanciers, we began with the extra-small specimens; but

before the end of our first season changed the system, and procured some large-sized birds having

plenty of the chief jacobin points of hood, mane. and chain, though too long in beak and large in
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body. This we remedied by crossing with the best small specimens, getting the best young ones

towards the end of the season, those bred early being generally_ too coarse for show purposes.

This was the foundation of our best jacobins, which were equal, if not superior, to any then known.

The second season we produced birds which far exceeded even our own expectation, one pair of

which we had the honour of supplying to Her Most Gracious Majesty after winning with them at

Birmingham. Such, in fact, was the quality of the strain thus originated, that from a cock bred

by this identical royal pair we bred Blacks with a black hen, Reds with a red hen, and Yellows

with a yellow hen of such merit, that this one bird's produce in three years, with the final sale of

himself, realised the sum of £170. Several of his progeny won first honours at the principal

shows, and it is well known that most of the best specimens at the present time are descended

from this very pigeon. We mention this principally to show the great value of a really well-bred

bird, and the usefulness of birds even much too large, for crossing with small ones to make up the

latter's deficiencies; and by this means judiciously employed, with the fanciers now at work on

this beautiful pigeon, we quite expect yet to see even small birds with all the qualities desired,

when we need not say we should prefer them.

The first point in a jacobin, then, is /zood; and this is to some extent connected with the form

of skull, for which reason it will be convenient to take them together. The head should be large

compared with the size of the bird, and somewhat resemble in shape that of the Short-faced

Tumbler, from which probably its character was derived, being broad and round, and rising well up

in the front, and nicely arched from eye to eye. Many birds will be found to have a wide and flat

skull somewhat like that of a Dragoon, which is called “ mousey-faced,” and makes the bird look

much longer in face than it really is. Age adds much to the size of the head, as in all pigeons,

but still if the form be not what we have described at the age of say ten months, it will never

become so afterwards. When the skull is of the right shape, it is generally accompanied with the

further good point of a short, thick, and nicely-shaped beak, inclined to be decidedly “down

faced," which increases the effect of the hood, whereas the flat-skulled bird, generally long also in

beak, and straight in the face, never shows off the hood well, even if good, which it seldom is;

whereas, when the skull is of the proper shape, it is almost always accompanied by a nice close

fitting hood. This should lie close, and come as far forward as the front of the eyes on each side,

so that the hand can be placed over the hood without the bird seeing it ; and lastly, should appear

even and unbroken at the edges, and especially the front. It generally is found so in a good

headed bird, the only thing to be dreaded being a few feathers which will sometimes grow rather

twisted just at the root of the hood feathers, and appear to come through them, or at least to

prevent their lying close down on the head. To avoid these, many fanciers pluck such feathers

out before exhibiting, and others cut them off close to the root, so as to allow the hood to lie

down. The latter can always be detected by passing the finger over the suspected places, when

the stumps of the feathers will be felt unless cleanly shaved off; but the best manner of detecting

such trickery is to take the beak between the finger and thumb, and then making the finger and

thumb of the other hand into a sort of loop, draw it over the head and neck, so as to “scrape " the

plumage backwards. By this means the roots of the hood feathers are exposed, and it will be

seen at once if the bird has been robbed of any, which we have seen done to such an extent that

the whole back of the head was bare under the hood, so as to allow this to lie close. The long

faced birds, again, are mostly deficient in closeness and neatness of feather; so that even when, as

often happens, they have good length and quality of feather in hood, mane, and chain, they seldom

or never look nicely finished when let out of the hand, the edges then appearing loose, unfinished,

and ragged.
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The mane and c/min must be considered together. The former, as we have seen, is a modern

“ finish" to the bird, and formerly, no doubt, the parting of the neck and shoulder feathers, one

part growing forwards in continuation of the hood, and forming a kind of rufile irresistibly remind

ing the beholder of certain Elizabethan costumes, and the other pointing backwards, was all that

was required. It is scarcely or ever that a bird with good head and hood fails in “chain,” which

is now understood to denote the front portion of the parted feather. The perfection of this chain

is, first, to come as low down the shoulders as possible, some small specimens leaving off with it

little more than half-way down the neck; and secondly, for the feathers to be so long and so

forward in their set, that the two sides meet together in front, from almost directly under the throat

all down to the bottom. This can hardly be if the chain feather is either short or deficient in

“set.” Again, it must not only be so, but to make a first-class bird must be even on each side,

 

Fig. 52.—STANDARD Hun, Hoon, MAME, CHAIN, AND Rosa.

and so well filled up and regular in growth as to show a tolerably smooth and even edge, free

from gaps or raggedness. When all is tolerably perfect, the effect is as if the head were closely

encased in the hood and upper portion of the chain, which meets under the chin, and the apparent

breadth or thickness of the neck, chain and all, when viewed in front, will not exceed one inch.

Faulty birds, on the contrary, and especially some of the long-headed ones, either from the chain

feathers being too short (which is the usual reason in very small birds) or not well set forward,

show an open space down the breast between the two sides of the chain. Of course we do not

mean that even a good bird never shows a glimpse of it ; still the feathers should about meet, while

the faulty ones will show a gap of an inch or more. To remedy this many cut or pluck some of

the inside feathers, which allows the chain to meet closer ; and according to Moore, some of the

old fanciers used even to cut out a strip of .r/rirz down the centre of the breast between the two

sides of the chain, and then stitch the edges of the wound together, which of course would draw

the chain closer together; but we much doubt if this ever met with much success, since the effect

of the scar "drawing" would almost certainly be to make the chain very ragged, crooked, and
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uneven. Perhaps the old fanciers were less particular in these finer points of regularity and even

ness than we are now; at all events, we know from experience that no artificial means can make a

bad bird really equal in appearance to a high-class one, in the eyes of any judge who fairly under

stands the variety ; and on the other hand, birds are bred now with chains so much better than in

Moore’s time, that such operations are really not needed, plenty of stock being obtainable which

requires nothing of the kind. These are, however, almost always long-faced; and we have only

seen very few indeed of the short-faced birds which were quite satisfactory in chain.

On the other hand, some of the long-faced and otherwise faulty birds often excel in one

point in which the short-faced are, conversely, apt to fail, viz., the mane’. This is also the great

fault of the very small specimens. The mane is formed by the feathers which grow towards the
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back, growing out so full, and so falling into what we may call the sweep of the chain and hood,

as to form a full crest, in place of the notch which is seen in poorly feathered birds, formed by the

parting of the feathers. It is not easy further to describe this feature, but we think all the fore

going remarks will be understood by comparing Figs. 52 and 53 ; where Fig. 52 shows the jacobin

points as desired, with hood, mane, and chain well developed and finished, and with a short head

and good carriage, and Fig. 53 represents a long-headed bird, with hood loose and irregular, and no

mane. It will be seen how the notch or hollow behind of the faulty bird is replaced in the model

one, and in our plates, by the full crest or mane formed by the abundant growth of feathers behind.

The more depth to the back of this mane the better, and in a first-class bird it will be as much

sometimes as four inches from the front of the chain to the back of the mane. It is not, however,

so hard to get sufiicient depth of feather as to get the proper shape, which is termed by some,

especially Manchester fanciers, the “ hog-mane.” It is wanted as full or convex as possible ;

smooth and even at the crest, not ragged or irregular; and thin, like a piece of paper folded, and

not thick from side to side. It is strange that this grand property is oftenest seen in perfection on
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large coarse birds, having no other good quality ; and when all really is combined as in our

figure—the neat close hood, the chain meeting nearly under the beak, and keeping almost close all

down the front, the mane reaching far back and well-filled up in a neat uniform curved crest, and

all the feathers nicely lying on each other, so as to look almost as if cut out—when all this is seen

on a small, or even medium-sized bird, the result is a most beautiful pigeon, which all can admire,

even if not fanciers ; but such is seldom seen. On the other hand, all the faults in Fig. 53 are

seldom seen together either, and in particular a good mane is often seen on a bird with just such a

long, coarse head ; but we collect the faults in one drawing for the sake of convenience.

If these points are good, there will be seen another property called the rose. This is formed

by the parting of the feather at the mane and chain, showing the light under-fluff; and the perfec

tion of it is for the feathers to spring evenly and smoothly as from a common centre, showing as

much of the light fluff as possible. This finishing touch will also be seen on reference to Fig. 52.

It cannot be seen to any perfection except with good carriage; and, in fact, as it depends upon

and presupposes a high degree of excellence in the preceding points, and cannot be dissociated

from them, is itself a very fair indication of a good bird.

Such are the properties which really constitute the jacobin. We have not by any means

described ideals ; for though such birds are rare, and we cannot say we have yet seen them on such

very small specimens as some admire, we have not stated anything but what we have repeatedly

seen, and now possess of our own breeding, on really neat and compact birds ; except that we must

confess that we have hardly seen quite such good mane as here drawn, unless on rather coarse

specimens. We have next to describe what more is required to set ofl” these, the essential

properties; and as the bird is to some extent one of colour and marking, we will, for con

venience, take as our text our chief favourite, the Black, both because it has been of late so

much improved, and that it shows the contrast and points of colour so strikingly. VVe may note

the curious fact, by the way, that a black Jacobin, when it is black, is far the best of all black

pigeons, even the Magpie not equalling its colour in intensity and green lustre. And we are not

sure the same might not be said of the Red.

But to resume. There can be no doubt that the jacobin, as we have him, was produced by

crossing with the Baldpate Tumbler, and the head s/zould be the same marking as that bird,

namely, white to just the bottom edge of the eyelash, going in a straight line from here to the

bottom of the beak. This, as in the other case, is called being “high-cut ;” and some fanciers

place so much value on it, that they think nothing at all of even a good low-cut bird, which has

often caused us to wonder greatly, especially when it has been so with some really good fanciers,

whose ideas in general, we have been obliged to acknowledge, demanded every respect. For really

three-quarters of the whole properties in this breed lie in the hood, mane, and chain ; and to discard

some of the best birds in these real Jacobin points for a mere fault of marking is what we cannot at all

understand, and is at least contrary to all the principles on which we have treated every breed

throughout this work—our guiding principle all through being to establish a fair value and balance

of properties and no more, making absolute disqualification only of what is really destructive of,

or at least highly injurious to, the breeding of the pigeon. Now a large portion—if not even a

perceptible majority—of the best hood-mane-and-chain birds are low-cut ; and not only so, but

these birds are badly wanted to correct a far more glaring fault on the other side ; for where is the

fancier who confines himself to high-cut birds who is not constantly troubled with foul flights?

Almost every high-cut jacobin, in fact, is what is termed “ too short ” in flight feathers, or possesses,

instead of ten white flights, some lesser number, even to as low as three or four only ; and where is

the fancier who will not readily admit that this fault is a far more conspicuous eyesore and more
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difficult to breed out than mere low-cut marking? On the other hand, it is very seldom a low-cut

bird is not good in both flights, and the fault is a great deal easier to get rid of than the other ;

for faulty flights can seldom be bred out in less than three crosses at best, unless the breeder has

recourse to the despised low-cut bird ; and, indeed, we have known many fanciers who never could

produce good flights in their lofts until they had recourse to this cross. We do not think there

would be so much of this magnifying less important faults, either in jacobins or other pigeons, but

that when good fanciers get together, they will point out every fault in each other's birds, some

from genuine appreciation, and not forgetting any merits it may have as well, and others from a.

little jealousy. This is all right enough; but there are almost always some listeners who really

know nothing, but who suppose they have now got hold of a fault well worthy to be borne in mind

(though perhaps of the slightest); and, grasping at it, on some subsequent occasion “ air" the same

remark as if emanating from themselves, and as if the fault spoilt the pigeon, which most likely the

really good judge who had first uttered it never implied. There are plenty of these would-be

authorities in the fancy, who seek to make a reputation for themselves by thus using up other

people's remarks ; but in most cases they spoil and distort them in repetition, and do much harm

by making people think that what was only first spoken of as a blemish was tantamount to a

disqualification, and thus discouraging and driving them out of the fancy. Equally culpable

are those——and we have a certain anonymous writer who has systematically acted in this way

and drawn largely upon information derived from ourselves, particularly in view—who have, frord

the fact or suspicion that certain questionable practices are occasionally resorted to, and cannot

always be discovered in the short time allowed for judging at a show, gone so far as to ape a kind

of virtue for themselves, by accusing exhibitors and judges of generally practising or conniving at

such things, and stating that “ the honest exhibitor has no chance," which is simply either an igno

rant or a wilful and deliberate falsehood. Either way, this narrow, evil-minded, carping, plagiarising

spirit has done so much mischief, that these few words seem called for, and we hope may be self

applied by those whom they more particularly concern.

However, in itself the standard marking of the head is no doubt to be the “high-cut." Next

comes the body, which should in our opinion be dark, both over and under, back to the vent.

This is the marking known as “ dark-thighed,” that is, the thighs the same colour as the body, a

marking never seen on birds low-cut, and very seldom on one at all bad-coloured, so that it is

a good sign of rich colour in either black, red, or yellow birds, as well as generally going along

with the right head-marking.

Next come the flights, the colour of which is the most difficult part of all the markings. The

desired colour of flights is readily to be found in coarse, common birds, but only rarely in grand

specimens, and especially on /ujg/z-out birds. And as the flights are, next to the hood, mane, and

chain, the most important features, we give some illustrations which will enable the reader more

easily to see what is meant. The long flights should consist of ten w/lite feathers, and in Fig. 54

we represent a perfect wing opened out, and so as to show how the outer and inner flight feathers

turn in opposile directions, so that should a foul feather be fraudulently plucked it can be instantly

detected, and any judge or purchaser deceived in this way really deserves no better. The next,

Fig. 55, represents the flight far more frequently met with, especiallyin high-cut Jacks, namely,

five of the outer flights white and five foul. We also represent in this figure another blemish which

frequently accompanies it, though not always; namely, a foul feather among the inner flights, which

should be all dark. This fault is, however, more often seen perhaps in low-cut birds, which have

the outer flights right ; but if in a good bird, some people will remove it as an eyesore, especially

before exhibiting the bird. We say this is done by some; but as with many other of the
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"dodges" named by us before, and with especial reference to the “honest exhibitor having no

chance,” as so often falsely represented, we have simply to say that it is the judge's own fault if he

does not detect it, since he has only to open the wing and count t/ze flzg/zts, unless, of course, it be

just at the moulting season. Flights being a point of merit, it is the duty of every jacobin judge

thus to open and count the flights of any bird to which he gives an award, and every good judge

docs so ; whence we would strongly advise the fancier to leave such a small blemish to the mercy

of the judges, few of whom would attach very great weight to it, than to draw down on himself

almost certain disqualification. Of course, in very equal birds the faulty feather would and ought

to count, but it would seldom “throw out" a really grand jacobin. Passing, however, from the

foul inner flight, the class of outer flight shown in Fig. 55 is that to which we referred as “ short

flighted,” and which is so difficult to avoid in high-cut birds.

The next drawing, Fig. 56, shows a foul feather between the fifth and seventh flights, and is

another fault often found in the high-cut birds, but rarely or never in _the low-cut ones, just as we

before saw in the Tumblers; the propensity to dark feather about the head coming out also in the

wing, and the white flight with dark head being the difliculty.

Having shown these three flights opened out for examination, it will be as well to see them

closed also, which is done in Figs. 57, 58, 59, so that the young amateur may know where to look

for the fault on the bird in the pen. First of all it will be seen that in even the perfect flight only

ezglzt white feathers appear. This is simply because a young bird tucks up his wing so tightly, that

only eight, or even seven, will show, and hence plucking one or two may pass so long as the bird

is not handled; but opening out the wing \vill reveal the secret. But owing to this, two foul

feathers only are not any great detriment to the appearance of a young bird, which tucks them up

under the others, and we have seen even three feathers so hidden ; but when the pigeon has bred

two or three seasons, the wing becomes more slack, and the fault is seen even in one feather.

Still, eight or more good flights, with other properties well developed, make a jack by no means to

be despised, though we must not regard as a standard less than “ten and ten” as in the Bald

heads. In a case of actual competition, if a good bird had eight and nine a side, the remainder we

would regard as probably the smallest fault the bird had, as probably scarcely appearing; but the

sevent/z flight being foul would count far more seriously, as scarcely any bird can conceal it. This

is seen in Fig. 58, where the really eighth feather, but apparently tenth, appears as foul in the

closed wing; and we would again ask any fancier to look at such a wing, and again at a bird

low-cut, and say if the wing is not by far the worst fault? If they disagree on this point, let them

further try which fault is the lzardest to breed out, and they will soon come round to our opinion.

Finally, in Fig. 59, we see closed the same wing as in Fig. 56, which is even more objectionable,

as being more conspicuous than the other, but which, like it, is also found in the high-cut, dark

thighed, and best coloured birds. Another singular point is, that the high-cut, dark-thighed birds

here described are as a rule deficient in hood, mane, and chain. Hence to breed continually from

them would be to risk the obliteration of the chief jacobin points ; and much, therefore, as we our

selves admire the high-cut marking, we feel bound to caution all breeders against placing too much

value on it, and especially from depreciating or discarding the very birds which are most necessary

to correct the faults with which it is so accompanied. We would certainly place more value upon

good beak than upon mere high-cut marking.

The tail of the jacobin, like the flights, should be white; but this point will give little difliculty.

There are also wlzole-coloured jacobins, namely, birds which have flights and tail the same as

the body. Some of these are very good jacks, and the white bird in fact must be whole-coloured ;

but the want of marking is undoubtedly a great want of finish to the bird, and makes it of far
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less beauty. Being also of much less difiiculty to breed, we do not consider that whole-coloured

or white birds should be allowed to compete on equal terms.

Low-cut birds are more or less white or clean-thighed, sometimes quite so ; and some fanciers

like this marking, while others consider it so great a fault, that no matter how good a bird may be

possessing it, nor how bad one dark-thighed, they would throw out the clean-thighed bird. \/Ve

need not repeat reasons already given why we cannot agree to this ; but we may note the strong

probability it adds to the belief of the Jacobin having been first produced by crossingthe Bald

head with the Ruff or some similar breed, and then developing hood and chain, some of the

progeny taking after the clean thigh as well as head marking of the Baldhead, and others the dark

thigh of the Ruff. However this may be, and though we much prefer the dark thigh as so

much removed from the Baldhead, and even prefer a bird high-cut, we can never, as some have

done, rank a high-cut bird with dark thighs, but with foul flights and bad in hood, mane, and

chain, over one fine in these points, but just low-cut and clean-thighed. Indeed, at one time the

clean-thighed birds were fashionable, and as we have said, some admire them now. To find one

perfectly clean-thighed is as difiicult as to find one perfectly dark, but it would certainly'be easily

bred if wished. Were it not so we would as soon have it as the dark thigh, and almost even prefer

it as far as looks go ; but something is always to be allowed in a fancy pigeon for difficulty of pro

duction, which is on the side of the dark thigh. But either way, we would always wish for one or

the other, and the greater part of the jacobins to be seen at present are neither, but a mixture of

both, which pleases neither party and is to be avoided. On the average, we certainly know the

best birds we have seen in hood, mane, and chain have been clean-thighed and low-cut.

The eye of the jacobin shows a black pupil surrounded by white or pearl. This colour, as

in all short-faced pigeons, greatly improves the appearance of the head; but many birds, good in

other points, have bull or broken eyes. These, or orange-eyes, would be with some judges a

disqualification, and certainly we much dislike either. Still, we cannot agree with such extreme

measures, having often noticed that birds so disfigured were apt to be the best in colour. We

would simply allow it to tell fairly in competition, and judge the bird as a Jacobin, as with the other

blemishes already mentioned. Moreover, a bull or gravel-eye can be got rid of in one judicious

cross, and even the orange-eye in two, unless perhaps in deep Reds, which may take more time.

The colour of the beak should be pale or flesh-colour, except in whole-coloured Black birds.

Some otherwise good birds have beaks rather stained, which, if not really black, is in our opinion

of no great consequence. Blacks are very subject to a stain in the lower mandible.

The flights and tail should be long in comparison to the size of the body. This is, in fact, a

m'oe.m'ty for a good Jacobin; for it will be readily seen that as a good length of feather is indis

pensable to form a good hood, mane, and chain, these points can hardly exist without the long

feather also in flights and tail. Hence birds hatched early are apt to be the best in all these

points, while, on the other hand, generally too large.

We like a bird to be rather tall on the legs, such birds being generally tight in feather; and

a jacobin at all loose in feather can never look well. Birds never look so well, in fact, as just

after the first moult, when all the plumage is at its best ; though, as regards colour and head, the

old bird looks better. Longish legs also allow of a nice upright carriage, which sets off the peculiar

points to better advantage, not only in mane and chain, but even the flights are better carried.

Before proceeding to give our own views on matching or breeding for colour, we give the

following extracts from a paper on the jacobin written by l\Ir. ]. Frame, of Belfast, one of the

leading breeders “of this variety of pigeons. The experience and testimony of so thorough a

fancier cannot but be of the greatest interest to all who are interested in pigeon culture. As
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regards matching Mr. Frame observes :—-“ The matching-up of the birds is the problem to be

solved, and there are so many things involved in it that of course it is utterly impossible to lay

down a rule that would be- an infallible guide to everyone. There are general rules which I laid

down for my own guidance which my experience of jacobin breeding taught me. One important

one was, never to match two bad hooded birds together; another was to endeavour to have the

cock short-faced and good in colour; and another never to match together birds very light and

close in chain, as bad birds are almost certain to be the result. From what I have observed the hen

influences feather, size, and carriage more than the cock ; and the cock influences colour and mark

ing, head, and quality of feather more than the hen. Many advise breeding for only one point at

a time. I never could see this. Perhaps the matching of two pairs from which I raised many

winners will better explain my ideas than any rules. From a middle-sized, short-faced, chequered

red cock, fair in hood, mane, and chain, and a Yellow hen, large, good orange-yellow in colour, with

immense chain, moderate face, fair hood, and broken mane, I raised two very pale coloured Reds,

which were large, good in face and carriage, and each six by seven in flights, and both were cocks.

One of them was wonderfully perfect in hood, mane, and chain, and, of course, I should have

matched him, if breeding for Reds, to a small, fine-coloured hen if I had had her. His mother

being a Yellow, I matched him to a Yellow hen, only moderate in colour, for Yellow breeding.

This hen had a twisted hood, was long-faced, low cut, fine in chain and mane, and ten by ten in

flights. Here I trusted the cock for hood, face, and cutting, and the hen for flights, and, if I could

have managed it, should have preferred the hen a good coloured yellow. It will be observed that

I relied on the hen for improving the flights, contrary to my general rule, and also for partly

influencing colour, knowing that the cock was Yellow bred. The birds from this pair were Yellow

in proportion of one to four (the cock influencing the colour most), the colour generally too pale,

hoods nearly all good, mane and chain in almost every case wonderful in quantity and quality

(both parents being good in these points), and the flights perfect in three out of four, the hen being

all that could have been wished here. V

“ The other bird was poor in hood, and wishing him for Red breeding, the only suitable hen I

could find was a blue chequered Black, bred from a good-coloured Red cock and a Black hen.

This hen was low cut, good in hood, chain, and carriage, moderate in face, and also ten by ten in

flights. Low cut birds are invaluable for flight-marking. Of course I should have used a good

coloured Red hen if I could have found one so grand in hood as the Black, but as I could not, and

as I preferred to have a correct match in hood points to colour, as the cock would have done no

good unless matched to a well-hooded hen. The birds from these were nearly all Red, some

grand in colour, the bulk pale, hoods good, and mane and chain if possible better and more com~

pact than I could have hoped for. Flights were generally about eight by nine. From each of these

two pairs I bred more winners than I ever did from any three pairs, and there were serious faults in

some of the birds in each pair. No one should ever expect to match many pairs to his satisfaction,

and he will have to patch up faults, with the same points if possible monstrously good in the mate,

and put up with defects of all sorts in some one pair. There is one thing certain, that no breeder

will feel thoroughly at home in matching-up till he has bred the bulk of his stud himself; then he

will have a better grasp of the situation, and be able to trust some birds to do wonders that an

outsider would declare to be impossible.”

Further on Mr. Frame most aptly remarks, and we commend his observations to all would-be

fanciers, not of Jacobins only, but of all varieties of pigeons :—“ Breeding pigeons would not be

diflicult if you had all the materials at hand just as you wanted them. At times you have to trust

to qualities which do not appear good in the bird being so strongly infused in the strain that the
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young will almost certainly inherit them. I remember a small Red hen that I bred from a grand

pair of Jacobins, the father magnificent in feather and colour, the mother very small, stylish, and

good all-round. The young hen had two bull-eyes, was low cut, and only moderate in chain and

hood ; but, as she was the only hen I had from the pair, I determined to use her. I matched her

up with a short-flighted, foul-headed, and tailed cock, with great feather and fine colour, and I bred

several grand birds, one of them a little Red cock, first at the Dairy Show, as near perfection as

any Jacobin I ever saw. Yet no one would have bought the said Red hen, his mother, for 1os.”

We will now add our own ideas on this subject; and beginning with the Blacks, as

generally most efificient in the essential properties except perhaps the Blue, which is still

worse, being as a rule inferior in hood, mane, chain, and rose, to the Reds, Yellows, and

Whites. Of course the \/Vhite can show no true rose, which requires two colours to make it

evident; still the formation is there; but the Black, too, owing to the fluff being dark like

the body, often shows little of it, and hence loses a great beauty, since the contrast of

white under fluff shows off colour as much as the white head. We have seen, however,

some Black jacobins with nearly white rose, so that we think the reason of not having

it is simply not trying to get it. \/Ve should advise, then, the seeking first a good-coloured

Black cock, by which we mean a deep raven colour, and showing no bluish or other different

colour throughout, particularly on the belly and thighs, and with just as good Jacobin points

as can be got with this. Such a bird should be matched to a deep-coloured Red or Yellow

hen, but either of these must be true in colour, not washed out or mealy. If the hen can also be

got dark-thighed so much the better; and Reds and Yellows are ;>artz'cular/_y apt to be neither

one nor the other, but a mixture of the two. Such birds are so very apt to breed an unsightly

chequer sort of colour on both belly and thighs, that rather than risk it we would far prefer either

one or both birds to be fairly and really clean-thighed. In fact, while we would prefer both

dark thighs, if this could not be we would next choose both clean thighs ; but failing either would

choose one bird with perfectly dark, and the other perfectly clean, thighs. If both parents are

really good colours the progeny will almost always be the same, and frequently one of each; but

sometimes what is called a “ strawberry” colour will be produced, which would be more correctly

termed a sandy, and is often intermixed with small black ticks through the feathers. These may

be bred back to the Blacks if good enough in Jack points to be worth while; and, of course, if the

breeder gets at once what he wants he has no more to do than go on his way rejoicing, breeding the

best of his Blacks to the Black again, so as to get the colour true, the use of the Red in this case being

not so much to gain colour as to impart hood, mane, and chain, which the Red chosen must have

plenty of. This is why Red usually makes the best cross; and if even build or close and neat forma

tion be wanting, let there at least be plenty of it, this being where the Black, though usually very

neat and trim, is deficient. The imperfectly coloured birds spoken of above as often produced by

the first cross are also very frequently fine in these points, and hence valuable for breeding again to

Blacks. Often, also, Reds are produced with black ticks; and these are not only valuable for

breeding to the Blacks, but if bred to the Red generally improve that colour too, resulting in a

splendid deep Red. If crossed with very faulty-coloured Reds they sometimes produce Duns ; but

these, too, are very useful in crossing with Blacks, provided the Dun be not chequered, when

the result is unsatisfactory, being usually black, barred or chequered with an inferior or duller shade.

In crossing with the Yellow instead of the Red, the greatest risk is that of getting some of the

yellow feather intermixed through the black, something like a Kite Tumbler. Of course such

birds do not look well, and are useless for showing themselves ; but crossed again with Blacks they

21
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breed beautiful colour, and in fact the most lustrous Blacks we can remember were so bred. So

that we would just as willingly use a Yellow as a Red for breeding Black jacobins; and consider

the only reason there are so few good Blacks to be met with is owing to the constant breeding

together of Blacks alone, which are, as we have said, generally deficient in Jack points. Blacks

constantly bred together are peculiarly apt to be stained in beak and “ short-flighted ”--only four or

five on each side ; which fault, too, is most easily corrected by the red or yellow cross, which most

frequently possess the proper number of flights of any colour. It is also to be observed that such

Reds and Yellows themselves as are bred from this cross are generally of splendid colour, much

better than when bred to their own colour ; the cross producing even in Yellows a lustre which the

Red cross itself does not impart to that colour.

We come next to Reds which are most generally bred with Yellows, so as to get progeny

of each colour. The yellow thus bred is of course very good, but the red, as we have so often

seen in other breeds, of course loses. On this account, unless the Yellow bird was really wanted to

improve some other point, we would rather breed the Reds to themselves if we could find suitable

matches. We would do the same with Yellows until the progeny began to come too pale; and

to avoid this as long as possible, carefully avoid breeding together two young birds, which, as we

have before remarked in this work, causes the yellow to become too pale much sooner than if the

same birds were bred from when mature. Always therefore match a young bird to an old one,

the younger, if possible, being the hen; and in the case of Reds, which improve more than any

other colour with age, breed if possible two mature birds together, which will both produce better

colour and also better heads and beaks. And when crossing is required, either Red or Yellow may

be crossed with a rich Black, as before noted.

Whites of course have not and cannot have the same attractive qualities as the other colours,

and in fact in scarcely any variety has white any right to contend on an equality with other colours

which present any difliculty in marking. Whites have originally, no doubt, “sported " from Reds

and Yellows, and hence have often very fine jacobin qualities, which make them attractive. No

one has done so much for the improvement of White Jacobins as Mr. James Kennedy, of Dum

fries, some of whose specimens have left scarcely anything to desire; and indeed we scarcely

know of one good White at the time we write which is not related to this gentleman's strain. It

is a beautiful sight to see in one pen four good pairs, one of white, one black, one yellow, and one

red; when the white seems to set off all the others, and each borrows attraction from the rest.

‘Indeed so excellent have jacks of this colour been of late years that for length and setting of

feather they have surpassed any birds of orthodox markings, and have obtained leading honours

at our principal shows—notably a white cock in the possession of Mr. R Pillans,' of Carluke. The

great difficulty in breeding Whites is to keep up the hood, mane, and chain, with the pearl eye;

white jacobins, like all other white pigeons, being so subject to bull-eyes. It is strange that if an

otherwise white bird have even a few foul feathers on its body, it will often have nice pearl eyes;

but if really white, there is the difliculty, and very few indeed are the Whites with pearl eyes which

do not owe a little to a “sudden moult.” To improve Whites we should advise matching one pure

white--no matter if bull-eyed—to a pale-coloured Yellow, and selecting the nearest to white for

crossing back to the white parent. If another White can be got we would match it to another of

the half-bred Whites, and keep on selecting till the produce was pure white. If again a clear red

bird splashed on the body can be had, as it often can, we would gladly cross such too in with the

Whites. It is in such ways the colour of eye is gained along with pure white body, and that hood,

mane, and chain are kept up; and when these points are once got with really white plumage, the

result is a most beautiful and much-valued jack.
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There are, as before said, whole-coloured Black jacobins; but very few, if any, fancy them.

Their breeding would give very little comparative difliculty.

We have never seen a really good Blue Jacobin. The difficulty is that there seems

nothing to start with, beyond a cross with the blue Baldhead. We believe, however, that bad

coloured Blacks would produce blue-chequers, and a pair of these Blues. To improve the Blues

can only be a work of time, though being the strongest feather, they would be easy to breed when

once produced good.

It is often necessary to breed out faulty-coloured eyes in otherwise good-coloured birds. If

the fault be a bull-eye, one cross with another good-coloured bird will often erase it; and, if not,

re-crossing certainly will. The colour which gives most trouble to get rid of is the orange-eye.

Should it be a Red with this fault, breed it to a Black or Yellow, but not to another Red, which

will often fail. In all cases, in fact, the fault, according to all our experience, is much easiest got

rid of by crossing with anotlzer colour, and not to another even pearl-eyed bird of the same. Of

course, no such bird would be bred at all unless it had other useful qualities ; but grand properties

in hood, mane, and chain are not to be rashly sacrificed for any other points.

To breed the essential Iacobin points to a high degree of perfection will require some degree

of patience, unless the fancier has the good fortune to start with a much better stock than

ordinary. He will usually have to mate one good bird with another much inferior, and then, by

breeding back the best of the progeny, work to what he desires. In particular, it is especially

difficult to get good mane, which, as we have hinted before, is very often, indeed generally,

found best on very large, coarse birds with long beaks, and which possess scarce anything else.

Match, then, such a big bird to a small specimen, which will almost certainly be wanting in mane,

and probably also in even depth of chain from front to the centre of the rose, though very likely

trim and neat in what it has got. Then select such of the progeny as nearest resemble the pattern

given both in Fig. 52 and in our illustrations, and re-cross again with another small pigeon as

good as can be had ; for it is wonderful the great amount of hood, mane, and chain which can be

got by even one good cross with a large bird having plenty of feather, and more especially if bred

early in the season, when all feather breeds strongest; and of course these Jacobin points

depend very greatly from their very nature upon getting strength of feather, but on small instead

of large, coarse birds, in which lies just the difficulty. Hence the crossing of the large, coarse,

early-bred bird with the small one; by which means also constitution is kept up while still

keeping down the size to at least a medium, which is what most of the best jacobins are; and

when an extra-small bird does happen to be thus produced, there is some chance of its being what

is desired. The mane, however, has difficulties of its own. It is not so very hard, though not

easy, to get abundance of feather in the desired place ; but even when you have got that, it is too often

loose and wild-looking, and unevenly balanced on one side or other instead of smooth and regular.

Most Jacobins of the present day have much too straight beaks, more like Fig. 53 than Fig. 5 2.

This, too, arises from the necessity of keeping up the grand points of hood, mane, and chain, the

really short-faced birds being so often wanting in sufficient length of feather. And until we have

enough of small or medium-sized short-faced birds we must not discard those with faulty beaks,

but do our best by matching one to the other, to get what is required in both points. This is not

so hard as might be expected, since it will be soon found that a short-beaked, down-faced bird

does not really require such length of hood to make it look well as a long and straight-beaked bird.

The one class of bird we would never breed is such as, besides faulty beak, has the hood rough

and standing up, as in Fig. 53, unless for an unusually fine mane, which could not be got in any

other way. To get all the points-and especially to get good mane without sacrificing the others
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-—the breeder will, however, find tax all his skill; and whenever he does attain it, he will

feel disposed to place the jacobin at the head of all Toy pigeons. In fact, in our first

edition we could not say we had ever seen quite so good mane as in our illustrations; but

since then, so great has been the improvement, that we have seen as good mane with even

better hood and chain. There are of late years so many clever breeders cultivating the jack,

and they have among them already improved it so much, even within our own recollection, that

we fully expect ere long to see all that can possibly be wished for.

As we have said before, and whatever may be said by people who know nothing of the

matter, there is no means of so “preparing a bird for exhibition ” as to make a really bad Jacobin

into a good one. There are sometimes to be found a few odd feathers which, growing awkwardly,

prevent a really good hood from lying down as it should, and these can be readily removed. But

in saying “a few” we mean it, for although--as already ,explained—many and many a bird has

been extensively trimmed all round the back of the head, any judge with his senses about him,

by simply drawing the head and neck through his thumb and finger as described, would—-or at

least ought to—instantly detect it, and is to blame if he does not. Similarly, a feather or two

which will grow unkindly will sometimes greatly interfere, not so much with the whole develop

ment as with the smoothness of the chain; but here, too, only a little, and that on a really good

bird, can be done. Some have said it is possible by a judicious use of hot iron after damping the

feather, to “iron down” a bad hood, &c It is often found that a really good hood, mane, or

chain will have some little awkward place that will stand up ragged, and in such cases we can

well believe a little ironing might bring it into place; but we are sure no hood not already really

good can thus be made so. In fact, we may say once for all, that no one who intelligently

understands what is wanted to make a good jacobin as described by us, will ever be deceived

by such artifices, or think of employing them beyond smoothing over or hiding such small

blemishes as it must be held venial, if not innocent, thus to remove.

Since our chapter on pigeon literature was written, jacobin fanciers have had to thank a

well-known Irish breeder, Mr. john Waters, for a valuable contribution to their kn0\vledge of the

variety through the publication of his interesting work, “ The Jacobin : Its Breeding, Management,

and Exhibition."

JUDGING ]ACOBINS.—Our general notions as to the judging of this pigeon will have

been already gathered, and it is only needful to add the scale of points. In judging White

]acks against the coloured varieties, the white should lose all points for colour and markings,

unless in cases where the prize was given for the best jacobin irrespective of colour and mark

ings; because neither the colour nor the markings are the real properties of the jacobin,

though they give the birds a more fi/zis/zed look, and, being of greater difficulty to produce,

s/zould be of more value.

Beak : shortness, 2; thickness, 2 . _ . . . . . . . . . 4

Down-face . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , I

Head: size, I ; roundness, 2 . . . . . . . . . . - 3

Hood : size or length, 4; shape and close-fitting (without trimming), 4 . . . 8

Mane: shape and depth . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Chain: closeness, length, and regularity . . - . . . . 4

Rose: size, clearness, and regularity . . . . . . . . . . 2

Head-marking: high-cut . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Correct number and evenness of flights . . . . . . . . . . 4

Dark thighs and vent . - . . . . . . 2

Colour of body . . . . . . . . 3

Colour of eye . . . . . . . . . . 2

Length of flights and tail . . . . . . . 2 1

Size (smallness) . . . . . . . . . - . . . . 2

Carriage: upright and strutting . . . . . . . . . . . 4-47
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The following standard description of the jacobin has been compiled from the best points we

have seen displayed in several high-class specimens, and may well depict an ideal.

STANDARD DESCRIPTION OF THE JACOBIN PIGEON.

COO

Body.-1. Head—round, rather small, but wide and short in forehead.

2. Beak-—stout and short, bending downwards from the wattle, and white in colour.

3. Wattle—heart-shaped and of fine texture.

. Eye;-—iris bright, silvery white in all colours ; pupil very black and clearly defined.

. Cere—small and fine in texture, reddish in colour.

. Neck—long and erect.

. Clxest—projecting, but narrow and long.

. Bar/E—narrow, flat, and straight.

lVz’ng.r--falling from shoulders toward the butts, the latter projecting slightly forward.

IO. Leg: and Feet—-short and free from all feathers below the knee-joints, feet well spreading and rather

resting on the tips of the claws.

_©OO\IO\u1-A

Feather.—1. Hood—long, closely setting to the skull both at the top and sides, extending to the front of each eye

and over the forehead without any break in the edging.

2. C/zaz'n—forming an unbroken continuation of the hood downwards to the base of the chest, fitting

closely and evenly from top to bottom, but withal well projecting to the front.

3. Mane-—continued from the hood without any break, and so extending with a display of fulness down

to the back.

4. 1?o:e—radiating in even circular proportions from a point a little lower than midway between head

and shoulders.

5. F1rgbls—major feathers long and narrow, resting just over the tip of the tail ; lesser feathers long, but

closely fitting to the sides of the body.

6. Taz'l—narrow and long, carried in a sloping direction, but on a straight line with the back.

Physique.—i. Siae—small, and owing to the length of feather seemingly narrow.

2. Carriage—head and neck erect, and withal sprightly in appearance.

COl0UI‘S.*—r. W/role White:-—pure as milk, showing a nice even satin-like lustre on the hood, chain, and mane.

2. l?1ack.r—jet ground with rich metallic green lustre, especially so on hood, chain, and mane, with

black fluffy cushion.

3. Re:£r—ruby red, showing a rich lustre on hood, chain, and mane, the rose displaying a whitish fluffy

cushion.

4. Yellow/:—rich deep golden shade, bright in hood, chain, and mane ; paler in rose.

M3f'klY‘lg$-—I. Skull—-white from a line drawn from the juncture of the mandible, running close under the eyes,

and thence slightly rising to a meeting point at the back of the head.

2. Major flights and .ru;5;)orl.t—\vhite.

3. Back and Rump-white to a line running in sloping fashion from the under lining of the shoulders

to the vent.

4. Tai1—wholly white.

All other parts of plumage of one uniform colour, according to Standard requirements.

" N.B.—1Von-Slandard Colourr.-1. Strawberry; 2. White, splashed with Black, Red, or Dun; 3. Blue and Silver with

Black or Dun bars; 4. Kite, i.e., Black, Dun, or Blue bronzed ; 5. Chequers of all colours.

\V. F. L.
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CHAPTER XX.

THE NUN.

LIKE the Iacobin, this very pleasing pigeon owes its name to a certain marked resemblance in the

arrangement of its plumage and colours to the inhabitants of cloistered abodes—the former taking

its name from the shaven-crowned, cowl-covered heads of its masculine members, while the latter

owes its designation to the dark-veiled fall covering the frontispiece of the head, and white covering

shell-like crest. One marked difference, however, is notable—viz., that with the exception of the

deep, dark extension of feathers below the under mandible, called the “ bib,” all the other markings

of the Nun are exactly the opposite of those of'the jacobin, the white being dark and the dark

white. The name by which this pigeon is known in most European languages carries out this

analogy between it and the female human recluse, as instanced by the Latin“ Columba nonna,”

the German “Das Nonsichen,” as well as the English name of “Nun.” A somewhat singular

exception, however, is found to this general agreement in that in France our subject is spoken of

as “le pigeon coquille Hollandais,” i.e., “the Dutch shell-crested pigeon." This appellation, we

believe, however, is due not to its personal appearance, but to the fact that the Nun is under

stood to be a pigeon of Dutch origin. It is, undoubtedly, a bird of the highest cultivation,

and now so well established as the possessor of distinctive traits as to rank as the principal

member of all dark head-marked varieties of the Columbarian race; the contrast of colour, not

only between the dark and white feathers, but also the remarkable depth of the blackness of

its beak, eye-ceres, and claws, as contrasts to its clear silvery eyes and white wattle, give

to it a unique and special distinction amongst its kin,'and fully justify its being ranked in

status next to the jacobin amongst the present-day turn-crowned pigeons. Before proceed

ing to a fuller description of this pigeon it may be of interest to the fancier to place here on

record the following quotation from “The Pigeon Book,” by B. P. Brent (p. 68) :——“On the Con

tinent there are two sub-varieties of the Nun—the one called the Beard Pigeon both in France and

Germany, but it differs only in having white flights, the head and tail being the only coloured

parts; the other having the tail also white, the head only coloured. This is also called the

‘ Death's-head Pigeon’ by the French amateurs, but I believe neither of them is so much prized as

the first-mentioned.” Of Nuns the most striking colour is the Black variety, which far outnumbers

all the other colours put together, looking as if the head were covered by a black veil. The

appearance of this colour in the variety is very attractive, the black and white being singularly

well contrasted; but we must add that in few varieties perhaps does the black appear so far

superior to all other colours ; even the Red, which is next best, and which in the Magpie is a very

handsome colour, appearing very poor by comparison in the Nun.

The head of the Nun should be roundish, similar to that of a half-bred Short-faced Tumbler,

full in forehead but slightly indented over the wattle, the beak resembling that of a Flying Tumbler,

and showing about the same thickness in both mandibles. The majority of birds are more or less

faulty in this respect, their beaks resembling that of the Magpie, which is more dove-like in shape.
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The beak should be jet black in the Blacks, and flesh-coloured in the Reds and Yellows, the upper

mandible of the Reds having a stain upon it of a darker colour than the lower; and we have

noticed that the deeper in colour the beak is, the richer and more lustrous are the dark feathers on

the body. The eye should be a clear pearl or white, and not, as is so often seen, gravel. This

latter is a decided fault, though not so much so as to cause a bird good in other properties to be

passed over, the principal properties lying not in the eye, but elsewhere. The cere or small wattle

round the eye of the Nun is quite different to that of most other varieties of Toys; for in nearly

all these it is red, or if not, of flesh colour, whereas in the Black Nun it is nearly black, which gives

the head a still darker appearance than the plumage alone would cause. The effect of the eye

itself should be such as to denote a wild and shy nature, so that it is most important that the

plumage surrounding the eye-cere should be very close-fitting. Some otherwise excellent specimens

lose much of this characteristic appearance by a projection of the feathers immediately above the

top ridge of the cere, resembling an eye-brow. Such a displacement of feathers we regard as a

serious blemish.

In colour we will take for our standard the Black, which is far superior both in numbers and

quality to all other colours. The head is black as far back as the hood or shell-crest, which

stands up white. The black should come down an inch at least under the throat, the dividing line

between it and the white body-colour is called the bib-marking; and the lower down the neck

this appears the better is the marking, which should, of course, show a nice clear dividing line. It

is in this part that what may be called the wildest cases of the trimming, so prevalent in Nuns,

are found ; we say the mildest, because this part of the marking is not very difficult to produce, and

there are plenty of birds to be found all that can be desired. When the bib-marking is good, or

sufficiently low down, it indicates usually the presence of another property of still more value, viz.,

a proper number of black flights, which in a too high-cut bird are almost always deficient ; while,

on the other hand, a deficiency of bib-marking not only, as a rule, is accompanied by a want of

the proper number of dark major flight feathers, but we have noticed of late that the same fault

is further attended by a shortness in the black feather-marking at the rear of the crown of the

head, leaving a distinct patch of white feathers visible between the termination of the head “veil "

covering and the rise of the crest feathers. It is true that the inner lining of the crest should be

free from all dark feathers, but this should not be obtained by any diminution in the extent to

which the dark feathers covering the crown of the skull should reach; such a white or bald patch

just below the rising point of the crest spoils the whole character of the appearance of a good Nun,

and should be regarded consequently as a decided fault, though not so serious as to absolutely

throw out of competition a specimen good in other points. In fact, the line of demarcation between

the inner lining of white shown by a good, well-spread shell-crest should be sharply cut exactly at

the curve just at the base of the crest at its rise from the back of the skull—all to the front being

dark, and all within the shell lining pure smooth white. By “smooth " we mean that the curve of

feather substance between the base of the crown and the rise of the shell should be very gradual

and not of a sudden broken appearance—this latter is not unusual in a bird shown in its natural

condition, but, as we shall show presently, other causes contribute to its existence.

To finish, however, with the head, the crest itself is a most difficult property to get in perfection,

and till very recently used to undergo a most severe trimming, so that to see a crest of the proper

size and shape was quite an exception in a class of Nuns. It should form a complete crescent,

extending nearly from the back of one eye to the back of the other, and shaped as if a semi

circle of paper were bent or rolled round the back of the skull, with the round side uppermost. It

ought to stand quite upright, by no means lying close, like the hood of a jacobin ; the best crests
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being those which stand up the highest, having a small curl at each extremity. This is seldom

seen, for, as we have already implied, the crest should be white not only behind, but also in front,

where it comes against the black head. Foul feathers are, however, very apt to appear in the

front of the crest, and these being removed by trimming, and the root of the crest thus deprived of

proper support, it lies down much too close; for which very reason, in fact, as already seen,

feathers are often plucked from the Jacobin, in which the hood is wanted to lie close. Compara

tively few Nuns but are much weeded in front of the crest; and this evil tends to perpetuate

itself, for it is found by experience that there is really no great difiiculty in breeding for any

marking, when the feathers desired project at all from the body, provided the stock upon which

operations are based is genuine, so that each step of progress can be distinctly marked, and indi

viduals matched accordingly. But trimming acts injuriously in two ways: in the first place,

by allowing the breeder to win with a more or less faulty bird, it makes him content with a lower

standard ; and secondly, by its delusive perfection, although he really knows what has been done

it deceives his eye, and leads him to match up birds he would not pair if in their natural state.

Leaving the head, the next property of the Nun lies in the flights; all the body, excepting

head, flights, and tail being pure white. In regard to this property we difi'er from many fanciers,

who are satisfied with too small a number. We hold that, as in all other cases, a perfect specimen

should have the full complement of ten coloured flights in each wing, and that less than eight is

decidedly faulty. We have heard of birds being called good which only had six-and-six, and

this is laid down as a sufficient standard by old Moore ; but still we cannot see why we may not

advance upon the old notions, and we would as willingly accept six-and-six in a Baldhead as in a

Nun. The getting a sufficient number in ea:/t flight is the great difliculty. Of five-and-five or

six-and-six there are plenty ; but when we come to more than that it will be found there are very

few alike on each side, and also that many show foul feathers between the inner and outer flights,

precisely (only that the colours are reversed) as we have shown in the illustration at page 317, of

the flights of a jacobin, which, in fact, allowing for the reversal of the colours, represents

accurately the perfect and defective wing of a Nun. As in other cases where marking is the chief

property, there is a class of people who will not only weed a faulty crest, but pluck out faulty

flights, so as to make both wings appear alike. The fraud cannot be discovered unless the bird be

handled, except, indeed, so many flights be abstracted that the fewness can be seen; and many a

time we have heard judges blamed in no measured terms for passing birds which exhibited

no obvious fault in the pen, when we happened to know they had been disqualified for being

plucked in the flights. No judge has, in fact, any excuse for passing a fraud of this character, as it

can always be discovered by counting ; whereas in other feather-trimming, unless done to a really

barefaced extent, it is not always easy to be sure about it. Although, however, we want if possible

ten-and-ten, we would be well satisfied with nine-and-nine ; but we think it a great fault to be

unequal, unless, perhaps, it be eight-and-ten, or still better, nine-and-ten, or perhaps eight-and-nine.

In these higher numbers the fault is not seen until handled; but in six-and-eight, for instance,

the deficiency can be readily seen on the faulty side even in the pen; and as we have throughout

done, we consider such a blemish far worse than any which can only be seen on examination. We

would, therefore, be satisfied if a bird had at least seven on one side, though it had eight, nine, or

ten on the other; but, of course, the nearer the better, either for show or the breeding-pen. F01‘

in markings particularly the great law of breeding holds good, and if breeders will only content

themselves with getting one property at a time they will attain success; and it is simply the

z'm;>atz'ence of English breeders which gives them so much less success than the Germans in

obtaining accuracy of feather-markings. They seem to wish for perfect specimens from the first
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pair they put‘ up, instead of being content with one property, or even one step to a property, at

each cross. In this case no one should breed from two birds bot/z of which had too few flight

feathers; but putting to such one with more, and so proceeding till the desired number be gained;

and when two such are bred together, though all their progeny will not be alike, still there will be

almost certainty of obtaining some, and after that, as regards that property, all is easy, and the

breeder will find he has really gained and secured ground. And not only so, but when a breeder

is known thus to have secured only one property, others are willing to pay well for his specimens,

that they may from them obtain the same property for their own strains; whereas, it is the work

of a lifetime to attempt to get perfect birds from any one pair, except as the final stage of such a

course of breeding. And we would earnestly impress on those who act as judges the great

desirability of laying great stress upon qualities like this, which are both diflicult to produce, of

great value in breeding when produced, and in which attempts at fraud are so often practised,

in the flights of the Nun. We give great credit in judging to all specimens showing more than

seven feathers in each flight, and think little of those with less for the show-pen at all, considering

their proper place to be in the breeding-loft, providing always that the shell is of correct shape and

substance.

The tail, from the root, is of the same colour as the other markings of the bird; or in the case

we are supposing, black. It is seldom that these twelve feathers and their coverts are found foul

marked. The rest of the body should be pure white, and the legs and feet clean. It is singular that,

as with the eye-cere, in many birds the colour of the legs is almost black, instead of red as in most

other varieties ; and, in fact, the best specimens of Black Nuns we have seen have always been so.

The size is generally a trifle larger than that of the Magpie, and the carriage much more

upright. So long, however, as the bird has the proper markings we would not be particular as

to size, except that we would always rather prefer a largish bird as having a good-sized head, and

more likely to have a good beak and crest. Such birds have also, in most cases, the best bibs.

Reds and Yellows are sometimes shown, but, as a rule, are far inferior to Blacks. Their points

are precisely the same, except as regards the colour of beak, eye-cere, and legs. We have also

seen Blues; but the colour was so faulty we believe them, so far, to be only sports from the Black,

which is, even supposing the properties bred to the same perfection in other colours, far the most

attractive by reason of the pretty contrast. Mr. Brent states that the German Nuns have white

instead of coloured flights. This is, in our opinion, to lose a great beauty, and by the loss of an

important property to degrade the pigeon as a fancier’s bird.

The Nun is very hardy, like most other Toys ; is also a good breeder and feeder, and needs

scarcely any care. We believe it would be still more popular than it is, but for the trimming so

unblushingly practised on this pigeon confessedly above all others. Probably more Nuns have

been disqualified or passed over for being trimmed, especially in the crest, than all other varieties

put together ; but still the trimmed birds deceive the eye to the prejudice of the genuine bird, so

that the prizes usually go not to the really genuine, but to those which only need a certain

amount; which have been in fact really trimmed, but not quite so much so as to be found

out. We have ourselves tried the experiment of showing an unusually good pair in their

honest state, and been beaten by inferior ones we knew to be trimmed ; and so much is this the

case, that we believe if judges did see genuine birds perfectly marked, they would suspect they

were so treated. We mention this because we believe the dread of being .s‘u.s]oectea', even when

showing honest birds of unusual merit, has kept many from an attractive breed, and others

who do keep it from exhibiting their specimens ; while a rigorous examination of every prize bird,

in the same manner as already described for the Jacobin, would both check such malpractices,
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and by making the breeder’: standard more severe, speedily produce specimens that needed no

manipulation.

JUDGING NUNS.—For the reason just stated, the flights of every bird should always be

opened and counted, and a searching examination made at the root of the crest, all detected cases

of plucking being instantly disqualified. The rest will be as under :—

POINTS IN JUDGING NUNS.

Shell: height, 7; breadth, 6; thickness, 6; shape, 6 . . . . . . . 25

Flights:8><8,I0;8x9,1l;8x10, 1z;9x9,15;9x1o,x7; lOXIO,2O . . zo

Bib . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17

Colour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13'

Head: shape, 5; beak, 3; cere, 3‘; eye, 4" . . . . . . . . 15

Body: size, shape, and carriage . . . . - . . . . . 5

Freedom from foul feathers : thighs, 2; wing butts, 2; body, I . - . . . 5

I00

Add 5 points to colour, making 18. Dednct I point from beak and 2 points each from eye and cere.

Birds having bull, orange, broken or odd eyes, blue tails, spindle beaks, shell capping head, or less than 7 coloured flights

a side are unfit for exhibition and should be passed.

‘ Nuns any other colour than Black.

The standard of perfection given on the next page is the one adopted by the Nun Club.
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THE NUN CLUB STANDARD OF PERFECTION.

lino

The Nun should be of medium size, with full deep breast. sprightly and upright in carriage.

Head.~—Round, resembling that of the Pleasant-faced Tumbler, with short, stout, straight beak.

Eye. —Fu1l, pearl or white, with small, hard cere.

sh8ll-—Crest as high, wide, and thick as possible, and continued equally on both sides until it meets the head rather

below the level of the eyes ; erect and regular in curve. The feathers at the back of the neck falling the

reverse way to the shell, forming a small mane as in the Turbit.

Blb.—Full, deep, and regular, being the continuation of the head marking, and joining it at the base of. but not

extending up at the back of the shell. —

Flights-—To lie close to the tail, in no case to be crossed over the top.

Wing-bUft$.—Canied well forward and away from the body. The whole body should taper from the shoulders, the

tail being as narrow as possible.

L6gS.—Clean and set well back to give that slightly hollow appearance between the shoulders which imparts so much

smartness to the carriage.

Feel’.--Small. Beak, cere, and nails, black. The head, bib, tail, and ten primary flights each side coloured ; the

shell and rest of the body pure white ; the marked portions clean cut, deep, and lustrous in colour.

Thighs and Wing-bLltfS.—Entirely free from foul feathers.

COl1dilZlOl1.—Clean and hard.

In Reds and Yellows the cere, nails, and beak should be flesh-coloured.



CHAPTER XXI.

THE TRUMPETER.

THE Trumpeter introduces us to a very remarkable section of the Columbarian race—all varieties

of which derive their appellation from the peculiarity of sound when giving play to the voice. The

highest class of this breed is the Russian Trumpeter, which is, however, now cultivated rather for

feather singularity and display than for the voice property which gives to it its name. Before

entering upon the description of this high-class pigeon, for such the Russian Trumpeter un

doubtedly is, we shall briefly refer to some few sub-varieties to which probably it owes its origin,

though no longer resembling them in their rude and uncultivated condition as regards bodily

appearance. Pigeons of peculiar voice hail from two separate regions—(I) from Egyptian and

Arabian territory, and (2) from Central Asia. Moreover, according to the distinction of sound

produced by guttural efforts, their nomenclature is also varied-for instance, we have the

“ Laugher” and the “ Drummer” as well as the “ Trumpeter.”

T/re Laug/zer in all its varieties is the least cultivated of pigeons _of peculiar voice so far as

colour and plumage are concerned. The earliest specimens of this curious bird known in this

country were imported from Palestine, having found their way there, it is supposed, through the

medium of Mohammedan devotees on their return from religious pilgrimages to Mecca, where the

Laugher is said to abound. In physical and feather properties this pigeon resembles the Dove

house pigeon, the colour being either chequery, blue, or grizzled. It is a small bird, slightly

feathered on the legs, some specimens showing a slender crest supported by a mane running down

from the back of the skull. These owe their distinction from other pigeons of common appear

ance to their voice, which cannot be better described than in the following quotation from Moore:

—“ When the cock plays to his hen, he has a coarse ‘coo,’ not unlike the guggling of a bottle of

water when poured out, and then makes a noise which very much imitates a soft laughter, and from

thence this bird has its name."

The Drummer possesses a sweeter and more musical voice than the Laugher, and not only so,

but it shows a higher degree of cultivation in the arrangement and colour of its plumage. It is

about the size of a common long-faced Tumbler, and has a dove-shaped head; the rise of the

forehead, just above the wattle, being adorned with a small tuft of feathers evenly parted and falling

towards the front and sides of the wattle. The legs and feet are moderately covered with feathers.

In colour they are various-some very pale blue, some silver, and others again pale red and yellow ;

some also display white bars on the wing coverts. In “ Fancy Pigeons ” Mr. Lyell thus alludes to

one further property of the Drummer :—“A peculiarity with most of those I have had, though

not altogether unknown in other pigeons, was an inclination to webbed feet, the middle and

inner front toes of nearly all young ones I bred being joined together throughout the whole

length.”

A sub-variety of this pigeon has been considerably cultivated in Germany, especially at

Altenburg and in its neighbourhood, and is by some termed the “Altenburg Drummer," but it
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differs little from those we have already described—indeed, the variation may be regarded as being

"a distinction without a difference.”

T/te Trumpeter pigeon itself is of two totally diflerent kinds. The one longest known to the

British fancier is now little esteemed, though dignified with the prefix of “English,” while the other,

introduced to this country about thirty years ago, is a far more highly-bred specimen, and is de

signated as “ Russian,” not that it is in any way originally connected with Russia, except by transit

through that country in its gradual introduction to the West from the place of its supposed

nativity in Central Asia, probably Bokhara, for it is also called in some Continental countries the

“ Bokhara Pigeon.”

T/ze Englis/2 Trumpeter needs but a short notice. In size it is.rather large and of roundish

proportions; the most common colours are White, Black, and Mottled—Reds and Yellows also

exist. The head is of a coarse dove-shaped formation; the eyes are sometimes black, and at

others orange in colour. It possesses a well-developed peak crest, and is adorned with a smooth

tuft of feathers over the wattle, gracefully and in compact formation falling over towards the

wattle ; the hocks and legs are abundantly covered with feathers. The English Trumpeter

possesses, however, no rose formation of feathers on the crown of its head. Its voice in both sexes

is remarkable for volume as well as singularity, leaving no doubt that its possessor is a bird of

undoubted originality of breed, which has in this country, like many other varieties of pigeons,

been so far improved as to have had conferred upon it at some time or other the complimentary

qualification of “English” already accorded to the Carrier, Pouter, Owl, &c., in order to denote

careful selection and cultivation before being raised to the category of the higher class of pigeons.

T/ze Russian Trumpeter, as at present recognised by the fancy, was introduced into England

about eighty years ago, the best specimens coming direct from Bokhara, The leading properties

of this pigeon, independently of its singular voice, which is not as a rule recognisable in the show

pen competition, are—first, its rose ; then, in order of succession, the crest, leg and foot feathering,

size and shape, eye (pearl), and in Mottles the markings. Length and quantity of body feather

substance must also be taken into account, though easy of attainment.

T/1e rose is a sort of feather helmet gracefully adorning the top cf the head. It should form

a perfect cap, all the feathers diverging from the centre, and covering the skull from the base of the

beak in front, to the back of the head near the crest, and overhanging the eyes at the sides so that

the bird can only see in a downward direction. The size should be as stated, the rose of first-rate

specimens being as large as a crown-piece ; but form is of no less importance. Each feather must

lie smoothly, without raggedness, and be of such a length that the whole looks even at the edges,

growing out from the centre of the circle like the petals of a small flower. There are many birds

with a large rose, but the feathers so irregular in build as to disfigure them, some appearing as if

twisted, others standing up from the surface, &c. Both are great disfigurements, and carefully to

be avoided.

T/ze crest is at the back of the head, and somewhat like the shell-crest of a Turbit, but very far

more developed. The feathers should rise all round the back of the head, very nearlyfrom eye to eye,

with a little curl at the back of each eye, where it will be seen to finish like a small rosette. The

crest should project, like a coronet, clearly above the level of the top of the skull, and on the whole

present somewhat the appearance of a half cockle-shell. The great beauty of this property, as in the

rose, lies equally in regularity and evenness of build as in size, though size is important. In the

majority of specimens the crest is so irregular and loosely formed that it appears as if the bird was

in moult, or part of the feathers plucked, but it should, and sometimes does, appear as we have

stated, and the feathers should have, when touched, a strength of elastic “spring” like the hood of

a jacobin.
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Leg and foot feathering make the third property. This commences with long feathers on

the hocks themselves, followed by similar feathers all down the leg or shank, and which at the feet

are very long indeed, the feathers growing also from the toes, and smaller ones covering the inside of

the shanks. The more and longer the feathers, on the feet especially, the better.

In size and shape Trumpeters appear considerably larger than they really are; this is chiefly

owing to the very abundant and somewhat loose feather which covers the body, and which, with

its short legs and length of flights, make it look larger than it really is. It is in fact about

the same as a good-sized Carrier when plucked. It walks with a slow, deliberate gait; and the

stateliness of a cock playing up to his hen is something remarkable, and very pretty to see. No

pigeon, in fact, so well deserves that title of “grand ” which fanciers are so fond of applying to a

good bird of any variety. The feathers of importedspecimens are of finer texture than those of

the “ old type” birds ; and whether it is the climate or not it is hard to say, but the progeny of

good Russian specimens appear to fall ofl' somewhat in this particular.

Foot-feathering is the only point in which the old, English, or German birds can compare with

the Russians ; but this is a quality so very easy to keep up, that while we would never consider a

bird really first-class without very good foot-feather, we must protest against placing this property

on anything like a level with rose and crest, any improvement in which is only made with immense

patience and difiiculty. Even the best-footed birds are often seen with the feathers broken

off, so as to show only stumps for much of the season, while birds with a little less will last

better, owing to the quills being smaller and having more elasticity. We mention this because,

as arnle, the birds with best foot-feather are most deficient in rose and crest; and hence, while

we desire all properties, whenever it comes to weighing one against the other, a property which

gives absolutely no difliculty should not be ranked with one that does give a great deal.

We believe the first pair of Russians introduced came over in I863, and were imported

by Mr. John Baily, of London. They threw all the English birds completely into the shade,

and were purchased first by Mr. Hedley, but eventually passed into the possession of Mr. James -

Montgomery, of Belfast. Even the professedly ideal portraits of Trumpeters, which had been

published in various works, were left far behind by these birds, except as regards foot-feather.

The birds hitherto known scarcely ever possessed a rose larger than a shilling, and that

often so irregular as to require a great deal of trimming, while the crests were little better

than those of Turbits. The best of this type we can recollect were the strain of Mr. Mewburn,

of Darlington, whose breed, before the arrival of the Russians, was far a-head for many

years; but the best single specimen we ever saw was the property of Mr. Oates, of Newark,

and was a white hen. There were some very well-marked English Mottles at that time; but, as

we have observed, the marking and the foot-feather were the only points in which they could

compete. The latter was to be had even better, on which account we have known people

who professed to prefer the "old type," but we cannot agree for the reason stated, and also

because the “new type” is now not only thoroughly established in this country, but has, as we

shall show, been vastly improved by present fanciers.

The first Black cock imported, as above described, was, we believe, never beaten whenever shown,

and died in our own possession ; but the second importation, also by Mr. Baily, and which comprised

both Blacks, Black-Mottles, Duns, Dun-Mottles, &c., were so much better even than the first, that

Mr. Montgomery, in disposing of his whole stock, could not obtain—we were going to say a tenth

part of what they would have realised before the arrival of ‘this superb collection. The rose on

most of these birds was not only enormous, but perfect in form, and required absolutely no

trimming. Their worst fault was that the crest in some was so very large as to show a little

22
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flabbiness, or looseness, causing it to either fall back in a loose and untidy fashion, or, what is worse

still, to lie close down on the rose, causing the latter to be almost lost to sight, unless the birds are

taken in hand. Whites were also introduced at this time, but they cannot bear comparison with

those which have more recently been produced.

In Mottles, the marking should be as nearly as possible the same as in the Mottled Tumbler

on the shoulder, but the bird is also mottled on the head and foot feathering; and it is so hard

to procure this with good head-properties, that we would regard even good mottling as of more

value than mere foot-feather. It is curious that most of the “old" English birds had red or orange

eyes,* and all except the Whites, black beaks ; whereas the Russians have, with scarcely an excep

tion, pearl eyes, and the beaks white in all but the Black birds, which are mostly dark on the upper

mandible and white on the under. Some of the Blacks are all white on the beak, but such almost

always have a very few white feathers on the body, tending to show that they are Mottle-bred; and

such a bird would be a proper cross for a Mottle with too much marking. The changes of Mottled

Trumpeters are very curious. Many of the young, when in the nest-pan, appear all wlzite except

the flights and tail, or rather a sort of grizzly white ; and those who have not bred them before are

apt to think their chances are very small; "but the first moult puts matters right, all the grizzled

feathers moulting black. The mottling can however be foretold, with patience; since on examina

tion some feathers will be found all white down to the root. These remain so, while those that are

grizzled or grey will moult dark. We have heard some fanciers afiirm that no one can tell what

colour a Mottled Trumpeter will be ; that they will moult lighter and lighter; and even that Blacks

will moult into Mottles. We have never found anything to give us such an impression ; but think

it very probably arose from Mottles which were too gay having been weeded to obtain the proper

marking. If the feathers were cut ofi', the trimming would of course remain till moult, when the

bird would come out so much lighter as to give rise to the impression mentioned. We have had

many Mottles for many years, and never saw any reason to think they changed after the first

moult, except that all birds, bred and moulting late, will sometimes moult rather whiter. But even

such changes are few, and we fear most of the cases have arisen in the manner just alluded to.

We consider the Mottle the most valuable of all Trumpeters, but are sorry to say we can give

no directions, from experience, how to match for producing the marking. It may be presumed

"that the mode of procedure should be the same as in breeding the Mottled Tumbler, but till

recently no one except Mr. Montgomery had really had any actual experience for any time as

regards Trumpeter breeding—that is, as regards the Russian birds. We do, however, know that

Mr. Montgomery, like ourselves, always regarded the foot-feathering as a very secondary point,

and directed his attention chiefly to the more diflicult ones of rose, crest, and marking; as he

considered that foot-feather could be increased at any time in a season or two by the simple

expedient of breeding early from early-bred parents, which we have repeatedly seen developes

that property. And while we regard a Mottled Trumpeter as the highest type of the bird, no one

must suppose we would prefer markings to the real Trumpeter properties ; they are to be regarded

much as in a Pouter, and as a final finish and set-ofl' to the bird.

Our chief reason for preferring the pearl eye and white beak of the Russian bird is, that

they are almost invariably accompanied by far more lustre and tightness of feather, which is a

considerable beauty. The great drawback of the imported Russians is that they are so liable

to die soon after reaching this country; they seem to go off in a kind of wasting or consumption,

for which as yet the usual remedies have failed. Some have said they will not even breed, but

° This, however, shows a modern change. Moore describes them as pearl-eyed.-ED.
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this is a great error, as progeny have been to our own knowledge produced by several fanciers

from some of the best of the imported specimens. As a rule, in fact, those birds which do survive

any reasonable time prove very good breeders and nurses; and as the young bred in England

do not seem specially delicate or liable to disease, we may consider this simply a consequence of

the sudden change to a warmer climate, and expect to see the race thoroughly acclimatised. All

who have seen the specimens bred from imported birds by Mr. Hutchinson, of Dublin, or by

Mr. Ure, of Dundee, will acknowledge that they surpass all which have at any time been imported

direct, in every point except mottle markings, which still need improvement.

It is gratifying, however, to be able to say that since the splendid collection brought together

by Mr. Hutchinson was disposed of by him, the Russian Trumpeter has found two or three devoted

admirers and breeders in the Emerald Island. We have no hesitation in saying, from personal

observation, that no imported birds, whether from Central Asia or South Russia, can be compared

for size and correctness in shape of rose and crest with the specimens now in the hands of Messrs.

Smyth, of Coloraine, Ireland, and one Mottled hen especially, the property of Mr. Bond, of

Londonderry. The following quotation from a letter we have recently received from Mr. M. F.

Smyth will be read with interest by all admirers of the Trumpeter, giving as it does the experience

and opinion of one who is second to none as a Trumpeter breeder and fancier :-—“I obtained my

start in Trumpeters from Mr. H. T. Hutchinson, of Co. Dublin, who had secured several of Messrs.

Baily’s second importation (already alluded to), and while English fanciers, who had also bought

from the same stock, knocked their birds about from show to show, Mr. Hutchinson had kept his

quietly at home, where they bred and throve, he himself only exhibiting at a few leading shows,

where he was rarely beaten. I hadmyself been pretty successful in the way of breeding and

exhibiting with my first purchase from Mr. Hutchinson, and when he gave up the fancy, in 1880 or

thereabouts, I bought his entire stock. For several years I bred from these birds (the descendants

of Messrs. Baily’s second importation) without any change, but hearing accidentally of a single odd

cock, whose grandparents had been imported some years before at great cost by a wealthy gentle

man who had friends in South Russia, I secured him. This cock was marked almost like a

Turbit—-white, with black shoulders—and was a first-rate specimen, though not equal to some of

my own at the time, but, when mated with my birds, he produced the finest Trumpeters I ever

saw, and it was from this cross that all my best specimens are descended. A few years afterwards

I saw in T/ze Field that Mr. Baily had got in a fresh importation ; at once I wrote and secured three

of the best, but they were not to be compared with the previous ones—in fact, not up to the then

show form. They had neat, even, little roses and capital feet-feather, but failed sadly in the

quality of their hoods, and were short and quite hard in feather, with short flights and small

bodies. I paired the best of them, a splashed hen, with a cock of my own strain, and worked their

produce in with very fair success; but, except as a change of blood, I don't think they did any

good, rather the reverse. I may here say that the only two cases of fresh blood introduced by me

are this one and the South Russian cock I have already mentioned. I think Russian Trumpeters

are exceedingly hard to rear, some seasons especially; the young seem to die off when a little

under three weeks old, in spite of all possible care and under the best feeders. It is this that makes

them so scarce—that is, good ones. In pairing to breed Mottles, I mate a Black and a Mottle

together, and have never found white beaks produce Mottles, as some say, any better than black

beaks. I find a really good, well-spread hood, nicely set back on the head, and evenly moulded

like a shell, about the most difiicult point to get. Some Trumpeters have the hood coming close

over their rose behind—-I cannot bear this. It is very hard, too, to get a very large rose not

pinched in over the beak and perfeclly round, most of them are more or lessoval. The mistake
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many make is in putting far too much value on foot-feather and mottling; hood and rose are

really the diflicult things to get good. I also like attention to be given to size of body ; many of

the Trumpeters one sees are far too small. In my experience the best Trumpeters to be seen are

the b1acks—the mottles are generally smaller in size of rose. Seldom are Trumpeter hens equal to

the cocks. A Mottled Trumpeter should be mottled on the rose and pinions, and, if possible, I

think on the small foot-feathers over the instep. W/zit: Trumpeters are still scarce, but are very

pretty. I have been at great trouble working them up for four or five years ; they are still unequal

to the Blacks and Mottles.”

There is no published standard for the Trumpeter. We therefore give one which we have

compiled with the kind assistance of Mr. M. F. Smyth.

STANDARD DESCRIPTION OF THE RUSSIAN TRUMPETER.

O0
 

ROS!-!.—Large and perfectly round, coming down to the point of the beak, and with a level edge, and free from all

twists.

HOOd, also called Cresl.—This should extend right round at the back of the head from eye to eye, and in the shape

of a shell, turning slightly inwards over the rose, but not laying close on to it, and not hanging loosely

behind. The feathers of the hood should be long and silky, as in a jacobin, and it should be free from

gaps.

FOO'(—feall‘leI‘.-—Long, and well spread out, with stout feathers

COl0ur.—Bla:/ts, as rich as ossible; Mottles, marked on wing, as in a Tumbler, and alsa on the rose, and if
P ,

possible, on the instep of foot.

SlZ8.—Large as possible.

EY6.—Pearl in Blacks and Mottles ; in W/u'le.r, pearl or bull.

W. F. L.

IUDGING TRUMPETERS.-—This is a comparatively easy task, the properties being

exceedingly well marked and simple.

MR. FULTON’S POINTS IN JUDGING TRUMPETERS.

Rose: size, regularity, and shape . . . . . . . . . . . I

Crest : ditto ditto . . . . . . . . . .

Foot-feather: length and abundance . . . . . . . .

Size . . .

Colour of body .

Eye: colour of . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Beak: colour of . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Tightness of feather . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Accurate markings in a Mottle, extra .
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CHAPTER XXII.

THE own.

THERE can be no question that this pigeon derives its name from the well-known nocturnal

member of the feathered race—its short, hooked beak, round head, bright bolting eyes, as well as its

characteristic shy nature, all supplying abundant evidence in favour of such an assertion ; at least

such was the case as to the points of resemblance between these two members of the ornithological

family, taking our subject as it was bred and fancied forty or fifty years ago, and many are the

number of its votaries who fain would restore to it, even at the present time, the right to be still

distinctly representative of its nominal namesake. But of late the standard of points of this

pigeon has been so completely changed that it only retains in a very modified degree those features

which gave rise to its n0menclature—the hooked beak, bolting eyes, and shy nature being almost

undiscernible in the present-day English Owl.

The Owl is a pigeon of considerable originality, and is undoubtedly the progenitor of all

short-faced frilled varieties, as well as, to some extent, of one or two other distinct breeds as at pre

sent classified, both the modern Short-faced Antwerp and Tumbler deriving certain skull properties

from it. As to the origin of this pigeon, there is hardly the shadow of doubt that it came to us

from the East, and was either discovered or created (at all events perfected) by Mohammedan

fanciers. Its ancient origin and descent are proved by the great number of varieties which, as we

shall see later on, have branched off from it and still show its most essential properties. Of these

the Turbit is certainly one, but the whole Blondinette and Satinette tribe must be pronounced of

the same lineage ; and these many sub-varieties prove at least the great attractiveness of the type

represented by our subject. The following description of the Owl, as we remember it, and as it

was bred now nearly forty years ago, will be of interest to the fancier and lead on to connect its

modern substitute with its name. In colours the best specimens were Blue and Blue Chequers,

showing light rumps ; the size was medium ; the flight and tail feathers being decidedly short ; the

skull very round, when viewed either from the front or side aspect ; the beak short and decidedly

hooked, whereby is meant that the upper mandible projected considerably over the under one in a.

downward direction and slightly curled formation; the eyes were rather large and prominent;

the swiftness and duration of flight remarkable. All this tallies completely with the following

description of the Owl, as given by Brent, and which, by way of confirmation of the views we

here express, and which may not be shared by some, we reproduce. “The points of the Owl may

be thus enumerated :—Beak, short and hooked; head, round; eyes, pearl-coloured and bolting;

gullet, well developed; frill, rose-shaped; size, small; general appearance, wild; colour, blue or

silver, with black bars across the wings and a light powdery cast of colour about the neck."

Further on the author of “The Pigeon Book ” adds :-—-“ Although Blue and Silver are the chief

and best colours of the Owl pigeon, yet other colours, as white, black, or even yellow, are some

times met with, and I have seen some recently in London white with black tails. It has been

recommended that the breeding-places of these birds should be private and secluded, as from their
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wild naturc they are liable to be disturbed.” A bird answering these points would, however, now

be little esteemed, being far too small in size to rank in the classes for the English variety, and

too large to compete with the African. It was doubtless the produce of a judicious cross between

some early imported African Owls with cultivated cross-bred pigeons used for flying purposes in

the Netherlands and the north of France, called “Pigeons Smerles,” from which are descended the

now well-known strain of Belgian long-distance flying birds called “Smerles” in England in

contra-distinction to the Dragoon-dovehouse-bred crossed variety used for similar purposes

termed the “ Skinnum.” Some of these Smerles were crossed by Belgian fanciers with the Mealy

or Silver Dun native pigeons, so common in Antwerp and its neighbourhood, from which cross

originated the modern Short-faced Antwerp, thus bringing the latter also within the number of

Short-faced pigeons which owe their existence as such in no small degree to the Owl.

We now proceed to describe the recognised standard varieties which come under that de

signation. At the prcsent time three different sections of pigeons are termed “Owls,” two

-certainly hailing from different quarters of the globe, and the other and more generally accepted

.specimen being a bird of composite character, the produce of the Anglican fancier, viz., the

“‘ English” Owl, now esteemed as being one of the choicest products of Columbarian culture. The

foreigners are called respectively the “African ” and “Whiskercd" Owls, the latter being the

produce of China, and therefore has been called by some the Chinese Owl; but, from its rather

-diminutive size and skull formation, it may very legitimately be inferred that it also owes its

existence to some remote importation into the Celestial Empire of the original African blood.

We thus have three totally distinct kinds of pigeons known by the same name, each having a

separate prefix. We say “totally distinct kinds” of pigeons because we know many fanciers

consider, notwithstanding the relationship we believe to be traceable between all three, that there

are three, or at least two, really distinct breeds called by the same name. It will, however, be

acknowledged by all that size alone can hardly be granted to make a variety; and there are fcw

judges and votaries of the English specimen who would deny that they desire this kind to resemble

the small African in all other points of its physical construction excepting size. Be this as it may,

there is no doubt that the English offshoot came from a cross with those old-fashioned Owls alluded

to by Brent, and very commonly fancied by our Continental neighbours. These, being bred for a

long period without fresh importation, insensibly acquired a type of their own, larger and coarser

than their progenitors, the prevailing taste in England being for larger pigeons than those reared

of yore. Thus a strain of this variety of the Columbarian race became settled do\vn amongst us

as the English Owl, and when, only a comparatively few years since, good specimens from foreign

sources, notably from Africa and the East, again came over to England, it is not to be wondered at

that two types of the same pigeon, presenting so many points of distinction as well as of resem

‘blance, should have both been considered deserving of the same appellation. Such is, we believe,

the true relation of the modern English Owl to its ancient African namesake. A like process of

relationship doubtless exists between the latter and the Whiskered or Chinese Owl. For our own

part we regard the African as the parent stock, and shall therefore direct primarily the reader's

attention to it.

If ever there was a class of fancy pigeon that can be said to be really “ bred to perfection," it

is the small or African Owl. How rare “perfect” birds are, each fancier sighs to think, as he

strives to recall his own past achievements : but we have both had and seen in the hands of other

fanciers many birds of this beautiful variety that really left nollzing to wish for, except it perhaps

might be-—ah l the dissatisfaction of the fancier will come out—a little more frill. It is, however, a.

rare thing to get so much as this; and this at most very slight deficiency in one point is the sole
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objection to scores and scores of these beautiful birds being justly described as perfect ; whereas we

have seldom seen specimens of the larger English bird, hardier as it is, easier to rear, and very

far more prolific, which had not several faults. While therefore believing that all the Owls had one

common origin, we do not mean that all three are now alike, or are equal in quality: so far from it,

we know no single point in which the average English Owl can be compared with the Foreign

or African. Taking even the most numerous variety, the Blue, till recent years an English Owl was

rarely found with a blue rump ; and it was still more rare to find a correctly-shaped beak, with the

proper thickness in both mandibles. In formation of skull, again, the English bird almost always

requires several years to develop into what is desired, and even then we do not know that we can

recollect more than a score really good, of which but few could compare with the heads of very

many of the small variety that we have had or seen at different times. There is but one point in

which the large bird excels frequently over the small, namely, the gullet ; even in this the African

has the advantage of attaining its development at an early age, while the English Owl requires

several years to develop, though the gullet in good specimens may then be found all that is

wished for. We are fully aware some fanciers will question this statement, and affirm that they

have English Owls which showed their full gullet at an early period: but this arises from want of

fuller knowledge, as we never knew such cases in which it was not always found on inquiry that the

stock had been crossed from the smaller sort, or that they were themselves, though called and con

sidered English birds, bred from stock recently imported. To show the difficulty of making mere

size a proofof distinctness, we may state that we have seen many times large consignments of Foreign

Owls, sent from abroad to Messrs. Baily and Son and other dealers, and in these the sizes have so

varied that every stage, from the full-sized English bird down to the smallest African, could be

found amongst them. We have purchased both the largest and smallest, the one to exhibit or sell

as the English, and the other as African ; and several of the large specimens thus sold, which we

knew to be imported with small Africans, have both been shown successfully in the other class, and

bred even larger and coarser progeny than themselves, which have also been successful. Such

facts as this, of which we could give many, fully warrant us in stating that there is but one real

variety of the Owl pigeon.

Which is the original some may still question; but we are inclined to think that, as regards

this country, the smaller bird is the parent. We put it in this qualified way purposely, since

few if any pigeons really are very small in the first place, but are bred down, as the short

faced Tumbler is bred, from the larger and coarser bird. But as regards our knowledge and

acquisition of the pigeon, we think differently. Of the small Owls imported now, a very large

proportion die, and these are usually the smallest and best. At an earlier age, when pigeons

were less understood and far less kept, the probability is that even more died, thus leading to

only the larger and coarser birds being preserved. In this way we think the older type may

perhaps be partly accounted for.

One very strong reason for thinking that the larger Owl is a former offshoot from the small, is

the fact that so far we still seldom see /zen birds in the larger strain to compare in quality with the

males. Such are so rare that we distinctly remember those we have met with, and can say posi

tively we have seen only a dozen or so of hens deserving to be termed good ones, when judged by the

head-points of English cocks, such as we have seen several hundreds of; whereas we have seen

many small hens far better; and in the small pigeon, in fact, as a rule, the hens show more qualify

t/am I/ze cocks, as all experienced breeders know. This fact goes far to prove that the smaller breed

is the older and better-established one, since nothing shows the establishment of any strain like the

quality of the hens ; while, on the other hand, in any branch or family let “ run to seed,” as we are
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supposing our older ofi"shoot to have been, every one knows how the better cocks will continue to

show signs of the departed qualities long after the hens have ceased to do so.

As to which type should be bred for now, we confess to siding personally with the majority of

fanciers, who place the English to the front. The African, we have already said, is usually the

most perfect at present in Owl points, though in this respect the English bird has much improved.

But, on the score of size alone, the small bird can be regarded as the more attractive; for toy

pigeons generally, excepting the Trumpeter, are all preferred and look better small. We hardly

know a. judge of toy pigeons but would give the preference to a small one of any variety, if really

as good in properties as the larger. Some see no reason why the Owl should be an exception.

One argument only is there on the other side, and this has its full weight. It is that the very

small birds, as a rule, are harder to breed and therefore more select. Because of this we have

known many people, who began with a clearly-expressed preference for the Foreign Owl, get

discouraged by their successive losses, and take to the larger bird, declaring t/mt to be the real

genuine breed. On this account none would wish to see the large or English Owl lowered in

status ; and as it approaches greater perfection,we would mainly insist on the real identity of breed

in order to induce fanciers of the hardier sort to seek to impart to their favourites all the fine

points of the higher-caste rival.

There is, however, one real distinction as regards some English birds, and as it is the only one, it

deserves particular notice. It was well put once in our own hearing by that old and much

respected fancier Mr. Esquilant, who remarked that the only certain way of seeing a really true

bred English Owl now was to see a “ Powdered Blue "—this being a colour we never saw or heard

of in any of the small variety. VVe inquired of the late Mr. Caridia, to whom we are indebted

for notes which will appear in the chapter on Oriental Frills derived from the Owl stem, and

who knew this class of pigeon better than probably any one else in this country; and he informs

us that, though foreigners as a rule have far surpassed English breeders in the production of colour

and marking, the“ Powdered" variety appears to be unknown. Still stranger is the fact, that

though many Foreign birds have been both imported and bred as large as the naturalised English

stock, and repeatedly crossed with the latter in order to impart the better beak, gullet, and frill of

the small to the larger bird, we never knew any of these crosses produce a Powdered Blue or

Powdered Silver. The former remarkable colour, one of the most beautiful of any, consists of a

very pale silvery blue on the body, with jet-black bars, nearly approaching the colour of a Silver,

but without the least shade of Dun -; while the head and part way down the neck is a pale but

more distinct blue, delicately “frosted” with silver; or somewhat as if powdered with flour; or

yet again, a little like very fine dew or hoar frost on the grass. Powdered Silver is a delicate silver

similarly “ powdered ” on the head and upper part of the neck. This peculiar colour we believe to

be the sole foundation for still keeping up the theory of a really English Owl, and but for it all

would probably have merged ere this into one stock unquestioned. Yet, strange to say, we have no

reason to think this variety of very high antiquity ; for, to the best of our knowledge and belief, and

as we have also been assured by several old fanciers who were in a position to be well-informed,

the late Mr. Matthew Wicking—who well deserved to be called a king among toy pigeons,

since no English fancier ever equalled him, either in the number he kept or the perfect mastery

he seemed to possess of the art of breeding any colour and marking he wanted—was the

first to invent, or produce, or introduce the colour known as Powdered Blue. Certainly we

have never been able to trace any before him ; and great was the surprise of many London fanciers

when the new and startlingly beautiful colour came upon the stage. The first we ever ourselves

saw was about the year I854. The colour was produced—very likely partly by some lucky chance
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—by crossing Blues and Silvers; and it is most singular that, so far, crossing it with any of the

small Foreign specimens seems to overpower it, and it dies out. This being the case, those are not

to be condemned who see in such a beautiful and peculiar colour, and in the greater size and

hardihood, good reasons for keeping up what they call the English Owl.

Since the greater portion of the foregoing remarks were penned, it is an undoubted and patent

fact that this production of powdered specimens has immensely added to the superior quality of

the English Owl ; indeed, some birds have been produced of the silver tint which, for close adher

ence to the requirements of the standard of excellence, have approached more nearly to it than has

been the case with any other variety of pigeon. Such a remarkable feat justifies our further testing

the evidence we possess as to their origin by inquiring whether some other and foreign element

may not have been used in order to bring the English Owl to its present size, both of body and

skull proportions, as well as beauty of colour; both which, we think, are traceable to two new and

comparatively recent crosses with pigeons which themselves have in past years been in part pro

duced by the admixture of original African Owl blood—we allude to the Damascene, or, as it is

more correctly termed, the Mahomet pigeon, and the Short-faced Antwerp, both, we repeat,

pigeons possessing in their composition a strong admixture of the parent Owl blood. The follow

ing quotations from “ Fancy Pigeons” strongly support this our contention :—“ The English Owl is

wanted as large as possible, so that it may contrast with the African, as the Pouter does with the

Pigmy Pouter. To gain size, it is said that crossing with the Short-faced Antwerp, which is of

Owl descent, has been resorted to.” Again, further on, Mr. Lyell writes :—“ As the author of the

‘ Treatise on Pigeons’ (I765) says, regarding Blue Owls, ‘The lighter they are in colour the more

they are valued,’ a distinction not recorded by Moore thirty years previously, and as the true

Mahomet pigeon, unknown to Moore, was well described by the author of the above quotation, I

have thought that it had been made use of in his time to produce the colour known as powdered

blue, as it certainly /ms of late years. The Powdered Blues and Silver English Owls of our day

were, however, bred in London about the year 18 5 5, according to a letter from Mr. Harrison Weir,

appearing in the Live Stack journal of I878, who states therein that they were produced by himself

and the late Mr. Wicking. When requested by me, in the same publication, to state how they were

bred, if it was no secret, Mr. Weir made no sign. I have considered that the appearance in London

of a pair of true Mahomets (Damascenes) about the year I850, as mentioned by Brent, /zad some

connection wit/L tlze Powdered Blue Owls w/zie/z appeared soon afterwards.” Mr. Lyell is, however,

able to add some personal experience in regard to this Mahomet Owl cross which goes far to

establish the truth of his supposition, as well as our own present contention, for he relates how the

late Mr. James Wallace, of Glasgow, paired a Mahomet pigeon to a Blue Owl, from which cross

beautiful Powdered Blues were bred, wanting only in frill, which property was however recovered

by the next cross of these half-breds with Blue Owls, though at the expense of some little colour.

These quarter-bred Mahomets were equal in powdering, and better Owls than any of Mr. VVeir’s

breed ever seen by Mr. Lyell. Such testimony is conclusive proof of the existence of the Damascene

cross in a strain of Powdered Owls extant at the present time.

But to return again to the smaller variety. It was about the year 18 58 or I860 that some of

the African Owls were first shown at the Crystal Palace. If we remember rightly, they were

shown under another name, and occasioned some dispute through being claimed by one of the

judges before the public were admitted to the show. Soon after, more were obtained, and it

was at once seen that they were so far superior to the older stock, that these latter had literally

no chance against them, and even hardly any claim to the title of a fancy pigeon. Then came a

celebrated pair, which were much admired. These were said at the time to be the first pair of
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pure "W/lite Africans in this country, or at least shown here, those exhibited at the Palace being

Black-and-white, though we have been given to understand they afterwards bred some pure Whites ;

but we have reason to believe specimens of the pure White African were in the possession of

Mr. George Ure, of Dundee, so far back as 1838; his brother, who was captain of a ship, having

brought him four pairs, two of which he sent to Mr. James Huie, of Glasgow. These therefore were,

so far as we can learn, really the first White African Owls imported ; but they died without leaving

- successors, so the strain at that time died out. Later there were many other importations, and. it

is singular that so far they have been confined to Blacks, Blues, and Whites; it is believed there

are Reds and Yellows, but none have been positively reported, or reached this country. In marking,

however, the Eastem fanciers have done a great deal. They have produced Blacks with white tails,

Whites with black tails, Blues similarly varied, and we have also seen a few imported specimens

marked like a Magpie, and so accurately and sharply as to look as if painted.

What we have called the third variety, the Whiskered or Chinese Owl, is of a medium size ; it

hardly deserves the name of a separate variety, though all we ever met with came from one strain,

which its owner termed the “ Whiskered ” Owl. It was probably in the first instance a mere “sport.”

There are few but Blues and Silvers, but they are really beautiful pigeons, showing in its fullest

development that great point—the frill. How generally deficient frilled pigeons are in that

characteristic point we have frequently observed; but the frill, or, as some call it, the purle, is

in many Owls beautifully formed. In the strain or variety we speak of, however, it is positively

exaggerated, and, in a specimen from which we write this description, not only does the frill on the

breast itself extend right up to the lower mandible, but further back, at the sides of the neck,

is a second frill, nearly reaching round behind, and at first sight giving the idea of a cross with

the jacobin, only that the frill is different in character and turned the reverse way. If more

bred and developed, this would make a very pretty and characteristic variety, and is well

worth keeping up, if only for the sake of improving the deficient frill of other Owls; but its skull

properties are very poor.

But we must now come to the description of the standard English Owl. Its most characteristic

features are centred in its head—including its size and shape and the formation and quality of its

beak, and the size, colour, and position of its eyes, the position of the latter going a long way

towards distinguishing a good from a moderate bird. The beak should be short, thick, and

chubby (measuring about a quarter of an inch from the wattle to its tip), the edge of the

upper mandible being very slightly curved, but that of the under one straight; the tip of the

upper should very slightly overlap that of the under mandible, but not be hooked at its ex

tremity. When the bird is one year old, and rather less so when even two years, the lower

mandible will and should appear as if nearly equal in thickness to the upper; and really good

specimens, for the first six months of their lives, seem to show little or none of the upper

mandible overhanging the lower; but as time elapses the upper mandible comes over more and

more. When this happens,~many fanciers cut off the projecting part in order to make the

beak appear shorter and thicker, which it certainly does; and if only the horn is cut off, the

operation is at least free from pain. This treatment shows how far the modern type of the

Owl pigeon has departed from the original pigeon known by that name; indeed, the thicker

the beak is at its tips, the more is the bird valued. For our own part, we must confess our

preference, however, for a slight, fine, overhanging, horny tip, and would therefore discounten

ance filing and cutting, unless in the case of an actual wry-beak, which should always be

kept trimmed off as evenly as possible, for a reason stated when describing the Short-faced
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Tumbler, viz., that the bird may be able to preen its feathers, without which it is pestered

with vermin. The fault of a wry-beak is, however, apt to be hereditary; and unless, therefore, we

had special reasons for breeding with it, we would rather get rid of such a bird altogether. The

colour of the beak in Blues, Powdered Blues, and Black, is black; of other varieties, flesh-colour,

Powdered Silvers being rather darker, the same as Silvers, but if stained a little on the upper

mandible it is no great matter. The beak-wattle should be smooth, but rather full, and even on

each side, much like that of a young Barb or Short-faced Antwerp ; and the higher it rises from the

beak, if neatly made, the better, as its projection fills up and rounds off the even convex profile,

free from any straight line or dent, which is desired. For this reason, a fiat or square wattle makes

a comparatively mean head. Of course, the wattle takes time to make its full growth, the cock

usually requiring two, and the hen three years; so that an Owl, like a Short.-faced Antwerp,

somewhat improves with moderate age.

T/ze skull should be large, broad, and globular, nicely rounded in every direction. For the

head or skull to be long or narrow behind the beak, or flat, or any way removed from the massive,

full, and round form, is a great fault, and spoils a bird for exhibition in at least fair competition;

for as the Owl really has but five characteristic properties, viz., beak, skull, eye, gullet, and frill,

none of them can be spared without its absence being unpleasantly noticeable, no one property

being so conspicuous (as in the case of beak-wattle in a Carrier, for instance) as to hide the absence

of another. Many of the small hens have a sort of protuberance at the back of the skull, which

tends to give a sort of flatness to the top of the head, as in a good Barb. This we regard as a

greatfault in any size of Owl, particularly when exaggerated. It will be found that birds too long

in the head very generally have too long and thin beaks. The eye should occupy a very central

position in the head, showing more space between its upper ridge and the top of the crown than

any other pigeon except the Short-faced Tumbler. The colour of the iris should be a deep rich

gravel red. The less the thickness of the eye-cere the better, in fact it cannot be too fine in

texture.

T/ze gullet should be as full and long as possible, well projecting from the throat. We have

only known one fancier who did not consider the gullet one of the best points of the Owl pigeon,

and he so old a breeder of it as Mr. Harrison Weir ; yet, strange to say, in one of the best of the

coloured drawings which he made for Mr. Tegetmeier’s Pzgeon Book, he has represented a pair

of Owls in fine attitudes, and with gullets beautifully developed.

The frill of the Owl pigeon is quite unique, differing completely in shape from that of other

varieties of Short-faced pigeons, indeed, it may more appropriately be called a “ Rose," for the

same reason that the crest of feathers on the head of the Trumpeter is so termed, for the reversed

feathers on the centre of the chest of the Owl should all spring and radiate from one starting spot

at the middle of this pigeon’s breast, and spread in rose fashion over the chest, not parting at a

middle line and running upwards and downwards, as does the frill of the Turbit or Blondinette, &c.

Bearing in mind how great has been the progress made as regards head-points of late in the

English Owl, we wonder more has not been done to improve the frill, the more so as this is a pro

perty which can be seen even in the nest-pan, and is as good after the first moult as it ever will be.

We know from our own experience that it only needs a little care in selecting the best frills to

make considerable improvement; and this, being a feather-point, is seen at once, and thus gives

the fancier an immediate pleasure; whereas, an improvement in skull, even when attained, takes

say two years before it can be seen in perfection by the producer. In short, the rose-frill is what

is desired in the Owl, and is sometimes seen wonderfully accurate. Some people call it the purle.

The first thing, however, is to get more of it to work upon; but when once obtained in a pair of

23
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birds it is very easily kept up. As a proof of this we may state that we once purchased a pair of

birds for their plentiful development of this one quality alone. We sold the old pair when they

had only one young one alive, before we had seen what that young one was, and not discovering

for several months what a beautiful bird they had bred. The purchaser, a well-known fancier,

exhibited the pair several times successfully as English Owls ; but when the progeny moulted out

their development was so extraordinary that he actually suspected some cross with the Jacobin,

and on that account we repurchased both the original birds and their young ones. No sign of

any cross ever appeared, and indeed the peculiarity of the frill is quite distinct from the chain of

the Jacobin; but several nests since have proved that the breeding of this pair was no chance

matter, all coming with the rose-frill, but in some instances so large as to reach to the very butts

of the wings.

The size of the English Owl should be between that of the common Tumbler and Dragoon, and

if larger, so much the better. In Foreign classes, as we have already said, the smaller the better.

The general shape should be as follows :—The chest broad; the neck rather short and thick,

but symmetrically shaped and put on. The wing-butts, or shoulders, should be well tucked in,

giving rather a rounded appearance, and avoiding the sharp corners of the Carrier or Dragoon.

The flights and tail of moderate length, and the plumage very tight and close. The body stands

rather low on the legs, showing little or no thigh; and in general compactness and neatnes: of

shape no variety surpasses this pigeon. The carriage is upright, with the head rather back, some

what resembling that of the Short-faced Tumbler. W'e think the small variety has a superiority

over the larger in fulness of eye, in which quality perhaps no pigeon can equal the best African

I Owls, which also differ from the English in being shorter in feather.

As to the colours in the large variety, Blues and Silvers were generally of the best quality;

but of late years by far the best headed specimens have been of the Powdered shades. Seldom has

so perfect a specimen of any variety of pigeon been produced as a well-known Powdered Silver

cock, known as “ Boss,” the property of Mr. Sidney Brunton, an enthusiastic Owl fancier. Of the

smaller variety it may be said that, as a rule, the Whites are superior to any other colour, though

of late we have seen some very good Blacks and Blues, bred by Mr. Geo. Stanfield,-of Southsea;

black tailed Whites are also occasionally met with very good in most points, but, as a rule, those

we have seen have all been rather too large to pass as genuine Africans.

In days gone by now and again Red and Yellow Owls were met with of very fair quality, but

we regret to find that these colours have almost totally disappeared—why we are at a loss to

conceive, considering the great strides the Owl fancy has made of recent years. Here a good

opening presents itself for some modern fancier to distinguish himself and to earn the praise of the

fancy. With so many sound coloured Short-faced Red and Yellow Tumblers at hand, and a good

strain of White African hens easily obtainable, the attainment of very passable Red and Yellow

Owls should not be a matter of extreme difficulty, but we fear the patient breeder is also becoming

extinct in these days, when successful exhibiting has so much to tempt the fancier.

In breeding the large or English Owl, the colour is a great point, and we must say but

few Blues are a good colour, many showing white rumps, and so soft in colour as to be almost like

Silvers. The oftener these are bred together the worse they get, and as the colour desired is as

sound as in the Blue Dragoon, the only way to procure it is to breed the darkest Blues together, in

stead of that matching of Blue with Silver which has been the rule, and has so destroyed the colour.

If only one pair of dark Blues could be got, we would breed the progeny back to the parents in the

way so often described in this work. Even the Silver suffers from the continual crossing of itself

into the Blue, since the softer colour produces very often the objectionable brown or kite bar,
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which at last gets so into the strain as even to affect the Blue itself, for we have seen really fine

Blues disfigured by kity bars. We believe the same system of matching is the reason of our now

so seldom seeing Powdered Blues of good colour, since at one time the Powdered Silver was really

much scarcer than Blue, and some of the latter shade were really almost too dark, and actually

needed the Silver to improve the colour. How different it is now every one knows. Any breeder

'who happens to have a good Blue-chequered Owl, or even a dark Blue slightly chequered on the

body-feathers, has a fine chance to improve the colour, since such birds are generally dark in the

rump, and a cross with the Blue, as described in treating of Dragoons, will often produce

beautifully-coloured specimens. A Dark Blue thus bred from a Blue-chequer may also be bred

with a Blue not so dark with fine effect, provided the latter have a black beak and black bars;

otherwise, if a Powdered Bird should be produced, it will probably be a Silver, which has a flesh

coloured beak like the ordinary Silver, while the Powdered Blue, like the Blue, has a black beak

and dark eye-wattle like a Blue Dragoon. Not that the Silver is not an attractive colour; if

with good deep dun or even black bars it is very pretty, and we only caution against the too free

use of it with Blue.

As to Reds and Yellows, and also Blacks, these must be bred much as we have spoken of in

treating of Tumblers. We fancy some at least of these colours were produced by German fanciers,

and they would probably be more popular but that their head-properties are generally far inferior

to those of Blues and Silvers, which may not improbably be caused by the crosses employed to get

colour, which is the strong point of the German breeders.

Other points besides colour must of course be got in the ordinary way by patience and care.

All the colours in the large Owl are hardy, and good breeders, requiring no foster-parents for the

young, and being little liable to disease.

With the small or African Owls it is different, and they must be considered as delicate birds.

The reason of this is obvious. Each breeder who has had a nice small pair has sought to produce

even smaller and better than the parents. Mr. Eden and the late Mr. Joshua Fielding were at

first the most successful breeders we knew. We attribute their success to two causes: the first

being that they mostly employed moderate-sized, strong hens, trusting for diminutive size to small

cocks, and it was wonderful the beautiful birds they thus obtained, especially towards the end of

the season; the second reason, we believe, was that Mr. Eden kept his birds in a place not only

free from draughts, but which was warmed by there being a room the other side of the wall which

always had a large fire; for though Mr. Fielding kept his in his ordinary loft, and did far better

than most others, still, so far as we could ascertain, Mr. Eden’s success in rearing young birds was

pretty nearly six to one even of his. We ourselves once purchased forty-two birds from Mr. Eden,

the produce of only three pairs, and lost all but five through putting them into a house which,

being built of iron and unlined, was too cold. We would, therefore, advise that first-rate

specimens be kept in a place which can be warmed in cold weather, and is free from draught,

applying the last condition to the aviary or open flight as well. The medium-sized birds, however,

and especially those which are nearly as large as the Flying Tumbler, are fairly hardy. We

should also advise nurses for the better class of birds; for though we know that both Mr. Eden

and Mr. Fielding reared without them, we fancy they often gave a little assistance from the

mouth, which will often save young birds that would otherwise die. Of late Mr. Geo. Webster, of

Taplow, has exceeded all other fanciers of Africans, and proved ho\v completely they may be

acclimatised in this country.

A second cause of many of the best birds dying we only discovered after a long time. In

some of the shortest-beaked birds the tongue seems to be too long to lie properly between the
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mandibles, but gets crooked at the end and rubs against the upper one, causing at first a kind of

low but constant irritation, which at last becomes canker. We have thus lost specimens of great

value; but have found that if the horny tip of the tongue be cut off, which seems to cause n'> pain,

and certainly causes no bleeding unless cut in too far, the evil is stopped.

There are amongst the foreign Owls more good Blues, and of better colour, than among the

large; and hence we believe it only needs the patience of some breeder to produce from these the

same colours as in the English, viz., Silvers, Powdered Blues, and Powdered Silvers. The first

step would be to breed together two Blues as light in colour as could be got, of which there are

plenty; by which means, with perhaps breeding the progeny back to the parents, ere long Silvers

would be obtained. Care, however, should be taken to keep up the pure uncrossed dark Blues,

when we feel sure the Powdered Blue would soon be got by matching dark and blue-rumped Blues

to Silvers, though it might have very likely to be waited for a while. The Powdered Silver would

be also got in the same way, and we are sure such a result would be a pleasure and credit to the

fancier.

The mixed-coloured birds—such as those with the body one colour and tail another—can

only be got with much patience and care, unless the breeder has something near the mark to start

from. The only way would be to cross the two whole colours together, till something like the

desired result was obtained, though of course in the meantime many splashed and foul-marked

birds will appear.

On the following page is given the standard of points for judging adopted by the Owl Club,

with which its Honorary Secretary has favoured us.
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STANDARD FOR THE ENGLISH OWL PIGEON.

(As adopted by tlze Owl Club.)

 
on

Points for

Judging. _

9 He3d.—Large, massive, round, forming a bold and regular arch from front and side view, well filled in

between eye and beak.

6 Beak-—Short, thick, upper mandible well curved downwards, forming continuation of curve of the skull,

lower mandible stout, meeting and fitting well into the upper; colour in Blues and Powder

Blues, as near black as possible ; in Silvers and Powder Silvers, a light horn colour ; in Reds,

Yellows, and Whites, pale flesh colour.

2 Beak-Wattle.-Fine in texture, small, neat, and heart-shaped.

4 Eye and Eye-C8I‘6.—-Eye large, bold, colour reddish gravel for Blues, yellowish gravel for Silvers, and

other colours, except whites, in which it should be bull or claret, set in centre of side of head.

Cere fine and neat.

4 Gullef-—Well developed, commencing at tip of lower mandible, and terminating in the rosette or frill.

2 NeCk.—Short, rather thick, boldly tapering from shoulder to junction with head, full under the jowL

4 ROSGHG Or‘ Fl‘ill.—As ample and well developed as possible, either admissible, rosette preferred.

3 Flights and Tai|.——Short and carried compactly.

2 Legs and F€ef.—-Legs short, free from feathering below the hock, feet strong and toes well divided,

brilliant red in colour.

3 Weight and Length.—About 12 02., not exceeding 14 oz. for cocks, an ounce or two less for hens;

length from tip of beak to end of tail not to exceed 135 inches.

3 Shap6.—Compact and vigorous, chest and breast broad, prominent and muscular, rather short than

otherwise.

Carriage.—Bold and active.

4 CO|OlJl".—-Blues—sound and even throughout, including rump and thighs, bars black. Silvers—soft even

50

shade throughout, flights and tail dun, bars as dark as possible. Powdered Blues and Silvers

frosted with white; other colours as sound and clear as possible, except Chequers, which

should be as evenly chequered on the shoulders and rump as possible, and if on the thighs so

much the better.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

THE DAMASCENE.

IT will be appropriate here to give an account of the pigeon frequently alluded to in our comments

on the Owl, which undoubtedly has been considerably used in the production of the modern

English specimen—z'.e., the Damascene. This pigeon is known by two names, the more ancient

being the “ Mahomet,” and it is mentioned as such by most of the older writers ; but as the name

“Damascene” gives a far more vivid idea of the bird, we prefer to recognise it,by this name. It

is a bird of Eastern origin, and is said to be the pigeon held in reverence by Mahomet and his

disciples, hence its older appellation. It is undoubtedly a pigeon of distinct breed, possessing

peculiarities of plumage and skin found in no other variety. The skin is of a dark sooty colour,

and while the surface of the lesser body feathers is of the very palest blue tinge, beautifully

powdered with a frost-like bloom, the under-coating throughout and body covering is of a dark

colour, the fluffy substance at the base of the quills of every feather being absolutely black. The

eye-cere is of fair substance, and, if moistened, also black in colour; but in its natural and healthy

condition it is covered with a plum or damson-shaded bloom. The wattle also is of a dark shade.

All these are features mostly peculiar to the Damascene. Its beak and tail are absolutely ebony

black. The iris of the eye is bright orange, showing a brilliant contrast to the black cere; the

legs and claws are of a bright dark red colour. It resembles the Owl in all its other points-—the

skull is large and rather round ; the beak short and bending rather downward, very like the modern

English Owl, and not like the earlier specimens hooked at the tip, in this respect showing the marked

influence it has had in the production of the standard English Owl—notably the powdered Blues and

Silvers. It possesses a large well-developed gullet, and though the feathers on the chest are not

parted and ruffled as are those constituting the frill of the Owl, yet there is a distinct line of

demarcation between the plumage on the two sides of the chest, like a seam running down

from the gullet to the lower part of the _breast. Doubtless the scanty frills adorning many

English Owls are partly accounted for also through the admixture of Damascene blood in their

constitution. One fact which has struck us with regard to this pigeon is that, notwithstanding that

it has at different periods during the present century been introduced into England, it has in

variably died out in the hands of English fanciers—at the last Dairy Show one solitary specimen

of its kind found its way to the exhibition pen, and it is itself an old stager. Let us look to

it that in our search for new breeds we allow not one so decidedly original to become extinct, and

be reckoned--as we fear some formerly existing breeds must be—things of the past.

The following remarks on this pigeon by the late Mr. Caridia, an eminent Oriental fancier,

and who, like ourselves, prefers to recognise it by the name of Damascene, will be of interest to

the reader :

“This variety, whether rightly named or not, was, as I am well informed, forty years ago so

plentiful in the East, that in Smyrna they were frequently roasted in Oriental style, yet in my
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early fancy days there was not one single specimen left, or even a trace of the breed ; but fanciers

succeeded in procuring some of the same old style of birds. They not only soon multiplied them,

but they have done so, in their way of admiration, by breeding them grouse-mutfed ; but as these

birds are not equal in beauty to their other tri-coloured favourites, only few fanciers keep them,

and in consequence they are not numerous.

“The Damascene should present a bold and vigorous carriage, with the form of head and

beak of the English Owl, but a little larger in size, the large blue eyelid or cere, which surrounds

the eye, being of a damson colour, and the colour of their feathers, which is of a really clear silver

or French white tint, on which the intensity of their black bars is a conspicuous feature. The tail

also possesses the black band ; the flight and tail feathers are generally of a dark shade, deepening

at the outer extremity.

“Though the plumage of these birds is so clear on the surface, the under fluffy part of each

feather, and especially those of the neck, are of a dark colour. The beak and nails are black, the

eye pale orange.

“ Damascenes being of the active, flying kind, and of a very determined nature, thrive best at

liberty, and once let out safely there is no fear of their being led astray; but if kept in confine

ment their treatment should be similar to that of Owls.

“This variety, in my opinion, is one of the most useful for experimental purposes."

In the present day the Damascene is usually shown in the variety class of pigeons; we think

rightly so. No standard of points is in existence.
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. CHAPTER XXIV.

THE TU RBIT.

THE Turbit deserves to be termed the senior member of the “ High-class Toy” varieties, for, in

addition to distinctive points attendant on feather display—such as those possessed by the Jacobin,

the Fantail, and Trumpeter—it has such decidedly peculiar skull properties as entitle it to a far

higher status than any one of these breeds can command. Like the English Owl it undoubtedly

owes in a great measure its origin to the African pigeon so-called, but the locale of its nativity as a

separate breed is undoubtedly traceable in the first instance to Oriental sources, whence it found lt5

way through German and Belgian channels to England, in which country it has been so highly

cultivated and so greatly esteemed as virtually to permit it to be regarded as much a pigeon of

“ English” production as the Carrier or Owl; for, to the present day, another and very distinct

pigeon shares with it its name. I allude to the “Oriental” Turbit, which, but for being like the

English Turbit the possessor of dark wing coverts and shoulders, is little other than a “Turbit

marked " Owl with a dark tail. The English Turbit, on the other hand, has not only a needle-peak

crest and extensive mane (not possessed by the Owl Pigeon), but it has also a completely different

shaped frill on the chest, termed by the French “cravate ;” while so singular is the position and

space occupied by its optical organs as to present a complete transformation in the constitution

and representation of its skull properties as compared with those of the English Owl.

The marked improvement made of late years in the English Turbit is owing in all probability

to this bird being the first of the Columbarian race which drew together for that purpose a body of

enthusiastic votaries, who inaugurated the first specialist Pigeon Club under the title of “The

Turbit Club." Through this club not only has a standard of its pr0tég¢’e been issued, but a very

extended classification for Turbits has been assured at all leading exhibitions, at each of which

the competition has been of the keenest ; the sums paid for some of the winning specimens being

equal to, if not in excess of, those paid for the best of Carriers, which, until very recently, were

considered the most valuable birds of their kind.

Before entering upon a description of so interesting a pigeon, we shall endeavour to elucidate

the origin of its nomenclature, for, unlike that of most other pigeons, this one is not so easily

defined; consequently different versions of it have found acceptance at different times and by

different fanciers. This difficulty is, however, only existent in the English language, for in other

languages this pigeon is known under such names as are easy of comprehension, though not dis

tz'netz've of the subject itself, for they may be applied with equal force to several other varieties of

the pigeon race as well as to the Turbit. For instance, the French speak of it as “Le Pigeon

Cravate”—-a term equally applicable to the Owl and sundry other short-faced frilled pigeons. In

Holland and Belgium the shortness and thickness of its beak seem to have attracted most atten

tion, hence it is known in those countries by the name of “ Cort-beke ; ” while the German appella

tion “ Novén Taube ” simply refers to its colouring and marking as resembling somewhat those of

the Seamew—a member of the ornithological family showing a whitish body with bluish wings
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which has indeed as close, if not closer, points of similarity to the"Swallow pigeon as unto the

Turbit. In the English language, however, our subject is favoured with an absolutely exceptional

name—“ The Turbit.” This name it is that has been the cause of somewhat lengthy and vexatious

argument. On the one hand, there are those who see in it an intention on the part of those who

originated the term to mark its likeness to an animal of a totally different genus, viz., a corruption

of the word Turbot—a fish whose bodily formation resembles in shape the dark-shaded shoulder

plumage of our subject. To us this explanation appears far-fetched and not worthy of acceptance.

Others, again, think the name owes its derivation from the surname of an English family whose

members were shield bearers to monarchs and princes of old—viz., the “Talbots;" the shoulder

marking of the pigeon under discussion resembling in shape the shields carried by these, causing

the gradually altered word to be ascribed to this shield or shoulder marked pigeon. This expla

nation seems totally unworthy of acceptance, for the difference in sound from “ Talbot” to “ Turbit”

is too great to connect the one with the other, even allowing every licence to the alteration in

spelling to which words are liable in the course of time. Rather are we content to fall back on the

name given to this pigeon under its classical designation, and from it to derive our explanation of

the English term. In Latin this bird is known as “ Columba Turbata,” i.e., “the ruffled or frilled

pigeon.” From this classical word undoubtedly originates the name of the Turbit. \Vere not this

appellation now so generally in use, we should be strongly tempted to urge a restoration of the

name to its more correct pronunciation, and—as we have insisted in writing of another pigeon to

which we have alluded, to speak of it as the “Dragoon," discarding the generally accepted term

“ Dragon ” as being meaningless—so would we fain give to the Turbit its older and more intel

ligible name of “Turbat ;” but we find such a task beyond our power, and reluctantly accept the

term “ Turbit."

In dwelling on the points of the Turbit, the head properties require the first consideration, for

it has been well observed of this pigeon that, however good may be its other qualities, unless a

certain characteristic skull formation be their accompaniment, all are as the rose would be without

its fragrance—an appearance and not a reality. The principal feature in the Turbit is the size of

and position occupied by the eye, which necessarily requires for its support a framework of bone

formation of equally singular structure. To describe such is no easy task; to realise it in Nature

creates an enthusiast. The term “frog-facc,” ascribed of old to the Turbit, is the nearest verbal

term we can use to illustrate our meaning and to assist us in describing a head of the correct type.

The “frontal,” or space from the wattle to the crown of the head, and from the mouth to the outer

ridges of the eye-ceres, should be moderately lofty, very gradually curving backwards, and very

full across the parts immediately behind and above the wattle, showing no dent at its base or

indentation at its sides; and yet, withal, the eye should be not only large and bolting from the

sockets, but the “supra-orbital ridge” of bone-work just above the eyes should be so prominently

constructed as to add to the bolting appearance of the eye without itself being so obtrusive as to

take from the round and symmetrically convex appearance of the contour of the head, when viewed

either front or side ways. This is quite different to the “round " appearance of the skull of the

Owl, as described in the last chapter. The head should be moderately wide, if anything more so

at the front than back of the skull. The crown of the skull is rather shallow, but not flat, the

shallow appearance being caused by the close approach of the upper ridges of the eyes to the

upper outline of the head rather than from any flatness in the structure of the same. Owing to the

depth and fulness of the plumage, an appearance of an extended back-skull is given to the Turbit

which is not due to any structural elongation of the head at its rear, for, bared of feathers, there is

little or no difference between the back part of the head of the Turbit and that of the English Owl.
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The width of the mouth, from one side to the other of the mandibles, should be as great as is

possible without being out of keeping with the size and fulness of the wattle and cheek-bones.

The space just to the rear of the under mandibles and the base of the eye should be full and

abundantly feathered, showing what are called full “ mufl's ” or cheeks. The other points appertain

ing to the head, such as the beak and mane, will occupy our attention later on.

We must next call attention to the shape and substance of the beak and gullet, both being

great additions to the display of a good head, and without passable excellence in these there occurs

a great flaw in the beauty of a standard specimen. We shall first allude to the beak, for upon its

formation depends entirely the difference between a good or bad profile. The beak of the Turbit

has very properly been compared to that of the Bullfinch; it should be stout, short, and very

smooth in surface and pale pink in colour. The great difliculty in the matter of the beak is to

obtain a thick. chubby under-mandible; as a rule, this is always accompanied by a good upper

one, but very frequently a stout upper mandible is spoilt by a thin one below. The line, or

edging, between the two mandibles should be very straight, this appearance is caused by the

under mandible being perfectly straight all along its inner edge from its juncture with the one

above to its tip, where it is very slightly overlapped by the one above. The slightest curve or

bend in the under mandible is a great fault, and indicates generally an attempt at fraud in mani

pulating the bird when young by bending its beak to give it a downward tendency. The upper

mandible, too, should be rather straight as to its inner ridge, but its outer edging should be of

a somewhat rounded construction, thus forming part of the circular appearance of the head

profile. The mouth should be wide, proportionately with the width of the skull. The wattle

surmounting the beak is greatly esteemed if full, smooth in texture, and heart-shaped. Thus, if

viewed sideways, the beak, wattle, and frontal, up to the crown of the skull, present a bold front

with an unbroken “arched " profile ; if regarded frontways, a massive, full face, with large bolting

eyes, “bull ”-like in appearance, and almost black in colour.

Such is the distinctive and characteristic skull essential to a well-bred Turbit, which must be

the accompaniment of the colour markings which are the more easily discerned distinction between

this pigeon and the Owl. It will be well here to describe these markings. The whole body should

be white, with the exception only of the wing coverts and shoulders; these should be of solid dark

colours, varying from ebony and lustrous black to the faintest silver or cream shades. The ten

major flight feathers in each wing, and their lesser supports at their base, being white like the rest

of the body. Some otherwise grand specimens have dark thigh markings ; these we regard as no

very great blemish. In order to place a limit to mismarking as much as possible, and to urge

fanciers to aim at the ideal Turbit markings, we will here quote a capital description of this

important part in the composition of this bird given by Mr. Lyell in “Fancy Pigeons " :—-“ The

wings, including the scapular feathers, with the exception of the primary flight feathers, ought to be

coloured. The flight feathers, generally ten aside, may often be got right, but to have freedom

from foul thighs, vent, or under body, and also no white feathers in the wings, except the flights, is

the great difiiculty to be surmounted. A bird quite clean below with white wing butts looks worse

than one free of white on the wings and a little foul below, because ‘bishoped’ wings (as such are

termed) are very glaring. With a full set of white flights we almost always find the short feathers

covering the spurious wings white, thus giving a white edging to the margin of the wing when close.

To get the spurious wings coloured, which prevents white butts when the wings are closed, is a very

diflicult matter, if the bird is quite clean below."

The next property to consider is the “ gullet," sometimes also called the dew-lap. This property

adds greatly to the appearance of shortness in beak and face; indeed, without it we do not think
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any bird can have the appearance a fancier desires, and a good gullet will often give a very fair or

even fine appearance to a bird really faulty in the beak. This gullet is not the real throat, but

merely a development of the skin, being quite transparent if a lighted candle be held the other

side. In a good specimen it appears to start from the very base of the under mandible, and looks

like a stay, as if to draw and hold the beak down. It should be as deep as possible—deep, that is,

from front to back, rather than from top to bottom. We value this property very highly, especially

when found in a nice “arch-faced " bird, because it is one which cannot be imitated or improved

by art, but must be bred in the bird. Mere down-face is often imitated, the beak being manipulated

in the manner already described in the chapter on Barbs, which improves the downward set of the

beak. But what is desired is one downward sweep from the highest point near the back of the

head, and this form of the skull cannot be produced by art. Here is the great value of a good

gullet, that it is generally (we have seen a few exceptions) a pretty good test of the genuineness of

the other point. A really good bird has naturally the finely-curved head ; and when these points

are naturally in "the bird, a good gullet is rarely absent. Such a bird need not therefore be

suspected ; but if a bird with fine down-face be found with no gullet, or very little, there is—not

certainty, perhaps, but cause for very grave suspicion, that the other point is the result of art. We

never saw a really naturally good Turbit that had not a good gullet ; while very rarely did we see

this point good that the bird had not other valuable properties. Some have said that a good gullet

is the effect of age, and not to be expected in a young bird; but this is not correct. With age it

does become somewhat fuller and deeper, but if the desired quality be not clearly discernible even

in the nest-pan—say, at the age of three weeks—it will never be what is desired; and when the

bird is a few months old it should be, though not perhaps quite fully developed, well marked and

prominent.

But in order that the gullet may be well displayed not only as projecting well forward from

the front of the throat, but also as forming part of it, as shown in the perfect Turbit head, and not

appearing simply as a narrow stretched fringe to the jaws as depicted in the faulty head, it is

most essential that a standard specimen should possess a full pair of “cheeks,” sometimes called

“ muffs,” though the latter term is more applicable to the foot feathering of Oriental Frill pigeons ;

these cheeks are composed not of fleshy matter but of puffy feathers extending from the under

mandible and covering the whole of the jawbones right on below the eyes, over the earholes, and

proceeding in enlarged fashion towards the back of the lower part of the head where they blend

with and assist in giving fulness and substance to the mane feathers supporting the peak crest. A

broken or notched appearance between the mane of the neck and the rise of the peak is very

unsightly—in fact destroys the continuity of the mane.

The next point is the peak or crest, though the latter term is more strictly applicable to what

are called shell-crested birds. These latter, we believe, were at one time preferred, and the peak

crest, now so greatly admired, seems to be the work of modern fanciers, by whom it is so much

preferred, that the old shell-crest is now almost discarded. VVe certainly consider the peak

crest much the most attractive as well as most difficult to breed, and that in fact with it the Turbit

has gained an additional point ; still we must regret to see the shell-crest despised, knowing, as we

do, that but for it we should never have attained the peak-crested birds. Too many birds, indeed,

show neither a good shell-crest nor yet a peak, but a sort of half-and-half thing which is neither;

and such crests often undergo a second moult before exhibition, to make them into good peak

crests, but such seldom succeeds. A good peak-crest must be high up, and evenly formed ; and

when this is naturally so, there will be found underneath what is called the mane, or a meeting of

the feathers into a line at the back, as described in the jacobin. This is possessed in perfection by

~
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few, and never by an imperfect crest, which at the best is only accompanied by an irregular cluster

of feathers, some straight, and others twisted, and curled, and uneven. Also, instead of rising well

behind the peak, such a crest will show a hollow curve underneath, so as to make the neck from

gullet to peak appear narrow. Some pretty good peaks, if set on too far down from the top, will

show no mane; but a good peak, which requires no trimming, if high enough up, rarely fails to

have a good mane. Sometimes an otherwise good peak will be much on one side, and, not seldom,

the abstraction of a feather or two only will make all nicely even, in which case, we fear, few

fanciers would refrain.

Better to explain the foregoing remarks, we give, in Fig. 60, representations of a Turbit

head, with a good peak-crest, and all points as desired, and another showing the corresponding

faults. Of course it will be understood that all the faults here shown, viz., the thin beak, the

sloping gullet, the broken mane, and peak too low down, are seldom seen collected in one bird;

  

FAULTY TURBIT HEAD. PERFECT HEAD.

one bird will be faulty in one point, and one in another; but it is convenient to show them thus

collected, and a comparison of the two drawings will sufiiciently answer our purpose.

The shell-crest hardly needs to be described, izonsisting of a fringe round the back of the head

like the edge of a shell, very analogous to the crest of a Trumpeter, but not nearly so much

developed. As regards crest alone, we think the effect of this much inferior to the other; but the

curious thing is, that these two styles of crest are generally accompanied by inverse rank in other

qualities. Few indeed are the peak-crested birds which possess the short, thick beak, fine skull, and

good gullet we have described; and, as peak-crests are bred together, while the peak and mane

improve, the other points become worse and worse, the beak getting thin, the skull narrow, and the

gullet poor. On the other hand, these points are generally found in great perfection in shell-crested

birds, which we believe to be the original of the Turbit ; and therefore, much as we prefer

peak-crests when we can see them of the right sort, we must not forget that chiefly from the

shell-crowned birds have been obtained those other important qualities in which at one time peak

crests were so deficient.
The eyes of the Turbit, as already implied, are black or “ bull ”i for all varieties and colours.
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The eye, we urge once more, should be large for the size of the body, but the dark colour makes

it appear larger still. Perhaps this apparent size may also be increased by the fact that instead of

appearing near the centre of the side-face, as in most other pigeons, the eye of the Turbit is

situated more to the front, and its bolting appearance also brings it more prominently to the

notice of the observer. Some fair birds have orange-coloured, or even split, eyes; such are a

great drawback even to a good specimen. The colour of the eye is one of the points which tend

to show that the Turbit was mainly derived from the White Owl, and the colour and crest from

some other variety, which is our own opinion, though some good fanciers think the Owl was derived

from the Turbit.

We come next to one of the prettiest points in this pigeon, viz., the frill on the breast, which

is the most difiicult of all the points to obtain, as it should and sometimes actually does appear.

Of course all birds should have some frill ; but in nearly all there is a great deficiency, not only in

the proper quantity, but the manner in which it lies on the breast. The greater part have not half

enough to begin with, and of these too many have it all on one side; and few indeed have a full

development, evenly parted in the centre, projecting outwardly, and coming down from a point at

each side of the gullet and becoming larger and wider till it rounds nicely off at the bottom. Such

is termed a “cravate,” and, like a good crop in a Pouter, hides a multitude of lesser faults, when

found really good, and indeed is only too rarely found but in company with foul thighs, or some

other such blemish. A “rose” frill is sometimes met with: we prefer the “cravate,” as it is more

correct and also adds one more point of distinction between this pigeon and the Owl.

The colour or marking of the Turbit, as already hinted, should be confined to the shoulder or

covert-feathers of the wings ; but it is diflficult indeed to get this marking accurate, there being, as

a rule, too much colour towards the lower part of the breast, and round the thighs. The latter is

called being foul-thighed, and few really good specimens—-especially peak-crested—are quite free

from this fault. A bird quite faultless should, when both wings are lifted up, appear all pure

white underneath, and this is found only when all the flights are perfect in colour. These should

be pure white, and as in the jacobin, perfection in the number of flights is necessary for

freedom from foulness on the thighs, or even more so, as we never remember a Turbit short

in the number of white flights but was more or less foul in thighs. With regard to the

points of the flights, our illustrations (see page 3I7) of a ]acobin’s wing may be referred to,

as whatever is a fault in the one is a similar fault in the other. The cleanest-thighed birds,

in fact, are generally those which have one or two of the in/zer flights white as well as the

outer flights, on which account we would value such highly for the production of clean-marked

birds, as the least foulness in the thighs is observable at once if not removed. This is often

done by plucking; but the more skilful, as in other cases named by us, prefer to cut off the

foul feathers close to the skin, which is permanent till next moult, whereas the plucked feathers

soon grow again. From long experience we may give the following as a very generally safe

rule to go by in deciding whether an apparently clean-thighed bird owes this point to trimming

or not. If it has nine and nine white flights, or still better ten and ten, the fancier orjudge

may conclude that the bird is quite possibly genuine, and very little trimmed, if at all ; but with

less than nine white flights a side it is nearly impossible the thighs should not be foul, and as

the coloured feathers are chiefly the soft downy ones, detection is easy, by blowing them apart,

when the gaps may be seen. If nothing can be observed after parting the feathers all over the

thighs, the removals must have been so very few that the bird may be fairly entitled to rank as a

clean-thighed one. Perhaps some judges have rather caused this kind of manipulation by laying

too much stress on clean thighs. For ourselves, we consider such a fault but a trifle compared with
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imperfections .in head, beak, gullet, frill, or carriage, unless the thighs were so very foul that

there was little hope of getting rid of it even in the produce. In that case the fault should handicap

a bird, unless when thus foul it was competing against other birds very inferior in other points;

for as the Turbit is both a Toy Pigeon and undoubtedly a bird of colour, shape, and marking,

points in these should be allowed their proper weight.

The colour of the Turbit is rich and good, the Reds and Yellows particularly being much better

than most other varieties. Faults in this particular we would view much in the same light as we

would view conspicuous foul thighs, the proper place of a badly-coloured bird, if good enough in

other points, being in the breeding loft. It is hard enough to get what we want from even good

coloured birds; for a well-marked Turbit should show up the coloured portion as sharply and

distinctly as if it were cut out of a piece of paper and stuck upon the wing. All the rest should

appear when the wings are lifted as if a white pigeon. Few indeed can be seen of such, which we

confess we have often wondered at, since it is an undoubted fact that all pigeons having so much

white about them as the Turbit can be much more easily bred clean-thighed than others, such as

the Pouter, which carry much more colour over the body.

The plumage of the Turbit is remarkable for the extra lustre on the neck. All pigeons appear

lustrous, with a kind of metallic sheen (if coloured) on this part, when in good health. White

pigeons show it to some extent; but what we mean is that the Turbit exhibits it far more than

any ot/zer white-necked pigeon, its neck being like a piece of fine white satin, and sparkling in the

sunshine in a most remarkable and beautiful manner.

The flights and tail are short, the whole bird, indeed, being rather short, tight, and compact,

with a broad chest compared with other proportions. In this it resembles the Owl. It stands well

upon its legs until age comes upon it, when it begins to droop its wings like the Short-faced

Tumbler. Some of the larger specimens show more lengths of flight and tail, when aged, than we

like, and the constitution of this variety is so good, that we have met with many twelve and fifteen

years of age. Exhibition specimens, like all Toys, should undoubtedly be small, and as small as

can be got without actual dwarfing, and the sacrifice of other qualities, but no one should discard a.

large bird, if good in points. As a rule, it is these larger specimens which possess in most perfection»

the points desired for exhibition, and are, therefore, most valuable stock birds. Not that we would

prefer large birds even for breeding, if the fancier already possesses smaller, of good, sound.

constitutions, which exhibit all the points he desires; but in the absence of such, or should his

small stock have become delicate and difficult to rear, one or two fine and large young hens, good

in head properties, will often work wonders in a strain.

The legs and feet of the Turbit are clean, and in average proportion to other pigeons of the

same size. _

By some strange oversight, in the first edition of this work we entirely omitted even to

mention one of the chief properties of the Turbit, viz., carriage. It is the more unaccountable,

because, no matter how perfect this pigeon may be in all other properties, it cannot be considered

a good specimen without the final grace of carriage and general shape. The carriage is upright

and sprightly, the head thrown well back. Like the frill, when once obtained, this carriage can

be preserved in a strain with only ordinary care in matching.

In dealing with the breeding of this pigeon, we naturally take as our standard the Black,

because the contrast of its colours is greater and more pleasing. We would advise the fancier to

first match a fine Shell-crested Black to as good a Peak-crest as he can get ; and if he can find a

good peak-crest in the cock, and on a young and vigorous bird, so much the better; if otherwise,

let the hen be the more vigorous of the two, that her properties may have the predominance;

24
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though we must say that, owing to their vigour of constitution, difference in age _has less influence

in this pigeon than in most others. However, get if possible a good-coloured, crested, and frilled

cock, and choose the hen for her skull, beak, and eye. As to her crest, there are now almost

as few really perfect shell-crests as peaks. The true shell-crest should reach all round the back of

the head from eye to eye, ending on each side in a nice finish. Even the best of such crests do not

look so attractive as the peak, in our opinion, though pretty and finished-looking; but in the

anxiety of fanciers to get the peak, three-fourths of even so-called shell-crests are half-and-half ;

but this very fault will make it so much the easier to breed good peaks from them than if the shell

crest was the proper shape. The peak on the other bird, we need hardly say, must be good, for there

can be little chance of breeding any quality from parents ne_i_ther of which really possesses it, and

the more so with a property which is itself rare. Of course, when any one may really have good

peaked birds, possessed of all other properties he desires, we would not advise him to cross with

the shell. The point is too easily lost for that ; and when the desired combination is once attained,

it must be kept up in the usual way. Even a chance shell-crested bird bred from such a formed

strain, if good in other qualities, would be a valuable stock-bird, as the progeny would probably

go back to peaks if crossed with a good Peak-crest, and might be matched to such, even though

deficient in head, beak, gullet, or frill, which are the great properties of the Shell-crest, while, on

the other hand, the Peaks are often better in clean thighs and flights. So each bird should be

selected as perfect as possible in its special properties; when of the progeny we would select the

peaked bird which came nearestto the desired points, and breed it to the peaked parent, while, on

the other hand, we would take the best Peak to breed to the Shell-crested one. We would even go

as far as to breed the grand-daughter to the original Peak-crested cock, carefully choosing her for

the beak, &c., which we had sought in the shell-cross, in order to keep the peak-crest well grounded

in the strain ; and by these means the breeder would be able to keep to the same strain for a good

while, and be able to judge how to rectify every want that appeared.

When the head and similar points are got right, it is possible the markings may be somewhat

faulty. If so, care must be next given to breed together those most free from foul feathers; and,

of course, if the breeder’s means and accommodation have allowed him to match up from his first

materials several pairs, one adapted to secure one point, and another some others, he can proceed

with much more certainty, as he can probably find from the progeny of these just what he desires.

Thus he may get from one pair matched for head properties a bird with peak and beak and gullet

all he wishes, but foul-thighed, and may find from another pair one with fairly good peak, but

inferior in other points, yet clean-thighed. These, if of opposite sexes, and suitable in other

respects, he may match together. It is in this way, by breeding for one or two points at a time,

that perfection is at last attained ; and to breed for all points together, from birds neither of which

is perfect, is simply breeding for chance and nothing more. Of course all breeding is chance to

some extent; but still the man who breeds for one point at a time, and secures what he has gained,

will see that steady improvement in his stud which is the chief pleasure of a fancier, while he who

trusts to get all at once will probably get nothing, but give up the attempt in disgust before he

has really improved one single property.

\/Ve have spoken only of breeding Blacks together, so far; but, as with other pigeons, this is

not always the best course, the progeny of such being frequently of bad colour, and sometimes

Dun-chequers or Dun-chequered Reds. When the colour fails in any way, we would match the

Black with a rich-coloured Red ; and as Reds are mostly much cleaner in thigh than the Blacks,

better in flights, and even as a rule in crest too, such a cross will probably do good in other ways.

A rich-coloured Yellow may also be used in the same way, and generally, whenever a pair of Blacks
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breed bad colours, if it occurred in a second nest, we would dismatch them at once, and put up again

with something else. When both Yellow and Black are of the proper deep rich shade, this cross

almost always produces good colours, and when there is an exception, the most likely “ sport ” will

be Dun, which, when thus bred, is most valuable for breeding back to either Black or Yellows,

producing the parent colour with either. The best-coloured Yellow Turbits we have ever seen

were bred from such black-bred Duns. Similarly, the Red and Black cross may produce, as well as

pure Reds or Blacks, Red interspersed with black ticks, or Strawberry-coloured birds, either of which

will be most valuable for crossing to the Black again, with which they will produce beautiful

lustrous black. But such birds should be avoided unless they were either bred at home, or at least

known to be bred from good colours. ’

Red and Yellow Turbits are often found so fine in colour and markings that they really need

only two properties to make them all that could be desired, viz., shortness and thickness of beak,

in both of which they are sadly deficient even at the present time. These points, as in the Blacks,

are often found better developed in shell-crested specimens, and the same mode of breeding the two

crests together is then to be advised. Many reds and yellows are much too large, since a Turbit

should be very little larger than a Short-faced Tumbler. The Blues are nearest the mark, perhaps, in

point of size. In breeding Red or Yellow Turbits it will soon be noticed how much better the

colour becomes with age, as in all other pigeons. Colour being of unusual importance in our present

pigeon, all the notes and precautions we have laid down before for breeding these colours are to be

particularly studied, breeding Reds from birds of mature age, whose colour and lustre is at their

best, and doing the same with Yellows, sometimes crossing these with Reds, and especially

re-crossing birds (either Red or Yellow) thus produced back to Yellows only, since while Red

judiciously introduced greatly improves Yellows, the Yellow cannot improve the Red, and its

products are therefore to be most carefully kept from contaminating the Red strains. It is chiefly

the breeding together of young birds not matured in colour, or the injudicious crossing with

Yellows, which produces the many pale-coloured Reds seen at the various shows. Such pale birds

improve little with age, and even when crossed with Yellows do not improve them, but generally

produce either a light mealy tinge or a kind of chequer of slightly paler colour than the ground,

which when once got into a strain is most difficult to get rid of——on this account, rather than breed

a good-coloured Yellow to a bad-coloured Red, we would far prefer to breed it to a good-coloured

Black, provided the Black be perfectly free from all bluish tinge. If bad colours be produced we

would breed them back as before stated.

As to the general want of frill, the only means of remedy is self-evident, viz., to breed from

the best, matched together, that can be had. Many of the birds which are worst in nearly every

other point greatly excel in this one alone. Thus the material lies at hand, but it will be seen how

much must be done to get the perfect bird. There is so much less to do in Reds and Yellows as

compared with Blacks, however, and both can be used with such success to help the Black, that it

is perhaps through these colours success can be soonest obtained.

The Blue Turbit, like the Blue-pied Pouter, has one extra point among its properties, viz., the

bars on the wings. It is as usual the most hardy of all the various colours. The Silver has the

same qualities, and may indeed be considered as a sub-variety of the Blue. The proper Silver

Turbit should have bars as dark as those of the dark-barred Silver Dragoon ; and we have, indeed,

heard people talk about their “black-barred ” Silvers, but must say we never yet have seen one

We say the Silver s/zou/a’ be thus barred; but many of the best birds are kite-barred, and

some so bad in colour that the bars resemble a kind of washed-out yellow. Such bars are very

dangerous to breed, especially with a Blue, for not only does the faulty bar appear on the Silver
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progeny, but even onthe Blue, spoiling the whole effect, since a Blue pigeon can never look well

without nice black bars-. No matter how good the other qualities of such a kite-barred or brown

barred Blue Turbit, the fault is so glaring that it would inevitably cast a bird in anything like good

competition. We have seen so many really fine Blue Turbits lose their chance in competition

through faulty bars, that we thus strongly caution the amateur against ever crossing such a Kite

barred Silver with any good Blue, if he can possibly get instead a fair bird with dark bars. Far

better get if possible a Blue hen ; though this is not easy. We believe, in fact, the usual custom of

breeding a Blue cock to a Silver hen to be connected with most of the mischief. It leads to the

great comparative scarcity of good Blue hens, while the imperfect Silvers are plentiful (and of course

it is much easier in comparison to select from such birds) with the other desired properties. VVhen

a Blue is really sound and good—-and the deep clear‘ colour of the Dragoon is what we mean—we

would be content to breed it with a good dark-barred Silver, when the bars would probably be good

in both sexes of the progeny. Still we would prefer, if the birds suited, to breed such Blues

together, when the colours and bars of the Blues will almost invariably be good. Even such pairs

of Blues will throw Silvers, and when such is the case, the bars of these too are generally excellent

in colour. The Silver is only really needed when the Blue is of a hard colour, or when it begins to

show slight signs of black ticks amongst the Blue. Then it is certainly time to throw in a judicious

mixture of the lighter shade. Blue-chequers, which are not unfrequently produced from pairs of

Blues, are also good matches in Turbits for Silvers. The two last—-the too deep Blue with signs of

black in it, and the Blue-chequer—are the only proper matches for faulty-barred Silvers; and being

too dark, or having too much black, while the pale-barred Silver has not enough, they will often

correct each other and breed very well-barred birds. We note this, because while it is much better

to breed with good colours, and such produces what is sought much the soonest, these faulty colours

give a chance when so used to the poor fancier, who can buy such at a lower price, and thus with

more time attain the same end. For our own part, we would never breed Silvers or for Silvers at

all, considering it as only a light and bastard Blue, were it not for one point in which it surpasses

the Blue, and which makes it valuable as a cross. That point is, cleanness of thigh and number of

flights, in which it often surpasses the Blue. We have often found Silvers with some of the inner

flights white as well as the outer, and such are of course valuable for crossing with foul-thighed

birds. For this reason alone it is sometimes worth while to breed Silvers with Blues ; otherwise,

they come quite often enough even when breeding Blues together, without the trouble of breeding
for them. V l

As hinted at the beginning of this chapter, there are Turbits of other colours than those now

mentioned, and which form the standard varieties. There are whole-coloured Blues with black

bars, and also Blues with cream-coloured bars, sometimes called “white” bars, but this is a mis

nomer. Although these have the peak, they are by their \vhole colour as near the Owl as the

Turbit, and might perhaps be better termed peak-crested Owls. We believe that nearly all such

birds are in fact half-bred pigeons, as we have known several actually produced by people who

matched the two breeds up with the hope of getting the Turbit markings with the superior head of

the Owl. We have seen this nearly accomplished in Blues, but the colour of beak and eye in the

Blue Owl is more difiicult to get rid of than the colour of the plumage, and is rather conspicuous

on account of the Turbit’s white peak. \Ve have never seen such experiments followed up as they

might be; but they suggest means by which we might probably produce something beyond any

Turbit yet shown ; the Owl’s head, though of the same character, being more perfectly developed

than in any Turbit we have seen. What might be called an ideal or perfect specimen of

the Turbit would be, inifact, a large-sized white African Owl, with good head, but with the
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peak and markings of the Turbit. There is in the White Owl all that is wanted in these two

qualities, in greater perfection than any of our present Turbits, particularly as regards diminutive

size, and frill ; also colour of eye. We believe, indeed, as already noticed, that the original Turbit

was produced from the Owl, by crossing it with the Capuchin or some similar bird, which would

account for the majority of the best birds, and the oldest strains especially, being shell-crested.

There is even another variety of the Turbit, called the Plain-headed, which has no crest at all, but

is in every respect like a large Owl with the Turbit markings, so that each link in the connection

seems complete. "It would therefore be well worth while to breed good Turbit cocks with

moderate-sized White Owl hens, in order to improve the size, head, and beak points, and frill. We

say moderate-sized hens simply to secure their being breeders, the smaller ones being notoriously

uncertain in this respect, and perfect fecundity being especially desirable in all crosses, that the

breeder may have more room for his selections. We have ourselves extensively used the African

Owl cross, especially in Blue and Silver Turbits, and have produced such a strain of the latter as

has seldom been excelled, and which has imparted its good points to most of the best Blacks and

ofl'-colours of the present time.

Still further progress has been made since Mr. Fulton’s time. At the date of the first edition ol

this work, Red and Yellow Turbits far surpassed Blacks and other colours in the combination of all

properties ; but since that time the perseverance of breeders may be said to have almost reversed

the position of matters in this respect, the rapid strides made in the improvement of Blacks

and Blues having not only astonished many fanciers, but presented one of the most remarkable

transformations ever known in the pigeon fancy. The other standard colours have also been

improved, and what many experienced breeders believed would require many years to accomplish,

was attained in very few. This result has been reached by a twofold cross-—first that used to

obtain beak substance and brilliancy of colour, viz., the infusion of Turbiteen blood into Black and

Red strains, and secondly a similar process as to African Owl blood into Blues, Silvers, and

Yellows. For a while the outcome of these experiments introduced in the first instance large and

rather coarse, but very lustrous and thick beaked Blacks and off-colours to the front rank in the

show pen; but these birds, as a rule, showed two very undesirable features—namely, fleshy eye

ceres and manifest evidence of leg and foot feathering--though, as a rule, these had prior to being

put in the show pen been carefully removed by systematic plucking; on the other hand, the

African Owl cross resulted in a strain of small, compactly-built Blues and Silvers, with an occa

sional Yellow, all having large bolting eyes and chubby heads, but not sufliciently pronounced in

the bulge of the frontal or stout in beak to improve with age. A well-known specimen of this

type of Turbit was the pigeon “Tom Thumb," to which we alluded in the chapter on “ Hatching,"

&c., and an illustration of which is here given. The next stage of the improvement of the Turbit

was reached by the crossing of Blue and Yellow hens of the African Owl cross with stout-beaked,

lustrous-coloured Black and Red cocks of Turbiteen descent. In the first instance the result of

this judicious pairing was the appearance of splendid headed, beaked, and eyed Blacks of rather

smoky colour, and dull or chequery Blues. These have, however, of late improved so much in

colour that we may almost say that the ideal of a standard Turbit is now within the reach of

being an accomplished fact.

JUDGING TURBITS.—Turbits require careful scrutiny in judging as regards two points

especially—colour and crest. The colour desired is so rich that dyeing is sometimes attempted,

and other fraudulent means to deepen the tone. Most of the expedients used will betray their

presence by “coming off” on a clean white handkerchief, being more of the nature of stains than

dyes, which latter do not suit the plumage of birds. Crests are very generally trimmed, and
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sometimes so artfully as to deceive many a judge. We do not think a feather or two can be

cletected, and a bird which has lost no more well deserves to pass; but in other cases, when

more has been done, if the judge takes the peak in his fingers and presses it aside all four ways

up, down, and to each side—if gaps have been made by weeding he will detect it. In any case, as

before hinted, if the bird seems to have a good peak-crest, but shows no mane, there is great room

for suspicion, and an extra keen scrutiny may probably be rewarded by discoveries.

The scale of points we give below. Owing to the recent great improvement in Turbits, and the

more general agreement among fanciers, this is now revised and altered considerably since the first

edition of this work. If a Blue and Silver were both good in bars, and equally good in other

points, we would decidedly contend for giving the Blue the preference. if the Silver were brown

or yellow in bars, unless the other birds were very poor, it ought to have no chance at all; but if

necessary on that account to bring it into the competition, we would deduct all the points for

colour. After what we have said in the text, some surprise may be felt that we have not allotted

more points for frill; but the reason is, that when this point is once obtained, there will be no

difficulty in retaining it, while head properties are far more difiicult to keep good even when once

attained. Lastly, like all pigeons distinguished for carriage, the Turbit ought, if possible, to be

compared with others in a large compartment or special judging pen.

VALUE OF POINTS IN _]UDGIl\'G TURBITS.

Skull: shape, lo; size, 4 . . . . . . - . . . . . I4

Beak : shortness, 2; thickness, 3; shape of wattle, I . . . . . . . 6

Eye : large and bolting . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Gullet: depth and form of . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Peak-crest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Mane (in peak-crested birds) . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Frill : shape and quantity . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Colour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Markings (accurate and free from foul feathers) . . . . . . . . 4

Size (smallness) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Shortness of flights and tail . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Carriage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

S4
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We are indebted to Mr. R. A. Parkin, of York, the Honorary Secretary of the Turbit Club,

for the following standard :—

TURBIT CLUB STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE

GOO

A—$iZe.—-Small, very full in breast, short flights and tail, the former carried well up and not drooping, carriage

erect.

B— Peal<.—-Springing from main, quite unbroken, and ending in a fine point a little above the head ; shell crest,

large, full, even, extending round the back of the head as nearly as possible from eye to eye, and

bending forward over the skull.

C—Head.—Large (not long), crown slightly bevelled, forehead high and round, being well bulged.

D~—EY6$.——Bull, z'.e., dark hazel, large and full.

E——Beal(.——Short and thick as possible, with upper mandible slightly overlapping the lower at the tip.

F—Watt|e.—A fair amount.

G—Gul|et.—As much as possible, quite filling up the hollow in the throat.

H—Fri||.—As much as possible, long in feather and firm in texture, turning both ways, and extending from the

gullet well down into the breast.

K—COl0uI‘.—Yellow, red, black and dun, black-barred blue and black-barred silver, as rich and glossy as possible,

the bars of blue and silver to be broad, even, and distinct.

L——Markings.—White, with coloured wings, each having ten white flight feathers.

M—L8gS-—Short, and free from feathers below the hocks.



CHAPTER XXV.

ORIENTAL FRILLED PIGEONS.

AS hinted in the previous chapters, the main stem represented by the Owl or Turbit type of

pigeon has, in the hands of those Eastern fanciers who either formed it, or at least handed it down

from immemorial antiquity, branched off still further into even more beautiful sub-varieties. These

are broadly distinguished from the foregoing by the addition of what we may perhaps call “ feather"

properties, using here the word “ feather” as distinguished from merely “colour,” and as implying

marking of a more or less detailed character ; and in most cases, also, by the addition of grouse or

leg-feather; but all retaining the short, Owl-like head, the shape of body, and the frill. Most of

these varieties, if not all, are of exquisite beauty, and many can remember yet the furore when the

first really good Satinettes arrived in England, shortly followed by other types. All of such

birds that could be obtained were eagerly purchased, but too often disappointment followed in

breeding them, the progeny being found to vary considerably. Hence many have ignorantly come

to the conclusion that there is no such thing as a fixed type, and that because, for instance, a

pair of good Satinettes did not breed, as they often will not, similar Satinettes, the Satinette itself

was but a mere “ sport," and as such of no fixed value.

But this has all arisen from a total ignorance of the real nature of I/re 12reoa':,- and as we now,

we believe for the first time, have opportunity to explain this, so we hope a better understanding

on that point may extend the cultivation of these exquisite birds, which have all the properties of

the Owls and Turbits, with added beauties of their own. To say nothing of the well-known fact,

which surely ought to have been remembered, that even self-colours in pigeons are, to a great

extent, variable and interchangeable, it must be clearly understood, as a simple embodiment of

what will follow from an abler pen than ours, that the whole Satinette and Blondinetre tribe, with

their numerous offshoots, greatly resemble the Almond Tumbler, in being the result of the nzingling

in one bird of 2‘/U‘L’6’ colours! The precise process by which this was accomplished no one now

knows, any more than we know the precise history of the Tumbler ; but as in that case the black,

white, and yellow or red, which usually are found each alone in some one pigeon, /lll‘Z/8 somehow

been infused into one breed, so have various colours, in still more beautiful, because more regular,

forms, been mingled in the birds before us. In consequence, their breeding greatly resembles

Tumbler-breeding; and two exhibition match specimens are rarely so good a match for breeding

as various colours. As in the Tumbler, one colour will show preponderance, which has to be

checked by the infusion of others in greater strength; and—-still resembling the Tumbler—it is

these accidental preponderances, now of one colour or marking, and now of another, which form

varieties answering to the Mottle, the Agate, or the Kite. _

Such then being the more beautiful of these birds, and such the general principles upon which

only they can be successfully bred, we have now to come to details. Here we should despair, but

that we have the help of the gentleman who introduced these beautiful birds into England, and

who probably knew more about them, their way of breeding, and the Eastern fanciers who produced
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them, than any one in this country. We refer to the late Mr. H. P. Caridia, and since we

only desire, in the preceding remarks and explanation, to summarise, as it were, the methods he

has explained, and to show briefly the princzjflle on which they are founded, we will say no more

than that the following full notes are all from his pen :

“ It is with some reluctance that I venture to express in the English language my knowledge

of and experience with these birds, for being, as I am, aforeigner, there arise within me certain fears

lest I may be unable to convey, as I could wish to do, an experience which I have gained by a long

study of the breeds I am asked to describe. I, however, answer with pleasure to the call made

upon me, though, were it not for an extensive personal experience with these birds from boyhood,

together with a full knowledge of the views of ardent fanciers of their native land, I would have

shrunk from the pleasant, though somewhat diflicult task which is committed to my care.

“ In order to classify and bring together into one family group the birds which these notes are

designed to describe, it must not be supposed that it will include all the pigeons of Eastern origin.

Certainly notl or I should-of necessity have to bring into consideration various birds that are

treated upon elsewhere. Nor do I propose to particularise all the, at present, known varieties

which are inhabitants and natives of the Oriental regions, but I shall simply confine my remarks more

especially to .those sorts and varieties which are regarded as special favourites, as representing the

birds of fashion of the -present generation, and such as have been to some extent introduced into

this country within the last sixteen years ; several kinds of which derive their origin from crosses,

many sub-varieties originating from one chief spring. Therefore it will be seen to be a matter

almost of necessity to speak of the lot generally, while, at the same time, I purpose individualising

and separating those sorts which have become to some extent disunited by reason of their striking

individuality. The Eastem World, without doubt, has been the birthplace, the very cradle, in

which has been nursed and nurtured and brought to perfection the very germ and essence of all the

frilled varieties of pigeons, in which the British fancier now takes so much interest. Nor is the

fancy for these beautiful gems of form and feather of which I shall shortly speak died out, or even

on the decline. Certainly not: although with our Eastern brethren there are no shows to stimulate

their efforts, or from time to time to prop up, as it were, the flagging fancies of their admirers.

No! no I There is to a large extent apparent-the plurefarzg/--and it is from that natural admiration,

discernible in so large a number of Eastern fanciers,: for the frilled varieties of pigeons, that the race

is kept up now, and the specimens, if possible, still niore beautifiedyear by year as time rolls on.‘

“ It is no ‘fanciful idea, but sf clear and apparent fact, the undoubted superiority, both in form

and feather, 0f- the Eastern Owliand-Turbit. (and other kinds too), over the ‘British specimens; It

must be clear! to those who have beheld Ihevarious foreign frilled varieties which have been imported

into this countt=y'»through my instruimerftality. -'Phe British fancier, if not the producer of these - ‘

specialities, is too vitgell, skilled in judgment, and ‘appreciates the beautiful too well, to ignore this '

truth, in spite of the hosts of other sorts which claim his attention, and which he may rightly claim

as his o\vn manufacture and as justly be proud of his own achievements. ‘But the fancy for pigeons

in the East has run so high, and so long been cherished in the hearts of Asiatic pigeon keepers, and

there has been such an unison of ideas, and general love for frilled and tufted short-beaked pigeons,

that ill-shaped common specimens are in a decided minority. The chief difference in point_s of for

mation is mainly nature's transition from youth to age, at which timetlie majority of the specimens.

attain pretty much the same model, viz., the finely-curved Roman h'ea'd,"arehed neck, needlefpointed

central crest, symmetricalyet compact form, graceful bearing, elastiicqtreiad, and dignified carriage,

together with the vigour and agility of hardy and far lesslrefined spec'ir'nensf' " ' ' " ‘ ' ‘



 

 

 

FEATHERS OF ORIENTAL PIGEONS.
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"The varieties chosen. for our present description are as follows :—‘Satinettes, ‘Brunettes,’

‘ Bluettes,’ ‘ Silverettes,’ ‘ Blondinettes ’-—Satin, Brown, Sulphur, Black, Laced, Spangled, and

Tipped, also ‘Tri-coloured Barred,’ Blue, and Silver. Now all these sorts (excepting the/Blues

and Silvers) are of tri-coloured or variegated plumage, and have been produced by a‘ s'kilful

admixture of various coloured birds ; in consequence of which they occasionally revert to,

and display the characteristics of, their ancestors. This is seen to some extent in the Silvers

and Blues, which only reveal the colour properties in the bar across the wing, which is generally

composed of the three colours upon the web of each feather, otherwise they breed perfectly true to

the tribe, yet not always exact to ground tint. Still, no matter what the colour may be, there will

be found the feather markings thereon, and such markings or pencillings are indelibly fixed and

made permanent features of the breed, and breed equally true to feather and far more reliable in

form than any of the recognised established kinds of British pigeons I have mentioned this at the

outset in order to dispel the very erroneous idea prevailing in the minds of a few fanciers and at

least one eminent authority, who as a professed ornithologist should certainly be better qualified to

discriminate between unaided nature and art, as seen in the working out and full accomplished

perfection of these admirable specimens. The authority to whom I allude has thought fit in his

wisdom to refer to some of these foreign varieties of pigeons in terms of disparagement. Fortunately

for himself he has not said much directly against them, since having so little knowledge of them

brevity was absolutely necessary : he has, however, sneeringly characterised them as neither more

nor less than odd sports or freaks of the Owl species, and thus beneath the recognition of those

skilled in the knowledge of refined British pigeons!

“ But the time has come when these variegated feathered gems of pigeons have received a

more cordial welcome and a more favourable reception, and when in these birds, upon the very

surface of a most elegant form, there is clearly recognised a perfectly tri-coloured or variegated

tracery of rich feathering, graduating in perfect order throughout the entire plumage. The names

‘Satinette,’ ‘Bluette,' &c. &c., were given to them on their introduction into this country,'by

British fanciers. I have taken no part in the christening ; therefore, whether appropriate or not, I am

not_at all responsible : but as they are now pretty well known by those names, I purpose accepting

the terms by which they are here known, and shall speak of them accordingly, so that readers may

not become confounded in their ideas of the different sorts under notice.

“ First, then, come ‘ Satinettes,’ as being the oldest pencilled variety which I have been enabled

to trace; and although in my researches I have succeeded in tracing their history back to some

where about I20 years as a special inhabitant of Asia Minor, still even then their origin is perfectly

obscure ; for, although I have sought in various directions to obtain a direct clue to their original

birthplace, or origin, I cannot get beyond the information of an aged Presbyter in Smyrna, who is

now upwards of eighty years old. He tells me that he has had the breed all his life, and that the

identical variety were also bred and propagated by his father in a like manner, and by his grand

father too before them; that they were regarded as the highest type of pigeon beauty, and were

described in native terms which, interpreted, would mean Royal or Imperial pigeon, as possessing

the highest order of excellence, and thus worthy of the highest title which their owners could confer

upon them. Now, there are not many varieties iof pigeons of which fanciers of experience may

have some knowledge, that _one cannot trace pretty accurately their direct line of descent, and

method and course by which they have been propagated. One generally has at least either history

or experience as a guide in determining this, but not so with the Satinette; that they were pro

duced and fully and fairly established as a variety, permanent and unmistakable, is a clear and

certain fact ; for they breed perfectly true to both form a'nd‘feather properties, and whenever crossed
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even with alien blood, invariably leave unmistakable traces of their characteristics, which shows

clearly enough to those who have had experience with them that their special points of excellence

have been thoroughly well established, and that too upon a wise and systematic course of proce

dure. But the origin of these beautiful birds is not positively known, even by those who have

persistently stuck to them and bred them for half a century or more. Not that it is a difiicult

matter to arrive at a reasonable hypothesis, in the face of many surrounding facts ; however, I shall

consider this point further on in these notes, but I have in some degree thus digressed, in order to

assure those who regard the ‘ Satinette’ and ‘Blondinette’ and their immediate offshoots as mere freaks

of Nature, of the perfect establishment of these kinds of pigeons as a distinct and permanent variety

But we must remember that these pencilled varieties reveal the wonderful embodiment of I/Z786‘ or

more colours, arranged in perfect and marvellous order and regularity upon every feather which should

be coloured. Therefore, in order to secure this remarkable variegation in regularity and unison, the

colour must necessarily have been infused at the outset by a judicious and complete system of

crossing and blending the various coloured specimens which bear the stamp ~and image in points of

formation of one kind; and this being the case, variation of tint and beauty, or light and dark

spangling or lacing, will naturally occur as a matter of course. A \/Vere it not so, from a breeder's

point of view it would be rather deplorable than otherwise ; for it is by the reversionary course of

nature that we are permitted to see and to ascertain whether we have an equality of colour admix

ture, or what element, if any, is wanted for infusion, so that by its addition the perfect equalisation

of the various shades may be embodied in the perfect bird. By reason of this unity of colours, and

this tri-coloured variegated plumage, it follows, as a natural sequence, that however fitful any change

may be, however strange and diversified may be the sports of Nature in these variegated gems, it is

gratifying to know that S/I6’ always sports in a pleasant fashion, and although (as with any other

breed) we cannot positively foretell the marvellous inner workings of Nature, still we can generally

pretty nearly predict about what we may get, and always rely upon something pretty arising out

of a wise course of study with these most interesting birds.

GENERAL FOR.\IA_TION OF ALL THE FRILLED VARIETIES.

“Size, rather smaller than English Owl. Form, plump and compact. Head, of good size and

round, being of one continued curve from neck to the nostrils, and from eye to eye, no inequa

lities observable. The cheek or lower jaw full. The ‘gullet’ or ‘dewlap’ full and conspicuous,

commencing as near as possible from the base of under beak, and extending as low as possible do\vn

the fore part of neck, at which point the frill projects. The neck should be of good length, and

well arched. The beak short, strong, and inclining downwards, and should also be within the

same curve or sweep, of head and neck.

“The shoulders broad, and the body acutely tapered. The legs long, and completely covered

with short feathers, which should also extend right to the nails, entirely hiding from view both legs

and feet, presenting a perfectly grouse-feathered appearance. The carriage is erect, and the move

ments of a dignified, even conceited bearing.

“ As I have said, the foregoing general remarks apply to each kind of the frilled varieties; any

variation in size of the specimens is not a matter of much moment, but I may here state that

the larger birds are preferred in their native country, as presenting a bolder appearance, and as

having also a stronger and more vigorous constitution. As these birds are esteemed, in a measure,

for their flying properties as well as their beauty, bodily vigour is an additional acquisition.

“ I will now describe in detail the sub-varieties, commencing with the Satinette, which may be

regarded as the foundation upon which many, nay, most of the other kinds, have been raised. The
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direct or immediate descendants of the Satinettes are Brunettes, Biuettes, and Silverettes, which

are, no doubt, parts of the eomléosition of the breed, and therefore must be considered conjointly

with them, and as embodying the coloured-shouldered, white-bodied kinds, all of which have

coloured tails. I mention this point here, lest the Turbiteens, of which I shall hereafter speak,

might be supposed to be included, when such in reality is not the case; for in the production of

these variegated sorts, it is the never-varying rule to avoid crossing a dark with a \vhite-tailed bird,

with coloured shoulders.

THE SATIN ETTE.

“The Satinette is of white body, with tri-coloured shoulders, the ground tint of which is

pink-brown, graduating to a much lighter shade, then blending into white. On this the markings

or pencillings of purple-black are formed, varying in shade according to the size of the feathers,

being darkest at the upper part or butts of the wings. Sonic specimens show also markings of a

blue mixture, but the less of this colour is seen the better.

“They should possess not less than seven and no more than ten white flights, as within that

number no imperfection is pcrccivable; but the Oriental standard for pigeons generally, whether

of white or coloured flights, is seven. The tail is of a dark purple-blue colour, and at the end of

each feather there is a large white spot, which in the extra-pencilled specimens assumes the form

of a band, and in either case the dark-coloured shaft of the feather runs through the white band

also, creating a remarkable contrast. This white spot is one of the most valuable properties in

these birds, as before their introduction there was no variety of pigeon known to possess this

ornament.” (\Ve may here remark that English fanciers have given to this marking the name

“ moon.”)

“Originally these birds were plain-headed, but when they became plentiful the change of

fashion produced them crested. In my opinion, when the bird is perfect in all points, it is imma

terial whether it is crested or plain-headed, and as there are both in all the colours, fanciers can

have their choice, but making it a rule that the crested birds possess a //mz’le-/r0z'rzled crest, perfectly

central and compact, and not of the loose kind which some of the, British ‘ maned ’ Turbits possess.

In my opinion no ‘maned’ bird can possess a close-fitting, well-pointed crest; and though these

birds possess no mane, whether crested or plain-headed, they \vell display the desired property of

the arched neck without that irregularity so detrimental to other points.

“In my experience a cross of a plain-headed and a crested bird, occasionally, is necessary

to perpetuate the perfection of all crested (peaked) varieties, as it checks the tendency to loose

or shell crests.

“ The frill is well developed, as it is certain to be, when you know that those venerable fanciers,

as well as their predecessors, who originally manufactured the frilled varieties of the pigeons known,

never adopted fanciful names for certain properties, such as ‘ rose’ for a d¢_'/icz'ent frill. No, they

contend, and I fully indorse it, that all frilled pigeons must have as mm:/zfrill as possible, and that

no frilled pigeon can have too much; and this being the case, it is indifferent which form the

feathers take, provided they project well, mingle roughly, leave no bare space between, and extend

very far up and low down to the full breast.

“The eye is ofa dark brown colour, as in the Turbits or white Owls, encircled by an eyelid

of a buff fleshy tint ; occasionally there are some which display a red eye, as in the coloured Owls,

but this arises from the crossing with 2. certain local breed of Black Turbits with black tails, and

marked on the head like a Nun. The object of this cross was to obtain the Satinette with similar
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head markings, their efforts for some years having been directed to thispoint, which they have to

a great extent attained in the variety known as the Vizor.

“Besides the four varieties of Satinettes already alluded to, there are also Black Satinettes

of similar pencillings, but only of black and white colour, which have been obtained by the above

cross.

“ The Brunettes are similar to the Satinettes, from which they only differ in colour, which in

the Brunette is a delicate silver-grey ground tint, with dark graduating grey markings mixed with

a buff tint, and rarely with a beautiful sulphur tint.” [The shoulder lace markings are of two

different kinds, some like the pencilling of fowls, simply being a very fine dark edging to each

feather; others have a dart or arrow-shaped marking running into the web of the feathers in

zig-zag fashion. The one is simply termed “lacing,” the other “arrow-pointing,” by way of

distinction—both are good.] “It is a question, even in their native land, which should have the

preference; and I well remember, in the early days of my fancy, being puzzled which to select.

“The Bluettes have clear, pale blue shoulders, and blue tails with the white spots or band.

.The bars of this variety are very beautiful, as they are composed of the t/tree colours of t/ze Satinette,

being white on the upper part, graduating into pink-brown, and edged with black, forming a rain

bow-like mixture. The white bar edged with black only is highly valued by their originators. In

all other points they are exactly as the Satinettes. _

“The Silverettes are of a very light silver-grey colour, with grey tails, still possessing the

white spots. The bars are of a brown-grey-and-white colour ; the whiter the bars are the

better. In all other points as the former. All the above have dark thighs.

BREEDING OF THE SATINETTE VARIETIES.

“Be very particular to select the most perfectly-formed birds, with good frills and grouse

muffs, but be sure that the birds selected are not both of the same identical shade and markings, as

in such a case you are likely to breed too finely-pencilled birds, and eventually too light or faded.

So far as I observe, the British fanciers desire to possess only perfect show specimens, forgetting

that tri-coloured birds require special treatment. I am surprised they do not take this into con

sideration, while they have plainly before them, in another form, the very same thing in the mode

of breeding the Almond Tumblers. Not only the pairing of finely-marked or lightly-tinted birds

with heavily-pencilled and dark-coloured specimens is imperative, but necessarily they cross admi

rably with the Brunettes, and always with success, as they are sure to produce perfect birds of the

one or the other colour, or one of each. _

'1.“ The same method is applicable to the Bluettes and Silverettes, which should be crossed

occasionally; and though the last two are barred varieties, I have seen and I have bred perfect

specimens from crosses of these with the Satinettes and Brunettes. But in my opinion, though I

will not hesitate to do‘ the same again, if I had an odd bird of each kind, I consider the barred

varieties should not be mixed with the others unnecessarily.

“As these birds are notvery plentiful yet in this country, and on account of the constant

exodus not much more so in their native land at present, I advise fanciers who happen to possess

single specimens, and are compelled to resort to some cross, never to cross them with zu/zz'te-tailed

dark-shouldered birds, such as Turbits. The best cross in such a case is either a white Owl with

dark tail.(black preferred) ora pure white Owl, as in neither case are the colour or pencillings inter

fered \vith ;'. and though you cannot expect to produce young with the perfection of the birds in

question, because you are sure to lose part, if not all the muffs, and part of the principal shade

of coloiir, still you will have beautifully formed birds with good frill, and in most cases a
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dark-tailed white Owl. with the remarkable white spots in the tail feathers. The last are freely

produced and much admired in the East, though they have there the advantage of producing

more perfect birds from such a cross than we can, as their Owl pigeons are grouse-muffed, as well

as nearly all the birds they admire; and they originally propagated these grouse-mufl's from the

Satinettes by systematic crosses, of which I shall speak hereafter.

“ Do not be led astray by the ca/our of these birds, and begin to think that you can cross them

with birds approaching their colour, such as Hyacinths and others of the German toys. If so, in

trying to keep the colour or markings, which is only one of their principal beauties, you lose several

most important points, such as the frill, the shape of head and beak, the general outline and carriage,

which, once lost, cannot easily be regained. When I first showed my stock of these birds to a friend

in Birmingham, some fourteen years ago, he said he never had such a treat before, but he thought

that he had, there and then, conceived the idea how they were bred; so he asked me to let him

have even an imperfect specimen, be it only a crossed one, and eventually he had one, a white with

a blue tail, possessing the white spots and grouse-muffed, being bred from a Satinette and a

grouse-mufl'ed, dark-tailed, Oriental Owl. He paired this bird to a Hyacinth, and persevered for

years, crossing and recrossing, though I told him that he strove in vain; and, after all, one can

perceive, to the present day, traces of the Satinette on several birds, but the head properties and

the frill have suffered irretrievably, and the only property remaining is the colour. This is not an

isolated case. Another fancier I know, who commenced by crossing pure-bred birds with the

Hyacinths, but with the same results. Experience has proved to me that the maxim of the

venerable Oriental fanciers, viz., ‘ Never cross a frilled and short-beaked with a non-frilled and thin

beaked tribe, if your intention is to retain and perpetuate those properties,’ is the only basis upon

which one can proceed with safety.

“The general appearance of the young I intend to describe collectively at the end of the

description of the tri-coloured varieties.

“I now pass on to the varieties which owe their beauty of colour, markings, and muffs to these

original Satinettes. These are Blondinettes, the manufacture of which commenced during my

own presence in the East.

BLONDINETTES.

“About twenty-four years ago one of the principal Oriental fanciers conceived the idea of

breeding, if possible, every variety they possessed with the grouse-muffs of the Satinettes. He

commenced first with the Owl tribe, and he succeeded in breeding from a cross of a silver Owl and

a Satinette a blue Owl with partially-feathered legs. He then mated this blue Owl with a Satinette

hen, and this cross produced the first Blondinette, which I succeeded in obtaining from him. But

you must understand that though this young bird was grouse-muffed, and of a similar body and

shoulder-colour to the present birds, it only possessed small white spots on the tail feathers, and

none on the flights.

“This proved a cock bird, and soon after I met with a similarly bred hen, as nearly like

the cock as possible, bred by a Turkish fancier, which I procured, and mated to the cock I had;

but before these birds began to breed, I departed for America, where, after a year, I received the

information that my stock was in the hands of the old Presbyter I alluded to previously. Under

his care their cultivation commenced, but very soon it spread, and it became the principal aim of

every fancier; we shall now see with what result.

“ The general formation of the Blondinettes are as in the Satinettes. They are bred crested

and plain-headed, the former preferred, though the original were plain-headed ; but as the fashion

~ then became reversed, and the Owls were bred crested and the Turbits plain-headed, this variety

25
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came within the category of the former. I have proved a cross of a plain-headed and a crested

bird occasionally necessary and advantageous to both. Suflice it to say the reader may imagine

all the different shapes, marking, and pencilling transformed from the white-bodied and dark

tailed Satinette to the dark-bodied Blondinette, whatever the colour may be, whether of the

original Satin, the pale, or dark brown. The same is also applicable to the Barred varieties, as

they both differ from the Satinettes only by the body-colour, which is dark also.

“ The Satin Blondinettes should possess the exact tri-coloured plumage of the Satinettes on the

wings, and also the exact markings of the tail feathers, but all the body should be of a graduating

purple-black colour, with the exception of the flights, which should possess white elongated

markings in the middle of each feather, as is the case in the flights of the wild Magpie. This gives

them a most beautiful and proportionate pencilling which harmonises well with the white spots or

band of the tail feathers. In their native land these varieties are preferred with the pencilling

extending to the upper part of the neck, which is the result of mating extra pencilled birds together;

but I think, the dark purple-black neck displays a better contrast, and shows better the wing colour

and pencillings. This is also applicable to all the colours of the Blondinettes. In all other points

they are as the Satinettes.

“ The Brown Blondinettes are in colour of wings and tail exactly as the Brunettes, in their

various shades, but the same brown tint graduates through the entire body, being darkest on the

head. In these I must include the sulphur-coloured birds, which are very rare, but most beautiful

when perfect, because there is a clear sulphur tint strongly mixed with the markings of the wings,

which in graduating to the neck becomes strong deep buff or golden colour, and they are called

Golden-necked Sulphurs. The white markings on the long flights and tail must be clear and large,

in all other respects they are as the Satinettes.

“ The Black Blondinettes, being bi-coloured, are black with white pencillings. The white

in the best birds extends very much on the lowest wing-feathers and tail, where it is only

finely edged with black, though the shafts of the quills are black also. This variety is never found

with the same fine pencilling right up to the shoulders, which is so characteristic of the perfect

birds of the other shades. In other points as the former.

“ The Barred Blondinettes include the Blues and Silvers. The Blues are of a uniform‘ clear

pale blue colour, with tri-coloured bars, composed of white, pinkish-brown, and black ; the white

markings of the flight feathers, with the white tail spots, make these birds very attractive. They

meet with great favour, and perfect birds of this kind are very scarce. The Silvers also possess

the same white flight and tail markings, but the bars of white and pinkish-brown colour, and when

met with white bars they are highly esteemed by their native fanciers. On all other points they

are as the former, viz., crested and plain-headed, grouse-muffed, well frilled, good carriage, round

and down-faced head, with short and strong beak.

BREEDING BLONDINETTES.

“As in the breeding of the former, it is necessary to select the best formed vigorous birds,

well muffed, well frilled, but not of the same shade of colour, and not of the same shape of

markings. As a rule give preference to mating a lightly-coloured and pencilled bird to a

richly-marked one, and you may depend that perfect specimens will be the result. At the

same time it is advisable, and even imperative, to cross freely all the colours of the tri-coloured

shouldered varieties ; as experience has proved that, as a rule, from such crosses, you will breed one

young of each colour, or both taking the colour of one parent, in each case with remarkable

accuracy. In case of necessity, you may also cross them with the Barred varieties.
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“The Blues and Silvers should also be similarly crossed, as it is beneficial to both; but be

careful to select the best and strongest-looking birds. A singular observation is peculiar to these

varieties. If you match a crested with a plain-headed bird, if crested, you may rely the crest of

the young is always perfect, as lop-sided and shell-crested birds amongst them are extremely

scarce. This is due to the periodical matching of plain-headed and crested birds.

“ Often the appearance of the young when feathered, in all the tri-coloured varieties, are of a

rich brown purple-black colour on the shoulders, with very little variegation, and in most cases

without the white spots on the tail or flight feathers. An uninitiated breeder at first (and I have

known such cases) may think that his beautiful Satinettes have bred a pair, or one of the two, of a

kind of bronzed black Turbit with dark tail and mufi's! or, from a pair of Bluettes, a pair of blue

Turbits with bronzed bars and blue tails! But'have patience, do not be uneasy, and do not

condemn or part with such looking youngsters, because as nature grants them, in certain rotation,

their first annual suit, you will gradually perceive a most pleasant and gratifying transformation

on the wings, then on the flights or bars (as the variety may be), and lastly on the tail ; all this, as

a rule, provided no alien cross has taken place.

“In general, all the young which appear at first as described prove to be heavily pencilled and

rather dark, rich in colour of markings, or in the bars (as I am including the barred varieties), and,

as a rule, they have the white spots in the tail feathers of moderate size and not as a band. The

white markings also in the flights of the Blondinettes are not so well defined, but still they possess

all those points to a more or less degree. On the contrary, a good number—and generally the

young birds produced by well-pencilled and perfectly-marked parents—are gifted with this

variegation from birth, and, when fully feathered, appear as perfect and beautiful as the best

moulted birds. These extra-gifted squeakers prove, after moulting, to be finely-pencilled, lightly

but delicately coloured, and possessing the white tail band, and in the Blondinettes the white

flight markings to perfection. The pencilling also in such birds extends to the upper part of the

neck.

“The barred varieties are under the same category, as they often breed birds which may be

mistaken in the Blondinettes for bronzed-barred Owls but for the muffs, as only from a pair

possessing the white tail band with bars edged with fine black, and in the Blondinettes with

conspicuous white markings in the flights and tail, you may rely to see perfectly-marked young

before the first moult.

“ Rarely, all the aforesaid varieties will breed a young one without, or with only very faint,

white spots in tail or flights, or both, even after moulting. Such birds, if perfect in muffs, frill, and

form (which they are sure to be) should be treasured for stock purposes, to be mated with the

lightest and highly-pencilled birds, as they will not only impart strength of colour and markings,

but also vigour of constitution.

“During my visit to the East, five years ago, of two years’ duration (after an absence of

fourteen years), I endeavoured to discover what improvement or alteration the present fanciers

contemplated ; but I failed to discover, and on inquiring I was asked to make a suggestion; but as

my silence proved I had none to make, an old acquaintance said, ‘Have you seen any better

specimens in Europe or America than our favourites?’ As I did not like to stimulate his vanity, I

said, ‘ Wait till you see some varieties I am expecting from England ;’ though I knew then what

they would appreciate, and I was not mistaken.

“ These birds are excellent breeders and feeders, as all the frilled varieties are, and in their

native land they commonly produce from eight to nine pairs annually, resting on-ly during moulting

time. They are principally fed on hemp-seed, occasionally on dari and barley. They are flown
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daily, as the flying fancy there is as strong as the Tumbler-flying in this country, though the

appearance of an Oriental flock is indescribable, the fanciers studying the composition of the

colours and the view they present during the flight. A perfect ‘kit’ is composed in part of the

varieties in question, then of self-coloured birds, the coloured-shouldered varieties, the white with

dark tails, white with dark flights, Nuns, also solid Blacks and Reds with white tails, &c. &c., making

a compact illuminated flock, above which, in every case, two or three Oriental Rollers (see page I93)

soar, and occasionally descend through in the execution of their long and rapid performance. Being

good fliers, they are, in consequence, good homers, displaying occasionally this property to a

remarkable degree. Of the several illustrations in my knowledge I will relate one. During my early

fancy days I bred a white-crested Owl, partially muffed (on account of Satinette blood), which

fascinated the best fancier of the place, and he succeeded in getting it—by exchange—when the

bird was about five months old. This fancier kept it a distance of about three miles, with clipped

flights, and it bred well, till moulting time, when it managed, in his presence, to get on the house,

and then to another, and finally disappeared, but the next morning the bird was home; and soon

after my friend also, begging to take it back. This he did, clipping the newly-grown feathers

carefully; but this stubborn bird has repeated the same journey twice after, at the moulting period.

“ These birds when well flown thrive on anything, even on hemp-seed, as in their native land;

but as the general mode of keeping them in this country is confinement, I will endeavour to explain

my mode of successful treatment, which I have experienced at considerable cost. When Ifirst

commenced to keep them in this country, being my first attempt at keeping pigeons in confinement,

I began, as I thought logically, to follow as near as possible the treatment of their native country.

First, I had erected in the yard a large wooden room, with a good space attached constructed of

lattice-work, for my favourites to exercise in it in fine weather. This large pen I fitted with a stove,

and by this method I kept the temperature comfortable, thinking they would feel at home. I have

also supplied them with hoppers stocked with their favourite hemp-seed. The result was destruction !

Nearly every day one or two deaths occurred ; until shortly after, having to move to Birmingham, I

contrived to bring with me two selected pairs, one of Satinettes and one of Brunettes. These birds

I kept in an aviary well sheltered from the north winds, with a very small pen attached thereto.

lt was all paved with blue bricks. In this pen they commenced to breed under a really proper

treatment. They were fed only on barley and a bit of bread occasionally, and from these two pairs

of birds, and under this treatment, I succeeded, in time, in raising a good stock of nearly twenty

pairs of perfect specimens of both colours, amongst them being some even superior to their

imported parents.

“ This is the method I now recommend, adding, that as a change to the barley and bread dari

is the best. They also require plenty of crushed old morter. But if British fanciers can contrive

to keep these birds at liberty and fly them, then they can treat them as any ordinary pigeons.

It is only the too kind treatment they generally receive in this country which makes them delicate ;

and in my experience I discovered that the active varieties of pigeons, when deprived of their

liberty, should be kept rather low, and not fed upon flesh-increasing and blood-heating corn, as

in such a case the result will be fatal.

THE TURBITEENS.

“These singular head-marked pigeons twenty-five years ago were marked as the present

British Turbits. But at that time they had become so plentiful that an influential fancier

started the fashion, and advocated the face-markings, which he succeeded in establishing by the

introduction of a local variety of Turbits with black tails and heads marked as the Nuns, to

which I have previously alluded, commencing by crossing these birds with white Owls, to
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counteract and balance the colour of the black tail. Eventually he succeeded in breeding some

head-marked Turbits with white tails. This fashion soon spread, and about the same period the

conversion of the crest from the Turbits to the Owls came about, this remaining the Eastern

style to the present day. All these changes of fashion were introduced only on account of the

abundance of perfect ordinary birds of these species, which led the emulation of fanciers to seek

something scarce. In my opinion the way this revolution commenced was not desirable, as the

only object was to obtain head-marked birds, but with no fixed markings, such as the selected

imported show birds; but a spot on the front of the head and one marking on the one side only

was admired nearly as well as an evenly marked bird ! So it yet continues, because the production

of the Blondinettes soon after attracted all attention, and no one undertook the thorough perfection

of the Turbiteens. They only imparted to them the muffs, which all the breeds they fancy must

possess. One of their strange fashionable introductions at the same revolutionary time was the

white flights upon all their Owls, as well as the crest! And you cannot meet now any of the

old-fashioned wonderful birds in every respect as perfect in shape and colour as the present fashion.

“Can you imagine all your Turbits and English Owls as good in form and colour as the

Turbiteens, and still be dissatisfied? However, such was the case, and hence now we have the

greatly-admired Turbiteens, whose recent introduction has attracted even more attention than the

tri-coloured varieties, which they will never equal.

“ The Turbiteens are in head as good as the best English Owl should be, with round and even

head, short thick beak, down face, and arched neck, whether crested or plain-headed, rather large

in size, with excellent and dignified carriage, well-developed frill extending from the upper part of

the neck down to the full breast, grouse-_muffed, and longer muffed legs and feet, white body with

coloured shoulders, and head markings. But not water-colour! No, whatever their colour may be,

whether black, red, or yellow, which are the principal, it is a deep brilliant glossy colour, which,

unlike the British products called Reds and Yellows, are fast and permanent colours, which neither

this climate nor the Eastern sun will effect. The evenly head-marked birds are scarce.

“ There are besides the above-named colours blue, blue-chequered, silver with black and brown

bars, silver-chequered, yellow-chequered, red-chequered, red-barred, yellow-barred, and very light

dun. All should possess the head-markings either in one single spot on the forehead, commencing

from the beak, or with the additional side markings, equal in size whether they are large or small,

starting from the sides of the beak. They should have no less than seven white flights, and no

more than ten; the former is the standard of their originators. The birds possessing large head

markings generally have red eyes as in the coloured Owls, but often those with a spot only have

the dark eye of the Turbit. The most important points amongst the native fanciers are form

of beak, colour, frill, and muffs, but they entirely overlook dark t/rig/1:, which they consider of not

the slightest detriment to a bird, so they are dark thighed.

BREEDING TURBITEENS.

“The venerable Oriental fanciers keep and treasure not only their perfect specimens, but

also those which necessarily help to produce the perfect birds. In consequence of this a bronzed

black Turbiteen is considered a very valuable stock bird, and if British fanciers will study the

matching of their coloured specimens, of whatever variety they may be, they are sure to arrive

at the same result. Here is the system :

“ A bird produced from a cross of a black and red, whether it is black, bronzed-black, or red,

will do to match either with black or red again. Also a bird bred from a cross of a red and

yellow, whether red or yellow, will do admirably with either red or yellow again. But birds bred
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from parents of one colour should be freely mated, as they ought to be, with birds of dissimilar

colour, viz., a bird bred from a pair of Blacks should be crossed with a bird bred from a pair of

Reds, and a bird bred from a pair of Reds should be crossed with one bred from a pair of Yellows,

thus you have black mated to red, and red mated to yellow. As a rule, never breed from a black

and a yellow, but if you want to improve black mate it with a black or red bred from a black

and red; if you want to improve red, mate it with a black or red, bred from a black and red;

if you want to improve the yellow, mate it with a red or yellow bred from a red and yellow. Pair

also two reds bred from black and red, and two yellows bred from red and yellow, and continue

to observe which colour requires strengthening, and by following the above plan your success is

certain.

“The Barred varieties also should be crossed discriminately, Blues with Silvers, and red

barred with yellow-barred.

“ I have enumerated all the colours I met in the east of Europe and Asia Minor; but now,

besides the Blacks, Reds, Yellows, Light Duns, and Blues, no other colours are cultivated, and only

occasionally you meet odd specimens of the other colours, which have nearly disappeared, espe

cially the chequered varieties, which never fascinated the taste of those worthy judges of form

and colour to whom we are indebted.

“ So far as the head-markings go, I should think that fanciers can select and breed what they

like best, but their aim must be either one spot on the forehead or this spot with two equal side

markings, which in my opinion should include the entire cheeks, as the feathering therefrom con

verges in another direction. Evidently till now the British fanciers are eager to possess perfect show

specimens for the ‘Variety class,’ and I am surprised that their principal value has been so far over

looked. Now, amongst the importations there are occasionally some with very little head-markings

(the quantity and shape of these markings being of no great importance in their native land), but

in colour and form equal to the best show specimens. I am therefore surprised that no British

fancier has crossed these birds with the British Turbits. Are they frightened at their muffs and

head-markings ? If so, I trust they will now cease the fear, when they know that these properties

were imparted into them, and are in consequence the easiest to eradicate. I hope therefore that

within a short period we shall see all the British Turbits possessing the same form and colour.

“All the head-marked birds should possess (from the nest) a dark beak, in accordance with

the lightness or depth of their respective colours.

“These birds being of the active flying varieties, should be treated as I have previously

described.

“ Having now given a complete description of the several varieties for consideration, together

with hints as to their breeding and management, there remains but little more to be added.

I have not kept a careful record of the actual number of birds which I have been the means

of introducing into this country, but apart from the birds which I myself had from abroad,

and the number I had sent to me during my residence in Manchester, I think I may say that

upwards of 250 pairs have reached these shores through my instrumentality, some of which

have passed into the hands of my friend, Mr. J. W. Ludlow, who is an ardent lover of

pigeons generally, and of these beautiful creatures especially. He in his turn procured for

me a fine collection of Almonds and Short-faced Tumblers for my own edification and amuse

ment, and I may say that these mutual interchanges of stocks have not in the slightest degree

been prompted by any pecuniary consideration, but simply and purely by a desire to extend

and cause to flourish the love of all pigeons amongst the fanciers of both countries, where the
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cultivation of pigeons has yielded so much truly enjoyable and innocent recreation. Yet, although

I had the pleasure of presenting the most of these Short-faced Tumblers to a representative of the

Sultan for additional adornment to his royal aviary, I must say that excepting for head and beak

properties these beautiful little Tumblers were not so much esteemed as I hoped they would have

been. Still, I had the satisfaction of placing them in the possession of the said agent, whose special

mission was the collection of similar kinds as I myself was keeping. In order to meet our

respective wants the native stocks have in consequence become considerably reduced in numbers,

which has naturally greatly enhanced the value of those remaining ; still, from the very favourable

climate, this temporary scarcity is rapidly made up, and my old friend and fancier there has

instructions to collect and retain in stock all the available worthy products for further importation.

“Many fanciers have had an opportunity of seeing some of the most beautiful specimens of

their respective kinds which have been produced in this country by myself and a few other

admirers, into whose hands some of the birds have passed. This should certainly be a sufficient

proof (if need there be) of the stability or permanency of the breeds. In conclusion, I appeal

to not only fanciers, but to all true lovers of the beautiful. Look at any of the birds enumerated

in this chapter, reckon up their points as you like, read from time to time of their victories

achieved, as they have been, in that most unsatisfactory yet most interesting of all classes, the

Variety class, and say what verdict do you pronounce upon these Oriental pigeon products _>

Does it not at least teach us an unmistakable lesson, that even in this pigeon-loving land we

must yield the palm to the worshippers of Mahomet as being the originators, the foremost

fanciers, the almost idolisers of nearly all our fancy pigeons, and especially these beautiful

r-hort-faced, frill-breasted, compact, and beautiful birds?”

DOMINOES, VIZORS, AND ORIENTAL TURBITS.

Since the last edition was publishedall Oriental frilled varieties of pigeons have not only

been greatly improved by English culture, but two at least of varieties little esteemed compara

tively by Eastern fanciers, have been produced to such a degree of excellence in England as to

justify separate classification at our leading exhibitions—-we allude to the Domino and the

Vizor.
The Domino is probably a descendant of the so-called “Own-marked” Turbit alluded to by B

the late Mr. Caridia; in form and feather display it resembles the English Turbit. Like the

latter it is peak-crested and clean-legged, and possesses a well-shaped cravat frill; its distinguish

ing points are that its tail is dark, according to the shade of colour of the shoulders-—black, red,

yellow, blue, and so forth——and the whole of the head plumage is also dark from a point just at

the juncture of the peak and mane, running slanting-ways towards the front of the throat, con

stituting in all a dark head, peak, and bib. The more evenly the line of demarcation is cut

between the dark head-piece and the neck and chest, the higher is the specimen valued. As will

be gathered without necessarily mentioning the fact, the skull plumage being dark, as a natural

consequence the eyes should be either red or silver in iris—we prefer them fiery red. Like the

Turbiteen and most of the best skulled Turbits of the present day, the thighs of the Domino are

generally dark, in keeping with their shoulder markings.

The Vizor is the counterpart of the Domino, as far as the markings go, viz., shoulders, tail,

and head plumage all of dark shades ; but, like the Satinette, it is grouse-muffed, and is beautifully

shoulder laced or barred, the tail also having regular and evenly displayed white “moon” mark

ings at its ends. The shade of the skull plumage is controlled by the ground colour of the lacing

on the shoulders.
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Oriental Turbits are, in other words, none other than dark-tailed “Turbit-shoulder-marked"

Owls. They are clean-legged, very fully gulleted, and white flighted. The skull of these pigeons

is very large and remarkably round and devoid of crest; the eye is very central, i.e., not so close

to the forehead and crown of the head as the English Turbit; the eye ceres are rather fleshy in

colour and substance. Some very good specimens have lately been produced in England, but the

best of these have invariably been white-tailed, showing distinct signs of the English blood ; but if

good in skull, gullet, and eye the white tail would not throw such an exhibit out of competition

with inferior birds, though these possessed dark tails.

We conclude our remarks on these interesting productions of Eastern pigeon fanciers,

by appending the summary of the points of excellence usually looked for by judges of Oriental

Frills.

STANDARD DESCRIPTION OF ORIENTAL FRILLS.

owi

BOCiY.—I. Sz'::e—medium.

2. S/zape—plump, compact, and erect in carriage.

3. Neck—thick, moderate in length, and arched.

4. Guile»/—full and conspicuous.

5. Frz'11—large, parted in the centre, and rising upwards.

6. C/1e.rt—full and prominent.

7. Bar/e—wide over the shoulders, and gradually tapering to the end of the rump in wedge shape.

8. Wingr—closely folded, and fitting close at the sides.

9. Legs—rather long, covered with closely-fitting feathers from the knee-joints right on to the tips of

the claws in grouse-muffecl fashion ; Dominoes excepted, these should be clean-legged like the Turbit.

Head.—r. Sz'ze—large and round, showing no angle, z'.e., displaying a continuous curve from the tip of the beak to

the back of the skull.

2. Beak-—thick in both mandibles, the upper bending downwards, the under straight, both close fitting.

3. WaIl1e—heart-shaped, and very fine in texture.

4. C0re——fine in texture, varying in colour according to shades of plumage.

5. E)/es—bolting and large, rich ruby red in iris.

6. C/:eeks—wide and full, extending from the base of the under mandible towards tire back of the head,

well covering the ear apertures.

7. Pea/f'—in crested specimens, rising to a needle point, and blending without any brake with the mane

and neck plumage.

Feather.—1. B0dy—plumage, abundant and close fitting.

2. F1{ghts—short, broad, and carried well up from the ground, resting over the tail about half an inch

from its extremity.

3. Taz'l—rather short, wide in web, and closely folded.

Colour and Markings vary considerably in the different varieties according to the description given of each in

the foregoing chapter, and constitute a matter of descriptive illustration rather than standard

dissertation.

W. F. L.
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CHAPTER XXVI.

THE SCANDEROON-—TI-IE SWIFT—TI-IE RUNT.

BEFORE we proceed to describe some of the better known and more popular varieties of pigeons

of modern production, we think it will assist the reader if we allude here to some of the most

ancient breeds which we believe have played an important part in bringing the former into being.

However jealous the votaries of the present day high-class pigeons may be in proclaiming the

purity of breed to which these belong, it is an undoubted fact that the very highest of the high

class varieties do owe their status to a process of evolution and selection, the source of which may

probably have been the most humble of the Columbarian race.

Amongst pigeons of the most ancient standing we believe the Scanderoon occupies a decidedly

leading position, and that because it comprises in its composition traits which have been separately

sought for and used at different periods by fanciers having various aims in view, such as size,

markings, length or substance of feather, singularity of skull and body formation, power of flight,

and so forth, all of which have in an altered, and to either an increased or to a reduced extent been

found forthcoming in another variety of long standing, viz., the Swift. So has it come to pass that

by the admixture of each of these separate breeds, and by their crossing with some others to which

we have already fully alluded, new, highly popular, and numerously admired “show ” (i.e., fancy)

pigeons have unquestionably resulted—namely, the exhibition Antwerp and Homer—in the com

position of the former the Runt having had a due share for the sake of increased size.

THE SCANDEROON.

Mr. J. W. Ludlow, in our last edition, furnished the following remarks on the Scanderoon.

To these we have interpolated a few notes of our own where necessary, placing the same in

brackets

“ These are large, Roman-nosed birds of symmetrical outline, yet, withal, conspicuously strange

and ugly. They are about the size of a good-sized Carrier, and in general characteristics much

resemble those birds. They are big, fine, upstanding birds, having thin and gracefully-curved

necks, wide and prominent shoulders, well separated from the chest; body rather long; legs also

long, and feet large; indeed, as I have said, in many points they feature Carriers, appearing, at a

glance, as big, down-faced, inferior birds of that tribe. The head, however, is the chief peculiarity

in the Scanderoon. A good bird of this kind should measure nearly two inches from the centre

of eye to the tip of beak. The entire head and beak should be of a hooked character, from back

to front, in one clear sharp curve; in fact, the longer the beak, and the more bent, crooked, or

‘ down-faced,’ the better the specimen is esteemed. The beak, although considerably curved, must

be thick and close-fitting. The nostrils are, as in the Carrier, long and loose, and with age grow

and often assume the rough, corrugated, warty excrescence of Carriers ; but it rarely ever develops

upon lower jaw, nor is it desirable that it should do so, because if it grew thereon it would

tend to straighten the appearance of beak, and thus destroy the desirable, singular, yet main

feature of the tribe. The head is narrow across from eye to eye, and the profile should present a

26
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clear, unbroken, downward curve from occiput to beak-tip; in the cock birds the wart, of course,

rises ofttimes considerably with increased years ; but still the first grand sweep of head remains, and

to this is an additional curve, springing from the bill's point to the highest rise of nose-wart, and

this, too, must be clear and well defined. The neck is narrow and gracefully curved, the front

being neatly scalloped out in a clear course, neck, jaw, and beak running in one continuous sweep ;

and the back of neck, too, is formed of a nice curve, in which the line of head also is included, in

one unbroken course, without lumps, bumps, or any inequalities whatever. The eye is large and

bold, and surrounded with a series of bright, red-coloured, fleshy circles; and this feature is a great

point in the breed—the more intense and bright the colour of eyelash the better ; and this redness,

too, should run along the line of mouth, and more or less pervade beak and wart throughout ; this is

more especially noticeable in all young birds of this variety, and should remain traceable to the

greatest age." [The flight and tail feathers are comparatively short and closely folded, and the

body plumage scanty and close-fitting]

“ Of Scanderoons there are various colours—-self-coloured Reds, Yellows, Whites, Blacks, Blues,

Silvers, and Pieds, or parti-coloured ones. These latter I think the more preferable, providing they

are perfectly marked, as in them a double novelty is observable; for, independent of the head and

beak properties of the self-coloured ones, the pied markings of themselves are singular.

“ In the Pied varieties there are Blacks, Reds, Yellows, Blues, and Silvers ; in all these

marked ones the eye is dark, and the beak pale flesh-coloured. The head and upper part of

neck finish off in a narrow pointed strip of white in front and centre of the neck. The entire

wings, from shoulder to flight-tips, are white; from a clear line across the lower part of breast,

belly, thighs, and to vent also, is white. All else is black; thus, upon these Pied birds, from the

shoulders, or scapularies, should be a well-defined coloured ‘saddle’ as in Magpies. The Blacks

and all the coloured birds of this type are remarkable for the depth, richness, purity, and uni

formity of their colour. In the Blacks it is intense; the Reds, deep rich chestnut ; the Yellows, rich

and pure; and the Blues, clear and free from mossy markings or specks of black; and, as a rule,

the various colours, whether pied or self-colours, answer fully to the colour requisites." [It should

here be noted that just under the eye, from a point starting from the juncture of the mandibles and

proceeding in an almond oblong shape, the pied-marked varieties have a dark cheek face-spot of

the same colour as the neck, rump, and tail. The regular almond shape of this marking is much

esteemed.] “The self or solid-coloured ones are more numerous, and have fallen into the hands of '

many fanciers, and have likewise been shown successfully ; but, beyond their novel appearance, they

are not taking birds, I suppose simply because they are not beauties, which fact certainly cannot

be denied; still they are worthy and remarkable Pigeons. The Whites have dark eyes. All

the self-coloured ones have orange eyes, are of superb feather colours, rich, pure, and bright as

varnish,-and, amongst a group of others, stand in bold relief as singular specimens. Ay, beautiful

even in their ugliness!”

[These birds are of Asiatic production. They are strong and vigorous, breed well at liberty or

in confinement, and raise their own young very well ; are strong on the wing, fraternise comfortably,

and cross well with other sorts; in fact, there can be no doubt that they have been extensively

used for the purpose of adding the length of face to the exhibition Antwerp of the long-faced type,

brilliancy of colour to red and yellow Dragoons, and the length of muzzle and arch of skull so

much esteemed in the present day show Homers.] “According to the light and knowledge within

us, we are permitted to do much in practising with our pets ; much has been done, much more can be

accomplished. We have but to conceive certain peculiarities of form or feather, assure ourselves

.they are in strict conformity with the la\vs of reason and nature, and in harmony with the colour
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combination, or with the anatomical construction of the genus, lay down our plans, and, above

all, plod on and persevere until the ideal is gradually developing into the real and desired object.

In this work there are various processes, many tools, and, it may be, numerous ingredients; look

well to each process, dispense not with any of the tools, nor dispose of any of the rough composition;

for although in the course of manufacture the produce at each stage exteriorly may be mere wasters,

yet they contain within the germ of one’s work ; and in the end, although the subject is Pigeons,

and the object their advancement and their culture (which to thousands is of no moment nor worth

consideration), still, be assured, as the beauties of creation do not come by chance, someone must

work and plead on their behalf, and depend upon it those who do give a lift along to this most

interesting and harmless pursuit contribute a. moiety, small though it be, towards the pleasure

and enlightenment of their fellow-creatures, and assist in the development of the wonders of

Creation.”

THE SWIFT.

For the following notes we are further indebted to Mr. I. W. Ludlow, and they stand as first

printed save for the bracketed additions made by the present reviser:—

“These are so named by reason of the strong general resemblance in formation to the variety

of Martin or Swallow tribe which bears that name. They are Asiatics, or, as I believe, more

particularly speaking, of Indian origin, although it is known for certain that they have also

been pretty well appreciated and cultivated in Cairo and Alexandria, and it is from this latter

place, in fact, that the largest number and the best of specimens have been imported into Great

Britain—hence the name ‘ Egyptian ’ Swift.

“The first birds of this kind which I remember to have seen in this country was a pair of

bronzy birds exhibited at Bingley Hall, Birmingham, in, I think, the year I862; but two years

subsequently a good number of them were brought from Egypt direct to Birmingham by a

coloured sailor, steward of one of the Mediterranean line of steamers, who procured them for a

gentleman living in Birmingham, who, not being a pigeon fancier, shortly afterwards disposed of

them to Mr. H. P. Caridia, also of Birmingham, in whose cote I saw them. The lot were

shortly afterwards sold for small sums, distributed about, and soon became occupants of the show

pen, created a temporary sensation, scored many victories, increased greatly in value, had their

day, and departed ; leaving but very few thoroughbred issue behind them."

[There are Swifts of various colours and markings—Blues, Chequers, Almond-feathered,

light and dark, and Silvers of various hues. But the most valued and generally now seen at

shows are of a sort of] “ chocolate body-colour, with yellowish cast thereon, the head being dark,

with neck of yellowish buff tint; and amongst the imported lot of which I have spoken there was

an old cock and young hen of this peculiar and uncommon colour a perfect match. This pair

was successfully shown for some time. Eventually, I purchased them in their declining years; and

at my place they succumbed to the last trying winter ordeal at a good ripe old age ; the cock being

an old stager upon reaching these shores in 1864: both died in the early part of last year (I875).

This pair had become sterile long before coming into my possession, but previously the hen, I

believe, bred pretty freely with any mate with which she was placed; unfortunately the majority

of issue from these imported ones were cross-breds, the peculiar wing characteristics of which

may be clearly traced in the lofts of former owners of some of these birds.”

[In formation they are as follows :—Head, rather round, and of moderate size.] “ Eye, large,

and of a rusty yellowish admixture, conspicuous by its dinginess. Eyelash, small, fleshy-coloured,

and circular. Beak, short and thick, and the wattle is of moderate size. Body, long and low,

feathers loose and very long, and inclining downwards. Legs short, and feet small. The flights ‘
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and tail extremely long. We have known the major flights of some specimens to measure thirty

two and a half inches from tip to tip of outstretched wings; the tail primaries measuring seven

inches and seven-eighths from quill tip to fibre point. The wings are generally crossed over the

tail, and though of such extraordinary length are carried well up, and not mere trailing append

ages, when the birds are in health. The most conspicuous features of the breed are the elongated

or drawn-out body, and the extraordinary growth of all the body-feathers, and excessive length of

flights and tail.” [They are also gulleted like the Owl pigeon.]

“Now, although the Swift appears a large bird, he is much smaller in actual body-weight

than he seems to be, the superabundance of feather with which he is clothed creates a wrong

impression as to the size.

“Although they are termed ‘Swifts,’ they are very slow birds in their movements, and, in

flight, their great wings are rather an impediment than, as might be supposed, an additional aid to

either speed or even easy aerial locomotion; but although the feathers are long, they are loose

and open, thin and weak in the quill, and therefore it is with great difliculty they rise." [But when

once on the wing, they maintain their flight for some considerable time, flying round and round

their domicile in regular circles; and, indeed, in Cairo and other Egyptian towns, they are kept by

native fanciers chiefly on account of the home sport afiforded by pitting one loft against another as

to the length of time the birds hailing from each shall excel while on the wing.]

Mr. Ludlow further writes :—

“ I have seen crosses with the Antwerp (Swift and Antwerp) which have fairly well sustained a

few circles with a flight of Antwerps, but invariably seemed labouring, as it were, in the rear of the

circling group.

“Swifts are hardy birds, will stand rough usage, thrive in close quarters, and live on any

grain, no special food being needed to supply their wants; but, to use the term of a fancier

who was pretty familiar with them, ‘they are as hard as nails,’ and judging from all which

have come under my notice, they seem to be birds of unusual longevity.” [In all probability to

these pigeons the Modern or Spanish Runt is indebted for its extraordinary length of feather.]

THE RUNT.

This pigeon shows very clearly the change in ideas which time alone often causes in the

pursuits of the fancier and breeder. For Moore clearly divides the Runt into two sub-varieties,

of which one—the Leghorn Runt—has already been described amongst pigeons of erect tail car

riage, and is a pigeon of a totally different genus from the Runt proper—-a pigeon of ordinary

body structure but of enormous size. Indeed, the term “Runt” is applied in common language

to a cross-bred pigeon, bred between the dove-house type and some of the larger cultivated

varieties, such as the Dragoon or Carrier. In process of time these large birds, bred for culinary

purposes in France and Spain, probably in the first instance in the latter country, became known

under the designation of “ Spanish” Runts. Not that Spain alone is so honoured, for Mr. Lyell, in

“Fancy Pigeons,” mentions no less than five other varieties of large runtish pigeons as being con

nected by name with as many different localities, viz., the Roman, Norwegian, Leghorn, Friesland,

and Montauban-all birds of abnormal size. In Scotland also a large blue or chequered pigeon,

answering in most points as to shape and plumage to the Blue Rock, is met with and recognised

as a separate variety under the name of the “Common” pigeon, and has distinct classification at

all leading shows. It is a sprightly pigeon, and, unlike the Runt, a good flier.

As a matter of fact, however, at the present time the only pigeon recognised as a Runt for

exhibition purposes is that formerly designated as “Spanish,” and it is of this variety alone that we

are now about to treat when illustrating in words the properties and appearance of the Runt.
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We quote here that which the present editor of this work has written on the Runt in his book,

“Pigeons: their Origin and Variation” :-“To the superficial observer the Runt appears to be

only a large pigeon of the ordinary dove-shaped stamp, but it has as now bred and shown many

features quite as distinct and singular as that of size, though it must be borne distinctly in mind

size, not weight, is undoubtedly its chief characteristic. In size the Runt should not measure less

than twenty inches from the tip of the beak to the end of the tail; the winner of the cup at the

Crystal Palace Show in I890 measured twenty-one and three-quarter inches, but length alone does

not denote size. A long narrow bird is most objectionable; width and compass of girth must be

accompanying points. A Runt twenty inches in length should measure in girth, z'.e., around the

upper part of the body, at least fourteen inches. The bird alluded to above measured no less than

fifteen inches in girth. To one other point of measurement I must allude. I refer to the length

and substance of the flight and tail feathers. This is a very important qualification of the Runt,

which claims to be the longest feathered pigeon, its bodily size being taken into consideration.

The wings when stretched out to their full limit should measure from tip to tip not less than

thirty-six inches ; those of the Palace I890 winner measured fully thirty-seven inches. Some have

been known to reach forty inches. As may be conjectured from their gigantic size and lengthy

flights, Runts are not good flyers ; it is well, therefore, if they are kept in the open, to place their

cotes not more than six to eight feet from the ground. They will become very tame, and walk about

the compound in as homely a fashion as a common fowl. Weight is a secondary consideration.

Single birds under two pounds weight are rarely shown, and two pounds and a half is far from

uncommon; but the larger and heavier they are the more unsightly they become to the eyes of

the average fancier, while they have but few ‘properties,’ as distinctive features are termed in

pigeons, to counterbalance their ungainly appearance. The bodily strength of the Runt is in

proportion to its size and weight, on which account it is better that they should be kept by them

selves, for they are wont to fight and generally injure other pigeons.

“ The next point is body-structure, and that from head to foot. The lzead should be of a very

massive, dove-shaped character, with a thick beak of proportionate length, rather downward in

tendency ; the wait/2 should be almond shaped, and, though full, not rough in texture ; the eye-cere

should be fine and plum coloured, showing a healthy whitish bloom. The eye is rather sunken in

the head, presenting an observant and watchful appearance. The iris of the eye should be either

silvery or golden red. The neck is of medium length, of cobby formation, well cut away at the

throat, the display of anything resembling a gullet is most objectionable. A wide, but not too

prominent, chest is a great feature of excellence; the back is broad, rather ‘hog’ shaped at the

upper part, but very flat as it approaches the rump, the longer the back the more it is valued.

The ‘hog’ shaped formation I have referred to adds greatly to the gigantic appearance of the

Runt, for the deeper it is from the surface of the back to the edge of the breast bone—thus

possessing a good depth of keel and body fulness—the more esteemed is the specimen. As with

the back, so should the breast bone be as long and straight as possible. The legs should be rather

short than long in proportion to the size of the bird, and be widely set apart, the thighs being,

however, closely set in; this prevents Runts having an awkward, bulgy appearance, and enables

them to carry their flights well up to a level with the body, instead of sticking out in an unsightly

manner. The tail should also be well lifted from the ground, but not cocked upwards. Frequently

even the best of Runts are rather feather-legged; this should be bred out, if possible, for a clean

straight shin supported on well-spread, large, regularly-formed claws adds greatly to the stolid

appearance of our subject.

“In carriage the Runt should be upright, not horizontal or boaty, as are some large specimens
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often seen. In colour, Runts are of all kinds—- Blacks, Reds, Mealies, Chequers, Blues and Silvers

-—these latter are the favourites ; but it must be borne in mind that as size is preferred to weight,

so does body-structure take precedence of feather colour. Of course, a hard, close-feathered, broad,

black-barred Blue, is much valued, if excelling also in other primary points.”

There can, we think, be very little doubt that the Runt is either the parent, or at least one of

the parents, of the Pouter; and this fact gives it a special interest to the fancier. It is still the only

bird that can practically be crossed with that breed ; a cross we have not only used ourselves, but

known several other breeders use also. In every case the progeny, though apt to be too thick and

“runtish,” and needing care in selection after, are unmistakable Pouters, and the length of feather

and even limb gained by the cross is very remarkable. For these purposes the Spanish Runt must

be employed, being long in flights and tail ; and those who wish to obtain such length can do so in

one season by breeding a Runt to a rough-legged Pouter, the latter of course having plenty of

crop, and good marking, to counterbalance the want of these properties in the Runt. Some of

the specimens thus bred will measure eight inches in limb ; and though unfortunately they never

.r/row much--looking more like four than eight—still such results are sometimes worth securing.

Generally those who kept Runts of yore did so for the table. It certainly does not take many

of them to fill a pie; still, even from this point of view, we think they are generally unsatisfactory,

since most of them—and the largest most especially—are bad breeders and nurses. If a careful

trial were made, and the results noted, we have a strong conviction that one strong pair of common

dovehouse pigeons would far outstrip a pair of Runts in the weight of progeny reared during one

season; for besides feeding their progeny badly, they are very apt to break their eggs. Some of

the smaller specimens breed better, and especially if they can be allowed to fly at large ; but even

then the produce reared is rarely equal to that of other pigeons; and after all the chief practical

utility of the Runt seems to us to be as a cross with the Pouter. In this case the Silver Runt

should be used for the white Pouter; and the Blue for other colours, choosing if possible a young

Runt with as small a head and as little of the hog-back of the Runt as possible, and carefully

breading back to the Pouter : but it takes so long to get rid of the round back, runtish shoulders,

and thick girth, that we cannot and do not recommend the cross if Pouters can be procured, for

there are already far too many showing runtish features; but, as now and then it may appear to

some necessary, these few words may not be thrown away. Of late years the Runt has further

been used to add size and length of feather to the show Antwerp.

In showing Runts, as already mentioned, the chief point is size. It is necessary, therefore,

that the young should be well looked after, and hand-fed, still allowing the parents or nurses to sit

upon them and give them what they will. A very good plan, again, is to give only one young one

to a pair of good feeders; indeed, it is almost impossible to get fine young ones for show in any

other way, for their consumption of food is enormous, and, whether in the nest-pan or later, we

would rather keep—so far as food goes—two pairs of any other variety than one of Runts.

POINTS IN JUDGING RUNTS.

Apparent Size . - - - . . . . . . - . . .

\Veight . . - - - . . . . . . . . .

Colour . . - - . . 4 - - - - - -

Shape . . - - - - . . . . - . . .

Head . . . . - - - - - . - - - . .

Length of Feather . . . . - - - - - - - - -

Legs . . . . . . . . . . - . . .

Carriage . . . . . - - - - - - - - - -

Condition - - - - ~ - - - - - - - -
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CHAPTER XXVII.

THE EXHIBITION ANTWERP.

FROM the composite bird developed by the fanciers of Belgium for flying purposes solely, is

beyond doubt descended the Antwerp of the show-pen. In the original many races have mingled,

and hence the characteristics of some of the very best performers differ widely ; but one prevailing

type, distinguished by a capacious skull and massive beak, has been most commonly found, and

this has been developed and fixed by breeding till the type has become as invariable as any other.

Such is the “Antwerp” proper, as distinguished from the mere “Homing Pigeon." By careful

selection-the shortish beak has become still shorter and more massive, and the skull still broader,

till we have~ a high type of show-bird, known as the “ Short-faced Antwerp," which has again been

varied by the production of a sub-variety, which, through the lengthening of the space between the

eyes and the wattle, with a proportionately longer but equally stout beak, is designated “ Long

faced ;” while another type, not so long, but somewhat stouter in the space at the back of

the wattle, possessing a very thick and massive beak, has further been produced under the

qualification of “ Medium-faced.” Before describing these separate varieties of the Show Antwerp,

we shall reproduce here notes, slightly corrected, communicated to us by Mr. J. W. Ludlow for our

last edition.

“ The Flying Antwerp has long been known and valued as a trusty messenger, and it is not more

than about twenty years since they were first acknowledged as worthy ‘occupants of the exhibition

pen ; but since they have been deemed of value as show stock it is marvellous to what an extent

the fancy for them has grown, and most remarkable is the improvement which has taken place in

the breed of late years. It is only a few years ago, when Antwerp fanciers were few and far

between, and those who did discover meritorious properties in them were often derided for want of

taste and discrimination in their selection ; but now, to what a prodigious extent has the liking for

them reached ! No show, whether large or small, is complete without a well-filled Antwerp class ;

few fanciers are content unless they have a trial with them; until the number of Antwerps has

become legion, and the fancy for them is still growing with remarkable rapidity, and promises fair

to extend to all sections of fanciers.

“Belgium and France have for a number of years been the chief centres of the culture of

flying pigeons. In those countries the fancy has run exceedingly high for Antwerps, though, as we

shall see, for a different purpose have they been esteemed; indeed, to the present day, there seems

no diminution in the zeal and admiration even of those who had them first and have kept them so

long; the propagation of the-breed still goes on, the same enthusiasm prevails in their trial-feats of

flying; for it is by reason of their flying qualities, almost solely and exclusively, that they are

prized in other countries than Great Britain, for as show stock I believe they are ignored. Yes, the

/zomingfaculty is the primary consideration in those parts. As ‘couriers,’ or aerial messengers, the

Antwerp is the ad eztremum of the pigeon fancy. The proof of their qualifications is drawn from

the ordinary practising trials of young birds, or the grand periodical flying events of older and

more perfected fliers. These periodical trials, or matches, engross the attention of large numbers

of all classes of society. In Belgium, and France more especially, is the pleasure of this pastime
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participated in by that extensive class of ardent fanciers who keep and breed them, and are ever

ready to invest their capital upon these well-practised, tested, and proved, trusty aerial voyagers,

the majority of which are subjected to a daily course of hard labour upon the wing as soon as they

are enabled to use those members for journeying in the realms of unbounded space.

“ In order to give some idea of the importance attached to pigeons as fliers both in France and

Belgium, I need only remind readers of the late Franco-German War, the investment of Metz, and

the Siege of Paris. These events alone will recall to mind the invaluable services rendered by these

birds when no other service (except the very uncertain balloon post) could be brought into requi

sition, and this fact has materially encouraged and given wonderful impetus to the fancy and

culture of these birds in this country. In these notes I propose merely to briefly allude (and that

almost of necessity) to the typical fliers of foreign notoriety, because they will probably be treated

of at length in another chapter devoted specially to their consideration ; but as the Short and Long

faced Antwerps are by direct descent somewhat allied, one cannot well refer to one sort without

touching upon some of the properties and characteristics of the other section, for there appears to

me very little doubt that the Short-faced show kind have been produced by a careful selection

and mating of direct issue of such as have displayed in the greatest degree the desired indicative

features of a flier, and which we now see concentrated, beautified, and stamped as permanent upon

the Short-faced stock. A considerable number of years may have been spent in fixing the com

bined special properties which may (at the onset) have developed themselves, by chance or design

we cannot possibly determine; nor does it matter which course, so long as we do know that such

special features were generally sought and bred for, and that, by a universally concentrated run of

ideas in the minds and selection of fanciers, the typical Short-faced Antwerp was in prospect dis

covered, and in his rough state we received him ; and, by a similar unison of thought in the minds

of British fanciers, the breed has, in our hands, been vastly improved and perfected to its present

state.

“The ‘Antwerp,’ whether for show or flying properties, derives its name from the city of

Antwerp, in Belgium, at which place a passionate desire for courier pigeons was at one time

more particularly concentrated. Brussels being now the capital, the sport has in consequence

become in a great measure transferred thither. As I have briefly shown, Belgium was the original

birthplace of the Antwerp, still it does not follow that the pigeons of either Belgium or France

are all of good quality, for in truth there are hosts of ‘duffers’ in every sense of the term, the

majority even being of very inferior and common appearance, simply because they are selected

and bred for their homing powers solely ; but most of them possess a good sound vigorous consti

tution, and strong capabilities on the wing as aerial travellers; therefore, in such well-crossed studs

where physical power, endurance, and the consequent development of the homing faculty is the

chief desideratum, there is afl"orded in these a splendid groundwork upon which any carefully and

judiciously selected birds possessing certain desirable peculiarities of form or feather may be built

up and established, provided, of course, the line of procedure is wise, and that there is also a unity

of efl'ort amongst fanciers in the same direction.

“ The Belgian and French varieties of ordinary flying pigeons are of various kinds. First, there

is the native, half-wild sort, which take up their abode in the turreted buildings, and forage at large

for their own living; then there is the big, strong, bold, and lively Owl, which is an admirable flier,

and which possesses the double advantage of being a strong and enduring flier, whilst. during its

journeys, it traverses out of gun-range; and, further, there is the coarse, rough-skulled, ordinary

British Carrier, or rough, wide, barrel-headed Dragoon, which is a low but very swift flier, and, in

itsuncrossed state, is a fair and speedy traveller; but when crossed with the afore-named kinds,
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which possess, as they do, other properties of flying, yet of a different order, the happy combina

tion of desired flying qualifications is perfected. It is supposed by many fanciers that the Barb,

also, has been infused into the Antwerp and become part of its composition-—in some cases it may

have been—but it is a mistake to suppose that the Antwerp has been improved by any such

injudicious cross. There is a strong resemblance in the formation of head between the two, and

that it has been so crossed by a few fanciers who conceived the idea I am fully aware ; but certain

disappointment is the result, and the cross is betrayed at once, and its evil consequences apparent

in every generation. If the reader compares minutely the points of each sort, they will be found

to differ very considerably. Young Antwerps will occasionally show a reddish cere and a pearl eye,

and this, no doubt, has led to the idea of a Barb cross, when in reality there is not the slightest

affinity between the two; and when we consider that there are at least eight or ten varieties

wherein there is a tendency to a red cere, notably the Scanderoon, we may infer that it is not at

all remarkable that there should be such fleshy-cered specimens amongst our young stock. Ant

werps, also, occasionally throw a Black; but these, although being black-feathered, bear no more

resemblance to a Barb than any other colour, and rarely, if ever, show a red eye-cere. I generally

keep a Black in my stud simply because they cross well with Blues, and tend to preserve the

uniformity of colour upon back and thigh. The commonly-known, yet extraordinary, ‘Voyageur,’

then, is the produce of the complete admixture of the different sub-varieties of the three kinds

named, and, as may be well imagined from the fact of systematically crossing the long-beaked

birds with the short-billed ones, the medium character (as in the typical bird) becomes stamped

and fixed as a style. Well, then, it is from numerous large studs of medium-faced big-headed

Antwerps, such as may be found in Belgium and France, that the Short-faced show-bird, and in

turn Long-faced and medium varieties have been propagated, and so improved of late years, until

the distinctive features of the ideal have now become permanently impressed in the real object

to as certain a degree as in most of our British pigeons.

“My chief object in digressing so far from the main subject is to show the origin and

capabilities of the parenl stock from which the more handsome show-birds have been produced.

Nor is the especially-keen instinctive homing faculty of the original entirely lost or eradicated

from the more perfectly formed and handsome offspring. Certainly not; though it, must be

admitted that from the fact of continually breeding to one ideal of form from certain selected

birds which reveal one type of merit, at least some, and in most of the best birds, much of the

vigour, pluck, and knowledge, or instinct, of the race must be—in fact z's—lost in the produce

of more massive and attractive offshoot. I have on several occasions subjected some of my

Short-faced prize (Exhibition) birds to moderate trials, and although but short distances, I have

found them, as a rule, return remarkably well; but as the Short-faced birds have reached so

high a value for show purposes, one does not care to run the same risk as with ordinary birds,

and for this reason I never cared to trust my show-birds to a greater distance than twenty to

twenty-five miles from home. That they can fly and may accomplish a short journey I am sure,

(provided that they are subjected to the same regular ordeal of practice which is imposed upon.

their smaller and more common allies; but if confined within limited space, or even when

permitted to enjoy a quiet, undisturbed, lazy freedom upon the house-tops, amongst the chimney

pots, the faculty becomes dull and dormant, and the specimens thereby rendered useless as homers.

“ I remember sending one of my best birds off by rail to be tossed a distance of twenty-one

miles from home ; this I did for a mere risky trial experiment ; and although the wind was blowing

a gale at the time, and against him, and notwithstanding the fact that he had not been previously

taken any distance from home, he returned in about two and a half hours. I simply mention this
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to show that this display of talent was at least favourable, and which, with other cases I could cite,

tends to show what they could do if put to the ordinary tests. Iimagine a systematic pigeon

trainer laughing derisively at this ‘ great event ;’ nevertheless, it served my purpose by the proof

it furnished, viz., that, whilst the records of victories won in the exhibition pen told well of my

stock, I have also the satisfaction of knowing that they are not a race of idiots made perfect in

form and feather at the entire sacrifice of their physical, and mental, or instinctive, condition.”

Before describing the Show Antwerp, the following quotation from “Pigeons: their Origin

and Variation,” will not be out of place :-I-“ The Genuine Antwerp is a small sleek dove-headed

pigeon, as active as a Swift, and as slippery as an eel; as wild as a hawk, and as untamable as

the Blue Rock; very fine in bone, but withal elastic in muscle; thin and dark in eye-cere, and

small and tightly gloved in wattle; slender in beak and narrow in chest; its love for its bleak

home in lofty towers and buildings, where for generations it has become all but indigenous, is

unalterable. When Belgian fanciers have captured any of these birds, they have only been able

to make use of them to the extent of pairing them with some of their own cultivated flying

strains. Never have I heard of one of these true Homers ever habituating itself to an ordinary

pigeon loft, unless, indeed, there hatched and bred from eggs obtained from the parent's nest in

some almost inaccessible nook. How and whence these peculiarly coloured pigeons originally

became domiciled in the locality whence they take their name can only be known to Father Time.

They doubtless were there before it entered the fancier’s mind to interfere with their wild

freedom; the plains of Flanders have been skimmed by their ancestors for many a generation.

The abundant agricultural produce of its fields has not been sparing in the supply of that surplus

promised for the sustenance of the fowls of the air, and to this day there are in the province of

Antwerp still true Antwerp Homers. How unlike is all this real not romantic picture of the

Amversoi soi meme, to the modern Antwerp so-called ! There is one connecting link, and that but

a slight one, between the latter and the veritable little vixen I have already portrayed, and this

shows itself in the colour of the plumage of some Show Antwerps even at the present time: I mean

the true Silver Duns—not the Mealy-coloured specimens now so generally seen, which has been

obtained probably from some other cross than by remote connection with the flying Antwerp

proper—which is of a rich French grey ground, with deep reddish dun bars and hackle, in

opposition to the sky-blue ground and black bars of most other wild pigeons found in Europe.”

We will now describe the characteristics of the Show Antwerp in perfect birds. Before doing

so we would say that there are four recognised colours : first, “ Silver Dun ,-” 2nd, “ Meal}/,"’ third,

Rea’ C/zequers; fourth, Blues and C/zeguered Blues; then follow four other sorts, which are off

shoots of the afore-named—Silz/ers, Silver C/zequers, Creamies, and Blacks. The colour-properties

of each individual sort we shall describe later. We will now consider their general formation

and points of merit, which applies to the whole lot.

First, then, the Antwerp should be of large size, as boldness and vigour are desirable features.

The smaller birds either too oft reveal their Owly origin, or else indicate a delicate and used-up

constitution. The head should be large and massive; the skull wide, and free from an angular

appearance when viewed at any point ; but the head should be of a big, elongated, or oval-shape,

composed of a clear but gradual curve from base of skull to tip of beak, across from eye to eye,

without gaps or hollows whatsoever, but should run in one clear, continuous sweep, in which curve

should be included wart and beak, in an even, unbroken line. The beak wart should be large, and

well raised up, and inclining forwards, no matter how large, so that it be not uneven, ragged, or

lop-sided, but a fair division from its centre, and kept well within the prescribed curve of head and

beak. The lower mandible, too, should be fairly furnished with an even-shaped, warty substance,
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running along the mouth-line down to lower jaw, to match the warty nostrils, and thus form

an acute wedge-shaped frontispiece, when either seen at front or profile view. The beak, in

Short-faces, must be proportionately short, thick, and close-fitting, and of the bullfinch character,

hard and strong, both mandibles showing almost equal stoutness and substance. The eye should

be moderately large, not bolting, and of an orange-red or blood-red colour, stern, and full of fire.

The fleshy circle around should be of moderate size, circular, and of a dark colour, and not coarse

or overhanging. It should here be noted also that the beak should be as black as possible in

colour in all three varieties and in all shades of plumage ; its length varies little between the Short

and Medium faces, but in the Long-faced variety, the longer it is, provided it be well set and of

good stout substance, the better. Through the kindness of Mr. Hardaker, the Honorary Secretary

of the Antwerp Club, we are able to give the accompanying sketch of the skull and points of the

Medium-faced Standard Antwerp. It will be observed that the sole distinction made by the
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Club between the three kinds is the proportion given to the distance between the front ridge of

the eye-cere and the juncture of the mandibles, and thence on to the tip of the beak.

The neck should be moderately long, and slender at its upper portion, and not dewlapped

or “throated,” as some prefer, for this is a characteristic of the Owl, and when seen upon an

Antwerp, there are sure to be other Owly features to accompany it, such as short neck, leg, and

body, which are not desirable properties of the breed under consideration. The shoulders should

be broad, and wing-butts prominent, and well separated from the body; the breast full, and

the entire body long; the wings of good length, and composed of broad feathers well knit

together, and carried over the tail, just resting above it ; the legs should be long, and feet of good

size. The general aspect of these birds is bold, dignified, and intelligent. There is a stern

expression of the eye, which bespeaks keen and knowing features of more than an ordinary

character. These, then, constitute the primary properties of the breed. Mr. Ludlow thus describes

the different colours we have already named :—

“Silver Duns, sometimes called ‘Mealies,’ are of an extremely delicate, creamy-white tint,

bordering upon white itself, but when actually in contrast with pure white shows clearly the

colour (little though it be) of which it is composed. The head itself (in cock birds) should

be of floury whiteness to a line beneath the lower jaw (hens are, as a rule, of a darker shade);

the neck and breast should be of a deep rich coppery bronze colour, without the semblance

27
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of any greenish tinge thereon; across the lower extremity of wing should be two distinct, well

defined brown bars; the beak should be dark, nails to match; the eye of a rich, orange-red;

and the shafts of feathers of a whitey-_brown colour. Depth and richness of neck-colour and

bars are most desirable. Faint bars, and grey or grizzly neck, most objectionable.

“ Red C/zcquers are of two kinds-dark and light; viz., that upon which the red prevails, and

the other upon which the lighter, or ‘ mealy,’ shade predominates. Both are very pretty; but for

my own taste, I rather prefer the darker ones, so far only as colour is concerned. The dark

ones have a rich-coloured red head, with brilliant and deeply-bronzed rich coppery lustre upon

the neck, and with deep, rich ‘ dapplings,’ or ‘ chequerings,’ upon back and sides of wings. This

chcquering upon the darker kind frequently extends down the back to the rump (in the lighter ones

it never does). The tail and flights are of a clear whitish aspect, the latter being tinted with red

colour seen from within, but not externally, unless the wing is opened. The breast, and down

to thighs, is of a distinctly dappled cast, assuming more of an ashen hue towards the nether

extremities. Depth and purity of colour and regularity of chcquering are the chief colour points.

Purple-red, smeared, or irregular chequering, are ordinary defects.

“Light Red C/zequers are, as a rule, nicely marked on sides and across back, the head

being of a much lighter colour, and assuming a still lighter tone to a line beneath the lower jaw.

This is the principal difference of the two sorts; it is quite a matter of choice which is the

better kind. Beak and nails are of a lightish brown colour; eye bright orange-red. The

common defect in these lighter kinds is unevenness of markings, the majority being too light in

centre of pinion.

“Blue Chequers, like the Reds, are of two sorts, viz., dark and light. In the former the black

predominates, in the latter the blue colour prevails. It is quite a matter of individual choice which

-.-is preferred. In the darker sort the back and rump are chequered, upon the breast, too, is evident

-strong indications of markings. In the majority of the lighter kind the sides of wings and saddle

-only are chequered; but although not so entirely marked as the darker sort, still the chequering

which is apparent is of the brightest and most distinct character, the blue being of a pale yet

attractive tone, and the chcquering of more intense blackness, thus displaying a far more agreeable

.and distinct contrast. The head of the lighter kind is blue to a line in a similar manner as Silver

Duns, but of course not so conspicuous ; breast, thigh, back, rump, and tail are blue, the latter

member being of a darker hue, with a black band near to its extremity. The lighter kind I con

sider far more attractive and pretty, but they are apt to breed white-backed progeny, and this

detracts from their value as exhibition birds. But as I have found that the white and light

.-rumped ones invariably beat the darker ones in head-properties, I regard them of great value, and

would, therefore, not insist too rigidly upon the blue or chequered back simply on that account.

Uniformity of colour and markings must be had, of course, but head and beak points should come

_/Zrst. Beak and nails, very dark ; eye, bright orange-red.

“Blue: should be of a uniform colour throughout. The lighter blue is, I think, the more

attractive, and upon which the black bar stands out in bold relief, also the darker and brilliantly

-coloured neck, dark flights, and tail-band, are far more conspicuous and beautiful. White back or

thigh is very objectionable. Beak and nails, very dark; eye, bright orange~red.

“ ‘Sih/err’ are of a most delicate chalky-white tint throughout entire body; the bars across

-primary coverts are of a deep tone, merging upon black; the head, neck, breast, under parts, and

tail, of a deeper ashy colour, the flights being still a little deeper at their outer extremities; the

neck is coloured, but to a far less degree, and only shows up in semitones; the general appearance

of this kind is refined and pleasing. At or near the extremity of tail is a band of dark colour, in
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conformity with the colour of bar. The beak is of a pale colour, the top bill being a little darker

along its upper ridge.

“ Silt/er C/zequers are similar to last-named, but, in addition, are chequered throughout the sides

and saddle with precisely the same dark colour as bar of aforenamed Silvers, in every way else

fac simile. Beak and nails to match, and both of pale light colour; regularity of chequering most

important feature of the colour and markings. These are useful to cross with Blue Chequers, to

brighten and lighten, and thereby make more distinct, the markings of the former. Silvers also

may be used with Blues, but I do not advise the cross of either Silver or Silver Chequers with other

kinds, only under special circumstances-in the absence of better kinds, and for counteracting the

dark or dingy tendency.

“ Creamies are of very pale faded colour, flights and tail being of a creamy tinge; bars of a

yellowish cast, and neck and breast, too, of a similar tone. These are the offshoots of Mealz'es, and

may be mated with them, but are not actually a desirable cross.

“ Black: are generally of a blue-black cast, invariably with a faint trace of bars. These are of

service as crosses for Blues, and may be used with great advantage for producing or retaining the

sound Blue of uniform shade, but if used too frequently a dingy tone will be the result. I have

used them with both Blues and Blue Chequers, but there is little gain by the latter cross, unless the

Black possess form properties, which you would wish to embody in the Blue Chequers. Having

now enumerated the meritorious and distinctive qualities of each sort, I will now give a few hints

on breeding and mating, which may be useful to those who seek such information.

“ First, then, Silver Duns, or Mealz'e:. I mention both these names in conjunction (I rather

prefer the latter term, ‘ Mealy,’ but as the variety are better known as ‘ Silver Duns,’ I name it so

as to be clearly understood). Well, then, I have described what a Silver Dun or Mealy should be

to be perfect, and for exhibition the desideratum is to obtain a perfect match, cock and hen alike,

or as near so as possible. This is often a difficult matter, as the hens are invariably darker in

colour throughout. In order to produce a similar colour in both sexes, a different system of mating

should be adopted, for if light-headed hens be paired with light-headed cocks, lighter and still

better coloured /zen progeny will invariably be the produce; but the majority of male issue will

be grey upon neck and breast, sometimes all the neck and breast feathers tipped with grey ; and if

this system be followed up, both cocks and hens thus produced will in time become too light, and

thus lose the brilliant neck-colouring which adds so much to their attractive appearance. For

breeding good-coloured Silver Dun cocks, I have found the better plan is to mate a good clear

light-coloured cock with a clear-coloured but very dark-breasted hen—I mean with such a hen as

shows a good deep colour right up the neck, even though the head, too, be dark. The colour of each

parent is, of course, occasionally imparted to the offspring (in some cases it may be often), but, as a

rule, I find that the majority of young partake more of the colour of the paternalparent, especially

the /zen progeny; it will then be seen as reasonable inference that, whilst the issue partake

more often of the colour of the father, still the darker colour influence of the hen checks the

natural tendency to the grey neck, which is strikingly manifest in so many birds. Some years

ago, I remember,.we had to be satisfied with dark hens, for at that time a light-headed, good

coloured /zen was a rare and much-valued bird, and good-coloured cocks (so far as colour only was

concerned) were then in abundance; but the general demand was for good-coloured hens, and by

mating the lightest coloured hens that were procurable with cocks of lightest shade, the ideal has

been reached by that course; but it has resulted in the almost total abolition of the deep, rich,

uniform bronzy neck and breast of the eoek birds. Happily, by the cross of darker hens, as sug

gested, they may again be bred as heretofore; but at the present time good-coloured hens are in
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abundance; whilst good-coloured, clean-cut, well-marked cock birds with properties of form in

combination are decidedly at a premium. It is mischievous, then, to mate the show pairs together

for breeding purposes; for whilst it is proverbial that a well-matched pair often breed inferior

coloured offspring, an ill-assorted, yet judiciously mated pair, will often breed the best of colours.

It does not by any means follow that the best will breed better, or even issue equal to themselves,

for the contrary is the fact; and this applies equally, or perhaps with greater force, toform pro

perties, for the Antwerp is a mamzfaetured breed, as it were, to obtain which we must from time to

time have recourse to the rough elem'ent (the longer-faced, big-headed birds), and actually use

birds of inferior general aspect, but which possess some good qualities desirable to embody in

the more perfect strain; and strange as it may appear, it is absolutely necessary to cross with

a commoner-looking and coarser specimen, in order to work out further improvement or to main

tain the good properties which may have been already obtained. Some thoughtless ones may

consider it wisdom to try to beep up the points of merit of the one stock without the introduction

of new blood, but there is in most breeds a tendency to degenerate, and in the Antwerp pigeon

especially is this noticeable ; his points of excellence cannot long be preserved without occasional

crosses; it is the fancier’s own fault if he make not selection of a suitable cross. In this breed one

cannot work at a good stock very long without observing its gradual but certain destruction; for

as they have been ‘ made up,’ so to a great extent they must still be made up. The only difference

is, that now we have around us abundance of half-made, viz., imperfect Antwerp stock, any of

which, by judicious mating and crossing in good hands, may be raised to the present well-known

standard, which was merely ideal but few years ago.

“In making selection of stock for breeding purposes, always give preference to bzg fine

hen birds, for with little hens success cannot be reckoned upon. A big, good-shaped, dark-necked

hen, even though rather long in beak (provided it is well warted), may be put to pretty coloured,

Short-faced cocks, with good results ; some excellent birds will be the issue. The male issue are

more likely to be the better birds; but in every case look for good head properties in both birds if

they are matured specimens. A perfect specimen must be good at all points, form, and colour in

combination ,' but in the Antwerp breeder's pen ‘farm’ is the first and primary eonsz'de'ration : colour

is more easily and more speedily obtained. Both are necessary to each other. but are achieved by

diflerent means. Much care should be taken in keeping a record of the pedigree of every bird that

forms one’s stock, so as to. know what may be expected from every cross. As a rule, Silver Duns

should be mated to Silver Duns, dark with light, but may occasionally be crossed with Red

Chequers to the advantage of each sort; but if crossed with either Blues or Blue Chequers, a

bluish tinge pervades the entire feathering of the progeny, more especially observable upon the tail,

which will show an indication of the dark band, instead of the clear, desirable colour. Blues may be

crossed with Blue Chequers, if for the improvement of some desirable point offormation, but not of

necessity for improving colour, for there is nothing can be gained at that point by either. Red

Chequers may be crossed with Blue Chequers, the former gaining by a casual cross, the latter

deriving the greatest advantage thereby, by reason of the overwhelming power of the Black and

Blue influence of which its feathering is composed. In short, all the varieties are necessary to eac/1

other, but in order to obtain the best of colours, and maintain them, great care must be exercised.

It is almost impossible for one to attempt to fix or determine a safe line of procedure in the

absence of a reliable pedzgree of those birds upon which we are about to commence operations. But,

assuming that we have to deal with a mixed medley of fair-looking birds, I would always advise that

they should be so mated as to obtain between them the desired points, z'.e., wherein the one

was imperfect, the other should be of good or extra development at that point, and this pursued
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until the desired amalgamation is obtained ; for, as I have said, we cannot work long successfully

at a perfect pair, we must work up to it; and this can only be done by taking into consideration

the iudi:/{dual merits and descent of the stock upon which we may practise.

“Some Antwerps develop at a much earlier period than others. I have invariably found that

those which look the best the first year are those pretty Owly sort which are often fully developed

at eighteen months, whereas most of the very best birds, ah! I may say all the crack birds which

have come under my observation, have continued to develop until the fifth or sixth year, at which

time the massive head will have reached its desired proportions. What numbers of fanciers

in their selection have been deluded by the term ‘S/tort-face!’ and have chosen those early,

ripe, pretty, attractive, Short-faced, but imperfect specimens, which are fully-blown at the

early age of say two years, at which time the best birds are just commencing to dew/elop with

speed and certainty. The best birds, then, are not those with the s/wrtest bead, for upon their

neat little beaks there is not space for the growth of the proper amount of beak ‘wart,’ which is so

desirable a feature. Therefore it is a mistake to make choice of the shortest-headed youngsters.

Such birds are useful stock birds, for mating with birds of a heavier and coarser type, and from

such the happy medium is obtained; but the promising young Antwerp should have a head of

mrdium length, and of good width to start with, for the skull does not grow much ; the beak also

must be thick and strong, for this feature, if not good in the beginning of life, never grows to the

desired proportions, so that this part must be good from the nest, and when it is so, we may

expect there is a good prospect and fair foundation for an abundant growth of wattle thereon. The

nostrils should be full and extend well along the beak; and although the beak may look rather too

long the first year, still in the course of time those parts will fill up, for they are just the features

which do grow if there is sufficient space for development. So that, in making selection of young

stock, we should have at om: the points which do not materially increase, and at least discern a

probable development of those features which grow only in the course of time. One good feature

I think I have omitted to mention, viz., that the head feathers of a well-developed bird should be

rather of a rough, disordered texture, diverging from the base of the beak-wattle towards the centre

of top part of head. This causes a fulness which considerably enhances the appearance of the bird,.

and in mere unfledged nestlings there should be a sort of tuft of yellow down which indicates a~

probable realisation of this property when at maturity.

“The Antwerp is a strong, hardy, and prolific variety, but, like all other kinds, is subjected‘

to similar diseases, through which they (as others) must pass, earlier or later, in life; but once

safely landed over these inevitable maladies, the Antwerp will attain a good old age. I have at

the present time some veterans who have survived the dangers of many trying seasons. I know of

several birds whose ages range from fifteen to twenty-two years, and most of these are useful stock

producers at the present time. And as for the value of Antwerps, I may say that, although they

have become so numerous, the best birds command nearly as high a price as any other kind. They

are a variety which I am prepared to admit are not at first sight of prepossessing appearance. I

have heard them decried by many who now keep them. The fancy for this kind is one that grows

upon one. There’s no ‘love at first sight’—no sudden ‘awakening passion’ for them. They must

be kept for a time to be appreciated, but need not be kept long (by those who like pigeons), ere

a strong feeling of admiration for them is engendered.”

We have very little to add to the foregoing very full notes. As regards the Short~face

oroper we have indeed no remark to make at all, except that we know the Barb /zas been used by

some fanciers to produce exhibition birds. Not that we place any reliance upon red cere or pearl
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eyes—-both of which, as Mr. Ludlow truly observes, are not very certain as signs of a cross—but

we happen to know that the extreme shortness and massive character of beak, and shortness and

width of skull in some specimens, actually were produced in this way. No doubt such a cross

would bring with it many faults, and would need to be controlled with the nicest judgment to get

and to keep any good results without the accompanying evils; still, that it /zas been introduced,

and with success, we know, and mention of it cannot therefore be omitted as amongst the possible

means towards producing Short-faced birds.

Beside the true Short-faced Antwerp, however, there has by degrees arisen a comparatively

uniform standard for breeding and judging pigeons which, though of the same type, have no right

to that name. Of late years, in fact, even this class of birds has been again subdivided, and at

many shows in the Midland Counties prizes are now regularly offered for both “ Long-faced" and

“Medium-faced," as well as the true Short-faced birds. By many persons these classes are

confounded with those known as “flying " classes ; but they are not identical. They are, it is true,

often judged very inconsistently by people who do not understand them; still they are strictly

exhibition and not flying birds, with as strict a standard as the Short-faces regarding colour, and

their proper type is becoming every day better understood. We cannot say that we “see much" in

them, since it appears to us that all their properties are brought out more distinctly in the Short

faced birds; but they have their use, as Mr. Ludlow has pointed out, even for crossing with the

latter to keep up the size of head, and appear great favourites in some localities.

The type of the Long-faced Show Antwerp is seen in our illustration. The colours are

to be judged as in the higher type of bird; and with regard to form of head, which should be

judged as carefully as the other, the chief point is that the skull be “filled up,” as Mr. Ludlow

terms it, and partake of the very same character, though with the “long face ” of one inch and five

eighths or more. That is, there must be no stop or hollow in the forehead, and no sudden

pinching at the nostrils; but the profile well filled up with a full beak-wart, and the skull broad

and round, and especially a nice width just behind the beak. This last, too, must be thick and

massive in both mandibles ; in fact, the whole head and beak such as, if only shorter, would make

a good Short-faced bird. The same may be said ofthe Medium-faces, a name peculiarly indefinite

in itself, and which sounds rather absurd to most fanciers, since these always try to obtain

properties in their extremes, and beyond roundness and size of skull, a “ Medium-face ” Antwerp

scarcely appears to have any. '

Through the kindness of the Antwerp Club we are able to present on our next page the

standard of perfection and scale of points adopted by that body.
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POINTS AND STANDARD OF THE ANTWERP CLUB.

Beak, stoutness and evenness between upper and lower mandibles . . . . . . . 20

Wattle to be pretty large, but smooth and well sprodden and leaf-like, with fulness of jew wattle . 10

Front of face, height, width, with fulness of cheek between eye and wattle . . . . . 2o

Height over eye and back skull . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 5

Eye to be blood red and large . . . . . . . . - . . . . 5

Cere to be dark and fine as possible . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

Fulness of throat, showing no gullet . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

Neck to be nice and thin, with bold and prominent chest. . . . . . - . . 5

Size and carriage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

Colour . . , . . , . . . . . . . . . . - . IO

100

One type to be observed for all three varieties.

A difference in measurements only as follows :—In Short-faces, 1% inches; in Medium, 1} inches; in Long-faces, over

I §~ inches. Measurements to be taken from centre of eye to the end of the beak.



CHAPTER XXVIII.

HOMING PIGEONS.

\/VE hinted in the last chapter at the many sources from which had descended the bird now known

as the Antwerp Carrier, Voyageur, or Homing Pigeon. The foreign names by which the varieties

believed to be its parents or component parts were known will be found presently; but there can

be little doubt that the Volant or Cumulet is a High Flier, the Cravate Francais, otherwise known

as the Smerle, originally either the Owl or some strong pigeon with a great deal of Owl blood, and

the third pigeon the English Dragoon. The Owl blood is shown not only by the frill, but by the

very form of the head, and the fact that the Owl is a strong and quick flier, though it does not

fly high; the Dragoon has been directly traced ; and the Volant blood is made probable not only

by the high-flying for which the Cumulet was employed, but by the fact that specimens were said

to be found with both clean and feathered legs. We believe that the long-faced Beard has also

been introduced, from many signs of this cross in various examples which have come under our

notice. For instance, among the birds which won prizes in the Alexandra Palace Pigeon Races

of July, I875, was one showing indubitable evidence. On inquiry we found it to be of unquestion

able Belgian descent; yet it had an evident white “ beard,” white thighs, and w/zfieflzlg/zt:—all, but

especially the last, when combined with a thin beak, show very strong proofs of Beard ancestry.

Being thus a composite race, it has, since its origin, been bred with no attempt at uniformity;

all shapes, all sizes, all colours, being freely and indifferently used. Not being thus a fancier's

pigeon in any sense, we admit some slight ignorance regarding it; this we are able, however, to

considerably atone for by placing before our readers the views of Mr. J. Harrison, Secretary of the

London Amateur Pigeon Society, from whose pen are the following full and interesting particulars :—

“The amateur who adopts as his pet this bird, generally renounces much of the glory gained

as well as much of the difliculty encountered by one who breeds the more delicate, and, as one may

say, abnormal, varieties of fancy pigeon. In fact, in one sense of the word, a homing bird is scarcely

a fancy pigeon at all. His merits are his intelligence, and the proper results therefrom, rather

than his colour and outward appearance: yet he is none the less a thorough pet, and one adopted

by thorough fanciers. His owner looks at his finely-developed body and his fierce and resolute

eye with no whit the less pride because he has a patch of white on his blue head or a splash of

black on his red flight-feathers, as the case may be. He has, probably, flown for many miles to his

old home, and is proportionately valued and honoured. If a reliable foreign bird, he has been

bred from a long line of ancestors who have gained laurels in the aerial contests, and can safely

say that ‘he has a grandfather.’ The love of the homing bird surely needs neither defence nor

apology. Many great men have been enamoured of still less and more insignificant things, as

Robert Pollok says, in his beautiful and immortal verse :—

‘ Abundant and diversified above

All number, were the sources of delight;
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As infinite as were the lips that drank;

And, to the pure, all innocent and pure;

The simplest still, to wisest men the best.

One made acquaintanceship with plants and flowers,

And happy grew in telling all their names;

One classed the quadrupeds, a third, the fowls ;

Another found in minerals his joy;

And I have seen a man—a worthy man,

In happy mood, conversing with a fly,

As he, through his glass, made by himself,

Beheld its wondrous eye and plumage fine,

From leaping scarce he kept, for perfect joy.’

“In treating of the homing pigeon, I hasten at once to acknowledge my indebtedness to the

two works of M. Chappuis; to one of the organs of the Belgian Pigeon Societies, viz., L'Eper~z1ier,'

and to the hints and experience of many valued friends, from which I have been enabled to

supplement my own experience and observations.

“ The first thing that challenges comment is the name by which the bird should be known.

Among those not conversant with pigeon lore, there is a general impression that the birds used

for homing purposes are all classed under one designation, that of ‘carriers,’ because they ‘carry’

messages or information. This, of course, is not correct, as all versed amateurs well know; but

for the information of the general reader, it may be well to state at the outset that the carrier

pigeon, properly so-called, is the bird now exhibited at every show in various whole colours, with a

remarkable excrescence, or wattle, growing to an enormous size round the eye and the base of the

beak. This bird is bred for show purposes to an ideal standard of perfection, and is not used for

flying at all, being in no way adapted for that end, and being far too valuable to be sent out on a

journey. This bird has been treated of in an early part of the present volume. The birds used

. for flying, or ‘homing,’ as it is termed, are of a much more common type, in fact have no very

distinctive skull formation, some being rather angular and others round in head. Some long-faced

birds, as Dragoons, for instance, are used for homing purposes, as are also birds of the type of

very long-faced Beards, and even occasionally Owls have been flown; but the generally-adopted

homing bird, the subject of our investigation and consideration, is the only type with which it

is necessary to deal. Much misconception prevails in the public mind as to the habits of these

birds. For instance, it is a notion very generally entertained that all one has to do to send

a message by a pigeon is to catch the bird, tie a letter, no matter how large, to its body, no

matter how clumsily, and then send it off to the required destination, from its home or to its

home. This appears so utterly absurd to the amateur as to need no refutation, the fact being

that these birds fly to their home only. It is their innate love of home, their dislike to change,

which causes them to seek their old habitation as speedily as possible; therefore it is that

they are called ‘homing birds ;' and a better or more expressive name cannot surely be required.

On the Continent they are termed ‘les pigeons voyageurs.’ In England they have been called,

indiscriminately, ‘ carriers," messenger pigeons,’ ‘ couriers,’ ‘travellers,’ &c. ; but I am of the very

decided opinion that the name now generally used, and which appears at the head of this chapter,

is the best that can be used, being most comprehensive and explanatory of the distinctive faculty

of which the bird is possessed, i.e., travelling back to its ‘ Home.’

“It is not germane to my purpose now to go into the traditional history of the use of pigeons

as a means of communication during very early ages. Suffice it to say, therefore, that it is men

tioned in this connection by Anacreon and Pliny; and tradition says that Taurosthenes, when a
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victor at the Olympic games, used a pigeon to carry home the news of his success In England

the birds have been used for carrying the intelligence as to the winners in horse-races, for

monetary intelligence, before telegrams were invented, and for a few other purposes; but only to a

very limited extent.

“ For many years Belgium has been the chief abode of the homing bird. There he has been

bred for many successive generations with a view to the obtaining of a. strain embodying all the

perfections of an ideal racing bird. To that quarter, then, we must look for much information, the

necessary consequence of, great experience, the benefit of which we obtain without the toil, loss,

disappointment, and labour, by means of which it has been obtained, though with all the informa

tion we may have on paper, success is not to be obtained without personal experience and individual

sacrifices. There is no reason in the world why we in England should not be able to breed as

good birds as the Belgian amateurs do, if we only persevere as they have done, breed from none

but the best, throw the middling birds to the dogs (or cats), and in practice carry out literally the

theory of the “ survival of the fittest.”

“ The shape of the bird is somewhat like that of the common Blue Rock pigeon, but the breast

is very full and wide, the head rather round at the top (there are some birds with high heads,

having the top slightly flattened), broad between the eye, giving a very capacious skull ; the eye is

prominent, with a deep orange pupil, having a bold and determined air about it. Round the iris

is sometimes found a circle or line of a darkish hue, and as a rule such birds, being good in other

respects, are highly esteemed. The beak is moderately thick and dark in colour, though in many

birds the beak runs out somewhat, and accordingly loses in thickness and strength, and occasionally

a light beak appears where the birds are descended from others of a light colour, but generally the

beak is of a medium length, measuring from the centre of the pupil to the end of the beak one inch

and five-sixteenths being an average length. When a bird has a thin beak it is apt to be

thought longer than it really is, in consequence of the variation in the proportions ; a thick beak

of medium length is the most general among good birds. I now merely refer to the birds as

bred for flying. The wattle upon the beak is in some breeds much more prominent than in

others ; some have very little indeed on the upper mandible, and none on the lower ; others have

a larger amount, which is generally rather flat, running upwards from the beak towards the head,

where it rises into a sort of ridge, running across each half of the wattle. Again, some have a

rather round, or pea-shaped, wattle. The shape or quantity of wattle, however, differs in the

various strains, though all may have proved themselves of equal excellence. On the lower

mandible a wattle appears on each side, but is of small proportions. The wattle round the eye

in some specimens is of a dark colour, in place of the usual white powdered appearance. In some

breeds, and especially in many foreign strains, a sort of incipient frill is to be observed in the

front. of the neck just above the breast. This has doubtless been handed down by breeders from

the original Owly stock from which the present homing bird has been formed. As regards the

purpose for which the birds are bred,_ I am inclined to look upon the frill with disfavour, as likely

to present a hindrance to the attainment of speed when the bird is on the wing. The gullet

appears, also, in some strains in the same manner as in the Owl pigeon.

“ The wings are very powerful, and form a distinctive feature of the bird. Standing out from

the body-feathers, they show their thickness of bone and muscle, and seem ready at once to perform

their work. It will be observed on stretching out the wings that there are ten large, long feathers

called the primaries, or, in pigeon parlance, the flight-feathers. These are each of them very broad ;

thus one overlaps the other to a great extent, and forms a powerful engine of locomotion by

reason of the solidity of the set of feathers opposed to the air when striking downwards in flight.
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The great desideratum in a homing bird is the strength of wing and the breadth, not length of the

flight-feathers ; without this the bird is useless in any competition for speed, and is seriously

handicapped when compelled to battle against bad weather. The first feather, counting from the

extremity of the wing, is slightly shorter than the second, which is the longest of any, the others

gradually diminishing in length to the tenth or last. The next set seen--still holding out the bird's

wing—are the secondaries, also highly important to the bird, but rather for supporting the body than

for gaining speed in progression. The flight-feathers, from their elasticity, bend upwards at their

tips when beaten downwards by the muscles, and thus, as it were, pushing against the air in a back

ward horizontal direction, force the bird horizontally forward. The bones of the wing also carry the

smaller quill-feathers, or tertiaries, and the bastard pinion which appears at the wing-butts. \/Vhen

the bird is standing at rest the wings should be tucked up closely, and in nearly all healthy and

good birds are so carried, though some people, I have heard, like to see the wings drooping a little;

I cannot but say they then appear to give one the idea of an unhealthy or distressed bird, or of a

very weak wing. The tips will meet, or very nearly meet, over the rump, thus forminga rough

triangle, of which the wings are two sides, and an imaginary line joining the wing-butts across the

breast of the bird the third.

“ The tail has twelve feathers. It should not be too fully developed as regards breadth. As a

rule, a small tail is regarded with greater favour than a large one, though the reason does not seem

very obvious. In flight, the tail supports the hinder portion of the bird, and, when alighting, assists

it in stopping. The pigeon then depressing its tail, the action of the feathers spread out against the

air through which it is passing, causes the fore part of the bird to be raised from the horizontal to

a somewhat more perpendicular position, thus enabling the wings to press against the air from back

to front, instead of beating downwards as in full flight, by which means the bird stops himself

quickly, even when in rapid flight. The tail is not likely, whether large or not, to impede a bird's

flight, seeing that it passes through the air in the line already taken by the body preceding it,

which encounters the full resistance of the air. The legs are rather short in some breeds—the birds

appear to stoop, or “ skulk,” on this account—the feet small.

“ As to the colour, there are whole Blues, Blue Chequers, whole Reds, Red Chequers, Mealies,

Blacks, and birds splashed and mottled in every possible manner. The birds are bred for flying,

and colour, therefore, has hitherto gone to the bad. Any bird that works well is kept and bred

from, be its colour what it may; for this reason, queer markings of all sorts crop up in breeding,

and it is seldom that they will breed true to colour.

“Having thus seen what the subject of our consideration is like in outward appearance,

we may well inquire from whence he came? how was he bred? what his origin? As far as it

can be ascertained, the present breed of homing birds was originated some eighty years ago

in Belgium, by crossing the bird known as the pigeon Cravate Frangaise—a bird with a very

short beak and a frill on the front of the neck, like an Owl pigeon, in fact—with another

variety known as the Camus, which it appears is now scarcely ever seen, but which had a

large thick beak with a good-sized wattle round the eye, the head being small and round. Some

authorities hold that the English Dragoon was used in the crossing by which the homing bird

was formed ; but be that as it may, there can be no doubt that the Volant, or Cumulet—a high

flying pigeon chiefly bred in former years at Antwerp-has been used to throw in the habit of

flying high, which is almost a .rz'ne quzi non in a homing pigeon. From the breed thus obtained

only the very best and fastest birds have been kept and bred from, generation after generation,

until the present race may be considered as the very e’lz'te of homing birds, and annually prove

their excellence in the long Belgian contests. Nearly all the birds used in England which are of
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any value for flying have been brought over from Belgium, or are the produce of such imported

birds, and it is but in the nature of things that tnis should be so, since the Belgians have been

breeding and perfecting their stock for years, while in England the fancy is as yet in its

infancy.

“ I propose to treat of the subject before us under the following heads :—First, the loft and

its appliances; then of the stock to put in it, going on with general management and breeding,

treatment of young birds, training and racing, pigeon-flying Societies, and, finally, uses of the

Homing Pigeon.

"‘ First, as to the loft. So far as regards the health of the birds, position of loft, and general

construction, I need add nothing to what has already appeared in a former page of this book;

but for homing pigeons it is especially desirable to have a warm aspect, so as to induce breeding

as soon as the weather is fit and proper for the good health of the young, and also that the loft

should be in an elevated position ; and it cannot be too strongly impressed upon the amateur who

  

Fig. 62.

intends to work his birds that the higher the loft is situate the better. A low position (especially

if at all shaded by trees, as often occurs where the pigeon house is in the garden on the ground)

militates very strongly against the birds, both old and young, by inducing laziness and a

disposition to sit and mope about the place, instead of going for a good fly and coming in again

quickly. The birds are also less in danger from cats and rats if higher up in the house, or over a

stable, coach-house, or out-building, than when on the ground. Young birds, particularly, fly better

in a loft which is well up in the world, and find their way in and out of it in a very short time,

thus giving less trouble and causing less anxiety for their owner than when hanging about outside

a house in the garden, in momentary danger from cats.

“The outer door of the loft, and, in fact, every door in it, should be made to close itself, which

may be done with a spring or a weight. For my own part, I have always used a counter-weight

with a cord over a pulley; then there is no danger of losing a valuable bird by any negligence

or forgetfulness in leaving the door open. The loft itself may very advantageously be divided

into two parts by a partition running from the back of the house or room to the window or trap,

with a door in the partition near the window, so arranged that, by closing it on one side, the birds

on one side of the house shall be cut off from the window, and those on the other side shall be

allowed free ingress and egress; thus the birds on both sides would become accustomed to the

same area and trap. Such an arrangement is shown in Fig. 62, in which a plan of the loft is

given : e represents the window ; /z /z the doors ; a’ a’ d being a partition running across the loft to a

28
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point near the window and there diverging to the right and the left; "in these arms a large door

way is cut atf and g," the door, swinging on the point from which the two arms of the partition

take their origin, will thus close either side. It is shown closing the side g in the sketch, and that

at f is left open to the birds on the side of the loft marked c. Such an arrangement is very con

venient for more reasons than one. If one has imported birds to breed from—and there is no

surer mode of obtaining good birds than obtaining them direct from Belgium——they must neces

sarily be prisoners so long as one intends to keep them. They, therefore, could have one side of

the loft reserved for them, without causing any inconvenience with respect to the other birds, which

may still be flown. Again, in exchanging birds for crossing purposes, the new strains can be put

into one side of the loft, as shown above ; and further, should the amateur be inclined to keep any of

the fancy varieties, as Carriers, Jaeobins, &c. &c., he can, by this arrangement, do so without

interfering in any way with his flying birds ; and still, when a change of fancy or policy occurs, his

loft is ready to be thrown into one at a moment's notice by removing the door, or even the whole

or part of the partition. If flying birds only are kept which have their liberty, it will be found

useful to keep the old birds on one side and the young on the other, that they may be flown

separately. The partition should be composed of light deal frames, with \vire-work over, and the

  

Fig. 63.

lower portion, say two or three feet from the bottom upwards, boarded. These should slide in a

groove made with a couple of pieces of beading nailed on the floor, and fixed on the roof or ceiling.

The nest-boxes shown on page I6 of this work will be found to answer admirably for the free

birds; but for any prisoners, large nesting-places must be provided, in each of which a pair can be

at any time confined for a few days, with food and water, and plenty of room for themselves,

the vessels, and a couple of nest-pans, the use of which larger nesting-places will be seen presently,

when speaking on the subject of breeding. The general requirements of the loft have already been

spoken of in an early portion of this work, and a recapitulation is not, therefore, necessary. A very

convenient form of feeding-trough and hopper, which I use myself, is shown in Fig. 63, As will

be seen, it is a hopper and trough, with a lifting-lid to the latter, so that the food can at any time

be cut ofl' by letting down the lid, which can be raised and lowered by a string and pulley without

going into the loft oneself. This is of some utility when training the birds, and during the

autumn and winter, when there are no young ones in the nests which require a constant supply.

The sketch given speaks for itself. The original stands with the back to the wall; but if used in

the middle of the loft, being inserted in a hole made for the purpose in the partition of Fig. 62,

and made a double trough, so that the birds could feed from either side of the trough, front or

back, and on either side of the partition of the loft, the trough would be still more useful, as both

lofts could be supplied with food at one and the same time, thus saving time and trouble; and by

the doubling of the trough itself, more birds could feed at once, and, there being more room, less
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quarrelling would occur. Along the front of the trough runs a little piece of wood from end to

end, covering the open part for about a quarter of an inch in width, so as to prevent the birds from

scattering the corn; transverse wires are also of utility in this connection. There must be an

area for the birds to pass through on leaving or entering the loft. That shown on Fig. I 3, p. 26,

upon the top of the detached house, is of the usual construction, which is more fully seen in the

illustration upon the preceding page (p. 25). It is useful, also, to have a few bolting wires inside,

between the area and the loft, so that when a bird comes in, it is fastened in the area, and thus is

easily caught. A few minutes may be soon lost in catching a pigeon when he has joined the others

  

in the loft. This loss is avoided by such an arrangement as will keep him out of the loft after he

has entered the area, if it be so desired. There may be two, three, or four, if light ones, to one

roller, or there may be three or four pairs of wires hung upon staples, without any wooden rollers

at all, as shown in Fig. 64. The wires are simply bent at right angles at the top, where the

staples carry them, and rest inside a beading at the bottom, so that they will open from one side

only. Buttons of wood may be used, or a wire passed through an eyelet, so as to come right

across all the hanging wires like a bar to a window, or a piece of beading used as a slide on the

floor, so as to catch the lower ends of the wires, and prevent them from being forced back by the

bird in the area or in the loft, as the case may be.

“If the pigeon-house be in the garden, or in any position in which cats can approach it, a cat

proof entrance will be necessary, in order that the entrance to the loft may always be open, if required,

  

Fig. 65.

without danger from any feline intruder. To accomplish this, let the board, upon which the birds

alight (when the trap is closed and admission only to be obtained through the bolting wires), be

carried upon a pair of hinges, and weight the inside end of the board so that it will carry a pigeon

on the outside end without falling down. To test it, place a I lb. weight upon the outer end, and

load the inside end until it keeps in position. If the board be broad, say I4 inches or more, then cut

it down lengthwise, and hinge and load each piece separately, until the required width is attained.

“ In the sketches given, B represents the front of the loft or area, as the case may be (for some

times one has to do without an area outside the loft) ; C the bolting wires, D the lighting boards,
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with the weights at E, on hinges G, which are fixed on the cross piece F (see view and section). If a

cat jumps upon a board thus arranged it immediately lets her down, and resumes its original

position; but the weight of a pigeon will not overbalance it. In a wide board it is necessary to

divide it, and balance each piece separately, as otherwise the weight would be so great at the

back that a cat would be able to stand upon the board if she got upon it close to the front of the

wire-work. All the entrances to the area, loft, or flight, should be painted white, that the young

birds may the better distinguish them when let out the first time or two. ’

“Secondly, as to the stock to put into the loft. It should, of course, be of the very best in

quality; the quantity is matter for consideration, as to space, expediency, and money. The

best plan is to obtain birds from Belgium by going over and fetching them yourself, or in

default of that, by obtaining them through an amateur friend who either fetches them or knows

some amateur residing there who will get what is required. I have obtained for some

years some excellent birds from Belgium for my own use, and continue to bring a few over

each year to supply the places left vacant by losses, and to introduce new blood of the best

strains. Thus I have been enabled to maintain a loft of pure Belgian birds from the prize

winners in long-distance races without difliculty, though, unfortunately, my professional voca

tion gives me too little leisure to attend to their training and flying as I ought. From the

experience I have had with birds, both English and Belgian, I advisedly urge every amateur to

get his birds from Belgium if he means to fly them. I have tried with birds brought over here as

squeakers, and with old ones brought over to breed from, and have some difficulty in stating which

I consider to be the best plan. With respect to the squeakers, they ought to be flown and trained

a few miles before they are bred from, in order to get rid of any slow or stupid birds (for some

such will be found among them, no matter from how good a strain they proceed), that the best

alone may be used for reproduction. This entails the loss of several youngsters with which one is

loth to part, and for which, perhaps, a long price has been paid ; but it is a good plan nevertheless,

as then one knows what the birds are which are breeding, and is not tempted to spoil a nest of eggs

in order to try the birds during the breeding season. Young birds, when brought into the loft,

should be kept in for a couple of weeks, and then let out in the evening with others, after a good

meal; they will then keep close at home, and get settled down with the others at once. If breed

ing birds are obtained, they should be procured in the autumn after the long races are over in

Belgium, and put in a place set apart for them, with large nesting places (one for each pair), in

which they can be shut up if, and when required, as mentioned in a preceding page. A pedigree

and list of performances should be obtained if possible with the birds.

“Thirdly, having thus stocked the loft, the next thing to look to is the management and

breeding of the birds. In the first place, no bird must be allowed to see the outside of the loft if

it has been flown anywhere else previously, or the first time will also be the last in all probability.

Such birds as are brought into the loft as breeding birds, after having had their liberty else

where, must be kept in rigorous confinement at any risk and trouble: as much space should be

afforded them for flight as can be allowed them inside t/ie wires. Only a few days ago a Belgian

bird escaped from the loft here in London, and returned to Brussels, although it had never been

flown in England. It was returned by former owner, so there could be no mistake about the bird

having done the distance.

“The large nesting places will be found eminently useful for the old breeding birds, as they

may be locked in when just going to nest ; or the others not nesting may be locked in, and those

going to nest only allowed the use of the loft, or flight, until the eggs are laid. Unless this precau

tion is taken, it will be found that a goodly number of sterile eggs will be laid; the cocks, when
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all together, being so prone to interfere with the enjoyment of the conjugal rights of their fellow

cocks, that many of the eggs are ‘clear,’ that is, not fertilised by the male birds. This is a

frequent source of annoyance and disappointment, but may be remedied by allowing each pair

when going to nest to have the loft to itself for a short time. Care must be taken that birds

nearly related are not mated together so as to breed in-and-in, but crossed with fresh blood as far

as possible, thus being more likely to hatch strong birds, and even then several eggs may not

hatch out properly, as the birds being confined after having enjoyed their liberty seldom breed

so successfully as could be desired. It will not do, therefore, to breed in-and-in with birds which

are prisoners ; and I go further and object outright to in-and-in breeding in any case whatever with

Homing Pigeons, or any birds, in fact, which are required to be strong, healthy, and robust. In

matching up the birds, the simple rule is to use only those which have given some evidence of

excellence in flying: a bird that invariably comes in late, or is constantly beaten, ought not to be

bred from, because the use of such a bird does not tend to improve one’s strain. The birds hatched

before the end of ]uly will be found the, best for breeding, as also for flying. As to colour,

amateurs who make flying their sole object take no heed of how the birds are matched in this

respect ; and as a rule, one can never tell what colour may not be bred from any given pair of

" Belgian birds, as they may, during the last two or three generations, have been bred from as many

different colours. Very often from well-coloured birds of any one colour, say Blue Chequer, a

Red Chequer young bird will come, possibly with a splash of white in it; from a Mealy cock and

Blue Chequer hen I have just bred a young Mealy with a large white spot on the top of the

head, and sometimes a white bird comes to light from them. Thus one cannot at present rely on

the birds breeding anything like true to colour, whatever we may be able to do after a few years

of attentive breeding for that particular point. The birds may be paired at the end of January, or

during February, if the weather be not too cold, as then the first young may be hatched in

February or early in March ; and provided the season be favourable, it is advisable to get the young

ones hatched as early as possible. As a general rule, the birds are allowed to rear their own

young ones, but some amateurs have a few common feeders, to which they transfer one young one,

that each bird may have the full care and attention of two parents. If the old birds are engaged

in any race it is of course advisable to transfer the eggs or young to a pair of feeders, so that there

may be no risk of losing them through the absence of one or both of the parents. The young

birds being hatched and grown old enough to take care of themselves, they may with advantage

be’ placed in one part of the loft to themselves, if possible, with means of egress and ingress, for

the purpose of outdoor exercise, as they are then more likely to fly round well than if let out with

the old ones, which are probably‘ at nest, and going out for a hurried turn round the house, come

in again to the eggs or young in the nest. If space cannot be afforded for this purpose, the

youngsters must be content to fly with the other stock.

“ They should be let out in the morning as early as convenient, and without being fed. Here

is one advantage of the feeding-hopper I have before described, with the lid to the trough, as that

may be let down at night, and the birds are thus prevented from feeding before they are sent for

their morning spin. If they are regularly let out every morning, they will soon get into the habit

of going off at once for a good fly, and being hungry will then come in for their breakfast, pass

through the bolting wires, and are secured from hanging about outside the loft during the day.

They should not be let out again after a good meal, or they will loiter. They will soon under

stand the use of the bolting wires, and, if a little shy of them at first, will use the dropping holes

till accustomed to the proper entrance. Young birds ought never to be let out with their crops

full, or they will speedily fall into the habit of sitting outside the loft asleep for an hour
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or two at a time, and will, in all probability, when in a race, lose a great deal of valuable time in

the same manner after their arrival home. The object in view is to get the birds to go out for a

good long fly, and to see them come into the loft again when it is over without any delay whatever.

This is more easily done when they are in a loft to themselves, as they can then always be let out

hungry; but it is rather diflicult to manage that point successfully when the young birds on the

wing are in the same loft or part of the loft as the old birds which are feeding young ones, and

therefore require constant access to the food. If, however, the young ones persist in attempting to

spend their time in sitting outside, they should be frequently frightened up, until they, to escape

the annoyance, come down sharply and rush in at once.

“ Fourthly, next in order of the subjects for consideration is the method of training the birds

with a view to the developing of their homing faculty; and this naturally leads to the inquiry,

what is the homing faculty?

“It has been frequently and vigorously contended that the birds ‘home,’ as it is termed, by

instinct pure and simple; also, that instinct has nothing to do with their power of homing at all,

but that the sight alone enables them to reach their lofts. Various other theories have been

started, as that they will only fly to the north; but the true theory doubtless is, that it is partly

instinct, and partly sight, intelligence, and memory. I say partly instinct advisedly, though pro

bably many on reading thus far only would be ready to combat the idea. The mainspring of the

resolute action of the homing bird in endeavouring to reach its home is, no doubt, the natural love

of home, which is shared in by all the Homing Pigeons, and this I term instinct. As far as

one can tell by careful observation, every homing bird, when thrown, endeavours to find its home at

first. It stretches its neck as it flies round (or even if it pitches on some neighbouring roof), in its

apparent endeavour to ascertain which direction it ought to make for. This, surely, which is

developed in every bird, may properly be called instinct. It is the same with dogs, cats, horses,

cattle; it is, in fact, on record, that a race was once carried out with cats, which were taken

away from their homes and let loose. With dogs it is an every-day occurrence; and it is well

known that cattle, when escaped from a field at a distance from home, will often beat

about, until at last they walk into the ‘homestead. But though this instinct may cause

all the birds thrown at one time and place to endeavour to reach their respective

homes, it does not enable thcm all to attain success. When they have started, and

done their best to find out which way to go, instinct seems to have run its course. Then

all these birds having probably, and, as I contend, the same instinct, have used it for the same

purpose, and to the same end. But now come upon the scene other forces, namely, memory,

intelligence, and observation. These enable a bird to remember the localities in which it has

been flown before, to recognise landmarks it has noticed previously, and which are now pointed

out to it by an intelligent observation of the country beneath it. Thus it is seen that though all

may start fair, as it were, at first, still those endowed with the more retentive memory, the

greatest intelligence, and the most accurate power of observation will, aeteri: ;>arz'bu.r, come home

first. The instinct, then, being naturally present to a. certain given extent, it forms a basis upon

which man can work, and the materials to be used in the work are the memory, intelligence, and

power of observation. These must be educated, improved, perfected by man's labour and toil, in

order to obtain a first-class bird. What one has to do, then, in training, is to give the birds a good

knowledge of locality by repeated and ever-increasing trials, which will try the endurance of the

bird as well as bring its gifts to perfection, and in doing so the greatest care is needed.

“As soon as the young birds have flown round their home for a few weeks, and appear

at home on the wing, flying with some spirit and confidence, they may be taken in hand for
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training, and, as a general rule, it will be found that the age of twelve weeks is early enough.

Many amateurs train even earlier, but I do not think it advisable, as many good birds are thus

lost, for though a few precocious birds may succeed, yet the majority are not then in fit trim for

the ordeal, and thus it may be that the many are sacrificed to the few. It is well to have the

outside of the loft near the area, as well as the area trap, &c., painted white; it serves as a mark

for the young birds in finding their way in and out. The landing-place outside the area itself

should not be too large, so as to afl'ord the birds a temptation to sit about on it instead of coming

into the loft.

“ Having selected the birds one wishes to train, they must be taken out in a box or basket to be

thrown the first time. The distance should be not more than 500 or 600 yards, and the time morning,

as early as you like. The birds should be hungry, not voracious, but just nicely hungry, so that

when home they may come into the loft to feed at once. A nice, clear, tolerably still day should

be selected for each throw when commencing to train, if possible, in order to give the young birds

every advantage. They may then be taken the next day, or as soon as convenient, but the sooner

the better, to the same distance, in another direction, and so on until they have been sent in four,

or at least in three, directions around their home. This done, the distance may be doubled, and

again sent to the four points of the compass. They will next be taken a mile, or a mile and a

half in each direction, and by this time will have a pretty general acquaintance with the country

immediately adjacent to their home in all directions.

“ If the birds are to be trained for any particular race, they may be sent only in that one

direction, but if to be generally trained they should still be taught to fly the country on all sides

of their homes. The stages may now be two miles, then four, eight, twelve, twenty, and then ten

miles at a stage, but I should not recommend longer stages than that until they have passed fifty

miles, when they may be sent sixteen and twenty miles at a step. This course of training is the

gentlest that can well be imagined. It will, of course, take some trouble to carry it out, as in the

preliminary lessons a large number of throws are given to the birds with but very little increase in

distance; but it will make them fly about well all around their home whether they like it or no.

There is not much risk of losing them at such puny distances, but they are all the time learning

what is required of them. They begin then to see what to do, and though flying round and round

for a long time at first, soon understand their business, and gradually lose less time in starting; then,

when they are in their actual distance training, they are up to their work and do their best to get ofl'

to their homes without delay. Many amateurs train their birds much more severely and much less

gradually even here in England ; but it may be taken as an axiom of pigeon flying that you cannot

train too gradually, train how you may. I write this for the novice who wishes to learn how to

begin; the experienced amateur needs no such information—his tutor has been Experience, and

as each one may well say, a harsh one too. The birds should, as before mentioned, never be thrown

with a crop full of food ; the bird is not then inclined to fly, would rather pitch upon some roof and

have a sleep, and if it be towards evening may chance to stop there all night, unless some eat

should sup and choose pigeon for treat. Care should be taken, when beginning to train a bird, not

to liberate it in the immediate vicinity of buildings if it can possibly be avoided, as such a course

tempts the bird to alight, and it will then soon grow into a habit of alighting, when thrown, if it have

the opportunity. When liberated the bird should be thrown upwards from the hand firmly but gently,

and without pulling out or disarranging the feathers. I have said pulling out, because inexperienced

persons, when throwing a bird, are apt to retain a few feathers in hand after the bird has flown.

One of my hens sent to be thrown thus lost every feather of her tail, both large and small, and in

such a state I saw her when she arrived.. In the preliminary stage, say up to ten miles or so, it is
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the better plan to throw each bird singly, that it may, without any others to distract its attention,

encourage, or mislead it, use its own faculties to regain its home; afterwards they may all be

thrown together, and have the chance of competing on equal terms. If it be desired to test the

birds more severely after having been well trained all round for two miles or so (which I consider

to be an esserztial lesson), they may be sent five, ten, twenty, and so on to fifty by ten-mile stages,

and may then be sent from sixteen to thirty miles at a stretch, but probably at the loss of a good

anybirds.

“ The Belgian method of training is pretty much the same as described above, except that the

stages are, after fifty miles, exceedingly severe, the birds being sent fifty, a hundred, and even

more miles at a single stage; but the losses among these birds are likewise proportionately heavy

in bad weather. Some of the best lofts in Belgium have been fearfully depopulated at a single

stage.

“ Young birds should not be thrown in the evening or late in the afternoon. The morning is

the proper time, when they are fresh and sharp. When the birds are well in for their training, one

soon sees which birds are likely to turn out the fastest, and under what conditions. At every throw,

the time should be taken as nearly as possible, the wind and weather noted, and the performance

of each bird accurately recorded; and for this purpose a book may be ruled with columns, for date,

description of bird, where from, time started, time arrived, wind, weather, and remarks. The various

flights may then be put down, as they occur consecutively one after another, or each bird may

have a separate page or half-page to itself, so as to have all its performances together. In this

manner the owner can see at a glance what work each bird is doing ; and special attention should

be given to the results so obtained, as it will be found that some or one of the birds will battle with

a head wind much better than others or another, and will come better with the wind behind it, while

a third will come with the wind or rain against it or without. One is thus enabled to tell pretty

well, when waiting for the birds coming in, which will be home first of the lot sent, by the state of

the weather at the time.

“ Some amateurs keep their birds in the dark for a short time before flying, being of opinion

that it makes them come more quickly; and the Belgian amateurs prefer to keep their lofts rather

darker than we do here.

“When the birds are in regular training, their bodies feel much more compact, their feathers

are harder and closer to the body, and the birds altogether seem brisker, sharper, more healthy

than when idle ; and there soon disappears the superfluous fat, which is quickly replaced by muscle.

VVhen taken in the hand, if in proper condition, the bird will have a sort of propensity to slip

through the hands, the head up, and eyes looking out for a chance to be off and use the wings,

which are ready and willing. The bird, in fact, appears to be in perfect trim and splendid

mettle.

“ In training the birds, it will be found in most cases impossible to send an attendant with

them, when the distance is at all considerable, though this is the only certain plan of getting them

thrown properly, and cared for as they ought to be; but, as a rule, they must be intrusted to some

one at their destination to be thrown, and have to risk the weather they are liberated in, and other

hazards. If no friend reside at the place from which they are to be thrown, the ordinary course

in practice is to consign them to the station-master, who has been communicated with beforehand,

with the necessary instructions. Nearly all the masters are kind enough to give their assistance

when allowed by their company ; and I believe the London and North-Western Company to be

the only company which refuses to allow their station-masters to aid amateurs in this respect.

As a general rule, the birds are thus liberated fairly enough. But if they arrive at the station
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in bad weather, and the master should not himself be an amateur, they may perhaps be sent off

in a pouring rain; or, perchance, they are delayed in their arrival, and liberated at sunset or later

still. Again, the station-master himself may be away or particularly engaged, and the birds be

thus unavoidably relegated to a porter, or some one else, and thus receive too little or too 1721117/I

attention, as the case may be! All these difficulties are obviated by the employment of an

attendant; but the luxury is a costly one, and, therefore, cannot usually be indulged in by the

ordinary run of amateurs.

“The receptacle for the birds during transit is worthy of some thought, and especially that

one in which they are carried when taking their early lessons, and have therefore to be carried by

hand. A small wicker basket does very well if nothing else be at hand, about fourteen inches by

six inches, by eight inches or nine inches deep. This will hold four birds very well. A better

plan is to be provided with a box made of light pine, fourteen and a half inches by six and a

quarter inches, the depth being regulated by the number of floors required. Each floor should be

about five inches in height, with a partition running diagonally across from corner to corner, but

not running quite close up to the sides, leaving a space of one inch or half an inch between the

end of the partition and the sides of the box. The top, sides, and bottom are all dovetailed, or

otherwise secured, a leather handle being screwed upon the top. The ends should be made to

draw up and down (as the lid of a box for chessmen would if the box stood on its end). The plan

of each floor would be thus with the partition a upon it. Each floor thus holds two birds, and by

Fig. 66.

having two or three floors, which will not make the box too deep to be carried comfortably, two or

three pairs are easily stowed away. The air-holes should be bored on one side only, two or more

rows from the top to the bottom. The box can thus be carried with the side pierced with the

holes inside, next to the legs when walking, and it is almost impossible for passengers to tell that

it is a pigeon box at all. This is an advantage, as some people are particularly curious as to

pigeons, especially youngsters, who hope to see the birds liberated. A box so constructed is very

easy to carry, as the arm may be kept tolerably close to the side, and not have to be stretched out a

foot or so as with a broad hamper; the birds are also kept separate, and there is no unseemly

fighting or cooing on the way. In filling it, care must be taken at each end of the box to put in

at the top, or first, the bird required to be thrown last, as on pulling up the end the bottom bird is

liberated first.

“ For training a number of birds by rail various hampers or panniers have been tried, but those

used by the London Amateur Pigeon Society appear to me to be of a very convenient pattern.

They are made of osiers peeled, and in size are thirty-six by eighteen inches, and nine inches in

depth ; the fronts and backs are closely woven, as also the ends, with the exception of a space left

right across from front to back, across the ends, through which the birds may put their heads to

drink from a vessel placed in a wicker guard, interwoven with the hamper. The tops are open

wicker-work, and made fast with the ends and back, having also a small opening in the centre about

seven inches by five inches through which to fill the pannier. The front hinges on the bottom, and

thus lets down, like the trap of an area or as a flap. Two straps go round across the top, bottom,

and sides, one near each end, and riveted to the bottom. A piece of cloth or sacking is put at the

bottom, and a layer of dry tan put in. This is the best possible material for the purpose, as it does
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not shift much during the journey, and quickly dries up the droppings; the birds can also find the

corn thrown to them on a long journey better than with straw, long or short ; sawdust is too small

and light. When prepared for a journey the straps are buckled up tightly, and a string or tape

passed through each loose end and the main strap, and then tied in a knot; the centre of the

falling front is also tied to the top. Each of these strings, the front one, and that on each strap,

is then passed through a leaden seal, which is impressed with the name of the Society by means of a

pair of pincers carrying dies. The strings are first passed through the leaden blanks, then tied

again, and sealed tightly with the pincers, technically called in Belgium pince d plambr. The birds

are then passed into the pannier through the small opening, the lid of which is afterwards sealed

in the same way. The panniers of the Brighton and County of Sussex Society open at the top,

which has a margin of closely woven wicker work round the edge, which strengthens the top,

and may keep the birds quieter when in transit. In providing panniers it may be taken that

each bird should be allowed twenty-seven square inches superficial. This will fill the basket, and

yet give the birds room enough. In Belgium the government, in whose hands the railways are,

make special arrangements for carrying the birds sent to the diflerent stations in France for

training, and an enormous number of birds are thus sent weekly. On the 16th May, I874, no less

than forty-six panniers passed through Brussels on their way to their training stages, which would

represent about 30,000 sent on that day alone. On the 24th of the same month 30,000 were sent,

and on the 31st 40,000. Again, on the 23rd of May, 187 5, the province of Liege sent 46,000 birds

for training by two spedal trains, ear/1 being com_z>0.r¢'a' of twelzty-t/tree 1'/am‘. In many instances

an attendant or com/oycur accompanies them, but that course is not general at present. It has

been suggested that the various Societies should have agents at the towns from which the birds

are trained, and that they should throw any birds sent to them.

“It is well to mark all birds used for training as soon as the feathers are long enough to

carry the brands, which will be when they are six or seven weeks old. Various methods are

adopted for the printing of the name and address of the owner. It may be a stereotype, printing

the name and address in indorsing ink or printers’ ink, or a block printing a black ground, and

leaving the letters bare without ink. The ordinary type used for printing also answers very well

indeed, if the letters have a broad surface, so that they can give a nice clear and wide impression;

a stencil plate gives a clear mark, but it is rather troublesome to use, as one must have both

hands engaged when marking with it. The ink is taken up from an ordinary cloth pad, which is kept

moist therewith. If one pad only be used, put a little ink under the top layer of cloth, and stamp

the pad with the type a few times to distribute the ink equally over the same. If two pads are

used, put the ink on one and rub the two together. India-rubber brands are also in use, andkept clean, are well adapted for the purpose. A set of numerals, from 0 to 9, should also be

obtained, and the birds, if many are kept, stamped with numbers which are entered in a book, so that

they may be traced and recognised at any time in one’s books, and also identified in case they are

found by strangers, by. brand and number also. I find that it is most useful to number every bird

as soon as it can fly, as being much more easily remembered and readily referred to than if named,

though sometimes one is apt to name a special favourite also. The marks are placed on the flight

feathers of the wings or on the tail, more usually the former. It is better to have an assistant to

hold the bird and extend the wing, so that the feathers be flat on the corner of a table or on a

small box or block, while the brands and numbers are put on by oneself, placing a thick pad of

india-rubber or blotting paper beneath the feathers operated upon; or, in case no aid is at

hand, a wooden block may be used, with two stout wires knocked into it perpendicularly, each

about one inch long and about one and a half from each other. Then place the wing on the
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block, with the feather to be marked between the two upright wires, which will thus keep ofl

the other feathers, and, holding the bird in one hand, stamp with the other before it raises

its wing off the block. The marks must of course be renewed as the feathers are thrown in

the moult.

“The work of training is certainly somewhat arduous, and oftentimes discouraging; but it

must be gone through in one way or another if the birds are ever to do any long distance or to race

for any distance at all ; and on the subject of racing I will next touch. It will be well, perhaps, at

this point, to inquire what has been done in Belgium as regards pigeon racing, before considering

the sport as it at present endeavours to exist in England.

“It was in the year I818, M. Chapuis says, that the first race of any note took place, by

certain amateurs of Herve sending their birds to Frankfort-on-the-Main. And about I820 a bird

flew from Paris, carrying off the first prize in the race; and such was the homage paid to the winner,

that it was carried in state through the town, preceded by musicians, and followed by two small

cannons, which were discharged at intervals to notify to the astonished inhabitants the passage of

the victor. The amateurs of Verviers sent their birds to London in 1823, and the fact of their

return is well authenticated. Then followed a race from Lyons, which was at that time considered

a very long distance indeed. The birds used to be sent to neighbouring towns in a cart hired for

the purpose, upon which hoops were placed, and these were covered with some waterproof material,

the birds inside being provided with perches, food, and water, were not so badly off, I think.

Gradually the Societies grew, and, as the means of transit improved, longer distances were

reached, until, at the present time, every town in Belgium has many Societies, and almost each

village has at least one. The King and the Count of Flanders each subsidise the Societies by

giving prizes, as do also the communal authorities. As before mentioned, the railways are

under the control of the State, and special arrangements are made for the benefit of the pigeons

and amateurs, so that they have every facility and encouragement, including a clear atmosphere

and a flat country. -

“In order to have the old birds in good condition for the long races in July and August, they

endeavour to retard the moult as much as possible, and this they do by keeping the birds on short

commons during the winter and early spring. The birds thus begin to lay late, are breeding late,

and moult late; but they are careful that the birds should not weaken themselves by allowing

them to rear too many young; and the young of these birds being valuable, the usual course is to

change the young with a pair of common birds, giving the two good ones to the common parents,

and placing not more than one of the common squeakers under the good birds. With reference to

the speed of the birds in the Belgian races M. Chapuis gives the results of twenty-one races. The

particulars of the four showing the highest speed attained are given in the annexed table.”

Society. ! To From x Date.

  

Yards per Minute.

Hirondelle Dison Blois 3rd June, 1860 1,772

St. Esprit Verviers Chzitellerault 16th July, I856 1,449

Union et Progres Brussels Chfiteauroux 5th ]uly, 1857 1,443

Dinantaise Dinant Paris zlst June, X857 ' 1,422

In order to bring this interesting subject up to the date of the present edition, we have

sought the assistance of Mr. john Day, the best known flying authority of this country, who has

kindly supplied us with the following matter :

“We now compare the foregoing results with the average speed attained in England during
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the past two years 1892 and 1893, a comparison which will be foundmost interesting, as showing

the progress that has been made in England by long distance flying pigeons.

“The winning birds in the various Clubs flown on the dates given in the following tables

attained the average speed as appended by three of the principal societies in this country; and

the average velocity of the winners in each race is also given. The number of birds entered by

each Society, it will be seen, is very large, and it will be noted that the Manchester Flying Club

heads the list ; for in the \/Vorcester Old Bird Race no less than 1,213 birds competed in 1892, and

again in 1893 from the same town 1,068 competed. I may mention that the velocities of the last

two years in England are equal to those made in Belgium up to a distance of 400 miles.

TABLE I.--RACES FLOWN IN 1892.

MANCHESTER FLYING cum.

 

  

 
    

 

Date Name Town From. Birds Miles. Velociw

May 1 2 Florridge Bury Worcester I 2 I 3 97 1°49

,, I8 Pickford New Mills Swindon 1072 12$ 1325

,, 25 Pickford ,, ,, Bournemouth 801 I34 1524

June 6 Moss Congleton Cherbourg 605 =45 1°°2

as 2° M055 Congleton Avranches I 5 5 335 "9' ,

July 4 Moore Lymm Nantes I27 43° ‘Q49

Leamington 358

King’s Heath] Cherbourg 254

Hill Top I St. Male 103

| King’s I-Ieathi Nantes

SOUTHERN COUNTIES FLYING CLUB.

Date. Name. j Town. From. Birds. Miles.

June 8 Simmonds Ripon 94 I 71

,, 15 Stanhope Stroud Newcastle 84 225

,, 23 Adams Berwick 6: 273

July 6 Adams Arbronth 36 328

,, 21 Stanhope Stroud Bantf 13 411

NORTH MIDDLESEX FLYING CLUB.

Name. l Town. l From.

l_

Evangelisti Tottenham l Retford

Pointer Wood Green‘ York

Evangelisti Tottenham ’ Newcastle

Stanhope Stroud i Berwick

Stratford ,' Aberdeen
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TABLE II.-RACES FLOWN IN 1893.

MANCHESTER FLYING CLUB.

Date Name, Tovin From ‘ Birds ' Miles Velocity.

May I8 Bancroft Northwich Worcester 1068 74 1534

,, 24 Hallworth Hazel Grove Swindon ioi6 127 1 :09

,, 31 Ashcroft Mossley Bournemouth 329 I95 1022

June 12 Moore Lymm Cherbourg 536 262 837

,, 26 Timperley Stockton Avranches 1 13 331 1025

July IO Timperley ,, Nantes 57 431 15x4

  

MIDLAND FLYING CLUB.

Town. From.

Grifliths Hill Top Ventnor] 320

Acton Overbury Cherbourg

Foxhall Handsworth Rennes 99

Hall King's Heath La Rochelle 52

  

SOUTHERN COUNTIES FLYING CLUB.

Name.

Gfliflfl Gloucester

Cove ,,

Payne ,,

Cove ,, Newcastle I I04

Cove ,, Berwick 1028

Cove ,, Arbroath I044

COVG ,, Ban“ 4.30 a.Iu. on 15th

  

“The long distances attained by numbers of these birds should be noted as here given,

proving as they do that we now possess as good birds in this country as our brother fanciers across

the water. Up till the season of I894. the record for the longest distance flown into England was

held by the bird belonging to Mr. Hall, mentioned above in the Midland Flying Club’s table. In

1894, in the disastrous Grand National Race from La Rochelle, organised by the Manchester Flying

Club, the winning bird, owned by Mr. Bell of Northwich, flew 497 miles in 55 hrs. 54 mins.; this

was on ]uly 23-25. A few days previously, however, in the La Rochelle race of the Midland Flying

Club, a bird belonging to Mr. Lorrison, Morpeth, Northumberland, covered the distance of 628 miles

in twelve days (July 17-29) and thus holds the record for the longest distance flown into England."

Here Mr. Day concludes his interesting statistics, and we proceed to repeat Mr. Harrison’s

remarks as given in the last edition of this work, making, however, several small alterations

required by changes occasioned by lapse of time.

“ That a large number of the birds sent to these races never reach their homes is no doubt a

fact, but the birds are generally lost at long distances, and not during shorter training stages’

as the case is here very often ; for the birds being marked, and so many people keeping pigeons,

as soon as a bird is found the owner is communicated with as a rule, either directly or through

the different Fancier Joumals; though of course the persons who make a business of trapping
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birds for the London and other gun clubs take care to keep the birds for the purposes of their

traffic. But possibly this organised system of theft will soon be put down by the law in

England.

“Every owner of fancy or Homing Pigeons should carefully note any bird which has strayed

to his loft, catch it, and, if branded, communicate with the owner; or, in case no name and address

but only a private mark is on the bird, inform the editor of one of the numerous Pigeon Journals

now published of the fact, in order that the bird may be returned if possible. The bird may be

of value to the rightful owner, but is useless to the finder. He may himself be the loser of a bird

some day, and be glad to get it back again by the same means. The wings and the tail should be

thoroughly examined, as I state once again for the benefit of novices, the brands are always to be

found there if at all.

“I now come to the method of carrying out a race, and in this connection may mention that

the two leading Societies in London—in fact the only Societies of any note—are the London

Columbarian Society and the North Middlesex Pigeon Society. Mr. John Day is the secretary

of the former, and Mr. W. J. Howey for the latter. The London Columbarian is the older of the

two. Hitherto the races of these Societies have been open to members only, and therefore I

propose to give a sketch of the routine of a race as carried out by them. The birds must be

entered on or before a certain day mentioned in the conditions of the race; the distances from

the starting-point to eac/1 member's house are ascertained, and must be challenged (if at all)

before the entries are closed. The distance between each member’s house and the nearest tele

graph office is also ascertained, and ratable allowances made on such distances of seven minutes

to the mile on foot, and four minutes by other means. The birds are then marked and registered

with their number and description in a book kept for the purpose, the entry fees and training fees

paid per bird. The birds are then delivered at the Society's rooms each day named in the

conditions, placed in panniers sealed with the Society's leaden seals, and sent for training, and so

on for each stage. Notice is given to the secretary of the birds sent each time, and he on hearing

particulars of the start sends a copy of the same to each member having birds started at the
particular stage in question. The night before the race, allithe birds members intend to race

with are brought to the rooms and given into the custody of two deputed members (if possible

members having no birds entered); they are, after the meeting is over, privately marked with a

letter, in addition to the stamp and number already on the wing, each bird with a different letter

or letters, and the two members have them in their sole charge, and see them off to the starting

point. The starter telegraphs the time of the start, and each member on the arrival of his bird

must telegraph to the rooms the description of the bird, number and letter; the latter of course

he cannot know until he sees it on the bird. The time is taken from the time of ‘handing in’

the message to the telegraph clerk, less the allowance for the distance from the loft to the tele

graph office. The distances of each bird, and the time of each, are then the basis of classification

of the winners; the bird doing the greatest number of yards in a minute wins, the bird doing the

next number to be second, and so on. Thus each bird is classified according to his own actual

and individual speed.

“The whole of the numbers, marks, &c., distances, and times, are entered in a racing register

kept for the purpose.

“For the young birds a special stamp and set of numbers is kept, so as to distinguish them

from the old ones at the latter end of the season, when the young birds’ races come off. This

system seems to be as fair as possible to all competitors, and the objectionable practice of running

with the birds through the streets, and taking the time from the production of the same, is super
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seded, thus enabling the whole thing to be carried out quietly and without much risk of failure,

except through actual fraud, which has no place in a society of gentlemen.

“In any race which occupies more than one day between the start and the arrival of any of

the winners, the better plan is to deduct the hours from sunset to sunrise, as no bird would be

likely to be actually flying during that time; and such an arrangement prevents any unfairness

in favour of a bird just reaching his house at night, as against another bird which has to fly a

much greater distance on the following morning, having flown up to dark, possibly in company

with, and therefore at an equal speed with, the one having the shorter distance. Thus, if two

birds, A and B, are flying from Berwick, A to go to Peterborough and B to London, both arriving

at Peterborough together at sunset, A goes into its loft, possibly taking first prize, while B, which

has flown at an equal speed, may start again in the morning, and fly on to London still faster, but

be placed low down on the list, because he would have the hours of the night reckoned against

him. This is avoided by the plan above recommended and now coming into vogue.

“ The formation of Societies is the grand means of cultivating the Homing Pigeon ; and to all

who desire to train cheaply, whether they are prepared to race or not, opportunities are now

offered, as far as London and the suburbs are concerned, of doing so themselves, as well as of

aiding others, by supporting Societies which have for one of their objects the raising of the status

of pigeon-flying as a sport.

“The uses of the Homing Pigeon have been fully exemplified already by what took place

during the Franco-German War of 1870-71, and the result is that nearly every European country

except England has adopted the bird as a means of conveying military intelligence; and mili

tary lofts are being rapidly established in all parts of the Continent. In ordinary times of peace

they are of great use in conveying any kind of intelligence, if good birds are used and properly

trained, so that some dependence may be placed upon them. The sport is growing fast, and

promises soon to become popular, as it is even now supported by many members of the middle

and upper classes.”

One of the most difficult questions to decide in connection with Pigeon Shows is the proper

status of Homing Pigeons as regards the show-pen. At a large proportion of exhibitions now, a

class is added “for the best Homing Pigeon ;” and no class so invariably gives rise to a larger

amount of dissatisfaction with the awards. The reason of this is that some judges take the

points of the Show Homer as their standard, which is quite out of order in testing the quality of

Flyers. By many judges the two types are confounded, and the prizes hence awarded to birds

which present in most perfection the Show Homer type, which is recognisable enough. But the

true Homing bird is not bred in this way, and cannot, as we have seen, be depended on for colour,

or even for form. True, there is a general c/zarader which may perhaps be said to distinguish

the majority of the best flying birds; but in details even of shape, such as length and thickness

of beak, or shape of skull, two noted champions may differ widely, and it is only possible, but far

from improbable, that the really “ best" performer may be the very ugliest bird in the class; and

it certainly does happen with singular regularity that such usually gets overlooked.

It is easier to find fault with this than to find a remedy ; and the question rather seems to us

to be, whether the class, as usually described, is not per so a mistake. How can a bird whose sole

standard of value is what it can do, be judged by its looks ? That is the fundamental difficulty;

and to meet it, many shows now stipulate that all the birds be stamped and flown, and the prizes

only given if they are safely returned. This certainly proves that the birds can fly more or less;

but it does no more. It frequently happens that the winners are owned in the immediate neigh
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bourhood, to which any bird accustomed to liberty would easily return; and such a test by no

means gives any security that the winners are the best Homing birds. The difliculty is, in fact,

very similar to that which would have to be encountered by a judge of horses, were he called upon

to select from their looks alone, without ever seeing them run, the best of a lot of race-horses. It

is, however, greater, the difference in external appearance being far more; and it seems to us so

impossible, and is proved so by daily experience, for a judge to select the best performers as they

stand in the pens, that it would appear better to contrive some change in the conditions which

place the matter upon a more logical footing.

We can only propose two alternatives, the first of which, as far as the terms go, has been

already adopted often. It is, that the title of the class should be changed to either the “likeliest”

or the “handsomest Homing Pigeon," requiring a declaration in writing before any prize was

actually awarded, that the bird had been really flown for some given distance—say I00 miles.

Such a declaration would-be more real guarantee that the birds were Homing Pigeons than the

mere fact of returning to a home which is very probably close by; while, on the other hand,

the status of the whole class being thus guaranteed, the actual awards would professedly be

based on the only possible ground of appearances, and no room left for complaint because the

judge did not perform the impossible task of selecting by eye alone “the best ” Homing Pigeon.

Judging a class which by the conditions are insured as being really a fair quality of Homing

birds, he would not even pretend to do more than pick out the most pleasing to the eye; and

with this we think all parties would be better satisfied than with the state of things which has

hitherto usually prevailed.

The other suggestion is, however, in our opinion, far preferable. It is to make such a class

a local one, so that the birds entered may be flown to the show instead of from it, from a point

announced in the schedules. By such a plan, with a fair time allowance for distance from the

exhibition hall, the birds would be really tested, and it would be in fact a genuine pigeon-race,

with the addition that all the competitors were exhibited and their order of arrival named, for

the information and interest of the public. This plan has also, of recent years, been somewhat

generally adopted in the Midlands and in Scotland with good results, and it possesses the further

great advantage, that a class of birds which is stated on the pens to have done a given distance

in a given time, does probably more to awaken public interest in pigeon-flying, while on view at a

large exhibition, than anything else which could be devised. At the start for a special pigeon

race there are but few spectators; at a large and popular show the competitors and winners in

such a race as we suggest at once become objects of interest to hundreds, and though somewhat

of an innovation, we venture on these grounds very strongly to recommend this method of solving

the difficulty to all committees who can find suflicient local support for it.

It may be well to add a few words regarding the transmission of messages by Homing

Pigeons. The popular notion as to the mode of doing this has been already sneered at by Mr.

Harrison, and is well depicted in the tail-piece to this chapter; it will be obvious to any one

that a bird thus burdened could never fly far. The message must in all cases be written or

printed on a small, and particularly a narrow slip of paper. During the siege of Paris many

messages were set up in type in columns like a page of a newspaper, and then photographed in

microscopic size on a document about two inches long by an inch wide, which on receipt was

enlarged by a magnifier to be copied out in writing. Such a small slip may be either wound

closely round the shank of the leg, and then gummed on the edge to keep it there, or rolled closely

into a small cylinder, which is then tied by a thread round each end, under and close to the quill

of one of the middle tail-feathers. Fastened in this way, the flight of the bird is not impeded in
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the least, and thus a message may be sent for hundreds of miles. The best way of all, however,

is to insert the slip of parchment on which the message is written into a somewhat larger quill

than that of the tail-feather of a pigeon; pass this quill with its contents over one of the tail

feathers of the bearer, and with a fine needle tack it with fine strong silk to the shaft of the said

feather at both ends ; it is well to send such messages in duplicate in order to guard against the

possibility of one feather so charged being shed during the journey.

The services rendered by Homing Pigeons to journalism are so frequent and valuable, that

it may not be altogether without interest to our readers to describe the modu: operamli of Mr,

John Day in connection with the “pigeon post" of T/ze Daily Gm)/zic. This method of con

veying messages and sketches is adopted by that paper for such events of public interest as the

Universities’ Boat Race and the Derby, and the following extract from Poultry will show the

system in vogue :—“ T/ze Daily Crap/zic has again retained the services of Mr. john Day and

  

“s1<i.\‘i~:ui\i ” TYPE. FIG. 67. “su1:RLa ” TYPE.

his ‘birds for Epsom races, he having received instructions from the proprietors to have twenty

birds in readiness to convey sketches of interest taken by their special artists on the course.

The sketches are tied round the leg of the birds, which are liberated at short intervals ; messenger

runners are awaiting their arrival at the house of Mr. Day, who convey the sketches to the oflice to

be prepared for publication on the following morning. The time occupied by these little aerial

messengers between Epsom and London entirely depends on the atmospheric condition, but the

average time is from twenty to twenty-five minutes, and in some cases a bird has been despatched

with a sketch tied on each leg.”

No standard of points has, to our knowledge, been issued by any recognised authority. This

want we shall endeavour to supply by appending to this chapter one of our own, based on obser

vations gathered from the physical points displayed in the best specimens that have come under

our immediate observation during the last two or three years at both English and Scotch shows, at

most of which the Flying or Working Homer has of late generally filled the largest classes or

any variety of pigeons. But before presenting this standard we shall give two illustrations portraying

the distinctive skull features of the two types of flyers generally seen in this country, namely, the

“Skinnum” type (which personally we prefer) and the “Smerle” type. Be it understood that

neither of these illustrations is intended to be a representation of the English Skinnum proper, or

29
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of the Belgian Smerle, of which we shall give descriptions in a succeeding chapter. Our illustra

tions profess only to be such as shall at a glance serve to bring/before the reader an idea of the

separate properties of these two very interesting breeds of working Homing pigeons. It will

be noted that the illustration of the Skinnum represents a pigeon of inferior Dragoon character;

its beak being set so as to appear “shooting " straight away from the fozehead ; the eye surrounded

by a skinny fleshy cere, small in circumference and dark in colour; the frontal bone, z'.e., the fore

head, being rather prominent and angular, and the crown of the skull decidedly flat or “table”

headed; the beak is of moderate proportions and absolutely black in colour, surmounted by a

small, rather rough wat-tle. Such is a description of at least nine out of ten flyers of the

Skinnum type as far as skull properties are concerned.

The Smerle style is a bird of totally different character, showing decided signs of its Owl

origin, the frontal being both broader, higher, and rounder than the Skinnum, the beak bending

somewhat downwards, and the crown being almost convex in formation. These are, however,

generally found to be of mealy or red-chequered plumage, showing a strong mixture of the

Belgian Antwerp in their composition. \/Vith age these coloured birds become considerably

splashed with black on the shoulders, and in the flight and tail feathers, whereas the other style

is generally blue or blue and black chequered in colour, and retains its clearness of tint and

distinctness of chequering to a great age. The colour of the eyes in both types is various, either

pure silvery pearl in iris or silvery red, or from bright orange hue to deep fiery red. The latter

looks best, but little importance is to be attached to this point, other properties than those of the

skull b.-ing the tests of flying power ; these are alike in both, and consist of substance and quality

of feather and muscle, as well as body formation, as described in the standard given herewith.
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STANDARD DESCRIPTION OF THE FLYING HOMER.

 

B0dY.—-I. Shape—compact and cobby.

2. l\'ec.€-—rather thick at throat and gradually widening down to the shoulders; rather short than long in

appearance.

3. /)’!'z’(lJl—\\'lCl€ and full, but not unduly projecting ; the breast-bone deep and straight.

4. />’ach—~wide at upper end ; straight, and gradually tapering in wedge fashion to the rump.

5. /\'u//:p—slender both in width cross-ways, and in depth towards the vent; the latter should be well

tucked up to the end of the back-bone.

6. l'Vr'11gs—butts rather prominent ; powerful and muscular ; displaying great power of elasticity.

7. Legs—of medium length ; very firm and muscular in thighs and firm in joints; straight from the hock to

instep.

8. 1"ee/—moderately long ; claws well spreading and firmly set on a level with the ball of the foot.

Feather.—i. Body plumage-—generally brilliant, close-fitting, and rather sh art compared with fancy pigeons.

2. Flzghts—bro;id in web, short, and strong in shafts; each feather closely overlapping that adjoining

it ; showing no aperture between the feathers when the wing is outstretched.

3. Tail—short ; not too wide in web, and very closely folded when not flying. -

 
Skull. 1. Foreheaa'——showing an angle over the eye ; moderate in width and rather flat on crown.

2. Eie—bright, wild, and intelligent.

3. Beak—generally black or dark horn coloured ; moderately thick ; and mandibles closely set.

4. I/Vatt./e—small, but showing a regular grooving with a light violet surface tint.

5. Cere—dnrk in colour and drawn in texture ; rather more full at front than back of the eye.

$lZ8.—1. Lengt/1—not over 14 inches from tip of beak to the end of the tail.

2. Wid/h—about 3% inches at the widest part of the body from shoulder to shoulder, and as near to

2% inches as possible at the root of the tail above the vent.

0

Physique.—i. Carrz'nge—upright, bold, and alert.

2. Cona'z'tion—hard and full of muscular display.

COlOUrS.—Various. W, F. L,
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CHAPTER XXIX.

THE SHOVV HONIER.

AS stated in the last chapter, under one form or another classes began to be provided fifteen or

twenty years ago for Homing Pigeons at most English shows. In some cases the prizes awarded

were only claimable on condition that the exhibit so prized having been liberated at a stated

distance from its home, had flown thence to its habitation, and had been brought back from the

same and placed in the exhibition pen, bearing its catalogued number ; in other cases the exhibits

are announced to be judged simply for their appearance as to physical properties of build, muscle,

and feather, these being regarded as proofs of their capacity to return speedily to their homes.

To this day such classes are still provided, and termed classes for “ Likeliest Flyers.” However, in

the course of time, the appearance sought in exhibits as regards skull properties, feather substance,

and colour and markings commenced to assume a definite stamp, and the prizes began to

be awarded to birds answering to such outwardly visible traits, rather than to the natural physical

requirements essential to the homing faculty, which themselves are not so readily ascertained by

mere ocular observation. Thus the Homing Pigeon, like others of its kind-—the Carrier, Dragoon,

Antwerp, to wit—was gradually admitted to the number of “fancy” pigeons eligible for show

purposes, and for a time was designated the “Show Homer.” Even now some societies continue

so to qualify this splendid production of the Columbarian race, but in the generality of cases

the compilers of show schedules are content to name the class so set aside as for “ Homers.” We

shall therefore in our remarks designate this pigeon by its now recognised nomenclature as “The

Homer.” Before describing this very handsome and symmetrically-built pigeon, a few words as

to its origin, or rather, the sources of its composite parts, will not be out of place. Of it we may

appropriately repeat that which Mr. John Day says in his book on “The Homing Pigeon”

proper, viz., that “beyond all doubt it is a manufactured article ;” its primary basis was probably

a cross-bred bird between the Skinnum and Smerle, each of these having in it the same blood

which has assisted in producing on the one hand the Dragoon, and on the other the English Owl.

T/ze S/l*z'mumz is a flying ‘pigeon of English manufacture, doubtless the result of a careful

first and again repeated cross between the Dragoon and Long-faced or Common Tumbler; its

colour is generally blue, with black bars ; the head is rather long and somewhat angular, the eye

cere being of a decidedly skinny and drawn appearance. To this probably it owes its name;

except for its intrinsic worth for homing purposes it is nothing more nor less than an unsightly

mongrel pigeon.

T/ze Smerle, which has also had its due share in the production of the Homer, is a pigeon

of undoubtedly artistic construction, and to it its part-descendant owes much of its more attractive

personality; it was produced by Belgian fanciers, and is mentioned by several foreign writers on

pigeons as being Pigeons S1/zerles do la proz/z'm:e de Liege. In shape these resemble the Owl, having

roundish heads and shortish thick beaks; the eye-cere is generally thin and dark, the eyes are

“ pearl ” or silvery in iris ; in colour they are generally of the mealy hue found in some Antwerps,

though Red Chequers are also very prevalent, while Blues and Blue Chequers are by no means
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‘uncommon. They are strong and high flyers, deriving the latter property, as also their silvery

eyes, from the Cumulet.

Brent, writing of the Smerle, says, “It is an excellent homing bird, but not so wild and

intractable as the true Antwerp ” (probably alluding to the pigeon so described by us in the last

chapter); “ with care and patience it can be settled to a new abode, consequently they are better

known in England.”

The Smerle is supposed to have been produced by a cross between the Owl, the Turbit, and

the Cumulet; the white silvery eye being a distinct proof of Cumulet blood, which is further

testified to by the height at which Smerles fly in comparison to that attained by the Skinnum.

The Turbit cross is shown by the white flights and sundry white patches about the head, neck, and

other portions of the body, while the very frequent display ofa frill, and occasionally even a slight

gullet, quite independently of a rather wide and round head, are distinct proofs of Owl ancestry.

Mr. john Day, in his very practical book on “The Homing Pigeon," thus describes this bird, which

has played a considerable part both in the production of the Flying Homer and its show name

sake:—“ The accepted type of Smerle should have a small, round head, as round as a marble; a

short, stout beak, and a very small eye, with no cere about it. The neck should be short and

thick ; the body short, broad across, and with a good depth of keel. The legs should also be short,

and the wing and tail of moderate length, the flight feathers extending to within about half an inch

of the tip of the tail. In size the Smerle is a small bird, not bigger than an Owl. Serious faults in

this breed are peaks (probably traceable to Turbit blood), frills on the chest, and clearly defined

gullets, all of which tend to prove a too close relationship to the originators of the breed. In

writing of the flight feathers, I may state that I have met with Smerles which possessed these of

extraordinary breadth, overlapping, and broad at the ends, a conformation which is rarely met

with in Homers of the present day. Such is the pigeon that was used originally to cross with the

Dragoon, and from which the modern Homer undoubtedly has sprung. The value of the Dragoon

blood was made evident by the increase of strength and resolution in the young birds, as the

Dragoon has been known to reduce itself to positive weakness before it would yield to weariness or

pain. Unfortunately, birds of the first cross were too big and cumbersome to make good Homers,

so breeders of thirty-five years ago soon discovered one or two more crosses of Smerle blood

to be necessary to get the pigeon they wanted.”

T/ze Cumulet is a pigeon much esteemed by Belgian Columbarianists on account of its dura

tion and height of flying performances; to it we have alluded fully in a former chapter.

But another pigeon of a totally different breed has been used to give the Show Homer its

narrow elongated skull, well arched from the tip of the beak to the back of the head ; also arched

(or, rather, without any display of angularity, on the crown) from eye to eye across the top of the

head, both in the construction of its fully-displayed muzzle to the front of the crown, and its

moderately lengthened back skull. This pigeon is the Scanderoon, already described in a former

chapter, and alluded to as having had a share in the production also of Red and Yellow Dragoons,

and Long and Medium-faced Antwerps.

With these introductory remarks as to the origin of this most recent addition to the category

of fancy pigeons, we shall proceed to describe the Show Homer in the terms in which we have

spoken of it in “Pigeons: their Origin and Variation," for we have found no reason to in any

way alter or modify our views as to the standard requirements of this pigeon, as expressed in the

following quotations :—

“The tout ensemble of the Homer is so even and regular in its delineation, from the tip of the

beak to the palm of the foot, without any grand malformation or feather irregularity so much
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admired in some other breeds, as to constitute a perfect specimen of structural completeness. How

difficult, then, is the task of anyone who ventures to give a correct description of such a specimen,

the joint produce of nature and art!

“I. SKULL POINTS.-—Compared with the size of the body, the skull of the Homer should

presentneither an appearance of largeness nor smallness: it should be rather proportionate, and that

without any angle, depression, or flatness in any one point, from whichever aspect it is viewed. If

looked at sideways, from the tip of the beak, over the surface of the wattle, on along the muzzle

over the frontal bone, gradually yet almost imperceptibly rising to the crown, right on to the curve

at the back of the head to its juncture with the neck, one even and unbroken ‘sweep’ of outline

should present itself; if viewed front ways, from the top of the beak an elongated widening of the

various portions of the head-piece should be visible, passing along on each side, widening slightly

at the juncture of the mandibles, without sinking or bulging ,in the least degree (as is so often

sadly the case) in the space intervening between the mouth and the eye, the eye-cere scarcely

showing itself, but leaving the pupil of the eyes apparently standing out, each halo-wise, surrounded

by the purest of silver-white iris. If viewed from the back, a similar evenly-balanced construc

tion of the skull is perceptible, with a like expansion of the eye development. Again, from

the tip of the under-mandible, a long gradual sweep with a good concave incision at the

throat, thence gracefully blending down to the front of the neck, should connect the skull with the

body.

“ T/ze eye should be placed as near as possible on a line with the beak in the head, the space

between it and the crown of the skull being, if anything, rather shallow than the reverse——a high

crown in a Homer gives a lofty appearance to the head, which is most objectionable. But the

point of all others in which this Pigeon is required to excel is in the correctness of the length,

width, and fulness that intervenes between the mouth and wattle, and the eye and outer extremity

of the crown of the head—called by some the ‘face,’ by others the ‘muzzle;’ but before I

endeavour to describe this essential feature I must give the measurements of the skull viewed

sideways, and the shape and proportion of the beak and wattle which precede it. The length of

the head from the tip of the beak to the outer ridge of the back of the skull should, as nearly as

possible, compass 2% inches ; this space should be subdivided as follows: (I) From the end of the

beak to the tip of the wattle a trifle over one quarter of an inch; (2) from thence on to the

juncture of the mandibles (a space covered by the nasal organ, itself covered by the wattle)

the measurement should be about three-quarters of an inch, so that the whole beak and mouth

conjointly should measure as nearly as possible one inch. This does not represent either a long

or a short beak-—both are very objectionable; a long beak gives a mean, and a short one a stumpy

appearance to a Show Homer. Next comes that most essential feature (3) the space between

the junction of the mandibles and the front edging of the eye-cere; this, of course, controls the

length, and quality also, of the frontal bone in its rise from the wattle. This space should not be

less than half an inch; of course, the distance from the inner end of the wattle to a spot in

the profile at an horizontal line drawn across the same from the inner edge of the eye-cere

upwards will be greater, as the wattle does not extend so far back towards the crown of the head

as does the mouth towards the eye-cere, but it is I/ze wlzole of I/zere two prapartiorzs t/zat e0n.rlz'tute t/w

1/zu.:zle,' therefore I must also give the measurement from the end of the wattle, where it is joined

by the head-feathers, to the imaginary horizontal point just above the eye-cere, in order the more

clearly to define this important feature ; bearing in mind that this space is very slightly convex in

formation, it should measure not less than one inch. In width this ‘muzzle’ should increase

almost imperceptibly from the mouth to the eye and crown of the hcad.
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r “But the head of the Homer is, if anything, rather narrow than wide. If viewed from above

it should present a very elongated oval formation, the greatest width being just at the back of the

eye, where it should measure about one inch across the skull, gradually rounding off at the back of

the cranium. In shape it should here be like the wider end of a hen’s egg. It will be thus

observed that the elongation of this Pigeon's head consists in the front rather than at the back of

the skull, as measured from the pupil of the eye. The eye should be very active and watchful in

appearance, and very slightly rising out of the socket. The colour of the iris which is preferred,

and which really looks to best advantage, is that called ‘pearl’ or silvery-white, though a good

red-orange iris is by no means unpresentable. The {ye-cere cannot be too fine, and it should be as

dark as possible in hue. The wattle should be small and fine in texture, and nicely heart-shaped,

not bulging over at the sides or rising out of the even sweep of the slightly-convex line from the

tip of the beak to the feathered frontal-bone. The beak should not be thick, but rather of medium

substance, both mandibles being as nearly as possible of equal thickness and length, the upper one

slightly bending downwards, but the under one very straight, and certainly showing neither any

bend nor appearance of jewing. In colour I like the beak of all shades of Homers to be as black

as possible, and not at all scaly.

“ II. BODY POINTS.—The neck, while rather narrow at its junction with the head, should

gracefully widen out all round, and certainly not present a long and slender appearance, as it tends

down to the support of wide s/zoulders, a broad, rather straight than rounded back, and moderately

prominent c/zest. A thick throat of gullet-like appearance is a great disfigurement, as is also, I

repeat, a thin, long neck and bulging appearance just below the ears

“The shape af I/1e body should be of a wedge formation from the chest to the tip of the tail.

The wing bulls should, like the rest of the wing, fit closely to the body, not projecting beyond the

chest or hanging down below and away from the sides of the trunk. The back is straight, slightly

sloping downwards from the base of the neck to the tip of the tail. The depth from the upper end

of the back to the breast end of the keel-bone should be deep, the keel or breast-bone should be

very straight, and of proportionate length. As the body approaches its rear parts, it should become

compressed; the '1/em‘ and 1/en!-Ilones being firm and short; a rising rump or a falling vent (or

belly) are great faults. The lrgs are of medium length, the I/nlg/is are very muscular and close set

to the body, the .r/mn,{’-bone especially being muscular, but withal sparsely and closely feathered, so

that no feathers should extend below the hock-joint. The leg-joints from the hock-bones to the

instep and the claws, and thence onward to the black toe-nails, should be ruby red and firmly set,

showing not the remotest tendency to either lanky, bowed, or contracted appearances. Theflzlg/at

_feat/zcrs are broad, short, tightly fitting to each other, and carried well over the rump towards the

tip of the tail. The tailfmt/urs also are short, firm in web, and very tightly closed over each other.

“In ca/our Homers are of all chequered and barred tints. The most popular are the Black

and Blue-Chequers, but Silver-Dun and Dun-Chequers are not far behind in public esteem.

Barred specimens have very good representatives both in Blues and Silvers, while some Mealies

and Silver-Duns with red bars have played a prominent figure in the show-pen. Now and again

Yellow-Chequers are met with, while Red-Chequers are generally remarkable for hardness and

shortness of feather. Pied specimens are frequently sho\vn very good in skull and body points,

but as a rule these scarcely show sufiicient white feathering intermixed with the ground colour to

justify a separate classification. I may confidently say of the Homer, in regard to its existence and

worth, that though the last creation in the Pigeon Fancylist, it is far from being the least esteemed.”

With the kind permission of the Homer Club we are able to append the Standard of

Perfection for the Sho\v Homer as drawn up by that body.
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THE STANDARD OF PERFECTION FOR THE snow HOMER, AS ADOPTED

BY THE HOMER CLUB. '

STANDARD.

Head and Beak.—To form one unbroken curve from back of head to tip of beak.

B€al(.—Of medium length and substance, measuring from If to 1'} in. to the corner of the eye.

EY8.—Pearl or red, bright, and well set, with a wild appearance.

CeI‘6.——Fine and hard (dark preferred).

N€Cl<.—Not too long, thick at base, tapering well to the throat, which should be well cleaned out.

BOdY.—Of medium size, short, and wedge shaped; back broad, fiat, and straight; good depth of keel; chest

broad ; shoulders strong and well carried, with straight breast bone, and vent bones well up.

F8afheI‘.—Flights short and broad, well overlapping each other to the end.

Tai|.—Not too long, well drawn together, and well carried:

COnClitiOn.——Hard and firm.

COl0UI‘.——Sound throughout, in chequers clear and distinct.

Legs. —-Of medium length, clean, strong, and well set.

Carriage.—A bold, upstanding, and workmanlike appearance.

SCALE OF POINTS.

Beak . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

Head and throat . . - - . . . . . . . - . . I8

Eye . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

Cere . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9

Neck . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Body . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14

Feather and condition . . . . . . . . . . . . . I8

Colour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14

Carriage . . . , . . . . . . . - . . . 8

'4' KOO
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CHAPTER XXX.

THE MAGPIE.

UNTIL a recent period the Magpie, in common with the Archangel, the Swallow, and its

sub-varieties, was classified amongst a. host of pigeons more remarkable for singularity of

feather markings and brilliancy of plumage than for any abnormal point of bodily structure or

skull formation, all of which have been designated as “ German Toys,” probably because German

fanciers have taken delight in producing all imaginable parti-coloured specimens, to which the

columbarian race is able so readily and pleasingly to conform. That a pigeon answering in such

requirements to the “bird of mischief,” the Magpie, should have been among the earliest of these

productions is most natural to conceive. For many years pigeons known as Magpies were simply

birds_of certain singular body plumage, so called because of close resemblance to the Magpie

proper. These were, doubtless, originhlly obtained by a cross between pigeons of the Dove-house

type and some one or other ofthose known as Long-faced Tumblers; the “ stoppy " forehead of some_

Magpies, even at the present time, and especially the bright silver or pearl eyes of nearly every

separate specimen, abundantly confirm such‘ a theory. But within the last few years the Magpie

has become not only one of the most popular of fancy pigeons, but we believe it has attained that

position because of the very unique and fascinating properties of head formation of which it is now

the sole possessor, and without which we hesitate not to affirm that no pigeon, however correctly

marked, should be ‘reckoned a standard specimen of the Magpie pigeon.

Though at first Magpies were, as a rule, confined to pigeons of black and white plumage,

showing a richness of lustre on the darker portions of the body feathering, almost as brilliant as its

ornithological prototype, it was not long before specimens were forthcoming answering to almost

every variety of colour known among fancy pigeons, namely, Blues, Reds, Yellows, and more

recently Silvers and Duns. However, be these shades what they may, in all the markings must be

alike, and of but two colours, one of which, of course, is white. The darker marking should cover

the following parts of the body only, viz., from the crown of the head and extending down the neck

and breast to the inner edging of the shoulder bones at the front; here it should end in a sharp,

clean-cut line, not straight across the chest, but forming a convex line of demarcation between the

dark feathers, upwards towards the upper part of the chest from one side to the other, resembling a

very deep and enlarged bib, such as that appertaining to the Nun pigeon, only bearing in mind

that this dark feathering should extend from just under the front of shoulder-blade to shoulder

blade, instead of from the base of one side of the] shell-crest to the other, as in the aforenamed

pigeon. Many Magpies are straight-cut across the chest like the Baldhead Tumbler. This,

however, is a decided fault, and totally unlike the breast marking running in almost semicircular

fashion from one side to the other of the ordinary Magpie. \Ve are well aware that some are of

opinion that the straight low-cut specimens represent the correct type, but this was only so until

careful and judicious pairing proved that birds, equally good in every other particular, can now

be produced with this additional and close point of resemblance to the bird from which this
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pigeon's very name is derived. So far for the dark_ markings as viewed from the front aspect of

our subject. We next proceed to describe it from a point already reached as being of dark shade

at the base of the neck at its juncture with the shoulders across the widest part of the back, i.e.,

from top of shoulder-blade to shoulder-blade. The feathers immediately covering the shoulders

are termed the scapular feathers. These feathers, both large and small, are coloured, so as to form

a “saddle” marking of rather heart-shaped formation, extending downwards towards the rump

covering. This marking should also be as “clean ” cut as possible, being equally proportioned on

both sides. The next coloured portion to describe is the back itself, from the very base of the neck

bone to the end of the rump. This can best be done by saying that if one holds up the bird by

the tip of the wings, thus drawing away all the shoulder and wing-covering feathers from the trunk

of the body itself, the latter should, if viewed from the upper surface, present a complete dark

shaded appearance up to a perfectly straight cut line on either of its sides from just under the point

of juncture of the wings with the trunk at the slioulder-blades, right along to either side of the

larger tail feathers; in fact, displaying a dark back and rump, absolutely uniforiu in colour both

as to depth and brilliancy, with the neck, the breast, and scapular plumage of the specimen so

displayed ; but let it be well noted that such dark feathers should not extend even in the slightest

degree either towards the belly or thigh feather-covering; if so, they spoil the clean cut that should

run in a perfectly straight line, dividing the white from the dark markings on either side of the

body itself from shoulder to tail. The tail should also be as dark and sound in its respective

colours and shading as possible, especially should blacks present every tail feather as dark as

possible, even to the very inner portion of the web immediately adjacent to the shaft of the

feathers. ¥Ve may here note that while there is a tendency in the lighter shades of colours, such

as Yellows and Reds, to show a pale hue on the surface of the tail feathers, exactly the opposite

fault is common in Blacks and Blues, z'.e., showing a whitish shade in the colour of the larger tail

feathers on the inner edging next to the shaft of each feather—both faults to be guarded against.

Such are the markings of the Magpie pigeon as far as the distinction between the white and

dark shades of its plumage are concerned. Of the white, it goes without saying that it should be as

white as milk, and yet withal showing a satin lustre on its surface. The darker portions of the

body should present the most dazzling and even resplendent appearance—a dull black, powdered

red, mealy blue, or washed-out yellow, are one and all equally objectionable traits in so far as

colour is concerned; though, perhaps, not so apparent faults as foul thighs, uneven saddles, or

irregularly-cut chests may be in so far as markings are concerned. But colour and markings, as

we have already implied, do not necessarily denote the Magpie pigeon. These may have been its

chief, because most conspicuous points of yore; but now the Magpie is something far more than a

toy pigeon, however pretty in these primary qualifications. We have said that it is a pigeon

unique of its kind, and this uniqueness is centred in its head, a feature thus described by the writer

in “ Pigeons : Their Origin and Variation ” :—

“ The /lead of the Magpie is most peculiar and almost singular in its formation; indeed, when

writing on the ‘classification of fancy pigeons,’ I remarked, ‘Among all long-faced pigeons of

peculiar skull formation, but remarkable for fineness, &c., the Magpie stands alone.’ _The whole

structure of the head should present a long and thin, and withal small appearance; the rise from

the wattle should be almost imperceptible; in fact, the space immediately beyond the wattle

should be even on a level with it, and from thence proceed to rise very gradually towards the crown

of the skull, which is low, the distance between its outer ridge and the upper edge of the eye-cere

being very shallow; from the crown backwards the sweep of the skull should be a very gradual

fall, curving to the base of the cranium and thence blending with the neck ; above all, no angularity
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should be permitted either over the eyes or at the back of the head, and decidedly no ‘stop’ over

the wattle ; the space between the wattle and the eye should be lengthy but not sunken ; from the

lower mandible there should be an elongation of the jaw, the skin and feather should adhere very

closely to the latter in glove-like fashion, in order completely to expel the remotest semblance of a

gullet or throatiness, which is as great a fault almost as a stoppy front or bumpy back of the skull ;

in fact, the space extending from the under mandible to the commencement of the neck must be

as if most chastely chiselled or cut out. Such a head-piece, of course, denotes and requires the

presence of a very slender and proportionately lengthy bill, and such should be the beak of the

Magpie, as slender and even in thickness as possible from its tip to its juncture, with the wattle

both as to the top and bottom mandibles; at its tip there should be the slightest overlapping of

the upper over the under mandible. The latter should be very delicate and straight; in colour I

prefer the bill to be a pale salmon colour, though the fashionable faint streak of black at the tip

of the upper mandible need cause no apprehension, beyond its reminder of the inadvisability of

exposing the Magpie to strong sunlight, lest the whole beak should become more or less tinged

with a dark shade.

“The wa/lle cannot be too small or fine in texture ; the same remark applies to the ej/e-cere ,

both the one and the other are greatly esteemed if they be of a coral-red hue. The eye is of the

most silvery white. The natural support of such a skull is a very thin and graceful neck, gradually

expanding in width towards the shoulders and chest, which it should join in a curve-like fashion

rather than presenting any angularity of construction. No phrase better defines this beak, head,

and neck structure than the vulgar term ‘snaky,' and to these remarkable physical properties it is

that the Magpie pigeon, when spoken of in admiration and praise, is indebted for its comparison

to that creature whose existence is not, however, accounted to be of the most exalted sphere.

“However beautiful may be the colour or regular the markings of a specimen of this breed, if

lacking this unique skull and neck formation, in my eyes more than half its charm is gone; and

sorry indeed am I to see high-crowned, flat-headed, stoppy-faced mongrels awarded high honours

by some simply on account of regularity of markings so easily to be produced, and colour.

“ The next point to head property is body formation, and this depends on the former. The

body should be rather narrow, small and slender in span, and rather prominent in chest: the girth

should be round ; the keel rather shallow ; the pinions of the wing should fit close in to the sides,

the back being straight from front to tail, giving the appearance of a gradual elongated wedge

formation, the flight and tail feathers being long and rather narrow in shape, the former resting on

the latter at their extremities. T/ze legs and claw: are somewhat long and straight, if anything

rather lanky, free from feathers below the hocks, and very coral-red Iand clean in colour and

quality. The carriage and action are sprightly and alert.”

We prefer the Black to all other colours ourselves, believing this to be the colour the pigeon

was bredfor, and that the others are only sports or offshoots from it. We have, in fact, known

all the colours produced from Blacks, as in Barbs. The Blues have vastly improved of late, being

sound in colour, and showing a fair lustre on the rump as well as the neck ; but yellow is, doubt

less, the most difficult to breed of a good deep tone, as in all varieties; for a year or two these

showed decided signs of progress in head properties, but this has not been maintained, the rage

for colour having superseded the requirement of correct head points. Some good coloured and

\vell-marked Reds have graced the show-pen ; yet it is surprising to us to find how very

coarse these still remain when compared with Blacks, a colour a cross with which in many

other breeds of pigeons has been attended with very successful results. Why not so in the

Magpie is an interesting question.

30
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Having now given a general description as to that which constitutes a first-class Magpie, we

shall give a few hints on the breeding of the different colours which we have derived from the actual

experience of the late Mr. M. _]. Cooper, Secretary of the Northern Branch of the Magpie Club,

whose death in August, 1894, left a gap in the ranks of Magpie fanciers that will not easily

be filled. We propose to take the colours in the order of priority of excellence at the present

time. This order is as follows—Blacks, Reds, Yellows, Blues, Silvers, and Duns.

Blacks.—In breeding Black Magpies great care should be taken to select none but the very

richest and most lustrous coloured birds obtainable; especially must this be the case as regards

the cock bird, for in this variety, as indeed in most others, the colour of the progeny is most

influenced by the male bird; he should also be as small as possible, with a perfectly clean bill,

excellence in this respect being also traceable to the cock. We prefer the hen to be of about

moderate size, as we have found by experience that the small, weedy hens are but indifferent

layers; but in saying so much we would not for one moment be understood to be recommending

big, coarse, female birds. The hen Magpie should be exceptionally fine in head properties, and

good in body formation, possessing a long fine bill and thin lengthy neck.

Rea’s.—Magpies of this colour are at the present time far inferior to Blacks, both as to size

and build. VVe would advise all breeders of this very striking colour to procure as stock birds

both cocks and hens as small as they can possibly be obtained, it being always borne in mind

that these are the possessors of the required Magpie features, which should of course be the same

in all colours. The shade of red that is most esteemed by the fancier is that rich, clear blood red,

neither too dark or too pale; in order to obtain this, we would advise the breeder to pair a very

rich deep coloured cock to a hen not quite so dark in colour, but both must be of one even shade

all through, extending right down to the tip of the tail. It is at this point that Reds often run off

to a Dunnish brown colour, which is very objectionable.

Yr/low.r.—M agpies of this colour, as we have already observed, are a very difiicult variety to

acquire of that clear golden yellow which is necessary to obtain for them a place in the show-pen_

Many good specimens in other respects are spoilt through having a lacing or edging to the

feathers of a darker or lighter shade of colour than that of the other parts of the body; birds

showing this fault we would strongly advise the breeder to discard, as they invariably reproduce

the same objectionable colouring. Our preference as a stock pair is a clear even-coloured hen,

even though of a rather pale shade, matched to a rich dark-coloured cock, also even and clear in

colour, the possessor of a neat coral eye-cere. Here, again, we would urge on the breeder to

procure both birds with as lengthy clean bills as possible, and withal long and narrow in head and

shallow on the crown.

B/ue.r.—Magpies of this colour have made vast strides during the last two or three years,

both in popular favour and in standard excellence; indeed, as regards body formation, we consider

Blue Magpies to be only second to the Blacks. Vi/hereas it was left to but a limited number of

Magpie votaries to breed Blues a year or two ago, now the Blue Magpie is to be found in every

leading loft; moreover, at some of our largest shows exhibits of this colour outnumber every

other single colour, Blacks only excepted. In matching Blue Magpies care should be taken to

select only those showing a deep green lustre on the neck. Many of the present day Blues show

a bronze or coppery tinge ; this should be studiously avoided. Contrary to the custom in most of

the other colours, in Blues the hen should be of as dark a colour as possible, the cock being of a

clear pale colour ; both should be sound all through, displaying no grizzled shading at the shafts of

the tail feathers, or a pale coloured head—these are both faults somewhat hard to breed out. Blues,

and likewise Silvers, have the additional point over other colours of well-defined dark-barred tails.
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Silt/ers.—At present Silver Magpies are not bred to any great extent, probably in conse

quence of their unattractive appearance, the darker colour composing their plumage being so pale

in some specimens as to be scarcely distinguishable from the white plumage adjoining it. Silvers

should be matched on similar lines to the Blues, with an occasional introduction of a pale yellow,

which must, however, be carefully bred out again and again as long as it shows the yellowish tinge

on the neck. Often it will be found advantageous to pair a light blue hen to a silver cock in order

to add clearness to the silver.

.Duns.—-As in most other varieties of pigeons, Carriers only excepted, Duns are never bred

for. They come from almost all colours; for instance, we have known them to be produced from

pairs of Blacks——from a Black cock and a Yellow hen, and a Blue cock and a Yellow hen. In the

latter case, however, the Blue blood has asserted itself in the tails of the Dun offspring, frequently

showing distinct signs of a tail bar which is not at all an improvement to a Dun.

Besides these there are other colours, such as Creams, Silver Duns, &c., &c., and once lately an

Almond was exhibited by an enthusiastic fancier. But of all these it may be said that they are

sports from standard colours, and are scarcely deserving of notice.

A very lengthy and concise description of the Magpie was drawn up by the late Mr. P. H.

Jones for the Magpie Club, but as this partakes rather of the character of a descriptive sketch than

of standard definiteness, we append a Standard compiled from opinions held by leading present

day Magpie fanciers.

It may here be mentioned that the old-fashioned Toy Magpies were used, and can still be

used, with very satisfactory results as foster-parents for Turbits, African Owls, Short-faced

Tumblers, and other varieties that are diificult to rear, for they are capital feeders. Give them

food, and keep them fairly clean, and they need no more; while they will bear in-breeding to any

extent desired for getting marking, which will, however, give little trouble. They may be had

at a cheap rate, and most fanciers would prefer something uniform and pleasing to the eye, to a

lot of all manner of cross-bred or mis-marked birds, though their usemay be none other than to

feed young.

In breeding, two birds low-cut should never be matched. A bird loo high-cut is seldom seen,

so that those generally called “high ” may be matched together, and low-cut ones only matched

to the highest cut which can be got. Blacks may be bred, as usual, either with Yellow or Red,

being careful to select rich colour in bot/z cases, without which the colour," which is so great a

point, can hardly be expected.

]UDGING MAGPIES.—When of equal quality in different colours, we think Black should

stand first, not as the hardest to breed, for that distinction belongs to the Yello\v, but as the

premier bird. The rest as follows :—

MR. FULTON'S POINTS OF JUDGING.

Beak: shape, length, colour . . . . ,. . . . . . - . 6
Head: shape of . . . . . . . .' . '. V. . . . 10

Eye : colour of, 2 ; of eye-cere, 2 .

Accuracy of marking

Colour and lustre . . . .

Length of flights and tail . . .

tn

mluo~oo-:
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STANDARD DESCRIPTION OF THE MAGPIE PIGEON.

-l-no

BOClY.—1. .S'z'ze—small, measuring not more than 12.1_,- inches from the tip of the beak to the end of the tail, the

[J

Q)

39?‘?

Head.—r.

°“."'?“‘-.'~‘

neck being stretched out in a straight line.

. 1Veck—long, thin, and nearly equal in thickness until approaching the shoulders, \vhence it gradually

expands and joins the shoulders in a graceful slope.

S/zou1der.r—slightly projecting beyond the chest, the width at this part of the body being its greatest

viz., 2} inches across from the inside of one wing butt to the other.

C/1e.r!—narrow, and not projecting forward.

Back—straight and narrow.

lVing:—carried close to the body and well up from the ground

Leg.r—long and slender, with long, gracefully set claws.

S/m';6e—long, narrow, and shallow.

Beal:—-long and slender; pale salmon in colour ; set on a. straight line with the centre of the eye ; both

mandibles of equal substance from base to tips

lValt1e—very small and fine in texture, displaying a. salmon tinge in colour.

E)/e—~iris clear silvery white, with a well-defined black pupil.

Eye-¢'ere—very fine in texture. and of a coral colour.

. Skull mcaxuremenls—from centre of eye to the tip of the beak, inch ; from back of the head to the

centre of the eye, {‘;ths of an inch ; from centre of the eye to the top of the crown, {1,tl1s of an inch ;

breadth from eye to eye, not more than three-quarters of an inch.

P|umage.—r. Flz;gl:I.v—long and slender ; closely folded and carried over the tail, and resting on it about three

quarters of an inch from the tip.

2. Taz'l—long, narrow, and closely folded ; carried well up from the ground.

Physique.~—x. Carriage-—sprightly, active, and upright; measuring about 8 inches in height from the sole of the

foot to the top of the head.

2. C'0ndilion——smooth and slippery, but withal close-feathered.

Markings.--1. Head, neck, 11rca.rl—-of dark colours completely; the breast division, between dark and white, to

form a convex line drawn from one wing-pit to the other.

2. Back, rump, and taz'l—of dark colours completely; the division between the dark and white of the

upper and lower parts of the body to extend in a clean-cut, straight line commencing from the

wing-pits beneath the shoulders right on to the roots of the tail feathers.

3. The scapularfeal/zers on the back across from shoulder to shoulder to be all dark, forming a

heart-shaped saddle covering.

C0|OUI‘S.—t. Black: of ebony depth; showing :1 rich sheen of metallic green lustre, especially on the neck and

rump. Tail feathers to show no whitish tinge in webbing adjoining the shafts.

2. Red: of blood-red even colour throughout; especially sound on rump and in tail; displaying a

metallic lustre on neck and rump.

3. Yellows, rich golden tinge, even throughout, especially so on rump; displaying a gentle lustre on

neck and rump.

4. Blues, sound and uniform and clear in colour, with the exception ofa. deep green lustre on the neck,

and distinct black tail bar. W. F. L.



CHAPTER XXXI.

THE ARCHANGEL.

T1-Ils pigeon is a comparatively modern introduction ; the first time it is mentioned in any

English work being in Dixon's “The Dovecote and Aviary,” published in 1851. The only

apparently authoritative statement as to its origin we have seen is that furnished by Mr. S. C.

Betty to Mr. Tegetmeier. Mr. Betty relates how he was informed by Mr. Frank Redmond, that

being in Ghent in 1839, and selecting some pigeons for the late Sir ]ohn Sebright, he there saw

these pigeons for the first time, and was informed they had been recently introduced from Russia.

Having procured a pair, Sir ]ohn bred them, the birds at his death being dispersed, many falling

into the hands of the Earl of Derby. This is the sole evidence in any way connecting this pigeon

with Russia, unless, indeed, the existence of a city in its northern extremity, named Archangel,

should be considered evidence of a similar kind ; but as no pigeons have ever been found answering

to the appearance of our subject in those northern regions, we feel satisfied that this pigeon in no

way owes its existence to Russian culture. We are thus led to seek for its existence in other

quarters, and in this search we are greatly and, we think, satisfactorily assisted to a definite conclusion

in the pages of “Fancy Pigeons.” Writing of the Archangel, Mr. Lyell gives the following

interesting information :—“ The English name is probably derived from the vivid metallic lustre the

bird carries on the back and wing feathers, similar to what painters have shown on the wings of

angels. At least it does not derive its name from the town of Archangel. The German name is

‘ Gimpel,’ or the Bullfinch Pigeon, considered as very appropriate by Neumeister, who says: ‘No

other pigeon displays so decidedly its name by its colouring as does the Bullfinch, and thus it can

be distinguished at a glance.’ According to him, it has only been known in Germany for about

fifty years. Some authors, he says, call it a native of Southern Germany and the Tyrol, where it is

common.” Next, Mr. Lyell proceeds to trace the Archangel to Modena, by quoting the following

passage from Malmusi’s “Historical Notices of Pigeon Flyers of Modena,” published in I851, in

connection with one variety so used by the Modenese fancier :—“ The second variety has head and

breast yellowish, and the wings and tail black ; it is very much used in Austria, though originally

coming from Turkey.” _This can only apply to the Archangel, though not a quite correct descrip

tion of it. Professor Bonizzi, after quoting the above, says :—“ The Timpani are no other than the

Gimpel described by Neumeister.” “ Having now traced the Archangel as far as Turkey," Mr.

Lyell continues, “ we shall next find it in the Orient itself. When in Calcutta in 1869, I heard of

the arrival there of a pigeon fancier from the North-West provinces with a large assortment of

pigeons for sale. I found among them two Archangels. This may not be conclusive evidence that

they are an Indian breed, as they may have been carried to the East from Europe; but I am

inclined to believe that the Archangel is an Asiatic variety, either Persian or Indian.” And such

is our opinion also, based upon such lines of connection with Eastern regions, while on the other

hand no evidence exists actually connecting it with Russia or the north. With these introductory

remarks, we proceed to describe this most beautiful pigeon in words we have used in “Pigeons:
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Their Origin and Variation," which have received the approval of every Archangel fancier with

whom we have had the pleasure to come into contact. Since colour rather than structural

formation are the Archangel’s principal feature, we shall first dwell on its plumage and then on its

physical construction :—

“In nothing is the old saying more true than in the Archangel pigeon, ‘ It is not all gold that

glitters.’ A specimen may have all the lustre imaginable and yet be a very poor bird after all.

As far as the plumage of the Archangel pigeon is concerned, there are two separate points of

importance, and the one depends on the other—(r) the ground colour, and (2) the lustre, but the

lustre is worth nothing unless on a good foundation. I will then first explain what should be the

ground colour of the different parts of the plumage of our subject. The head, neck (both down to

the back and chest), belly (right on to" the elongated feathers beyond the vent), and the thighs

should be a sound, decided bronze colour (neither mealy nor smoky in hue, but clear distinct

bronze) ; the shoulders, back; and rump, even to the tail coverts, should be as black as ebony; the

tail feathers ditto if possible (but even the best specimens are rather slaty here); the flights when

closed should present also a black appearance, but when opened out the inner web of each feather

should exhibit a bronze tinge. A

“ Such is the ground colour distributed over these different parts of the body; but this is only
la quarter of the Archangel. ' A very" important point is lustre (and how grand a point !), but this

lustre must itself be as suitably distributed in different tints as the ground colouring is diverse in

its hue. We do not \vant all the colours of the rainbow distributed at haphazard. Each ground

colour has its own lustre tint; the lustrous tint radiating from the bronze ground colour of the‘

neck, chest, belly, and head‘ should be of a pz'nkis/z hue. Especial care should be taken not to

allow any smoky appea tance on the hackle, as also on the thighs; the latter is more easily detected

than the former, lI)€C3.LlS( the thighs and vent feathers are seldom, if ever, lustred. On the shoulders,

back, and rump the lustre should be of a metallic gram of the richest hue ; but as a real black rump

is very scarce, a slight pinkish ‘hue may here be intermixed with the green lustre. Great faults of

plumage are—dark purple head, pale bluish rump, chequery shoulders and blue tail, besides the

two others mentioned above. "The second point, and on this, of course, the others must depend, is

the body structure. The size is medium, the carriage upright, the neck and legs are both rather long

and slender, the feet are coral-red, showing no feathers below the knee joints, the chest is full but

not prominent as the Fantail or Turbit, the back is fiat and rather sloping from the shoulders to

the rump.

“The skull is narrow and oval in formation from front to back, the frontal has a very slight

rise from the wattle, and should show no angularity, the \vattle and eye-cere are both very fine in

texture, the beak is rather long, slender, and straight, the upper mandible slightly overlapping the

one below, the colour of the beak should be a light brown, the iris of the eye is in all standard

specimens ofa very bright red gravel colour, and observant rather than prominent in appearance ;

a pearl eye is a fault, but not fatal if other points are good. There remains yet one other feature—

the crest; this cannot be too high or too pointed, it should be very tight and narrow, springing

from the back of the head without any mane to support it or showing any break at its base. \/Ve

have now enlarged and particularised on the leading points of a pigeon than which I am certain

one more beautiful is not to be found.”

The Archangel is hardy, and a. very good breeder and feeder, giving hardly any trouble. It

is a good‘ flyer, and even capable of homing from a considerable distance; as regards
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breeding and matching, we would strongly advise that when birds of the proper dark shade began

to show insuflicient lustre, they might probably be improved by mating with the lighter, soft

coloured birds, just as we put a Dun Carrier to improve a Black. Being a vigorous breed,

in-breeding may be carried on to a considerable extent without much danger.

JUDGING ARCHANGELS.—There is little difliculty as regards the peak, &c., of this

pigeon; and judging therefore, in our opinion, resolves itself almost entirely into a careful

consideration of colour and condition.

POINTS IN JUDGING ARCHANGELS.

Shape of head and peak . . . . . . . . . .
Colour of hackle . . . . . . I

Colour of wings and flights

Colour of rump and tail

‘ Colour of thighs and vent .

Colour of eyes . .

Shape and condition . . . . . . . . . . . g . .

'$~lc\-r~0oo':oc¢~0\

No standard has as yet been issued ; that printed on the next page represents our views and

those of most recognised fanciers of the Archangel.
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STANDARD DESCRIPTION OF THE ARCHANGEL PIGEON.

l.—BODY POINTS.

Shape and CaI‘I‘ia.g8.—Upright and sprightly.

Feather and COt'lCll'tl0l1.-—Tight and lustrous throughout.

Head and Beal(.—Narrow and elongated, showing but little rise of forehead; the beak slender and light in

colour ; darker at the tip than root.

P6al(.—Very needle-pointed and tightly-fitting.

Ey6S.—Gravel or orange in colour.

 Wattle and Eye-cere. Very fine in texture and fleshy in colour.

Legs and Feet.-—Free from feather and rich coral in colour.

lI.—-COl..OUR POINTS

Head and Cl“l8$T.—Sound, copper or bronze hue, showing no plum tints.

HaCklE!.—Rich bronze ground, thawing a pinkish lustre, with no appearance of sooty under fiuffiness.

Sl‘\OUld6t‘S and Wings.— Ebony black, lustred with green sheen.

Rump.—As dark as possible, with green lustre, slightly interspersed with pinkish rays.

Thighs and Vent.-—-Sound, clean, bronze-coloured, devoid of all dark or smoky shades.

Tall.—As dark as possible, just displaying the bar at its extremity.

F|lgl1fS.—Dark when folded, but showing bronze inner lining at the \vehbing when opened out.

W.F.L.
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CHAPTER XXXII.

THE SWALLOW AND ITS SUB-VARIETIES.

THE Swallow has of late years become a very popular pigeon of the feathered Toy variety in

England; separate classification is provided for it at most exhibitions, and consequently its votaries

have become fairly numerous. At this no surprise need be expressed, since it is a very beautiful

pigeon, the possessor both of charming colour and arrangement of plumage as well as well-defined

markings. Doubtless its nomenclature is due to its resemblance to the common bird—the

. “Harbinger of Spring.” This pigeon is small in body, short and cobby in neck, rather short also

and crouching in legs and carriage, probably appearing the more so on account of its graceful and

well-displayed hock and foot feathers. Its head is of the Dove-shaped type,stoppy over the wattle,

roundish in front and on the crown, but not lofty. The beak is rather long and slender, the upper

mandible dark, and the under one very light in colour. The wattle and eye-cere are both very fine

in texture, the latter nearly black in colour. The eyes are black, or, as usual, termed “ bull-eyed."

The flight and tail feathers are long and broad, the whole body plumage being profuse in substance.

Some fanciers contend that this fulness should extend to the hock and foot-feathers, but this

destroys the Swallow characteristics. We advocate closely-slippered foot-adornments in the

Swallow pigeon proper, leaving the \vide-spread foot-feathering to Spot Swallows or other cross

bred varieties. Such is the structure of the Swallow and its sub-varieties. \¢Ve now proceed to its

feather markings and fittings. The “Cap” is the dark coloured marking covering the upper

part of the skull of this pigeon; in formation this exactly resembles the like marking on the

head of the common Swallow. To this marking it is doubtless indebted for its name, and in

our opinion it is a great mistake to qualify any pigeon as a Swallow that has not this dark

head-covering. The following is the shape of the Cap :—At a point exactly where the man

dibles of the beak join, an imaginary line should be drawn dividing all the upper part of the

head from the lo\ver. Let this line run directly through the eyes on to a meeting point from

side to side at the back of the skull. All the feathers above the line should be dark, and

below it white, the upper portion will thus represent a close fitting head-covering, i.e., cap. If

this line of demarcation be jagged or irregular, it greatly spoils the effect of such parti-coloured

division. The other parts of the plumage that are coloured are the whole of the flights—lesser as

well as major—the wing coverings below the scapular feathers. The leg and foot feathers belo\v

the hock joints are also dark; all the rest of the body is white. At the back of the skull the

Swallow possesses a well-displayed couching crest, formed rather in cup-shape fashion, and fitting

closely to the crown of the head, not erect as is the case with the Nun pigeon. The shell should

finish off at the back of the eyes in small twist coils, representing a miniature rose or cushion on

each side. All the reversed feathers, both at the base as well as at the sides of the crest, should be

white. Let it be particularly noted that the scapular feathers should lie in the shape of a white

heart-shaped saddle on the back of the Swallow pigeon, in marked contrast to the shield shoulder,

markings of the Turbit. The dark markings of this pigeon are of all colours, but whatever the

shade or hue may be, it should possess a decided lustre, especially if Black or Red. Yellows are not
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so numerous, while Blues, Silvers, and Chequers are the commonest colours. The Blues and

Silvers are of two kinds: those showing the usual bar crossings on the wings, and others devoid of

these, called “ barless ” Blues and Silvers. Some Swallows also show a white bar, and others are

white spangled on the tips of the lesser wing feathers. Be it noted that an erect or rose crest is a

di.rqualz'ficatz'on.

TIIE SPOT SWALLOW.——WC are aware that it has been customary to speak of pigeons totally

devoid of the Swallow cap-adornment or marking as being “Fairy Swallows,” but we are

constrained to protest against such an unmeaning term. A very large number of birds are shown

under this name which are not Fairies at all ; indeed, they are nothing more nor less than pigeons

answering to the Swallow in all respects but onc—that is, that instead of possessing the Swallow

cap marking, the head is wholly white with the exception of a small dark spot of feathers just over

the wattle of the beak, in size and shape like a flattened pea. The majority of these pigeons are

White-barred Blacks, Blues, and Silvers, though Reds, Yellows, and Black and White spangled

wing specimens are met with now and again. We admit that the essential heart-shaped white

scapular feathers on the back of these spot-marked pigeons creates so close a point of resemblance

between them and the Swallow pigeon proper that they may reasonably be reckoned as a

sub-variety of the Swallow, but not with the very common additional qualification of “ Fairy."

The Fairy is a totally differently marked pigeon from the Swallow, and is rightly counted and

classified as being essentially a German Toy; while, on the other hand, the very pretty pigeons

we have just been describing may far more aptly be recognised under their appropriate name

(sometimes met with) of “ Spot-Swallow,” by which appellation they should always be known.

As regards the crest of Spot Swallows, for our own part we would rather they possessed a.

well-spread erect shell than the cup shell of the Swallow, as their having no cap dispenses with

the appropriateness of the cup crest. There is no doubt but that these pigeons are the result

of a cross between the Swallow and Spot.

There remains one other pigeon which sometimes is also spoken of as a Swallow——viz., the

Tiger Swallow.

T/1e Trger answers in all respects to the Spot Swallow as far as body formation and foot-feather

ing are concerned; it is, however, both plain-headed and shell-crowned. The rairan d’étre of its

name is that the whole body plumage should be so alternated between a regular distribution of dark

feathers on the white ground, over head, neck, shoulders, breast, back, and other parts of the body,

as well as in the distribution of white and dark flight and tail feathers, as to give the bird a striped

appearance, somewhat resembling the blood-thirsty quadruped from which it derives its name.

The Tiger is not a very popular representative of the Columbarian race, but it is sufficiently

remarkable in feather markings to allow to it both its singular nomenclature and a place among

fancy pigeons.

No official standard of the Swallow has been issued ; we shall, however, furnish one of our own,

after giving the following scale of points for judging, which will act as an additional guide to

both judges and fanciers as to the merits of this very pretty pigeon. In applying this scale it

should be remembered that Spot Swallows should count but two points for the “spot " as against

six accorded to the Swallow proper for “cap.” On the other hand this is balanced to a certain

extent in that Spot Swallows are usually, in fact should always be, white-barred, showing a very

clear line of demarcation called “bar edging" between the black ground of the wing colour and

the white bar marking.
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JUDGING POINTS OF THE SWALLOW.

Correctly shaped cap . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

Parti-coloured beak . . . . . . . . . 4

Scapular marking . . . . . . ~ . . . . 4

Correctly-formed cup crest . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

Leg and foot-feathering, colour, and shape . 6

Soundness and lustre of plumage 4

Bars—in Blues and Silvers, black; in blues, black and some others, white . . 3

Eyes,(bull-coloured), cere, and wattle . - . . . . . . - 2

33

STANDARD DESCRIPTION OF THE SWALLOW PIGEON.

—— O00

BOdY.—I. SIza;$e—cobby and crouching.

2. Head'—dove-shaped; showing an indentation over the wattle; rather low, but slightly convex on the

crown.

3. Beak—slender ; rather long and straight ; the upper mandible dark, the under one light in colour.

4. Watll¢—very small and smooth ; showing a whitish bloom.

5. E]:-cere—very fine in texture and dark in colour.

6. Eye.r—black, or “ bull-eyed.”

7. Neck—short and rather thick or cobby in appearance, but having no sign of gullet.

8

9

. S/l0ulder.r—-broad and rather full set ; the back being also wide and flat.

. Leg.r——short, and rather wide apart.

Feather.~—r. Markz'ngr—\vhole body white. with the exception of the cap, the wings, and the leg and foot feathering

below the hocks.

2. Ca_t—-extending from the wattle to the back of the skull at a clean cut line dividing the dark skull

plumage from the white of the lower part of the head, such line of demarcation to be drawn from

the juncture of the mandibles straight under the eyes, on to the back of the upper part of the head,

just fringing but not intruding into the white lining of the crest.

3. Cre:f—to extend from the back of eye to eye, rising about f of an inch over the cap, showing a cup

like cavity, but not resting on or touching the head ; the crest should be wholly white, including its

inner lining.

4.. Wz'ng:—all small and large feathers dark below the scapular plumage ; this should form a kind of

heart-shaped white saddle lying at the top of the shoulder end of the back. F/zlg/zl-featlurr long
and wide in web. I

5. Ta:'l—wholly white. The larger tail feathers should be rather long and wide in web.

6. Leg- andfiwt-_/2'al/1erz'ng—long and slipper-pointed on the feet; the hock feathering being long and

evenly projecting towards the vent. No bareness should be visible between the feet or on the

legs.

Physique. -1. C'arrz'age—squatty, that is, low on legs and short, and rather projecting in front of the body.

‘ 2. Plumage—abundant and but moderately close in fitting, the flights being carried rather loosely and

the tail somewhat wide-spreading.

3. C0ndilian—very lustrous in the dark shading of the plumage, and free from all soil on the foot and

hock feathering. W. F. L.
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CHAPTER XXXIII.

VARIOUS ASIATIC AND EUROPEAN PIGEONS UNCLASSIFIED.

BEFORE we proceed to the consideration of German Toy pigeons, it may be well here to give

a short account of those European and Asiatic breeds now and again met with at pigeon

exhibitions, which either are of recent introduction, or have never received separate classification

in schedules. We shall describe both those that have been exhibited for many years past, and

also refer shortly to such as have but lately been met with in the show pen, and that generally

in the “any other variety” class, to which they undoubtedly should still be assigned, instead of to

that for German Toys, to which section of the pigeon family they no more appertain than do

the Scandaroon, Trumpeter. Swift, &c., &c. The European breeds we would refer to are the Modena,

the Ancient, the Frill Back, the Latz, and Mane pigeons; the Asiatics being the Capuchin,

Lahore, Sheragee, and Lowtan pigeons. Numerous other birds of various markings and pecu

liarities doubtless exist, but as yet they are either absolutely unknown or only casually met

with at our fancy pigeon shows.

T/ze 1Woa'ena.—As their name implies, these pigeons hail from the city of Modena, in

Southern Europe. In markings they resemble in many respects the Florentine-—namely, the

whole of the body being white with the exception of the head and bib just below the throat,

the wings, shoulders, and flights, and the tail major and lesser feathers. In build they are more

slender than, and have little if any of the tremulous action of, the Florentine or Maltese. The

neck is but slightly arched, and the tail, instead of being carried in erect fashion, is on a level

almost with the back. Both tail and flights are moderately short, the latter well tucked up

and carried over the former. The tail feathers are tightly folded; the legs are long and free

from all feathers below the hocks. The head is rather of the long-faced Tumbler type; the

beak is slender and dark in colour; the wattle fine in texture, and the eye-cere rather scanty;

the colour of the eyes is fiery red. The distinguishinglfeature of the Modena consists in its

markings and great variety of colours. Mr. Lyell says that the variation of tints is so great

that no less than one hundred and fifty-two colours are found ascribed to this pigeon and its

sub-varieties; but those usually seen have black shoulders dappled with various shades of red

and yellow at the tips of the feathers. Others have blue or silver shoulders, with very clear

white bars. The colour of the flights, head, and tail is generally the same as the ground colour

on the shoulders, viz., black, red, blue, and so forth, the Blues and Silvers having a clearly defined

black bar across the end of the tail. In the localities adjoining the place whence they come they

have many admirers, and are much used for flying purposes. In England they are met with

now and again at shows, but they have never obtained a strong hold on the British fancier’s

affection. '

T/ze Ancz'ent.—Also called the German Ancient, but in no way does it resemble pigeons of

the German Toy varieties. \Ve are rather surprised that this pigeon has not obtained greater

favour in England, for it is undoubtedly a bird of high cultivation, not only in markings, which
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resemble those of the Magpie, with the addition of a white crescent mark on the upper part of

the chest, such as that of the pied Pouter, but also because of its splendid head, build, and

carriage, combining in itself points found severally in the Owl, Tumbler, and Fantail, as will be

seen from the following description. The head is round and broad, the beak short and thick, the

eye-cere of fine texture, the wattle full and also fine in texture ; the eyes are silvery white, like the

Tumbler race. The neck is short and cobby, showing no sign of gullet; the chest is broad and

prominent, the back broad, the wings being close set to the sides of the body. The flight and tail

feathers are wide and of moderate length, carried up well from the ground. The legs are fairly

long and generally grouse mufled, and the action is tremulous, like that of the Fantail. As

already stated, the markings are similar to those of the Magpie pigeon, with the exception

of the Pouter crescent at the upper part of the chest. The colours of the dark parts of the

plumage are of the richest and soundest black, red, and yellow, each showing a good lustre.

There are also Blues, Silvers, and Duns, but the best specimens we have seen in England

have been those pied black, red, or yellow. Occasionally whole coloured specimens are met

with, but except for the round head, short beak, and muffed legs they might pass as a

mongrel cross between the Owl and Tumbler breeds. As its name implies, the Ancient is a

pigeon of very long existence, in fact, its origin is not known. It is a hardy bird, breeds

freely, and both flies well and thrives on any kind of food. Of it we may say that it

deserves a greater popularity than it at present possesses. .

T/ze Frill Back.—Though undoubtedly by head formation and body structure of the

German Toy class, yet, owing to its very remarkable and singular feather arrangement, this

pigeon has obtained a. higher grade than most of its fellows, and frequently has a separate

class allotted to it at exhibitions. The head is of the dove shape, the beak long and slender,

the eye of deep gravel colour, surrounded by a very thin cere. The wattle is small and

very fine in texture; the body is of cobby formation, the legs rather short and very closely

grouse-muffed, the claws being free of feathering, flight and tail feathers broad and rather

long. The colours generally seen are grizzled blues and sandy reds or mealies; now and

again whole whites and blacks are also met with. The leading trait, however, in this pigeon,

and the one from which it derives its name, is that conspicuous reverse growth of the feathers

covering the shoulder coverts, all of which in graduating proportions appear as if they had

been curled evenly with curling-tongs; but it is also to be noted that, if spread out, all these

feathers, according to their graduation, are longer and more pliable in substance than those

adorning the similar portions of the body of the generality of pigeons. The longer these

feathers are, and the more evenly curled or frilled, the greater is the value of the specimen.

Many have attempted to improve inferior Frill Backs by artificial means—i.e., the use of hot

curling-irons; but this can easily be detected with a little care, and since these reversed feathers

are nearly the only distinguishing point in this pigeon, such fraud should be severely dealt

with when attempted. 4

T/ze Latz.—This pigeon is also of the dove-house type. The meaning of its name is

“Bodice,” so called because, being of white colour, it presents by way of contrast a dark

coloured body front. Such dark plumage covers the whole of the head, front part of the

neck, and the upper portion of the chest downwards to a convex cut line at the base of the

crop, nearing the commencement of the breast-bone. This dark marking is of all shades, but

those generally seen at shows (for they are but few) are the possessors of the black “bodice"

marking. Some specimens have dark tails also; the legs and feet are fairly long with evenly

covered foot-feathering. The Latz also has a large white shell crest, reaching from ear to ear

31
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at the back of the head, and falling well over the crown of the skull. The beak is black, long

and slender, the eye-cere and wattle fine in substance. The eyes are generally of pearl or silver

colour.

T/ze Mane.—Tl1e Mane pigeon closely resembles the Latz, the principal distinction between

it and the latter being that while the Latz has a very well and closely-formed shell crest and no

mane to support it, the Mane pigeon has only an apology of a shell, composed of a scanty arrange

ment of erect feathers at the back of the head; but in order to give a reason for its name, the

plumage at tho back of the neck is long and wavy, projecting boldly forward at either side of

the neck, and forming a kind of double frill or chain somewhat like that part of the feather

arrangement of the Jacobin. This shaggy, loose feathering is termed the " Mane,” hence the

appellation given to this pigeon. ~ In markings there is little or no difference between these two

doubtless closely-related members of the Columbarian race, unless it be that whereas the Latz

generally has a white tail, the Mane always has a dark one corresponding with its head and

breast colour.

So far, we have mentioned variety pigeons considered to be of European production. \Ve

next come to those, also generally shown in the variety class, which are unquestionably of Eastern

or Asiatic origin; did we particularisc on all these separately, we should far exceed the space at

our command in this revised and enlarged edition of “The Book of Pigeons.” We shall there

fore content ourselves by defining such as are now and again met with in England. The first

to be considered is :—

T/ze Capuc/zz'n.—\Ve mentioned this pigeon when writing on jacobins. Some writers connect

these two varieties with each other; we are of opinion that they have little or nothing in common.

Our present subject is a pigeon of very ancient culture and distinct breed. It is a native of Asia

Minor, and if not a separate breed, certainly shows very strong proofs of being so. The head is

round, having a very nice frontal ; the beak is short and of moderate substance, and generally jet

black, the toe-nails being of the same colour. The build is rather cobby and the legs short. The

most remarkable features of the Capuchin are, however, the following :—Very considerable sound

ness and lustre of plumage, a tight-fitting shell crest low down at the back of the head, and a clean

cut pure white tail, all the rest of the plumage being of the most metallic lustred black, or

else of sound red or yellow colours. The wattle is smooth and small, and in good specimens

shows a healthy white bloom, while the eye-cere is always of a deep damson or black colour,

resembling that of the Damascene.

Mr. Fulton states that the cross of the Capuchin with the British jacobin has been tried

occasionally by selecting a jacobin low-cut and clean-thighed, and with several of the short or

inner flights white besides the orthodox ten a side. “ In one case a bird so bred had four or five

white flights a side ; the head and beak put to shame all the true-bred jacobins seen till then ; and

the hood and chain were well formed, but wanting in quantity. This bird was extra high-cut,

and what is called ‘dirty’ (rather than foul) thighed to the vent, and with the upper mandible

black. It was a cock, and was matched back to the jacobin, the result being three Blacks. These

were five to seven a side, the hood and chain greatly improved, also the colour of the beak—the

head was, in fact, all that could be desired, and the beak extremely short ; the carriage also was all

that could be desired. A third cross—still to the ]acobin—again resulted in three Blacks, one of

which, a hen, won three second prizes, being good in all points except, strange to say, the very

points of head and beak we wanted to improve; in which the bird had bred quite back to her

mother. She had eight and nine a side. : A brother (in same nest) had the true head and beak

of the Capuchin, with six and seven flights, high-cut, and most perfect carriage. Both of these
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birds we are still breeding from, in hopes of improving the head properties and carriage of the

jacobin.”

T/ze La/zare is an Indian pigeon. The body is large and rather heavy, the size being about

that of the standard Dragoon. The markings, however, are very peculiar, and cause some amount

of interest. They are of different colours—-blacks with white markings being those most frequently

met with. In shape they are large and fleshy, and they are, like other big pigeons, of a. sleepy

"disposition. The beak is thick, and the wattle expansive and rather flattened, not rough, raised.

or wrinkled ; the forehead is high, the skull widish ; the eye dark, with slight cere around, and that

of a reddish tinge; the neck is rather short; the shoulders very wide, and apparently powerful;

the back broad ; the body of an acute thick wedge shape, or Barb-like in form and pose ; the legs

are short, and the feet look strong. In markings they are peculiar; the upper mandible of the beak

is dark, the lower white, or rather pale flesh-coloured ; the whole of upper part of head is black,

' running in a continuous line from the mouth to the back of ear, and extending right down the back

of neck, the division line of black and white being about midway of neck when the bird is viewed in

profile; when seen from behind, black, and in front, w/lite. The entire lower jaw right round the

ear is white ; front of neck, entire breast, belly, thighs, vent-covering, tail, and back also pure 'w/lite,

thus leaving the entire wing and back-coverts, or “saddle,” jet black. One would at a glance be

almost disposed to believe that this breed (from the very remarkable division line down the neck)

was of too singular a character to expect to be perpetuated, because, contrary to the markings of

most pigeons, it forms no part of their anatomical construction, there being no definite line to work

to ; but still, Lahores are a distinct and permanently established variety, and breed as true to I/zeir

peculiarities as any other kind. They are hardy and prolific, quiet and domesticated, and capital

feeders as a rule, I believe, but having kept two pairs only, and those only for one season, I cannot

- speak positively for them as a body; but my own were estimable nurses—the oldest cock would,

without much solicitation, at all times befriend any neglected squeaker that would wag its little

wings before him. Judging from their flying capacity within bounds, I should imagine them to be

easy in action and of enduring powers. There are not many Lahores in this country, for although

they are birds of good size, of decent shape, and strongly contrasted and well defined in markings,

they are not particularly striking in any particular; consequently, among the countless gems of

form and feather, the poor Lahore is not often chosen.

T/ze S/zerajze is also a. pigeon of Asiatic culture. Its name is due to the city of Sheraz, in

Persia, and as the Modena amongst European pigeons was undoubtedly produced in the neigh

bourhood of the place whence it derives its name, so may we conclude that this pigeon owes its

origin to Sheraz. This pigeon has occasionally been shown in England, but has never become a

favourite with the British fancier. We remember to have seen several exhibited at Worthing and

some other south country shows. The following is a description of those we saw, and it agrees

with that given in Mr. Lye1l’s book on “ Fancy Pigeons.” In size, the Sherajee is about as large

as the English Trumpeter, and very closely resembles it in shape, and length, and substance of

feather. The head is rather large, oval shaped, and coarse looking; the beak is of moderate length

and thickness; the wattle is rather rough; the eyes are almost black, the cere being somewhat

creased and reddish in colour; the legs are moderately feathered and strong in formation. In

colour and markings the Sherajee is rather remarkable than pretty. The upper part of the head

is dark down to a clean cut line running across direct from the mouth or juncture point of upper

and lower mandibles under the eyes to the ear coverings, from this point a line being drawn

straight down to the shoulder joints below the front of the wings, divides the dark plumage which

covers the whole of the back of the neck from the white throat, breast, and lower part of the body
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over the thighs right on to the vent. The wing coverts and flights are also dark, but the rump

and tail are white like the throat, chest, and under-parts. The upper mandible is dark, and

the under one white in colour. The dark coloured parts of the Sherajee are generally black, red,

or mealy in shades, now and again blues (barred across the wings) and yellows are also met with.

T/ze Lowtan is an Indian pigeon of no remarkable body structure. It is generally wholly

white in colour, Dove-headed, and of medium size. Some have plain heads, others have shell

crests; but the great peculiarity of these pigeons consists in their strange action when under a

species of mesmeric influence, which is thus produced :—Hold the bird across the back in

a horizontal fashion; then shake it backwards and forwards from side to side several times; the

effect of this is to put the bird into a fit ; place it on the ground, and at once it will turn somer

saults, head over heels on the floor until taken up. This performance should not, however, be

allowed to continue more than a minute or so. It may be said that this is a cruel practice, but

such seems not to be the case, for immediately the bird operated upon is again set on its feet, it '

“ plays up” to its fellows, showing every sign of contentment.

In a former edition of this work Mr. Tegetmeier, in giving an account of these singular birds,

states that he had been informed by foreign correspondents that a sub-variety of the Lo\vtan

exists which appears to tumble or roll upon being tapped on the head with the point of the finger,

and says that if these pigeons were not taken up they would continue to roll until they died ; and

it is possible this may be the case, but one of them tried the experiment and before long the bird

stopped, apparently from exhaustion. They are usually taken in hand and the head gently

breathed upon, when they seem to recover and feed as usual. Some few years ago we remember

seeing a pair of these birds, both wholly white, put through this singular performance at a meeting .

of pigeon fanciers ; the operator, if we remember rightly, was Mr. C. Lyell, of Dundee, who was

at the time on a visit to the British metropolis.
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CHAPTER XXXIV.

GERMAN TOYS.

WE have often been asked what is meant by a “Toy” pigeon, and as the birds treated of in this

chapter are perhaps the best representatives of the class, it may be well to take this opportunity

of answering the question. We have heard the character attributed to birds which attain all their

properties at an early age; and this definition does include a great deal of what is meant, but

would, on the other hand, make the Pouter a Toy, which is not the case. The best simple

definition of a Toy is, perhaps, a bird possessing properties only of feather and colour ; but even

this is not quite correct, for the Long-faced Tumblers have important properties of skull, as well

as those belonging to feather. Perhaps, on the whole, we can best explain what is meant by

saying that a Toy is a bird whose properties interpose no natural dz_'fiicnlt_y to obtaining in the

desired combination, beyond the simple one of getting some desired marking. Thus, the fine

head of the Magpie causes no particular delicacy or difficulty in rearing, and it is -therefore a Toy;

but the short face of the Barb both makes the young difficult to feed, and is particularly diflicult

to obtain in connection with a “ big” wide head and good eye-wattle ; this is, therefore, a “ high

class” pigeon. In some “Toys” there is a great deal of ditficulty in obtaining the desired

combination—-as, for instance, the mane of a Jacobin with the small size; such are accordingly

termed “ high-class" Toys.

We confess we think the term in some respects an unhappy one, as calculated to cause a

feeling somewhat akin to contempt for a large class of birds which perhaps include in their ranks

a greater amount than any other of real artistic beauty, and are peculiarly apt to fascinate

strangers, and lead them into a most pleasant and profitable pursuit. Without, however, further

discussing this point, we shall proceed to give our own views, supplementing those of Mr. _I. W.

Ludlow concerning the varieties that are usually grouped as the German Toys, having already

described the Magpie, the Archangel, the Swallow and its sub-varieties, which, though originally of

the same class and from the same locality, have become so naturalised now as almost to be

regarded as English pigeons, and have at least usually separate classes at all good shows.

“ It is with pleasure that I contribute a little information relating to the large number of pigeons

which have hitherto been carelessly, and perhaps unjustly, bundled as it were together under the

above heading. The whole, as a group, form a vast and most important section of show pigeons,

yet what little attention has been bestowed by British fanciers on their culture, and what an

inadequate share of attention also has been directed towards the class into which these ‘ German

Toys’ (if exhibited at all) are compelled to be drafted ! I allude, of course, to that most interest

ing and most instructive of all classes, the ‘ Variety Class,’ which hath its own charm and special

allurements to all true~ and experimental fanciers, whose aim is not merely confined to improving

old and established breeds (where needful and possible), but also to propagate new beauties, or aid
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in fashioning out strange or peculiar properties, some of which, it may be, in their developed state,

amount to positive ugliness, yet still possess distinctive and meritorious features, and thus serve to

make more complete the assortment out of which fanciers of all tastes and styles may find birds

suitable to their varied preferences. VVe know that it is by these wondrous extremes of contrast that

one is enabled to realise the highest type of perfection. Even the splendour of the Bird of Paradise

or the gorgeous raiment of the Peacock would gradually but surely become less attractive and

lose its charm if constantly beheld; but by the contrast of less attractive and less pretentious

birds, the beauties become at once more conspicuous and their splendour more intensified. So it is

with our numerous breeds of pigeons: all possess their merits, all command our attention, and

should enlist our admiration.

“The points of excellence of the so-called ‘high class’ varieties are now stereotyped in the

minds of most fanciers, and there is little doubt or difference of opinion as to t/zeir merits; the

chief difficulty nowadays with them is in having patience during their gradual growth and

development; but I confess I would like to see some of the neglected fully-established breeds

extricated from the ‘ Variety Class,’ and brought a little nearer to the front at our shows, and also

a little more appreciated by the fancy at large. I think efforts should now and then be made, and

more of a stimulus given, to encourage the development and perfection of new varieties ; and to do

this, no revolution of the fancy is needed, but simply more encouragement shown to those fanciers

who endeavour to propagate and perpetuate new kinds. This may be done by additional classes

from time to time, to be filled by the several sorts as their special characteristics become

permanently fixed and established; each kind thus competing upon its merits, instead of the

present most unsatisfactory system of selection out of numbers of shapes, colours, and styles,

wherein the individual taste or preference only of the adjudicator is called into requisition.

“I am an ardent admirer of every kind of pigeon, and desirous of giving its due position to

each variety, and have not undertaken to contribute notes on the German breeds as being my

particular favourites. Whilst I have at different times possessed all sorts of pigeons, I have perhaps

rather a preference more especially for the Short-faced Eastern Frilled varieties, described by my

friend Mr. Caridia, hundreds of which sort alone I have kept and much admired. Nevertheless,

I can see merit in all kinds, and therefore, as I happen to have some acquaintance with them, I am

rather pleased to give a lift along to those varieties which are comparatively neglected. Surely

the composition of the ‘Variety Class’ furnishes abundant ground for consideration, for in the

medley of styles therein is the very essence of the fancy and the embryos of future progress.

“It is some years ago since I first heard of the pigeon fancy having attained or about to

reach its zenith, so far as concerned both number of entries and quality of the specimens; but how

utterly fallacious such notions must now appear! No such fear need exist so long as such complete

ignorance prevails respecting those kinds which fill the ‘ Variety Class.’ True it is that this class is

at the tail end of the schedule, the catalogue, and the show report. The show critic rarely says

too much about it; he too often is more particularly devoted to the interests of the ‘high class’

varieties which head the list, and ere he arrives at the ‘Varieties’ he grows weary of his work,

his superlatives are pretty well exhausted, and this unfortunate yet instructive class and fruitful

source of study is too often hastily wound up thus:—‘ An interesting class: one of the German

Toys well first; a funny, short-faced, frilled bird second; and a peculiar, long-faced bird third.’

This is a fair sample of how upwards of thirty different sorts of German pigeons alone, with

their numerous sub-varieties, are briefly disposed of; such a lot, indeed, as would of themselves

constitute a truly grand display of beautiful birds.

"If we look further into the matter, and seek for the .rtimulu.r, we find it a hopeless search.
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Here is an extract of a schedule which for liberality is about an average :—‘ Any Variety: Ist,

£1; 2nd, 10s.; 3rd, 5s.’ We see the gigantic sum of £I I55. is left at the dispensation of the

exhausted judge, who, worn and weary, finds himself in front of the miscellaneous collection of

1 Varieties ’ in perfect bewilderment, just at the very time too when the utmost care and thought,

and the full exercise of refined taste is most essential. I could say a great deal upon this head, but

I refrain from further comment than such as seems absolutely necessary for the benefit of the fancy,

and in support and recognition ot all the gems of ‘Any Variety,’ without which it would be

difiicult to trace out the source from which any progressive movement in pigeons would be

practicable or possible.

“Under the broad title of ‘German Toys’ there are about a score of recognised varieties

which are now permanently fixed as true and distinct breeds, and which may be relied upon for

the produce of young in accurate resemblance to themselves; and of most of these kinds there

are sub-varieties, the differences of which, for the most part, consist of colour properties, ‘crested’

or plain heads, and feathered or ‘clean legs.’ At present I will simply enumerate the leading

varieties, which are as follows :—

I. Hyacinth. 7. Ice. 13. Bastard.

2. Victoria. 8. Priest I4. Crescent.

3. Suabian. 9. Brunswick. 15. Stork.

4. Porcelain. IO. Monk. I6. Spot.

5. Starling. II. Fairy. i7. Helmet.

6. Fire. 12. Shield.

“ All these pigeons are what are generally known as ‘ German Toys,’ from the fact of their

being bred, perfected, and highly esteemed in Germany, and transported to Great Britain, France,

and other places from time to time in large numbers and at frequent intervals during the last

seventeen years, some of them at an earlier period. As to the derivation or appropriateness of

their names I shall not attempt to argue; some of their titles bear upon the surface a clear

evidence of origin, whereas others are known to be inappropriate. I propose to deal with them

simply as we find them. Therefore I intend to dispense with the various forezlg/1 titles, which

would rather tend to complicate than make clear the knowledge of each kind, which I think

may be better achieved by the simple acknowledgment of the single title, which, together with the

illustrations as the main guide, should be fully explanatory to fanciers of any nationality.

“ All the birds herein enumerated are about of an equal size and general formation, excepting

only Hyacinths, Victorias, Helmets, and Spots, which, as we will show further on, somewhat difl'er.

Omitting, then, these four from present consideration, I will describe the general configuration of

the others. They are about the size of our ordinary dove-house pigeon, and in many points

greatly resemble such. The forehead is high, the beak long and of the dove-shape or spindle

character—long, thin, horny, and hard. The nostrils are small and devoid of warting. The eye,

too, whether dark or coloured, is comparatively free of any fleshy cere, the single ring of eyelash

only being observable. The head in all cases, although not rounded, still is of a nice curve,

no matter whether ‘crested’ or ‘plain;’ the neck invariably is short and acutely tapering; the

shoulders and back broad ; the entire form of medium length ; the body plump ; the legs short ; the

posture invariably is of a stooping, crouching forward, or horizontal bearing, and this point is a

peculiar and marked feature in the majority, with one or two exceptions. The temperament is

(for domesticated pigeons) extremely wild and nervous; they eschew interference of any kind, and

if disturbed within confined limits will bang about hither and thither in the wildest confusion;
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they are also of very keen vision, ever on the alert, sly and watchful. When captured, their

stubborn determined nature prompts the most desperate efforts for release, and if not handled by

somewhat of an expert, tail and flights will be the only objects retained within the grasp, whilst the

escaped bird, bereft almost entirely of the means of locomotion, whizzes away upon nearly feather

less stumps. The whole tribe are extremely shy. I have known some of them to be without food

for five days in strange quarters, rather than venture down to the broadcast meal supplied daily to

their other associates, and then only through the cravings of nature descending now and then, and

making innumerable hasty snatches at a grain. Such is their wild, nervous disposition when in

confinement, that it operates greatly against them through the breeding season, for although they

are, if at large, free breeders, yet if disturbed, they will often forsake eggs, neglect or entirely desert

their young, and be so thoroughly discomforted as to remain dormant or comparatively useless.

HYACINTHS AND VICTORIAS.

“These are of German origin, and I have drawn them a little asunder from the aforenamed

kinds merely because they are larger birds, and somewhat difi”erent in formation. Still they

partake yery much of the same wild uneasy character as the other sorts, with which they have

been extensively crossed.

“Hyacinths are large, bold birds, strong and hardy, plain in head and breast, and tight in

feather; the beak is a little stronger and straighter in formation 'than most of the other sorts, neck

a little longer, breast more prominent, legs longer, and carriage more erect and commanding.

The feather properties in the Hyacinth, as with all the others, are the chief recommendation. In

this particular they are indeed very beautiful and attractive, but in points of configuration they are

not prepossessing, and do not favourably compare with the Eastern frilled birds, which are gems

ofform as well as feat/zer. The Hyacinth is of a very deep purple-blue colour ; the breast, thighs,

vent, rump, and tail are of similar but lighter shade ; the flights or primaries are blue-black, and

a band of black near to extremity of tail; the entire sides up to and around the shoulders and

across the saddle are beautifully variegated with a tri-coloured plumage, the ground tint being of a

pale brownish colour; the figuring thereon consists of a perfect and regular gradation of elongated,

triangular, or dart-shaped black markings at the outer extremity and centre of every feather in

continuation of the shaft, which also is dark-coloured. Within each triangular marking, too,

is distinctly discernible a filling-up of light grey or bluish colour, which completes the entire

plumage of these birds. The eye is orange-coloured, the beak black, the legs clear and free

from feather. By reason of the depth of colour of head and neck, the lustre thereon is very

conspicuous and beautiful.

“ Victorias are birds of good size, perhaps even a little larger than Hyacinth ; in fact, at nearly

every point resemble the Hyacinth, variation of colour only being the chief difference I could ever

trace, and in my opinion they might just as well be classed under the same name. In com

parison, the Hyacinth is dark, and Victorias of a lighter shade, sulphur or yellowish ground tint

usually, which is simply a common variation such as is always discernible in birds of variegated

plumage. Eye, orange red ; the head and breast free from ‘ crest ’ or ‘frill ;’ beak and nails black;

legs and feet featherless; sides, shoulders, and saddle fine dart-shape markings, without any trace

of blue therein; head, neck, breast, thighs, belly, vent, rump, and tail of an ashen hue, with but

faint reflects of lustre discernible upon the neck ; shafts of feathers dark.

SUABIANS.

“ These are very handsome pigeons. There are several variations, such as light and dark,

heavily and lightly spangled, crested and plain heads, feather-footed, or clear-legged, dark-coloured
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heads and necks, flights and tails, and others upon which, throughout the entire plumage,

complete variegation is traceable. All such are Suabians, perfect or imperfect, whether with their

plain, unattractive nestling feathers or during their transition state or change of feather, for bear

in mind, they often vary at each successive moult; still the perfect ones are, as a rule, those

upon which a complete display of variegation, plain, black-and-white, or tri-coloured chequering

is observable. There are what may be termed black-spangled, in which black and white only

form the attractive chequered plumage, and others upon which a bronzed appearance pervades the

entire feathering. I will first describe the former kind. It is quite a. matter of choice or specula

tion which is the more beautiful; both are peculiarly attractive and pleasing in appearance, and for

breeding purposes necessary to each other.

“In the first place we have the heavily-spangled ‘crested’ bird, upon which there is seen a

crescentic-shaped course of spangling around the neck, down the breast, and upon the top of head

a regular sprinkling of fine white markings. Upon the lower web of each of the primary flight

feathers (which are black) also is a distinct,'we1l-defined, oval-shaped spot of white. This

important point greatly enhances the value of the specimen, and adds very materially to its

beauty. The tail should be black, and in the very best of specimens there should also be a white

band near to its extremity, as in Blondinettes and Satinettes, but this is rarely seen, but is a great

point of merit when obtained, not only as adding to the grandeur of that particular part, but birds

so marked upon the primary tail-feathers are sure to possess body-markings to an extraordinary

degree of regularity and fair intermixture of colour ; besides, these tail-marked birds when in flight

are most conspicuously attractive and‘ beautiful. The head is black in some specimens, finishing

off and merging into white at the middle part of neck; and in others terminating to about the

same line as a Nun, the black merging gradually into the white; the breast, thighs, vent

covering, rump, and inside of wings and body-feathering, should be chiefly black, but with fair

traces of white spangling throughout the whole—such may in most specimens be indistinct, but

still they should be there ; thus are the Black-spangled Suabians disposed of, whose composition

is simply black-and-white feathering. The Bronzy birds are exactly as the aforenamed,

with the addition of a bronzy hue being observable upon all the darker parts, and the lighter

portions, too, are of a delicate creamy tinge. These birds are very pretty, and present, upon

the whole, a very rich and mellow effect. When the primary flights are outstretched, there

should be seen a complete intermixture of colours—black, brown, and pale creamy tint,

the tips of each primary being black, which, when closed, show upon the surface an entire

black flight; the rump is dark, and the tail is bronzy black. Of the Suabian kind there are

‘Shell-crowned,’ ‘Point-crested,’ and ‘Plain-headed,’ feather or clean-legged. If ‘crowned,’

the feathers should form a clear, evenly-edged segment of a circle, neither unbroken nor

indented on its surface or ridge. If point-crested, such should be upright, well raised, sharp

pointed, and perfectly central. If plain-headed, perfect smoothness is necessary. If feather

legged, completely clothed to the toes. If ‘clean-legged,’ not the ghost of a feather observable;

and these last remarks apply equally to all the varieties with which I am dealing. Of

the heavy or profuse leg-feathered sorts, I shall have more to say in the proper place ;

suflice to say here that of the feather-legged birds neither Hyacinth, Victoria, Suabian, Porce

lain, Priest, or Starling, are profusely feathered, but have mere slight but entirely close leg

covering, or ‘slippers,’ extending to the tip of the toes. The eye of the Suabian is orange-red,

the beak and nails black. Clean-legged birds form the majority. Feather or plain legs are

equally worthy and admirable as show birds, but must be all one or the other, and not in

‘pins’ and patches.
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PORCELAINS.

“These are closely allied to Suabians, and therefore partake of the same general features.

Colour only in this case constitutes the difference, as by description will at once be obvious.

These birds are of a nice rich brown upon head, upper part of neck, breast, and back (beneath the

saddle), and rump, the under parts being of an ashen tint, with the brownish cast partially inter

mixed. The flights and tail are somewhat of a darker shade, the brown and black prevailing,

with lighter parts towards the quills. The shoulders, sides, and back are of the most exquisite

beauty, delicate and refined both in tint and markings to the superlative degree; the ground tint

is of an extremely pale, creamy colour, upon which is worked out an elaborate, dart~sl1aped

tracery of a wider mesh, as it were, more nearly resembling the opener markings of the Siberian

Ice, which I should think formed some part of their composition. The markings are of a very fine

character—light, soft, and lacy, and of paler colour, in perfect accord with the delicacy and apparent

purity in the general aspect of the birds, the markings running each way almost at right angles

with the shaft of feather, which is also tinted and in beautiful harmony with the fine course of

point-edging in which the entire body is enveloped. In some of these birds the head, entire neck,

breast, thighs, rump, tail, and flights are completely of a dark neutral colour, a sort of invisible

brown or chocolate colour, and these are particularly beautiful by reason of the extreme contrast

with the uncommon delicacy of sides, shoulders, and back, and the nice set-off of ‘tippet' against

back, or breast, and thigh against their sides. In these pencilled varieties there are various colours

and shades of ground tint, and numerous peculiarities of markings, from heavy to light, broad to

fine, black to pale pencillings; ‘ spangled,’ ‘laced,’ or ‘tipped ;' ‘ crested’ or ‘ plain heads ;’ ‘feather

footed ’ or ‘ clear-legged ;’ the latter are in the majority. The eye is sometimes pearlish, but orange

red is the proper colour; beak and nails black; flights, when extended, are evenly variegated,

but apparently plain when closed. As with the Suabians, spots of white upon outer extremities

of flights, are now and then produced, and are desirable, but are quite exceptions to the rule.

STARLINGS.

“ These birds are entirely of black plumage, excepting the bars across the wing-coverts, and a

crescent or half moon of white in front of breast. Upon the head of many specimens there is a

sprinkling of white spots, extending from forehead to neck, into which it gradually merges; this I

conceive to be the proper marking, and from which probably the term ‘ Starling’ originated, for in

that particular there is a great similarity to the wild bird which bears that name. The eye is red,

the beak and nails black, and the variety chiefly clear-legged and plain-headed, although if the

legs be fairly clothed with feathers, or the head adorned with a good crest (which it occasionally is),

they are-—at least in my eyes—of equal value. The chief points to be observed are intensity of black,

purity and accuracy of white crescent and bars, and regularity of Starling spots upon the head. I

have no doubt whatever but that these birds are closely allied to both Suabians and Porcelains.

Careful selection and judicious mating from time to time of those which more closely resemble

each other has resulted in the fair establishment of these varieties, until now each kind may be said

to breed pretty true to their several properties ; but to those who may have made but casual trials

with either, this simple assertion perhaps would not be convincing, and for this reason, that the

progeny of any of the varzbgated psrzailled varieties rarely ever resemble their parents (however

perfect such may be) until after the first or second moult; their nestling feathers are invariably

of a very unattractive appearance, dull and dingy, smeared and apparently worthless ‘run outs.’

But here patience is necessary, when by its exercise one gets rewarded, for at the fall of this
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medley hue the beauty gradually develops, even into the perfect bird; an utter transformation

takes place, such as is invariable with all the most beautifully-marked or gorgeous-feathered birds

. in Creation. It is, then, quite a mistake to expect these beauties of feather to burst forth at once

with their dazzling chcquering. The experienced fancier may judge pretty accurately of the value

of these unattractive nestlings at once; some, it is true, come out in early life in fine array, but

the majority are, in their nest garb, of a rather dull mahogany tint throughout the sides, shoulders,

back, and head, and dark as these appear, they will often change into the most delicate ground

tints, leaving the markings of feathers thereon clear and in bold relief, even in the black-and-white

spangled sorts, upon which at maturity no other colour should be visible. There is at first a

brownish cast all over. With the Starling, too, when young, his ‘crescent’ is mixed and

apparently imperfect, and his bars‘ wholly brown or intermixed therewith; but in time they

invariably assume their perfect whiteness, pure and untarnished, so that to those who make choice

of these varied gems of pencilled pigeons, patience and perseverance are truly virtues which must

be exercised. In breeding for perfect unity of tri-coloured markings, make selection of such birds

as possess between them the very properties to the highest degree which you would wish to see

amalgamated in the offspring. To mate together pencilled birds of exact colour or markings

tends to lighten the tone and lacings of their issue; such may be occasionally necessary, for the

paler birds are singularly pretty ; but where the three distinctly-coloured lacings, black, brown, and

creamy-white, are desirable, there must be a careful and systematic infusion and pretty equal portion

or balance of power of each colour so as to avoid a predominance of either, which results in the

produce of smeared or irregular dapplings. The more profuse the bronzy hue (for the first season's

garb) the better the prospect. The common plain blue-chcquering will crop out occasionally;

but without destroying the specimens, use such as mates with birds possessing extra bronzy

qualities to a powerful degree, in order to check or counteract the reversionary tendency, for in

their time plain-chequered pigeons have played an important part in the manufacture of these

pencilled beauties. Such blue-chequered birds are only useful as occasional supports to their

more refined and more esteemed offshoots; they are generally of a stronger and more robust

constitution, and as such they may now and then be used, but beware of their prevailing influence

and use them sparingly. I may just mention that Suabians, Porcelains, and Starlings are much

about the same figure, standing longer on the leg than all the others, save Hyacinths and

Victorias, which are altogether bigger and bolder birds.

PRIEST5.

“These are of four recognised kinds—Black, Red, Yellow, and Blue, with several other sorts

of less value produced therefrom. The general formation and size much resembles the aforenamed,

the body being a little wider, more plump and compact, the neck rather short, and the head

adorned with a double crest, or, rather, a wide-spread ‘shell crest,’ or inverted feathers rising

up from the neck immediately at the base of skull, and a tuft or rose-shaped radiation

of feathers arising at the back of nostrils and spreading over them, and part of the beak

in a circular form similar to that of the Trumpeter. In many of them the nostril-tuft assumes

merely a division of feathers across the forehead, the one course falling upon the head, the

other overhanging and almost encircling the beak ; and further, there are others which display

an erect and _z>0irzt¢'d tuft of lwisted feat/zers growing from between the forehead and nostrils.

it is a diflicult matter to decide which of the three frontal tufts should be preferred.

I rather incline towards either of the two latter, which, although perhaps not so pleasing

in appearance as the ‘rose’ when perfect, still as the ‘rose’ is a cardinal property of the

32
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Trumpeter, and the other ‘tufts’ are only peculiar to Priests and Brunswicks or imperfect

Trumpeters, I think it should be preferred as being further removed and more dissimilar thereto,

more especially as either ‘tufts’ are very remarkable and eccentric, and equally fixed as a perma

nent novelty, far enough asunder not to be mistaken for little Trumpeters, which, in many points

the ‘rosed ’ variety unquestionably resemble. There are also birds of this kind entirely devoid of

frontal tuft, but such are of little value. The top mandible of beak should be white, the

lower one black or coloured. The frontal ‘ tuft’ (no matter which shape) must be w/lite,

the entire skull right away to the ‘shell-crest,’ and in straight direction with line of

mouth, and through the eye to rise of ‘ crest,’ should be white; the crest itself is dark ;

all else coloured, except the wing-bars, which should be pure white. The eye in each kind

is dark, or ‘bull-eye.’ Should there appear a white band upon the tail primaries, we

may welcome such as an additional point of attraction; but it is so rarely seen that one can

scarcely record it as a point in the composition of the species. Priests are either grouse-muffed

viz., with soft feathering upon the legs and feet to the toes, or else ‘ slippered,’ or medium-muffed ;

the former style is most desirable.

“Black Prz2’st.r.- Intensity and brilliancy of black, purity of white, and accuracy of markings

are essential qualities. The eye is dark.

“ Red Priests : Richness, depth, and uniformity of colour highly essential; slaty thighs, rump,

and tail frequently occur as blemishes upon otherwise good birds. Eye dark.

“ Yellow Prz'e:t.r.' Purity, richness, and uniformity are great points ; soft, mossy, pale colour,

with ashen thighs, are often seen, but should be avoided. Eye dark.

“ Blue Prz'est.r should be of a nice uniform blue, save, of course, frontal ‘tuft ’ and upper part

of head and ‘bars,’ which should be white, with a narrow ridge or edging of black at their nether

extremities. Primary flights blue-black. A band of black also is upon the tail. The neck and

‘ shell-crest’ is of a darker shade, and nicely illumined with prismatic colours. The eye is dark. In

the young of these, as with many others, the bar is invariably tinted with brown, but in the course of

moult assumes its normal whiteness; but in youngsters where the bronzy tint is strong upon the bar

at first, they frequently retain a fine edging alongside the black, thus showing a nice variety—black,

brown, white—which colours against the body-blue make a charming unity. Each colour should

be clear and distinct. In many birds with the tri-coloured ‘ bar ’ the colours blend too much, and

present a smeared appearance. In such cases the brown is objectionable, and would be better out

altogether, but each successive moult often tends to remedy this fault, which rarely is a permanent

blemish.

MONKS.

“The Monk is a larger and coarser bird than the Priest. It is broad in chest and back. The

head is white, high-cut like the Baldpate Tumbler. It possesses a shell crest, but has no nasal

tuft. The feet are grouse-muffed. With the exception of the white pate the whole plumage is

dark.

BRUNSVVICKS.

“These possess nearly the same properties as Priests—general form, shell-crest, nasal ‘tuft,’

or plain front, dark eye, white upper and dark lower portion of beak, Grouse-legged, ‘slip

pered,’ and ‘long muffed ;’ in fact, they are of one and the same origin, the chief difference

being that in Brunswicks the entire top part of head, including both crests, is white, the ten

primary flights white, instead of dark, and in Brunswicks long muffs are in greater esteem ; thus

it will be seen that there is scarcely enough difference to constitute a severance, simply because

they are, to all intents and purposes, white-flighted Priests.
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FAIRIES.

“ These are of various colours, Black, Red, Yello\v, Blue, etc. In formation they are Swallows,

but in markings differ. There are plain-headed and ‘crowned’ birds, and their points may be

briefly summed up thus :-—~\-‘Vhite birds with black or coloured primary flights, black or coloured

leg-feathers downwards from the hocks only, and with a well-defined oval spot of same colour

upon the forehead, extending from the nostrils to highest rise in forehead. The upper mandible

dark, in harmony with the colour of the specimen, the lower white. The eye is dark hazel.

SHIELDS.

“The colours of these are Black, Red, Yellow, Blue, and Silver. They are invariably plain

headed birds, in form resembling what we might (for the sake of comparison) term plain-headed

Swallows, except that the scapular feathers are dark and not white. They are white birds, with

coloured shoulders precisely as that of Turbits in every respect, the bars thereon only being white,

all else of the plumage is pure and spotless. The beak is white, and the eye is dark hazel. The

feet are heavily-clothed, and the hocks are abundantly covered with stiff feathers. In the Blues

there are often found, in addition to the white bar, a narrow edging of black, which by some fanciers

is regarded as an additional qualification. Intensity of black, richness and purity of colour, and

accuracy of‘ Shield ’ or Turbit markings are the primary features to look to.

BASTARD PIGEONS.

“These are a mixture of the Trumpeter and Shield varieties, but as they breed true to mark

ings they rank among the family of Shields, or Turbit-marked German breeds, and only differ

therefrom in head properties; for whilst the Shield proper is a plain-headed bird, their Bastard

brethren possess a double head adornment, viz., ‘shell crown’ at the back of head, and ‘rose’ or

‘tuft’ arising immediately at the rear of nostrils and overhanging them. They are of various

colours, each of which display a white wing bar. Their legs are extensively feathered, and, as is

the case with birds of heavy leg-feathering, the hocks, too, are superabundantly furnished, turning

inwards and downwards until almost trailing the ground. The eye is dark. They are evidently

an offshoot of the Trumpeter family, selected and worked up to their specially attractive colour

and markings.

CRESCENT, OR SWISS.

' “These are of the dove-shape character, high in forehead, plain-headed, spindle beak, short

neck, flat or squat in pose, plump in body, low on leg, and well furnished with fair quills on those

members. Their colour is of a creamy-white aspect, with deep, rich bro\vn bars crossing the wing

coverts. Upon the breast, too, is a ‘crescent’ or half-moon-shaped marking of a similar rich colour,

and by reason of its extending upwards on the neck a brilliant, coppery lustre is the result. The

eye is orange, and the beak dark.

FIRE PIC-EONS.

“Under this title is known a variety which, in formation and habits, bear exact resem

blance to the Ice varieties. It is peculiar that the very names indicative of the greatest

extremes of two elements should have been chosen as applicable to these pigeons. The

Fire Pigeon is of a beautiful, rich chestnut brown colour upon sides, shoulders, and back;

the flights are black exteriorly and bronzy within; the head, neck, breast, under-feather

ing, and mufi's were black, or very nearly so. Upon the forehead, just above the nostrils, is

an oval spot of white, extending to the high front of head; the tail, too (from a clear line

across rump and round to vent), is pure white. The eye is bright orange, and the beak should
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be black, though the upper mandible is ofttimes white. I incline to the black beak, because the

best specimens I have had or seen have been so. Moreover, in appearance, it partially destroys the

only objectionable peculiarity, viz., the length of head. In this variety the male and female are not

quite alike, the cock birds having almost plain rich chestnut sides, shoulders, and back, whereas

the hens are distinctly tipped with black at the outer extremity of all the feathers upon those parts;

and further, the head-spot is much smaller and less perfect upon the males than females, therefore

(in this case, at least) the plumage of the hen is, in my opinion, superior and more attractive than

that of her lord and master. When under the influence of high light, basking in the sun with out

stretched wings, the colouring of their sides—deep chestnut beneath, as it were, a coat of varnish—

is uncommonly striking and eflcctive; indeed, upon the whole, they are very attractive birds-black,

white, and brown together on one object, but nicely separated. The neck being black throws up

a lot of colour of the highest tinsel quality ; the black flights on each side or crossing the white tail

tell up with capital efl'ect; and the brilliant ruby eye, as it seems, set in black velvet, altogether is

enough to command for this breed a high place in the category of the long-faced German Pigeons.

The progeny of these ‘Fire’ Pigeons, unlike their maternal parent, are of a very unprepossessing

appearance; they are at first of a dingy mahogany colour, dull and ugly creatures, but time only is

necessary, and their beauties will crop out. They breed fairly true, but often without the frontal spot,

and now and then with dark feathers in their tails. The muffs upon legs and feet should be long—

cannot be too much so-—and the hocks vultured to a great extent. I have crossed these birds

with the Eastern Capuchin (as illustrated in this volume), the result being pretty, medium-faced,

almost lilac/a progeny, with' a remarkable coloured lustre all over, the tail being correct white as

in both parents.

ICE PIGEONS.

“ Of these birds I may say there are four actual varieties :—First, the pale Lavender, uniformly

tinted (barless) bird, in which scarcely the slightest variation of shade is observable in any point,

even upon head, neck, flights, muffs, or tail; these are of an exquisite, delicate, and powdery nature

in feathering, which is their chief property ; they are either ‘clear-legged,’ ‘slippered,' or ‘heavily

feathered,’ and have dark eyes and black beak ; the latter sort are in greatest esteem. Secondly,

there are similarly pale lavender-tinted ones, with white bars finely edged with black ; but it is

invariably the case that where a black edging shows upon the bar, such birds are a little deeper in

colour of head, neck, flights, and tail, which has a dark band thereon; still, a sort of lavender

powder pervades the whole plumage. In these the eyes vary—some are dark, others bright orange,

the paler coloured the bird the more likely to have a dark eye. Thirdly, there are ordinary coloured

Blues, with white bars with fine black edging, brilliant necks, blue-black flights, tail, and mufifs.

And fourthly, there are the spangled or laced sorts, varying from the most delicately grey-tinted

ones to others of a much deeper tone. All these spangled varieties are singularly refined and beau

tiful, the lacings thereon being very uncommon, and differing materially from that of other kinds of

chequered or spangled pigeons. The ground tint, as I have said, varies from light to dark, and

in proportion to its depth, the markings, too, increase in force of colour, even to deepest black, and

run in zigzag transverse figures—white with fine black edging-—from the longest of primary coverts

right up to and around the shoulder and across the back, forming, upon the whole, a peculiar,

undefinable, but regular and handsome laced variegation. The eyes vary, the darker ones

having orange, and the fainter marked ones dark eyes. The formation of the whole family group

is of a plump but flat or squat character; the figure of a horizontal creeping pose’; the legs short ;

and the disposition extremely shy and wild. In each variety there are clean-legged, grouse

muffcd, slippered, and long-mufl"ed, each being attractive ; but personally, I prefer the wing-footed
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ones having fair quills of four inches in length. Such is a point difficult to breed, but tells

well upon the specimen thus produced.

“ The featherless-legged Spangled Ice are termed ‘ Ural Ice.’ Why it is so I have failed to

discover, though, to be candid, I have not made any literary search therefor, lest I might get

entangled in sundry jaw-breaking, foreign derivations.‘ Many of the Ice varieties have been

mixed up together, hence we see so many imperfectly-spangled birds. It is often diflicult, I know.

to avoid losing one good point in aiming at another. Feather-leg and pencillings have been the

critical parts in breeding: how to borrow the heavy leg-feathering of the plainer birds and see it

perfectly and permanently fixed upon spangled specimens is the difliculty; for however much

may be gained, some!/ling occasionally must be lost ere the desired unity is achieved, and it is

fanciers only who can accomplish it.”

STORKS.

Brent mentions a variety of Toy pigeons designated the Stork. It is a German toy in build

and shape, and may therefore be included in this chapter. The Stork is so named because of its

resemblance to the ornithological creature familiar to our readers. In colour of plumage this singular

pigeon is wholly white, with the exception of the ten major flight feathers and a small pea-shaped

spot just over the beak-wattle. Storks are met with with flight feathers and spot marking of all

colours—Black, Red, Yellow, Blue, and Dun. In one respect they do not resemble their namesake,

namely, in that they are feather-legged. On the other hand, they should possess a well-carried

erect peak crest. Whereas most of the varieties mentioned by Mr. Ludlow in this chapter are more

or less frequently to be met with at Pigeon exhibitions in England, up to the present time the Stork

has been conspicuous by its absence. We must not omit to mention that the upper mandible in

the birds of dark markings should be either black or horn coloured.

SPOTS.

“ Of this kind there are Black, Red, Yellow, and Blue, feather-legged and clean They have a.

beak of medium length, rather more straight than most of the aforenamed kinds. The upper

mandible is black or coloured, the lower white. They are white pigeons, with dark tail to a

line across the rump and vent. There is also a well-formed, central, oval ‘ spot’ of colour upon the

forehead extending from the nostrils. The eye is dark hazel. Perfect accuracy in the markings,

with depth and richness of colour, may be said to be the only two points, and unless good in those

parts, they are almost worthless; if crested (as some are), that feature must be of good formation,

well raised, and well outspread even upon its ridge for a shell; and needle-pointed, well raised,

and perfectly upright and central for a point-crest.

HELMETS.

“These are of rather smaller size than Spots, and partake more of the shape of an ordinary

medium or pleasant-faced Tumbler, clear-legged, with plenty of daylight seen beneath them. They

are more erect in carriage, less wild and unmanageable, good breeders, the produce being fairly true

to markings. They are white birds, with a distinctly-marked coloured ‘skull-cap’ or ‘helmet’ head

zovering, commencing immediately at the nostrils, running through the eye, and continuing

around the ear, and terminating in a well-finished curve at the back of neck. The tail, from a

clear line around rump and vent, is black or coloured. The eye is a brilliant, pearly white. They

are active birds, a flock of which, composed of the various colours, presents a peculiar and

striking appearance.

“Having now described the chief characteristics of the several German varieties, I think
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perhaps but little more need be added. In points of formation they are not prepossessing; they

are not of that symmetrical configuration, graceful contour, or vivacious habits which in some

breeds momentarily catches the eye and rivets the attention. No ; in the main the whole family,

in points of form, greatly resemble each other ; but what a diversity of splendour in the feathery

garments of the entire collection! What a fertile source of beauty! How much with them /za.r

been done ! How much more may be achieved ! Hitherto they have, as it were, been worked up

out of themselves, and yet remain strong and hardy withal. \/Vho, then, can calculate what

additional varieties may be wrought out by well-conceived crosses with other and alien strains ? I

believe great things may be realised. I /I’/zow much can be accomplished, for we have the proof.

For breeding purposes, it must be admitted, captivity is not well suited to them, for being of a

wildish temperament, they thrive best at large, and can cater well for their own living if so

permitted. Cannot we, then, meet their wants in this respect, and thus utilise their breeding

qualities to z‘/ze full, which, owing to their extreme shyness, are comparatively cramped and

thwarted when liable to the frequent disturbances to which closely-confined pigeons are

subjected.” '

By a comparison of Mr. Ludlow's descriptions with the illustrations, it will be seen that the

German Toys are nearly all the result of careful crossing, and subsequent selection, upon a few

foundation sorts. It seems to us very evident that the beautiful Fire Pigeon owes its peculiar

colour and lustre to the Archangel; a whole class of birds, such as Letz, Priests, Brunswicks,

&c., is evidently built up on the foundation Tof the Trumpeter; whilst Swallows, Helmets, and

others, are evidently closely related to the Nun, the original variety being doubtful. Some of the

names are not happy; and it is perfectly certain that the Swallow at least is quite misnamed

through a simple error in translation, the bird being christened in German from the Tern or-Sm

Swallow, and the prefix being dropped in English. It is, however, a hopeless task to attempt

to change names now universally received, and we shall not attempt to do so. In other cases

the names given are significant enough; and the very two named by Mr. Ludlow as so strange

seem to us singularly appropriate, the profuse bloom giving an appearance as much like “ ice "

or frost to the Ice Pigeons, as the colour and glow impart a “ fiery” look to the other.

The most interesting question in relation to the German Toys is perhaps the source of the

beautiful variegation of feather in the Porcelain and Ice families. Little positive light can be

thrown upon this now; but what has been said by Mr. Caridia from actual knowledge regarding

the very similar feather properties of the Oriental variegated Toys, makes it at least most

probable that the problem was worked out by the long, patient, and skilful blending of the

primary colours found in the variegation. The facts stated by him, and others which we could

give of similar character, respecting the results of breeding them together, make it all but

certain that neither the Eastern nor the \Vestern family of variegated pigeons was produced

from the other, but that each had independent origin; the Orientals working on a short-faced

stem, and the Germans on a bird of the ordinary dove-house type. It may be surmised that

both probably used the Chequer as a starting-point; but the fact is most suggestive and extra

ordinary, that widely-separated schools of breeders, working with distinct races of birds, should

produce such similar results as regards the plumage of their pets.

We may add that in regard to at least many of the Toy pigeons, our experience has not

been quite so unfavourable as Mr. Ludlow’s with regard to wildness. There is a great difference

between varieties in this respect; and nearly all, if bred at large, will be terribly shy when

confined in a moderate space. If they can be allowed liberty all the better ; but a tame stock
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of most pigeons can be secured by a plan we have rarely found fail. It is, as soon as the young

are old enough to bear it, to feed t/mu lly lama’, taking them away from their nurses, and

keeping by themselves. It is astonishing how tame and familiar many young pigeons will

become under this method, if handled gently and carefully; and though “blood will tell” in

this as in other qualities, much can be done in this way to remove what some may feel to be

a strong deterrent from Toy-breeding.

There are at once so many varieties, and so few specimens shown of these pigeons under

present arrangements, that it is impossible to lay down any standard for judging. Few judges

can perhaps be expected even to carry in their minds the exact details of colour and marking

which go to make a perfect specimen of each variety, and if the judge looks for evident sharpness and

accuracy of marking, he will so far rarely make a mistake. Feeling the truth of much of what

Mr. Ludlow has said regarding scant encouragement, we must confess we do not clearly see a

remedy. W'ere prizes offered in detail, we fear they would not be competed for. Perhaps the

most that could be done with advantage at first would be to offer, as at Birmingham, double

sets of prizes in the “Variety” class, so as to give the judges six or eight to award. This plan

would probably by degrees tempt out certain varieties in greater and greater numbers, until at

length some section, such as perhaps the Satinette and Blondinette tribe, might support a class

for itself, and leave the other free for the rest, and so on. The grand class which such a

system always attracts at Birmingham seems to prove that at large shows it would probably be a

success ; and so much, at least, may be earnestly pressed upon the consideration of committees.
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CHAPTER XXXV.

PIGEONS as FOOD.

MUCH has been said of the damage done by pigeons to the crops of the farmer; and in considering

them simply as food, in a few final pages, this aspect of the subject ought not to be ignored. For

it would not be right to conceal our belief, derived both from observation and such information as

we have been able to obtain, that the question of whether pigeons “ pay" when kept merely to

supply the larder depends chiefly upon the neighbourhood where they are kept. In other and

plain words, they do undoubtedly forage in the fields, and it is only where they can thus obtain a

good proportion of food from the land adjoining, only costing the actual proprietor a few handfuls of

grain morning and evening, that they can be said to pay so far as concerns providing a family meal.

In such circumstances they are profitable stock, even as regards providing so many pounds of meat.

Even when all the food has to be provided, there is perhaps little or no loss, provided the pigeons

killed be valued at the ordinary prices per couple; but this to all intents and purposes is an

artificial value for mere “ food," and it can hardly be doubted that the parents must live very

largely upon the neighbourhood—not to say “the neighbours "—-—for the produce to be directly

remunerative.

But nevertheless, and though it be granted that the majority of dove-cote pigeons must and

do find a great part of their food in the farmer's fields, it by no means follows that they do him a

tenth of the injury popularly supposed, or even any injury at all. The late Mr. Brent devoted

particular attention to this question, and his remarks upon it deserve consideration :—

“Very curious statements,” he says, “have sometimes appeared in print, trying to prove the

immense quantity of wheat and other cereals destroyed by pigeons; but nothing is ever said of the

benefit they do on the land, which, I really believe, far exceeds the injury done. I may be deemed

infatuated, but I hope not so much as not to hear reason and compare facts ; and I trust that m_v

readers will for a while put aside the deep-rooted prejudice that condemns the poor pigeon, and

consider patiently a few facts. I ask, then, has the pigeon the bill of a rook, that it may dig in

the earth? or the foot of a fowl, that it can scratch over the surface? Does it not then follow

that the pigeon, which can neither dig nor scratch, can only lift such grains as are lying on the

surface, or imperfectly covered, and would inevitably fall a prey to some other bird? The pigeon,

by the aid of its swift wings, can, at seed-time, soon fill its crop. When a bird thus laden is shot,

and the grains counted, it is a very common practice to multiply the number by 365, to find out

how much it could eat in a year; then, reckoning the supposed number of pigeons in the United

Kingdom, an awful amount of depredation is placed to the account of the despised birds. But let

us inquire if this formidable theory is consistent with practice. Let us suppose that during the

sowing time of corn pigeons feed entirely on grain, it will at once appear that, as they are not

armed with hoe or rake, they can only take the waste, and consequently do no harm. Again, the

enormous cropful that this or that bird was killed with does not prove that such is its daily
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ration. On the contrary, a pigeon could not eat that quantity daily for any length of time and

retain its health and activity. Where, too, could they procure corn in summer and winter, while all

the crops are either growing or housed ? What is it then that they feed on ? Open their crops,

and ‘see. I think I shall not be far wrong when I say that for at least three-fourths of the year

they can procure no corn from the fields; their food then consists of seeds—the seeds of various

weeds, in devouring which they render great service to the farmer, by helping him to keep his

ground clean, in destroying innumerable seeds of weeds that are scattered on the surface of

stubbles or ‘other lands during winter and summer. At harvest-time they are also accused of

devouring the corn, but I never heard of their attacking the standing crops, except in the case of

peas; and here, if we consider for a while, we shall find that the injury done to the crop is in

reality nothing. A pigeon cannot split open the pods, but only pick up the fallen peas; and

where is there a pea-field that the ground is not more or less strewn with those that have ripened

and fallen from the pods before the main crop was ready to carry? and what becomes of them P

Hogs are sometimes turned into the pea grathen ; but are not bushels and bushels ploughed in

every year to feed the mice and rats, and serve them for a. winter store? Why then, I ask, refuse

the poor pigeon a small picking? I verily believe that much of this bigotry respecting pigeons

arises from ignorance, or is made the plea for having a pie at one’s neighbour's expense. An

anecdote is related, on good authority, of the peasants in one of the departments of France having

complained of the great loss they fancied they sustained owing to the number of dove-cotes in their

vicinity. The consequence was the suppression of the obnoxious birds. The result did not,

however, meet their expectations ; they found their crops no better, but the weeds increased so fast

that they were glad, after the trial of a season or two, to have the dove-cotes re-peopled. Nor must

their manure be forgotten, which is of considerable value as a fertiliser. In Persia and many parts

of the East they build large towers or houses for the pigeons, on purpose to obtain the manure

only, as the Mohammedans do not eat pigeons, but regard them as sacred, and object to

Christians keeping them."

The foregoing arguments are of great weight, and will, we think, convince most persons that

the dove-cote pigeon probably does little if any harm, especially when the number of small snails

they devour is taken into consideration. As Mr. Brent so cogently urges, when they can neither dig

nor scratch, and can only feed on the crops for a month or two, is it not plain that all the year

through the bulk of their food must come from the seeds of weeds and other sources which not

only do the farmer no wrong, but are to him a distinct benefit?

Undoubtedly the very best pigeon to keep for mere food-supply is the bird so well known as

the common “dove-house” breed, also occasionally known, though incorrectly, as the Blue Rock.

It surpasses all the fancy breeds in comparative plumpness of body compared to its size, that size

also being rather large ; and is, besides, exceedingly hardy. The colour varies considerably, owing

doubtless to occasional crosses from waste offshoots of fancy strains, but the vast majority of birds

are either blue with black bars and white rumps, or blue-chequers, the chequer perhaps predomi

nating. Red-chequers are also far from uncommon; but if a cote be stocked with Blues and Blue

chequers only, the appearance of any other colour is very rare, unless some stranger brings it in

the shape of a cross. The legs, flights, and tail are comparatively rather short, giving the bird

a very plump and “potable” appearance, and making it weigh heavily for its apparent size.

So thoroughly free from disease is this natural race of pigeons, and so regular and free a

breeder, that little is needed beyond providing a proper domicile, and the regular thinning of the

stud to the proper limits. In former years, when the supply of butcher's-meat was neither so
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regular, nor the meat itself of such good quality as now, large stone dove-eotes were regular

adjuncts to many country mansions. These were most commonly built in the shape of low

circular stone towers, the walls being made of considerable thickness, to allow of the nesting

places, which were built as recesses in the masonry, opening to the inside. Some of these old

fashioned cotes are still to be found in rural districts, the only entrance being at a considerable height

from the ground, to keep out undesirable intruders, and entered by a ladder when it was desired

to collect the produce. It was the custom only to clean out the manure once a year, and it seems

as if the droppings, when thus allowed to collect in a solid form, by their strong ammoniacal odour,

really repelled vermin, instead of fostering them, as in what is usually called a dirty loft. VVe

have noticed the same thing in some fowl-houses, where the droppings had been allowed to

accumulate until a foot deep, and not an insect was to be seen ; whereas, a more ordinary neglect

would have bred vermin in swarms. The best time to clean the cote is in the autumn, when the

birds have ceased to breed. _

\Vith such a cote the management is very simple. It is desirable to fling a few handfuls

of grain to the birds morning and evening, even where there is ample forage, for the sake of

attaching them to their home; and such a procedure will often, in addition, attract home a

stray cock, who will bring a. cross to the strain. No scruple need be felt in retaining all such

strays, since wherever there are neighbouring pigeons there will be some little of such transfers,

and one will balance the other; but should a “ marked” bird turn up, showing it to be a “ Homer,”

or otherwise valued, effort will of course be made to discover the owner. Care must also be

taken that the pairs of birds are somewhat less than half the number of nesting-places, since

each pair requires two, and any quarrelling will diminish the produce most seriously; in a large

cote a hundred pairs of birds will be ample for three hundred holes. On no account must odd

cocks be allowed, as such would do immense mischief; but a few odd hens are useful, in case of

deaths, and meantime will in most cases either pair up quietly, or bring home a cock from some

other cote. Supposing all this seen to at commencement of the breeding season, all that is

needed will be to take and kill the produce regularly, so as to keep it down. To assist in doing

this easily, large cotes used to be furnished with a revolving ladder-frame, attached to an axle

turning in the centre of the tower on iron pivots set in stone; the ladder forming the outer

side of the frame, and being close to the circular wall, could be turned to any part of the circum

ference by the hands working in the nest-holes, the attendant thus going round the \vhole, and

filling his bag, without dismounting.

In thus catching for the larder, any unusually large and fine bird should be left, thus reserving

the very strongest of the stock; and then at the close of the breeding season, when the whole is

gone over, the oldest or most infirm, or any which show signs of illness or weakness, should be

killed to make room for them. Pigeons are good eating up to six months old, after which they

usually become more or less tough; some may, therefore, be kept on through the winter to

supply the larder, but in that case should be marked, or it will be difficult to distinguish them

from the old birds; and it is not well to keep the earliest-bred ones, or, later in the season, they

are apt to mate, and make trouble. Almost the whole care of the cote, in fact, consists in

attention to such trifling matters of detail as this, in order to keep the breeding stock at work

through the season quietly and undisturbed. In that case, each pair will produce from seven to

ten pairs of young in a year, whereas, if odd cocks or precocious young ones be allowed to make

mischief, the produce may probably be diminished one-half. In no case, however, should a greater

number of birds be kept than is found necessary, and year by year the stock should be carefully

selected, and brought back to the determined quantity.
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The general procedure will be precisely the same in regard to a less number of birds, but

much ingenuity may be spent upon houses, cotes, or lockers, for them. We have already given (see

page 28) what we think a far better plan than usual for a locker fixed to a wall, for giving the

young ones adequate shelter; and this can be extended to any amount desired, and will be a good

plan where a south wall ofi'ers. Where a greater number are kept than can well be accommodated

in this way, avgood plan is to build a place something like the dormer shown in page 26, with

nesting-places round all four walls inside; but an “area” can very well be dispensed with, by

covering all with a pitched roof, raised above the walls all round for the birds to enter—in this way

they will get plenty of air but very little draught. Provided only there be this fair amount of

shelter, and a sufficient number of double breeding-boxes, profit will depend far more on method

in managing the stock, as above described, than on any particular plan for the pigeon-house.

A large number of the pigeons sold dead in the London markets are, however, provided in a

very different way from that described, giving rise to a very singular business, of which compara

tively little is known by the general public, and which we can best describe as the _z7z;g'e0rz-_fattenz'/zg

trade. It is in the hands of a comparatively few large dealers, who import the young birds by

thousands from France and Belgium, when just ready to leave the nest. On arrival they are very

poor, but are at once taken charge of by professional feeders, who are mostly foreigners, very few

English having either the knack or the patience necessary to proficiency. Some use millet, others

millet and tares; in either case it is put in water, and the operator, taking a mouthful, picks up a

bird, opens its beak, and injects or “blows " its crop full in an instant! The rapidity of this

operation is perfectly extraordinary, the young birds being thus crammed nearly as fast as an

ordinary person could take them up and set them down again. They are thus fed, by some twice,

by others three times a day, and become fat for market in a very few days. Besides this regular

wholesale trade, there are journeymen “ feeders,” who cram for the ordinary Leadenhall dealers ;

these generally use tares alone, and operate somewhat differently to the foreigners, most whom

we have seen giving the birds “three rounds" at each feed, of only a portion each. The regular

payment for this feeding is one penny per dozen birds, which will show in another way the

rapidity of the process; but it is still in this respect behind the foreign method, by which the

whole meal is given to the astonished bird in almost the twinkling of an eye. Birds crammed in

this way are very fat and tender, and we have sometimes thought proficiency in such an art

might be of great use on some occasions. even to the fancier.
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CHAPTER XXXVI.

DISEASES or masons.

THERE is considerable difficulty in “ doctoring" pigeons, from the fact that many medicines

which are usually relied upon in specific cases, appear with these birds very irregular in their action.

So much is this the case, that we have heard a very experiencedlfancier say—taking one of the most

simple cases of all—that he “knew of no certain purge for a pigeon,” and that if he did it would

save him many lives. We have never seen any attempt to account for this, and frequently heard it

alluded to as a profound mystery; but, after some considerable experience in giving advice to

n0'z1z'ce.r (who give much better and fairer proofs of the results of treatment than “experienced

fanciers," these latter having generally previously tried some nostrum or other which complicates

the case a great deal), we think a little reflection upon known facts will readily explain the diver

gent results by one of two reasons. The first is, that the average fancier, even of great experience,

knows little of some of the most valuable drugs or of their action, and trusts too much to remedies

of the same stamp as filled the old herbals of a century ago; the second, that pigeons are kept

under such widely different circumstances. In this latter point especially they differ from any other

creature usually kept as a pet, and we might therefore expect that the operation of medicine would

often appear capricious accordingly. Dogs, for instance, generally have more or less liberty, and are

fed on food not greatly differing. Fowls are naturally walkirzg birds, and, however the accommodation

differs, are never debarred this, their natural exercise. Cage-birds, though kept in unnatural condi

tions, are still kept under very much tlzesame conditions. But while pigeons are also, naturally,

flying birds, and flight is their natural exercise, there is an immense difference in the degree to

which they are allowed to enjoy it, and in their food also; whilst in some varieties points are so de

veloped or modified as of itself almost to amount to disease, since the bird if set at liberty could not

obtain a living. Taking only diet, and the very simple case mentioned by our friend, let us suppose

pigeons fed on sound old beans. An ordinary purge would under most circumstances act in such a

case pretty freely; but if we remember that a mere sudden change to softerf00d—such as wheat,

maize, or dari——of itself in most cases purges a bird freely, we might expect that one which had

become accustomed to such laxative diet would be far less aflected than the other by laxative

medicine.

Still, explaining the difliculty does not remove it. It may assist a fancier in deciding between

two modes of treatment, or upon the amount for a dose, but he will often remain in the dark ; and

when the extremely artificial character of some varieties is considered, with the extremely delicate

and debilitated constitution which such artificialty, in-breeding, and confinement has pro

duced, it will seen that the task of prescribing for a sick pigeon is not encouraging. Still, we

do know that hundreds of pigeons have been saved by judicious treatment, and we shall do our

best to give such hints as may be of service. _As in some cases different views are expressed, it

may be well to state that while such prescriptions or hints as are from the editor. of this work

are so specified, those not thus defined are by the author.
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Let us, however, take this last opportunity of repeating that much can be done to prevent

disease. It is not correct to say, as some have said, that clean water, &c., will prevent canker, and

so on; but much, very much, does depend on such a simple attention, on other details ot

cleanliness, on due space for exercise, on ventilation, and above all, on not uver-crowding. This

last fault is the bane of three fanciers out of four. People keep perhaps a score of birds, and

attempt to rear the offspring, with the result of bringing to maturity one to each pair, none

of which are really healthy and strong, when, if they had kept but two pairs of fine birds, they

might have reared as many, would have had them in close and racy-looking show order, not

had one-tenth the trouble or one-half the expense for food, and lastly, from breeding only the

very pick—the best four out of the twenty—would have had a far higher quality. Let it be

remembered that no interest of our own would prompt any such advice as this; and let the

reader profit by it.

It only remains to say that where one dose only is named in any of the following paragraphs,

it is supposed to be the average dose for an average pigeon of full age. Exceptionally large and

strong birds may have rather more, while small varieties will need little more than half, and young

birds according to age. W'e may also add that where capsules are recommended, if the bird be

very low and weak it is best to give the oil or other medicine by a small glass tube with a bulb in

the middle, such as is made for chemical experiments, and called a pzjfiette. The bulb is filled by

suction, when the finger placed on the larger end of the tube will restrain all flow till the other end

be placed in the throat, after which, by removing the finger, as many drops can be given as are

necessary. Many capsules are made too thick, in which case a weak bird cannot dissolve the

gelatine, and an obstruction is formed which may be fatal.

BROKEN LEGS.—See “Fractures.”

CANKER.—-The treatment of this disease has been already described at pages 99, IOO, as regards

Carriers, and page 204 for the form in which it usually affects Tumblers. [Another treatment,

which may be confidently recommended for canker in most pigeons, is the clearing away of the

secretion on the diseased surface, and anointing, by means of a camel-hair pencil, with carbolic acid

one part to glycerine eight parts. This may be applied to either ear, throat, or mouth; and many to

whom we have recommended it, especially Barb and Carrier breeders, assure us it has been the most

successful of any treatment they have tried. It does not, however, suit some small birds when

applied internally, and we have known it throw Foreign Owls into convulsions. For internal

application—as to the throat—the strength of the acid should, therefore, be reduced one-half in

treating small varieties.—-ED.]

COLD.—[If a cold is observed in the earlier stages, which may be known by a slight moisture

at the eyes or nostrils, and the bird huddling up, with failing appetite, a cure may often be effected

by giving one drop of tincture of aconite (we mean of the British Pharmacopoeia, not any homoe

pathic dilution) in a tea-spoonful of water (half the quantity for a small bird), three times a day,

and putting in a warm pen for a few days. It assists to bathe the feet in warm water for a few

minutes, well drying afterwards. If the head swells it must be bathed, according to the treatment

under roup, which sec.—ED.]

CONSTIPATION.—Though purgatives do not act uniformly upon pigeons, they usually do act ;

and castor-oil, Epsom salts, or jalap, may be given in case of need with reasonable prospect of
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success. We strongly advise jalap where that medicine proves eflicacious, as it is usually followed

by a good and even keen appetite; whereas salts, and still more castor-oil, appear to leave a bird

more or less sick and unwell.

CONSUMPTION.—Sec Going Light.

CROP-BoUND.—Only Pouters seem subject to this. For treatment see page I 39.

DIARRHQ-IA.—In most cases of scouring we find it best to administer a purge, such as castor

oil or jalap, the effect of which is usually a momentary increase of the evil, but followed almost

immediately by a cure. This plan will succeed in most cases where the diarrhoea is not accom

panied by other illness, such as cold or roup, in which event the treatment must be directed gener

ally as in those disorders. [The diarrhoea may, however, be so severe as to pass into ti)/SClll‘£'7j/,

which is known by the evacuations being streaked with blood. In that case one to three drops of

laudanum may be administered in a tea-spoonful of gruel. If that failed, as a last resort a grain

of tannic acid may be administered, combined with the laudanum; but this medicine has such

powerful astringent properties that it should only be tried when all other means have failed. A

few drops of chlorodyne have also been known to have good effects.—ED.]

EGG-BOUND.—The treatment for this affection has been given at page 39. [When all other

means have failed, we have sometimes known the egg laid successfully after the administration of

a tea-spoonful of treacle given warm, with a little groundsel minced very fine. Or the groundsel

may be given in the treacle.-ED.]

EYES WEAK OR DISEASED.—Highly-bred short-faced Tumblers, as already stated, are

peculiarly subject to diseases of the eyes, the treatment for which, so far as we can advise any, has

been given at page 206.

FALLEN GIZZARD.-—The name by which this disease, so well known to breeders of Carriers and

Barbs, has always been recognised, is founded on some old and ignorant error, the gizzard having

nothing to do with it. It is, in reality, a displacement of the bowels, or prolapsus. It seems to

chiefly attack the hens, though the cocks are also subject to it; and the first symptom is usually

a little soft swelling at or round the vent, but which rapidly becomes harder and larger, and

ultimately causes death. In bad cases we have known the bird die in the hand as if gasping for

breath. We know of no cure for it. It is strange that young birds thus afllicted will sometimes

breed, but unfortunately the progeny usually show a decided tendency to the same affection. It

is more common for a hen so affected to breed than for a cock bird to do so.

[\Ve have sometimes thought that in the early stages of this complaint an astringent injection

might be of service, followed by a stream of cold water upon the vent for a few minutes. Should

any readers wish to experiment in this way, very weak solutions of tannic acid, or sulphate of zinc,

may be suggested.—ED.]

FRACTURES.—Fractures of the leg or wing are not unfrequent. In the case of a wing, all that

can be done is to sling it up in the best manner possible, which will be generally in the mode

shown at page 5:7, when a cure may usually be looked for, though at the expense in most cases of

a stiff or deformed wing. Broken legs, however, having the joints more accessible, can be treated
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more successfully, and evena deformed or crooked limb made straight. Should the case be a

fracture, the two ends of the bone should be properly adjusted, after which a strip of calico is to

be wrapped round the place, and over this a thin strip of gutta-percha which has been dipped into

boiling water until perfectly soft. Two should perform the operation, one holding the bird, and

seeing that the position of the limb is not disturbed, while the other applies the calico and gutta

percha, gently pressing the latter while soft till it exactly fits the limb, and joins into one piece.

In case of a curvature or deformity to be straightened, the shank will be held in the required

position till the gutta-percha hardens, which is quickest done if cold water be poured over it. In

about a fortnight the fracture will be united, or the limb will be straightened, as the case may be ;

when the splint may be taken off by applying to it a hot wire, taking great care not to burn the

leg. In case of a fracture, particular care is necessary not to cause a fresh one while removing the

splint. If gutta-percha be not at hand, a pretty good splint for a fracture may be made with

paper, which after putting on the limb is well soaked with white of egg. As soon as this hardens

the splint will'be sufficiently stiff, but an appliance of this kind is of no use for a deformity.

GOING LIGH'I‘.—This is the usual name amongst pigeon fanciers for what seems to us

to be really either eouszmzption or the result of enlarged liver or internal tumour. Its general

treatment (so far as we can give any) has been given at page 207 of the chapter on Tumblers,

and consists briefly of a change of food from peas and tares, which require a good digestion, to

wheat, rice, barley without the husk, or dari, with a little hempseed; also plucking the tail,

and giving pills made of oatmeal and sulphur with cod-liver oil, with boiled milk to drink instead

of water. We cannot say a large proportion of birds recover. It is sometimes beneficial to give

a jalap pill first of all.

[It is probable that many cases might be prevented by giving the young birds a small capsule

of cod-liver oil twice a week for a month before the usual time of attack, with two or three drops

daily (given by dropping on a pill of bread or meal) of syrup of hypophosphite of iron. We have

known a marked increase of success in raising young ones in several cases after following this

prescription, and the hypophosphites are known to be of great benefit for similar complaints in

human beings. Parrish’s Chemical Food might be given instead, but we should prefer the simple

syrup of iron in most cases.—ED.]

GORGING.—An affection of Pouters; see page I 39. Some pigeons besides Pouters have a

tendency to dilate the crop with air to an extent that materially injures their health. In some

cases this can be cured by giving a small quantity of powdered charcoal ; in others it is necessary,

besides this, to make two small apertures close to each other, which is easily done by taking up a

small portion of the crop and passing a large needle right through.

GOUT.—This has been described in the treatment given at page 102. [We may add to Mr

Fulton’s treatment that, even in the hard and comparatively hopeless stage, we have recommended

with success, after turpentine had failed, pairgting the affected places with tincture of iodine, and

the internal administration of very small doses of iodide of potassium.—ED.]

INSECTS.—In former editions of this work we have here dealt with insects, but as these are

rather the result of neglect than of disease, we have now dealt with the subject when writing on

matters connected with loft management, in Chapter V., pages 46—49, under the heading of

“ Pigeon House Insects."
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LAMENESS.—From time to time a pigeon will mysteriously lose the use of its legs without any

apparent cause. In -some cases we have reason to believe that the original cause is a bird's sud

denly striking against something in its flight, for we have noticed that after several such occasions,

though no evil has seemed to follow at the time, a sudden lameness has at some subsequent time

-attacked the bird. These sudden cases we have also known recover with almost equal suddenness -,

but where a bird, as is most commonly the case, gets gradzlally lame, we cannot say we have ever

known a cure. [We have had no actual experience of this disease, or of a remedy; but from a

somewhat analogous experience with poultry, are disposed to think it is generally a nervous afl'ec

tion, and that perfect quiet and seclusion, with the administration of a quarter of a grain of opium

daily, might in some cases effect a cure. Where the disease evidently arises from inflammation

of the knee-joint, or gout, painting with tincture of iodine every day will often be efficacious.—ED.]

LEG-\vEAKNI-:55.-This chiefly affects Pouters, and its treatment by bandages soaked in

whisky has been given at page I42. [We should advise, in cases when zmusual length of limb or

previous experience with the progeny of the same parents led us to rather expect weakness, an

attempt at prevention by the administration daily of two or three pills made of oatmeal and

bone-dust, and four or five drops of syrup of hypophosphite of iron, or the compound preparation

of phosphites known as “ Parrish’s Chemical Food.” We have only known it tried in one case ;

but in that case it succeeded, though previous hatches had failed.—ED.]

MEGRIMS.—See Vertigo.

ROUP.—This disease is caused in nearly every case by draught or damp. It is strange,but we

have repeatedly noticed it, that pigeons will often place themselves for the night just in that place,

of all others, where the draught is most severe, such as inside the hole by which they enter the loft.

We have long ago arrived at the conclusion that a bird which has been thus exposed may suffer

serious injury, even though it show no untoward symptoms for weeks or months, after which the evil

may break out in either of many different forms. Most usually, however, the first sign of a bad cold

is a running at the eyes or nostrils, which, if neglected, becomes thicker, is followed by the head

perceptibly swelling—in fact, by true roup. We have seen cases so bad that the whole side of the

head seemed gathered or cankered, and the bird lost its sight. When the head is much swelled the

cause will usually be found in the stoppage of the nostrils by viscid matter, which, being unable to

find an exit, collects inside, and may even fill the throat, so as to strangle the bird, unless removed.

\/Vhen roup is-. neglected, even though the immediate danger passes off, it is very apt to cause canker

in the mouth or ear, for which see the treatment under that head. It is, indeed, cases of canker

which have followed a bad attack of roup which are usually most obstinate and severe, the whole

system appearing to have become poisoned with the roup secretion, the specific and virulent cha

racter of which becomes additionally probable when we consider its fatally contagious character

amongst fowls, for we have long been convinced that the disease is very nearly if not quite identical.

[We have demonstrated that it can be communicated from one to the other.—ED.] In such cases

of canker following upon a severe attack of roup, we have known the canker extend all down I/ze

firmrt of a bird, and appear to penetrate and grow into the very flesh ; and we are by no means sure,

since it is diflicult to account for many cases of wing-disease, that even that may not follow aseverc

cold in many instances.‘ All we certainly know, however, is, that whenever a bird does not seem

“ It would seem to us more probable that the cold or roup was simply the exciting cause of the development of wing-disease in

an originally scrofulous constitution, just as a tendency to consumption may be inherited and lie dormant many years, till developed

by :1 cold, mental shock, or other exciting eause.—ED.
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to shake off entirely the effects of roup or a bad cold (and roup, to all intents and purposes, may

be regarded as a bad cold but with the addition ofsome specific poison which is highly contagious),

it is very apt to sufler later on from canker, wing-disease, tuberculated lungs or liver, or diseased

formations of some kind in one locality or other, tending to show that there is a specific poise/z which

is absorbed by the system. Diseased liver or lungs is not at all an unfreq'ucnt sequel to neglected

cold or roup, and can generally be detected by the bird preferring to squat on the ground at

night instead of roosting on its perch, and panting or gasping when taken in the hand.

Roup is not easy to cure, but there is hope when taken in time. The bird should be at once

removed to a moderately warm pen, free from draught, but within hearing of its companions, to

keep it from pining away, but first let the head be bathed for five minutes with water as hot as the

back of the hand can bear. In doing this, the bird should be wrapped round with a cloth ot

slipped into the top half of a stocking, that it may not struggle, as its head should be carefully kept“.

downwards, in order to prevent any of the poisonous secretion being swallowed. After bathing, the

head should be gently dried, first, however, squeezing outfrorn the inside any of the viscid matter

that may have collected in the nostrils or passages, which, after the warm’ bathing, is easily done.

Then dip the head in warm oil, or, in case of Barbs or Owls which have contracted gullcts, do the

whole bathing with the oil, as warm as the back of the hand can comfortably bear. Then give the

bird two pieces of salt the size of a bean, and let it remain in the pen till the third day, when, if no

improvement, the treatment should be repeated, but if better only the oil need be used, continuing

the salt. After six days, if the symptoms did not abate, we would administer two capsules of‘

castor-oil every second day for a week ; and if after that the roup still remained we would give a.

jalap pill of the ordinary size; if the last did not succeed we should have very little hope of a.

cure. During treatment the bird should be fed upon a mixture of old tares, wheat, rice, and good

hemp-seed; and if so bad that it will not feed itself, hand-fed with peas soaked in milk for several.

hours, giving boiled milk instead of water to drink. It may be well to repeat that the doses mentioned.

being for ordinary-sized pigeons, Tumblers and Foreign Owls should only have half the quantity.

The foregoing is the treatment we have found most successful with the highly-bred varieties,

the warm oil in particular appearing to be of marked benefit, though it of course spoils the bird

for exhibition unless very carefully washed off. Common or coarse birds of any kind are cured

with comparative ease. We have often, in fact, cured such birds by simply penning up away from.

draught, and giving a dose of Epsom salts twice a. week (dry, giving say a couple of pinches between

finger and thumb) ; but the other treatment, tending as it docs gently to allay the inflammation

and" assist the bird to t/zrow of the discharge, has been far the most successful both at the

time, and in appearing to prevent after-efliects, such as we have described; which on the other

hand seem more apt to follow the suppression of the discharge by astringcnts, such as sulphate of

iron, which some have recommended. Our experience leads us to the conclusion that if true roup

be formed, the poison must be t/zrown rjjf in some way, if after or secondary symptoms are to be

averted ; and this we find is best ensured by the warm and soothing bathing of the head combined

with purgatives, the salt probably acting merely as an antiseptic. For the same reason, when

subsequent canker breaks out on the body, it is little use to suppress the discharge, as it will

generally break out again ; but by simply applying fuller's earth and leaving it to take its course,

there is often a gradual drying up of the secretion, and healing of the wound. The only

exception we would make is when the apparently first stage of canker on the body was observed

in the shape of a small pimple, as this might arise from some accidental prick or scratch, and still,

if neglected, grow into canker. In such a case, therefore, we would apply citron ointment, which,

if there be no poison in the blood, will usually cure.

33
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Young birds in the nest-pan will sometimes be badly affected with roup or incipient canker

there is a stage at which it is really hard to know what to call it—the beak and throat being so

badly swelled they cannot feed. Probably in most of such cases the old birds have affected the

young ones, and when this is the fact the death of the young will not unfrequently cause the

recovery of the old birds. We have, however, known the young first afl'ected—-usually highly-bred

birds which have caught cold—and impart it to the feeders, which, being coarse and hardy, would

never have been infected in any other way. In some cases it may be that the exciting cause is the

old birds giving the young food that had not become soft enough to suit the digestive organs of

_the young ; and whenever we had cause to suspect this we would give both parents and young a.

dose of Epsom salts, or a jalap pill ; the young, of course, having only half or a quarter, according

to size. Medicine given to young pigeons does not, of course, affect the feeders; but given to

the feeders will more or less affect both. Hence some give it to the feeders only, but unless they

also require it this is unwise, as it makes the old birds sick, and injures their feeding -power. It is

better therefore to give the salts direct, the dose for a three-week's bird of ordinary size being about

as much as will lie on a threepenny-piece. \Ve have in some cases where the young were unable

to digest, the crops being evidently full of a watery fluid, opened the beak and held the head down

so as to empty the sour fluid, or nearly so; after which the bird has got over its trouble, and

all the other symptoms disappeared; in particular, this will often cure a Pouter so affected;

but such treatment is only applicable to the larger varieties, and the cases themselves can

scarcely be called true roup, though the discharge at the beak and nostrils makes it appear

much the same.

Sometimes a bird affected with roup will eat nothing at all of its own accord, but will drink to

excess. In such a case it is best to feed it on pills made with oatmeal and cod-liver oil, and give

it only an allowance of boiled milk to drink till it is better, and begins again to feed itself. In all

such cases, and any others where it is necessary to tempt the appetite, nothing will surpass a

mixture of the various kinds of smaller seeds, which will often be piclced up \vhcn nothing else

would be touched.

Young pigeons when they begin to forage for themselves are very subject to what seems a mild

sort of roup, in various forms, but all marked by evidently commencing with “taking cold." It is

not uncommon for one symptom to be a loss of power in the limbs. It will tend much to recovery

in such a case if the floor of the pen in which the bird is kept be covered an inch deep with sawdust

or cut clover, which will rest the breast and limbs much better than a hard floor; and it is nearly

always advisable in such a case to pluck all the tail-feathers, which has a wonderful effect in

obscure diseases of several kinds in young birds. Plucking the tail is,~unfortunately, injurious to

the show value of Fantails, and of Almond cocks if of a good colour; but with pale birds or hens

it rather improves them, tending to a darker tail.

[In some cases capsules of copaiba appear to exert a marvellous influence on the discharge from

the nostrils or eyes in roup ; but as it is bad practice to check the secretion suddenly, often

driving the poison into the system, we would advise their use only in chronic cases, and then to be

always followed by purgatives. In some instances, however, energetic treatment has mastered

very severe cases, though complicated with severe secondary symptoms. As an instance we

give the following, being about as hopeless a case as could well be. In the fall of 1874. we

received a letter, of which the following are extracts :—

“Some two or three months ago a distemper seized my stock of pigeons, and carried off a. few of the best of them. I thought it

was roup, and treated it as such, according to prescribed rules. For a time I got it under, but on retuming from a few weeks’

residence in a distant part of the country, I found upwards of twenty birds dead—inostly young birds, and some of them very
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valuable. Since my retum I have striven hard to get" the disease extirpated, but it has baflled all attempts. Various fanciers here

and elsewhere have been consulted, and the disease is unanimously pronounced to be canker of a malignant kind.

“ As to the symptoms and progress of the disease, it shows itself, in the first place, by the pigeon huddling itself up in the most

pitiable manner, and lo >king very miserable; then by u violent sneezing, which gradually assumes the form of a hard dry cough,

followed by a frothy discharge from the nostrils and mouth. This frothy substance assumes a yellowish tint, and gets consolidated

in the throat, preventing the bird from swallowing. The bird consequently ‘goes light,’ and in time dies. Usually the disease lasts

from a. week to ten days, but when taken in time, and backed up by a hardy constitution, it will last longer, and sometimes the bird

will recover. In addition to rinsing the throat twice a day, I have been in the habit of stuffing the bird with sound beans, peas,

maize, and tares ; but in many cases they have died with their crops full.

“ The disease, I firmly believe, came to me from London, along with some birds I got from a fancier there. These birds were

the first to take it, and are all now dead. I wrote him some time ago of the state of matters and my impression as to its origin, but

he denied the paternity. He now writes me he has got the disease among his stock, and lost heavily by it.”

Here was very evidently true roup of the most virulent and contagious kind, and with a

marked tendency to run into canker. We could hold out little hope of remedy, but, after careful

consideration, advised the following treatment, through the columns of the Live Stock _70Ilf'Iltll and

Fancier’s Gazelte, requesting that the result might be reported. We may add that all the various

branches of treatment were to be carried on simultaneously.

I. To change the food—1'.!., if fed on peas, change to beans, or 1/ire versd. 2. To remove all possible secretion rub daily with

1 swab, and dress with a mixture of one part pure carbolic acid and eight parts glycerine. 3. To pluck the feathers from the

throat, and paint over rxlemally with tincture of iodine. 4. To administer daily a capsule of cod-liver oiL

\rVe confess, after so many skilled fanciers had failed, and in such a severe case, our hopes of

a successful result were not great, but the result far surpassed our expectations. The letter

describing symptoms was dated September Ist, and under date of November 4th came a letter

including the following :——

Out of truzlve sick birds, two only have died, :11;-if recovered, and two are still ailing. This does not include a few which have

been cured by one or two applications of the remedies. I cannot, however, say I am yet rid of the disease, as it is now and then

breaking out where least expected. Yesterday I discovered a very valuable black jacobin with a eankerous growth of considerable

development far down its throat. Being difficult of access, I am somewhat afraid this will prove a fatal case.

[A subsequent letter, dated the Ist of December, stated that the black Jacobin also fully

recovered under the t1'eatment.—ED.]

SMALL-POX.—This seems a virulent form of canker. For treatment, see page 101.

SPOUTS.-—For the removal of this troublesome affection of wattled pigeons, sec the chapter on

Carriers, page 97.

STARVING.——Tl1e mode of treating young birds when insufficiently fed has been given at

page 43- It may be well also to remark, however, that some unusually good feeders will give

young birds too much food and too little water, in which case the fed bird will die. The remedy is,

if the young be far enough advanced, to dip its beak in water two or three times a day; if very

young, the mouth should be filled with water, and the beak being taken between the lips, a suffi

cient quantity given in that way. ’

[We may add another expedient which we have often practised, and recommended to

others, and which has the advantage of being capable of 2'/zrlaut application. We were led to it by

coming home past midnight on one occasion to find a young Barb we thought much of with the
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crop empty, and nearly dead, at about four days old. We at once took a biscuit, and chewing it

till of the right consistency, fed it from the mouth; and since then we have reared birds from the

very shell in the same way. The biscuits known as plain “milk” biscuits are best, and may

either be given in this manner, or by a glass syringe with a large orifice; and numerous trials

enable us to state that young birds will thrive as well fed in this way as if taken every care of

by the parents. The great advantage of the plan is, that by taking a biscuit or two in the pocket

into the loft, any young bird found empty may be filled up without a moment’s delay, and valuable

young ones in this way saved. \/Vhen there are many young ones likely to want such assistance,

the best plan is to grind the biscuits into a smooth pap with boiled milk, by a stifi’ spoon, fill a

rather large glass syringe, and stand it, except while using at the moment, in a jug of warm water,

as it injures the birds to give food cold. A three-ounce syringe will feed half a dozen young birds

without refilling. It must always be cleansed after use, of course.-ED.]

VF.RTIGO.—This disease is by no means uncommon. It is sometimes slight, though very

evident ; but in other eases the bird no sooner lowers its head to feed or drink, than it will stagger

back, or round and round, perfectly helpless. It evidently arises from either some pressure upon the

brain, which we are inclined to think the usual cause; or, in some cases, it may be of a purely

nervous character. Generally speaking cure is hopeless if the bird be an old one; but when young

and vigorous we have known recovery follow bleeding at the back of the roof of the mouth, or from

making an incision, through the skin only, across the entire back of the head. In these cases the

sudden relief to the brain is evidently the cause of cure. We once, however, had a very valuable

bird thus affected, which getting in our way (as they are very apt to do), received a severe /tick, so

severe as to be left for dead; but next day, to our great astonishment, it was not only alive, but

quite recovered. Here the Cl. re may have been from the sudden nervous shock, or it is possible

the sudden kick may have given relief by rupturing some small tumour which caused the disease.

In other cases, with young bl1(lS, we have known cure follow keeping very quiet, in a small pen, for

some days, on low diet.

[We once knew chloroform given to a fowl, preparatory to making an incision as just described.

A sudden call hindered the operation; but the bird on recovering from the chloroform was perfectly

well. This experiment may be worth repeating, but care must be taken not to overdo the chloro

form, or death will follow. It is given by dropping some on a handkerchief, and holding near

the bird's nostrils till insensibility follows.—ED.]

WING-DISEASE.—The treatment we have usually found most successful in this case we have

given in the chapter on Carriers, at page 102. The slinging of the wing properly is, however, so

important (as unless this is done the bird will droop or hang its wing when cured) that we show, in

Figs. 68 and 69, how to do it in the easiest manner. Two pieces of soft twine or thin tape are first

so tied as to form the loop C D (Fig. 68), with a free end at each knot—-if each string be knotted

round the other neither knot can slip. The loop is then slipped over the shoulder of the wing, from

A to B (Fig. 69), with the knots at C D, the size of the loop, of course, requiring careful adjustment.

The loose ends are then brought up and tied at E, except that, whereas we have represented the

knot outside the wing, it is better to tie it between the wing and the body, which will prevent the

bird undoing it, a feat some pigeons are quite capable of performing when the knot is tied outside.

The sling must be fastened sufiiciently tight to hold the long flights somewhat above the proper

position.

Wing-disease, however, seems to vary much in its character; and while we believe the.leech to be
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usually best in the early stage, and painting with spirits of turpentine when more developed

into a cheesy tumour, other modes of treatment may also be suggested. For instance, in the later

stage, when matter seems formed, we have known successful results follow plucking the wing nearly

bare of all except the flights, slinging it as just described, and anointing regularly with citron oint

ment over the tumour. Painting with tincture of iodine will also often effect a cure; and sometimes

cases will get well of themselves. Again, there are cases of evident disease in one or even two

joints, in which no swelling can be discovered. In_such a case all that can be done is to sling the

wing, and perhaps hold the joint under a cold-water tap for a few minutes every day. In nearly all

cases a cock is useless for breeding while suffering from any form of wing-disease ; but a hen is not

necessarily unfertile, though the complaint usually denotes a scrofulous taint which should make

caution desirable in perpetuating the strain.

Mr. Caridia considers that wing-disease is generally of two kinds. The first kind, denoted by

a /mm’ swelling on one or other of the joints, he believes to be immediately ctnsed, whatever the

original constitutional tendency, by the bird striking its wing against obstrmrions; and states that

  

Fig. 68.

if taken in time it can almost invariably be cured by simply plucking all the flights of the wing

affected, both outer and inner, and also the feathers immediately surrounding the hard swelling.

The bird will be for the time incapable of flight, and when the feathers are re-gro\vn will generally

be well ; but care should be taken to remove all such corners or obstructions as may have caused

the malady. The other kind is where the tumour is soft, containing a viscid fluid. This he

believes to be caused by the bird not having enough flying exercise, and the oil which Nature

provides to lubricate the joints not being consequently absorbed, accumulates, and forms the

tumour. In this case also he advises the wing to be stripped; but the blister must also be

pierced, or a small seton inserted as long as the fluid accumulates. As the feathers re-grow, they

carry off the superabundant secretion, and the bird will generally be perfectly well when the wing

is again properly furnished.

WOUNDS.-—These should always be attended to whenever perceived, even if only scratches of

the skin, since, if neglected, they may lead to festering sores or canker; very frequently being the

immediate exciting cause of the latter breaking out, when there is any previous tendency to it. If

clean and recent, nothing better can be done than to pluck enough feathers (should it be

necessary), to leave the place bare, and apply a little zinc ointment once or twice. If the

wound be older, dirty, bleeding, or look at all unkindly, it should be washed with Condy’s Red

Fluid diluted with water, and the ointment applied an hour or two later, or when the bleeding (if

any), has ceased.
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CHAPTER ixxxvn-.

PIGI-ION CLUBS AND SOCIETIES AND THEIR HISTORY.

. THIS work would not be complete did we not allude to the agencies through which Pigeon-lore

has taken sofirm a hold on men—at least on all English-speaking people. Pigeons are themselves

a sociable race of creatures ; unlike many other birds, they habitually dwell in flocks. Where two

or three locate themselves and make a habitation, there others ere long are sure to join them. So

is it also with pigeon fanciers; men imbued with the love of this hobby invariably seek the com

pany of kindred spirits, and by mutual association and consultation new varieties are produced

and others improved and perfected. lt is due, we have no doubt, to this that the pigeon has

acquired so firm a hold on the affection and interest of the community generally.

When the first edition of this work was published, fanciers banded together for pigeon culture

were comparatively few, and the Societies to which they belonged might almost be counted on the

fingers of one hand. Consequently, our sphere of selection being small, we were constrained to

confine our remarks within a limited area, dealing with two or three Societies rather exhaustivel_v

and alluding to a few early fanciers somewhat personally. Since then matters have greatly

changed, and Societies interested in the welfare of this particular fancy are almost as plentiful as

the proverbial blackberries. in autumn. \Ve propose, therefore, at present to enter upon a section

only of the sphere before us, and while still alluding en passa/zt to the.more prominent of the

Societies mentioned in former editions, to chronicle briefly the history of those pigeon associations

now existing whose objects are centred in matters peristeronic, and relate not so much to matters

personal and social.

Taking a retrospect of former editions, we note that the first Pigeon Society of which any

record exists was founded in 1720 at the “_]acob’s Well” in Barbican. To this society we trace a

primitive standard of the Carrier, the Pouter, and the Short-faced Tumbler—all varieties of dis

tinctly English culture. At the opening of the present century a Club exclusively for Almond,

Mottled, Baldhead, and Beard Tumblers existed, having its location at “The Ship,” a tavern

situated at the back of Shoreditch Church. Among the members of this society was an English

man who has made for himself a household name amongst all lovers of “ feathers ”-we allude to

_Sir john Sebright, Bart.

The Society, ho\vever, which stands out conspicuously amongst all others was the original

“Columbarian Society.” It was founded about the year I750. The “Treatise on the Almond

Tumbler,” published in 1802, was written by one of its members, and was dedicated to it. “The

Globe,” in Fleet Street, is noted as having been the first home of this Society. It had a long

and successful existence of nearly a hundred years, and then, following all things mortal, it ended

its days, making room for other associations of a kindred spirit ; but it was second to none in the

enthusiasm displayed for pigeon culture by a numerous and ardent body of men, who had not the

same spur to emulation possessed by their present-day followers through the existence of pigeon
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exhibitions and other advantages now enjoyed by the pigeon fancier. The original “ Columbarian

Society” started columbiculture into a new life at the beginning of the nineteenth century, and this

brief record of its existence may be of enduring and increasing interest to all fanciers as years

roll on.

The Societies before mentioned had devoted their energies chiefly to the Almond Tumbler,

but about the year 1825, to satisfy the want of a club of a more general character, "The Feather

Club" was started. Its principal promoter was Mr. F. Bellamy. It had its habitation at several

city houses, and, on account probably of its connection with the great mercantile centre of the

country, gradually ceased to be called by its original name of "The Feather Club," and became

known as the “City Columbarian Society," a name more appropriate than that under which it was

originated. Its list of presidents includes a worthy string of names, amongst which we find the

following true fanciers: Messrs. Esquilant, VVolstenholme (the artist), and Gillett. Its present

secretary is Mr. John Smith, of 5, The Gardens, Peckham Rye, London, S.E.

In I847 the Philoperisteron Society was established, with a view to giving opportunities to

fanciers residing in the West-End of London to meet together on pigeon concerns intent. Amongst

its originators were Messrs. F. C. Esquilant, F. Bellamy, and J. J. Bowler. -"To this society must be

given the credit of originating public shows of pigeons, the proposal being caused by a lively dis

cussion on the colour of the Almond pigeon, when it \vas decided that colour could not be satis-

factorily settled except by daylight. It was consequently determined to adventure a public show,

which accordingly took place at the British Hotel, Cockspur Street, in January, 1848. Year by’

year these shows progressed, both as to the quality and quantity of the pigeons, and in popularity

with the fancy and the public.‘ They were generally held in the large hall of the “ Freemasons"

Tavern,” Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn. But in the year 1868 the Philoperisteron Society

became amalgamated withanother London society, which in the meanwhile had come into

existence under the title of the National Columbarian Society, and taking a composite name, is

now known as the National Peristeronic Society.“ -In the same year these annual shows were

transferred to the Crystal Palace, where they have continued to be held ever since with marked

success. At this period other names of eminent pigeon votaries were found on the amalgamated

list, notably Messrs. Harrison Weir, P. H. Jones, S. C. Betty, M. Hedlcy, and T. B. Tegetmeier.

Amongst those who have held the post of secretary we may mention Mr. Charles Howard,

one of the secretaries of the Crystal Palace show.

Other influential societies gradually came into existence in several large towns, amongst which

those established at Birmingham, Manchester, Liverpool, and the Northern Columbarian Society,

with headquarters at Glasgow, deserve special mention. This record brings us to the days of the

modern pigeon fancier, who, though greatly indebted to the organisers of pigeon culture and exhi

bitions, began to feel the need of a closer intercourse with fanciers of his own speciality. It was felt

that the advancement of pigeon culture was the same still as regards the interest in each separate

variety, as it was at one time felt to be in the case of the Almond Tumbler, whence the first idea

of devotees of a particular breed of pigeons forming themselves into an association was conceived.

This led to the notion of establishing “specialist” clubs. The notion for some few years, however,

took no practical turn till, in 1879, Mr. T. B. C. \/Villiams invited the known fanciers of Turbit

pigeons to a conference, which was held at Sydenham, with a view to establish a club for Turbit

fanciers. At this inaugural meeting the present editor of this work attended. The outcome of

the conference was that at an open meeting, held at the Crystal Palace in November, 1879, the

first specialist pigeon club was launched forth. It has had a successful existence ever since, and

has vastly improved the pigeon under its protection. The standard issued by it is found in this
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work, and as its rules for the guidance of its members have, with slight alterations, been adopted

by all other specialist clubs, and as being a matter of historical interest, we give a place to them in

an appendix to this chapter.._

To T/ze Turbz't.Cl1/bi, belongs thedistinction of having been the first modern specialist club. Its

Honorary.Secrctary is Mr. \V. F. .Lumley, Doone Cottage, Thames Ditton, Surrey.

The following are -t-heuother -specialist pigeon clubs, given in alphabetical order, with dates cl

inauguration and names of the Honorary Secretaries :—

T/ze Antwerp C/lJ_b.-=-_-»EStE1l)llSllCCl in 1890. Has issued a standard of points. Secretary, Mr.

\Villiam Hardaker, Norman Cottage, Eccleshill, Bradford.

T/ze Arc/range! C/ub.-"-Established in 1893. This club was preceded for a few years by another,

which, after a short existence, fell through. Secretary, Mr. Wiltshire, Addiscombe, Surrey.

T/ze Barb C/ub.—-Established 1885. Has issued a standard of the Barb pigeon. Secretary,

Mr. R. H. Coton, Cupola House, York.

T/re Carrier Clu15.—-Established 1885. Secretary, Mr. H. Allsop, 89, Spencer Street, Bir

mingham. . .

T/1: Cropper C/ub.——Establishcd I893 (having had an earlier existence). Has issued a standard

in conjunction with the Norwich Amateur Society. Secretary, Mr. George Cooper, 23, Lindley

Street, Norwich.

T/1e Dragoon Cl1rb.—Established I886. Has issued a standard of the Dragoon Pigeon. Secre

tary, Mr. _]ohn Smith, 5, The Gardens, Peck-ham Rye, London, S.*E.

T/1e Fantail C/ub.—Establishcd 1886; re-organised 1889. Has issued a standard of the V

Fantail Pigeon. Secretary, Mr. F. E. I-Iarmston, 5, Bridge Street, Whitby.

T/1e S/mw Ilomzr C/ub.—Established 1886. Has issued a standard of the Show Homer

Pigeon. Secretary, Mr. W. F. Turner, Hull.

T/1e United S/low Horncr Club.-—Established I888. Has issued a standard of the Show Homer

Pigeon. Secretary, Mr. E. A. Della Rocca, 26, Barnwell Road, Brixton, London, S.E.

T/1e_/aco/rm C/ub.—Established 1887. Has issued a standard of the jacobin Pigeon. Secre

tary, Mr. Richard Pillans, Carluke, N.B.

T/ze lllagpie Clu11.—Established I885. Has issued a standard of the Magpie Pigeon. Secre

tary, Mr. A. Winter, “ Skirbeck," Iffiey Road, Oxford.

T/ze Nu/z C/ub.—Established 1888. Has issued a standard of the Nun Pigeon. Secretary,

Mr. L. C. Miller, “ Florissant," Eaton, Norwich.

T/ze Owl Club.—Established 1892. Has issued a standard of points of the Owl Pigeon.

Secretary, Mr. F. R. E. Branston, Miranda, East Molesey, Surrey.

T/ze Orimtnl Frills C/ub.—-Established 1893. Secretary,» Mr. F. Machin, Ashfield Villa,

Knowle, '\»V. Birmingham.

T/ze Pouter Clué.-—Establishetl in I889. Secretary, Mr. \V. Lindsey, Young Street, \Vishaw, N.B.

T/re Ti/p/cr ClulI.—Established 189:. Has issued a standard of points of the Tippler Pigeon.

Secretary, Mr. \/V. Maskery Jebb, Porthill, Longport, Stafibrdshire.

T/ze S/zort-farm’ Tumb/er C1ub.—-Established 1886. Secretary, Mr. F. Towndrow, 69, Lower

Kennington Lane, Newington Butts, London, S.E.

T/ze'L0ng-fared Tmu!»/er C/1/b.—Established x886. Secretary, Mr. J. Landon, 394, Neckell's

Park Road, Birmingham.
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Besides these clubs for special varieties, which appeal to the fancy generally, there are a fe\v

founded for Scotland only, amongst \vhich the better supported are the Scottish Long-faced

Tumbler Club—-Secretary, Mr. W. H. Livingston, Wishaw ; the Scottish Turbit Club—Secretary,

i\-Tr. J. Morrison, Dalbeattic; and the Scottish Magpie Club. .

In addition to all these societies or clubs, which to a greater or less degree have a limited

interest, there exist two other bodies of general concern and importance to the whole pigeon

fancy—we allude to the Marking Ring Conference and the Pigeon Club. Both came into being

at about the same period, namely, in the year 1885; the Pigeon Club on the izth June, and the

Marking Conference a little later in that year

We will first refer to_the Marking Conference. Owing to some difiiculties attendant on the

identification of birds bred in the current year, when exhibited rather late in the season, it was

found expedient to resort to some mode of marking to certify to the correctness of the age of

exhibits in young bird classes. A representative body of fanciers met at Birmingham in ‘January,

1885. Several plans having been discussed, it was unanimously decided to adopt the “stamp "

system ; an authorised die was constructed, on which were engraved the figures of the first year of

its use, viz., I885. For twelve months this plan was tried, but owing to the difficulty of bringing

all birds to certain centres for stamping (which was done by making an impression from the die on

the longer flight feathers, which would in all probability not be shed or cast before the end of the

exhibition season), and the fact that some birds, either from the effects of climate or constitution,

were found to cast their feathers with greater rapidity than others, after a trial for one season the

stamping system was discontinued, and the Marking Conference first met at the Agricultural

Hall, in London, during the Dairy Show week in 1885.

After a most careful consideration, it was decided to have recourse to the “ring” method

namely, having an authorised metal ring placed on the legs of all young birds when about ten days

or a fortnight old. This is effected by bending back the hinder claw, passing the ring over the

three larger claws, over the ball of the foot, and pushing it right over the hinder claw and leg bone

up to the hock or knee-joint, then letting the back claw drop to its natural position ; the ring thus

remains securely and easily placed on the leg, and is not removable except by filing it in two or

amputating the wearer’s leg. The first issue of the Marking Conference rings was made on the

11th of January, I886; it was a metal ring with simply raised figures on it. That year it was tried

and found to be fairly satisfactory, but, owing to certain defects and the possibility of dishonest

people tampering with the ring and figures, the Secretary to the Conference, Mr. H. Allsop, of Bir

mingham, was instructed by the committee to manufacture a more expensive and effectual ring for

future use. This was done, and on the 15th of January, 1887, the registered Marking Conference

ring, as used until 1895, was issued. In October, 1894, in response to the wishes of many fanciers,

a meeting of delegates from pigeon societies throughout the kingdom was held in connection with

the Marking Conference, at the Dairy Show, when it was decided by a large majority that numbers

for pedigree purposes should be added to the Marking Conference Ring; the change to take effect

from January 15, I895. The marking ring is made of a particular metal composition, having raised

figures denoting the year and variety for which it is to be used. These figures are imbedded in

variously-coloured enamel, and give to the ring an ornamental appearance as well as useful character.

To produce such a ring necessitated the employment of a competent agent; in Mr. H. Allsop the

fancy happily found a good fancier equal to the occasion, and from year to year he has most satis

factorily met the needs and requirements of all reasonable people. Should further improvements

or security be necessitated or found advisable, the Marking Conference will, we believe, leave no

stone unturned to compass the same.
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The original committee, elected to act on behalf of the Pigeon Ring Marking Conference, was

composed of the following gentlemen: Mr. P. H. jones, Chairman; the Rev. W. F. Lumley;

Messrs. C. Howard, H. VV. Mathias, T. H. Stretch, and H. Allsop, as Secretary, whose address is

at Spencer Street, Birmingham. '

Lastly, we have to mention the Pigeon Club. The initiation of this most useful body is

due to the exertions of a few ardent lovers of fair play in pigeon concerns. Perhaps, next to one

other pastime, none has been more the prey of selfish greed and open trickery than that to which

this work relates. Accordingly, after a series of unchecked frauds, a small body of fanciers, most

ably assisted by the late Mr. Alexander Comyns, LL.B., started the movement which culminated

in the existence of the Pigeon Club. Those who are to be so credited include such \vell

known fanciers as Messrs. \Vm. Alford, Sydney Brunton, O. E. Cresswell, ].P., Harrison \Veir,

\V. H. Stone, and the Editor of the present issue of this book. During two years the uphill work

attendant on the establishment of the club was entrusted to these gentlemen, to whom Mr. Comyns

lent his powerful aid and advice as first Honorary Secretary to the club. Though but of late insti

tution, for it was founded as recently as the year I885, it may well, on account of the good work

it has done for the fancy, be regarded as the leading Club in existence devoted to Columbarian

concerns. its worth is further proved by the large number of its members, which exceed those

of any other pigeon association. The aim and objects of the Club are clearly laid down in its rules,

of which we herewith publish a copy, as being of interest to all well-wishers of pigeon culture and

exhibition. ~ Many provincial shows are held under its patronage, though as yet a feeling of false

pride, or, perhaps, absolute disinclination to submit to its control, would appear to have prevented

some of the larger exhibitions coming under the club’s wholesome regulations. We regret to

say it, but it is no less true, that it is in consequence at two or three of these “leading shows"

that the most flagrant cases of dishonest showing occur and go unpunishcd. This speaks

but poorly for those having‘ their management in hand,‘ and causes honest fanciers and sincere

well-\vishers of pigeon exhibitions to hope that the day is not far distant when their voice will

prevail, and all true fanciers will insist on our leading shows being held under the rules of this

impartial and independent Club, for which the Honorary Secretary, Mr. H. 'W. Mathias, has for

over seven years zealously laboured.

VVe conclude our present edition by inviting the attention of pigeon votaries to the rules of

(I) The Turbit Club, and (2) of the Pigeon Club :1 the one will serve as a guide to all those devoted

to specialist pigeon" breeding and exhibiting; the other, we hope, will prove an incentive to all that
is good in the pigeon fancy. l
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I.

RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THE TURBIT CLUB.

I.—The objects of this Club are to advance and encourage the scientific culture of Turbit

Pigeons ; to promote a clearer understanding between -breeders and judges as to the most desirable

type; to form and tabulate an authoritative standard of properties; and to improve classification

at all exhibitions where classes are offered for Turbit Pigeons.

2.—That the affairs of the Club be conducted by a President, Vice-President, Treasurer,

two Auditors, a Secretary, and three Members; and that these constitute a committee to watch

over the general business of the Club. ‘i

3.—That the Ofificers be elected annually, by show of hands or proxy, the same being eligible

for re-election ; but no President shall be elected more than two consecutive years.

4.—That the Treasurer makes no extra disbursements without the sanction of the Committee.

5.—That an annual meeting for theelection of officers and the transaction of the general

business of this Club be held in or near London during or about the month of November. '

6.—That candidates named for membership shall be duly proposed and seconded, and

admitted by voting papers forwarded by the Secretary to all members; a majority of adverse

votes against a candidate constituting a refusal of election. '

7.—That the terms of membership be an annual subscription of half-a-guinea, payable by
each member on election, and afterwards on the lst of October in each year. I ‘

‘8.—That any one not paying their subscription by New Year's Day, after having due

notice frpm the Secretary, will no longer be considered a member. '

9.—That in the event of any member becoming obnoxious to the members of the Club,

it shall be competent for the Secretary, on receipt of a requisition signed by at least one _n1oiety of

the members, to call a special meeting, giving not less than seven days’ notice thereof; and

if three-fourths of the votes at the said meeting are in favour of such an obnoxious member

withdrawing from the Club, he shall be requested in writing by the Secretary to resign, and on his_

failing or neglecting to do so, shall be excluded from the Club, and cease to be a member,

and have no right, title, or interest in the property of the Club, from the date of such expulsion of

him from its membership.

l0.—That members retiring forfeit all privileges of the Club, and all interest in its property. '

1i.—That at the annual general meeting, in or about November, it shall be competent for any

member to propose any alteration in or addition to the rules and regulations.

i2.—That the Committee arrange for meetings of the Club to be held at the principal

shows throughout the kingdom, when possible, and may at their discretion refer any business

of importance to the members, and, if necessary, may appoint extraordinary meetings, of all

of which members must receive at least seven days’ notice.

i3.—That on all questions of importance, such as the admission of members, alterations of

the rules and regulations, 8:c., voting papers shall be sent to all members seven days before

the dates at which such questions are to be decided, so as to enable those members who cannot

personally attend the meetings to record their votes; and members may grant proxies to other
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members to vote for them on any question regarding which voting papers have been circulated by

the Secretary, and service of all voting papers and other notices are to be held to be good if posted

by the Secretary from any part of Great Britain or Ireland nine clear days before the date of

any meeting at -which such question is to be decided.

I4.—That members be requested not to show Turbits at any exhibition which, in the opinion

of the Club, does not offer satisfactory Turbit classification.

I5.-—That members be requested not to make use of post cards in corresponding with

the Hon. Sec.

I6.-—-That records be made and preserved of the Club's transactions, and suitable reports

be from time to time forwarded to the newspapers by the Secretary.

17.—That a copy of these rules and regulations, together with a list of members and

their addresses, be printed for circulation.

XL

II.

RULES OF THE PIGEON CLUB.

I.—That the Club be called THE PIGEON CLUB.

2.—-That the Objects of the Club be :—i. The Promotion of the Breeding and Exhibition of

Pigeons. ii. The suppression of fraud and dishonourable conduct therein. iii. The advancement

and protection of the interests of Pigeon Breeders and Exhibitors.

3.——That the Annual Subscription of each Member be Five Shillings ; that the Subscription be

payable on election, and afterwards on the 1st of January, in each year.

4.——-That if the Subscription of any Member be in arrear at the close of the year, his or her

name be, after due notice, removed from the books of the Club, unless a. satisfactory reason be

given for non-payment.

5.—That the Ofiicers of the Club be a President, two Vice-Presidents (that one of the latter be

elected by the Committee from their own number), two Auditors, a Treasurer, and an Honorary

Secretary.

6.—That a Solicitor be appointed ; that his appointment be vested in the Committee, and that

he be an ex-ofiicz'o Member thereof.

7.—That the Committee consist of the Oflicers of the Club, and eighteen other Members ; that

they manage all the affairs of the Club ; and that three of their number (one of whom must be an

Officer) form a quorum.

8.—That the Ofiicers and Committee be elected by the whole body of Members, and that half

of their number annually retire, but be eligible for re-election. That, except as hereinafter pro

vided, every Candidate for election as an Ofiicer or Committeeman be nominated by at least two

Members of the Club, and that no Member's name be put forward for election without his consent.

That notice, in writing, of such nomination be sent to the Honorary Secretary at least a fortnight

before the election ; that a list of the names of such candidates be furnished to each Member with

his or her voting paper ; and that retiring Officers and Committeemen, who have not signified their

unwillingness to serve again, be eligible for re-election without nomination. That the number of

votes obtained by each successful candidate be published after the election.

9.—That the voting for the election of Officers and Committee be conducted by means of

Voting Papers ; and that such Paper be sent by the Honorary Secretary to each Member, Honorary

Members excepted.

Io.—That a General Meeting of the Club be held annually, at such time and place as the

Committee shall appoint, for the discussion of all matters connected with the Club, and that it be

in the power of the Committee to convene Extraordinary General Meetings.

II.—That the Members be elected by the Committee. That the Committee be empowered to

elect, as Honorary Members of the Club, without subscription, ladies and gentlemen, both English

and Foreign, distinguished as Fanciers or judges of Pigeons.
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I2.—-That candidates for election send their names to the Honorary Secretary; and that the

Honorary Secretary forward a list of candidates for election to all Members of Committee.

I3.-—That if any Member be proved, to the satisfaction of the Committee, to have acted dis

honourably, he or she shall cease, zjoso facto, to be a Member of the Club and forfeit all interest

therein.

14.-—That any such person shall have the right of appeal to a General Meeting of the Club.

specially convened to" hear the same, provided the notice of appeal, in writing, be lodged with the

Honorary Secretary within seven days of the receipt of notice of the finding of the Committee.

I 5.—That the Committee be empowered, inter alizz :—i. To employ a Solicitor for the purpose

of advising or otherwise assisting its Members. ii. To prosecute defaulting Committees of Shows.

iii. To prosecute in cases of cruelty or for other offences. iv. To assist Members in obtaining the

solution of legal questions of interest to Breeders and Exhibitors of Pigeons.

I6.—That the Committee be empowered to disqualify a Show; and that any Member who,

after due notice of the fact, exhibits at a Show so disqualified shall cease, zfsofaeto, to be a Member

of the Club, unless the Committee see good reason to the contrary.

I7.—That no Show be held under Club Rules until a completed draft of the Rules of such

Show has been submitted to and approved by the Committee of the Pigeon Club, but that the

Club does not in any way hold itself responsible for liabilities incurred by the managers of

such Shows.

I8.—That the names of the judges, and a list of the classes allotted to each be, as far as

possible, announced in the Schedules, and that any unavoidable change in these arrangements be,

if time permits, notified in the Fancy journals.

I9.—That Specials be granted to Shows held under Club Rules, as follows:—i. The Special

Certificate of Merit, to Shows with a classification of 30 classes and upwards. ii. The Certificate

of Merit of the Second Class, to Shows with a classification of not less than 15 or more than 29

classes.

2o.—That Exhibitors and others be requested to bring to the notice of the Committee of the

Pigeon Club any ill-treatment or delay of birds en route to or from Shows, and any malpractices or

culpable defaults on the part of the Committees or others connected with Shows.

2I.—That any Exhibitor who shall be disqualified for fraudulent practices shall be ineligible

to compete at any Show held under Club Rules, for such period as the Committee of the Pigeon

Club think fit.

22.—That the Honorary Secretary of the Pigeon Club forward the names of those who are

under disqualification by the Club to Secretaries of Shows to be held under Club Rules.

23.—That any one who, after due notice, shall continue to employ a pigeon-man who has been

found guilty of fraudulent practices, shall be ineligible to compete at any; Show held under Club

Rules, and shall, z'p:ofaeto, be ineligible for Membership of the Club.

24.—That a List of Officers, Committee-men and Members, as well as a Balance Sheet and

Report, be annually printed and sent to every Member and to any other person applying for the

S3.fIl€.

25.--That the Names of the Original Members be published in the Fancy Journals, and that

the names of additional Members be published from time to time.

26.—-That an Extraordinary General Meeting be called by the Honorary Secretary on receipt

of a requisition, signed by at least ten Members of the Club.

27.—That none of these Rules shall be altered except at the Annual General Meeting, or at

an Extraordinary General Meeting, convened for the purpose. That notice of any intended altera

tion be sent, at least one month before the Meeting, to the Honorary Secretary, who shall give

notice to the Members of the proposed alterations.

RULES FOR THE GUIDANCE OF ACCREDITED REPRESENTATIVES.

I.—To watch for rough handling of Exhibits by railway companies’ agents and others, and in

the event of its occurrence to take immediate measures to check and prevent same.
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2.—-To see that exhibits are properly staged and penned, free from damp and draughts; that

food and water are provided for all birds (Pouters and Croppers excepted) as soon as they are

penned, and that they are suitably and properly supplied with same whilst at the Show, and in the

event of any defects to call the attention of the Show Committee to them.

3.—To call the attention of the Show Committee to any interference with Judges, whilst

judging, by exhibitors or others.

4.—To call the attention of the Committee to any birds that may appear to be trimmed,

faked or borrowed, and, if found to be so, to take the necessary steps for their disqualification.

5.—In all cases of irregularity or neglect, whether specified in above Rules or not, the attention

of Show Committee to be at once called to them, and, in the event of nothing being done to

remedy them, a protest, written and signed by the Accredited Representative, to be lodged with

the Show Secretary, and a full report of the matter sent to the Honorary Secretary of the Pigeon

Clubfor the information of his Committee.

RULES DRKWN'UP BY THE COMNHTTEE TO BE INSERTED IN THE SCHEDULES

OF ALL SHOWS HELD UNDER THE RULES OF THE HCEON CLUB

I.—That any Exhibitor under disqualification by the Committee of the Pigeon Club be

ineligible to compete at this Show.

2.—That every pigeon exhibited at this Show be the lmmi fide property of the Exhibitor at

the date when entered ; that if it be proved to the satisfaction of the Committee of this Showtliat

the bird \vas not the Exhibitor's property at the date specified, the Committee have the same

power as if a protest had been laid before the close of the Show.

3.—That -Exhibitors or their servants be not allowed to pen or unpen their birds, except

in presence of, under supervision of, and with the consent of a Member of Committee. That

Exhibitors and others, not on the Staff of, or engaged in the business of the Sho\v, be not

admitted to, or permitted to remain in the Sho\v, except for the purpose aforesaid, until it be

open to the Public.

4.—That all birds exhibited in the young or age limit classes wear the Marking Conference

Ring for their respective years; and that this rule apply to all birds bred on and after

January 1st, 1895.

5.—That any Exhibitor at this Show produce, if required by the Committee, a Statutory

Declaration of his or her Exhibit.

6.—That the Committee of this Show reserve the right to reject any entries.

7.—That no bird be removed from this Show, before its close, without the Secretary's written

consent.

8.-——That the Judge or Judges, ofificiating at this Show, disqualify each exhibit found to be

fraudulently dealt with, and any Pigeon exhibited in a class for which it is not qualified by age.

9.—That it be competent for any person to lodge a protest against the fraudulent practices of

an Exhibitor on payment of a deposit of One Guinea; that the deposit be forfeited if the

Committee consider the protest frivolous, but that it be returned if the protest be sustained. That

protests be lodged before the close of the Show, except as provided for by Rule 2.

10.—-That any Exhibitor disqualified at this Show, except as hereinafter provided, forfeit all

prizes awarded to him or her, together with entry fees ; and that any Exhibitor so disqualified be

debarred from exhibiting at any Show held under Club Rules, for such time as the Committee of

the Pigeon Club decide.

11.—That any Exhibitor disqualified at this Show may within three days from its close

appeal to the Committee of the Pigeon Club against such disqualification, and that should the

appeal be sustained his or her prizes be not forfeited.

I2.-—That disqualified exhibits be retained by the Committee of the Show, for three days

from its close, to allow the owner time for appeal, and that if appeal be made, the exhibit be at

once forwarded to the Honorary Secretary of the Pigeon Club, together with the Judge's or

Committee's reason for disqualification, in writing.
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I3.—That notice of disqualification be at once sent to the Exhibitor and to the Honorary

Secretary of the Pigeon Club, by the Secretary of the Show, and that notice of appeal be sent by

the Exhibitor to both the Secretary of the Show and the Honorary Secretary of the Club within

three days of the close of the Show.

14.—That no prize, quoted in the Class or Prize List of the Schedule of this Sho\v, be withheld

or reduced, except when, in the opinion of the Judges, the birds are not of sufficient merit, but that

the aforesaid in nowise prevents the Committee of this Show from cancelling classes, when the
entries are iinsufiicient, if a rule to this effect appear in the schedule, and provided that notice of

cancelling be given to Exhibitors at least three clear days before the date of the Sho\v.

l5.—That at this Show an Accredited Representative (or Representatives) of the Pigeon Club

be, if possible, appointed, to act in the interest of Fanciers according to the Rules drawn up by the

Committee of the Pigeon Club for his guidance.

l6.——That an Accredited Representative, whilst acting in that capacity at this Show, wear a

distinctive Badge, supplied by the Honorary Secretary of the Pigeon Club, and that he have free

access to the precincts of the Show at all reasonable hours from such time as the Exhibits begin

to arrive until their departure at the close of the Show.

17.—That every facility be afforded to the Accredited Representative in the discharge of the

duties imposed upon him by virtue of his oliice.

l8.—That application by a Committee for permission to hold their Show under Club Rules be

understood by the Committee of the Pigeon Club to be a guarantee that the Rules of the Club

will be faithfully observed.

19.—That it be a condition of granting Societies permission to hold their Shows under Club

Rules that these Rules be printed in the Schedules.
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Loin]. flnrringo? By Two Il:irrisli'rs.

Advicg to Woman on tho Caro oi their llonith.

By I-lorolice Stile JOlYlL‘. (Aim r'ii rln//i, l\, 6d.i

Our Sick and ow to Take Cnro of Tiiomr or. Plnln

Teaching on Sick Nursing at lloine. By Florence Slacpoole. (A110

in ularlr. rs. orl.)
BOI'n I. Kin . By Frances and Mary A"\')l\l-FOISKGP. Illustrated.

Lite in our illnlon. 1!/I1) in (la!/4, as.)

All About the Royal nvy. liy W. l.."ilrtl Cluwcs. illustrated.

Our Home Army. I3 ll. 0. Arnolil-l-‘orsier. M.P.

Your Years in Par ament with Hard Labour. By

LI. \V. Ra-l<li[l'i-. Cooke, M.P. 7‘/iirrf Eriilih/i.

A Minimum Wn. e. By Alfred Morris.

The Dwellings o tho Poor. Report of the Mansion House

t i<i.llli‘ll, I-“G3 lll'i\IY.'lI!3fl.
A Manual oi Political Questions of tho Dny. By

Syrlii» v lll|\[ii|l, .\l.|'. l'.r r covers. (Aim in (I0!/r, is. 6d.)

Yule Tide: Ca.ssel1'5 hristmnl Annual.

Tho Sugar Convention. ii n~r.- Rt. lion. Loril Fnrrcr.

Pro-Bapnnolitas, Tho I on in tho Notional

Gallery. i‘-y tv-nno Monklioirse. lluslmlc-ll.

Local Government in Dnilnnd and Gormnny. By tho

l\'l- lliiii» -bir liubert Muriel’. U. '.B.. kc.

Irish Parliament, Tho, Iron! 1782 to I800.

Irish Union, Thou Boloro uhd A1tIl'. By A. l~2.Connsl.l,

.'\l .\. r’/mm I:rt1'Ii'ori. (Alia in rlolh, as. 6d.)

l-low to Select S don. B Dr. C. Bell Taylor.

Practical Kenna Guido. By r.Gordon St.-lb es.

Cooker“ Cannon’! Shilling.
Choice ishao Ii Sililll COIL By A. G. Payne.

Cremation and Urn Burial. Llv W. I{Olill\S-_\lI. illustrated

Colonies and India. Our. By Prof. Railsoille, M.A. OXOII.

Etiquotto oi Good ooioty. Nrw Edition. lidilcd Ind Re

vised by Lady Culiii Cninpliell. (Alla in (lo:/i. ls. 6<l.l

Photography tor Amateurs. By T. C. Hepworlh. lllusiraiteri.

JI

ronfd. AKiny's Dlnry. B Perc \\'i.ne.
British flusoum, ihlo Studont in tho. By the

Rev. J. G. Kilchiii, M.A. Ni-in and Revised Erfiliari.

 

Ohlillil. Set of Coloured Plates issued in the Monthly Paris oi’ Claims:

Voliiiiie, 1894.
Glonnin s is-om Pntont Luvs o! nil Countrios.

WI“! OIOIn B \V. Lloyd Wise. l'.R.G.S. Vol. I. v

John IJIIIIDIIIOIIG I01’. By Pliiliilethis. A Siory of Jnult

Intrigue in the Church oi liiigland. Cheap Ea'i'.'i'an.

will ll U10 Iilll H010. A Golfing Romance. By M. A.

Siohart. Illiislraieil.
Lessons in Our Lows or, Tniiu ntflrondnero form.

BY “- F- 1-E5161‘. B-A. I lustrtitcil. In 'l wo Parts. Erich.

Object Lessons Irom Natnro, for the Useof Schools ny Prof.

i.. L‘. Niall. Illustrated. New and enlarged Edition. Two Vols. l;llCll.

Vogotnrinn Cookery. By A. G. Payne.

Cn.noli'l flow Poetry Renders. lllusu-.-itsd. ll Books in

One Vol., cloth. (Sr: also id.)
Guido to Sm loymant lor Boys on lonving School.

B W. S. Bear . ‘.R.G.S.
Snplnooriny Workshop Prnctloo Forty lwonons in.
Siomontary Chemistry for Boilonco Schools and

Clnoool.
Twill ht ol Lilo, Tho. Words or Counlol nnd Com

IO I01’ U10 Gd. By olin 1-Illerton,M.A.

Laws of Evory- my o. By ii. 0. Aniokl-Forster, l\i.l'.

Cloth.
Cltilen lloldor. By H. 0. Arnold-Forster, l\i.l’. Cloth. I‘rr.mr

Irrliovi Iir(r'Ii'an, §. 6d.) 4/11:0 oSrom'.rh !idi!wri,rlotlr. is.Rbiilld tho Ilmpiro. By G. R. Parkin. With a Prclace y ihe

Earl of Roseher . K.G. I-ully Illustrated.

Tho linking o tho llomo. By Mm S. A. Barnett.

Tompornnco Rondor, Tho. By Rev. J. Dennis Hird. _

Littio folks’ I-Iistory oi lnglnnd. By Isa CIIIQ-KBOL

With 3o lllU5th'illuIiS. Cl0ll\.

French. Roy to Cn.ololl's Loooono in. Cloth.

Khivn, Durno. I ltido to. Clorii.
Bx orimontni omotry, first liomonto oi. By P11"

PI'li::i-pll:l:s"2tIeu'PO!'I9Q¢\.lVO no Agrliod to Hodoi

Drnwin and Skotchiny ii-om nturo, Tho. By

George Tro rid 'c. (Cloth, as. 6d
Ilurnin Ior o Homo and tor tho Hospital, A

Illa hook oi. By C. J. Wood. (Am in .101/r, -.>.l

‘II-II WORLD IN PICTURES.

Hmdsuinely Illustrated. and elegantly hound.

A Ramble Round Frame. Glimpses of South Amoriel.

All the Bussiss. Bound Airien.

Chats about Germany. The Land. ol"1‘emples

Tile Eastern Wonderland. The Isles of the Pneifie.

Peeps into Chins. The Land of the Pyramids.

GII"|.' BOOKS TOR YOUNG PEOPLE.

Dy Popular Authors. Willi illustrations in each. Cloth gilt.

Tho Boy Hunters of Ken- Ruth‘: Life WOl‘i.§.} or, "No
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(Also in 1'10!/I, is. 0d.| tuck . By Edward S. Elli». Poinn, no Gains.

" Hy Dinry." With Coloured PlEil.:S illd 366 woodcuts. EM “ma,-, Q '1-.11., or Llgo Tina Eséiirigewsr n Story

A icon Front er. y o an s n .

Edlilreaiid S. Ellis. hsylllllliltlil. Uuole William's bi...-1. ; or,

UlSSI‘.I.I|'S SUNSHINE SERIES. Monthly Volumes.

  

The Tam Lotion of Dulce Ca.ri'ul.-hers. B C. E. C. \VeigalL Beokin o City. y Ma ‘E16 'I‘hoBi'ol:oi_i'1‘rult.

Lady L0l‘¥lm0r'B Scheme and The Story oi’ s Glamour. By Rhoda s Reward: 01'." i U Tm"-Y Yin! I PI\1'l‘-W18£01‘.

I-.dith E. Cutliall. Wishes wore Horses. The Little Street er

Worniinlike. ii Florence M. Kim. Frank's Life-Bot-file: 01'. T119 \’=_11l11"- Mr h L
On Stronger Vllyings. ny mini. lilo... Three Friends. Trixfii or, hose K oudiggi

“You'll Love Mo Yet. ' By liruiiccs Haswell; and "'.l'hst -Took lllsi'Iti_:1ns,Anehoi-. in no Housgs o 0

Lune vvommxn By M“ Lemm" Fl.l1":€‘h.s‘s°hb "iin'.-iii1£°"'5L“° 'I‘E(?r%:Vgn%:l..d0ll\.I6l' or

.
.

- .

A Man oi‘ tho Name of John. ll Florence M. King. M or Monk,‘ Mali“); on “A Friend m “god h ‘

Btephen Wrsy's Wii‘o;or. Notiill nVa\n. By Lambert Shaikh. Fflend Indeed’

For Erica’! Sake. By M. E. Shepl\ertL

" Comrades Ones " and “ A '1'reselio:|.'olil Calm." By

Thoma Kcyworili.

A Step in the Dark. By Kate Eyre.

Was it_Wii~ie to Change? By Hope Stanford.

Witness My liiiiid. y ii. Ne.-il.

Mollie’: Mnidens. By L. Crmv.

Tho Soloot Works oi George Combo. Issued b Authority

- r ."Ui:oul:'1: bgfielll-:g1‘i,1‘ll§L°£ ock; Tim Thomson’! Trill i or

or. “Pi-ido eoinoo before a “All is not Gold tlui

y-an." Gimnn."

BIGHTEENPENKY STORY BOOKS.

All Illustratrzd throughout, and bound in cloth gilt.

Woo Willie Winkle. Girl with the Golden Locks.

Ups and Downs of o Doi:l- The Chip Boy; and other

Btorlos.

 

  

rm c mbeT i -. 11»-.1 lid?’ . 12' ll. in r. "¥'=1'"°ll‘heeCoiistitul:'ilirsi\ul)Sf Min. Hr Beielrgilee iiiirczl Religion. $11791: W“ 3:“, null” n°'°']g°n£f‘h°l?.“' ma ‘ho

Moral Philosophy. l Discussions on Education P2,‘ ,9 L“ ' 3 ‘ 3 '
American Notes. "h ' F*m°'- mP°'°"

as-cl-“s=.*:.~.... *.‘.‘.‘r.‘.'.‘-°.'°.’.'".P‘.°.°"‘":..“".:%i...
ii.i.Us'i'iui'rI:n OFFICIAL ILAILWAY onmns. 6 W“! . ° "- = “

1...... .... ml."bliss.:;*'.’ia:'.:i:."v.:z;;.. F...-...,-..... '§rl’<?¢=i-“iE%‘-‘-‘=55-'=°<‘i'.i-. Ti‘;-,§,°'éi°~;* no 3-1.. ‘YJQ
, , - - - _' ' '__ flnndllsfl. Firo. 'ns lusir n CiWestern (Yew rnil Rn/urd biiilldn). Midland. Gr-est Tannin F,°°d__T,,,l°ul, (,4 ,,~,, bor:rd:,a!B.") S

Norther-n.—Gro it Eiistr-rn.-—Loudou and South Westol.'n.—»

London. Brighton and South Coa.sl..—8outh Eastern. Tu‘ “syn, or w°“”‘as'

Illustrated Gilt Books for Boys. Crown Bvo, cloth.

 

  

 

RELIGIOUS.;;=;=,=,¢,-,=g,°g-r,g;,=»=--- mm-.3--.3 M w°i';‘i‘.’.‘i’£‘l"w£.‘.‘.¥.§’.fl§.‘l’§'.'.IJ;‘§?l‘ii‘rl’€i‘..i’.§.?%‘%‘l’;..‘§.§*.‘i‘i¥.§‘li£L‘£
ggy chaise‘ an Ufa E’, X31:“Wain gtzdi L“ —Wondorftil Balloon Aleentl.

I.‘l OBI. V D Eum§nnll>n°n..i1.ir.. m§ Sources or°stren¢'i.ti. Ph lioloyy for School]. By Alfred 1". Schofield. M-D-. 1/9
My Body. My Father. .R.C.S., kc. Illustrated. Cloth. (Aka in Tlira Part.nPI)¢f I

My Growth in Divine 1.1%; S lily Bible. crruerr. 5d- Mr/I-' or rial/I 1i'm».6<1-¢-wk.)

ou ~
EDUCATIONAL.

llnnd nnd I o ‘Ii-dining, Designing with Coloured Papers.

By G. Ricks, .Sc., and J. Vaughan. Illustrated.

I-liltorioai Cnrtoonl, Cussoli's Coloured. (Slzo 45 Ill.

x 35 lri.l Six. Each. (Serrrko id. and5s.)
llilhor Gian Rondorl,Cnssoli's. Illustrated. Cloth. Each.

(A110 cloth gift, 25. 6d.) v_ _
Practical Solid Goomotry, A lllnnuad oi. By “lumll

Gordon Ross, Maior R.E.
L Dubd UIOCIIBDICQ. By Sir R. Stawell Ball, LL.D.

nonr Drawing. By ii. A. 1).-ividson.

Ortho phic and lsomotricol Projection.

Buii ng Construction, The lllomonts ol.

Systematic Drawing and Shading. By Charles ‘Ryan.

JQnQ.'. flgqjpkggplng. By Theodore Jones. For Schools, as ;

for the Million, 25. (/IIJD in doth, 35.} Ruled Books, es. _

Bonding Shoots, Modern. 35enes. Each. (Am on /r'».rn, -ri/rm

rolltrr, 5s. each.)

§InPS TO BEIJIT. Edited by the Rev. Canon Shore, M.A.

Creation. By Harvey Goodwin. D.D., late Lord Bishop ofCarlisle.

Prayer. By the Rev. Canon Shore, M.A.

The Divinity oi‘ Our Lord. By the Lord Bishop of Derry.

Miracles. By the Rev. Brownlow iaitland, M.A.

The Atonement. By Williziin Connor Milgec, D.D., late Arch

bishop nf York.
The Morality of the Old Testament. B 'ilie Rev. N. Srnyth, D.D.

Shortened Church Services and ymnl.

My Comfort in Borrow. By llugli Maciliillail. D.D.

_ _

CASBELIJS "JAPANESE" LIBRARY.

Consisting of :2 Po ular Works bound iii Japanese style. Each. (Natl

Hsndv Andy.— liver 'I‘wist.—Ivimlioe.—1n oldsb Legends.

-—Tiie Last of Y.-he 1Viohic:i.ns.—'1‘lie Lost iiys 0 Pompeii.-—

The Yellowplush Piipers.—The Last Days oi‘ Palm i-a.

Jack Hutton, the Gusi-dsmsn.~—Seleot1ons from ood's

VVorlrs.—Au-iei-loan Humour-.—'1‘ower oi’ London.

~

~

Cour]! ii: Company, Limited, Ludgate Hill, London ; Paris and Mrlboumr.
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Casse/Z <§' Company’: Classified Price List. 3

TIIB “BBLLI BLUVAG-B" LIBRARY. Cloth. Ench.5 CAB8BLL'8 MINIATURE LIBRARY OI‘ TRB

The Fortunes oi‘ N.gel.

Guy Mannering.

Shirley.

Coningsby.

Mary Barton.

The Anti nary.

Nicholas icirleby. (2 Vols.)

Jane Eyre.

Wutherin Heights.

The Prai e.

Night and Morning.

Kenilworth.

Ingoldsb Legends.

Tower o London.

The Pioneers.

Charles O'Ma1ley.

Barnaby Budge.

Cakes and Ale.

The Kin ‘s Own.

People I ave Met.

The Pathfinder.

Evelina.

Scott's Poems.

Last of the Barons.

Adventures of Mr. Ledbury.

Ivanhoe.

Oliver Twist.

Selections from Thomas

Hood's Works.

Longfellow's Prose Works.

Sense and Sensibility.

Lord Lyttou's Plays.

Bret H8rt&—Tales, Poems, &c.

Martin Chuzzlewit. (2 Vols.)

Sheridan's Plays.

OA8SBLL'8 RAILWAY LIBRARY.

Strange Doings in Stralge

Places.

Metzerott. Shoemaker. lly

l{ath:irine Woods.

David Todd. By Davi l Mncluro.

CommodoreJunk. By U. Man

vi1leF n.

Sr. Cut bert's Tower. By

Florence Warden.

The Man with s Thumb. By

W. C. Hudson (Barclay North).

Bg Bight Not Law. Uy R.

herard.

Within Sound oi’ the Weir.

By Thomas St. E. Hake.

The Coombsborrow Mystory.

By James Colwall.

Under a Strange Mask. By

l‘f.lIlk Barrett.

A Queer Race. By W. \\'¢;;,1||_

Captain Trafalgar. By Westall

and Laurie.

The Great Bank Robbery. By Julian l'i;...u........

G. IIANVILLB I'BNN'8 NOVELS.

Cheap 1:'d|l'r'on. In paper board;-,

The Parson o‘Dumford.} 1|" Pas?‘

only.Poverty Corner.

NSCBLLANBOUS.

The London Honlth Laws.

Council on the Dwellillgs of the Poor.

Campaigns of Curiosity.

Modern Drossmaking, The

E. Davis. Illustrated.

Commercial Botany of the

J. R. Jackson, A.L.5.

Gil, The LIZ OI Cooking by. By l\Iarie Jenny Sugg. Illustrated.

Hiram Colt’: Religion: or,

Grace oi God.

Cnssoll’s Popular Cookery.

Voter’: Handbook.The

Dlorning

John Or-lobar, Cllr.

lions.

“Nil Des eran_dum." By the

Rev. F. 'illgl)fl(l re. M.A.

“Bear and For ear." By

Sarah Pitt.

“He Conquers who Endures. "

By the Author of " May Culuiing

ham's Trial," &c.

rwo-suu.r.n~ro srorur nooxs.

All Illustrated throughout, and cnnt:liuin;,_'

Crown 8vo, haudzsomcly l...un.1 ix, C|,_)[]| gi|;_

Mar aret-‘s Ens .

The op of the der: How

to Beach it.

Stories of the Tower.

Mr. Burke's Niwos.

May Cun hsm’s Trial.

Ppgiy, and o her Tales.

“ t e1?olks" Sunday Book.

The Children or the Court.

Four Cats oi‘ the Tippsrtons.

 

Iiy Elizabeth L. B-inks.

Nineteenth Century. By

5' \\'. V. R. F. -(I h ITemple) and A. H. Grlllmlu (of llli:)l\Ilil\ll(3 Tclllt.-ll31l'.“ Lilotll filluilner

HowDante ClimbodtheMountain. By R. E.Sclfe. lllus'r.lto\l.

and Evenin P 1 w kt.
other Institutions.‘ s.i'.-‘§‘.‘..T.‘i"l'.";‘ Iglliisa 'l9\\"iuing°u.e. and

Cnssoll's Book X I -dGames, and I‘ir‘:ssidenI‘\i’r‘i.r Amusement.’

B)’ the Author of “ Cullushire Folk.‘

The World's Lumber Room.

" Little Folks" Proverb Painting Book.

"run "oonnnn uo'r'rons" snmns.

E-'lCl\ BOOK C0fl!I\5l1i!1R 203 P~'l1»,'0?i. with Four full-page Uriginal Illustra

Crown 8v0. cloth gilt.

"Aim at the Sure End." By

"Foremost ii‘ I Can." By

Tho Prince of the House oil

David.

Uncle Tom's Cabin.

Eugene Aram.

Jack Hinton. the Guard!

man.

Rome and the Early Christ

ians.

T h a o lr eray’s Yellowvlllflh

Papers.

Deer-slayer.

Washington Irving's Sketch

Book.

Last Days ofPalmyra.

POSTS.

In Two Volumes, cloth. gilt edges, Ill Paper Box. per set. (See also rs.)

Milton - - 2 Vols. Burns - a Vols.

Wordsworth - evols. B on - - :‘v’ols.

Longfellow - avols. S eripan and} V ‘s_

Scott - - - avols. - Goldsmith ’ °

Hood - - - 2 Vols. l

" wANTlD—A KING" BBRIIB.

C/lfllfi F.1l.'r'l>u. Illustrated.

Fairy Tales in Other Lands. By Julia Goddard.

RObill'S Ride. lly Ellinor D.'u"enport .\(‘lZlIll5.

Great-Grandmsmma. lly ('...-..r,.;.n.1 M. Syn e.

ursery Rhymes

 

Tales of the Borders.

Pride and Prejudice.

Last of the Mohleans.

'1‘he Old Curiosity Shop.

Rienzi.

The Talisman.

The Heart of Midlothian.

The Last Days ofPompeii.

Sketches b Boa.

American umour.

Mscaula ’s Lays and

leeted ssays.

Iiarr Lorrequer.

The ickwick Papers is Vol:-I

Scarlet Letter.

Handv Andy.

The Hour and the Man.

Old Mortality.

Edgar Allan Poe. (Prose and

Poetry, Selections from.)

Margaret Lyndsay.

Se

Crown Svo, paper.

The Phantom City. By W.

\\'estall.

Jack Gordon, Knight Errant.

By W. C. Hudson.

A Tr 0 Mystery. By Julian

Ilawt lornc.

The DiamondButton: Whose

was It? By \\'. C. Hudson. J

Another‘s Crime. By Julian

Hawthorne.

The Yoke of the Thora.h

By Henry Harland.

The Tr edy of Brinkwater.

By Mart cl L. Moodey.

Who is John Noma.nP By

Charles Henry Beckett.

An American Penman. By

Julian Hawthorne.

Section 668; or, The Fatal

Letter. By ulian Hawthorne.

The Brown tone Boy. By

W. II. Bisho

My Patients. Being the Notes

of a Navy Surgeon; also cloth

boards, 2.. 6<L

Prepared by the Mansion House

Illustrated.

Elements of. By Jeannette

The Shoemaker by the

\Vith Coloured Plates.

| Walited-a King; or, How Merle set the

Yto Rights. Maggie Browne.

BIBLE BIOGRAPHIES. Illustrated.

The Story of Joseph. By the Rev. George Bainton.

The Story of Moses and Joshua. Bvy the Rev. J. Telford.

The Story of Judges. B the Rev. \ yeliilc (ledge.

The Story of Samuel an Saul. l y the Rev. D. C. Tovey.

Tno Story of David. By the Rev. J. wild.

The Story of Jesus. In Verse. By J. R. Macduff, D.D.

TIIB " ORO.88 AND CROWN" SBRIB8.

With Four Illustrations in each Book, printed on a Tint.

In Letters of Flame, By Fire and Sword: A Story

Through Trial to Triumph. ol‘ the Huguenots.

Strong to Suffer. No. XIII.- or, the Story of

Adam Hepburn‘s Vow. the Lost Vestal.

BOOKS BY EDWARD 8. ELLIS. Illustrated.

The Hunters of‘ the Ozark. The Lost Trail.

The Camp in the Mountains. Camp-Fire and Wigwam.

The Last War Trail. Foot-prints in the Forest.

Ned in the Woods. Down the Mississippi.

Ned on the River. Lost in the Wilds.

Ned in the Block House: A Up the Tagajo: or, Adven

Story of Pioneer Llieln Kentucky. lures in raziL

The Great Cattle Trail.

HALF-CROWN GIFT BOOKS.

Illustrated. Crown 8vo, cloth gilt.

Pen's Perplexities. | Notable Shipwrecks.

At the South Pole.

POPULAR VOLUDIBS TOR YOUNG PEOPLE.

The Cost of a llistnko. By Sarah Pitt. Illustrated.

LIEHQ NOUICI BUDCII. By Mrs. Molesworth. Illustrated.

Mn. o Steele's Diary. By E. A. Dlllwyn.

Tho O09 of DAY. An Old Friend in a New Dress. Illustrated.

Wild Adventures in ‘Wild Places. By Dr. Gordon Stables,

R.N. Illustrated.

Pictures oi’ School Lilo and Boyhood. Selected from the

By Alfred Elwes.

best Authors. lidited by Percy Fi erald, M.A.

Perils Afloat and Dri ands ore.

freedom’: Sword: A tory oi the Days or Wallace

and B11166. By Annie S. Swan.

Modern Explorers. B '1‘. Frost. Illustrated.

Decisive llvontl in II tory. By Thomas Archer.

The True Robinson Crusoos. Cloth gilt.

Early Explorers. By Thom.1sl~rost. Illustrated.

Home Chat with our Youn Polka. Illustrated throughout.

Junglg, Pggk gnfi Plain, lustrated throughout.

Peeps Abroad for Pollen at Homo. Illustrated.

Horoos o! Every-dn. Lite. By Laura Lane. illustrated.

Short Studios from aturo. lurlsrrmed.

Rambles Hound London. B - C. L. Mlueaux.

Around and About Old Eng d. By C. L. Mate.-lux.

for Queen and Hin . By Htllfy I-“rith. Illustrated.

BSCIIOI wolt. B Isa "rai '-Klwr. Illustrated.

TIIYBO IIOQQS. gy 1-‘. I... Hope. Illustrated.

Working to will. 13 ' Maggie Sylningiou. Illustrated.

Pang and Claws. y one of lhe Authors of “Poems Wrirtenfor

a ll . ‘

nest of Gold r or, Under the Whnnga Pulls.

On oard the " Esmeralda": or. lvlnrtin Leigh’: Log.

T116 ROIIltDCO oi Invention: hgneites from the Annals of

Industry and Science.

Heroes of the Indian Empire.

EDUCATIONAL.

Agriculture Text-Books, Ca.ssell’s. (The "Dovrnton"

Illustrated.

lly Ernest Foster.

 

Card

Illustrated.

I3ySelin.1 (Jaye.

“Honour is my Guide." By

Jeanie Hering (Mrs, Ad.1m_-,.

Acton).

Emily Searchlielll.

Helen Atteridge.

Stories for Young People.

Marion's Two Homes.

Little Flotsam.

Madge and her Friends.

Throu h Peril to Fortune.

Aunt_ abitha’s Waits.

In Mischief Again.

Two Four-penny Bits.

Poor Nelly.

Tom Heriot.

 

Maid Marjory.

Series.) Edited by John Wnglltsoll, M.K.A.C., F.C.S., Professor

of Agriculture. Fully Illustrated. Each.

I'll!!! OIOPS. by Professor \\'rig|ltson.

Soils and Mnnuros. By]. M. H. Munro, D.Sc. (Lond.),

F.I.C., F.C.$.

LIVO BLOCK. By Professor \Vrightson.

Cnssoli’s Popular Atlas. Conminiu :4 Coloured Map5_

Sculpture, A Primer oi. B E. R. ll ullms

Numerical Bxamplon in cticnl Mechanics and

Machine DBSIID. Dy R. G. Bl-‘"116. M.I:. Nero 1.-'d|'ll'on,

l\'rr-rm! and linlnr m‘. Wit 1 7-; Illustrations.

Latin Primer ( o New . uy Prof. l. P. Posigare.

Latin Prose for Lower or-ms. Iiy M. A. Ba field, M.A.

Chomis . The Pllblll: School. By . H. An ersou. M.A.

Q11 Pain g A Mgnual of. B the iou.John Collier. Cloth.

Prosngh Ilaendor, Cnssolrs Pu lic School. By Guillaume

. onra .

french Grammar, llnrlborough. Arrangled and Compiled

by Rev. J. F. Bright. M.A. (Sr: " Izxerdus,” as. on .)

Algebrg, Mgnugl Q1, By Gzllliraitll and Haughtort Part 1,

Cloth. (Cr1)rr;‘¢':!(. 75. 64.1.)

OIICICS. liy (inlbraith and liaugliton.

21161111. Books L, 1]., III. B Gnlbrniili and Illughton.

Books l\".. \-'., VI. I y (}.ll|>r.1|tllal|d lhugllton.

PIHDB TPIZODOIDBMT, By (}.lll»r.litll and llnllgllioll. Cloth,

french, Ca.sse1l's Lessons in. Parts l. and ll. Cloth. Each,

((}‘|1l/*/(ft, .5. 6(l.l

“ Model Joint" Wall Shoots, for Instruction in Manual

'1 mining‘. B ' S. liarier. l~i~._-hi Sheets. Encll.

Natural His ry Wall Sheets (Cnssoll’s). Ten Subjects.

.‘iep.-irate Sheets, 2s. (xi. C.1k.ll. ('nmam:re.{, as. each. (Au 41;‘;

'.:~.-s. and 25$. )
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KSCELLANEOUS.

European Pictures oi the Year, 1894. Paper covers. (AIM

in (Jo.-'/'t. 4:‘. )

They Met in Heaven. By G. H. Hcpworth.

The Seven Ages oi Man. ln Poflioll»). il\'ct.)

A Book oi Absurdities. For Children of from Seven Years of

Age to Seventy. By an Old Volunteer.

The Breech-loader, and How to Use It. By w. W.

Greener. lllustr-ited. Nnu and linlarged 1:'dm'on.

Cottage Gardening, Poultry Allotments,

Tood House, Window and own Gardens. lwlitiwl

by W. ‘OBINSON, F.L.S.. Author of “ The i‘.ll}{ll.~.ll Flower G:ir.len.“

I-'ully Illustrated. In llztlf-yearly Volumes. (l., ll.. and Ill.) l-.a~ h.

Vol. IV., 35.

Li uor Legislation in the United States and

anada. B E. L. I-'an>h:twe, of the inner Temple. Barrister.

field Nat t’s Handbook, The. By the Revs. J. G.

“food and Theodore Wood. C/Ira l:'.{t.'t.m.

The Art of Making and sing Sketches. From the

French of G. Fl-(All’t_)\ 1'. By Chm in-Ii, With l-'il‘ty illll5tIJltlOllS.

Geometrical Drawing tor Army Candidates. By ll. T.

Lillcy. M.A. New and l~.u.’nr,_'e.{ I.-.'.1'ilmn.

Elisabeth Gilbert and her Work for the Blind. By

l<ran':cs Martin.

Father Mathew: His Life and Times. By F. J. l\i."itlie\v.

Free Public Librarian, By Thomas Greenwood, F.R.\.}.S.

rvflv and /1 n/or‘-(ti /:'d1(I'0Il. Illustrated.

Nursing of Sick Children, A Handbook for the. By

Latliertne J. \\'oo(i.

Browning, An Introduction to the Study oi. By

Arthur Syrnons.

The En land O! Shakes By E. Goadby. illustrated.

Shi s, ailors, and the Sea. lly R. J. Comewnll-Jones.

I lustrnted. C/trap 1;'dm'on.

Unicode. The Univer>;il lelegrapliic Phrttse Book. Desk and Pocket

lillitions. Each.

POIIO.

Bo-Peep. A Tr for the Little Ones. Yertrly

Volume. Boards. (Sec 35. 6d.)

Sent Back b the Angels, and other Ballads. By the

l\'i-v. F. l..ui-,; iritlgt-, .\l.A. Cloth.

New Testament, An Introduction to the.

lliniature Cyclopaadia, Cassell’s. Lot-t~Hlll1l'.,' 3u.¢-00 5\1b.l¢¢t!

Cloth. (Also in /1.:/j r.u;bur_._')|, 43.)
 

TECHNICAL MANUALS (llll15"fll¢<ll

The Elements of Practical Drawing for Cabinetmakers.

Perspective. Drawing for Bricklayers.

Model Drawing. Drawing for Metal-Plate

Drnwing for St-onemnsons. Workers.

Gothic Stonework.

Cassell’s New Coloured Natural History

Sheets. Consisting of r7 Subjects. Sizc— 39 by 3. in.

on rollers and varnished. liach.

How to Shade from Models, Common Ob ects, and

Casts OI Ornament. A Practical Mann.1L By \ '. E. Sparkes.

Practical Plane and Solid Geometry, including

Graphic Arithmetic. Vol. l., Elemcntnry Stage.

Elementary flower Painting. with hlglll Loloured Plates

and Wood hngravings.

Sepia Painting,A COIITIO OI. Two Vols. Each. (In one Vol., 55.)

Harlborou h Arithmetic Examples.

Tides and dal Currents. By o.1lhr.-nth and Haughton.

SCIIOOL CODIMENTARIES. Edited by Bishop Ellicott.

Wall

Mounted

Genesis. (§.6d-) Romans. (2S.6d.)

Exodus. (3s.) COl'llllllld.IlB I. and II. (3s.)

Leviticus. (3s.) Galatians, Ephesians, and

Numbers. t2s.6d.) Phili ptsns. (35-l

Deuteronomy. (as. 6d.) Coloss ns, Thessalonians,

——— and Timothy (3s.)

Time, Philemon, Hebrews,

and James. (38-)

Peter Jude, and John. (3s.)

St. Matthew. (3s. 6d.)

St. Mark. (39-)

St. Luke. (3<-. 6d.)

St. John. (3=.. 6d.) Tho Bcvelatlon. (3s.)

The Acts of the Apostles. An Introduction to the New

(35. 6d.) Testament. (25. 6d.)

TIIE WORLIYS WORKERS.

New and Original Volumes by Popular Authors. With Portraits. In

Seven \-'ols., each cont.1ining_3 works. Cloth. gilt edges. Bach VoL

°,' Each work can . so be had sep:tr.1te|y. (See IS.)

Biblewomen and Nurses. Ye.-trly voluine.
 

EDUCATIONAL

Cassell’s En lish Dictionary. Giving Definitions of more

than 100,000 ords and Plirases. e/imp liditran. (AlsoaSuperior

Edition, 5s.)

Drawing tor enters and Joiners. By 8. A.

l).1vi<ls,on. \Vith 25:; "ngravin rs.

Natural PhllOlOphY. B ' rot’. liaiiI-.'l\l<"‘l

Practical Mechanics. ' Prof. Perry. 51.15

Cutting Tools Worked y Hand and Machine.

l'ri_~l'. Smith.

Handrailing and Staircasing. By Frank O. (.'resswelL

Hydrostatics. By Galbraith nnil l miigliton. Cloth.

51208.1 ED IIIO. B Galbraith and li;iu',{ht0n. Cloth.

Mathemat cal Ta les.

Mechanics. By Galbraith and llau ihton. Cloth.

Linear Drawing and Proiec ion. Two Vols. in One.

German Dictionary, Cassell’s NEW.

Gernian-linglish and lztiglisli-liertiiall. Cloth. (Aka in half roan.

.',. 6d.)

This World OI Ours. By H. O. Arnolil-Forster, M.P.

introductory Lessons to the Study of Gcograpliy.

Colour. ll ' i‘rol'. .*\. ll. fliilrch. N670 and l:'ru'.|r_(ed Edition.

En lish L terature, The Story oi. By Anna lln¢kl.md.

Italian Lessons, with Exercises, Cassell’s.

German Grammar. The Marlborough. Compiled and

Arrmngcd by the Rev. j. 19. Bright, M..-\. Cloth.

Trench Exercises, Marlborough. ll_v the Rev. G. W. De

Lisle, .\i.A-, l-‘ranch .\l-l‘.ll.'f in Marlborough College.

Trench-English and English-French Dictionary. R.

-m.~m' l:'.r'r.'r.m, with _’§.l.jlO new words. Cloth. (dlro in .m/envr
bn1.i:m_', 11' //'1 /mzlrer b.i.»t~:, 4<.. Curl.)

Casselvs New Latin Dictionalgy. (L.-itin - l;'ngli~.h and

l"ln(;lish-Latin.) Revised by J. R. V. archant, M.A., and ]. 1".

Charles. ll_.-\. Alvi s Superior l-Yililion. $5.

Alphabet. Cassell‘s Pictorial, and Object Lesson

Sheet for Infant Schools.

By

By Ljzilbrnitli and Haughton.

Being

(‘assell ¢t- Com/inny, Limited, Lu/lgat:

l

Cass:/I Company’: Classified Price List.

1
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TIIE PIGUIER SERIES.

Cheap Editions. illustrated throughout.

The Insect \Vorld. The Ocenn World.

Reptiles and Birds. The World before the Deluge.

The Human Race. Mnmmnlia.

'1 he Vegetable World.

Three Years with Lobengula and Experiences in

South Alrlca. By _I. Cooper-eltadwick.

CASSELL'S POPULAR LIBRARY OI‘ PICTION.

Father Stafford. A Novel. By Anthony llope.

The Medicine Lady. By L. 1. Mt-zide.

The Sn ire of the Fowler. By Mrs. Alexander.

Leona. lly Mrs. Moleswnrth.

“Lu. Bells," and others. By ligerton Castle.

Out of the Jaws of Death. By l"r.tnk Barrett.

Fourteen to One &c. B Elizabeth Stuart Phelps

Dr. Duman_v’s W'ife. By iaurusjokai.

Thle Little Squire. A Story of Three. By Mrs. Henry De Ls

’a~ture.

The Man in Black. By Stanley Wcyman. With rz full-page

I |lll$ll’.'lll0ll\‘.

of Caliban, The. A Modern Story of Evolution.Quickening

By . Coiiipton Ricki.-tt.

The ie of the Rev. J. G. Wood.

Theodore Wood. With l’ortmit. L7/nap l:'.fr‘rmn.

Zelfi, tlhe Slaver. A Roiuniicc of l€qu.itori.il Africa. By Lawrence

' l."lC l0I'.

Intlol the Unknown r A Romance of South Africa. By Lawrence

- -tc lcr.

Locomotive Engine, The Biography oi a. By Henry

By his son. the Rev.

Frill). lllU\ll.'ltC(l.

Molunt Desolation. An Australiiin Romance. By w, Carlton

.'l\\'e,

Magic at IIOIDO. By Prof. lloliinnn. Fully illustrated.

Some Legendary Landmarks of Airica.

l~'ranlt l:\-ans.

New England Boyhood, A. B Edward E. Hale.

By Mrs.

Scarabasusg tho Stor of an rican Beetle. By the

M.1rquisc(.lnr.1 l-:inz.i uni Il.'llllL‘§ Clarence Herve . Chm; l;‘.r'/mm.

fairway Island. By lorace lliitchimon. llustratetl. Clamp

l:.frZ'wn.

Old and New Testaments, Plain Introductions to

the BOOKS OI the. Keprinte.-d from Bishop l-lllicotfs Bible

(_.~-iiiinent.ir_v. ln'l'\\o Volumes. liach.

Joy_ and Health. Poems by Martellius. (l\lnO an

/ziiiniur rt’: 1.1411, 75. Gil.)

5tOl7 Poems ier Young and Old. Edited by E. Davenport.

< i/dj‘ l:‘dm'on.

Shaitesb , H.G.. The Seventh Earl of, The Lite

and WOT Of. ll_vl-Iiiwiii illulller. lilimrsiteil. Cheap I:'.i'mvn.

The Lady's Dressing-Room. Translated from the French by

l- .~l, Loliu C.1nml>c'L

Beetles Butterflies, Moths, and other Insects. By
A. W. i\'n|»|>.l, l~‘.l..5., and W. ligiiiont Kirby. With Coloured relates.

Nature's Wonder Workers. By Knte R. Lot-clL illustrated.

The Pertect Gentleman. B the Rev. A. Sinytlie-Pallner, l).D.

The Successlul Lire. By an Jder Brother.

The Carnation Nlanual. Edited and issued by the National

C2\l'|l.'lIlOt) and Picotee Society (Southern Section).

Artistic Anatomy. B ' l'rol'. M. DuvaL C-‘am E.ir'!r'0n.

The English School o Palntin . Chm; ‘duo...

y E. S. Roscoe. With Illus

trations by H. R. Bloomer. Cloth.

Verses Grave and Gay. By Ellen Thomeycroit Fowler.

Italy from the Pall oi Napoleon I. in 1815 to I800.

By]. W. Probyn. .\'r1uana' Cheaper I-.'di'/fun.

Heroes oi Britain in Peace and War. (mar Edilion.

Two Vols. With zoo illustrations. Each. (Sn also 7s. 6d.)

Disraeli, Benjamin, Personal Reminiscences of. By

Henry Lake. with Two Portraits. &c.

LUO O! Nelson. By Robert Southey. Illustrated.

The_iLaw oi Musical and Dramatic Copyright. New

:4 U10".

Aubrey de Vere's Poems. A Selection. Edited byjohn Dennis.

KATTIIIO RIDE, The. A (Lift Book for the Newly Married and

for those Contemplating Mnrrin e. B ' \\'illiam Landels. D.D.

Shakspere, The Leopol \ ‘ill. about 400 illustrations.

Cloth. (Aim at 55. and 7s. 6d.)

Culmghira folk, By the Author of " Iolut Orlebar," &c.

Steam Engine, The Theory and Action of the. FOR

PRACTICAL MEN. B ' W. H. Northcott, C.1i.

AYOAWIOOORO . y Phyllis Browne. l\'rzuan.{ I."nler;'ed I:'n'i'r'.'m.

Sports and Pas es, Casselrs complete Book oi.

Chea;91:‘dt‘lt'on. With over lllu>trations. Cloth.

Poultry-Hooper, The ctical. By Lewis Wright. With

Numerous Woodcuts.

Illustrated.

Buckinghamshire Sketches.

Pi eon Keeper, The Practical. BY 1-"ii Wrist!"

Raqbbit Hoe er, The Practical. B Cunlculus

Bunyan's grim’s Progress, assell's. Illustrated.

Cloth. (Alto doll‘: gilt, gill edger, 5%.)

THE " TREASURE ISLAND" SERIES.

CHI!)-(P ILLUSTRATED EDITIONS.

Treasure Island. By R. l.- St<:\‘cn$0n

The Master or Batlantrae. By R. L. Stevenson.

" Kidnap ad." By R. L. Stevenson.

The Blac AITOW. By R. l.. Stevenson.

Hing Solomon's Dllnes. By H. Rider H=12R'i"'d~

YOUNG PEOPLE'S STORY BOOKS.

Circa) Edifiou. \\'ith ()ri;;in..l lllllSU."ill0llS. Cloth gilt.

Under Bayard's Banner. ll - lli-.nr_v Filth

The Chamyion oi Odin: or, iking Lite in the Days

of Old. ly _l. Frederick iIlHi"i‘ll§.

Bound by a Spell; or, The Hunted Witch of the

Forest. By the lion. Mrs. Greene.

BOOKS POR YOUNG PEOPLE.

To Punish the Czar: A Story oi the Crimea.

llornce ilUtChlll.\0fl. Illustrated.

Told Out oi School. lly A. J. Daniels Illustrated.

A Sunday sgog-y.Book. By Maggie Browne, Sam Browne, and

By

Aunt iltllel. illustrated.

A Bundle oi Tales. By Maggie Browne, Slilll Brown , and

A tl-Ithel.A Bari)!-I OI MO T3105. Hy M-1‘-,'.;ic Browne, " Sh<'il.i," lsnbel

\\'ll5(|ll, and C. l. . l.1t(:.nix. |llLl\lI'2lli3\l.

“Come, ye Children." By Rev. Bcnjnniin Wauglt. illustrated.

C/tr-1;’ 1- Kilian.

The Sunday Scrap-Book.

ture b‘torie~. lll Pictures. Bn.ll'ti$.

Containing <4-veral hundred Scrip

(Aiso In c.’n.’/1. 5s.)

- lEsop’s Fables. C/rm) 1£n'.':t'on. Cloth. (Alla m cloth, brvclled

bo.rr.f.r, ;_-r.l c.i'g¢':, 5S.'l

1 4- 1‘

f/ill, London; Paris and /I/elbourne.
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Rhymes for the Young Polk. By William Alllngharn. Boards.

The Qhfl,.Qh3,t Album, Illustrated throughout.

Picture Album of All Sorts. With I-'ull-page Illustrations.

My Own Album oi Animals.

Album for Home, School, and Play. Containing numerous

Stories by popular l\utli~>r~.

Casseil’s Pictorial Scrap Book.

paper boards, cloth back. l'..lt;lI Vol.

Bo-Peep. A Treasury for the Little Ones.

throughout. Cloth gilt. Yearly Volume. (.81: also 25. 6d.)

Robinson Crusoe, Cassell’s. Profuscly Illustrated.

(Also in (lot/i, l-'e:'n'.'¢.i livartlr, gt’/I e.rge.r, 5s.)

Swiss Pamily Robinson, _Cassell’s.

(Also in rlo!/i, brlwllrd boa nix, gilt alga‘, 55-)

Vicar of Walceileld, The, and other Works by Goldsmith.

Illustrated. (:1/S0 in cloth, gilt errfgcx, §.)

G\lI1iVOl"I Ttflvelg, C/reap l:'d1'l:‘on. “_v'itli Eiglity-ci lit Engrav

ings by Morten. Crown 4to, cloth. (Also m clot/z, gill ¢| yes, 55.)

Little Polka (ENLARGED SERIES). H_alt'-Yearl_ Vols. With

Pictures on nearly every page, iOL{_t:lllt3l' with two -ull-pa re Plates

printed in Colours, and I-our Tinted Plates. Coloure boards.

(See also 55.)

POPULAR. BOOK8 FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.

Crown 8i-o, with Eight liiill-page Illustrations. Cloth gilt.

+ Bed Rose and Tiger Lily. By l-. T. Meade. Illustrated.

tA Sweet Girl Graduate. By L. T. Meade. Illustrated

1 P0lly| A flew-falhloned Girl. By L. T. Meade. Illustrated.

<l A World of Girls! A Story of a School. By L. T. Meade.

+ The Palace Beautiful. A Story for Girls. By L. '1‘. Meade.

1 Balhhll Pltteen. By L. T. Meade. Illustrated.

l The White I-louse at Inch Gov. By Sarah Pitt. Illustrated.

The King's Command I A Story tor Girls. By Maggie

Syiiiingtoii. Illustrated. Cited) Izdilion.

Lost in Samoa. A Tale of Adventure in the Navigator Islands.

By E. S. Ellis. \Vitli Eight Original llliistrntioiis.

Tad t or “Getting Even " with Rim. By E. S. Ellis. with

Iiiglit ( riginal Illustrations.

Lost amen White Alricansi A Boy

on the pper Congo.

for fortune and Glory.

Lewis liough.

“follow m

By Talbot ines Reed.

Book: marked rim: f can also 6: had in superior bindings, extra

doll: pill, gilt edges, 5:. each.

-1:

In Six Sectional Volumes,

lllu$trated

Cloth.

Illustrated. Cloth.

's Adventures

By David Ker.

A Story of the Soudan War. By

Leader "| or, The Boys of Templeton.

 

 

 

BEIJGIOU8.

8183!. Christi. Evidences of Christi.-inity set forth in the Person

and Work or Christ. By the Rev. James Aitchison.

St. George for England: and other sermons

Cliildrcii. By the Rev. Canon Teignmouth Shore, M.A.

Lite or the World to Come, The and other Subjects.

By tho Rev. Canon Teimimouth Shore, LA.

CO

Q's Works, Unilorm Edition oi.

Dead man's Rock. The Blue Pavilions.

Tue Splendid Spur. “ I Saw Three Ships," and

Tlio Astonishing History other \‘Vinter's Tales,

1 of Troy Town. Noughts and Croasoa

" The Queen's Scarlet." Being the Adventures and Misadven

tures ol Sir Richard Frayiic. By George Manville I~'enn. With

Light Full page Illustrations.

Pomona's Travels. By Frank R. Stockton. Illustrated.

Diet and Cookery for Common Ailments. By it Fellow

of the Royal Lollt-ge of l’liysici.1ii.<. and l‘liyllis Browne.

Lost on Du Cor-rig, or, 'Twia.t Earth and Ocean.

By Staiitlisli U'\'.r;uly. \\'itli 8 lull-page illustrations.

Otto the Knight 3 and other Stories. By Octave Thanct.

| Eleven Possible Cases. By various Authors.

A BIDIONI WHO. By Fanny N. D. Murfrce.

Thai Poet's Audience, and Delilah. By Clara Savllc

III’ ‘G.

I O’Driscol1's Weird, and other Stories. By A. Werner.

The Book oi Pity and oi Death. By Pierre I.oti. Trans

lated by T. I’. U'L.oiilior, M.l’.

The Reputation oi George Saxon. By Morley Roberts.

Pleiythings and PAIOGIOS. Short Stories, Sketches, &c., by

larry Paiii.

Anthea. li ' Cecile Casszivetti (A Rus~i.iii‘l. A story of the time oi

the Creek Var of Independence. clmrp lilimou.

Awkward Squads, The; and other Ulster Stories.

By 5li.iii l~'. lliill Wk.

Beyond the Blue Mountains. Illustrated. By L. T. Meade.

A Tale of the SlaveCapture of the "Estrella," The.

I lratle. By Coiiiiiiaiider (.|autl Harding, R.N.

Iron Pirate, The, A Plain Tale of Strange llzippeiiiiigs on the

Sea. By Mrix Peniberton. Illustrated.

I Tentinl on the Plains t or, General Custer in Kansas

and Texas, lly Elizabetli ll. Custer. With Numerous Iilus.

y trations.

The SIIQIIOIV OI I. 8088. A Novel. By Cecil Harley.

By Katharine B. Foot.Theultovilngs or a Restless Boy.

ustratet .

Bob Love.-ll’s Career. A Story of American Railway Life. By

lztlnard S. Ellis.

Industrial freedom I A Study in Politics. By B. R. Wise.

A 810$ OI Ink. Translated by Q and Paul Franckc.

T110 DOIDIS OI RAQOI HAW. By A. Conan Doyle, Author

of" Sherlock Iloliiics,” &c. l\'c'ru b'dr'lt'on.

“Bots do Combat "1 or, Three Weeks in a Hospital.

Pounded on Facts. By Gertrude and Ethel Soutliaiii. Illustrated.

Rulglg. By Sir Donald Mackenzie \ValIacc, M.A. Popular Edition.

LOAIII filllllll. A Compilation of Tables and Rules for the Use

of Local Authorities. By Charles P. Cotton, M.Inst.C.E.. M.R.I.A.

Birds’ Nests, E s, and Egg-Collecting. By R. Kesrton.

With to Coloured ' ates of Ir. '5. H ed

I iistrat .Modern Shot Guns. B . W. Greener.

rot‘. H. Morley and Prof. Griflin. Vols.

I. to XI. Each.

PreeTradeversusPair Trade. By the Rt. lion. Lord Farrer.

Vaccination vindicated. By john C. Mc\'.ul, .\l.I).

Iledical and Olinlcgl flglllijlg, for l'r.ictitioiicrs and Stu

dents of Medicine. A List post free on a/)li'ml|'on. (A110 at

7s. bd., 8s. 6d., and es.)

In Four Vols. Each.Household, :3assell's Book or the.

iv.’ rt J7 258.

Gardening, Cassell's Popular. Illustrated. Complete In

Fell! Vols. Each.

1- _-_

-——
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English ‘Writers. By
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NAUOBII RIJIWAYI. An Argument for State Purchase. By

janics Hole. Net.

journal for Mechanics. New and EnlargedWOIR. The Illustrated

.5'(rr'e.l'. Vol. Vll.

A Dau hter ot_the South, and Shorter Stories. By

Mrs. urton Harrison.

nners, A Pirst Book or.

By the Rev. J. G.

blechanics for Young Begi

With numerous Easy Examples and Answers.

Easton, M.A.

Watch and Cloclr Making.

the British }Iurol< gicztl Institute.

Desi in Textile fabrics. By T. R. Aslienliurst.

Cu -lured and iiuiiierous other Illustrations.

Spinning Woollen and Ilforsted. By W. S. B. McLarcn. -\l.P.

Trench, Cassel1’s Lessons in. New and Revise! 15.i.'1r.m.

Complete in One Vol. tbre also 2s. ed.)

Drawing for Machinists and Engineers. By Ellis

A. Davidson, \Vitli over '-‘(J-J llltlSiI’.llltllIS.

By D. Glasgow, Vice-President of

\Vitlt

ILLUSTRATED BOOKS FOR. YOUNG PEOPLE.

Pleasant Work tor Busy fingers: or, Kindergarten

at I-IOIDO. By Ma gie Browne. Illustrated.

I'IOl'I.’l renal. A l\ asque of Flowers. By Walter Crane. With

40 pa Yes in Colours.

LIICIO Olkl. Half-Yearly Vols. Ne1'uarm' Iinlargnl Sn-r'r.r. \'Vit]-|

Pictures on nearly ever page, together with Two I-'ull-page Plates

tinted in Colours, an I~our Tinted Plates. Cloth gilt, gilt edges.

Sec also 3s. 6d.)

EDUCATIONAL.

Storehouse oi General Iniormation, Cassell’s.

Illustrated. Complete in Eight Vols. Each.

Po ular Educator, Cassell's NEW.

‘cw Maps, New Coloured Plates. New Type,

in Eight Vols. Each. (See also 50s.)

Technical Educator, Cassell's New. An entirely New

Cyclopa.-(Ila of Tecliiiical Education, with Coloured Plates and

Engravings. In Volumes.

Gaudeamus. Songs for Colleges and Schools. Edited by John

Farmer. (The words only, in paper covers, 6d.; Clotll, 9d.) Can also

be olitained in slicers containing two Songs (words and mtisic) iii

quantities of one dozen and upwards, at rd. per sheet.

D0166 Domum. Rhymes and Songs for Children.

Ifliriiier.

in " Dulce Damnm " ( mi"/i the Air: boll: in Tonic Sol I-'0 and 0/,1

Notation) can be had in two parls, 6d. each.

Historical Cartoons, Cassell's Coloured. Six. Mounted

on canvas and varnished. with rollers. Each. 15:: also id. and as.)

CID‘ Of TOIIIIO I'I.bi'lOI, THO. By Prof. IIuiitiiicL

8 O61 BEG IIOD. By Prof. W. H. (lreenivood, I-'.C.S., .‘k'c.

Fully

With Revised Text,

&c. Complete

Edited by john

Karine Pginting, By \\'alter \\'. May, R.l. With Sixteen

Coloured Plates.

Animal Paintin in Water-Colours. With Eighteen

Coloured I’l:ites b rederick 'l".i -ler.

Water-Colour ainting ook. By R. l'. Leitcli. with

Ci\lt'>Ufc(l PIBIQS.

Neutral Tint A Course oi Painting in. with Twenty

fnur Plates l)\' . I‘. Leitcli.

China Plllitlllfl. By I-lnrcncc Le\\'L<.. \Vltli Sixteen Ori',;iii.il

(Ii-loiirctl Plates.

Flowers, and How to Paint them. By Maud Naftel. with

Ten Coloured Plates.

Carrel! ¢L- Company, Limiled, Ludgale

Old Notation and Words. N.b'.—Tli¢ l!"or.{.t of the Song; .

NOVELS BY LEADING AUTIIOR8.

Extra crown 8vo. cloth. liacli.

'I.IIbOtIL A Novel. By Leslie Keith. Cheap Edition, In One VoL

The Admirable Lad Biddy Pane. By Frault Barrett.

New l:.im.»u, With 12 fu I-page Illustrations.

Tiny 1,1,1“;-911, By E. W. Ilnrruing. Cloth. Popular I-.'dt'ti'ou.

List, ye Landsmenl A Romance oi Incident.

By \\'. Clark Russell.

A Pflgen P1-lncepg, By Major Arthur ('.ritl'itlis.

A Modern Dick Whittington. llyllimc» Pays.

The squire. lly Mrs. Parr.

The Little Minister. By J. M. Barrie. lllrutrakd Edilibn.

The Wrecker, ll_v Robert I.ouis Stevenson and Lloyd Osbourne.

Illustrated. _

Catriona. A Sequel to "Kidnapped." By Robert Louis Stevenson,

' Island Nights’ Entertainments. By R. L. Stevenson.

Illustrated,

The New Ohio. A Story of East and Wt st. By Edward

' Everett II-Jlc. _

I Sybil Knox, or Home Again: a Story oi To-Day.

my litlwartl Ii. Hale, Author ol " llilsl and West, 61¢.

The Story oi’ Francis Cludde. By Stanley J. \l/eyman,

Author oi “ The Iiouse of the Wolt," &c. &'c.

The faith Doctor. By Dr. Edward liggleston.

PIVO Stars in A I.lttIO POOL By Edith Charrington. Illustrated.

The Sea Wolves. Hy Max Pemberton. Illustrated.

statesmen, Past and future.

The l-llspsniola Plate (1683-1883). By john Bloundelle

iurtoii

A Free Lance in a Par Land. By llcrbert Compton,

A Klll§'I flulggf, ll’ llerl-t-rt tioiiiploii. _

Deleetgble Duel; , Stones, Siutlu-s. and Sltetclit-s By Q.

A Poet-Note to story i Eight Years oi Trouble in

Samoa. lly R. L. Stevenson.

Hill, London ,' Paris and xllelbourne.
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New Universal, Cassel1's. BY

itli 12 Coloured Plates and other Illustrations.

By Iiesba Stretton and °‘""°"

Cookery Heel:

Lizzie Heritage. ll’

The Highway of Sorrow.

Hen alien, D.D., Pastor and Teacher. The St0')'

of is Ministry. with Selected Sermons and Addresses. By the

Rev. \V. Hardy Hnrwood.

Europe, Cassell’s Pocket Guide to.

Leather.

The Nature and Elements or Poetry. By E. C. Stcdmim

8Cl.I‘~Iol.D¢lo By Sir Robert iitawcll Ball, LI-.D. Illustrated.

Queen Summer; or, the Tourney of the Lily and

£110 ROSO. Coiitaiiiiiig 4o pages oi D\.§ig"S by Walter Crane.

printed in Colour~'..

Teaching in Three Continents. Personal Notes On llw

Educational Systems 0| the World. By W. C. Crosby.

OIOGJIIDIS alter Harvest. By the Rev. John R. Vernon, M.A.

St. Paul, The Life and Work oi. By the Ven. Archdeacon

Farrar, D.I).. F.R.S. Popular lirlrlibrl. Cloth. (See alxo 7s. 0d..

ms. 6d., 159., 2is.. 24s.. and 42$.)

Early Days oi Christianity, The.

Iwirrar, Il.I)., F.R.S. Pnpulrzr 1:'.li‘tiiui.

ios. o<l., t_=,s.., 2:45., and 425,)

Hand and Bye Tralnin .

Edition for i8;4.

By the Ven. Archdeacon

Cloth. (See also 75. 6d..

By (Z. Ricks, Ii.Sc. Two Vols.. “ltll h

Sixteen Pages of Coloured I’ ates iii each Vol. Crown 4t0. l-.:ich.

BIDIO IGIICQCOI, TIIO. Edited by the Very Rev. Dean Pluinptre.

 

 

 

D.D. Illustrated. Complete in Four Vols. Cloth, each. (Also in

Two I'ol:.. 215. orus.)

IeG.(liOS' PIIIIICIIJI, THO. By a London I’hysici."tn.

work. An Illustrated jotirnalof Plactice and Theory for all Work

nien. I’r0fes.sionitltuid Aniateur. Volume IV.

IDUOATIONAL.

Rodent lurepe, A History oi. lty C. A. l~'ylTe. M-A-.1-itc

Fellow of Uiiiver~it College, Uxturd. Popular l.'lmrrri!r.l Edtlion.

Cotnpleteiu Three ols. lizich.

PTLCHCQJ Electricity. Ily l‘nil'. \\’. IE. .'\)’I'l0lI, Illustrated.

figure Painting in Water-Colours. With Sixteen Coloured

l’|.ite$. With lll‘-.lIl.ICIlllIl> by the Artists. I

In lish Literature, A first Sketch er. By Prof. Henry

orley. Rrvikal and lfrilargeri I-.'.lirir»/i.

LIIOIITH, hlanuai OI. By Galbraith and Ilniighton.

Infiiish Literature, Library oi. By Professor lleriry

orley. With liiU'iIl'.'lllOll§ taken from t)ri,;in.1I MSS. l'.ipnlar

Edt'h'rm. Vol. 1.: Sti0itri=.it l£.\'t;i.isit Poi-;.\is. \'oL tl.: Il.l.US

TRATIONS OF ENGLISH RI£Llt'.ll).\l'. \'ul. lIl.: l-1.~'t;i.isit PLAYS.

Vol. lV.: Stiolzrnit \VORl(S IN ENGLISII I'RO5l-1. Vol. v.=

SKBTCHBS OF LONGER \VORKS IN liNt".t.tsit VERSE Am.

PROSB. Each. (Saalu £5 5s.)

 

 

Cassell's Gasetteer oi Great Britain and Ireland.

Illustrated with Woodcuts and M ips in Colours. Vol. I.

DOT"! KiltOll'S PQPIAXSO Lost. Illustrated by (}u.tave Doré.

Popular l:'dt'n'on. Cloth gilt, gilt edges, or in buckram.

Der6's Dante's tery and Paradise. Illti<.tr:iled by

Gustave Dore. l’opulnr l:'..’i'ri'ou. Cloth gilt, gilt edges. or in buckrniii.

DOl'O'I Dante's 111103110. Illustrated by Gu~et.i\'e Dore. with

Introductloti by A. J. Butler. Popular liititron. Cloth gilt, gilt

edges. or in l)UCl(I’.'UIl.

Cassell's Illustrated Bunyan, With 200 original lllu.tr:itlons.

ti/‘mt 1.-'di'li'.m.

Hung: pal Taxation at Home and abroad. By J. J.

l ' eara.

Physielo for Students, Elemen . By Alrrctt T.

dcliotield, I.D., M.I(.C.S. With Two Coloured tcs and llUIllt£I’0l.l§

Illustrations

THO HOBO L110 OI l_llO ADOIODC OIOOKS. Trniislatetl from

the Crermati b ' Alice Ztiiiiiiern. With Ntimerotls Illtistniti ins.

The Story 0 Africa and its Explorers. Iiy Ur. Robert

Iirown. I~.L.S, llltistmted. Vols. I., Il., and Ill. I-'..'icli.

football The Rugby Union Game. Ettitott by Rev. 11

Marslizilt l\r'e'rr/rrriillzu/arge.{1i.i'r2i'on. Illustrriled.

Smugglin Days and Smugglin Ways; or, The

8190!’! O I LOSZ Aft. Hy Culltllldllt er the lloii. llt-my N.

Shore, R.N. With numerous Plans and l)I.‘i\\'llIfl\ by the Author.

Lilo and Letters oi the Ht. Hon. Sir Joseph Napier,

BIIL, IeIa.D., &c., I.-.x-Lord Chancellor of lrelziiitl. Iiy Alex.

Charles Ewald, I-'. S. A. New anil It‘:-ui'ml /-.‘dt'1t'.m.

Hebinsen Crusoe, Cassell’s New Pine-Art tditi .n l

Q1, With upwards of ioo ()rigin:il Illustrations by Walter l’..gct.

Cloth gilt. gilt edges. or in buckraini.

Heroes of Britain in Peace and War. with jpo illus

rewster. l.L.D.

tr.-itioiis. Two Vol». in Que. Sr: also I25. ed.)

It

ll’.if1’.SOIo Trniislated by

l

Disraeli in Outline. 8- F. Carrol

The Journal oi Marie A

Blind. With Two Portraits and an Autograph Letter.

l;'.t't'!t'an in One Vol.

Tratislated by Mary J.Letters or Rarie Dashkirtseir.

Sermtio, with Portrait. Autoqrzi )lI LCllCf\, Sketches. .'t"c.

—m_—

Mritliilde

/‘op/rlar

l l‘arrar’s Lite oi Christ.

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Il1Sf.Ol’y OCICD 300 With nearly 1,000 Engrziviitigs

Clotli gill, gill edger.

Hyfiiene and Public Health. lly B. Arthur Whltdeggc. M.lP.

lustrated. .\'nu arm’ R('l'l.t(rl I:'.n'ti'on.

The CIIOSS PYODIOIDI Text-Book with lilt.l5lf.’iIIOlI§. Contrtliitng

400 Positions selected from the \\'0rks of C. l'l.'Ill('k and UIlll.'I'.~'i.

Radical Handbook oi Lite Assurance. lty j. 1; l'ollor;k.

M. D., and . CIIISIIOIIII.

Illustrated.Domestic ctiennry, Cassell’s.

l.~Il.ro in rilxburt-/1, I05. 6tI.i

by the Rt. Hon. Lord Play

Saturday Journal CasseIl’s. Yr-.irly Volurrie. Illlistmtcd.

CIYJOI O! th0 W011 . Illustrated tlirotiglillut with tine Illustrations

and Portraits. Com ilete in Four Vols. Iiach.

Peoples of the erld, The. Iiy I)r. Robert Brown. Illus

COHDCIIOS OI lJiO WOIIG, ‘PDQ, By Robert Iirowti, M.A.. I’li.I)..

I-'.I..S., F.R.G.S. Cmuplete in Six Vols" iiith 750 lllll~,lI’.1[lii||{~,,

Each. (I.t'brar_v biu.l'r'u;'. 17$. 6d.l

Cassell’s Concise Cyclopadia.

C)'Cl(‘)il.’C(Il-1 in One Volume, .\'r1u mm’ 1 /1-up Irililion.

Casse 's New Biogra hical Dictionary, Containing Me

1.280 pages.

Royal Bro. cloth.

Subjects or Social Weliare.

fair, K.C.B.

tinted. Si! Vols. l‘..'ICll.

With Goo Illustrations. A

nioirs of the most Iiniinent I ten anti Wonieuol'aIl Ages and Countries.

Casull .t- Company, Limited, Ludgalc Hill, Lam/on ; Paris and lllrllroume.

Classzfied Price List.

-—

Tear-Beet: or Treatment, The. A Critical Review for

l'rnr;titioiiers of Medicine. Iileventh year of publication.

Oil!‘ OWD OOUDITY. Complete in Six Vols. With soo Original

lilll%lI.1tlutl‘~ in each Vol. Each. (See also 375. 6d.)

lnglish Literature. Dictionary 0!. By W- D="¢"P°"

Admits. Cloth. lrl/J0 m roxbnrg/r, ms. 6d.)

Work. Yearly Vols. II. and lll

World of Wonders, The. Two Vols.

World oi Wit and Humour, The.

Illustrated. Each.

With about 400 Illustra

tint!‘-'..

Natural History, Cassell's Concise. By Prof. E. Pereev.-it

“ Yllllll. .\l.i\. Illustrated. Cloth. (.-Hm kept half humid.)

RELIGIOUS.

“Quiver” Volume, The. .\'m and £..1.r.;...1 Srrirs. With

several hundred Coiitril-utioiis. About 600 Original Illustrations.

Cloth.

family Prayer Deck, The. Edited by Rev. Canon Garbett.

hi.A.. and Rev. S. .\l:irtin. With liullpage lllustratioiis Nrw

brlt'!i'.m. tdlrv in nrori.-av, 18$.)

Cassell's Illustrated BIDIO Manual. Ity the Rev. Robert

lltitit-:r, l.l..U., I*.U.S. With Coloured Maps and other Illustrations.

A Cheap Illustrated E.i'i'n'on. Large 4to.

Cloth. (Sn also ios. od.) l'opu/ar Edmon, rrr/t':ed and mlargrrt.

t.S'<'r also tos. od., 245., and 425.)

l‘ar:rar’s_Barly Days of Christianity. P0 ular Erltuou.

Cloth, gilt edges. (See also 65., 105. od., 155.. 245., an 49$.)

!‘ar_rar's_ Lite and Work 0! St. Paul. Popular £.1r'rr'on.

Uutlt. gilt edges. (See also 6s.. ios. 6d.. 15s., '..'l\'., 25.. and 42$.)

“Sunday"i its Origin, History, and Present Obli

fiI.lJOD tllaiiipton Lectures, 1860). By the Veti. Archdeacon

essey, I).C.L Ft‘/7}: l:'drl/on.

child’! L110 O1 Ohflll, T116. With about 200 Original Illus

tnitioiitt. Llotli l/Ilsa .1! ios. 6d.. mm’ Dewy 0 Iitlrlirm. 21s.)

Ohild’S Bible. C/trap l£rlt‘li'ou. Illustrated. C otlt. (Alsoa superior

r.!'i-‘innit! I05. Oil.)

Chums. The Illustrated Paper for lioys.

_

Hes;s and G:elo

Yearly Volume.

t or, The Harmony oi the Bible

with Science. y the Rev. Silllltlcl Kinns. l'h.l).. F.R.A.S.

With no IIItlSlr.'ill0IlS. (Nrro I."|ll'(l'l)Il on larger rum’ .m/rriorpaprr.)

Pranco-German War, Cassell's History oi the. Vol. l.,

co.it:iin'tn about :50 Illtistratioiis.

Old and OW Paris. A Narrative of its History, its People, and

its Places. Iiy H. Sutherland Edwards. Profusely Illustrated. In Two

Vols. Each. (/llro r'npi'l.' er/yes, ios. oil.)

The World oi Romance. Illti.\tr.1tctl. Cloth.

Conquests oi the Cress. Edited by Edwin lloddc. Illustrated.

Complete iii Three Vols. Iiach.

Adventure, The World oi. Complete in Three Vols. Fully

llltistr.-ited. Each.

Queen Victoria, The Lite and Times of. Complete in

Two Vols. Illustrated. 1€.ich.

Our Earth and its Story. ll Dr. Robert Brown. I-‘.I‘-S.

Complete in -t Vols. With Coloured I'ates and nunierous Wood lin

;.;r:iviiigs Each.

Gleanings from Popular Authors. Coiiiplete in Two Vols.

\,\:l;ll Original Illustrations by the best artists. liacli. (Also in One

o .. i s.l

Natu Histe , Cassell's New. Edited by Prol. P.

Martin Duiicaii, L .D.. I-‘.I{.S. Complete in Six Vols. Illustrated

throughout. Extra crowii.ito. Iiacli.

Universal History, Cassell's Illustrated. Vol. 1., Early

and tlreek Ilistora Vol. lI., The Roincin Period. Vol. III., The

t\liddl._- Ages. V0 . lV.. Modern Iiislnr '. Willi Illtistratirms. Eil('ll,

England, Cassell's Illustrated tory er. With -"llwllt

2.000 Illustrations. Complete iii Ten Vols. I-l:it;li. Arw and Rrvtsrrl

l:‘.l1i’i'ru.-. Vols. I.to VII. Ii.ich. (.\'eeril.ra1.'5.l

Protestantism. The History er. By the Rev. J. A. Wylle.

I.l..I). Three Vtil=.. With 600] ustratimis. Each. (Sn also 30$.)

United States, History or the (Cassell's). Complete III

'l‘lirt:e Viil-.. About 600 Illiistr.iti.in~;. I;.it'h. (Li/-rnrjy l:'.lr'n‘on, 305.)

“family Magazine" Volume, Cassell's. Willi about

4~.~o tlrigiittl ll'.ti.\tr.itioiis.

British Battles on Land and Sea. Three Vols. With

.‘llmt.lt boo lzligrmitigs. I-Lttli. tS¢¢ alm 3os.l

Battles, Recent, British, Illustrated. I.-llro in r’mi'lalr’.n|

I'0.\‘mn -/l. lei.)Russo-Tiurkkish War Cassell's History of the. with

‘wo Vols. Each. (See also i5s.)about no lllll!ill'.‘lllOl\S.

India, assell's History oi. By jrimes Ur-llit. Illustrated.

Alto l.i'/-rarer l:'.lr'!i'on, Truo l'ul.i. in One. :55.)

LODCIOD, Old ID NOW. Coinplete in Sis Vols. Coiitaining

tiboiit 1.200 Illustrations. Facli. (Sn also fit.)

nditlbllf ll, OHSSOIPS Old HDCI NOW. Ctiiiiplete in Three

Vols. \ 'itli ooo Original lllustratioiis. lizich. tS¢e also 27$. .m.i3.~..i

LODCOII, GI'0&tOI'- Coliiplctc in Two Vols. Iiy I-;'d\\'.'ird \V;illurtL

(Sm also 20$.)

Each

’I' “"0 Vols. liitcli.

With .'ll)tilll 400 Urigiiial lllustratioiis. Etch.

Science IO!’ A11. l\'n.'i':e.l /_:'.ri1mn. Coinplete in Five Vols.

coiitiiiiiiiitg about 350 lllustrritioiis and Dugraiiiis. Each.

_ 4-:7 1:
m.-_-_ _ m _ - U

AVisi0ll of Saints. By Lewis Morris. With so I-'ull-page Illuttrationa

Count Cavour and Madame de Circeurt. Some Um Illi

li~lie:I Correspoiidetice. Iztlitetl by Cotiiit .\i,,r.i. 'I‘raii>l.ttt-.1 l-y

.~\. . Iiutl -r.En lilsh Ciimmens and forests. By the Rt. Hon. G. Sh .\.-.

. :l ' re. hI.I'.

Agraiian TODUTOS. By the Rt. lloii. G. Sliaw-I-el'evre, .\l.l‘.

Old Dorset, Chapters in the History oi the County.

B)’ ll. illutll-', I\|./\.

The Dore Don Quixote. With about 400 Illustrations by (lustavc

Dore. L’/mrp /-rn.'1.m.

with Thaciter-av in America. By Eyre Crowe, A lt..\.

Willi npw rds of UM: liutiiired Illustrations.

The Highway oi Letters, and its Echoes ot famous

l'O0tStOpS, By 'I'lioni.i~. Archer. llltlslfilltttl.

Historic Houses oi the United Hingdom.

Cloth gilt.

The Career or Columbus. lty (iliarles Elton. F.S.A.

By the Rev. William Itenliatn,Dictionary ot Religion, The.

(flint) lllrulraled Erirlian.

B.I). (.'/‘nap Er'lr'/irru. Cloth.

l'arrar‘s Lite or Christ.

7s. on.) l’opularl".lr1i.»n. I'er.<.i;in morocco.

an.l 41>.)

liitlslrillfikl.

lSn rilra

tSe¢ also 7:. 6d.. 245..

—-» 1
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Casse/Z ¢§‘ Company’: Classified Price Lirt. 7

Illoctric Our-rent, 'l'hQ. By Professor Walnislcy. Illustrated.

EIBGCHGICI in “IO SOTVICO DI MAB. A Popular and Practical

grlcatiso. With upwards of 950 illustrations. New and Rrmmi

< if 'ou.

Inrrni-'c Lilo nnd Work of St. Paul. Popular Edilialn

Persian morocco. (See iil.ra 65.. 7s. 6d., 15s, 2is.. 245., and us.)

l‘n.rrnr’| Bnrly Day: 0! Christianity. Pv/"ll" li4"l¢"

Persian morocco. (Sn also 6s., 7s. 6d , r5s.. 245.. and 42$.)

Building Oonltruction Plntel. A series of 4o_ drawings

Clotli. (Or Copies of any plate may be obtained in quantities of not

less than one dozen. price is. 6d. per dozen.)

Architectural Br-owing. By R. Pheiié Spiers illustrated.

Bncpolo adle Dictionary Tho. A New and 0rtzi"=l“'°'l=0 Rcfeprence to tho Words iii the English language. Complete

in Fourteen Divisional Vols. Each. (See al.ia ars. and 255.)

Arnhian Ni htn’ Intortnirunoutc, _Tho. With_ illustration!

by Gustavo ré. and other well-known Artists. Nno bdilion.

Poultry The Book or. By Lewis Wright. Popular Edition.

With illustrations on Wood. (See also 3rs. 6d. and £2 25.)

Gun nnd its Dcvolo ont, Tho. With Notes on Shooting.

By W. W’. Greener. ith Illustrations.

 

HOIIIIOCCQ RDIIBOI. The Painter of Cit-Life and Cat-Character.

By M. H. Spielinnnn. Containing a Series of Beautiful illustrations.

Popular 41.1 l:‘n'i'li‘an. (Sr: nI.r0 5os.)

Iritllh fllilwg I. Their Passenger Services, Rolling Stock,

Locomotives. Gra ients, and Express Speeds. By 1. Pearson

Parrinson. With Numerous Plata.

LIBOPIGIJI I-KO. By Paul de Rouslcrs. Translated from the French

by A. J. Herberison.

"Graven int-he Bock "1 or the Ilistoricnl Accuracy oi

“IO BSIIIQ Confirmed by re erences to the Assgrian and Egyptian

Sculpturcs in the British Museum and elsewliere. Rev. Dr. Samuel

Kinns, F.R.A.S.. &c. &c. With Numerous Illustrations.

Ilmflilr '.l'l‘6OI. Complete in Two Series. Forty Coloured Plates

iii each. Cloth gilt, or morocco. Each.

QAICOI FIOWOTI, rlmllllr. Complete in Five Series. Forty

Coloured Plates in each. Cloth gill. or morocco. Each.

Wild BIICIII I‘n.nai.ilu.r. Complete in Four Scris. By \V.

Swa nd. With Fort Fulbpagc exquisite Coloured illustrations

Clo It, in cardboard r, or iiirirocco. cloth Sld&$ E.-ich.

Ionvcnl, Tho 8tor§ oi tho. By Sir R. Stawell 3.111, LLD.,

F.l{.S.. F.R.A.$., oyal Astronomer of lrel.iiid; Lowiidean

Prpfesor of Astronomy and Goomctr in the University of Cam

bridge. Popular E-{i'li'au. illustrated y Chrorno Plates and Wood

Eiigravings. Also in half-morocco. (Prictond/)Il'l.'¢lI'0I!.)

  

The Onhinot Portrait ilullory.

Each Coiitaininfi 36 Cabinet Photograp

Women. With iograpliical Sketches. Each.

Z0116; THO BOOK OI “IO. B Samuel Sldnc . Thoroti lily
Revised and brought up to date by Iyames Sinclair and W. C. A. B cw.

With r1 Full-Page Collotypc Plates of Celebrated Horses of the Day,

and numerous other lllusuations. Cloth.

C. A Record of the

vvs, Learning.

Comiplete In Five Series.

hs o Eminent Men and

es: of the People in

Arts. Science, Literature. and Manners.

By various writers.

ll. Each.

ll

Religion,

from the Earliest Times to the Present Day.

Edited by H. D. Trait], D.C.L. Vols. 1., ll., and

'I.'hO D026 Iiblb. With zoo Full-page illustrations by Gustavo Dore.

(Also in lzalller lu'|rdi’ng,}r|‘a on a)pli'ra!a'an.)

I'nrrn.r'o Lilo and Work oi St. Pnul. Pofubr E|{l'lI'0Il.

Tree-calf. (.52: also 6s., 7s. 6d., ros. 6d., :is.. 24s., and 4m.)

I‘o.rrnr'l Early Bay! ol Ohriltinnit P dar Edition.

Tree-calf. (Sn aka 65.. 7s. 6d., ros. 6d., 245., nr'il-i call“

Shnkl Th Bo c 1.: inThreeVls. wuPiai=§'gii'ri'ivoo.t.izngi-aillihit. gill. e 0 ' sled

Brltinh Blllldl. With Several Hundred Original Illustrations.

Complete in Two Vols Cloth.

Buolo-Turkish War OI.lloll'c History oi
tratcd. Library Binding’ in One Vol. (See alto gs) "lo.

~

Longfellow’: Pootioal Wot-kn. Illustrated

Popular Edt'h'ou. Extra crown 4:0. cloth gilt.

livoro or Grant Britain. Descriptive, Historical. i>i¢;...-1.1,

Thclotynlltivorl Tho onlr 8 mo
Bog. With Several Hundred Original |llus::t‘i0ll5.°u I-‘opiilfzg

Edition. (See nlro 425.]

River: ol tho Innt Oonot. W‘th h ht 'Engraving; Popularfidilion. (Sun2ro4:s‘.“)m:mus lg y finished

illus

throughout

Picturolthuo Alnorlcn. With Ex iitslte Steel Plates and

Original 'ood Engravings. Pofular Ed’ on. Vol.1. (Sa i:l.ro 42$.)

Picture uo Europe. Ppu L-‘.1? . C i -' Fi ' _With 'l!gl!lECll exqtiis-ite Strict, l;li:t2S, i11l10tl'nu1n%':2ii:tdrin'nal"\Vgdsti

Eng-ravings. Each. (Se: a!.ro 31s. 6d., flu, ,{3r 105., an £52 ins.)

In lioh Bnnitnry Institutions. B S‘ ll 5' , _c.F.R.S., foriiicrly thc Medical Officer of Hcryhihrjelgtyps ci.(.....&

 

  

 

 

I-Olldbll, GTOIQOI. Library L-'di'l:'o1i. Two Vols. (See nlm 9;.)

Nnturnl Ilioto Wnll Shoots. Set of Ten Subjects. Un

mounted. (Sr: a so 2s. 6d. and 255.)

 

Lilo or Bnnlol Boioo, Tho. By Thomas Wright. With is full

page Illustrations.

Ingnnino of Art, Tho. Yearly Vol. .394. win. r6 Etchings

or Photozriivures. a Series of full-page Plates. arid Several Hundred

Enzr-wines

Thing: I hnvo Soon and Poo lo I hn wn.
By G. A. Sala. Two Vols. p V. ‘no

 

 

Now Light on tho Bihlo nnd tho Holy I.n.nd. By B. T

A. Evells. M.A. Illustrated.

Abbey! and Churches 0! England nnd Wnloo, Tho.

Descriptive, llislfltflflnl, l‘ii:tori:iL l~m¢ Miprr 1.-’.1i'ri'aii. Suies ll.

‘BC IOIDGIIG Dictionary ‘rho. S - ii Double Divisional\.’!l‘s:.. hall-itiorocco. E.lt;lI. (Se: also ros. o<i.ei\z:id :§)

‘I110 I'I.Ill.il Physician. A Modern Maiiiial of Domestic Medicine

Nciv and eviseil lidition. Also in rorburgli, :55.

IIOBIIII, Th0 B001! 0!. Cloth. (Alro in rarbuqrlr, :55.)

IIHCOIVI PI.rI.diIQ Loot. Illustrated with Full-page Drawings

by Gustave Dore.

QARQIDOIIIO, T110 PIA 0|. Edited by Prof. Henry Morley.

Thirteen Vols., iii box, clot i. (Also /ml/-mororro, cloth rider, 42$.)

Hochnnico, Tho Practical Dictio oi. Cnntaininfl

90.000 Drawings of Machinery. Four Vols. Eat: (Sn olro :55.)

BB1-IGIOIIB WORKS.

I0? land llid the Bible, Tho. By tho Rev. Cunningham

elkic, D.D., LL.D. Edln. llliurrarrri lit-r'r2|'o1i. Ono Vol.

Inrrn:-‘I Lilo and Work oi St. Pull. ILLUSTRATED

EDITION. (Sr: II/J0 65.. 7s. 6d., res. 6d., 15s., :i4s., and 42$]

Old Toltnlnont Oonanaontnry tor In B.on.doa'o1_

‘Phi. Edited b the Rev. C. J. Ellicott, D. .. Lord Bishop o

Gloucester and Br1stoL Five Vols. Each. (Sr: also £7 175. 6d.)

New Toltninont Golnnaon . Edited by C. J. Elli_c0tt

D.D., Lord liisho oi’ Gloucester an BristoL Throo Vols Each.

(See also £4 14$ fir)

llol Land nnd tho Blhlo. Tho. By the Rev. Cunriiiigtum

eikic. D.D., LL. D. lidin. With Map. In Two Vols.

Inrly DIII or Ohriltinnity Tho. By lhl: Ven. Archdeacon

Farrar. D.D., F.R.S. Library .‘dr‘1i'oii. Two Vols. dcmy Bvo.

(Sn alro 6s.. 71 .. ms. 6d., 1§..ami us.)

Lilo OI TIIO. By the Ven. Archdeacon Farrnr. D.D.,

F.R.S. Library lidirivl. Two Vols., cloth. (Sn also 7s. 6d.,

roe. 611.. and 4:5.)

I‘n.rrn.r'l Lilo nnd Work of St. Pnul. Library Edirmi.

Two Vols, cloth. (See G/£065., 7s. 6d., ios. 6d., 155.. 21s., and 425.)

Our Bnilwnyu. Their Origin, Development. Incident, and

Romance. llyjulii-i Pendletoii. Two Vols. illustrated.

Brltinh Bnapiro hlnp ol tho World. New Map for Schools

and lllSiih|!e$. By C.. R. Par-kin and t.‘.. B.irtliolomew_ F.R.G.S.

Mounted on Cloth, vamished, and viith ollr.-rs, or folded.

Nnturnl lliltory Wall Shootl. Set of Ten Subjects.

Mounted on rollers and varnished. (S2: olro as. 6d. and mo.)

Ioucohold, UAIIOIPI Book or tho. With numerous illustra

tions. Four Vols. iii Two, half-niorocco. (See alru 5s.)

Onthodr-nil, Abboyo. and Uhurchoc or Bnglnnd and

Wn!¢'- Jescriptiv:-.. Historical, PictoriaL Cloth gilt, gilt edges.

I'opu1'ar Ea'i'li'on. Two Vols.

Bncyclopmdic Dictionary, Tho. Seven Doublc Divisional

\'ols.. half-riissia. Each. (see nlra too. 6d. and zis.)

Hochnnicl, Tho Practical Dictionary oi. Hall-morocco.

Four Vols. Each. (See also 21$.)

Protootnntilm, Tho History oi. B the Rev. J. A. Wylie,

LL.l). Conttiiiiiiig upwards ofooo Original l lusuations. Three \ ols.

(See also 9s. amt 3os.)

Britllh Battle: on Lnnd and Ion.

(bra iz/1.1 91 and 3os.l

Edinburgh, om and Now. Culnpletc in Three Vols (so .1}.

95. and 30$.)

Three Vols. Cloth.

Idlhhlltflllg Old n.nd New, Complete in Three Vols, library

binding. (See also 95. and 27>.)

Protoctnutinm. Tho History oi. Libfar] Edition.

oLro gs. and 275.)

Britioh Bnttloc on Lnnd nnd Son. With aboutdoo Illustra

tions. Librmjy I;‘.ii'1i'au. Three Vols. (Sn also gs. and 275.)

(Sc:

Plnnot, Tho Story o! Our.

F.l{.S., F.S.A., F.b.S. \Vith

about loo Illustrations.

Tho Luke Dwellings ol In:-ope. By Rob-.-it Munro, M.D.,

M.A. Illustrated. Cloth. (Also in roxbiiq-1|, £2 as.)

nun Illultrntod Hlltory 0!. By liinil Nriurnaiin. Edited

by I. c Rev. Sir F. A. Gore Uuseley, Bart. Illustrated. Two Vols.

Pictures no Euro . Pdflllflf Eduiuii. Two Vols. in One.

forming l. o British l cs. (Sn also r8s..£2i,,(,'31 10s.. and £5: nos.)

Poultry, The Illustrated Book oi. B Lewis wright.

Nno and Rrviud I:‘rii'1i'an. With Fifty Coloured latcs Cloth gill.

(Sr: also xos. 6d. and 42$.)

Pl con], Tho B00]: cl. By Robert Fulton. Edited and arranged

y Lewis Wright. With Fifty lilo-like Coloured Plates. (.~il.ro in

ha!/lmoroera, 4:9.)

Er T. G. Bouncy, D.Sc., l.l..l).,

C oured Plates and Maps and

lun, Tho Bto or tho. BPIRSHF-R.A. i “mh Eigh‘ Sir Robert Stavvell Ball, LL.D..

oloured Plates and other Illustrations.

L.IiI'0lIOQ’| TIIO DAWII 01. A Study of the Temple Worship

c.n., .R.S., 'c. illustrated. By J‘ N°""‘m L°°k""'

The ltnndishc ol High Acro. By Gilbert Sheldon. Two Vols.

Ind M tholog of the Ancient Egyptians.

Tho Lilo and Advonturoc oi Georgo Auguctun lnln.

By Himself. Two Vols.

ltucTho Diplonsnue Itcrninicconcou oi Lord A

I-»0I\\l.l' P.U-, G.U.B. l-irst and Second Series, elc in two

vols. Each.

Tho Lilo, Letters, nnd Iriondnhi ol Richnrd

Ionckton Illlnel, l‘irlt Lord oulhton. By Sir

Wemyss Reid. Two \'ols.. with Two Portraits.

Buttoriiioo nnd Mothn, Iuroponn. By W. F. Kirby. With

Sixty Plates Coloured by hand.

Do“, lllultrntod Book or tho. By Vero sir.-iw. B-A- C‘-vital».

ith Twenty-eight Facsimile Coloured Plate: Demy 4to,‘cloth

gilt. (S¢ral.ro 45$.)

°I.Iill'lOl and 01.30-I The Illuctrntod Book of.

With Fifty-six Facsimile Coloured PlIt§ and numerous Wood

Engravings. (Ah-o in lin/_/-uiorvcto. 45$.)

Casrlli J: Company, Limited, Lurgma Hill, Landon; Part‘; and Mglfiouy-ng,

21/

confd.

24/

25/

27/

30/

31/6

32/

35/



36/

37/6

42/

45/

50/

8 Carrel! <§" Company’: Classified Price List.
 

The Uhlverqnl Atlae.

the World, with n7 Pages of Maps. Il.'llllI§0II'Iciy' produccil in Colours,

end e Complete Index to about i:5,ooo Names. Cloth. Also halt‘

morocco. 42$.

_P

OI!‘ Own Country. Three Vols. Library Eilrdilig. (For de

.l'c‘r1)!r'au, in 75. 6d-) 

UICI l_Il_d KHZQIII. B Henriette Runner. With Portrait and r

magiiihcent l-"till-page |’i0lO'Ii1Vl.ll'0 Plates on India Paper, and

numerous Illustrations. 4to, c oth gilt.

The Picturesque Ilediterrsneun. iViflgl1lfiCI:l\llyIl|tlS!!a!Od.

téglolured Prulitispiece by Birltet Foster. Complete in Two Vols.

cl.

BIVOII OI GIOLC Brittln. Descriptive. Historical. Pictorial.

The Royal ltivert The Thlmee {rem Source to

HO‘. With Several Hundred Original Illustrations. 0ri',i;r‘iial

1:'di‘(i’on. [Sn a/:0 tfis.)

I.lV_el'I pl the Elli. Count. With numerous highly-finishecl

kllflfililllfii. Royal 4to, with Etching as Frontispiece. Origi/iol

L~'drti'on. (See alu 165.)

DOT‘ GIJIOII, '.l'lIO- P0 nlar £.{i'h'on. With :50 Illustrzitious by

Gustave Dore. Cloth gilt. veiled boards.

Egypt: Delcrlptlv I-!ilt.or|ee.I., and Pictureeque.

Popular bdiliorr. Iiy rof. G. Ebers. Translated by Clara llell,

with Notes by Sninuel Birch, LLD., D.C.L.. F.S.A. Two Vols. With

about be Original Engriivings

Picturesque America. Complete in Four Vols., with Forty

elght Exquisite Steel Plates and about BooOriginal Wood Engraviligs

Each. (bee also 18s.)

The I-U0 OI Christ. By the Von. Archdeacon Farrnr. D.D. Library

Editrhil, morocco. Two Vols (Sn aha 75. 6d., tos. 6d., and 145.)

IL Pltll; 1'll0 I-116 llld WOPR 0!. By the Ven. Archdeacon

Furrar. Library Edilion, morocco. Illiulnrteri Eiiifion. morocco.

(Se: alro es, 7s. 6d.. roe. 6d., 155., ars., and us.)

I‘e.rr-are Ileriy Duye of Christianity. Libmry 5.1.2.2.".

Two Vols. Morocco. (Sn also $., 1s. 6d., ice 6d., 15s., and 245.)

POI1$I1| THO BOOK DI. Hy Lewis Wright. With Filly Coloured

Plates. hall’-morocco. (Sa also roe 6d. and 3rs. 6d.) 

Do‘. Illuetrated Book or the. By Veto Shziw, Ii.A. Wiin

wenty-eight Coloured Plates. Halt-morocco. (See i1l.r0 35¢.)

Po Iiducator, Cueeelve New. With New Text, New

liustrations, New Coloured ‘Plates, New Map! In Colours, New Size.

NICW Type. Complete. Eight Vols. in Four, half-morocco. (Se:

a :0 5!.)

Iihlle, ,Ca.se|ell{’e lllusltratod Iudmll . Toned Papa‘ Edillan.

eat icr, git e< gcs. 1 er aim 70!. on 75s.

IOBHOQQO Bonner. The Painter of Cat-Life Ind Cat-Character.

. I t , -.5’ .”>‘.;...‘.?.'..;°‘l’.‘$'.“‘“..‘;'.‘.' .‘."‘%,"°“"i‘..£‘.'2‘ ",;.’.‘.‘.“.‘.‘3““;..'l‘"..‘.'.""l°.'.‘.i
Pliotoflrlvures on India paper. (mo us.) Lory: Po)” Edition, 7os.

A New ilntl Complete General Atlas of London

 

Old and New. Compltlz in Stir Volr. Willi about

i.aoo l liistrntions. Libra:-y I:‘dd.'.‘4ri. (Sn also os.)
 

Bhl.lIOIpOI.l'G, I10 QIIIICO. Edited by Charles and .\l.-try

Cowden Clnrlte, an containing about coo llIliS!IllI0lli by ll. L.

Sclous. Three Vuls., cloth gilt.

_‘f

Bible CI-IIQIPI Illustrated Iamfly.

l/I .rn 50$. ur knllur, and 7;. but !!l0r0i'l.U.)

The International Shnklpere. L-‘.r.':.'on .1; Lioar.

" King Hen VIII." Illustrated by Sir James Linton, P.R.l.

(Limited rr'i‘li'on. Price on appl.-¢.z!i‘oii.)

"Ot.h0l‘o." illustrated by Frank Dicltsee. R.A.

" King Henry IV." Illustrated by Herr Eduard Qriitzrier.

“AI You Like It." Illustrated by the late Mons. Emile Bayard.

“Borneo and Juliet" advanced to £7 we (Now out oi’ print.)

Morocco antique.

 
  

New Testament Commentary, The. Edited by Bishov

I-lllicott. Three Vols. in llJIi~XIIOt'0CCO. (Se: also 215.]
 

in land, Ce.eeell'e History oi. With 2,000 Illustrations

iorarjy Edition. Ten Vols. um ¢l.m gs.) 

Ilnzlleh Idternture, Library oi. The Set ol Five Vol:..

lialli-morocco. (Sn alro 7s. oil.)

TIIQ 'l'itI.l.l Thames. Hy Grant Allen. With lndia Proof Impres

sions ofzo Mrigriilice-lit Full-pare Photogrrivure Pl.1te~. -1I\\i I"-‘"1?

other Illustrations, after original dnwing> by W. L. Wyllie, A.R.A.

I-liilbmorocco, gilt, gilt edges.

Picturesque Causal. A Delineation by Pen and Pencil of _all

the Fcntiires of Interest in the Dominion of Canada. from its

Discovery to the Present Day. With about 600 Original Illustrations

Complete in Two Volumes. Tho Set. 

Old Testament Commentary, The. Edited by Bishop

Ellicott. Five Vols. iii l\flIr'lX‘lDl'OCCO. (Sr: aim ms.)

 

British Iouil Re men, A fliltory or. Hy Sir Richard

Owen, K.C.B., F.R. ., &c. win. 268 Phiuzs Complete in l-‘our

Volumes. 

H011 Bible, 'I.'h9. Illustrated by Gustavo Dori Two Vol.1, best

polished morocco. 

Picturesque Europe. l.arj(! />..;w- I-‘.l.‘.'.1w.

Volultlcs. I-Incll colltniliiilg lllirtcen \!Xil\|i\IIC Steel i'i.\lE5, frnlrl

Original Drawings, and nearly zoo 0ri|;in.'iI lIlu\lr.‘llliil\S, with

descriptive Letterpress. Roy.-il 4to, cloth gilt, £21; lmlf-liiorocctx

£3! ros.; morocco gilt, £52 ms. (Sn alro rils. and 3|; oil.)

CC|l'\\]\iI'IQ in Five

 

MONTHLY SERIAL PUBLICATIONS.
 

Art, Magazine of. 1a. did. Dictionary

Adventure The World oi’. ‘Id. Dore mm“ Th°'

Atrica, The Story of. ‘Id.

Atla.s,Un1versa.L 6d.

Battles of the Nineteenth Century.

‘Id.

Blblewomen and Nurses. 2d.

Birds, Familiar Wild. 6d.

Butterflies and Moths, European.

ed.

Ca.ssell's Magazine. 6d.

Ca.ssell'a Natural History. 7d.

Cathedrals, Abbeys, and Churches.

Little Folks.

London, Greater.

Edited by

-1d_ Our Earth and its Story. 7d.

Chl1d’s Bible and Child's Lite or 0111' OWE <7°11!1'@YY- 7d

cm-m;_ 3¢_ Paris Mode. 6d.

ch S The Illustrated Pqper Phrase and Pa.b1e,Dictlonary of. ‘Id.

for Boys. Bil.

Cottage Gardening. 3d.

Countries of the World. 6d. 2s. 6d.

of English History.

Dore Dante Inferno.

Encyclopaedic Dictionary.

England, History oi’. 7d.

Family Physician,

Pranco-Gannan War.

Gazetteer, Ca.sse11'a. ‘Id.

Music, History of. 6d.

New Testament Commentary, The.

BISHOP ELLlc0'rT. ‘Id.

Picturesque America. ls.

Picturesque Europe.

Picturesque liieditorranean, The.

6d, Popular Educator, New. 6d.

Portrait Gallery, Cassel1’s Univer

sal. 6d.

3d.

7d.
15_ Practitioner, The. ls.

Quiver, The. 6d.

T111 7¢- Robinson Crusoe. 3d.

id‘ Sa.turda.yJ'ourna.1, Ca.sse11's.

Gd.

Gd. Sea, The. ‘Id.

7d. Shukspere, The Royal. 7d.

Surgery, Annals of. Zs.

Technical Educator, New. 6d.

Universal History. 7d.

Work. 66..

Wit and Humour. 6d.

World ot Wonders. 3d.

 

Ca.ssell's Railway Tlma Tables and

Through-Route Glnnce-Guide.

Enlarged Series. Pnce id.

15.

VVEEKLY PUBLICATIONS.
 

Ca.s:_ial1’sBa.turdsiyJ'ourna.l. Work. 1d.

Paris Mode. 1:1.

National Library,

Paper, 3d. ; Cloth, 6d.

Chums. 1d.

Ca.ssell’s. Cottage Gardening. id.

Doré Bible, The. id.

 

Letts’s Diaries and other T-ime-Saving Publications are ptll)ll$l1€(l exclusively by

CASSELL & COMPANY, and particulars will be forwarded post free on application to the Publishers.

CASSELL & COMPANY, Limited, Ludgale Hill, London; Paris and Melbvwfllb

 

  

 
 

60/

63/

70/

£4/14/6

£5

£5/5

£5/15/6

£6/6

£7/17/6

£12/12

£15

£21

  

  

  




